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ABSTRACT 

The Australian-Pacific plate boundary is an uncomplicated structure along most of its length 
in the South Island, New Zealand. In South Westland, south of the Arawata River, however, 
several terranes converge onto the Alpine fault. Inherent anisotropies arising from the 
position of pre-existing fault structures, lithological contacts and rheological heterogeneities 
within these give rise to an atypically diffuse and complex zone, the overall geometry of 
which resembles a regional scale transpressive flower structure. 

The flower structure is a broad deformation zone 60 km in length extending approximately 
7 km from the Alpine fault to its eastern limit, the Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt. Integral 
parts of the structure are the Hollyford Fault System and the Livingstone Fault System. The 
area is characterised by an array of left-stepping, subparallel faults with an average 060° 
strike linked by 020° striking structures. All fault traces offset Quaternary features. Fractions 
of the total interplate slip are partitioned across the reactivated structures. Additionally, 
kinematic indicators reveal partitioning of strike-slip and oblique/dip-slip deformation across 
the related secondary fault zones. 

The behaviour of the plate boundary zone in South Westland is fundamentally controlled by 
reactivation of the Hollyford Fault System and the Livingstone Fault System which partition 
slip away from the Alpine fault. As a consequence, the eastward transferral of slip onto the 
curved geometry of the converging fault systems has ultimately created a left-stepping 
contractional regime, the equivalent of a restraining bend in the plate boundary zone. The 
competent Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt controls the geometry and evolution of the 
reactivated structures. It also acts as an indenter and imposes additional boundary conditions 
adding to the shortening component in the region and the onset of complex transpressional 
strain patterns. 

The geometry and kinematics of the flower structure in the upper crust is mimicked in the 
ductile mid to lower crust. Upper greenschist facies mylonites reveal a complex fold pattern 
developed in response to contemporaneous non-coaxial and coaxial deformation. The folding 
formed during a continuation of deformation associated with mylonitisation at depths within 
the fault system. The fact that strain localisation and transpressive strain patterns in the brittle 
crust continue into the ductile zones suggests there is a feedback relationship between the two 
regimes. 

The reactivation of pre-existing structures and the influence of rheological factors are 
considered as first order factors controlling strain pmiitioning in the plate boundary zone. 
Recognition of local strain partitioning is important for assessing slip rates and earthquake 
recurrence. Similarly, the faults extend down below the seismogenic zone so that interaction 
of the different structures with each other may produce changes in fault behaviour which 
affects emihquake nucleation. 

Although the Alpine fault is a major structure in the South Island of New Zealand with over 
400 km of dextral movement, the reactivated structures still exert a degree of control locally 
on the structure and kinematics of the plate boundary zone. Reactivation of inherent fault 
structures has imp01iant implications for the initiation of plate boundary faults and the 
alteration of the plate boundary geometry with evolving deformation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Alpine fault, the major active feature of the Cenozoic boundary between the Pacific Plate 

and the Australian Plate (Figure 1.1) provides an excellent natural model for investigating 

controls on variations in the distribution and accommodation mechanisms of plate boundary 

deformation. Understanding distribution of strain across the major transpressive plate 

boundary between the Pacific and Australian plates, in the South Island of New Zealand, can 

shed important insight into similar ancient and currently active transpressive systems: the 

Pyrenees (Roure et al., 1989), the Mongolian Western Altai (Cunningham et al., 1996 a & b) 

the East Anatolian fault zone in Turkey (Lyberis et al., 1992), the Venezuelan Andes (Coletta 

et al., 1997), the Ellsworth Mountains, Antarctica (Curtis, 1998) and central California 

(Mount & Suppe, 1987). Similarly, the knowledge gained from the Alpine fault can 

verify/test and, where appropriate, complement cunent theories proposed from analogue and 

numerical models (e.g. Sanderson & Marchini, 1984; Naylor et al., 1986; Richard & 

Cobbold, 1989, 1990; Gapais et al., 1991; Richard, 1991; Tikoff & Teyssier, 1994; Jones & 

Tanner, 1995; Richard et al., 1995; Schreurs & Colletta, 1998; Fossen & Tikoff, 1998). The 

way in which the present day accommodation and response to this strain affects the behaviour 

of the Alpine fault is of great interest nationally, with respect to future ruptures and 

earthquake hazard predictions. 

PACIFIC PLATE 

ANTARTIC PLATE 

~ East 

)~ ~ntarctica 

Figure 1.1: Tectonic setting indicating the three major plates of the southwest Pacific (P = present 
Australia/Pacific instantaneous pole according to DeMets et al. (1990)). Orientation and relative 
velocities of the Pacific Plate with respect to the Australian plate (in mm/year) are after DeMets et al. 
(1994). 
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1.3. Alpine Fault Overview 
The Alpine fault is the ~850 krn long surface expression of the boundary between the Pacific 

and Australian tectonic plates (Figure 1.2). It was first recognised by Wellman and Willet 

(1942) as a continuous feature in the South Island, New Zealand. The fault zone was 

demonstrated by Wellman (1949; in Benson, 1952), to be a major dextral strike-slip fault with 

approximately 480 krn of displacement, measured from offset Paleozoic-Mesozoic basement 

rocks. Sutherland (1999) has established that most, if not all, of this offset has occurred since 

45 Ma. The present position of the Alpine fault is primarily controlled by an inherited 

structure; an Eocene passive margin. As of ~ 25 Ma, strike-slip motion has translated the 

margin into a continental collision zone (resulting in subduction of oceanic lithosphere 

underneath the South Island) and progressive localisation of shear strain close to the Alpine 

fault (Sutherland et al., 2000). This zone transforms the motion of subduction zones of 

opposing polarity: the Tonga-Kermadec Trench and Hikurangi Trough to the north, and the 

Puysegur Trench to the south (Figure 1.1 ). The total rate of displacement across the plate 

boundary, in central South Island, is estimated to equal 37±2 mm/year (as presented by Norris 

& Cooper (2001) using global plate tectonic data; Nuvel 1A model of DeMets, et al (1994), 

averaged over the last 3 million years). This translates to 35.5±1.5 mm/year of motion 

parallel to the fault and 10±1.5 mm/year of convergent motion perpendicular to it and, 

consequently, it is a transpressional plate boundary (Figure 1.3). Long-range satellite-based 

geodetic measurements (Larson & Fraymuller, 1995) and GPS measurements (Beavan et al., 

1999) are consistent with these values. 

Work by Wellman provided the first dataset of Quaternary offsets (Wellman, 1953a, 1955). 

Fmther research on offset late Quaternary glacial and fluvial features provides estimates of 

dextral displacement rates of 20-40 mm/yr on the Alpine fault (Wellman & Wilson 1964; 

Wellman 1984; Hull & Berryman, 1986; Berryman et al., 1992; Sutherland, 1994; Sutherland 

& Norris, 1995; Wright, 2001). Norris & Cooper (2001), recalculated and supplemented 

these data which they summarised to give a relatively constant rate of 27±5 mm/year of 

strike-slip motion occurring between Milford Sound and Hokitika. They suggest that 70-75% 

of the fault-parallel interplate motion is being accommodated by the Alpine fault. The 

remaining c.25% is proposed to be partitioned onto structures east of the Alpine fault zone. 

However, there is still some debate over the proportion of inte1-plate slip accommodated by 

the Alpine fault and the degree of slip partitioning between the fault and other structures 

(Suggate, 1963; Walcott, 1978, 1998a; Norris et al., 1990; Norris & Cooper, 2001). 

In contrast, the rates calculated for dip-slip, from offset Quaternary features, are of lesser 

magnitudes; between 0-12 mm/year (Norris & Cooper, 2001). Since 6.4 Ma, total shortening 

across the continental crust of the South Island has been of the order of 70-90 km (Walcott, 

1998a). 
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Figure 1.2: Image (NASA Shuttle photograph) of the South Island ofNew Zealand. The sharp planar 
line at the base of the Southern Alps defines the Alpine fault, the main manifestation of the Plate 
Boundary. 
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Figure 1.3: Varying Quaternary structural signature of the Alpine fault along strike in the South 
Island. lnterplate velocity vector taken from, DeMets et al. (1994), slip rates taken from, Norris & 
Cooper (2001). Box outline at Jackson Bay indicates the locality of the field area. The bathymetric 
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Plate convergence rates are relatively consistent across the plate boundary in the South Island, 

(vary from 8-12 mm/yr) but the component which is accommodated on the Alpine fault varies 

considerable along strike (Figure 1.3); dip-slip rates range from 0-8 mm/yr (Norris & Cooper, 

2001 ). Dip-slip rates are greatest in Central Westland, whereas they diminish to the south, 

concomitant with transferral to a strike-slip signature. The shortening component outside the 

central zone, therefore, is partitioned onto other structures. 

Consequently, although the Australian-Pacific plate boundary is essentially an uncomplicated 

single structure along most of its length in the South Island, the Quaternary structural 

expression of the Alpine fault varies considerably along strike (Berryman et al., 1992). The 

fault can be divided into four main segments on land, based on its differing structural 

signatures as summarised in Figure 1.3. Work in off-shore Fiordland (Barnes et al., 2002), 

moreover, indicates a complex transtensional segment (the contractional strain across the 

plate boundary zone is partitioned to the west on a thrust decollement associated with an 

accretionary wedge). The efficiency of the Alpine fault in taking up plate motion i.e. the 

extent and nature of strain prutitioning, accounts for discrepancies in the structural regimes 

along strike. The extent of partitioning, particularly of the plate perpendicular motion, 

controls the resultant fault plane attitude or vice-versa. The orientation of the individual 

prutitioned faults with respect to the plate vector may determine their structural modes. 

However, constraints on fault orientations ru·e also driven by the plate boundary end effects; 

the subduction zones. For instance, the W airau segment and related Marlborough fault 

system have been rotated (Merzer & Freund, 1974; Ron et al., 1984; Lamb, 1988; Lamb & 

Bibby, 1989; Roberts, 1995) into subpru·allelism with the plate vector; an orientation 

favourable for strike-slip motion. 

Paleoseismic work on the Alpine fault (e.g. Berryman et al., 1998; Wells et al., 1999; Yetton 

et al., 1998; Wright, 2001) reveals that the fault ruptures every 100-300 years, with rupture 

lengths ranging from ~200 km to >400 km. These yield events of M7.6-8.2. Results from 

such paleoseismologic work indicates that the last major rupture event on the Alpine fault 

occurred between the middle seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (Cooper & Norris, 

1990) in the south and in 1717 AD in the north, based on dendrochronolgy (Wells et al., 

1999). The estimated slip rate for the Alpine fault ( ~ 27 mm/yr) and the fact that the last 

seismic events resulted in 8 m of horizontal movement (Hull & Berryman, 1986; Berryman et 

al., 1998) implies that it would take ~300 yr to accumulate enough strain to produce a similar 

magnitude of displacement (Sutherland, 1994). An increase in the displacement rate would 

decrease the inferred return time. The probability of future rupture on the Alpine fault is high. 

1.2. Location 
The ru·ea this project is concerned with lies between the Arawata River and Jerry River in 

South Westland, South Island, New Zealand (Figure 1.4). It is of pruticular interest because of 
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three factors which may have a significant control on the structural signature of the Alpine 

fault in this vicinity: 

• The area is located at the transition between an obliquely convergent section, north of 

Haast, (Norris & Cooper, 1995) characterised by moderately southeast dipping oblique 

thrusts connected by sub-vertical strike-slip segments, and a dominantly strike-slip 

section, between Lake-McKerrow and Milford Sound (Wellman & Wilson, 1964; 

Wellman, 1984; Hull & Berryman, 1986; Sutherland & NoiTis, 1995) (Figure 1. 3). 

• The plate boundary switches from a continental-continental to an oceanic-continental 

boundary around this section (Figure 1.1 & 1.3). 

• This area is the locality of convergence of the Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt, Maitai, 

Murihiku and Brook Street Terranes, and the associated Livingstone Fault System and 

Hollyford Fault System, with the Alpine fault (Figure 1.3). The lithological units 

contained in each of the terranes are briefly described below. 

1.3. Regional Geology 
The South Island of New Zealand (Figure 1.3) can be described in terms of 9 

tectonostratigraphic terranes (Coombs et al., 1976; Bishop et al., 1985). The terranes of the 

Eastern Province were assembled and accreted onto the Pacific margin of Gondwana during 

Mid Jurassic to Early Cretaceous times before the onset of the supercontinent dispersal in the 

Cretaceous (Coombs et al., 1976; MacKinnon, 1983; Korsch & Wellman, 1988; Mortimer & 

Campbell, 1996). The Eastern and Western provinces are separated by the Median Batholith, 

a complex unit of intrusive rocks related to magmatism in the Carboniferous to Early 

Cretaceous (Mortimer et al., 1999b). Dextral shear along the present plate boundary, 

manifested on the Alpine fault, has subsequently deformed and offset the terranes, resulting in 

a distinctive curved geometry on approach to the Alpine fault. 

The field area for this project encompasses the terranes of the Eastern Province: the Brook 

Street, Murihiku, Dun Mountain-Maitai, and the Caples Ten·anes, in order from west to east, 

where they merge with and are truncated by the Alpine fault (Figure 1.4). To the west, the 

Alpine fault is flanked by the Karamea Terrane of the Western Province. Each terrane is 

briefly described below. 

Brook Street Terrane 

The Brook Street Terrane in the South Island of New Zealand, is a narrow belt ( <30 km 

wide), composed predominantly of Lower Permian basaltic-andesitic volcanic and 

volcaniclastic rocks along with epiclastic and pyroclastic volcanogenic sediments (Kimbrough 

et al., 1992). 
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Figure 1.4: Regional geology surrounding the field area (after Johnstone, 1973; Sinton 1975; Ransley, 
1983; Ballard, 1989; Bradshaw, 1990; Bishop et al, 1990; Blattner, 1991; Mortimer, 1993d Bishop, 
1994). The dashed region in the main map identifies the field area of this study. (Inset map is a copy of 
Figure 1.3). 
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This sequence is locally intruded by plutonic rocks ranging from ultramafic to granitic bodies 

(Wood, 1966; Mossman, 1973; Houghton, 1986; Mortimer et al., 1999b; Landis et al., 1999; 

1978; Sivell & Rankin, 1983; Ballard, 1987; Challis & Lauder, 1977; Price & Sinton, 1978). 

It is interpreted as a Permian disrupted, remnant intra-oceanic arc and adjoining sedimentary 

basin (Houghton & Landis, 1989; Frost & Coombs, 1989) where igneous activity may have 

continued into Mesozoic times (Houghton & Landis, 1989). 

Murihiku Terrane 

Presently in. tectonic juxtaposition with the Brook Street Terrane is the approximately 9 km 

thick synclinal belt of the Murihiku Terrane. This is a Triassic-Jurassic sequence of volcanic 

sandstones, siltstones, tuff and conglomerate and is interpreted as an arc-flanking basin 

(Coombs et al., 1976, 1996; Ballance & Campbell, 1993). It is in fault contact to the east with 

the Dun Mountain-Maitai Terrane. 

Dun Mountain- Maitai Terrane 

The Permian-Triassic (Owen, 1995) Dun Mountain-Maitai Terrane forms a continuous linear 

east-west belt in the southern South Island extending from the east coast through Southland 

and swinging round to a north-north west orientation on its approach to the Alpine fault. It 

consists of an ophiolite complex (the Dun Mountain Ophiolite, Coombs et al., 1976) with 

basal interlayered ultramafics (peridotites, pyroxenites and dunite ), along with associated 

gabbro-dolerite-spilite intrusives, overlain conformably in gradational contact (locally in fault 

contact) by basic igneous and volcanic breccias, meta-volcanic, meta-sedimentary rocks of the 

Livingstone Group. These are in turn overlain, locally unconformably, by the volcanogenic 

sediments of the Maitai Group. The Maitai Group corresponds to a sedimentary sequence 

predominantly derived from an inactive volcanic arc. The terrane is interpreted to represent a 

residual upper mantle and ancient oceanic crust sequence with Maitai Group sediment 

deposited on top as a frontal arc/back arc basin or inactive oceanic trench (Landis, 1974). 

The sediments of the Brook Street, Murihiku and Maitai Terrane are very thick, structurally 

simple sequences. These, along with the Dun Mountain Ophiolite, lie entirely within the 

near-vertical to overturned eastern limb of the Key Summit Regional Syncline. This syncline 

developed during deep in-folding and tectonic pinching of the western margin of the New 

Zealand accreted terranes during the late Jurassic-early Cretaceous Rangitata Orogeny 

(Coombs et al., 1976; Bishop et al., 1985) 

Caples-Pelorus Terrane 

To the east of the Dun Mountain-Maitai Terrane, separated by the tectonic boundary of the 

Livingstone fault, lies the Caples-Pelorus Terrane. This is composed of Permian to Triassic 

accretionary prism deposits formed at a subducting margin (Turnbull, 1979b; Coombs et al., 

1976; Carter et al., 1978; Sp6rli, 1978). The Caples Group comprises mostly volcanic and 

arc-derived, psammitic and pelitic sediments, the basal 3000 m of which are mafic 
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volcanogenic sediments. The sediments are interpreted to be emplaced by mass flow turbidity 

current mechanisms with an accumulation environment more distal than the arc-derived 

Brook Street, Murihiku and Maitai Terranes (Turnbull, 2000). 

Karamea Terrane 

North-west of the Alpine fault, the Western Province is divided into the Lower Paleozoic 

Karamea and Golden Bay Terranes (Bishop et al., 1985; Cooper & Tulloch, 1992). In South 

Westland, the Karamea Terrane consists of Early Paleozoic Greenland Group quartz-rich 

sediments (Mutch, 1964; Nathan et al., 1978). These have undergone contact metamorphism 

to biotite hornfels and schist from the intmsion of Paleozoic S-type granitoids; minor 

granitoid intmsions occur at Jackson Bay and in the upper reaches of the Jerry River (Mutch, 

1964) and are associated with the Karamea Suite (Tulloch, 1988). Stmcture within the 

Greenland Group is complex and results from events which took place during the Paleozoic, 

Mesozoic and Cenozoic. 

It is apparent that there is considerable diversity in the rock types contained within the 

terranes converging on the Alpine fault. The varying rheological properties of the terranes, 

along with pre-existing mechanical anisotropies, may impose a significant influence locally 

on the deformational behaviour of the plate boundary. 

1.4. Previous Work on Active Fault Traces in South Westland 
As a result of inaccessibility and dense bush, little detailed research had been carried out in 

South Westland, south of the Arawata River, prior to this project (e.g. Berryman et al., 1992; 

Sutherland, 1995a). Aerial photographs have provided the main source of information on 

active traces of the Alpine fault with previous interpretations depicting a single linear trace 

(Figure 1.5). 

Ground investigations of the fault trace are limited. Field observations (Wellman & Wilson, 

1964; Berryman et al., 1986; Berryman et al., 1992; Sutherland, 1995a) revealed steeply 

dipping fault planes with shallow plunging lineations which, combined with fault-related land 

forms and aerial photograph interpretations, suggest that the Alpine fault is a single, 

predominantly strike-slip stmcture (in contrast with the strongly segmented obliquely 

convergent style north of Haast) (Figure 1.3). Inconsistencies were found in this trend; for 

example Berryman et al. (1992) documented a switch from a regional strike of 050° to 060° at 

the headwaters of the Gorge River. This was coupled with a laterally dissociated, lozenge

shaped, en echelon set of surface traces (8 km long and 1.5 km wide), in the Lower Cascade 

Valley, which was interpreted as a strike-slip duplex. Additionally, a shallow dip for the 

Alpine fault plane, of 35° SE, was measured in the Jerry River (MacDonell, 1982) and was 

tentatively associated with overthmsting. Fmihermore, the results of Berryman et al. (1992) 

implied a recent change in the regional throw of the fault south of the Martyr River from 

southeast-side-up, to northwest-side-up and likewise the trace at Hokuri Creek has a localised 
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Figure 1.5: Inferred structure of the Alpine fault zone between the Arawata River and the Jerry River 
interpreted from limited ground investigation and aerial photographs (after Berryman et al., 1992). 

component of late Quaternary uplift on the north-western side of the Alpine fault (Sutherland 

& Norris, 1995). Although the Alpine fault is interpreted as a predominantly strike-slip 

feature in South Westland, the obliquity of the fault trace (striking 050-055°) with respect to 

the plate vector c. 070°, suggests that there should still be a component of convergence 

occurring in this area. It has been proposed that this component is being accommodated 

offshore on the Australian Plate by means of underthrusting (Allis, 1981; Allis, 1986; 

Reyners, 1989; Kamp et al., 1992). Even though partitioning of convergence onto other 

structures must be occurring, previously determined time-averaged strike-slip rates for the 

Alpine fault in southern South Island suggest it is still the major structure of the area 

accommodating 20-30 mm/year of dextral strike-slip (Wellman & Wilson, 1964; BeiTyman et 

al., 1992; Sutherland, 1994; Sutherland & Norris, 1995). 

1.5. Aims 
The Alpine fault, in South Westland, appears to be a dominantly strike-slip structure 

(Berryman et al., 1992; Sutherland, 1995a). Thus the convergent component of strain must be 
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partitioned onto other structures. A key question is: what controls the nature, extent and 

location of this partitioning? 

There has been continued debate over the main controls on the initiation of strain partitioning. 

A current proposal is that rheological anisotropies such as the presence of pre-existing weak 

fault zones (Mount & Suppe, 1987; Zoback & Healy, 1992) or weak lithological and 

rheological contacts (Jones & Tanner, 1995) control the degree of kinematic partitioning. 

Recently, Koons et al. (2003) suggested that rapid exhumation advects isotherms and can 

weaken structures so that a single shear zone is able to accommodate all components of strain. 

An alternative model suggests that the relative angle of oblique convergence controls the 

efficiency of kinematic partitioning and requires no assumptions to be made about crustal 

rheology (Braun & Beaumont, 1995). The segment of the Alpine fault examined in this 

project provides a rare oppmiunity to assess the validity of these arguments by determining its 

structural signature and comparing it with the region in Central Westland where the plate 

motion remains oblique rather than being spatially partitioned into discrete zones of strike-slip 

and convergent deformation (Norris et al., 1990). 

A primary aim, therefore, has been to establish the influence of inherent heterogeneities 

within the merging teiTanes on the characteristics of the plate boundary within this area-in 

particular, the control which inherent anisotropies (arising from the pre-existing fault 

structures, lithological contacts and rheological heterogeneities) have on the distribution and 

partitioning of strain and fundamentally how these affect the location, timing and length of 

future rupture events. In order to address these questions, this first required the undertaking 

of a detailed ground investigation to evaluate the structural signature of the Alpine fault in the 

vicinity. This addressed the fundamental questions: 

• What is the attitude and what are the kinematics of the Alpine fault? 

• What is the efficiency of the Alpine fault in South Westland in taking up plate motion; 

what component of the strike-slip motion and convergence is it accommodating? 

• Is the deformation partitioned along strike and/or onto subparallel structures to the 

west and east? Is there any reactivation of the Livingstone Fault System and/or the 

Hollyford Fault System? 

• Is there a control on the Alpine fault structure from the Puysegur subduction zone 

(Figure 1.1)? The Puysegur subduction zone developed- 10 Ma and since has been 

propagating northwards. Cunently the northeastern extent of the subducted slab 

beneath Fiordland (Anderson & Webb, 1994) terminates -50 km south of the area of 

the project. 
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• What can the basement rocks east of the plate boundary tell us about the controls on 

this deformation zone? 

• What are the responses of the different terranes to the deformation? How do any 

differences affect the distribution of strain? 

1.6. Thesis Outline 
The thesis is divided into three parts which address the following key issues: 

• Part I- This documents the results of field mapping, in particular the geometry and 

structural signature of the Alpine fault zone in the area. It covers broad lithological 

descriptions of the basement geology, describes zones of mylonites, and deciphers 

their protolith and relationship to the surface geometry of the area. 

• Part II- What are the near-surface kinematics of the fault zone in this area? What can 

the mylonites tell us about the kinematics within the deeper ductile regime? What 

control do major crustal inhomogeneities in the basement rocks have on partitioning 

within the deformation zone? Similarly, what is the influence of rheological 

properties on the location of strain accumulation? 

• Part III- How is the area evolving over space and time and how does this influence the 

location and initiation of future rupture events? What can be learned about the 

paleoseimicity and geomorphic history of the area? 

1.7. Field Logistics 
Specific areas covered by detailed field work during this PhD are outlined on Figure 1.6. The 

terrain is covered in particularly dense bush which, coupled with adverse weather conditions 

(75% of the field work was carried out in heavy rain), severely inhibited detailed ground 

investigations. Therefore, aerial photo interpretations were utilised to supplement coverage 

where terrain and weather limited access. Earlier ground investigation by other geologists in 

regions on the fringes of the outlined field area, which were not revisited because of time and 

financial restrictions, have also been employed to complete the geological map of the area. 

These are also outlined on Figure 1.6. 

Due to the remoteness of the area, many geographical features are unnamed so, for the ease of 

description, the author has adopted the use of informal creek names. These informal creek 

names are distinguished on all diagrams and maps from officially named geographical 

features (as published by Land Information New Zealand) by the use of italic font. All grid 

references quoted hereafter, unless otherwise stated, refer to topographic maps 260-E37-E 39. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.8. Data Presentation and Use of Appendices 
Representations of outcrops and rocks samples are presented in the main body of the text of 

this thesis. However, extensive field and petrographical descriptions are provided in the 

appendices and are referenced where necessary, in individual chapters. 

Common abbreviations used in regard to plates which accompany petrographical descriptions, 

in the thesis and the appendices, include: PPL = plane polarized light, XPL = cross polarized 

light. 

Sample numbers quoted in the following chapters and appendices refers to official Otago 

University (O.U.) numbers which is the number system by which the samples are catalogued 

in the Geology Department. 
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Chapter 2: Tectonic Geomorphology and Basement Geology 

2. TECTONIC GEOMORPHOLOGY AND BASEMENT GEOLOGY 

As outlined in the opening chapter, previous work canied out within the field area in South 

Westland has been limited, although interpretations made from the available data have 

resulted in the assignment of an uncomplicated strike-slip signature to the plate boundary, 

manifested on a single fault (Benyman et al., 1992). The initial aim of the project was, 

therefore, to establish, through the use of detailed ground investigation, a comprehensive 

evaluation of the neotectonic structural signature of the fault zone. 

The primary information on the structure of the fault zone 1s obtained from the 

geomorphology of the area through which any surface expression of seismogenic faults is 

revealed. This chapter discusses the recently active fault-related geomorphological features 

and subsequently, their broad relationship to the basement rocks of the area. 

2.1. Recently Active Fault Traces 
Field mapping has revealed that the Alpine fault zone between the Arawata River and the 

JetTy River is atypically complex and diffuse. Geomorphic investigations indicate many 

tectonically produced landforms, including beheaded streams, deflected and offset streams, 

sag ponds, shutter ridges, pressure ridges, pull-aparts, pop-ups, microtopography (horst and 

graben), fault trenches and fault scarps (as presented on Geomorphology Map 1 & 2 in 

Appendix 1). A striking feature of the area mapped is the abundance of recently active traces, 

a summary of which is represented on Figure 2.1. Recently active fault traces are defined as 

those with a pronounced scarp in the bush which cut Quaternary (many being Holocene) 

erosional and depositional features and are commonly associated with sizeable gouge zones. 

The geometry of the recently active fault traces can be expressed in terms of two individual 

but analogous northeast tapering zones of distributed faulting: a nanow zone at the Jackson 

River area (1-2 km in width) and a broader structure (5-6 km in width) at the Cascade River 

area (Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2 & 2.3, respectively). Within these areas a complex anay of left

stepping 050-060° trending traces exist which are linked by 020° trending strands. The two 

zones are, likewise, linked by a 040° striking left-step in the vicinity of Woodhen Creek. The 

overall trend of these two zones is approximately 060°. Additionally, the Livingstone fault, 

lying to the east, has a recently active fault trace and its geometry mimics the trend and left

stepping character of the two zones of distributed faulting. The Livingstone fault merges with 

the Alpine fault in the northeastern end of the field area and, conversely, curves away from 

the zone of distributed faulting (at the Cascade River area), to the southwest. 

The tectonic geomorphology, therefore, indicates that seismic activity is spread across a large 

complex fault system and that moderate earthquakes (evident from the surface ruptures) have 

occmTed at least in the late Pleistocene and many in the past few thousand years (on the basis of 

faulted glacial and post-glacial deposits). 
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Chapter 2: Tectonic Geomorphology and Basement Geology 

Figure 2.2: View to the northeast along the zone (dotted outline) of distributed recently active 
faulting, from the 040° trending linkage area at Woodhen Creek (foreground), to the Jackson River 
valley. Numerous fault strands around "The Bend" mark the end of the zone of distributed faulting in 
the Jackson River area. LF = Livingstone fault, AF = Alpine fault 
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Red Mountain 

l Duncan River 

Figure 2.3: View to the southwest along the zone (dotted outline) of distributed recently active fault 
traces, from Woodhen Creek, to the Upper Cascade Valley. LF =Livingstone fault, AF =Alpine fault. 

2.2. Irregularities within Fault Zones 
Large earthquakes generally have complex and irregular surface rupture traces (Vedder & 

Wallace, 1973; Tchalenko & Berberian, 1975; Segall & Pollard, 1980; Sieh et al., 1993; 

Bergerat & Angelier, 2000, 2003). Irregularities in fault systems can have important controls 

on the structural processes involved in earthquake faulting: geometrical controls can influence 

the initiation, perturbation and termination of ruptures (Segall & Pollard, 1980; Sibson, 1989). 

Similarly, irregularities along faults can influence the location and rupture propagation pattern 

offoreshock, main shock and aftershock seismic events (e.g. Lindh & Boore, 1974, 1980, 1981; 

Bakun & McEvilly, 1979b). 

Irregularities within the strike-slip fault or transpressional system include lateral offsets 

(Figure 2.4) such as curves and bends (continuous fault traces which connect two non

coplanar segments and are geometrically equivalent to frontal ramps on dip-slip structures 

(Woodcock & Fischer, 1986)) and stepovers (discontinuous en-echelon arranged faults of 

similar orientation). Irregularities inhibit the overall motion on the main structures 

(Woodcock & Fischer, 1986) and require some accommodation of deformation and thus are 

frequently the sites of secondary deformation (e.g. Mann et al., 1983). The deformation 

accommodated depends on whether the bends or step-over regions are leftwards or rightwards 

in sense in conjunction with the shear-sense of the fault. In a dextral fault system a rightward 
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step/bend creates an area of extension (a dilatational step (Segall & Pollard, 1980) and 

releasing bend (Crowell, 1974)) and leftward step/bend creates an area of compression (a 

contractional step (Segall & Pollard, 1980) and restraining bend (Crowell, 1974)). Hence, 

local extensional or contractional stmctures can form at the localities of the lateral offsets 

(e.g. Crowell, 1974; Rodgers, 1980; Segall & Pollard, 1980). Sibson (1989) also indicated 

that the directivity of mpture propagation at such sites will have a consequence on the 

stmctures formed. 

DEXTRAL SINISTRAL 

Left bend 
A 8 
Contractional Extensional 
or or 
restraining releasing 

Left stepover (dilational) 

~ ~ 
Right bend 

D E 
Extensional Contractional 
or or 
:releasing restraining 
(dilational) Right stepover 

Figure 2.4: The geometry and terminology for lateral offsets in strike-slip fault systems indicating the 
dependence of the kinematics of the bend (a hard-link (Gibbs,1984)) or stepover (a soft-link (Morley 
et al., 1990)) on the shear sense of the fault and the sense of the offset. When the material is pushed 
together by the dominant fault shear (dashed arrows pairs) a contractional or restraining bend or 
stepover results (A & E). The bend or stepover is extensional or releasing ( dilational) if the material is 
pulled apart by the dominant fault shear (B & D) (after Twiss & Moores, 1992). 

A key question in the stmctural processes of eruthquake faulting is the relative importance of 

geometrical stmctural controls. For instance: 

• Over what range of scales are such geometrical irregularities operative? 

• What causes major fault irregularities to develop? 

• How long lived are the particular configurations? 

The implications which can be drawn from the stmcture of the complex recent tectonic 

imprint evident in the geomorphology of the field area will be the focus of this thesis and 

consequently the following chapters. A fundamental prut of analysing the zones of distributed 

faulting in the Jackson River and the Cascade area requires that the relationship of the 
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geomorphological expression of the system with that of the basement geology be established. 

This will help establish the influence of inherent heterogeneities contained within the merging 

tenanes. 

2.3. Relationship with the Basement Geology 
The basement geology of the area (as summruised in Figure 2.5) can be divided into: (1) 

lithological units with a readily recognisable protolith (i.e. as presented on regional geological 

maps of the area (Figure 1.4, Chapter 1)) and (2) lithological units composed predominantly 

of mylonites which have an indeterminate protolith at outcrop. The mylonites of the latter are 

contained within two fault-bounded, wedge shaped areas: the Cascade Wedge (5 km in width) 

and the Jackson River Wedge (1 km in width) (Figure 2.5). 

The spatial relationship of the basement rocks to the supelimposed recently active fault 

system is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The overall geometry and the framework of the distlibuted 

fault zones in the Jackson River and Cascade areas are directly linked with the distlibution of 

the basement rocks. The faults which separate the main lithological units form the through 

going framework structures (refened to as the first order faults and the faults between and 

around these are refened to as the second order faults) of the area. It is evident that most of 

the structural complexity is confined to the regions of mylonites of unknown oligin (the 

Jackson River and Cascade Wedges) which ru·e bounded to the east by the Dun Mountain 

Ophiolite Belt. Mylonite zones are also exposed, along recently active fault traces, in the 

Greenland Group, Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt and the Caples Group. 

Chapters 3 and 4 provide a thorough descliption of the basement rocks integrating them with 

the recently active fault system to determine the extent of the basement control on the location 

and geometry of the fault traces. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the descliption of the established 

lithological units and Chapter 4 is aimed at establishing the protoliths for the mylonites of the 

Jackson River Wedge and the Cascade Wedge. 

Analysis of the basement rocks is also required to understand how the movement on the faults 

at the ground surface is accommodated as the faults extend into the Quaternary overburden, 

the hard rock and, potentially, the deeper crust. Basic structural tools adopted to undertake 

this investigation are outlined below. 

2.4. Basic Structural Tools 
2.4.1. Fault Rock Classification 

The general term fault rock refers to the rock product of faulting regardless of the dominant 

deformation process. As recent tectonics strongly control the geomorphology of the region 

mapped, a fault rock classification scheme is required to document faulting in the underlying 

basement rocks of what is an active, geologically young fault system. A fault rock 

classification scheme modified from the scheme of White (1998b) was adopted to concisely 
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name the fault rocks (Table 2.1). The scheme of White (1998b) is based on a revision of the 

fault rock criteria of Sibson (1977a) and Schmid & Handy (1991) and takes into account 

descriptive and mechanical properties thus resulting in a generalised genetic classification. 

The scheme of White (1998b) depatts from traditional classifications as it omits the 

subdivision of fault rocks based on their cohesion and the presence of a foliation. Instead the 

division of the fault rocks is based on the dominant deformation mechanism: into a frictional 

cataclasite series (brittle deformation dominates but mesoscopic to macroscopic ductile 

deformation is apparent from foliated cataclasite rocks) and a crystal plastic mylonite series 

(ductile deformation dominates but brittle fracturing is important in some components of the 

deformation). Subdivision of the fault rocks based on the proportion of fine grained matrix 

generated by tectonic grain size reduction is still applicable. 

The main justifications, as also discussed by White (1998b), for the adaptation of the fault 

rock classification scheme are outlined. 

Sibson (1977a) used fabric to distinguish fault rocks of the brittle frictional regime (random 

fabric) from those of the quasi-plastic regime (foliated fabric). Division of the fault rocks on 

the basis of foliation, however, was abandoned because foliated-fabric fault rocks can also 

occur in the upper crustal, brittle frictional regime. For instance, foliated gouge and foliated 

cataclasite are widespread throughout the fault zones of the field area and have been identified 

in other parts of the world (e.g. Chester et al, 1985; Chester & Logan, 1987). In fact, Scholz 

(1990b) modified Sibson's (1977a) textural classification of fault rocks with the addition of a 

foliated gouge. In the place of fabric, the adopted scheme uses the dominant mechanism of the 

foliation development to distinguish mylonitic and cataclastic rocks (in agreement with 

Schmid & Handy, 1991). In disagreement with Snoke et al. (1998b) the author believes the 

distinction between the fracture dominated and crystal plastic flow dominated mechanisms is 

readily identifiable at the hand specimen scale, at least in this particular field area. 

The scheme employed for this particular field area also takes into consideration the relatively 

young age of the fault system. In a young fault zone, the extent of cohesion cannot be used to 

infer the depth of fault rock development principally because of fluids filtering through the 

rocks at the surface. At a level of field description, without adequate field relations, it is not 

possible to differentiate between surface induced cohesion due to cementation and primary 

cohesion developed at depth. The cohesion of fault rocks derived from cataclastic processes 

can vary depending on factors such as moisture or clay content and as a result the 

pervasiveness of cohesion is not always uniform. Many fault rocks in the field area exhibit 

lateral and cross-strike variations in cohesion and there is rarely a well defined cut-off at 

which a rock can be classed as definitely incohesive rather than partially cohesive. 

Additionally, if cohesion results from hydrothermal cementation, it is difficult to specify at 

what stage after faulting that cementation should be regarded as primary verses secondary. 
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(matrix< 30%) 
Crush Breccia (fragments > 0.5 em 

(matrix 
Fine Crush Breccia (0.1 <fragments < 0.5 em) 

< 10%) 
Crush Microbreccia (fragments < 0.1 em 

FAULT GOUGE 

(clay-rich; visible fragments< 30% of roc~)_ 

PROTOCAT ACLASITE 

(30 % < matrix :::;; 50% of rock) 

CAT ACLASITE 

(matrix 50-90% of rock) 

UL TRACAT ACLASITE 

(matrix<:: 90% of rock;may occur as cataclasite injection viens) 

PSEUDOTACHYLYTE I 
MYLONITE SERIES 

(Foliated) 

PROTO MYLONITE 

{matrix:::;; 50% of rock} 
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Table 2.1: Fault rock classification scheme utilised during this study (modified after Sibson, 1977a; 
Schimd & Handy, 1991 and White, 1998a). DMT =diffusive mass transfer (see Chapter 8). 
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Instead of distinguishing between the rocks derived from frictional, cataclastic mechanisms 

on the grounds of cohesion and incohesion (as used by Sibson, 1977a), this author has further 

modified the scheme of White (1998a) by making a clear distinction between breccia and 

cataclasites using two plincipal ciiteiia: the percentage of matlix and the angulality of the 

fragments. A breccia is defined by having < 30% matlix and angular to subarigular fragments; 

whereas in a cataclasite the matlix is > 30% and the fragment shape ranges between angular 

and rounded. Genetically, this implies that the processes of comminution are more advanced 

in the cataclasite in comparison to the breccia. 

The fault rock classification schemes were originally produced from studies in crust 

dominated by quartzofeldspathic protoliths (Snoke et al, 1998b and references therein). 

However, the fault zone in this particular field area is lithologically diverse. Idealistically, the 

fault rock classification scheme has to be lithologically unbiased so that it could be widely 

and systematically applicable as a genetic field-based tool. The term phyllonite (used in 

traditional schemes to desclibe a hydrated phyllosilicate-Iich mylonite-ultramylonite that 

macroscopically resembles a phyllite) was also omitted as it introduces a 

lithological/mineralogical subdivision into a classification scheme which is chiefly produced 

to allow for easy field differentiation between fault rock textures and secondly to set apart 

deformation mechanisms. Indeed, field studies duling this project demonstrated that 

microscopic analysis was required to differentiate between isolated outcrops of rocks which 

could have been termed phyllonites and true phyllites. The use of phyllonite is too arbitrary 

as a field tool. Similarly, it is impossible to tell if the high-phyllosilicate content is a result of 

oliginal lithology or a modification in the fault zone as a product of hydration. 

Although the fault rock classification scheme adopted is independent of lithology, the effect 

of lithology and rheological properties on the various processes, stages and extent of fault 

rock development is evaluated in Chapter 4 (for the blittle regime) and Chapter 7 (for the 

ductile regime). 

The distribution of the main types of fault rocks with depth in the crust is represented 

schematically on Figure 2.6 and indicates the depth-related changes in fault mechanisms. 

2.4.2. Morphology of Fault Zones 
A fault is a surface or narrow zone of shear displacement along which one side has moved 

relative to the other. The term fault zone is scale independent and may be as wide as 

hundreds of meters to kilometres. At a regional scale, a fault zone contains a number of 

associated spaced, subparallel, branching or anastomosing faults, bounding domains of fault 

rock or relatively undeformed host rock. 

Individual fault zones, which localise shear displacement, can occur at the mesoscopic to 

macroscopic scale within regional scale fault zones. The primary components of a single 
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Cohesive foliated 
rocks of the mylonite series 

& blastomylonite 

Incohesive-cohesive, foliated & random 1-4 
fabric gouge and rocks of the cataclasite km 

series (pseudotachylyte if dry) 

10-15km 

I 

Figure 2.6: Conceptual model of major fault zone after Sibson (1977a) modified to fit the fault rock 
classification scheme adopted in this thesis. EF, is elastico-frictional, QP is quasi-plastic. Right inset 
indicates trend of strength as a function of depth. 

upper-cmstal fault zone are fault core, damage zone and wall rock/host rock (Chester & 

Logan, 1986; Caine et al., 1996) (Figure 2.7). A relationship of scale does not apply between 

the components, nor must all the components be present. The amount and distribution of each 

component is a function of lithology and the fault type (discussed in Chapter 4) which can 

also influence the symmetry of the fault zone: being either roughly symmetrical or 

asymmetrical. 

FAULT ZONE 

Host Rock Host Rock 

WALL ROCK DAMAGE ZONE WALL ROCK 

numerous faults gouge, numerous faults 
and fractures breccia, and fractures 

catadasite 

1-PDZ -j 

Figure 2.7: The morphology of a individual fault zone. The morphology is scale independent for fault 
zones ranging from the centimetre to the metre scale (PDZ =Principal Displacement Zone). 

Observations from previous work (Chester & Logan, 1986; Chester et al., 1993; Goddard & 

Evans, 1995; Evans et al, 1997; Caine et al, 1996; Seront et al., 1998; Caine & Forster, 1999; 

Schulz & Evans, 2000) and the authors' observations, indicates that the fault core 

concentrates the principal displacement of the fault zone (PDZ) and may contain a single slip 
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surface, clay-rich gouge and/or zones of incohesive to well-indurated, highly deformed, 

geochemically altered rock belonging to the cataclasite series. The fault core is bound 

(typically with a sharp contact) by the damage zone; a region of deformation associated with 

the principal displacement zone where, in comparison to the surrounding wall rock, there is an 

increased concentration of subsidiary faults, fractures, veins, cleavage, microstructural 

deformation and localised zones of cataclasis. The accumulation and pervasiveness of strain 

is less in the damage zone compared to the core but wide damage zones may indicate multiple 

episodes of slip and the overprinting of successive deformational events. The boundary 

between the damage zone and the wall rock (the host rock being the undeformed protolith) is 

frequently gradational. 

2.4.3. Descriptive Terminology for Mylonites 
Mylonitic rocks are documented throughout the basement rocks within the field area and 

although they may be of an older origin, unlinked to Cenozoic-Recent deformation, basic 

descriptive tools are required for documenting fault fabrics in the rocks belonging to ductile 

fault zones. 

In addition to tectonic grain-size reduction (Table: 2.1 ), a mylonite is characterised by a 

fluxion structure or foliation (Lapworth, 1885) and normally a penetrative lineation. A 

mylonite is a type of tectonite. The fabric of a tectonite has end members: 

1. L-tectonite: A tectonite whose fabric is dominated by the presence of lineations, such 

as a deformed conglomerate in which the pebbles are strongly elongate, 

2. S-tectonite: A tectonite whose fabric is dominated by planar fabric elements caused by 

deformation, e.g. slate. 

At the macroscopic to mesoscopic scale a mylonite is frequently classed as an L-S tectonite: it 

has both a foliation and a penetrative lineation. However, the extent to which the foliation or 

lineation is developed can lead to the development of a S>L-tectonite (the foliation is more 

pronounced than the lineation) and a L>S-tectonite (the lineation is more pronounced than the 

foliation). The fabric of a tectonite has been used interpretatively as a reflection of the history 

of deformation (e.g. Flinn, 1962; Ramsay, 1967). It is emphasised that in this thesis, because 

mylonites are high-strain, reconstituted fault rocks whose fabrics are constantly reworked, the 

terminology is only applied descriptively and is not used to interpret finite strain. 

A foliation can develop by several processes such as high-strain attenuation of original 

compositional layers; the flattening or shearing of original equant grains or regions; 

recrystallised shape-preferred orientation, and the syndeformational reaction of minerals to 

preferentially orientated tabular or acicular phases. The style of the foliation and extent to 

which it is developed can be used to characterise a mylonite. 
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The lithology and the original structure of the rock strongly influence the fabric of a mylonite. 

Additionally, the degree to which a penetrative mylonitic foliation is developed is partly a 

function of strain and the amount of diversity in the rheological make up of the lithology. For 

instance, if constituent minerals in the mylonites have contrasting rheology (at a given 

metamorphic grade), in addition to alternating layers and lenses of different mineral 

compositions or grain sizes, the relatively "hard" minerals will form porphyroclasts while 

relatively "soft" minerals will form the matrix. The shapes and degree to which the 

porphyroclasts are deformed depend partly on ductility contrasts between porphyroclasts and 

matrix. Increases in strain and/or prograde metamorphisim will change the ductility contrast. 

The lenses formed by the porphyroclasts can define or strengthen the foliation in the mylonite 

and thus different mylonitic foliation fabrics can develop (Table 2.2). 

Fabric Name Porphyroclast fabric Ductility contrast 

Porph yroclasts rotated and size 
Beaded mylonite 

reduced 
High ductility contrast 

Combination of strings (ribbon 
Intermediate ductility String-bead 

mylonites) and beads, or winged 
mylonite contrasts 

porph yroclasts * 

~ 
::: .... 
~ 

Each layer has developed its own Interlayered rocks with 
;... 

....... 
rJ:l 

::: Layered mylonite porphyroclastic fabric: ribboned, different ductility .... 
Q,) 

beaded and/or winged contrasts rJ:l 
~ 
Q,) 

Monocrystalline ribbons - grains 
;... 
~ ::: 

stretched and recrystallised into 
..... 

Ribbon mylonite long strings, commonly with little Low ductility contrast 

size reduction; or parallel bands 

of polycrystalline ribbons 

Table 2.2: Mylonite fabrics controlled by ductility contrast in the mineral constituents of 
polymineralic mylonites (after Stauffer & Lewry, 1993; Stauffer, 1998). Certain lithologies may 
develop a beaded fabric in preference to a ribbon fabric (or vice versa) depending on their rheological 
make-up. Individual lithologies may progress from a beaded to a ribbon mylonitic fabric with an 
increase in strain. *A winged porphyroclast is produced when the fine-grained soft mantle (flanking 
grain aggregates of similar composition to the porphyroclast) is deformed into tapering tails that 
extend either side of the porphyroclast (Passchier & Trouw, 1996) parallel to the shape fabric of the 
mylonite (Passchier & Simpson, 1986). 

Monomineralic mylonites tend to have a weak foliation typically defined by a shape-preferred 

mientation of polycrystalline aggregates. 

The degree to which a lineation is developed is also a function of lithology and strain. Well 

developed stretching lineations are generally found in polymineralic rock whereas, in fine

grained monomineralic rocks or at higher-grade, dynamic recrystallisation may inhibit the 

development of a stretching lineation (Passchier & Trouw, 1996) but mineral lineations may 

develop. 
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3. BASEMENT GEOLOGY OF THE ESTABLISHED LITHOLOGICAL 
UNITS 

The initial observations in Chapter 2 suggest that there is a basement control on the geometry 

of the complex system of multiple fault strands. This chapter is aimed at providing a thorough 

examination of the geology of the basement rock to see the extent to which they can be 

correlated with the tectonically active geomorphology of the area. 

Changes in metamorphism and deformation of basement rocks, spatially associated with the 

zones of distributed faulting, provide useful information on Cenozoic tectonics. Specific 

questions posed are: 

• What is the spatial relationship of the different lithologies and tectonised rocks in the 

basement with the recently active fault system? 

• What is the metamorphic and tectonic history of the basement rocks and is there any 

information on specifically pre-Cenozoic or Cenozoic events? 

• What is the relationship between mylonite zones and the host wall-rocks? Is there any 

evidence of the relative timing of mylonite formation? 

• What were the P-T conditions of mylonite formation and what depths have the ductile 

fault rocks been exhumed from? 

The established lithological units can be subdivided into rocks belonging to the Western 

Province (Greenland Group and Intrusive Suites) and those which belong to the Eastern 

Province (Livingstone Group, Dun Mountain Ophiolite, and the Caples Group in order from 

west to east) (e.g. Figure 2.5). Each of these units will only be discussed in a broad 

lithological sense as detailed petrographic analysis was outside the scope of this thesis. 

Thorough petrographic descriptions (as presented in Appendix 2), therefore, will be limited to 

comparative studies between the mylonites and their parent lithologies. 

3.1. Greenland Group and Karamea Intrusives 
3.1.1. Lithology 

Detailed petrographical studies of quartz-rich sediments of the Early Paleozoic Greenland 

Group rocks (of the Karamea Terrane) and the Paleozoic granitoid intrusions (of the Karamea 

Suite, Tulloch, 1988; Tulloch & Challis, 2000) in South Westland, are described by: Turner 

(1930b); Wellman & Willet (1942); Mutch (1964); Mutch & McKellar (1964); Nathan 

(1978); Ransley (1983); Sutherland (1994). To summarise the findings of the previous 

authors, to the west of the field area of this project the Greenland Group rocks are dominantly 

biotite hornfelses (formed by contact metamorphism during the intrusion of S-type granitoids 

(which are derived from melting of basement (Mason & Taylor, 1987)) into the 

metasediments). Regionally the metasediments are only metamorphosed to subgreenschist 

facies to lower greenschist facies slates except to the south of the Gorge River where the 
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Greenland Group is regionally metamorphosed to biotite schist (Nathan, 1978; Sutherland, 

1994, 1995a). However, internal strain is low in the biotite grade Greenland Group 

metasediments; bedding is still well defined (Sutherland, 1995a). Minor granitoid intrusions 

(of the Karamea Suite) occur at Jackson Bay and in the upper reaches of the Jerry River 

(Mutch, 1964) and granitoids are found in the upper Martyr River gorge (Turner, 1930a, 

1933). Rocks with a gneissic fabric (quartz-K-feldspar-biotite-muscovite ± sillimanite 

assemblages) are exposed close to the Alpine fault (Ransley, 1983; Sutherland, 1995a). 

Ransley (1983) correlated the high-grade gneiss with the Fraser Formation (Adams, 1975; 

Mason & Taylor, 1987 a.k.a. the Fraser Complex (Rattenbury, 1991)) which was derived 

through intense metamorphism in the Late Devonian to Early Cretaceous (Nathan et al., 2002) 

of Paleozoic (h·eland, 1992) metasediments. Furthermore, Ransley (1983) noted a gradual 

increase in heterogeneous strain and mylonitisation of the basement paragneiss towards the 

Alpine fault in the vicinity of the Jackson River, stating that rocks ranged from a slightly 

strained sillimanite-K-feldspar gneissic protolith to retrogressed lower greenschist facies 

ultramylonites. 

In this study the Greenland Group was mapped mainly as a means of establishing the position 

between the Western Province and Eastern Province rocks (the lithologically defined Alpine 

fault). Hence, in-depth mapping of Greenland Group rocks was not undertaken. Rocks 

cropping out approximately 1 km west of the Alpine fault (Appendix 2.1 & Plate A2.1: A & 

B) are typical of the Greenland Group: biotite hornfels and clinozoisite-biotite-hornfels rocks 

are intruded by numerous granitic veins (2-30 em thick) and small (1-2 m diameter) granitic 

pods. In addition, gneissic layers are not uncommon throughout the exposures between the 

Jackson River and the Upper Cascade River. 

Mylonites (Appendix 2: Plate A2.1: C & D) are exposed against the west side of the Alpine 

fault and can be correlated with the lithologies of the Greenland Group described above. For 

example, mylonites with quartz-plagioclase-chlorite-muscovite-calcite ± biotite assemblage 

are derivatives of the Greenland Group metasediments. Mylonites with quartz-K-feldspar

plagioclase-muscovite-high relief chlorite-chlorite ± calcite ± biotite ± magnetite ± titanite 

assemblages are interpreted to be derived from the biotite hornfels. Mineralogy of the 

mylonites establishes that three protoliths of igneous intrusives are also present in the region 

(Table 3.1 & Appendix 2: Plate A2.1: E-H). 

OU Sample 73437 73438 73436 
Grid Reference 21417,56558 21546,56657 21416,56658 

Plagioclase-epidote-quartz- Quartz-plagioclase- Quartz-plagioclase-
Mylonite zoisite-biotite-chlorite muscovite-chlorite - sericite-chlorite (high 

(high relief) -titanite- apatite-prismatic zircon-
Assemblage calcite-muscovite-apatite± titanite-magnetite ± 

relief) -biotite-muscovite-

pyrite calcite ± allanite 
opaques 

Proto lith Granodiorite Granite Granite 
Table 3.1: Assemblages of the mylonites denved from mtrus1ves. 
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Most granitoids belonging to the Karamea Batholith (Table 3.2) are S-types but rare A-types 

(in Nelson) and 1-types (in South Westland) are also recognised (Bishop et al., 1985; Cooper 

& Tulloch, 1992; Mortimer et al., 1999b ). Mesozoic (Early Cretaceous plutonism) 1-, S- and 

A-type granitoids (Table 3.3.) also intmded the Western Province rocks (Cooper, 1979; 

Tulloch, 1983; Tulloch & Kimbrough, 1989; Mortimer et al., 1999a,b). 

The mineralogy of the mylonites derived from granitoids indicates that the granodiorite and 

the granite (OU73438) have 1-type signatures (in 1-type granitoids muscovite occurs as a 

minor phase, magnetite is present in preference to ilmenite (which is present in S-types), and 

titanite, zircon and allanite are common accessories). The granite (OU73436) has an S-type 

signature. The 1-type granodiorite (OU73437) occurs as a 10-20 m thick horizon within the S

type granite mylonite (Appendix 2.1) and therefore, could be a later stage intmsive (possibly 

of Mesozoic age) belonging to the Separation Point Suite. However, its emplacement may 

also be a result of high strain deformation in the mylonite zone. Radiometric dating would be 

required to confirm the plutonic events with which the individual granitoids between Jackson 

River and Jerry River are associated. 

The Western Province-derived mylonite zone extends at least 200m west of the Alpine fault 

as mapped by the author. Incorporation of the data gathered by Ransley (1983), suggests that 

the mylonites derived from the Western Province extend 800 m to the west in the Jackson 

River area (Figure 2.5 & 3.1). The extent of the mylonite zone coincides approximately with 

the westwards extent of recent fault traces observed in the area (Figure 2.1, 2.5 & 3.1). 

3.1.2. Evidence of Deformation 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics 

The biotite hornfels rocks to the west of the Alpine fault have a random mosaic of grains 

(Appendix 2: Plate A2.1: A). The grain-size ranges from mosaics composed of 0.2-0.7 mm 

grains to mosaics composed of ~ 1.5 mm grains. However, Turner ( 1930b) documented 

banding in the biotite hornfels rocks which was interpreted by Wellman and Willet (1942) as 

being related to progressive gneissic deformation towards the Alpine fault. This author found 

that outcrops in close proximity to the zone of recently active fault traces take on a regional 

metamorphic fabric which overprints the hornfels fabric (Figure 3.1: A; Appendix 2: Plate 

A2.1: B). The overprinting event shows slight retrogression (biotite is marginally altered to 

chlorite) from the upper greenschist facies of the hornfels (e.g. Appendix 2: Plate A2.1: A in 

contrast to A2.1: B). The foliation, defined by strongly aligned biotite and grain-shape at the 

microscopic scale and augen granitic veins (each eye~ 10 em in dimension) at the mesoscopic 

scale, strikes subparallel to the overall 060° trend of the recently active deformation zone. In 

thin section, strain is apparent from new grain growth particularly along occasional shear 

zones which also define a tectonic fabric (Figure 3.1: B). 
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Lithologies 

Characteristic 
Minerals 

Occurrence 

Paleozoic 

Biotite granodiorite 
(Cooper & Tulloch, 1992) 

Green biotite, abundant 
accessory titanite, epidote 

and magnetite 

A single pluton in South 
Westland (Mortimer et al. 

1984; Mason & Taylor, 
1 

Granite 
(Cooper & Tulloch, 1992; 

Muir et al., 1996a; 
Mortimer et al. 

Mesoperthitic K-feldspar, 
minor green biotite and 
conspicuous zircon and 

flourite 
Toropuihi-1 offshore oil 

well and onshore at 
Whakapoai Point and 

Foulwind in Nelson 

Table 3.2: Granitoids of the Karamea Batholith dated radiometrically to be Paleozoic (Cooper & 
Tulloch, 1992 and references therein). The shaded column indicates the dominant lithology. 

Lithologies 

Characteristic 
Minerals 

Occurrence 

Calc-alkaline biotite 
granodiorite, 

muscovite-biotite 
granites and 
garnetiferous 

muscovite alkali
feldspar granite 

Manganese-rich 
biotite, cored 

perthitic microcline, 
calcic oligoclase to 
albite, modal quartz 

is less than in the 
Karamea Suite, 

Victoria Range 
Southeast Nelson 

A- type 
(Tulloch, 1988) 

Granites (Hamil, 1972; 
Collins et al, 1982) 

Annite-rich biotite, alkali 
feldspars (albite

orthoclase intergrowths), 
micrographic 

intergrowths of quartz 
and feldspar very 

common, interstitial 
annite 

Hohonu Range North 
Westland 

Table 3.3: Early Cretaceous Granitoids. The shaded column indicates the dominant lithology. Isolated 
I-Type granitoids (Crow Granite (Muir et al, 1997); Rock Creek and Revolver Pluton; Supper Cove & 
Mount George bodies (Tulloch, unpubl. data) may also be Mesozoic in age. 
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Figure 3.1: The regional metamorphic fabric in the clinozoisite-biotite hornfels (OU73432). A: 
Foliation is defined by preferentially orientated biotite laths (bi) and lesser amounts of muscovite laths 
(mv). These are interspersed between quartz and plagioclase grains which exhibit a strong grain-shape, 
undulose extinction and brittle fracturing. Width of view = 4.3 mrn. XPL. B: Lobate boundaries, with 
new grain (ng) growth, occur along the boundaries of the quartz and plagioclase. New grain growth is 
also concentrated along occasional shear bands (two cut the centre of the photo). Width of view= 1.7 
mrn. XPL. 

This would suggest that the rocks are incipiently transposed over a narrow zone ( < 200 m 

wide) by a regional metamorphic fabric and a fault-fabric eastwards towards the zone of the 

mylonites. Mylonitisation of the Western Province-derived rocks is pervasive at least 200 m 

west of the Alpine fault and a gradation to ultramylonitic rocks (Table 3.4) is evident 

eastwards towards the Alpine fault: ultramylonitic rocks crop out within a 50 m wide zone 

against the Alpine fault. 

Distance 
Development of 

from the ou the Mylonitic Grain Shape 
Extent of Dynamic 

Alpine fault 
Sample Foliation in in Thin 

Recrystallisation 
No. Hand Section (m) 

Specimen 

...... 73436 Crude 3-4 mm 
Anhedral New grain growth ] 200 73433 incipient <1 mm 

quartz grains at grain boundaries 
Q) 73440 incipient 
= ·a 

:s; 1 mrn ~ 73437 
Grains stretched 

Q) 73434 1-2 mrn Elongated ...c: 100 and recrystallised ...... 
73435 :s; 1 mm quartz grains VJ to form ribbons "" 73469 ..... 1-3 mrn J- 01:$ 

;::: 
0 Elongated ...... Grains partially to = quartz grains ·c; Strongly completely ..... 80 73438 with ...... 

foliated replaced by new VJ 

.s interlobate 
smaller grains Q) boundaries VJ 

01:$ 

~ 
73441 Strongly Fine-grained, 

Grains completely 
u 

= 2 replaced by new - foliated interlobate 
grains 

Table 3.4: The textural evolution accompanying the increases in strain towards the Alpine fault. 
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Texturally the mylonites derived from the intrusives can be classed as L-S tectonites, whereas 

mineral lineation development in mylonites derived from the Greenland Group lithologies is 

less pronounced classifying the rocks as S>L tectonites. Mesoscopically to microscopically, 

the mylonites have a layered to ribbon fabric (Figure 3.3: A & B). 

Figure 3.2: The planar. shape-fabric in the mylonites A: A layered mylonitic fabric defined by 
alternating quartz ribbons (white) and string-beads of heavily sericitised feldspar porphyroclasts 
(grey). The mylonite is derived from the Greenland Group (OU73434). Section parallel to the 
stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 4.3 mm. PPL. B: A ribbon mylonite 
composed of plagioclase ribbons (white) and smeared chlorite/biotite/muscovite (grey). Dark blebs are 
epidote. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 4.3 
mm. PPL. The mylonite is derived from an I-type granodiorite (OU73437) 

Metamorphism 

Metamorphic mineral assemblages for the latest event to affect the Western Province rocks 

are presented in Table 3.5. Relative to the proximal host paragneiss rocks, the mylonites 

express a retrogressed mineral assemblage: sillimanite is altered to muscovite (Ransley, 

1983). In the mylonites derived from the Greenland Group the biotite lepidoblasts originating 

from the hornfels have been fully replaced by a high relief recrystallised alteration product 

(which may belong to the chlorite group) and there is an incipient development of 

metamorphic biotite in the matrix of the more highly strained mylonites suggesting 

syndeformational, prograde metamorphism to upper greenschist facies. Clinozoisite is still 

within its stability field but grains behaved as rigid objects and have subsequently been 

boudinaged during deformation (e.g. Appendix 2: Plate A2.1: E). Therefore, the 

mylonitisation took place under lower greenschist to upper greenschist facies conditions. It 

can be noted that through all the lithologies the only substantial alteration in the mineralogy 

which accompanies mylonitisation, apart from the alteration of the biotite lepidoblasts, is an 

increase in the extent of seriticisation evident in the feldspars and a significant increase in 

calcite in the more highly strained rocks (e.g. Figure 3.1: A & B cf Figure 3.2: A & Appendix 

2.1: Plate A2.1: A-H). 

3.1.3. Relative Timing of Deformation 
Deformational events during the Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic giVe the Greenland 
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Chapter 3: Basement Geology of the Established Lithological Units 

Group a complex structural history (Table 3.6). Tectonic events during each of these eras 

have resulted in phases of folding, faulting and metamorphism of the rocks (e.g. Cooper, 

1979; Grindley, 1980; Cooper, 1989; Sutherland. 1995a). The earliest event affecting the 

Lower Paleozoic sedimentary sequence is the lower greenschist facies regional 

metamorphism which accompanied folding during the Greenland Tectonic event (Cooper, 

1979; Grindley, 1980) in the late Ordovician to early Silurian (Adams et al., 1975). The 

pattern of subgreenschist to lower greenschist facies regional metamorphism west of the 

Alpine fault zone probably relates to this event as there is no evidence of subsequent 

overprinting. The latest pre-Cenozoic event, which can confidently be isolated in the region, 

is the upper greenschist facies hornfels event associated with the intrusion of the Karamea 

Suite. The intrusion accompanied the latest stages (Cooper, 1989) of a Devonian orogenic 

episode (the Tuhua Orogeny). The possible presence of Mesozoic granitoids in the region, 

however, could indicate Mid Triassic-Cretaceous metamorphism and tectonism (related to the 

Rangitata Orogeny) are also present. 

A progressive increase in tectonic fabric occurs towards the distributed zones of recent fault 

strands. An -800 m wide mylonite zone crosscuts the metasediments of the Lower Paleozoic 

Greenland Group, the Devonian to Cretaceous paragneisses and the Paleozoic-Mesozoic(?) 

granitoid intrusives (Figure 3.3). The greenschist facies mylonite zone truncates the 

metamorphic zones of the Western Province: the sillimanite-K-feldspar zone (in the gneiss), 

the regional chlorite zone and contact biotite zones (imposed on the Greenland Group in the 

Late Ordovician-Late Devonian). The mylonitic rocks form a continuous linear zone 

subparallel to the structural grain of the multiple fault strands. In contrast to the low strain 

rocks to the west, the fault-fabrics evident in the deformation zone adjacent to the Alpine fault 

are very high strain. The author confidently reasons that the mylonite zone is related to 

Cenozoic tectonism and the Australian/Pacific plate boundary deformation. 

Index minerals in the host rocks to the west of the fault zone indicate that the rocks were 

regionally metamorphosed at temperature of <350-400°C (subgreenschist to lower greenschist 

facies) and the latter corresponds to maximum depths of 10-15 km for "normal" geothermal 

gradients (i.e. not heightened gradients related to intrusions and -25°C/km) (Yardley, 1989). 

The rocks have been uplifted from these depths over a time period extending back to the Late 

Ordovician. The upper temperature limit in the mylonites is higher than the regionally 

metamorphosed Greenland Group as indicated by the presence of metamorphic biotite which 

is stable at- 450°C (Yardley, 1989). Thus the mylonites have been exhumed from depths of 

15-20 km which corresponds to the depths of the upper greenschist facies for a "normal" 

geothermal gradient (Yardley, 1989). The inception of the Alpine fault zone occurred at 45 

Ma (Sutherland, 1999) and related mylonites could have formed but probably did not become 

substantial until after 25 Ma (the time at which strain became progressively localised onto the 

Alpine fault (Cooper et al., 1987; Sutherland et al., 2000). The mylonites could have formed 

over a time period during the past 25 m.y. 
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Figure 3.3: Lithology and metamorphic zones in the Western Province indicating the 
truncation of pre-Cenozoic fabric by an upper greenschist facies mylonite zone which 
subparallels the western boundary of the zones of distributed active faulting in the Cascade 
and Jackson River areas. (after, Turner, 1930a; Nathan, 1978; Ransley, 1983; 
Sutherland, 1995a and the author). 
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Chapter 3: Basement Geology of the Established Lithological Units 

3.2. Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt 

3.2.1. Lithology 
The Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt (DMOB) is a prominent feature of the area, forming the 

spectacular Red Hill Range (Figure 3.4) . 

Caples Group 
Red 

Mountain 

Figure 3.4: Red Mountain forms part of the Red Hill Range viewed east from Gorge Plateau 
(foreground) (see Figure 2.1-2.3 for the relative locality within the field area). 

A detailed description of the DMOB in the South Island of New Zealand is presented by 

Coombs et al. (1976) and Sivell & McCulloch (2000). The Red Mountain segment of the 

DMOB (Figure 2.1) occurs to the southwest of the field area and provides a relatively 

complete ultramafic sequence which corresponds to a mantle-crust transition zone (Figure 

3.5). The sequence is summarised after Sinton (1975). From east to west, it consists of: 

o basal residual mantle harzburgite and dunite (the Red Mountain peridotites), which 

have been subjected to very minor degrees of serpentinisation. Dykes of dunite, 

orthopyroxenite, clinopyroxenite, and younger dolerite cut the ultramafics and are 

locally rodingitised where the host is serpentinised; 

o interlayered and variably altered clinopyroxenites, wehr lites and dunite (corresponding 

to the Transitional peridotites) cut by clinopyroxenite and mafic dykes; 

o clinopyroxene peridotites, clinopyroxenites (referred to as the Livingstone peridotites 

in Sinton, 1975), interlayered and then overlain by a progressive cyclic sequence of 

cumulate troctolites, anorthositic gabbros, eucrites, and clinopyroxene-hornblende 

gabbros, towards less basic gabbros. The ultramafics become subordinate; 
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o hornblende metagabbro and a complex of crosscutting mafic to intermediate dykes 

which includes minor plagiogranite dykes. The percentage of dykes markedly 

increases in abundance from 10% to 100% to the west. Dykes are extensively 

subjected to metasomatic activity, resulting in the relative enrichment in calcium; 

o massive volcanics, hyaloclastic sediments, volcaniclastic rocks, pillow lavas and 

metavolcanic greenschists (derived dominantly from hyaloclastic breccia). Locally 

mafic dykes intrude the sequence. 

T 

Livingstone 
Group Metasediments 

t 
Red Mountain 

Ultramafics 

Peanut 
Faull 

1 Livingstone 
Faull 

Livingstone peridotites 

Transitional peridotites 

Red Mountain peridotites 

Pillow lavas 

Basic metavolcanics 

Dyke complex 

Hornblende gabbros 

Cumulate gabbros 

Serpentinite 

Peridotite 

Figure 3.5: Lithological column of the Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt at Red Mountain (after Sinton, 
1975; Coombs et al., 1976) 

The Livingstone Group (Coombs et al., 1976; Sinton, 1975), marks the uppermost part of the 

DMOB (Figure 3.5), and is thickest at Red Mountain where it reaches thicknesses of 5500 m. 

The Livingstone Group was originally in conformable sequence with the DMOB but in the 

region of the Red Mountain, the recently active trace ofthe Peanut fault (Figure 2.5) separates 

the Livingstone Group from the Red Mountain ultramafics (Sinton, 1975; MacDonell, 1982; 

and this study). Calcic metasomatism is pervasive in the intrusives of both the Livingstone 

Group and the DMOB (Coombs et al., 1976). 

The variations in the dominant ultramafic lithology and accessory lithologies differentiates 

three peridotite sequences in the DMOB as summarised in Table 3.7. 
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Harzburgite-dunite 

Dunite 

Orthopyroxenite 

dunite and mafic 

Chrornite 

Dunite 

Wehrlite 

Clinopyroxenite, and 

mafic 

Chromite 

Abundant interlayered 

and mafic 

Brown hornblende 

Table 3.7: Differences between the Red Mountain peridotites, the Transitional peridotites and the 

Livingstone peridotites (after Sinton, 1975). 

The following description of the DMOB in the area specific to this thesis provides only a 

supplement to previous work (reconnaissance work was carried out at Martyr Saddle by 

Turner (1930a, 1934) and at the Jackson River by Ransley (1983)), giving further 

completeness to the coverage of the belt north of Red Mountain. In the Jackson River region, 

where the belt is at its narrowest extent, a complete west to east segment was documented. 

The majority of the DMOB, however, was only mapped on the outskirts of the field area in 

conjunction with stmctural studies related to the recent tectonics (e.g. Chapter 2) of the area. 

The most coherent section of the DMOB mapped during this project was a 2 km wide section 

at Woodhen Creek (Figure 3.6). The western edge is marked by a fault zone containing highly 

sheared serpentinite and pods of rodingite gabbro but it passes quickly into a sequence which 

is more typical of that found at Red Mountain. From west to east the sequence comprises: 

o massive, partially serpentinised dunite (e.g. OU73446) which contains numerous thin 

(2-3 em) dusky purple ultramafic dykes. The dykes are commonly offset by minor 

non-penetrative faults, exhibit boudinage stmctures and are affected by folding; 

o olivine pyroxenite (e.g. OU73448) and dunite (e.g. OU73449) with compositional 

layering and tectonic textures, occasionally cut by rodingite mafic dykes with 

serpentinised margins (e.g. Figure 3.7: A); 

o dunite and wehrlite intmded by pale grey, medium grained (2-5 mm) rodingite mafic 

dykes. The dykes increase in abundance eastwards to zones in which they are 

intensely spaced every 8-100 em. The dykes crosscut the tectonic fabrics in the 

peridotite and do not show any sign of mesoscopic post-emplacement deformation as 

is evident in the purple ultramafic dykes and therefore, their emplacement was later; 
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Figure 3.6: Section through the DMOB at Woodhen Creek (Gr: 2149, 5659). Recent fault traces (F) cut the sequence. OU numbers 
indicate the location of samples collected. 
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Chapter 3: Basement Geology of the Established Lithological Units 

o rodingite clinopyroxene gabbro (e.g. OU73452) which crops out immediately to the 

west of a highly serpentinised shear zone. Fractured harzburgite crops out adjacent to 

the east side of the shear zone and is shot through with serpentine veinlets; 

o massive lherzolite-harzburgite; 

o massive mylonitic antigorite serpentinites derived from lherzolite-harzburgite. 

Crosscutting networks of veins are common to most of the massive peridotite outcrops 

(Figure 3.7: B). 

Figure 3.7: A: Rodingite mafic dykes within dunite. A near symmetrical dark green antigorite 
serpentine margin (sp) is offset by a shear zone (z). The serpentine aureole is likely to be a result of 
the interaction of fluid which has exploited the contact between the dyke and the peridotite country 
rock (Gr: 21494, 56593); B: Branching veins crosscutting the tectonic fabric (t) are common 
throughout the partially serpentinised peridotite sequence. Viewed from above. (Gr: 21499, 56589). 

The lithologies of this sequence, from the western edge up to the central shear zone, are 

comparable to the interlayered clinopyroxenite, wehrlite and dunite of the Transitional 

peridotites (Table 3.7). Sinton (1980) established that the Transitional peridotite originated 

from the re-equilibration of the residual harzburgite with basaltic melts at depths 

(corresponding to 7-9 kbar) as a result of the incomplete segregation of mafic magma from 

the upper parts of the rising peridotite mass. The lherzolites-harzburgite in fault contact with 
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the eastern edge of the transitional peridotites, (Figure 3.6) conesponds to the basal residual 

mantle of Red Mountain. The rodingite clinopyroxene gabbros encompassed by serpentinite 

imply plutonic rocks belonging to the Livingstone Group are also locally present. 

The sequence of ultramafic rocks at Woodhen Creek, however, is out of order compared to 

the expected sequence of the ophiolite as illustrated in Figure 3.5. At Woodhen Creek, the 

rodingite clinopyroxene gabbro and mafic dykes, which normally lie to the west of the 

transitional peridotites (and indeed outcrops of clinopyroxene gabbro occur along the western 

margin of the DMOB between Woodhen Creek and the Martyr Saddle area), also occur on the 

eastern side of the Transitional peridotites. The Transitional peridotites are truncated by 

intensely serpentinised and sheared fault zones at the eastern and western margins. Both zones 

coincide with the location of the gabbroic rocks and with recent fault traces (Figure 3.6). The 

repetition of the gabbroic rocks sequence can be linked with a recent fault trace for at least 1 

km to the northeast. Therefore, the re-ordering of the DMOB sequence around Woodhen 

Creek is likely to be a result of recent tectonic movement (which is discussed further in 

Chapter 5). 

SE 

intense networks of 
carbonate veins 

Livingstone 
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Shear foliated 
serpentinites 

DMOB AT THE JACKSON RIVER AREA 

numerous cataclasite·filled shear zones, brecciated and shear foliated antigorite myloniite, 
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chnopyroxemte, rodrngrte ma!rc and ultramafic dykes metagabbros & 
rodingite malic 

dykes 

NW 

Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of a composite section through the DMOB at the Jackson River 
area. Numerous recently active fault traces (F) cut the sequence. 

The section of the DMOB to the northeast of the field area, in the Jackson River area, in 

contrast to the relatively coherent ultramafic body at Woodhen Creek, is dissected by 

numerous, densely spaced, recently active fault traces (Figure 2.1, 2.5 and Appendix 1: 

Geomorphology Map 1). Consequently, the basement rocks are sliced up by shearing, leading 

to a complex distribution of the rock types (Figure 3.8). From east to west the DMOB consist 
of: 
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o a western fault -bounded edge persistently marked by distinctive rodingite metagabbro 

intrusives (Gr: 2159, 5668-2154, 5664) which typically exhibit a metamorphic and 

mylonitic foliation. Minor intrusions of hornblende dykes, pegmatitic plagioclase

pyroxene dykes and creamy white anorthosite dykes are associated with the 

metagabbros; 

o massive or shear foliated mylonitic serpentinites derived from interlayered wehrlites 

and clinopyroxenites (correlating with the Transitional peridotites). Mylonitised 

rodingite dykes varying in lithology (rodingite clinopyroxenites, rodingite dolerites 

and ultramafic lithologies are present) and size (Figure 3.9) are widespread through 

the sheared serpentinites; 

o shear foliated serpentinites. 

Remnants of the Woodhen Creek sequence, with preserved foliated tectonic textures, are 

occasionally found within less strained fault lenses. In the most part, however, the processes 

of serpentinisation and mylonitisation have obliterated most of the original mesoscopic 

compositional layering and textures. An important distinction between the Woodhen Creek 

section of the DMOB and the section documented at Jackson River is that in the former, 

mylonitic rocks are limited, existing only to the east as serpentinite mylonites against the 

Livingstone fault (Figure 3.6) whereas, at Jackson River, mylonites are only absent at the 

eastern boundary and form the majority of the sequence through all lithologies (Figure 3.8). 

Apart from the extensive mylonitisation, the peridotite sequence at Jackson River also differs 

from the Woodhen Creek section because dykes are repeated right through the sheared 

serpentinites. Dykes are commonly incorporated into sites of faulting and shearing (Figure 

3.9) which coincide with the location of recent active fault traces. Additionally, in 

comparison to the clinopyroxene gabbros at Woodhen Creek, the rodingite metagabbros at 

Jackson River are more evolved (as indicated by the higher ratio of plagioclase in the original 

assemblage e.g. the rodingite assemblage is dominated by clinozoisite ± partially 

disseminated hornblende). The predominance of more evolved metagabbros within the 

western margin of the serpentinites indicates a less basic section of the DMOB, and marks a 

transition to a higher section of the Livingstone Group (e.g. Figure 3.5). Then again, a 

layered outcrop (Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.1) of extensively metasomatised, felsic pyroxenite 

and ultramafics (now fully serpentinised), exposed at the western edge of the DMOB, to the 

southwest at Martyr Saddle (Gr: 21519, 56632), preserves a cumulate texture typical of the 

base of the Livingstone Group (e.g. Figure 3.5). The along strike variation in the part of the 

Livingstone Group marking the western edge of the DMOB is probably an effect of faulting. 

It is evident in both the Woodhen Creek section and in the Jackson River area that the 

westward extent of the DMOB marks a transition to the Livingstone Group although faulting 
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Figure 3.9: Dykes in the DMOB sequence 
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Figure 3.9: (opposite page): A: White rodingite clinopyroxenite dykes (e.g. OU73493) are thin (6 
em), fine-grained (::'S1 mm), pale yellow and have strongly serpentinised margins. The example shown 
is from GR: 21577, 56673. B: Dolerite rodingites (OU73478) are evident as minor (1 m wide) to 
sizable (5 m wide) fine to medium-grained (:S1 mm-2 mm) intrusives. The example shown (OU73494) 
is from the Red Hills area (Gr: 21413, 56490). The dyke is bound either side by fault zones. Note 
person at the bottom left for scale. C: White rodingite clinopyroxenites (e.g. OU73481) occur as 
approximately 10 em thick, resistant discontinuous sheared out lozenges within the sheared 
serpentinite sequence (Gr: 21600, 56686). D: Ultramafic dykes are distinctive because of a pale 
orangey brown weathered rind. Dykes and sills (ranging from 0.2 m to 5 m in width) consistently 
form resistant outcrops surrounded by sheared serpentinised host rocks. Sills commonly form 
waterfalls. Dykes are frequently laterally pinched out by bounding shears. The example shown is 
surrounded by serpentine cataclasite and fault breccia (Gr: 21592, 56682). 

and serpentinisation makes documentation of the sequence incomplete. In saying that, it is 

clear that the western edge of the DMOB is tmncated by recently active faulting and that the 

upper section of the Livingstone Group is absent (e.g. Figure 3.5). 

DMOB AT WHITE SLIP 

PF 

Mylonites 

-------~r---~lrl--~llr--~ 

Talc-magnetite-antigorite 
mylonites with an indurated 
mesoscopic shear foliation. 
Occasional rodingite mafic, 
dolerite and ultramafic dykes 

Interlayered Peridotites 
serpentinite, 
pyroxenite, 
gabbro. Cut 
by intermediate 
and acidic dykes 

Hornblende 
gabbros and 
greenschist. 
Sporadic 
dolerite dykes 

NW 

250m 

Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of a section through the DMOB at the White Slip area 
illustrating the sequence of the Livingstone Group. The recently active fault trace of the Peanut fault 
(PF) cuts the sequence and a recently active fault trace (F) bounds the western margin. OU numbers 
indicate the relative distribution of samples collected within the sequence. 

Extensive outcrops of the Livingstone Group are limited to the southwestern edge of the field 

area (Figure 2.5), at Granite Creek in the vicinity of White Slip (Gr: 2141, 5649). Here, a 

reasonably coherent west to east sequence can be determined (Figure 3.10). The western 

margin is marked by copious amounts of hornblende metagabbro (OU73455) and more 

sporadic dolerite dykes (e.g. OU73467). The plutonic rocks intmde into very fissile to 
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fibrous, greenish grey host rock (OU73459) which petrographically comprise an assemblage 

(tremolite-chlorite-plagioclase-hornblende) consistent with the mineralogy of altered 

hyaloclastite rocks (Pillai, 1989) present elsewhere within the Livingstone Group. Mylonitic 

textures are evident along the western margin, restricted to a narrow ( <70 m wide) zone that 

follows a recently active trace which cuts Granite Creek (Gr: 2140, 5649). 

The eastern continuation of the sequence in Granite Creek is represented by an extensive 

outcrop of a highly brecciated sequence of sharply interlayered gabbros, pyroxenite and 

serpentinite (Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.2: A), adjacent to the Durvard Falls, at White Slip. 

Intermediate (OU73462) and acid dykes (OU73465) cut the exposure. However, the 

haphazard arrangement of isolated blocks, the intense brecciation, their unconformable 

relationship with basement peridotite and its proximity to the White Slip suggest these rocks 

are not in situ. They are interpreted as debris deposits from their in situ location, at the top of 

White Slip. 

The Livingstone Group at White Slip is the only sequence evident in the field area which 

includes the upper section (Figure 3.5) of the DMOB. Faulting, however, has made the 

sequence incomplete; the uppermost section (the pillow lavas and metasediments) are absent 

from the western margin. The eastern margin is truncated by the Peanut fault and 

serpentinite ultramylonites are juxtaposed against the Livingstone Group rocks. With the 

exception of the mylonites, a strong tectonic fabric is not present in the lithologies (e.g. 

Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.2: A & B) of the Livingstone Group in contrast to their occurrence in 

the Jackson River area (the exception being the preserved cumulate texture at Martyr Saddle). 

Livingstone Group rocks also crop out, as two fault-bounded slivers, along the western edge 

of the Jackson River Wedge (Figure 2.5) at "The Bend" on the Cascade River where there is a 

complex distribution of recently active fault traces (Figure 2.1 & Appendix 1: 

Geomorphology Map 1). 

At this locality the Livingstone Group is exposed as a dense array of rhythmically layered 

horizons (Figure 3.11: A & B). Brecciated to sheared serpentinite is interlayered With 
horizons of two dominant lithologies: 

1) Distinctive horizons of pale pink layered mafics (OU73470; Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.3: A 

& B). The layers express a strong tectonic fabric; however, compositional banding is a 

result of original pyroxenite and anorthosite cumulate layers; 

2) Numerous, brown, alkali-amphibole-bearing mafic horizons (OU73471; Appendix 2: 
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Plate A2.2.3: C). Alkali-hornblendes have specific affinities with the Livingstone Group 

phase of dyke emplacement (Sinton, 1975). 
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Figure 3.11: A: Layered serpentlmte, alkali-homblendite (H) and pink mafic rodingite (R) 
outcropping at "The Bend" on the Cascade River (Gr: 21525, 56650). B: Close up of the highly 
sheared layers indicating a foliated gouge-rich serpentine cataclasite and more resistant pods and 
lenses of alkali-homblendite. 

Meta-rodingite mafic dykes (e.g. Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.3: D) and brown medium-grained 

meta-dolerite dykes (OU73473) approximately 20-30 em in width and with a strong tectonic 

fabric, locally dissect the Livingstone Group cumulate rocks. 

The horizons are interpreted as cumulate layers, a characteristic of the upper basal sequence 

of the Livingstone Group (Figure 3.5). Shearing is extensive and the layered pyroxenites, 

anorthosites, hornblendites, and peridotites have been attenuated to form boudinage structures 

(Figure 3.11). In contrast to the Livingstone Group at White Slip, a penetrative metamorphic 

and tectonic fabric is pronounced throughout the lithologies at "The Bend". Mylonitic fabrics 

are present but are not pervasive and are only strongly developed in the pale pink mafic 

horizons. For instance, the pale pink mafics have a layered mylonitic fabric in thin section 

(Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.3: B) and form a strong augen fabric macroscopically across the 

outcrop. 

The section of the Livingstone Group (as observed at White Slip) which is missing from most 

of the western margin of the DMOB, has been tectonically emplaced along the western 

margin of the Jackson River Wedge (e.g. Figure 2.5) 

3.2.2. Evidence of Deformation 

It is evident from the documentation of the DMOB at White Slip, Woodhen Creek and the 

Jackson River area that the extent of macroscopic to mesoscopic deformation increases along 

strike towards the northeast of the field area and across-strike towards the western boundary 

of the belt. The deformation is directly relatable to an increase in the frequency of recent 

faulting. The relative timing of serpentinisation, the development of the brittle fault zones 

and the formation of the mylonite zones, is investigated microscopically. 
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Understanding the processes of serpentinisation and rodingitisation (a fundamental part of the 

metamorphic/metasomatic history of the DMOB) is crucial to deciphering the deformational 

history. The basic principles of these processes (outlined below) are integrated with the 

petrographical studies. 

Serpentinisation 

The hydrothermal alteration process of serpentinisation can occur at various stages during the 

tectonic history of an ophiolite sequence (e.g. Coulton, 1998; Hacker, 1998) as is the 

documented case in the DMOB (Sinton, 1975; Coombs et al., 1976). Serpentinisation can 

take place on the ocean floor (the agent of serpentinisation being seawater or a hydrothermal 

fluid derived from rock-seawater interaction), along fault zones prior to ophiolite 

emplacement, during ophiolite emplacement (e.g. Coulton et al., 1995; Harper et al., 1990; 

Coulton, 1998) or during deformational events which postdate the ophiolite emplacement. 

The rock-forming serpentine minerals are chrysotile, lizardite and antigorite (O'Hanley, 1996) 

Antigorite is more stable at higher temperatures ( ~ 250-500°C) than lizardite and chrysotile ( < 

250°C) (O'Hanley et al., 1989). Lizardite and chrysotile (antigorite may also be present) are 

found in subgreenschist facies rocks (O'Hanley, 1996). However, antigorite is the only 

serpentine mineral present in well-crystallised greenschist and amphibolite facies 

serpentinites (Evans, 1977). It has also been suggested that serpentine can form at low 

temperatures near the earth's surface (e.g. Cashman & Wetten, 1976; Barnes & O'Neill, 

1969; Barnes et al., 1978; Wenner & Taylor, 1973; Neal & Stanger, 1984) and Craw et al. 

(1987) demonstrated that chrysotile can form under surficial low-temperature conditions. 

Definition 

Preserves the 
texture of the 

proto lith 

No preservation of 
the texture of the 

proto lith 

Preserves some of 
the textural features 

of the proto lith 

Microscopic 
Textures 

Mesh cells 

Hour Glass 

Interpenetrating 

Interlocking 

Features of both 
pseudomorphic and 
non-pseudomorphic 

Description 

Serpentine in the mesh rim; 
unaltered olivine (or optically distinct 

in the mesh centre 
A distinction between mesh rim and 

mesh centre is not possible. It is 
related to fractures rather than grain 

boundaries. 

More equant grains of any 
combination of lizardite, chrysotile and 

antigorite 

Commonly appear pseudomorphic in 
plane-polarized light but without mesh 

or hour glass texture in cross-polars 

Table 3.8: The textures of serpentinites can be grouped into three types, based on the extent of 
preservation of the texture of the protolith (complied using the information of Wicks & Whittaker, 
1977; Wicks & Plant, 1979). 
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Process 

Serpentinites 
formed from pre

existing an-hydrous 
minerals 

The serpentine 
mineral 

recrystallises 

One or more 
serpentine minerals 
are replaced by one 
or more different 

serpentine minerals 

Serpentine minerals 
are dehydrated to 
form less-hydrous 

phases such as 
olivine + talc 

(±chlorite) 

Description 

Partially serpentinised rocks consist of 
lizardite ± cluysotile or antigorite with relict 

olivine, enstatite. Lizardite (and rarely 
antigorite) forms after olivine. 

Completely serpentinised rocks have a mesh 
texture formed from the olivine and enstatite. 
Reactions are exothermic and consume water 

Lizardite serpentinites have hour-glass or 
interlocking textures. Reactions are 

endothermic and conserve water 
Antigorite serpentinites have interpenetrating 

textures. 
Lizardite is replaced by chrysotile or 

antigorite. Chrysotile or antigorite is replaced 
by lizardite. Characterised in subgreenschist 

facies rocks by hourglass textures or by 
interlocking textures consisting of lizardite, 

chrysotile, or antigorite. Reactions are 
endothermic and conserve water 

At higher grades they are characterised by 
interlocking textures of antigorite. 

Prograde metamorphism (greenschist facies) 
form interpenetrating textures of antigorite, 
which replace lizardite and chrysotile. The 

texture forms at the transition to 

Antigorite (rarely lizardite and chrysotile) is 
replaced by olivine. Reactions are 

endothermic and produce water 

Occurrence 

Very common and 
not characteristic of 

any geological 
environment 

Found in 
sub greenschist 

facies-greenschist 
facies- terranes near 

faults or shear 
zones. Very 
common in 

serpentinised mantle 
ophiolites. 

In terranes produced 
by greenschist to 

lower amphibolite 
facies hydrothermal, 
contact and regional 

metamorphism 

Table 3.9: Subprocesses present within serpentinisation. The table also demonstrates the change in 
textures and serpentine mineral assemblages that accompany an increase in metamorphic grade 
(compiled using the infonnation ofO'Hanley, 1996). 

The optical characteristics of serpentine after olivine distinguish three main textures (Table 

3.8): pseudomorphic, non pseudomorphic and transitional (Wicks & Whittaker, 1977; Wicks 

& Plant, 1979). The texture formed in serpentines after amphiboles, pyroxenes, talc and 

phlogopite (types of bastite) differs; typically leading to a banded texture (Wicks & 

Whittaker, 1977; Wicks & O'Hanley, 1988; O'Hanley & Wicks, 1995). Enstatite generally 

resists serpentinisation to a greater extent than does olivine (e.g. Coleman & Keith, 1971; 

Dungan, 1979) although the opposite situation can occur (e.g. Pinsent & Hirst, 1977). 

However, enstatite is unstable below 500°C and can be altered to anthophyllite or talc, if it is 

not isolated, in the presence ofH20-rich fluids prior to serpentinisation. 

There are several subprocesses (identified by microscopic textures) within serpentinisation 

(O'Hanley, 1996) as outlined in Table 3.9 which can be used to classify serpentinites and the 

environments under which they formed. 
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Rodingitisation 

The dykes and gabbros which intrude the ultramafic rocks within the DMOB have been 

rodingitised. Rodingites in general are spatially associated with serpentinites (O'Hanley, 

1996 and references therein) forming a by-product of the serpentinisation (Coleman, 1963). 

Rodingites f01m through Ca-enrichment and desilicification of rocks adjacent to or within 

peridotites which have been subjected to serpentinisation. Schandl et al. (1989) established a 

connection between mineral assemblages in serpentines and rodingites (Table 3.1 0) 

Lizardite 

Sub greenschist 

High modes of epidote

group minerals(± 

tremolite) 

Lizardite-chrysotile 

Subgreenschist 

High modal amounts of Ca

rich garnets and additional 

diopside 

Antigorite 

Greenschist -upper 

greenschist 

High modal amounts 

diopside and additional 

Ca-rich garnets 

Table 3.10: Proposed correlation between mineral assemblages m rodingites and adjacent 
serpentinites (after Schandl et al., 1989). 

Although the assemblages within the DMOB plutonic rocks and intrusives are indicative of a 

high activity of calcic metasomatism (many of the gabbros in the Livingstone Group were 

originally very calcic (anorthositic gabbros)), little metasomatic alteration was required to 

attain their present composition (Sinton, 1975). 

The next section presents and then integrates metamorphic and tectonic histories evident 

microscopically in the DMOB at Woodhen Creek, White Slip and the Jackson River area. 

Evidence of Deformation at Woodhen Creek 

The peridotites have tectonic microtextures exhibiting a recrystallised equigranular texture 

with irregular and embayed grain boundaries (Figure 3.12) suggestive of amphibolite facies. 

However, this texture has been overprinted by a subsequent event. Olivines have been slightly 

deformed and the pyroxenes have syntectonically altered (Figure 3.12). The presence of 

amphiboles and phlogopite indicates that an upper greenschist to amphibolite facies condition 

of metamorphism has affected the peridotites during the overprinting event. 
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Figure 3.12: Embayed grain boundaries in olivine and pyroxene grains in a lherzolite (0073453). 
Sweeping undulose extinction (EX) in olivine implies the peridotite is tectonized. Clinopyroxene 
(CPX) has syntectonically altered to phlogopite and/or anthophyllite which initially concentrates along 
intragranular cracks (iron oxides frequently forms rims around the altered grains or dusty inclusions 

- within it, suggesting it has been released during the reaction). Chrome clinopyroxenes have fine
grained amphibole rims (not shown). Patches of pyroxene grains are also recrystallised to fine
grained neoblasts (nb). Width of view= 4.3 mm. XPL. 

The peridotites are locally hydrothermally altered to antigorite serpenttmtes around the 

rodingitised intrusives (e.g. Figure 3.7: A). Rodingitisation of the pale grey mafic dykes and 

the clinopyroxene gabbros has resulted in the presence of high modal amounts of 

hydrogrossular (20-30% of the rock) but the majority of the clinopyroxenes are plutonic 

augites and not diopside, therefore suggestive of subgreenschist facies metasomatism (e.g. 

Table: 3.10). However, post-metasomatic deformation has taken place (Figure 3.13: A). 

Figure 3.13: A: An example of a rodingite mafic dyke (0073450) from the relatively coherent part of 
the DMOB (see Figure 3.6 for the location). Plutonic clinopyroxenes (CPX) are deformed and have 
fringes of tremolite (tr), epidote (ep) and chlorite; and the hydrogrossular (HG) garnet is partially 
segmented (chlorite in-fills the gaps between grain fragments) and disseminated in a matrix composed 
of grey-birefringent chlorite. Width of view = 4.3mm. XPL. B: Clinopyroxene has extensively altered 
to chlorite in the rodingite pods (0073442) incorporated into the westernmost serpentine shear zone. 
A chlorite pseudomorph of pyroxene is evident at the bottom right of the photomicrograph. Remnant 
pyroxene is altered to tremolite needles (tr) . Width of view= 4.3 mm. XPL. 
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Chloritisation is extensive in rodingites contained within the easternmost shear zone (e.g. 

OU73452) and even more so in the westernmost shear zone (Figure 3.13: B) where the 

disarticulation of clinopyroxene grains is conspicuous. The superimposed assemblage 

(chlorite-tremolite-epidote) suggests that the post-metasomatic alteration has taken place at 

greenschist facies conditions. It is interpreted that the antigorite serpentinites which 

encompass the rodingites in the localised shear zones at Woodhen Creek, represent a later 

metamorphic event probably coincident with the greenschist facies alteration which overprints 

the metasomatic assemblages in the rodingite (i.e. it could be argued from Table 3.10 that 

lizardite-chrysotile mineral assemblages would have originally formed during the earlier 

subgreenschist facies metasomatism). 

While many of the ultramafic rocks at Woodhen Creek are relatively unaltered (e.g. Figure 

3.12: A), degrees of serpentinisation do occur in the bulk of the peridotites away from the 

rodingite-bearing zones. The serpentinisation crosscuts the metamorphic and tectonic 

textures evident in the non-serpentinised peridotites and it can be demonstrated that several 

processes/episodes of later deformation are responsible for the hydrothermal alteration: 
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1. Serpentine has formed in the host peridotite near late stage mafic dykes. Dunite 

intruded by the dykes is unaltered but exhibits intense fracturing of grains and olivine 

is cut by numerous veinlets of antigorite which have sharp boundaries with the matrix 

(Figure 3.14: A). The antigorite fills dilated fractures which have possibly formed 

during the dyke emplacement or during subsequent deformation. 

2. Serpentine veins cut the wall rock harzburgite in the eastern rodingite-bearing fault 

zone (Figure 3.6). Low birefringent, fibrous chrysotile (Figure 3.14: B) and magnetite

filled veins dominate but antigorite-filled veins also dissect the matrix mineral. The 

formation of the chrysotile veins postdates formation of magnetite and antigorite 

filled-veins because of the common presence of the wall rock magnetite and antigorite 

inclusions in the former. 

Figure 3.14: A: Example of dunite (OU73451) proximal to the mafic dykes. The olivine grains 
are intensely fractured and cut by numerous veinlets of antigorite. Width of view = 5.2 mm. XPL. 
B: Chrysotile veins cut harzburgite (OU73453) incorporating fragments of the matrix olivine. 
Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. In both examples the veins crosscut the recrystallised equigranular 
(i.e. in A) and tectonically deformed textures in the peridotite (i.e. the altered pyroxene grain at the 
top right in B). 
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The fragments of wall rock (olivine grains) and other vein material along the banded 

veins suggest they have formed by crack-seal mechanisms (Ramsay, 1980). The 

chrysotile veins probably exploited older antigorite-filled veins and have formed in 

areas of extension in the rock adjacent to the fault. 

3. Partially serpentinised peridotites occur within 100 m of the westernmost rodingite

bearing fault zone (Figure 3.6). The peridotites display pseudomorphic textures 

(Figure 3.15 & Appendix 2.2.4). Coronas of antigorite radiate around the edges of 

individual olivine grains and the pseudomorphs of pyroxene to form a mesh cell 

texture. Tremolite needles form coronas around clinopyroxene, particularly at sites 

where serpentine ribbons cut the host peridotite. 

Figure 3.15: A: Partially serpentinised olivine pyroxenite indicating a pseudomorphic texture of 
antigorite (OU73447). Olivine and clinopyroxene grains exhibit undulose extinction (EX) and 
deformation bands (db). Tremolite (tr) needles radiate around pyroxene grains. Width of view 4.3 mm. 
XPL. B: Blades of antigorite form along fractures within the olivine grains and y-serpentine ribbons 
truncate the matrix minerals. Randomly orientated fine blades of antigorite also form within the grains. 
Width of view = 4.3 mm. XPL. 

The partial serpentinisation of the peridotite bodies and resulting hydration of anhydrous Mg

silicates is probably linked with an upper greenschist facies alteration of the peridotites (as 

indicated from the formation of tremolite and antigorite). The fact that the pseudomorphic 

textures crosscut the earlier equigranular and tectonic texture requires that the serpentinisation 

is a later separate event. Moreover, the serpentinisation could not have occurred during the 

earlier upper greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphism as the temperatures would have 

been too high for the hydration process of serpentinisation (the upper stability limit of 

antigorite is - 500°C (O'Hanley et al., 1989) above which deserpentinisation reactions occur 

(e.g. Table 3.9)) 

The degree of the pseudomorphic serpentinisation increases towards the main westernmost 

fault zone (Figure 3.6) (the stages in the development of the serpentine textures after the 

olivine are presented in Appendix 2) macroscopically overprinting the crosscutting dykes and 

veins observed at outcrop. Olivine grains are nearly completely replaced by a mosaic of 
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ribbon serpentine and interpenetrating antigorite (Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.4); the antigorite 

pseudomorphs make up the majority of the rock (only 10% of the relict clinopyroxene and 

olivine mineralogy remains in the ultramafic rock). Antigorite mesh cells are no longer 

identifiable and the texture is strictly non-pseudomorphic. The relict olivine and 

clinopyroxene grains exhibit intracrystallisation deformation (e.g. deformation bands and 

subgrains). The serpentinites are shear foliated with a strong planar fabric subparallel to the 

trend of the recently active fault zone. 

It is evident that antigorite has formed directly from olivine (Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.4) 

instead of the more widely documented process of lizardite and chrysotile after olivine (Table 

3.9). The interpenetrating antigorite has not formed as a replacement product of lizardite 

and/or chrysotile but instead has progressively formed by the recrystallisation of ribbon y

antigorite; first by interpenetrating blades of antigorite and then by finer-grained 

interpenetrating antigorite (e.g. Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.4: D-H). Interpenetrating textures 

are typical of upper greenschist facies metamorphism in shear zones (Table 3.9). 

Mylonites with a non-pseudomorphic texture of preferentially orientated blades of 

interpenetrating antigorite (i.e. greenschist facies) have formed to the eastern side of the 

peridotite sequence, against the Livingstone fault, at Woodhen Creek (Appendix 2: Plate 

A2.2.5:D). The only relict minerals are augen of clinopyroxenes which have been coated with 

a dusty brownish decomposition product. Mylonitic textures are also documented in dyke 

rocks (e.g. OU1255 collected by Turner, 1930a) cropping out along the western edge of the 

Livingstone fault at Martyr Hill. However, more field data are required to determine the 

exact relationship of the mylonites to the surrounding peridotite body. 

Summary of the Deformation in the DMOB at Woodhen Creek 

In relative overprinting order, from the earliest event to the latest: 
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• a recrystallised (amphibolite facies) texture in the peridotite; 

• upper greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphism (probably related to the 

tectonic fabric observed at outcrop (e.g. Figure 3.7: B) which postdates the ultramafic 

dykes and predates the white veins and the mafic dykes); 

• subgreenschist facies rodingitisation and associated serpentinisation has locally 

occurred; 

• greenschist to upper greenschist facies, shear related, metamorphism of the rodingite 

assemblages and the local aureoles around the intmsives. The fact that the 

metamorphism postdates the earlier lower grade serpentinisation connected to the 

rodingitisation suggests the antigorite represents a replacement after lizardite and 

chrysotile; 

• greenschist to upper greenschist facies serpentinisation over a diffuse zone which is 

spatially related to the westernmost fault zone. 
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Metamorphic assemblages, related to the last two events, from the lithologies of the DMOB at 

Woodhen Creek are summarised on Table 3.11 & 3.12. 

Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt 

Lithology Harzburgite Lherzolite Dunite Wehrlite 
Olivine 

Serpentinite 
clinopvroxenite 

Texture tectonite tectonite tectonite tectonite tectonic I mylonite 

Sample OU 73447 73445 73453 73446 73451 73448 73443 I 73444 

Mg Chlorite X X 
t/) 

"E Fe Chlorite X 

"' Epidote c: X X X 
~ 
(.) Tremolite X X X X X :c 

Serpentinite e- X X X X X X X X 
0 
E Magnetite X X X X X 
~ Talc X ::E 

cpx/opx products X X X X X 

Table 3.11: Metamorphic mineral assemblages for the ultramafic ltthologws associated with the latest 
phase of deformation in the Woodhen Creek section. Clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene altered to 
anthophyllite and biotite during the first phase of amphibolite facies metamorphism; however, they 
have seen subsequent alteration to an optically indistinguishable cloudy product during the latest 
event. 

Lithology Pyroxene Gabbro 

Texture tectonic tectonic 

VI Mg Chlorite 
~ ~'g'1p§ g}llq~it~ ~ 
r:: Epidote 

:1ii Tremolite 

:2 ~r~ss~Lilar ~r /' 
~ Hyfirogr9~§U!<,\r· .·.· 
E Plagioclase 
~ Serpentinite 
:E Zoisite 

Gabbroic Dyke 

rodingite 

Table 3.12: Metamorphic mineral assemblages for the rodingite lithologies associated with the latest 
phase of deformation in the Woodhen Creek section. Shaded rows indicate the remnant assemblages 
of the rodingitisation event. 

The greenschist facies mylonitisation event must have occuued after the first two upper 

greenschist to amphibolite facies events but the relative timing, with regard to the subsequent 

events, cannot be determined from the available data. 

Discussion on the Origin of the Serpentinisation 

It has been proposed by several authors (Barnes et al., 1972; Rona et al., 1987; O'Hanley, 

1996) that serpentinites may originate within the ocean crust from: (a) fluids emanating from 

the ultramafic rocks acting as agents for pseudomorphic serpentinisation and (b) 

pseudomorphic to non-pseudomorphic serpentinisation along faults which form conduits for 

seawater penetration into the mantle (serpentinisation faults (Francis, 1981)). Oceanic 

serpentinites have been documented in ophiolites which predate thrusting associated with the 

emplacement of the ophiolite (e.g. Coombs et al., 1976; Lemoine et al., 1987; Lagabrielle & 

Cannat, 1990; Coulton & Harper, 1992). Mantle and cumulate peridotites are serpentinised to 

varying degrees on fault escarpments along ocean ridges (for slow spreading ridges where the 

isotherms collapse sufficiently to allow for hydration) and at transform faults (e.g. Cannat et 
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al., 1992). Normal faults, formed during amagmatic periods of crustal thinning, also form 

sites of serpentinisation. Sivell & McCulloch (2000) demonstrated that certain magmas 

(near-primary basaltic dykes and extremely fractionated silicic plagiogranites) intruded into 

the oceanic crust of the DMOB were formed in a slow-spreading extensional regime of a 

forearc setting, and therefore, normal faulting serpentinisation probably also occurred at the 

onset of subduction. Coarse sedimentary breccia containing blocks of ophiolite (the 

Upukerora Formation) lies directly on the ophiolite suite, perhaps indicating fault scarps 

fonned in the ophiolite sea floor. 

However, antigorite is rarely the serpentine mineral f01med during seafloor deformation as 

most serpentinisation occurs at shallow depths (possibly 1 km or less) under the ocean floor 

(O'Hanley, 1996 and references therein). Additionally, evidence indicates that 

serpentinisation, other than in fracture zones, in the lower oceanic crust and upper mantle is 

minimal (0' Hanley, 1996). There is a universal abundance of antigorite in the Woodhen 

Creek section of the DMOB and a lack of the lizardite-chrysotile subgreenschist facies 

serpentinisation (other than in veinlets of more recent development). The information implies 

that the serpentinisation has not taken place on the ocean floor (with the exception of the 

rodingite zones which are oceanic in origin (Coombs et al., 1976)) and must have formed 

during or post-ophiolite emplacement. 

Linear zones of serpentinite are not uncommon in the DMOB (Sinton, 1975; Coombs et al., 

1976) but south of Red Mountain, antigorite is subordinate in comparison to lizardite and 

chrysotile. The serpentinites are spatially related to fault zones and the formation of 

serpentinites is thought to be controlled by channelised fluid flow along faults (e.g. O'Hanley, 

1996). At Woodhen Creek the rodingite-bearing zones (Figure 3.6) represent pre-existing 

serpentinite and because the hydration that accompanies serpentinisation leads to a systematic 

reduction in the density of the rocks (Coleman & Keith, 1971), such zones may be sites of 

weakness and therefore, preferential localities for future faulting. The coincidence of 

Quaternary fault traces with the rodingite-bearing serpentine zones (which occur within what 

is otherwise a coherent body of ultramafics), suggests that recently active tectonics has 

exploited these zones. Channelised fluid flow and diffusion into the host peridotites 

accompanying the faulting along the western margin would explain the dispersion pattern of 

peridotite hydration which extends 100 m east of the fault. Indeed, hot springs have been 

recorded along the western margin ofthe DMOB in the Cascade Valley (Aitchison, 1985). 

The presence of antigorite in the main shear zones indicates upper greenschist facies 

conditions of deformation implying that the fault zone has been exhumed from depth of 

around 15-20 km (assuming a "normal" geothermal gradient (Yardley, 1989) was in place and 

isotherms have not been advected). The antigorite-filled veins in the damage zone of the 

eastern rodingite-bearing fault zone (e.g. Figure 3.14: B) have formed under the same P-T 

condition as the main fault zones. The chrysotile veins which exploit the antigorite veins, 
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however, relate to the movement on the fault higher in the crust near or at the surface 

(chrysotile can form at temperatures below 250 oc (O'Hanley, 1996)) overprinting the deeper 

structures as they are exhumed. The latter, and the fact that Quaternary features are offset by 

the fault zones, suggests that (a) the fault zones are older exhumed structures that have been 

reactivated near the surface or (b) surface movement extends at least into the lower crust and 

the faults have accommodated displacement whilst the peridotites were exhumed (discussed 

further in Chapter 5). 

Fault zones also occur in the Woodhen Creek sequence without any substantial development 

of serpentine in the fault zone (Figure 3.6) or along the adjacent wall rock margins. This 

would suggest that the brittle offset of the peridotite has occurred without any fluid infiltration 

or at low temperatures (i.e. near the surface). 

Evidence of Deformation at White Slip 

The vesuvianite-zoisite-plagioclase-Mg-chlorite-tremolite-hornblende-epidote assemblage in 

the rodingite metagabbros (e.g. OU73455) at White Slip is the result of four detectable 

episodes of deformation and metamorphism: 

1. Relict non-deuteric blue-green hornblende in the metagabbro is indicative of upper 

greenschist to amphibolite facies metan1orphism of the original gabbro assemblage. 

Scarce unaltered plagioclase and hornblende indicates original crystals were ~ 1.4 mm 

in diameter. 

2. Deformation predating rodinitisation is also apparent from the interstitial material 

between randomly orientated zoisite crystals (Figure 3: 16): 

o The cores of the hornblende aggregates (probably originally clinopyroxene) have been 

thoroughly altered to Mg-chlorite leaving halos of altered hornblende around the rims 

(Figure 3:16: A). 

o The majority of the interstitial plagioclase grains have been dynamically recrystallised 

to a fine-grain size which is indicative of mylonitisation (Figure 3:16: B). The 

mylonitic foliation is defined by the lattice prefeiTed orientation of the plagioclase 

(Figure 3:16: C) 

o The preservation of the hornblende halos is poor and most have been disarticulated 

and altered to tremolite (Figure 3:16: C) which is aligned, although not pervasively, 

subparallel to the plagioclase fabric. 

The alteration of hornblende to tremolite and chlorite probably accompanied the 

mylonitisation, and some amphibole grains show signs of intracrystalline deformation, 

indicating mylonitisation occurred at upper greenschist to amphibolite facies conditions (e.g. 

Passchier & Trouw, 1996 and references therein). 
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Figure 3:16: Evidence of deformation in the metagabbros. A: A halo of altered hornblende remains 
around a core of chlorite. Occasional tremolite needles occur in the cores. A weak porphyroclast 
shape is evident. Zoisite (Z) has formed during an overprinting rodingitisation (OU73455) Width of 
view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: Dynamically recrystallised plagioclase in the interstitial plagioclase. 
(OU73455) Width of view = 1.25 mm. XPL. C: Most of the chlorite (Ch) cores have a lobate texture 
and a preferred crystallographic orientation which is subparallel to the plagioclase (PI) fabric. The 
tremolite (Tr) in the haloes and the cores are disarticulated and aligned parallel to this fabric. Zoisite 
(Z) truncates the mylonitic fabric . (OU73455) Width of view = 4.3 mm. XPL. D: In the hyaloclastite, 
hornblende (H) is deformed into fish structures and mostly altered to tremolite (Tr) and chlorite (Ch) 
which are aligned to form an S-C fabric. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. Width of view = 2.5 mm. XPL. 

3. The vesuvianite and zoisite rodingitisation minerals sharply truncate the mylonitic 

fabric seen in Figure 3: 16 and suggest that the overprinting metasomatic event took 

place under subgreenschist facies conditions (e.g. Table 3.10). 

4. Post-rodingite deformation has occurred. The subhedral vesuvianite grains, which are 

in varying stages of consuming the randomly orientated prismatic zoisite, exhibit 

intracrystallisation deformation (e.g. undulose extinction, subgrain growth, and serrate 

grain-boundaries). The later phase of dynamic recrystallisation is not pervasive, and 

only an incipient tectonic fabric is perceptible at outcrop. Dusty epidote has grown 

within the zoisite clusters. Tremolite needles sporadically overprint the rodingite 

fabric and indicate deformation has occurred at greenschist facies conditions. 

However, it is difficult to differentiate the extent to which the hornblende was altered 

to tremolite in the earlier mylonitic event in comparison to the later event. 

More than one episode of deformation is also apparent in the hyaloclastite petrographically: 
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1. Relict green-brown hornblende could be relict primary igneous phases or could 

indicate upper greenschist -amphibolite facies metamorphism affected the 

hyaloclastites. 

2. Green-brown hornblendes are extensively altered to Mg-tremolite and chlorite 

indicating a greenschist facies overprint onto the earlier greenschist facies-amphibolite 

metamorphism. 

Mylonitic fabrics are also apparent in the altered hyaloclastite; a strong tectonic fabric 

is observed with preferentially orientated tremolite and shear fabrics (Figure 3:16: D). 

This is probably contemporaneous with the greenschist facies metamorphism. 

Summary of the Deformation in the DMOB at White Slip 

The tectonic fabric affecting the residual mantle and transitional peridotites at Woodhen 

Creek does not extend into the cumulate rocks of the Livingstone Group. However, the 

gabbros which overlie the latter have been subject to greenschist-amphibolite facies 

metamorphism which therefore, must have occurred during separate event, after the tectonic 

event that affected the mantle rocks. In addition the information at White Slip indicates that 

there were areas of ductile shear which locally affected the DMOB prior to the subgreenschist 

facies rodingitisation event (pre-rodingite mylonitisation was also observed by Ransley 

(1983) in the DMOB at Red Spur (S97; Gr: 439,794)). Nevertheless, a greenschist-facies 

metamorphism accompanying shear-related deformation again is superimposed on the 

rodingite fabric. I interpret the mylonitic fabric in the hyaloclastites to be a pervasive 

continuation of the incipient post-rodingite greenschist facies mylonitisation displayed in the 

metagabbros. The mylonitisation is spatially related to, and the fabric subparallels, the recent 

fault trace along the western margin of the DMOB. 

Evidence of Deformation at Jackson River Area 

In the Jackson River region the peridotite bodies are almost totally serpentinised (Figure 3.8), 

mylonites are widespread and non-mylonitic serpentinites only outcrop along the eastern 

margin of the belt and at the southern end, towards Woodhen Creek. 

A sample (OU1230) of antigorite schist collected by Turner (1930a) from the western 

boundary of the DMOB at Martyr Spur exhibits a foliation defined by orientated grains of 

antigorite (Figure 3.17: A). The spaced orientated grains overprint a fabric of interpenetrating 

antigorite andy-antigorite ribbons (as observed along the western edge of the Woodhen Creek 

sequence). This observation suggests that a further penetrative deformation (at upper 

greenschist facies conditions) succeeds the early growth of antigorite which was formed 

during the complete serpentinisation of the peridotite (established to be a result of shearing 

and fluid movement along the western boundary). The antigorite schist is interpreted as a 

precursor to the antigorite mylonites to the northeast in the Jackson River area. This 

conclusion is reached because orientated blades of antigorite have recrystallised to form a 
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mylonitic foliation which wraps around rotated porphyroclasts of remnant ribbon y

serpentines (Figure 3.17: B). At higher strains, the antigorite is recrystallised to fine, even 

grain-sized blades which have a strong crystallographic preferred orientation defining a 

mylonitic foliation (Figure 3.17: C). 

Figure 3.17: A: Blades of antigorite form a penetrative fabric overpnntmg an interpenetrating 
antigorite texture and relict y-antigorite ribbons (y). (OU1230) Width of view= 1.7 mm. XPL. B: A 
mylonitic fabric is defined by recrystallised ribbons of antigorite which deflect around varyingly 
recrystallised porphyroclasts of y-antigorite ribbons (y). Relict pyroxene has been replaced by epidote 
(ep). OU 73479. XPL. Width of view = 1.7 mm. C: In an ultramylonite the foliation is defined by 
preferentially orientated fine-grained antigorite blades (OU73483). Width of view= 1.7 mm XPL. 
D: A layered fabric: A = recrystallised ribbon serpentine often containing rotated porphyroclasts of 
serpentine aggregates and strained opaque grains or disseminated opaque trails, B = augen of pyroxene 
and hornblende aggregates, C = the mylonitic fabric is defined by dusty grey serpentine grains which 
anastomose around clear serpentine porphyroclasts. In XPL layer C resembles the texture in "B". 
(OU73480). Width of view = 4.3 mm PPL. All sections are parallel to the stretching lineation and 
normal to the foliation. 

Macroscopic to mesoscopic interlayering of wehrlite and clinopyroxenite is widespread 

within the original Transitional peridotite sequence in the Jackson River area (Figure 3.8), so 

that, many of the mylonites are not derived from antigorite serpentinite. Augite (titanium)

antigorite mylonites, amphibole-antigorite mylonites or epidote-antigorite mylonites have also 
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developed and typically have layered fabrics (Figure 3.17: D & Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.5). 

This demonstrates that there may be some rheological contrasts (discussed further in Chapter 

8) due to the resistance of amphiboles and pyroxene to serpentinisation. 

The mylonites are typically massive at outcrop but have a shear foliated fabric at the sites of 

the recent faulting. The mylonitic fabric of clinopyroxene-antigorite mylonites, cropping out 

within a 6 m wide fault zone of a rupture trace (Gr: 2160, 5668), is overprinted by a 

penetrative chrysotile shear fabric (Figure 3.18) 

Figure 3.18: A chrysotile (Ch) shear fabric subparallels the antigorite mylonite fabric. Note the highly 
strained magnetite grain to the left of the photo. (OU73480). Section parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 4.3mm. PPL. 

The chrysotile shear fabric subparallels the planar fabric of the mylonite foliation, the brittle 

fault fabric and the northeasterly lineament of the recently active fault traces (e.g. Figure 2.1). 

The fact that planar fabrics formed at depths ranging from lower crust to the surface in the 

different fault rocks are parallel strongly suggests they are linked, representing a depth profile 

of the fault. The chrysotile fabric indicates that the deformation is still ductile at <250°C as 

the mylonites are brought to the smface. 

The serpentinisation and mylonitisation has taken place at greenschist facies conditions (e.g. 

Table 3.13). 
Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt 

Lithology Serpentinite 
Pyroxene 

Serpentinite 
Epidote 

serpentinite serpentinite 

Texture Ultramylonite I Mylonite 
SampleOU 73475 73477 73480 73476 73479 

u Epidote X X 
:.2 Ill Tremolite X c..-._ ca Serpentine X X X X X 0 ... 
E :g Magnetite X X X X X ca ·-a;:!: Talc X X X X 
:!: cpx/opx products X 

Table 3.13: Metamorphic mmeral assemblages for the serpentme mylonite lithologies associated with 
the latest phase of deformation in the Jackson River area. 
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Table 3.14: Metamorphic mineral assemblages for the rodingite lithologies associated with the latest phase of deformation in the Jackson River area. 
Shaded rows indicate the relict assemblages of the rodingitisation event. 
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The pervasive ductile deformation imposed on the DMOB serpentinites at the Jackson River 

penetrates all the lithologies mesoscopically (e.g. Figure 3.9: C) and microscopically, 

overprinting all other signs of tectonism, metamorphism and metasomatism (which are 

equivalent to those documented in the Woodhen Creek and the White Slip sequence) 

(Appendix 2). For instance, five phases of metamorphism can be identified from the 

metamorphic assemblages (Table 3.14): 

1. Evidence of a pre-metasomatic, upper greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphism is 

apparent in the rodingite lithologies (Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.3 & A2.2.6). 

2. Subgreenschist or greenschist to upper greenschist facies metasomatism (Table 3.15 & 

3.16). 

3. The plutonic rocks at the Jackson River area have a very strong metamorphic and 
mylonitic fabric at outcrop and in thin section. The metamorphic and mylonitic fabric 
postdates the intrusive episodes and the rodingitisation event as evident from: 

• The contacts of the alkali-hornblende-bearing dykes, anorthosite and the plagioclase

pyroxene pegmatite dykes are subparallel to the fabric in the host metagabbros and the 

metamorphic fabric extends into the anorthositic intrusive in hand specimen (Figure 
3.19: A-C) indicating the fabric was imposed post-dyke intrusion. 

Plate 3.19: A: The contact of a 2 em wide alkali 
hornblende dyke (OU73489) parallels the fabric in 
the host metagabbro. Analcime veins (AN) cross
cut the fabric in the hornblendite; B: A 3 em wide 
anorthosite (OU73490) with a tectonic fabric 
parallel to the dyke contact and the fabric in the 
host metagabbro. Thin (I mm) analcime-filled 
extension gashes (AN) cut the foliation; C: The 
contact of a 5 em wide plagioclase-pyroxene 
pegmatite (OU73488) subparallels the folitaion in 
the host metagabbro. A strongly lobate texture is 
displayed by the minerals in the dyke. 
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Pegmatite-
Clinopyroxene Alkali hornblende 

Lithology 
dykes 

Dolerites 
dyke 

plagioclase Anorthosite 
pyroxene dykes 

OU Sample 73481/734893 73478 73489 73490 73492 
Clinopyroxene-

Alkali-hornblende-
Diopside- grossular-

plagioclase-
Plagioclase-

Zoisite-
Mylonite grossular/hydrogr hornblende- grossular-augite-

tremolite-epidote- analcime-
Assemblage ossular-chlorite- plagioclase-

grossular-chlorite-
chlorite-tremolite-

prehnite 
tremolite tremolite-chlorite-

analcime 
serpentine 

epidote-biotite 

Metamorphic 
Greenschist-upper 

Subgreenschist Subgreenschist Subgreenschist 
greenschist 

Grade of the 
replacement -

replacement - replacement - replacement- Subgreenschist 
Rodingite 

recrystallisation 
recrystallisation recrystallisation recrystallisation serpentinisation 

Formation 
serpentinisation 

serpentinisation serpentinisation serpentinisation 

Table 3.15: Assemblages of the mylonitised dykes correlating the relic minerals formed during the 
earlier phase of calcium metasomatism (in bold) with the pre-mylonitic conditions of rodingitisation 
and the related type of serpentinisation. Most of the rodingite mylonites (Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.6), 
derived from the plutonic rocks, have assemblages which are indicative of an earlier subgreenschist 
facies metasomatism. However, diopside is dominant in the assemblage of the white pyroxenite dykes 
(e.g. Figure 3.9: A & C) and is indicative of a higher temperature greenschist-upper greenschist facies 
metasomatism. 

Lithology Metagabbros 
OU Sample 73488 73487 73491 

Zoisite-clinozoisite-
Mg-chlorite- tremolite 

Plagioclase-zoisite-
Assemblage grossular-Mg-chlorite-

clinopyroxene-zoisite-
hornblende-tremolite-

magnetite-chromite 
hydrogrossular- chromite 

chlorite±grossular 
-magnetite 

Metamorphic Subgreenschist Subgreenschist 
Grade of the replacement - replacement - Subgreenschist 

Rodingite recrystall i sati on recrystall i sati on serpentinisation 
Formation serpentinisation serpentinisation 

Table 3.16: Assemblages of the mylonitised metagabbros correlating the remnant minerals formed 
during the earlier phase of calcium metasomatism (in bold) with the conditions of rodingitisation and 
the related type of serpentinisation. 
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• Some random fabrics remain in the rodingite assemblages but most are stmng out 

subparallel to the planar fabric of the recent fault zones and a mylonitic fabric has 

been imposed (e.g. Figure 3.21: D & E; Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.6). Pre-rodingite and 

rodingite assemblages have been overprinted by an upper greenschist facies 

metamorphism i.e. the mylonitisation has been accompanied by a syntectonic reaction 

of clinopyroxenes and homblendes to tremolite, chlorite and/or biotite (e.g. Figure 

3.20: A; Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.6). 

• Chlorite is extensive (Figure 3.20: B) in the assemblages of the rodingites. The 

chloritisation is a result of late shearing commonly obliterating clinopyroxene. 

Uvarovite (clusters around chromite) is detected in the highly sheared rodingites 

(OU73488) and Sinton (1975) also observed the association of uvarovite and chlorite 

with sheared rodingite rocks. 



Figure 3.20: A: A mylonite derived from a partially rodingitised dolerite (0073478). The central 
grain is a rotated porphyroclast of hornblende (altered from clinopyroxene) which has retrogressed to 
tremolite. It is winged and surrounded by dynamically recrystallised plagioclase. Section parallel to 
the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: In the rodingite 
metagabbro (0073489 in Figure 3.19: A), Mg-chlorite forms a shear foliated matrix which deflects 
around radiating aggregates of clinopyroxene (varyingly altered to tremolite). Dark grains are 
chromite. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 3.2 
mm. XPL. 

4. A mylonitic fabric and tectonic fabric (e.g. Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.2) is absent from the 

rodingite felsic pyroxenites (e.g. OU73485 & OU73486) at the western edge of the 

DMOB (Figure 2.5) at Martyr Spur. However, a second metasomatic event overprints the 

rodingite assemblage. The mineralogy is dominated by pyroxenes which have extensively 

altered to Mg-tremolite during greenschist facies metasomatism (Figure 3.21: A & B). 

The metasomatism is probably associated with fluid movements during shearing along the 

adjacent fault boundary (discussed further in Chapter 4). 

Figure 3.21: Metasomatic assemblages within layered pyroxenites (e.g. Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.1) A: 
Darker layers indicate extensive alteration to randomly orientated prismatic Mg-tremolite surrounded 
by finer-grained equivalents. Patches of interlocking Mg-Fe-chlorite occur along with grossular 
(sometimes spongy), zoisite, titanite and chromite. (0073486) Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: 
Paler horizons have coarse bent tremolite replacing clinopyroxene and recrystallised bundles of 
variolitic tremolite prisms. Mg-chlorite and grossular form in the interstices along with subordinate 
low birefringent epidote. Titanite and chromite are scattered throughout. (0073485). Width of view = 
3.2mm. XPL 
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5. Zeolite-prehnite facies metamorphism overprints the mylonite assemblages. This is 

evident from prehnite-bearing analcime veins which crosscut the alkali-hornblende

bearing dykes and the anorthosite (Figure 3.19: A & C & Appendix 2: Plate A2.2.7). 

Summary of the Deformation in the Jackson River area 

The presence of non-deuteric hornblendes in the gabbros and dykes in the Jackson River area 

provides the main evidence of an earlier amphibolite facies metamorphism which may be 

related to the metamorphic event that predated the metasomatism in the rodingite 

metagabbros at White Slip. Subgreenschist facies rodingite assemblages are apparent at the 

Jackson River area but higher-grade (greenschist facies) diopside-dominated assemblages are 

also present. Sinton (1975) recorded the latter at Red Mountain. 

The peridotite body in the Jackson River area has been almost totally serpentinised 

overprinting the earlier history of the DMOB. The serpentinisation process is the advanced 

equivalent of the fault-related serpentinisation observed along the western margin of 

Woodhen Creek, indicated by the comparable characteristics of the serpentine fabrics. The 

shear-foliated serpentinites equate to protomylonites; the precursor to the antigorite mylonites 

which dominate the sequence in the Jackson River area. Therefore, the partial to complete 

serpentinisation evident at Woodhen Creek is an end product of a total mylonitisation event. 

The planar northeast-trending ductile fabric of the protomylonites and mylonites is 

penetrative, extending through all the plutonic rocks. In contrast, there is only a weak 

metamorphic fabric in the metagabbros at White Slip, and a weak shear fabric in the rodingite 

mafic dykes and clinopyroxene gabbros at Woodhen Creek. Shear-related chloritisation is 

much more extensive in the Jackson River area. Therefore, the penetrative brittle (e.g. the 

recent fault zones) and ductile deformation in the DMOB in the Jackson River area is a 

northeast progression to the fault-related deformation at Woodhen Creek. 

The fact that the recently active fault traces coincide with the localities of the rodingites and 

ultramafic dykes in the Jackson River area (as also seen at Woodhen Creek) suggests there is 

a strong basement control on the distribution of the seismic faults. The dykes and rodingites 

mark rheological contrasts which are mechanically weak and commonly the preferred 

localities for faulting (e.g. Jones & Tanner, 1995). The dyke margins are frequently 

serpentinised and rodingites, by the nature of their formation, are associated with serpentine 

zones. Therefore, the change due to serpentinisation means they are also intrinsically weak 

and form preferred localities for the initiation of faults. 

The serpentine mylonite zone along the eastern margin of the DMOB at Woodhen Creek, 

against the Livingstone fault, is not apparent in the Jackson River area. I interpret that the 

mylonite zone has been excised by recent fault movement along the Livingstone fault 

(Appendix 1: Geomorphology Map 1 and 2). 
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3.2.3. Relative Timing of Deformation 
The DMOB has a very complex polymetamorphic history stemming from its time of 

formation (Coombs et al., 1976). Parts of this history are recognisable in the field area of this 

project. The earliest recognisable event is the amphibolite facies recrystallised texture in the 

peridotites. The strong tectonic fabric in the peridotites at Woodhen Creek truncated by the 

dykes, and lacking in the cumulate rocks at White Slip, indicate that another deformational 

event (at upper greenschist to amphibolite facies conditions) has affected the residual mantle 

preceding the formation of the overlying mafic igneous rocks. A further upper greenschist to 

amphibolite facies alteration (evident from the presence of green hornblende) is recognisable 

in the DMOB in the plutonic rocks as is also observed at Red Mountain (Sinton, 1975) and 

Red Hill (Challis, 1965). Sinton (1975) has demonstrated that the amphiboles in the gabbros 

plot in a field of low pressure terranes (as defined by Raase, 1974) and the metamorphism is 

thought to have occurred on the ocean floor (Coombs et al, 1976) at a spreading ridge (e.g. 

Bonatti et al., 1975; Cann, 1979) closely following the magmatism and crystallisation of the 

gabbroic rocks (Sinton, 1975). 

Rodingites are widespread and the mineral assemblages present, with the exception of the 

occasional diopside-rich assemblages, suggest these have occurred at subgreenschist facies 

conditions. Indeed, Sinton (1975), using data of Carlson (1956), estimated a temperature of 

formation of around 280-350 oc for the hydrogrossular in the rodingite rocks. It is proposed 

that the calcium metasomatism and related serpentinisation (which affects the dykes 

throughout the DMOB) is possibly coincident with a subgreenschist facies alteration and 

overprints all the phases of earlier higher grade metamorphism. Shear-related serpentinisation 

also occurred prior to the intrusion of rodingite dykes at Red Mountain (Coombs et al., 1976) 

but is not distinguishable in the field area. However, a ductile phase (upper greenschist

amphibolite facies) of deformation took place, predating the subgreenschist facies 

metamorphism and ocean floor rodingitisation. Mylonitised metabasalts and diorite have 

been described from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Melson & van Andel, 1966; Melson et al, 1968) 

and, therefore, the mylonite formation may be analogous to such a tectonic environment. 

At Red Mountain (Sinton, 1975) the earlier phases of metamorphism are overprinted by 

subgreenschist facies to lower greenschist facies metamorphism (resulting in the formation of 

pumpellyite-epidote-albite-chlorite-actinolite ± prehnite and epidote-chlorite-actinolite 

assemblages in the metabasic igneous and metaclastic rocks). Prehnite and pumpellyite are 

regionally copious in the Livingstone Group, the bounding Maitai Group and Caples Group 

but are generally rarely reported from mid-ocean ridge situations (e.g. Melson & van Andel, 

1966; Miyashiro et al., 1971). Coombs et al. (1976) concluded that the later subgreenschist to 

lower greenschist facies metamorphism is related to events following sedimentary and 

tectonic burial (during the Rangitata Orogeny which was largely complete by late Cretaceous) 

and is the highest grade of later regional metamorphism recognised, prior to this study, in the 

DMOB in the South Island. Minor serpentinisation (to antigorite) is documented in the main 
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body of the DMOB at Red Mountain (Sinton, 1975) and Martyr Saddle (Turner, 1930a) and 

could have taken place during the latter event (but subsequent Cenozoic deformation cannot 

be disregarded). It is difficult to constrain the timing of the mylonite formation along the 

eastern margin of the DMOB but it may have formed during terrane accretion. The timing of 

the mylonite formation in the Jackson River area is more constrained. 

The subgreenschist to lower greenschist regional metamorphism of the DMOB at Red 

Mountain changes to the northeast, in the field area of this project, to a higher grade upper 

greenschist facies metamorphism (e.g. Table 3.11-3.14). The DMOB in the field area may be 

a deeper expression of the DMOB; the greater exhumation from Red Mountain into the 

Jackson River area could be linked to Cenozoic uplift east of the Alpine fault. Nevertheless, 

the upper greenschist facies metamorphism becomes more pervasive towards the Jackson 

River area, accompanying a progressive increase in serpentinisation, and brittle and ductile 

deformation which is spatially relatable to the increased density of recent fault traces. The 

analogous tectonic fabric in all the fault rocks and the fact that the mylonites represent a 

progressive overprint on an earlier serpentinisation event that is clearly related to recent 

faulting, strongly implies the deformation and mylonitisation along the western margin of the 

DMOB has formed late within the history of the belt. The mylonite zone documented in the 

Jackson River area, within what otherwise is a coherent massif of ophiolite, coincides with the 

junction of the DMOB with the Alpine fault; where the belt has been truncated and offset by 

~480 km of displacement since 45 Ma (Chapter 1 ). This strongly implies the deformation and 

mylonitisation along the western margin of the DMOB is a result of Cenozoic deformation. 

Previous studies on the DMOB, to the south (e.g. Sinton, 1975), have only indicated local 

areas of continuing movement (upper crustal) in the Tertiary to Recent times as a result of the 

oroclinal rotation of the DMOB by the dextral Cenozoic plate motion. 

All the preceding discussion indicates that there is a strong basement control from the DMOB 

on the geometry of the recent fault system. The fact that the penetrative tectonic fabric 

formed during near complete serpentinisation and pervasive mylonitisation, and is coincident 

with the structural grain of the recent fault system, signifies that either (a) the recent fault 

geometry is controlled by a pre-existing structural grain in the basement rocks or (b) the 

deformation in the recent fault system was concurrent with that in the upper to lower crustal 

fault rocks. The latter case is favoured by the author (which is fully explored in Chapters 5 & 

6). 

The presence of antigorite mylonites, the lack of evidence of deserpentinisation and the 

absence of peridotite mylonites puts an upper temperature limit of 500°C on the conditions of 

the mylonite formation (cf the upper-greenschist amphibolite facies condition of 

mylonitisation during the pre-rodingitisation event which would have inhibited the 

development of antigorite mylonites). Therefore, the mylonites have been exhumed from 

depths of no more than 15-20 km (for a "normal" geothermal gradient (Yardley, 1989)). 
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The Caples Group (Grindley, 1958) is separated from the DMOB by the major Mesozoic 

dislocation of the Livingstone fault. A summary of the characteristics of the Caples Group is 

available for the areas at the Humboldt Mountains (Bishop et al., 1976) and the Forgotten 

River area (Bishop, 1994), ~20 km southwest and ~ 12 km south of the area covered by this 

PhD, respectively. Previous mapping by Ransley (1983), indicated that the Caples Group 

persists to the northeast converging onto the Alpine fault in the vicinity of the Jackson River. 

Mineralogical variations within the Caples Group, in the Jackson River region as mapped by 

this author, allows for separation into two sequences (Figure 3.22): (1) a southeast-dipping 

sequence dominated by dark grey/green-grey, qumiz-laminated pelitic schist (textural zone 

IIIB-IV e.g. Table 3.18) which grades westwards into a ~200m wide mylonite zone adjacent 

to the recent trace of the Livingstone fault. The stmctural base of the sequence has 

intercalated finely laminated green and minor grey mylonitic schist along with thin horizons 

of porphyroblastic greenschist. The greenschist horizons diminish in frequency abmptly 

eastwards. A brown psammite schist crops out at the easternmost edge of the sequence 

( ~ 1 km from the Livingstone fault); (2) a chiefly southwest-dipping sequence of textural zone 

IIIB-IV schist (e.g. Table 3.21) dominated by segregated to thinly laminated greenschist, 

numerous interlayers of spotted grey to greenschist with porphyroblastic albite (the 

porphyroblasts most likely represent original clasts within a coarse to granular sandstone (e.g. 

Ransley, 1983). Minor horizons of distinctive brown stilpnomelane schist and dark grey, very 

fine-grained quartzofeldspathic schist occur. A magnetite-bearing greenschist occurs at the 

eastern mapped extent of the second sequence. Southeast-dipping mylonite zones cut the 

sequence. A mylonite zone (~50 m wide) characterised by very finely laminated greenschist 

mylonites is exposed along the trace of the Tromie fault (which separates the second sequence 

from the first sequence to its west). A second mylonite zone (~50 m wide) derived from the 

porphyroblastic green-grey schists, crops out 150m to the east of the Tromie fault. 

Southwest of the Jackson River area, in the White Slip region (e.g. Figure 2.5) a third 

sequence of west-dipping green metabasic mylonitic schist (with epidote laminae) and 

stmcturally overlying, fine dm·k grey mylonitic schist, crop out within 100 m of the 

Livingstone fault. 

The formations of the Caples Group are summarised on Table 3.17. The first sequence is 

correlated with the Mystery Pelite (Bishop et al., 1976) (which is interpreted to be part of the 

Aspiring lithological association (Turnbull, 2000)). The second sequence is tentatively 

correlated with a sequence of the Momous Sandstone (Bishop et al., 1990) and the Crescent 

Formation (Bishop et al., 1994). The metabasic mylonites of the third sequence of mylonitic 

schist at the White Slip region conelate well with Harris Saddle Fmmation. 
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Bishop (1994) established that, although the Harris Saddle Formation pinches out northwards 

at the Humboldt Mountains, it reappears in the upper Cascade Valley. The quartzofeldspathic 

mylonite in the White Slip region may be a pelitic unit within the Harris Saddle Formation or 

it may be a correlative of the Mystery Pelite. 

Formations 

Bold Peak Unit 

Crescent Formation * 

Cosmos Formation 

Momous Sandstone 

Harris Saddle Formation 

Mystery Pelite 

CAPLES GROUP 

Lithologies 

Grey-green volcanogenic sandstone and phyllite, minor greenschist and 
red and green sandstone, grey siltstone 

Fine grey psammites dominate, interlayered pale green volcanogenic 
psammites, pelite, thin greenschists and metacherts, magnetite-bearing 
greenschist, medium to fine grey sandstone 

Green volcanogenic sandstone dominate with minor chert, chipwacke and 
thin green schist bands 

Massive grey-green feldspathic sandstone, thin bedded to the base, 100 m 
of stilpnomelane-rich sandstones to the base and 20 m at the top, rare 
tuffs 

Widespread laminated greenschist, basic metavolcanic sediments, chert, 
hyaloclastite, breccia, hematitic phyllite; rare pillow lavas 

Aspiring Lithological Association 

Dark grey quartz-laminated pelite, with thin greenschist and minor 
sandstone 

Table 3.17: Lithologies of the Caples Group at the northern Humboldt Mountains and the Forgotten 
River area (Bishop et al, 1976; *Bishop, 1994, respectively) in stratigraphic order, the oldest being at 
the base of the table. The Mystery Pelite was originally considered to be part of the Caples Group 
(Bishop et al, 1976) but has recently been included (Turnbull, 2000) in the Aspiring lithological 
association (Craw, 1984; Mortimer, 1993d) of the Torlesse Terrane. 

Textural zone IV schists have not been noted in the Caples Group (the Aspiring lithological 

association being an exception) in the Humboldt Mountains, nor in the more n01thern 

Forgotten River area (Bishop, 1994; Mutch & McKellar, 1965) and as far as the author is 

aware, mylonites have not previously been described in the Caples Group. 

3.3.2. Evidence of Deformation 

Comparative analysis is made between the assemblages and the textures in the schists and 

mylonites derived from the Mystery Pelite, the Crescent Formation/Momous Sandstone and 

the Harris Saddle Formation. This helps to determine the metamorphic and tectonic history of 

the schists and the relative timing of the formation of the mylonite zones. Full petrographical 

and textural characteristics of the lithologies are given in Appendix 2. 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics in the Mystery Petite 

Subdivision of schist in the field on the basis of textural appearance (Table 3 .18) is a useful 

means for identifying major structures (e.g. Turnbull, 1988; Norris & Bishop, 1990; 

Mortimer, 1993a,c). Isotects (planes of equal textural reconstitution), which are independent 

of isograds (metamorphic zone boundaries), are displayed on Figures 3.22 & 3.26. 
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Textural Zone 

Textural zone liB 

Textural zone IliA 

Textural zone IIIB 

Textural zone IV 

Protomylonite 

Mylonite 

Ultramylonite 

Quartzofeldspathic 
Hand Specimen Foliation Features 

Penetrative foliation, unsegregated. Individual micas are not 
visible through a hand lens but foliation surface may have a 
sheen. 
Strong foliation, incipient segregation. Individual micas are 
visible through a hand lens, foliation surface are silvery grey. 

Strong foliation, well-developed planar segregation laminations 
(1-2 mm in width). Individual micas are visible through a hand 
lens, foliation surface are silvery grey. 

Strong foliation, well-developed segregation banding (2- 5 mm 
in width). Individual micas are visible to the naked eye. 

S-C fabric is weak to prominent, coarsely laminated (1-3 mm 
wide), fissile. 

Fine (1 mm in width), rhythmically spaced (every 2 mm), 
distinct planar to fluxion segregation laminae giving a 
pronounced streaky appearance or diffuse segregation laminae, 
reduced grain-size. Difficult to cleave. 

Dark grey, very fine grained (<1 mm), muscovite is the only 
mineral visible to the eye. Laminae, <1 mm, are defined by 
alternating dark and paler horizons. 

Table 3.18: Definitions and features of textural grades in the quartzofeldspathic schist and mylonites 
(Textural zones after Bishop (1972), Turnbull et al., 2001 and authors' observations). S-C fabrics are 
explained in Figure 3.23. 

The isotects are subparallel to each other and to the trend of the Livingstone fault. It is also 

evident that there is a progressive increase in the textural grade of the schists towards the 

recent trace of the Livingstone fault. Proto mylonites occur west of the textural zone IV schist 

and the mylonite zone does not truncate the regional fabric of the schists. A progressive 

increase in the amount of penetrative strain occurs towards the high-strain zone of the fault. 

For example, at a distance of >500 m from the Livingstone fault the textural zone IIIB-IV 

schists become intermittently transposed westwards by ductile shear zones that subparallel the 

trend of the Livingstone fault and the overall trend of the distributed zones of faulting. A 

transposition foliation has developed as a result of the superposition of a tectonic fabric on the 

textural zone IV foliation and rootless folds ("fish-hooks") are frequent. At a distance of 

< 500 m the textural zone IV quartzofeldspathic schist has a pervasive foliation parallel to the 

precursory transposition foliation. Evidence of strain is apparent in the textural zone IV 

quartzofeldspathic schist and subgrain growth and brittle deformation affects the plagioclase 

(Appendix 2: Plate A2.3.1). 

The texture grades westwards from schists to protomylonites (Figure 3.23: A & B), apparent 

from the progressive development of a shear band cleavage (S-C fabric) (White, 1979; Gapais 

& White, 1982). A weak S-C fabric grades into a strongly developed S-C fabric and then a 
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fluxion mylonitic fabric (Figure 3.23: C & D). The mylonites can be classed as S>L 

tectonites in outcrop and layered to ribbon mylonites in thin section (Appendix 2: Plate 

A2.3.2). 

Figure 3.23: The petrographical evolution in the planar shape fabric accompanying an increase in 
strain. A: Textural zone IV quartzofeldspathic schist. (OU73519). Width of view= 5.~ mrn. XPL. B: 
A weakly developed shear band cleavage (S-C fabric) which contains two foliations formed during the 
same deformation: an S-foliation (a continuous coarse foliation defined by the preferred orientation of 
mica grains, epidote and elongated quartz grains) which is transacted by a C-foliation (a set of shear 
bands subparallel to the boundaries of the shear zone). (OU73525). Width of view= 5.2 mrn. XPL. C: 
A pronounced S-C fabric. Grain-size reduction is extensive. (OU73529). Width of view = 5.2 mm. 
XPL. D: Plagioclase fluxion lamination in a muscovite-rich mylonite. (OU73550). Width of view = 
5.2 mrn. XPL. All sections are parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 

The assemblage of the quartzofeldspathic protomylonites and mylonites is the same as that of 

the parent lithologies: quartz-plagioclase-muscovite-biotite-epidote-chlorite ± zoisite ±calcite 

±magnetite ±garnet. The interlayers of less pelitic (epidote-quartzofeldspathic) mylonites 

and green mylonitic schist (Figure 3.22) have more basic assemblages (Table 3.19). 

Therefore, apart from the textural evolution from the textural zone IIIB schist through to the 

mylonitic fabric, mineralogical variations are slight. Ultramylonites, however, differ 

dramatically at outcrop and in thin section. At outcrop, the ultramylonitic quartzofeldspathic 

schists (e.g. OU73532), are dark grey, very fine-grained (:S1 mm) and muscovite is the only 

mineral visible to the eye. Laminae, <1 mm, are defined by alternating dark and paler 

horizons. Petrographically (Figure 3.24: A) the ultramylonites are dominated by extensively 

recrystallised plagioclase and quartz intercalated with slightly lesser amounts of recrystallised 

calcite and chlorite. The ultramylonitic equivalent of the greenschist mylonite is ultra fine-
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Chapter 3: Basement Geology of the Established Lithological Units 

grained to flinty (e.g. OU73537) and has an assemblage of plagioclase, epidote, chlorite and 

additional calcite (Figure 3.24: B). As for the ultramylonitic quartzofeldspathic schist, 

extensive homogenisation of the mineralogy has accompanied the reduction in grain-size (to 

5-20 !liD). 

Lithology Assemblage Mylonite Foliation Characteristics 

Epidote- Plagioclase-
Coarse muscovite laminations are absent; muscovite occurs as 

laths intercalated with a high percentage of epidote/zoisite, 
quartzofeldspathic epidote-quartz- scattered in chloritic laminations. Lamination is also defined by 

mylonite (e.g. muscovite-calcite-
calc-silicate horizons and plagioclase laminae. Biotite is evident 

OU73503) biotite-chlorite as mica-fish. 

Chlorite-epidote 
Quartz-plagioclase-

Mylonitic laminations are defined by continuous dynamically 
greenschist 

chlorite-epidote-
recrystallised ribbons of quartz and plagioclase interlaminated 

zoisite-muscovite-mylonite (e.g. 
biotite-garnet 

with chlorite, epidote, zoisite and muscovite laminae. Biotite and 
OU73504) muscovite "fish" defme a fabric . 

assemblage . 
Actinolite-

Quartz-plagioclase-
Mylonitic laminations are defined by alternating dynamically 

magnetite 
actinolite-calcite-

recrystallised ribbons of quartz and plagioclase; dynamically 
greenschist muscovite-epidote-

recrystallised calcite ribbons; muscovite and actinolite "fish". 
mylonite (e.g. 

chlorite-magnetite 
Chlorite and winged plagioclase (string-bead fabric) occur 

OU73531) between the main lamination sets. 

Porphyroblastic 
Plagioclase-brown- Porphyroclasts are boudinaged to form continuous laminae 

green biotite- (calcite forming in the boudin necks). Calcic-silicate and 
greenschist 

actinolite-epidote- plagioclase ribbons deflect around the porphyroclasts. Brown-
mylonite (e.g. 

chlorite-muscovite- green biotites are strained into "fish" structures. Less prone to 
OU73533) calcite ± magnetite recrystallisation than the other lithologies. 

Table 3.19: Mineral assemblages and foliation characteristics of mylonitic interlayers found within 
the quartzofeldspathic mylonite zone. 

Figure 3.24: A: The quartzofeldspathic ultramylonite (OU73532) is dominated by extensively 
recrystallised (grain-size = 10-20 11m) quartz and plagioclase (only minor amounts of relict 
porphyroclasts (P) (0.2 mm) remain which exhibit albite twinning but more often than not are 
recrystallised winged objects (W) which define a weak string-bead fabric) intercalated with slightly 
lesser amounts of recrystallised calcite and chlorite (equally proportioned to each other). Section 
parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. B: The 
greenschist ultramylonite (OU73537) has an almost cryptocrystalline matrix (grain-size= 5-10 11m) of 
aligned recrystallised plagioclase, chlorite and dust-sized epidote. Strained lenses of slightly coarser 
(1 0-20 11m) dynamically recrystallised plagioclase (centre) also define a weak foliation. Section 
parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL; 
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00 Formation Mystery Pelite 

Lithology Quartzofeldspathic 
Textural grade T.Z.IIIB I T.Z.IV protomylonite mylonite 

Sample OU 73517 73519 73518 73525 73539 73550 73529 73538 

Quartz X X X X X X X X 

Plagioclase X X X X X X X 

Epidote X X X X X X 

Fe-Chlorite X X X X X X X X 
(/) Mg-Fe Chlorite 
~ Biotite X X X X X X X 
Q) 
t: Muscovite X X X X X X X 
:i Stilpnomelane 
(.) 

:E Ferro-stilpnomelane 
e- Calcite X X X 
0 
E Zoisite X X 

~ Clinozoisite X X X 

:a: Actinolite X X 

Magnetite X X X 

Garnet X X X X X X 

Titanite 
Rutile X 

Table 3.20: Metamorphic mineral assemblages of the Mystery Pelite (T.Z. =Textural Zone e.g. Table 3.18) 

Formation Mystery Pelite 
Lithology Greenschist Metabasic Porphyroblastic Stilpnomelane-rich 

Textural grade T.Z.IIIB mylonite ultramylonite mylonite T.Z.IIIB T.Z.IIIB T.Z.IIIB 

Sample OU 73521 73504 73537 73531 73536 73533 73516 73509 

Quartz X X X X X X 

Plagioclase X X X X X X X X 

Epidote X X X X X X X 

Fe-Chlorite X X X X X X X 
(/) Mg-Fe Chlorite 
~ Biotite X X X X Q) 

.5 Muscovite X X X X X X X 
:a: Stilpnomelane X 
(.) 

:E Ferro-stilpnomelane 
e- Calcite X X X X 
0 
E Zoisite X X 
.5 Clinozoisite X Q) 

:a: Actinolite X X X 

Magnetite X X X 

Garnet X I 

Titanite X 

I Rutile X 

Table 3.20: continued 

ultramylonite 

73534 73549 73530 73532 

X X X 

X X X X 

X X X 

X X X X 

X X X 

X X X X 

X X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

I Epidote-rich 

mylonite 

73503 
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Chapter 3: Basement Geology of the Established Lithological Units 

Figure 3.25: A: Epidote, chlorite and quartz inclusion within a garnet porphyroclast define an internal 
foliation discordant to the external mylonitic foliation. (OU73504) Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. B: 
A garnet with chlorite strain shadows. (OU73534). Width of view = 1.25 mm. PPL. C: Garnet 
inclusions within a plagioclase porphyroblast now deformed to a porphyroclast. (OU73525) Width of 
view = 1.25 mm. XPL. D: Disseminated garnet fragments within dynamically recrystallised 
plagioclase lamina (lower section of the photo) and strained garnet porphyroclasts within muscovite 
laminae (upper section of photo). (OU73534). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. All sections are parallel 
to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 

Metamorphism in the Mystery Petite Sequence 

The main metamorphic mineral phases (Table 3.20) indicate an upper greenschist facies 

assemblage for all the lithologies of the schist protoliths and the mylonites. The schist 

assemblage has been partially retrogressed (evident from the ragged incompletely chloritised 

biotite) while evidence of retrogression is absent from the mylonites. However, infrequent 

porphyroclasts of garnet occur throughout the sequence in both the greenschists and the 

quartzofeldspathic schists. The garnets are present in the equivalent mylonite lithologies, yet 

are absent in the ultramylonites and porphyroblastic schists. The garnet is interpreted as a 

remnant phase from a previous higher grade event and not as a result of prograde 

metamorphism within the higher strain zone. The evidence is: 

• Garnets are present in the textural zone IIIB schists and the presence of garnets in the · 

schist extends over 2-3 km east of the plate boundary zone (Ransley, 1983). 

• The garnets overprint an earlier lower greenschist facies assemblage as indicated by 

quartz and epidote inclusions (Figure 3.25: A). The foliation defined by the inclusions 

is discordant with the fabric of the mylonite. 
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• 

• 

An upper greenschist facies condition of metamorphism has lead to the growth of 

biotite and plagioclase grains which encompass the garnet grains (Figure 3.25: C). 

The garnets show no evidence of disequilibrium with the surrounding mineralogy, 

although chlorite beards have formed in strain shadows. 

• Mylonitisation commonly disseminates the garnet (Figure 3.25: D) or translates them 

into rotated winged porphyroclasts (Figure 3.25: A). 

The assemblage in the schists is typical of the garnet zone of an upper greenschist facies 

pelitic rock (e.g. garnet + chlorite + muscovite + biotite + albite). However, the garnet is 

encompassed by plagioclase which has formed during another phase of upper greenschist 

facies metamorphism (e.g. Figure 3.25: C) suggesting the assemblage of the mylonite is the 

result of two separate events of upper greenschist facies metamorphism. The fact that the 

garnets are in equilibrium with the upper greenschist facies mineral assemblages in the matrix 

of the mylonite suggests the mylonite formation occurred at a very similar temperature (the

biotite-garnet-albite zone (Brown, 1976)). 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics in the Crescent Formation 

The development of a tectonic texture is dependant on the original protolith of the schist. 

Quartz-plagioclase segregations are not always present in the metabasic schists and therefore 

different criteria was required to define the textural zonation scheme (Table 3.21) for the 

dominantly metabasic and porphyroblastic green-grey schist of the Crescent Formation. 

Texture 

Textural zone liB 

Textural zone IIIA 

Textural zone IIIB 

Textural zone IV 

Protomylonite 

Mylonite 

Ultramylonite 

Metabasic 

Hand Specimen Foliation Features 

Friable with weakly defined foliation planes. 

Strong foliation, incipient fine segregation lamination defined 
by laterally discontinuous white laminae. Fine(:>; I mm) micas 
developed on cleavage surfaces. 

Strong penetrative foliation but undulating, fissile and coarse 
micas (1-3 mm) are developed on cleavage surfaces. If 
segregations are present they are continuous and 1-2 mm thick. 

Strong penetrative foliation but undulating. Well-developed 
segregation banding (2-3 mm). Cleaves every 1-5 em. Non
fissile. 

S-C fabric is weak to prominent, coarsely laminated (1-3 mm), 
fissile. 

Fine-grained with pronounced lamination (defined by 1-3 mm 
thick greyish blue green colour banding). Occasional calcite 
augen. Matt silky foliation or coarse biotite flake covered 
surfaces. Cleaves every 5-l 0 em. 
Ultra fine-grained to flinty, chlorite wisps define a very fine 
lamination. Spaced 3-5 em epidote fluxion lamination may be 
present or weathered to form vugs. Does not cleave. 

Table 3.21: Definitions and features of textural grades in the metabasic schists and mylonites. 
(Textural zones after Turnbull eta!. (2001) and the authors' observations) 
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Micaceous metabasic schists of textural zone IIIB-IV (Appendix 2) crop out between the two 

narrow mylonite zones (Figure 3.22). The data of Ransley (1983), show that the textural zone 

IV schist in the Jackson River area extends at least 4 km to the east. The schists are within a 

northwest-dipping sequence which is sharply tmncated by the two southeast-dipping mylonite 

zones. It is interpreted that the mylonites macroscopically transpose an older stmctural fabric 

in the schist. 

The textural evolution from schist to mylonite, as seen in thin section, is different for the 

metabasic schist and the porphyroblastic green-grey schist (Table 3.22 and Appendix 2: Plate: 

A2.3.9) 

Hand Specimen Texture 

IIIB-IV Mylonite Ultramylonite 

Thin Section Textures 

Segregated: (a) plagioclase- Plagioclase is smeared, 
Porphyroclasts (0.2-1.4 mm) 

rich: simple to untwinned recrystallised & reduced to a 
-~ plagioclase (0.2-0.7 mm in finer grain-size (0.1-0.2 mm) 

of epidote & plagioclase 
VJ (saussuritised) are widely c:l grain-size), interspersed with forming ribbons. .D dispersed in a matrix c:l 
C) 

~ 
chlorite & epidote. (b) chlorite- Preferentially orientated laths 

composed predominantly of :;8 VJ rich: chlorite with zoned of green & brown 
VJ:.a epidote porphyroblasts (c) a stilpnomelane & ferro-

actinolite & epidote. 
::l u 

Plagioclase porphyroclasts are or:rJ 
Cl.l matrix of plagioclase, actinolite prisms define a u winged & chain linked by thin c:l muscovite, green stilpnomelane, lamination as do u 

(0.1-0.2 mm) continuous ~ Fe-rich chlorite and calcite. recrystallised (4 mm thick) 
ribbons of plagioclase (e.g. Calcite also fills holes parallel calc-silicate and plagioclase 

to the foliation (e.g. OU73511 ). horizons (e.g. OU73508). OU73515). 

Layered mylonite: (a) string-

..= beads of albite porphyroclasts 
;:: in a matrix of muscovite, 
0 ~ ..... VJ chlorite and abundant 0 :.a ... u epidote; (b) chlorite, minor ~ r:/) 

;>, Calcite & plagioclase ( 80% of biotite and lesser amounts of Cl.l ..... the assemblage ) porphyroblasts epidote fragments with 0 
o'6 (2-3 mm in grain-size), infrequent albite 
:::: interspersed with weakly porphyroclasts; (c) string-Cl.l 
Cl.l orientated biotite & bead, layered and ribbon n/a ..... 
0 
u stilpnomelane, are wrapped in plagioclase alternate with 

·,;::; 
the matrix of chlorite, muscovite horizons. VJ 

c:l 
::0 muscovite and scattered epidote Scattered, aligned biotite 
0 ..... (e.g. OU73507). flakes and epidote (elongate ;>, ..= 

parallel to b-axis). Parallel 0.. ..... 
0 calc-silicate laminae and ~ 

augen of calcite and quartz 
(derived from veins) (e.g. 

OU73505). 

Table 3.22: Evolution in the planar shape fabric and mineralogy accompanying an increase in strain . 

The mylonites are classed as S>L tectonites at outcrop and have layered to string-bead fabrics 

at the hand specimen and microscopic scale (Appendix 2: Plate A2.3.9). 

The textural reconstitution leading to the formation of the mylonitic fabric results in a slight 
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00 
N Figure 3.26: Lithology and metamorphic zones in the Caples Group and Aspiring 

Lithological Association. Mylonites zones truncate the western limb of post-Oligocene 
:antifom structures. A biotite isograd crosses the area. The axial trend of the folds has 
:been rotated from a aN-NNE orientati_on to anNE orient~tion subparallel to the plate 
boundary zone (after Ransley, 1983; Bishop et al 1976; Bishop, 1994, Turnbull, 2000 
and the author). 
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modification in the mineralogy of the proto lith. The mylonites differ in that the change in the 

planar shape fabric is accompanied by the extensive development of preferentially orientated 

actinolite. The alteration in the porphyroblastic schists, however, is slight: the mylonitic 

derivatives have the same assemblage as the proto lith (e.g. plagioclase-chlorite-muscovite

biotite-stilpnomelane-epidote-calcite) but biotite is widely retrogressed to chlorite. 

Metamorphism 

The metamorphic mineral assemblages for the lithologies in the Crescent Fmmation are 

represented on Table 3.23. The main metamorphic mineral phases indicate upper greenschist 

facies assemblages (biotite zone) for all the lithologies of the schist protoliths. The biotite 

zone (which has a northeast-southwest trending isograd) extends 4 km to the east of the 

Tromie fault (Figure 3.26) where it is succeeded by the chlorite zone (Ransley, 1983). 

The assemblage of the mylonite zone in the Tromie fault zone is also indicative of upper 

greenschist facies metamorphism but the assemblage in the easternmost mylonite zone, 

derived from the porphyroblastic green-grey schist, is indicative of retrogression to lower 

greenschist facies. 

Figure 3.27: A: A syntectonic epidote, chlorite and muscovite inclusion fabric within plagioclase 
porphyroblasts concordant with the schist foliation as defined by aligned biotite. The sigmoidal Si 
pattern in the upper grain has rotated in a clockwise sense with respect to the kinematic frame during 
its growth. Width of view= 4.3 mm. PPL. OU73507. B: An epidote inclusion fabric within rotated 
porphyroclasts of plagioclase is discordant to the mylonitic foliation. Biotite is absent. Section parallel 
to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 4.3 mm. PPL. OU73505. 

Evidence of an earlier metamorphism is recorded in the schist and the mylonite zone of the 

latter. The porphyroblasts in the green-grey schists and the porphyroclasts in the mylonite 

derivatives enclose a syntectonic and discordant inclusion fabric, respectively (Figure 3.27). 

The porphyroblasts grew during upper greenschist facies metamorphism overprinting an 

earlier lower greenschist facies metamorphism which was then overprinted by mylonitisation 

and retrogressed to lower greenschist facies. 
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Caples Group 

Formation Crescent Formaion Harris Saddle Formation 
Lithology Porphyroblastic Magnetite-bearing Metabasic Stilpnomelane Metabasic Quartzofeldspathic 

Textural grade T.Z.IIIB I mylonite T.Z.IV T.Z.IIIB I mylonite ultramylonite T.Z.IV mylonite mylonite T.Z.IV I protomylonite I 
Sample HC 73507 73541 73505 73543 73542 73511 73508 73515 73513 73544 73545 73546 73547 

Quartz X X X X X X X X X X 

Plagioclase X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Epidote X X X X X X X X X X X 

Chlorite (blue) X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Chlorite (grey) X 

Biotite X X X X X X X X 

Muscovite X X X X X X X X X 

Brown stilpnomelane X X X 

Ferro-stilpnomelane X X X X X X X 

Calcite X X X X X X 

Zoisite X X X X 

Titanite X X 

Actinolite X X X X X 

Ferro-actinolite X 

Pyrite X X 

Laumontite X 

Magnetite X X X X 

Rutile X X 
··········-·--···-- -

Table 3.23: Metamorphic mineral assemblages ofthe Crescent Formation and the Harris Saddle Formation. (T.Z. =Textural Zone e.g. Table 3.21) 
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Chapter 3: Basement Geology of the Established Lithological Units 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics in the Harris Saddle Formation 

The narrow(~ lOOm wide) mylonite zone against the Livingstone fault at White Slip (Figure 

3.26) crosscuts the contact between the quartzofeldspathic schist and the metabasic schists. 

The ultramylonite zone abruptly grades eastwards to textural zone IV schist in the 

westernmost pelitic rocks and textural zone IIIB schists (of the Harris Saddle Formation, 

followed by the Crescent Formation), crop out to the east (Bishop, 1994) of the metabasic 

section of the mylonite zone. However, the mylonite zone is absent 1 km to the south and 

instead textural zone IliA and IIIB schist abut the Livingstone fault (Figure 3.26). 

The petrography and fabric of the different mylonite lithologies are given in Appendix 2: 

Plate A2.3.10. The evolution of the planar shape fabric accompanying the increase in strain 

can be documented from the quartzofeldspathic rocks. The schists have typically 2-5 mm 

quartz/plagioclase and biotite segregation laminae. Three main phases of deformation are 

evident in the fabrics of the quartzofeldspathic mylonites: (1) a weakly developed S-C fabric 

overprints planar mylonitic foliation; (2) the S-C fabric is overprinted by randomly orientated 

P-zoisite grains (Figure 3.28: A) which in turn have been truncated by quartz veins; and (3) 

the P-zoisite grains, the veins and the matrix assemblages are caught up in an incipiently 

formed overprinting mylonitic fabric (Figure 3.28: B). 

Figure 3.28: A: Randomly orientated prismatic ~-zoisite grains overprint a planar mylonitic fabric. 
Note the intrafolial fold of a sericite lamina at the top right; B: ~-zoisite grains has been rotated into a 
planar fabric and incorporated into microshear zones (right) by a later mylonitic event. Quartz veins 
which crosscut the randomly orientated ~-zoisite grains (top) have also been incorporated into 
mylonite zones during the later event (right). Both sections (OU73547) are parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of views = 4.3 mm. XPL. 

The fabric in the quartzofeldspathic ultramylonite is defined by lenses and laminae of 

granoblastic quartz/plagioclase (Appendix 2: Plate A2.3.10). Biotite is minor in the 

ultramylonite assemblage (e.g. quartz-plagioclase-zoisite-epidote-chlorite-biotite) m 

comparison to its abundance in the mylonite assemblage (e.g. quartz-plagioclase-muscovite

actinolite-biotite-P-zoisite-chlorite). 
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Metamorphism 

Mineralogy (e.g. the biotite and actinolite index minerals) is consistent with greenschist to 

upper greenschist facies (biotite zone) metamorphism during the mylonitisation events. It is 

not possible to constrain the metamorphic grade of the event which produced the ~-zoisite (an 

epidote group mineral) as it can occur at zeolite-amphibolite facies (Yardley, 1989). The 

textural zone IIIB schists to the east of the mylonite zone are within the biotite zone (Bishop, 

1994). However, biotite abmptly disappears in the textural zone IliA and IIIB schist -4 km 

to the south of White Slip and defines a mappable east-west trending biotite-in isograd 

(Bishop, 1994) (Figure 3.26). 

3.3.3. Relative Timing of Deformation 

The metamorphic and tectonic history of the Permian to Triassic Caples Group is relatively 

well constrained to the southeast of the field area, in Otago (e.g. Figure 1.2) and the 

observations made in the field area of this project complement most of the previous 

conclusions. 

Pfi' facies 
(Jurassic) 

central and east Otago Schist 
pumpellyite-actinolite zone 

chlorite zone 

garnet-biotite-albite zone 

Pfi' facies 
(Cretaceous?) 

Alpine and west Otago Schist 

chlorite zone 

biotitcMalbite zone 

50km 

Figure 3.29: Regional metamorphic zonation map for the Haast Schist (which collectively refers to 
the Alpine Schist, the Otago Schist and the Marlborough Schist) indicating the Jurassic garnet-biotite
albite zone along the axial trace of an antiform (after Mortimer, 2000). The garnet zone is overprinted 
by a Cretaceous chlorite zone which grades to a garnet zone in the Alpine Schist just to the north of 
the field area (boxed area). 

A lower greenschist facies metamorphism (e.g. Figure 3.25: A & 3.27: A) has been 

overprinted by a garnet zone, upper greenschist facies metamorphism. Garnets (Ca-Mn-rich 

grossalspite) are repmted to exist, albeit sparsely, throughout Caples Group and the Torlesse 

Terrane (Mortimer, 2000 and references therein). The Caples Group was metamorphosed (to 

garnet-biotite-albite zone) beneath a Jurassic forearc (Mortimer, 1993a and references therein) 
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to form the Otago Schist (which includes the Caples Group and Torlesse Terrane) during the 

collision of the Mesozoic Rangitata Orogeny. Uplift followed in the Early Cretaceous 

(Adams et al., 1985) and then extensional faulting in the Mid-Cretaceous which exposed the 

Otago Schist. The garnet-biotite-albite zone, which formed at 8-10 kb and 350-400° C 

(Mortimer, 2000 and references therein), now lies along the axis of a broad, regional antiform 

(Figure 3.29) in the Otago Schist which is defined by the inward gradation of metamorphic 

zones (and textural zones) from prehnite-pumpellyite facies through to greenschist facies. The 

metamorphic zones are part of a progressive moderate PIT facies series (Mortimer, 1993a, 

2000). The structurally lower boundary of the Jurassic garnet-biotite-albite zone was 

overprinted and retrogressed to chlorite zone by a younger, possible Cretaceous event 

(Mortimer, 2000), involved in the formation of the Alpine Schist (Figure 3.29). The Alpine 

Schist is a 10-20 km wide belt which broadly increases westwards from prehnite-pumpellyite 

facies to amphibolite facies at the Alpine fault. Garnet is rare and biotite is absent (Mortimer, 

1993a, 2000) throughout the lower grade region of overprinting in the Alpine Schist (Figure 

3.29) which extends from the Arawata valley into the Richardson Mountains (Figure 3.29). 

The scarcity of garnet in the textural zone IV schist and the mylonite derivatives within the 

field area suggests that near-complete recrystallisation extended west up to the plate boundary 

zone. However, the chlorite zone passes abruptly into a biotite zone at a distance of 5 km 

from the plate boundary (Figure 3.26). 
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Figure 3.30: Hypothetical temperature-pressure-time paths for the Otago Schist and Alpine Schist 
(after Mortimer, 2000). Boxes =time in Ma, asterisk= the part of the schist at the surface at that time. 
The Otago Schist was recrystallised during major penetrative deformation in the Jurassic (180 Ma) and 
the Cretaceous (ca. 110 Ma). The PIT of the peak temperature arrays for each event was different. 

The PIT of the biotite zone of the Alpine Schist is distinctly lower than that of the Otago 
Schist (Figure 3.30). Grossalspite and biotite isograds are nearly coincident in high-pressure 
facies sequences whereas in the Barrovian type sequence (Yardley, 1989) of the Alpine 
Schist, biotite appears before garnet. The garnet-biotite-albite zone assemblage, as was the 
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case for the lower greenschist facies overprint, could have been recrystallised obliterating 
most of the original assemblage during the upper greenschist facies Alpine Schist 
metamorphic overprint. Indeed, new mineral assemblages at upper greenschist facies 
conditions (e.g. Figure 3.25 & 3.27) have grown around rare relict garnet. 

The biotite zone of the Alpine Schist represents a prograde metamorphism of the chlorite zone 

and thus the exhumation of the Alpine Schist increases within the - 5 km wide zone adjacent 

to the Alpine fault. 

The Otago Schist was deformed by Cenozoic (mostly Late Cenozoic) oblique compressional 

faulting and numerous folds (which refold many Mesozoic fold structures) related to the 

inception of the Australian-Pacific plate boundary (e.g. Cooper et al., 1987; Craw, 1987; 

Mortimer, 1993a, 2000; Turnbull, 2000). The post-Oligocene (Turnbull et al., 1975) 

Terminal Antiform (Bishop, 1994), which shares a limb with the Taieri-Wakatipu Synform 

(Mortimer & Johnston, 1990; Mortimer, 1993a) in the Forgotten River area and the Humboldt 

Mountains, continues through the schist into the southwestern edge of the field area (Figure 

3.26). The macroscopic, southeast-verging folds have linear north-northeast trending axial 

traces contrasting with the sinuous Livingstone fault trace. In the Jackson River area, a 

westward located fold mimics the geometry and axial trend of the post-Oligocene folds 

(Ransley, 1983) although the fold becomes overturned towards the Alpine fault. The 

lithologies of the Caples Group, the Aspiring lithological association (along with earlier 

isotects and a synmetamorphic recumbent fold (the Poseidon Fold, Bishop et al, 1976)) are 

folded by the post-Oligocene structures resulting in local infolded slices of the Mystery Pelite 

within the Crescent Formation. In the Jackson River area the antiform mapped by Ransley 

(1983) is responsible for the larger scale repetition of the Mystery Pelite (Figure 3.26). The 

hinge and western limb of the structure has been excised and transposed by the isotects and 

ductile shear zones in the area between the Livingstone fault and Tromie fault in the Jackson 

River area. 

The southwest-northeast trending biotite isograd in the Jackson River area crosscuts the 

moderately dipping foliation on the eastern limb of the antiform mapped by Ransley (Figure 

3.26). The east-west striking and steeply dipping biotite isograd south of White Slip (Bishop, 

1994) crosscuts the steeply dipping foliation of the western limb of the Terminal Antiform 

and the folded isotects. Combined, the information suggests the biotite isograd was imprinted 

relatively late in the thermal and deformational history of the rocks. 

All the evidence points to the conclusion that the mylonite zones, which are contained in the 
biotite zone· and transpose the limbs of the post-Oligocene folds, are Neogene to Recent in 
age. The upper greenschist facies assemblage of the schists and mylonites suggests the rocks 
have been exhumed from depths of 15-20 km (assuming a "normal" geothermal gradient). 
The Mesozoic terrane boundary structure of the Livingstone fault, therefore, has been 
reactivated during the Mid-Late Cenozoic not only at the surface but also within the ductile 

regime. 
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3.4. Relationship between the Basement Geology and the Recently Active Fault System 
A direct correlation is established between the spatial distribution of the latest metamorphic 

and tectonic events in the basement rocks with the tectonically active geomorphology of the 

area as summarised below for each of the main lithological units: 

• Greenland Group and intrusive suites: 

o An increase in the metamorphic and tectonic fabrics occurs towards the zones of 

distributed recent faulting in the Jackson River and Cascade area overprinting records 

of pre-Cenozoic deformation. 

o An - 800 m wide upper greenschist facies mylonite zone, against the western side of 

the Alpine fault, subparallels the western margin of the zones of distributed recent 

faulting and truncates the lithologies, tectonic fabrics and metamorphic zones of the 

Ordovician to Cretaceous (?) basement rocks. 

o The western margin of the mylonite zone coincides with the western extent of the 

recent fault traces, east of which the fault rocks have been exhumed from depths of 

15-20 km. 

o The formation and exhumation of the mylonites has occurred in the last 25 m.y. after 

the localisation of the Australian-Pacific plate boundary strain onto Alpine fault zone. 

• DMOB: 

o The DMOB is a fault-bounded competent massif but the sequence of lithologies along 

the western margin of the belt has been rearranged by recent tectonics related to zones 

of serpentinisation. 

o The regional metamorphic grade of the DMOB increases abruptly from prehnite

pumpellyite facies (corresponding to depths of 5-10 km) at Red Mountain to upper 

greenschist facies (corresponding to depths of 15-20 km) at the White Slip area 

indicating an increase in the exhumation of the DMOB to the northeast. 

o The intensity of recent tectonics increases from the southwestern end of the field area 

towards the Jackson River area accompanying a progressive increase in the 

pervasiveness of serpentinisation and upper greenschist facies shear-related 

deformation. 

o In the Jackson River area serpentinisation progresses to a pervasive upper greenschist 

facies mylonitisation which also penetrates all the lithologies of the DMOB. 

o Deformation and serpentinisation along the western margin of the DMOB and 

mylonitisation in the Jackson River area are the result of Cenozoic plate motion. The 

deformation could have been initiated around 45 Ma but the mylonite zone at the 

junction of the DMOB and the Alpine fault probably formed in the last 25 m.y after 

shear strain became more confined to the Alpine fault zone. 

o Mylonites exposed along the Peanut fault and the western boundary of the DMOB at 

White Slip, and the eastern margin of the DMOB at Woodhen Creek, may be 

Mesozoic or Cenozoic in age. 

o All the mylonites have been exhumed from depths of 15-20 km. 
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o In the DMOB there is a strong basement control on the location of the second order 

recent fault traces. The faults coincide with mechanically weak (a) serpentinised zones 

and (b) areas of marked rheological contrasts between plutonic rocks and the 

ultramafic host rocks. 

• Caples Group: 

o Post-Oligocene fold structures lie to the east of the zone of distributed recent faulting 

in the Jackson River and Cascade area. The folds have resulted in local infolded 

slices and larger scale repetition of the Mystery Pelite Formation within the Crescent 

and Harris Saddle Formations. The folds become overturned towards the Alpine fault 

zone in the Jackson River area. 

o Mylonite zones truncate the limbs of post -Oligocene folds. 

o An increase in penetrative strain occurs towards the Livingstone fault and a southeast

dipping, ~ 200 m wide, mylonite zone (derived from the Mystery Pelite of the 

Aspiring lithological association) is exposed along the strike of the recent fault trace. 

The mylonite zone decreases in width (to ~ 100 m) to the south, at the White Slip 

area, where it abruptly terminates. 

o In the Jackson River area two southeast-dipping, ~ 50 m wide, mylonite zones 

transpose a northwest-dipping sequence (the eastern limb of the overturned fold) in 

the Crescent!Momous Sandstone Formations. 

o The mylonite zone exposed along the Tromie fault coincides with the contact between 

the Caples Group and Aspiring lithological association and the excised hinge of a 

fold. 

o The schists and mylonites are of the upper greenschist facies and are contained within 

a ~5 km wide biotite zone which abruptly truncates the eastern limb (and western limb 

at White Slip) of the post-Oligocene folds. 

o Even though the Livingstone fault is a Mesozoic structure the schist and mylonite 

zones in the field area have formed and been exhumed from depths of 15-20 km in the 

Neogene to Recent times. 

The framework faults (the first order faults which separate the main lithological units) of the 

tectonically active geomorphology (Chapter 2) are concurrent with a regional penetrative 

fabric and localised ductile shear zones developed in the basement rocks at least at depths of 

15-20 km. I conclude from the analysis that the structural fabrics were imposed in the 

Cenozoic although the Livingstone fault is a reactivated Mesozoic structure as may be the 

case for the faults bounding the western margin of the DMOB. Not only are the first order 

irregularities (i.e. the geometry of the first order faults) within the recent fault system 

controlled by the distribution and structural grain of the contacts between the main 

lithological units but there is also a strong basement control on the location and pattern of the 

second order faults, particularly within the DMOB. 
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The recent seismogenic faults are either (a) exploiting the mechanically weak contacts 

between the rheologically contrasting lithological units (b) exploiting old fault zones and the 

rheological contact between contrasting fault rocks and/or the host rocks or (c) the 

deformation in the brittle and ductile fault rocks is concurrent. 

The individual upper greenschist facies tectonised regions of each terrane/lithological unit 

have been exhumed from depths of 15-20 km. Each area has either been uplifted by 

comparable amounts or the entire region (extending 5 km east and 800 m west of the Alpine 

fault) has been uplifted by a similar amount. Analysis of the basement rocks in the Cascade 

Wedge and Jackson River Wedge is required to determine which hypothesis is correct. 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

4. BASEMENT GEOLOGY OF THE CASCADE WEDGE AND 
JACKSON RIVER WEDGE 

It is evident from the tectonically active geomorphology of the area (Appendix 1: 

Geomorphology Map 1 & 2) that most of the structural complexity is confined to the regions 

of the Cascade and Jackson River Wedges which contain mylonites with undetermined 

protoliths (e.g. Chapter 2: Figure 2.5). To understand the structure of the area it was essential 

to ascertain the protolith, by the use of petrographical and geochemical analysis, of the 

various mylonites present in the two fault-bounded wedges. Knowledge of the protolith helps 

to address the structural implications of the location of the wedges and the relevance of the 

structural complexities contained within them. Are these mylonites fault blocks of 'exotic' 

lithology and structural histories that have been translated by strike-slip movement, emplaced 

into their present location, and subsequently dissected by the current fault structure? Or 

conversely, are their existence and location directly linked and concurrent with the present 

tectonic regime? Furthermore, are the lithologies of the two wedges disparate or related? 

To approach these questions, analysis of the mylonites within the structurally open, southern 

Cascade Wedge (Chapter 2: Figure 2.3) was undertaken and subsequent comparisons were 

attempted with samples from the constlicted, strongly dissected Jackson River Wedge. 

The Cascade Wedge can be subdivided structurally, on the basis of the geometry and density 

of the recently active fault traces (Appendix 1: Geomorphology Map 2), into three main areas: 

the Kinvaid Lozenge, the Duncan River Lozenge and the Gorge Plateau Lozenge (Figure 4.1: 

A). Lithologically, field observation allows for subdivision of the Cascade Wedge mylonites 

into three broad categories (Figure 4.1: B) which in approximate order, west to east, include: 

• Category I- a diverse sequence of mylonites varied in colour, lithology and grain-size 

(contained in the Duncan River Lozenge and the Kinvaid Lozenge); 

• Category II- quartzofeldspathic-feldspathic mylonites (along the western margin of the 

Gorge Plateau Lozenge and as faulted-bounded slivers in the Kinvaid Lozenge and the 

Duncan Lozenge); 

• Category III- monotonous white-laminated green metabasic mylonites (along the eastern 

margin of the Gorge Plateau Lozenge). 

Internal lithological differences within each of the broad categolies serve to define fault

bounded subdomains (referred to as lenses) within the lozenges. 

Figure 4.1: (opposite page) A: Structural division of the Cascade Wedge. The Dun Mountain 
Ophiolite Belt (DMOB and the black area in the inset map. Lg = the Livingstone Group section of the 
DMOB) gives a reference frame for the relative location of the complex recently active fault system in 
the Cascade Wedge with respect to the surrounding basement lithologies (e.g. Figure 2.5); B: 
Lithological division of the Cascade Wedge showing the distribution of the mylonite categories with 
respect to the Kinvaid, Duncan and Gorge Plateau lozenges. 
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Data gathered from creek sections in each of the lozenges are amalgamated to make a series 

of horizontal transects (constructed by removing the effects of topography and dip), which 

provide variations in mylonite lithologies along strike and approximately perpendicular to the 

trend of the northeast-striking fault zones (Figures 4.3, 4.6-4.9). Overall unit thicknesses of 

the mylonites, based on field estimates and outcrop width, are summarised but due to the 

existence of faulting, folding, and poor exposure in rugged and heavily bushed terrain, these 

are only approximate representations of thickness. 

Lithological patterns defined by the distribution of the lenses contained within the fault

bounded lozenges help to unravel the complexity of the structure within the Cascade Wedge 

(as discussed in Chapter 6). Variation in metamorphic grade, the pervasiveness of 

mylonitisation and the spatial association of these with respect to the array of recent faults are 

also evaluated to help constrain the nature and timing of the tectonics. Similarly, this chapter 

documents the location of the recently active fault traces with regard to the lithological and 

tectonic infrastructure of the lozenges to determine the extent of basement control on the 

geometry of the Quaternary fault system in the Cascade Wedge and Jackson River Wedge. 

The mylonites to be described are very fine-grained and therefore, colour was used to help 

with descriptions. The scheme of the Geological Society of America Rock Colour Chart 

(1991) was utilised. Full petrographic and textural descriptions of the mylonites are provided 

in Appendix 3. The principles of optical mineralogy are used to identify specific minerals. 

4.1. Category I Mylonites 
The mylonites of Category I are split between two spatially dissociated, fault-bounded 

lozenges: the Duncan River Lozenge and the Kinvaid Lozenge (e.g. Figure 4.1). The spatial 

distribution of the different mylonites contained within these lozenges is provided in the 

detailed maps of the western half of the Cascade Wedge (Figures 4.2 & 4.5). 

4.1.1. DUNCAN RIVER LOZENGE 
The Duncan River Lozenge (Figure 4.2) consists of several recently active fault-bounded 

sequences as summarised by the hmizontal transects through the lozenge (Figure 4.3). Broad 

lithological associations are apparent allowing for the subdivision of the Duncan River 

Lozenge into a~ 250 m wide lens against the Alpine fault (the Alpine Fault Lens) and to the 

east of this, a ~350m wide lens (the Upper Duncan Lens) (the lens widths are taken from the 

areas least disrupted by recent faulting). Two smaller lenses occur along Low Creek (Figure 

4.2) which are fault-controlled repetitions of the two main lenses (the origin of which is 

discussed in Chapter 6). 

ALPINE FAULT LENS 

Lithology and Petrology 

Recently active faulting affects the thickness and the along strike lateral continuation of some 

the lithological members contained in the Alpine Fault Lens (Figures 4.2 & 4.3): members are 

excised or truncated at an acute angle by the faulting. Nonetheless, a west to east sequence 
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Spaced orangey pink (5YR 7R) boudinaged 
horizons along with ribbons and 
porphyroclasts of aligned homblendc (2-5 
mm) and porphyroclasts (1-3 mm) of 
plagioclase. Sheath folds arc common. 
(OU73578) 
Epidote ~ylonitc 
Metadolerite 
Blue-green (5 BY 5/2), very fine grained 
(<lmm)interbanded with slightly coarse 
(:::;I mm) dusky blue green (5BG 5/2), 
mylonite (Oli73566). 
Pyroxene-epidote :\1ylonite 
Metagabbro 
Forms coarse-grained (1.5-2 mm) 
horizons and pods within the mylonites 
derived from volcanic and fine-l!r:lined 
igneous rocks (OU73567). ~ 
Plagioclase Ultramylonite Volcanic 
Flinty light bluish grey (58 7/1) 

Epidote-hornblende :\1ylonite 
Metagabbro 
Distinctive pink (5YR 7/2) boudinaged 
layers define a foliation along with aligned 
nmphibolcs. A pale pink mineral is mottled 
through the matrix.(~( OU73578) 
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was determined (Figure 4.3). The fault-bounded unit within ~100-200 rn of the Alpine fault 

has strongly colour-banded ultrarnylonites which have a pronounced planar mylonitic fabric. 

The contacts between the various ultramylonite lithologies are planar and gradational (the 

lithologies of each mylonite are commonly interlayered) to sharp. However, petrographic 

interpretations (described below) allow for subdivision into: (a) mylonites with a planar fabric 

and pronounced colour banding formed in response to segregation and heterogeneous 

deformation of what were originally large scale, intrusive rocks; and (b) mylonites where the 

colour banding is primarily in response to compositional differences in what were originally 

sedimentary schist protoliths (although metamorphic alteration and mylonitic segregation also 

play a part in colour variations). The eastern extent of the Alpine Fault Lens is marked by a 

~50 rn wide zone of protornylonites derived from plutonic intrusives (Figure 4.3). 

Petrography 

Plutonic Protoliths 

The protornylonite zone of the Alpine Fault Lens contains two types of plutonic intrusives: 

1. An isolated outcrop (Figure 4.4) is composed of four discordant intrusives that are 

determined petrographically (Table 4.1) to be: (1) a very coarse-grained (up to 3 ern) 

metagabbro; (2) intruded by a dark green gabbro of similar coarse grain-size; (3) a 1 rn 

thick amphibolite horizon intrudes the dark green gabbro and also intrudes ( 4) a lighter 

green quartz-gabbro. 

A metagabbro forms the main intrusive 
body (e.g. OU73564) which extends at 
least 15 m along the true right bank of 
the creek. 

Coarse-grained gabbro (e.g. OU73563), 
at least 5 m wide, intrudes the main 
igneous body. 

A chilled margin (3 em wide) is evident 
at the contact between OU73563 & 
OU73564 

Figure 4.4: A: An isolated outcrop of gabbroic intrusives in Twin Creek One (Gr: 21393, 56528) (e.g. 
Figure 4.2 & 4.3). Although some shearing has taken place, a chilled margin is still visible at the 
contact. B: An amphibolite horizon is intrusive within the coarse-grained gabbro and a quartz-gabbro. 
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\0 
\0 

Epidote-clinozoisite-plagioclase
hornblende-biotite-Mg-chlorite

tremolite-sericite-rutile-magnetite
ilmenite-titanite 

Pseudomorphs: 1.6 mm euhedral 
plagioclase=> epidote & clinozoisite 

1.3-3 mm euhedral plagioclase => 
aggregates of epidote, clinozoisite & 

sericite 
1-5 mm pyroxene=> hornblende. 

Hornblende is fringed by tremolite & is 
to biotite & chlorite. 

Pseudomorphed grains form rotated 
winged objects and are mantled in 

recrystallised plagioclase 

Hornblende-clinozoisite-zoisite
chlorite-sericite-pyroxene-plagioclase 

Extensive amphibolitisation 
Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => 

aggregates of epidote, clinozoisite, 
zoisite & sericite 

Pyroxene => chlorite & zoisite 
Hornblende zoned by many episodes of 

recrystallisation 

Ultramylonitic horizons dissect 
the host assemblage 

Plagioclase-quartz-epidote
clinopyroxene-hornblende 

Pseudomorphs: Pyroxene => 
hornblende 

Plagioclase => epidote or zoisite 

Epidote has recrystallised mantles. 
Interstitial plagioclase and quartz have 

undulose extinction or are recrystallised 
in places forming layers 

Hornblende-clinopyroxene-epidote
plagioclase- chlorite-muscovite

titanite-quartz 

Extensive amphibolitisation 
Pseudomorphs: Pyroxene => 

hornblende 
Plagioclase => muscovite and/or 

epidote/zoisite 

Interstitial plagioclase is completely 
recrystallised 

Table 4.1: Petrography of the gabbroic intrusives (=> indicates the pseudomorph replacements of the original phenocrysts). Saussuritisation and chloritisation are 
extensive. The pervasiveness of amphibolitisation varies between and within the samples. Grain-sizes represent a minimum original value (thorough petrographical 
and textural descriptions are presented in Appendix 3.1.1). 
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Mylonitic fabrics are absent at the mesoscopic scale (e.g. Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.1) but signs 

of strain are evident in thin section (Table 4.1 & Appendix A3.1.1) and are most pronounced 

in the paler, slightly finer-grained gabbro which forms the main intrusive (OU73564). 

2. Bodies of qumiz-diorite occur throughout the eastern margin of the Alpine Fault Lens 

(Figures 4.2 & 4.3). Modal mineralogy distinguishes between a biotite-rich quartz-diorite 

and a hornblende-rich quartz-diorite (Table 4.2) 

Lithology 
Biotite-rich Quartz-diorite Hornblende-rich Quartz-diorite 

Grain-size= 0.3-2 mm (0U73559) Grain-size= 0.3-1.4 mm (0U73558) 

Plagioclase-epidote-biotite-brown-chloritoid-
Hornblende-quartz-chlorite-epidote-Fe-

Assemblage 
chlorite-quartz-sericite 

rich epidote-plagioclase- tremolite-
muscovite-biotite ± apatite 

Metamorphic 
Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => epidote Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => epidote 

Alteration Biotite => brown, high relief, near isotropic Hornblende is fringed with tremolite & is 
mineral. Plagioclase is also sericitised partially altered to biotite & chlorite. 

Strain 
Quartz has undulose extinction. Plagioclase 

Hornblende orientated to define a 
induced foliation which is aligned with ribbons of 

deformation 
has subgrains 

muscovite, biotite, epidote and quartz 

Table 4.2: Petrography of the quartz-diorite intrusives(=> indicates the pseudomorph replacement of 
the original mineral). Saussuritisation and chloritisation are widespread. Grain-sizes represent a 
minimum original value 

The biotite-rich quartz-diorite retains a crystalline igneous texture at the mesoscopic scale 

Figure 4.5: A) but at the microscopic scale, mylonitic textures are partially developed (Table 

4.2 & Appendix 3.1: Plate A3.1.2.). In contrast, the hornblende-rich quartz-diorite, at the 

eastern boundary of the ultramylonite zone, has a strong tectonic fabric (Figure 4.5: B) and a 

mylonitic texture is evident in thin section (Table 4.2 & Appendix 3.1: Plate A3.1.2). 

Figure 4.5: A: The biotite-rich quartz-diorite retains a crystalline igneous texture (OU73559). B: The 
hornblende-rich quartz-diorite has a strong tectonic fabric defined by orientated, chloritised 
hornblende grains (OU73558). 
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Hand. SpecimenDe~~tip~ioll. ·· • 

Banded (2-6 em thick), pale green 
(lOG 6/2), olive grey (5Y 4/1) & 

black layers sericite-apatite± allanite 

Banded (0.5-1 em thick), olive grey 
(5Y 4/1) & brownish grey (5YR 

4/1). Very fine planar laminae (<1 
mm) 

Banded (1-2 em thick), greenish 
black (5GY 2/1) & greenish grey 

(lOGY 5/2). Fine planar laminae (S 
I mm). Minor thin yellow augen. 

Greenish black (5GY 211) cut by 
numerous epidote veins 

Layered greenish black (5GY 2/1) 
to greenish grey (lOGY 5/2). 

Crushed & veined 

Laminated (<1-3 mm) dark 
greenish grey (5G 411), dark 

yellowish brown (1 OYR 4/2), dusky 
blue green (5BG 3/2), & 

plagioclase/quartz (up to 1-3 em 
thick). Plagioclase/quartz 
porphyroclasts (1-2 mm in 

dimension). 

Hornblende-plagioclase
slaty blue epidote

chlorite-biotite-titanite
muscovite-quartz 

Epidote-plagioclase
hornblende-actinolite

magnetite-titanite
chlorite; or epidote-

Hornblende-epidote
clinozoisite-plagioclase

tremolite 
Hornblende-epidote

clinozoisite-plagioclase
chlorite-tremolite

sericite-titanite-calcite
ine 

Plagioclase-quartz-K
feldspar-epidote-zoisite

perthite-microcline
chlorite-calcite-biotite

muscovite-titanite 

S 50 % hornblende 
s 20% slaty blue 

epidote 

Horizons of S 30 % 
magnetite and ~ 80 % 
epidote. Hornblende 

porphyroclasts 

s 70 % hornblende, 
<30 Ca-plagioclase 

and clinozoisite 

40 % hornblende & 
calcic-plagioclase 

pseudomorphs. 
Prismatic crystals 

Plagioclase- qurutz-K
feldspar- microcline

perthite porphyroclasts 
which indicate an 

original grain-size of 
3-4mm 

Table 4.3: Characteristics and likely protoliths of the layered ultramylonites in the Alpine Fault Lens 
(e.g. Figure 4.3). Planar shape fabrics are illustrated on Figure 4.6. 

The protomylonites grade abruptly westwards into the layered ultramylonitic sequence 

(Figure 4.3), the protoliths of which also have plutonic affinities. On the basis of modal 

mineralogy, six main igneous protolith groups are recognised (Table 4.3): 

1. The strained hornblende-rich quartz diorite in the protomylonite zone abruptly transits to 

an ultramylonitic hornblende-rich diorite (Figure 4.6: A & Appendix A3.1.3: A). The 

ultramylonitic hornblende-rich diorite is a widespread unit, outcropping repeatedly along 

the edge of the Duncan River (Figure 4.2 & 4.3). Locally more evolved granodioritic 

fractions occur as ultramylonites (e.g. OU73556). 

2. An epidote-hornblende-biotite layered ultramylonite (Figure 4.6: B & Appendix A3.1.3: 

B) occurs just to the west of the diorite (Figure 4.2 & 4.3). Relict epidote and hornblende 

suggest it was an epidote amphibolite (derived from a basic rock) prior to mylonitic 

deformation. 

3. Opaque-hornblende-epidote ultramylonites (Figure 4.6: C) and interlayered opaque

epidote ultramylonites (Figure 4.6) occur as minor horizons within the diorite intrusive 

bodies but also forn1 thick sequences to their east marking the eastern margin of the 

ultramylonite sequence (Figure 4.2 & 4.3). An abundance of magnetite (S 30%) suggests 

the protolith had a very basic composition derived from mafic to ultramafic lithologies. 
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Figure 4.6: A: Amphibole-epidote-plagioclase ultramylonite derived from a hornblende-rich diorite. 
A layered mylonitic fabric is defined by alternating segregations of recrystallised plagioclase (pi), 
muscovite/biotite layers and epidote (ep) layers which are interbanded with string-beaded horizons 
dominated by altered hornblendes (hb) (0.7 mm) or rounded plagioclase (pi) porphyroclasts (0.7 mm). 
(0073679). Width ofview 3.2 mm. PPL. B: An epidote-amphibole-biotite ultramylonite derived from 
an epidote-amphibolite. Porphyroclasts of hornblende (hb) (0.7 mm) are boudinaged into continuous 
laminae. Additionally, untwinned plagioclase (pi), epidote (ep) (0.15-0.4 mm), commonly a slaty 
blue/grey colour, define a bead-fabric in a matrix of principally pale brown biotite (phlogopite), 
ribbons of titanite and recrystallised muscovite (0073560). Width of view 5.2 mm. XPL. C: 
Magnetite-hornblende-plagioclase-epidote-ultramylonite is derived from a mafic-ultramafic rock. 
Interlayered concentrates of opaque material (m) and string-bead plagioclase (pi) and hornblende (hb) 
are in a matrix of epidote (ep). (0073562). Width of view 3.2 mm. PPL. D: An amphibolite mylonite 
derived from a hornblendite/pyroxenite contains densely spaced altered hornblende (hb) grains 
(fringed with tremolite) and clinozoisite ( cz). Mylonitisation is not pervasive and dynamic 
recrystallisation is restricted to the interstitial plagioclase (pi). Crosscutting epidote (ep) veins are 
recrystallised. (0073571). Width of view 5.2 mm. PPL. E: Quartz-hornblende-plagioclase-epidote 
mylonite derived from a quartz-gabbro. Porphyroclasts of 1.5 mm hornblende (altering to Mg-rich 
chlorite and tremolite) and strongly sericitised plagioclase dominate along with abundant epidote. A 
matrix ofMg-rich chlorite anastomose around the porphyroclasts. (0073554). Width of view 3.2 mm. 
XPL. F: A layered quartz-plagioclase ultramylonite derived from a granite is dominated by mantled 
porphyroclasts (1.4 mm) of quartz and K-feldspar and minor untwinned-twinned plagioclase. 
(0073551). Width of view 5.2 mm. XPL. All sections are parallel to the stretching lineation and 
normal to the foliation. 
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4. Amphibolite mylonites (Figure 4.2: D & Appendix A3.1.3:D) layered with pale 

plagioclase-rich ultramylonites originate from layered metapyroxenites or homblendites 

and anorthosites. The rocks outcrop (Figure 4.2) in a fault brecciated zone along the 

Upper Duncan River (Gr: 21386, 56528) and adjacent to the Alpine Fault at Low Creek 

(Gr: 21372, 56522). 

5. A qumiz-gabbro mylonite (Figure 4.2: E & Appendix A3.1.3:E) crops out west of and in 

fault contact with the main dioritic ultramylonites (Figure 4.2 & 4.3). The quartz-gabbro 

mylonite may be a faulted sliver genetically related to the cumulate rocks and the 

protomylonitic gabbros. 
6. A layered mylonitised granite (Figure 4.2: F & Appendix A3.1.3:F) is exposed against the 

Alpine Fault (Figure 4.2 & 4.3). Low strain granitic pods (only reaching a few centimetres 

in dimension) are evident at outcrop along with flinty ultramylonitic horizons. 

Sedimentary Protoliths 

Three further lithologies occur within the ultramylonitic sequence, between the granite and 

the quartz-gabbro (Figure 4.3). Epidote-plagioclase and plagioclase-epidote mylonites are 

interbanded with and succeeded to the east by plagioclase-biotite ultramylonites. The fact 

that their mineral assemblage (Table 4.4 cf Table 4.3) and fabrics (Figure 4.6 cf Figure 4.7) 

differ from the above ultramylonites directs the author to the conclusion that they are not 

derived from plutonic rocks but possibly from sedimentary protoliths. 

Accessory allanite is present in each of the samples (Table 4.4). Allanite is a relatively rare 

epidote group mineral but can be found as an accessory mineral in granites/syenites. 

However, it is difficult to determine if the allanite relates to an original accessory phase in an 

igneous body prior to mylonitisation or reworked detrital grains in a sedimentary rock derived 

from the weathering of igneous rocks. The author favours the last possibility as there are no 

other remnant minerals or textures to suggest the mylonites are derived from igneous 

parentage. Additionally, it is presumed from the very high ratio of biotite in the plagioclase

biotite mylonite that the mylonite has formed by the alteration of a metamorphosed biotite

rich pelitic schist. The author is lead to the conclusion that the ultramylonites represent 

feldspathic psammites, mafic psammites and biotite pelites. 

Dark grey (N3) layers (2-3 em 
thick ) 

Pale olive (lOY 6/2) layers (2-3 em 
thick) 

Flinty yellowish brown (lOYR 4/2) 
(1 em -1 m thick) 

Epidote-plagioclase
chlorite-ilmenite-titanite± 

allanite. Calc-silicate veins 

Plagioclase-epidote
chlorite-calcite± allanite 

Biotite- plagioclase
epidote-K-feldspar-qumtz 

±allanite 

Table 4.4: Characteristics and likely protoliths of the layered ultramylonites between the granite and 
qumtz gabbro ultramylonites in the Alpine Fault Lens (e.g. Figure 4.3 & Appendix A3.13). Planar 
shape fabrics are illustrated on Figure 4.7 & Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.3:B). 
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Figure 4.7: A: Biotite-plagioclase ultramylonite derived from a biotite-schist has a strongly developed 
regular planar foliation defined by mostly recrystallised biotite, plagioclase and epidote. The foliation 
is overprinted by a bead to string-bead fabric formed from porphyroclasts ofK-feldspar (K) commonly 
micro-faulted into 1.4 mm long lenses. Quartz porphyroclasts (q) are rare. Section parallel to the 
stretching lineation and normal to the foliation . (0073552). Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. B: Epidote
plagioclase ultramylonite has a string-beaded mylonite fabric defmed by recrystallised plagioclase (0.7 
mm) mantled in recrystallised calcite. These are in a matrix dominated by cryptocrystalline 
recrystallised plagioclase along with epidote and chlorite. Scattered rigid small epidote grains and 
accessory allanite (al) are also present. A plagioclase-epidote mylonite forms the top section of the 
photograph and differs in that epidote dominates the matrix. Section parallel to the stretching lineation 
and normal to the foliation. (0073553). Width of view 4.3 mm. XPL 

Evidence of Deformation 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics Predating Mylonitisation 

A polymetamorphic history can be deciphered from the petrographic studies of the rocks in 

the Alpine Fault Lens. For instance there are several lines of evidence for the metamorphic 

and tectonic fabrics which predate mylonitisation: 
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• The protomylonite zone demonstrates that prior to incipient mylonitisation, the main 

igneous bodies had not been texturally reconstituted as igneous textures are retained 

and a planar shape fabric is absent (Figure 4.4 & Figure 4.5). 

• In the gabbroic intrusives, varying degrees of amphibolitisation had taken place. The 

relict hornblende grains have complex zoning suggestive of several phases of 

recrystallisation (Table 4.3 & Appendix A3.1.1 ). Degrees of saussuritisation probably 

accompanied the amphibolitisation. A similar signature is evident in the 

hornblendite/pyroxenite mylonites and the mafic-ultramafic ultramylonites (Table 4.5 

& Appendix A3.1.3). The lack of authigenic minerals in the latter implies that it was 

mineralogically reconstituted thoroughly prior to mylonitisation. 

• The hornblende, slaty blue epidote porphyroclasts and the abundant biotite in the 

epidote-amphibolite record a pervasive amphibolite facies metamorphism which has 

occurred prior to mylonitisation. It is interpreted that the profuse biotite in the biotite

plagioclase ultramylonite formed under similar or slightly lower metamorphic 

conditions. It is therefore, likely that both the epidote-amphibolite ultramylonite and 

biotite-plagioclase ultramylonite were texturally reconstituted prior to mylonitisation. 
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e A pre-mylonitic metamorphic signature is not detectable in the quartz-diorite 

intrusives suggesting that either (a) any premylonite metamorphism was of lower 

grade and phases produced have been completely broken down by the higher grade 

(synmylonitic) metamorphism or (b) premylonite metamorphism was of an equivalent 

metamorphic grade to that of the mylonitisation event, and phases produced during the 

two event are not distinguishable, or (3) there were no premylonite metamorphic 

phases present 

Lithology Premylonitic Synmylonitic 
Proto lith Metamorphic Alteration Metamorphic Alteration 

Amphibole-epidote- Hornblende is fringed in actinolite. Epidote 
plagioclase 

n/a rims allanite. Sericite and epidote have 
ultramylonite formed 
Quartz-diorite 

Epidote-amphibolite Growth of epidote, hornblende Hornblende is altering the chlorite and 
ultramylonite untwinned plagioclase and biotite biotite 

Epidote Amphibolite 

Amphibolite mylonite 
Pyroxene => hornblende? 

Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => clinozoisite 
Hornblendite!Pyroxenite Hornblende is fringed in tremolite 

Hornblende-
magnetite-epidote 

Growth of epidote, hornblende Plagioclase => epidote 
ultramylonite Hornblende is fringed in actinolite 

Mafic rock 
Quartz-feldspar Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => epidote 

ultramylonite nla Plagioclase broken down to release calcite. 
Granite Phlogopite, chlorite and muscovite growth. 

Hornblende has altered to Mg-rich chlorite 
Quartz-hornblende Pyroxene => hornblende and tremolite 
plagioclase mylonite Plagioclase => clinozoisite Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => epidote 

Quartz-gabbro Plagioclase is also sericitised 
Chloritisation of the matrix 

Table 4.5: Evidence of metamorphism preceding and during mylonitisation in the lithologies of the 
Alpine Fault Lens (attained from petrographical analysis as presented in Appendix A3 .1.1 ). 

Metamorphic Conditions of Mylonitisation 

The pre-mylonitic assemblages outlined above were out of equilibrium during mylonitisation 

indicated by the tremolite fringes around the hornblende grains, the extensive chloritisation 

and further saussuritisation of the mineral assemblages (e.g. Figure 4.1-4. 7, Table 4.5 & 

Appendix A3.1.3). The syndeformational alteration to tremolite, biotite, epidote and chlorite 

indicates an upper greenschist facies m ylonitisation (Yardley, 1 989), although homblendes 

are partially recrystallised suggesting temperatures were verging on amphibolite facies 

conditions. The metamorphic grade is constant throughout the mylonitic rocks (Figure 4.3). 

Summary of the Lithologies in the Alpine Fault Lens 

The petrographical analysis of the mylonites in the ~ 250 m wide Alpine Fault Lens 

demonstrates that on the basis of protolith types and metamorphic grades, the original pre

mylonitic sequence in the Alpine Fault Lens can be split into: 

(1) Texturally reconstituted upper greenschist to amphibolite facies biotite-schists, mafic 

to feldspathic psammites and a mafic igneous body (the epidote-amphibolite). 
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(2) A thick ( ~ 100 m) unit of layered mafic to ultramafic rocks (locally with cumulate 

textures) of upper greenschist to amphibolite facies. A local quartz-gabbro body and 

isolated gabbroic dykes (Figure 4.4) of similar pre-mylonitic metamorphic grade are 

interpreted to be related to these members. 

(3) Quartz-diorite to diorite bodies (with areas of granodioritic fractionations) and a 

granite, of upper greenschist or lower metamorphic grade. 

Metamorphic grades and field relations (Figure 4.3) allow a relative history to be determined 

for the rocks in the pre-mylonitic sequence. For instance the mafic body represented by the 

epidote amphibolite possibly intruded the biotite schist sequence prior to the metamorphism 

ofboth to upper greenschist to amphibolite facies. 

A low strain shear lens of a diorite pod (OU73561) occurs within the epidote amphibolite and 

may be an apophysis of the diorite body to the east. If this interpretation is valid, the 

westward lying epidote amphibolite ultramylonite may represent a more mafic fractionation 

of the diorite body. However, the diorite has at the maximum an upper greenschist facies 

assemblage (and likely a lower grade) (e.g. Figure 4.6: A) in comparison to the amphibolite 

facies assemblage of epidote-amphibolite (Figure 4.6: B). This suggests the epidote 

amphibolite acquired its metamorphic assemblage prior to the intrusion of the diorite. 

The lower metamorphic grade, quartz-diorite to diorite bodies, also have an intrusive contact 

with the upper greenschist to amphibolite facies layered mafic-ultramafic sequence. The 

mafic-ultramafic sequence is interpreted to represent the eastern host rocks of the diorite 

intrusives. The granite mylonite incorporated into the mylonitic biotite schist sequence along 

the western margin of the Alpine Fault Lens is of similar metamorphic grade to the main set 

of granodiorite to diorite bodies so may relate to the same phase of intrusion. Therefore, the 

granite and quartz-diorite to diorite bodies are intrusive into (a) the western lying epidote

amphibolite and the biotite-schist sequence; and (b) the eastern lying layered mafic to 

ultramafics. The upper greenschist facies mylonitisation event postdates the period of 

granitoid intrusion. 

THE UPPER DUNCAN LENS 

Lithology and Petrology 

The~ 350m wide Upper Duncan Lens is east of the Alpine Fault Lens, separated from it by a 

recently active fault trace (Figures 4.2 & 4.3). The eastern edge of the Upper Duncan Lens is 

truncated by a major fault which separates it from the mylonites of Category II (within the 

Gorge Plateau Lozenge). 

The Upper Duncan Lens can be broadly split into mylonites derived from three main 

lithologies: 

(a) Thick massive layers of varyingly strained, fine-grained (<1 mm) to flinty mylonites 

derived from volcanics rocks (revealed from petrographical analysis as described below) 
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which are either homogeneous, thinly banded (5-6 em) or finely laminated at outcrop. 

The colours of the interlayered mylonites vary in shades of green (Figure 4.3) which 

reflect differences in the original compositions and metamorphism. However, greyish . 
green (5G 6/1) mylonites dominate the western part of the lens and paler greenish grey 

(5G 6/1) to light bluish grey (5B 7/1) mylonites become more persistent eastwards in the 

sequence. 

(b) Flinty epidote-rich and pale white-pinkish horizons (2 mm-20 mm thick) are conspicuous 

every few metres (Figure 4.8) throughout the mylonitised volcanic rocks and ar.e derived 

from volcaniclastic rocks (although some may also have very fine-grained volcanic 

protoliths). Strained conglomerates are found sporadically in the easternmost part of the 

sequence and additionally at a down-faulted section at Low Creek {Figure 4.2: Gr: 21377, 

56515 & 21375, 56524, respectively). 

(c) Large scale (up to 60 min width), coarse to medium-grained intrusive bodies of basic 

compositions punctuate the lithologies of (a) and (b) along with prolific intermittent 

horizons (ranging from several centimetres to several meters in thickness) of small scale, 

coarse to medium-grained intrusives subparallel to the mylonitic foliation of the volcanics 

and as horizons within the larger scale intrusives. Varying degrees of igneous textures 

are retained. 

Figure 4.8: In places the epidote layers are densely inter layered over 2 m. (Viewed from above). 

Petrography 

Volcanic Protoliths 

Mylonites are concluded to be derived from volcanic rocks on the basis that, although the 

porphyroclasts are modified by alteration and strain, many are still prismatic and zoned 

(Figure 4.9 & Appendix A3.1.4). The porphyroclasts represent phenocrysts which were 

originally evenly distributed, moderately abundant, euhedral prismatic crystals; the hallmarks 

of phenocrysts in coherent lavas or intrusions (phenocrysts in volcaniclastic rocks on the other 

hand would be uneven in distribution, would have angular shapes, a wide grain-size range and 

crystal components would be of broken condition). The original groundmass, preserved in 

low strain varieties, contains smaller prismatic laths equal in composition to the phenocrysts. 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

Petrography of the porphyroclasts and matrix material in low strain varieties gives indications 

of the original composition of the phenocrysts and the groundmass material and allows for the 

differentiation between volcanic protoliths of basaltic to dacitic compositions (Table 4.6) . . 
Hand Specimen 

Assemblage Diagnostic Petrography Protolith Descri 
Evenly-sized, prismatic sandine and 

Plagioclase- orthoclase and tabular zoned 
Fine grained (<1 mm), epidote-chlorite- plagioclase (1.5-2 mm) phenocrysts 

homogeneous greyish green titanite-sericite- some hornblende (0.1-0.2 mm grain-
(5G 6/1) mylonites with quartz- actinolite- size). Sericite-chlorite-quartz and 

hairline segregation laminae hornblende-Mn- cryptocrystalline epidote aggregates. 
chlorite-rutile Matrix plagioclase laths (0.05-0.2mm). 

actinolite matrix 
Alternating thinly banded Euhedral andesine phenocrysts (2 mm) 
(5-6 em), flinty greenish and prismatic laths (0.1-0.2 mm) 
grey (5G 6/1 ), flinty blue Plagioclase- Simple twinned feldspars are modally 

green, and fine grained (<1 epidote-titanite- low. Matrix contains multi twinned 
mm) dark green finely actinolite- Mn- plagioclase phenocrysts (0.1-0.2 mm) 

laminated mylonites which chlorite within what was probably a 
have minor 2-10 mm cryptocrystalline groundmass (epidote, 
epidote-rich and pale actinolite, plagioclase). Mafic minerals 

horizons. are not 

Biotite-chlorite-
Porphyroclasts of: 

plagioclase-
prismatic zoned andesine phenocrysts 

Porphyroclastic light bluish actinolite-
(0.5 mm); actinolite (10 mm); 

grey (5B 711) banded chlorite-epidote-
clinopyroxene (1.2-1.5 mm); sericite-

mylonite sericite-titanite-
chlorite-quartz aggregates; 

clinopyroxene-
plagioclase-uralite; sericite-

opaques±quartz 
plagioclase; plagioclase-titanite (3-4 

Flinty, greyish yellow green 
Plagioclase-

Prismatic to bleb-shaped plagioclase 
(5GY 7/2); Flinty White 

epidote; epidote-
and rounded epidote-filled blebs float 

layers (1-2 em thick) are 
sericite 

in a cryptocrystalline epidote-rich 
common as interlayers matrix 

Table 4.6: Characteristics and likely protoliths of the interlayered mylonites of the Upper Duncan 
Lens (e.g. Figure 4.3). Planar shape fabrics are illustrated in Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.4). 

Figure 4.9: A: Relict volcanic texture. Prismatic porphyroclasts (1.4 mm grain-size) are dominantly 
alkali feldspars (sandine and orthoclase). Abundant chlorite and ferro-actinolite along with epidote are 
present in the matrix indicating the volcanic was originally rich in ferromagnesian phases. Interpreted 
to be derived from a dacite (OU73574). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. B: Prismatic to bleb shaped plagioclase and rounded epidote
filled blebs (pseudomorphs of olivine or filled vesicles) float in a cryptocrystalline epidote matrix. 
Interpreted to be derived from a basalt (OU73581). Section randomly cut. Width of view= 1.25. PPL 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

Strain is very heterogeneous in thin section (Appendix A3.1.4), hand specimen (Figure 4.10) 

and at outcrop (Figure 4.3). Microscopically the mylonite textures range from bead to ribbon 

fabrics (Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.4). 
least strained 

horizon -1 t-
bead to string-bead 

fabric 

highest strained horizon 
· ultra mvln• mn,-, 

veryfine to 
i 

moderately 
-1 t- strained horizon -1 

string-bead to 
fabric 

Figure 4.10: In hand specimen the mylonites have alternating layers of bead, string-bead and flinty 
horizons (which have a ribbon fabric in thin section e.g. Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.4:A). 

Volcaniclastic Protoliths 

Mylonites composed almost entirely of cryptocrystalline epidote are rhythmically interlayered 

with the mylonitised volcanic rocks and may be derived from basic tuff horizons (Table 4.6). 

Mylonites derived from volcaniclastic rocks include minor volcanogenic conglomerate 

horizons oftwo varieties: 

1. A mylonitised conglomerate in which clasts of porphyritic trachybasalt, trachyte and 

keratophyre dominate. Basalt and dolerite clasts make up a minor component of the 

clasts (Figure 4.11: A). 

2. A finer-grained, mafic conglomerate (Figure 4.11: B) dominated by basalt (some 

andesite) and dolerite clasts with lesser amounts of trachyte, trachybasalt and tuff. 

A B 

Figure 4.11: A: Strained volcanic clasts in a mylonitised conglomerate which are dynamically 
recrystallised in thin section (OU73581 ). B: A finer-grained conglomerate. Mylonitisation is less 
pervasive than in 'A' but volcanogenic lithic clasts (L) are highly strained (Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.4: 
E) and epidote clasts (E) have been deformed into intrafolial folds. An epidote-rich clast (6 em in 
length) at the top right may be derived from a tuff (T). (OU73582). 
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Figure 4.12: A: A coarse-grained quaiiz-gabbro (OU73574 with a weak tectonic fabric. The gabbro 
forms layers within the volcanic sequence parallel to the mylonitic foliation. B: A strained gabbro 
(OU73580). Original uralitised clinopyroxene grains (~3 mm in size) are attenuated to form a strong 
tectonic fabric which is subparallel to the mylonitic foliation in the surrounding volcanic rocks. C: A 
gabbroic mylonite in which the fabric is defined by spaced greyish orangey pink (5YR 7R) 
boudinaged epidote horizons (3-5mm thick) along with abundant ribbons and porphyroclasts of 
aligned hornblende (2-5 mm), ribbons of titanite and porphyroclasts (1-3 mm) of plagioclase. Sheath 
folds are common (OU73578). The gabbro forms extensive outcrops (>25 m in width). D: A strained 
gabbroic mylonite (OU73584) with a highly attenuated string-bead to planar fabric resulting from the 
smearing out of grains which were originally ~ 1.5 mm in grain-size. 

Plutonic Protoliths 

Petrography reveals that the numerous coarse interlayers and bodies of plutonic rocks within 

the mylonitic sequence derived from the volcanic to volcaniclastic rocks, have gabbroic to 

ultramafic composition (Table 4. 7). They represent the intrusion of original dykes/sills and 

plutons, respectively. Pervasiveness of the mylonitisation varies (Table 4.7 & Appendix 

A3.1.5) and strain is heterogeneous throughout the intrusive rocks (Figure 4.12) but overall, 

the igneous layers are less strained in comparison to their host mylonites. 
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Clinozoisite-epidote
clinopyroxene-tremolite

sericite
plagioclasehornblende

chlorite-titanite-illmenite
quartz 

Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => 
aggregates of clinozoisite, 

epidote & sericite 
Brown-hornblende is replaced 

by green-blue hornblende 
Hornblende is replaced by 

tremolite and chlorite. 
Clinopyroxenes are relatively 

unaltered but have chlorite 
strain shadows 

A low-strain, weak mylonitic 
fabric in which clinopyroxene 

porphyroclasts are still 
preserved but rare areas have 
dynamically recrystallised, 

quartz grains show strain and 
dynamic recrystallisation as 

does relict plagioclase 

Hornblende- clinopyroxene 
actinolite-chlorite-red-brown 

titanite- epidote-zoisite
sericite-plagioclase-biotite 

Uralitised clinopyroxene 
Hornblende is replaced by 

tremolite and chlorite 
Plagioclase => epidote or 

zoisite 
Plagioclase is sericitised 

A high-strain, mylonitic fabric 
in which uralitisation of the 

clinopyroxenes has occurred. 
Epidote horizons are 

boundinaged and hornblende is 
aligned and deformed into 

"fish" structures. 
Titanite is recrystallised and 

Clinopyroxene-hornblende
epidote-plagioclase-tremolite
titanite-Mn-chlorite-chlorite

sericite-biotite 

Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => 
aggregates of epidote, 

clinozoisite, zoisite & sericite 
Pyroxene => chlorite & zoisite 
Clinopyroxene => uralitised to 

amphibole 
Hornblende zoned by many 
episodes of recrystallisation 

Pyroxene is fringed by 
tremolite 

A high-strain, pronounced 
mylonitic fabric in which 
uralitised clinopyroxene is 

strung-out 

Hornblende -epidote
plagioclase (-clinoipyrocene

titanite-actinolite-sericite
chlorite-qaurtz-rutile 

Pseudomorphs: Pyroxene => 
blue-green hornblende (rare 
clinopyroxene cores remain) 

Plagioclase => epidote or 
zoisite 

A high-strain, mylonitic fabric 
in which all grains are strongly 

attenuated. Plagioclase is 
dynamically recrystallised. 

Hornblende-actinolite
muscovite-epidote-zoisite

clinopyroxene-pyrite-calcite
chlorite- plagioclase-

Extensive amphibolitisation 
Pseudomorphs: Pyroxene => 

hornblende 
Plagioclase => muscovite and 

zoisite or 
Plagioclase => epidote± calcite 

Hornblende has altered to 
actinolite 

Aligned hornblende, 
disseminated muscovite. 

Pyrite porphyroclasts with calc
silicate strain shadows 

Table 4.7: Petrography of the gabbroic intrusives(=> indicates the pseudomorph replacements of the original phenocrysts). Saussuritisation and chloritisation are 
extensive. The pervasiveness of uralitisation varies between and within the samples. Grain-sizes represent a minimum original value. 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

Evidence of Deformation 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics Predating Mylonitisation 

In the Upper Duncan Lens a pre-mylonitic metamorphic and tectonic signature is recorded in 

the mylonites derived from the plutonic rocks: 

• The gabbros have been metamorphosed prior to mylonitisation but the tectonic fabric 

is weak (e.g. Figure 4.12: A). The foliation in gabbros which have strong tectonic 

fabric subparallels the mylonitic foliation of the surrounding lithologies suggesting it 

formed during the same strain event that produced the mylonites. 

• Clinopyroxene is relatively unaltered in the low strain gabbros but in other samples 

pyroxene had clearly been altered to blue-green hornblende or uralitised to a fawn 

amphibole prior to mylonitisation. Additionally, plagioclase has been pseudomorphed 

to aggregates of epidote, clinozoisite, zoisite or/and sericite. Abundant coarse-grained 

epidote and hornblende in the titanite-rich gabbro (OU73578) is indicative of 

amphibolite facies metamorphism. The data suggest an earlier upper greenschist to 

amphibolite facies metamorphism prior to mylonitisation, although it was not 

pervasive throughout all lithologies. 

A pre-mylonitic metamorphic and tectonic signature, however, is difficult to distinguish in the 

volcanic rocks which have a higher strain than the plutonic rocks: 

• Plagioclase and mafic minerals have been completely pseudomorphed by epidote 

(which now forms porphyroclasts) implying at least greenschist facies metamorphism 

before mylonitisation. Clinopyroxene has been uralitised to fawn amphiboles. 

Hornblende relicts are present throughout the volcanics but subsequent pervasive 

retrogression to actinolite makes it difficult to determine if they were deuteric or 

metamorphic in origin. 

The plutonic rocks must have acquired their metamorphic signature after intrusion into the 

volcanic-volcaniclastic sequence. Therefore, it is reasoned that both the plutonic and volcanic 

rocks have undergone upper greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphism prior to 

mylonitisation. Pre-mylonitic metamorphism, however, is not pervasive and fully 

reconstituted amphibolite facies rocks are localised, becoming more prominent westwards. 

Metamorphic Conditions of Mylonitisation 

Hornblende retrogression to tremolite or actinolite (depending on the original lithology) has 

occmTed synchronously with mylonitisation at upper greenschist facies conditions (e.g. the 

boundary between upper greenschist and amphibolite facies is indicated in metabasic rocks 

from the approximate pressure and temperature regime at which the continuous amphibole 

chemistry changes from actinolite to blue-green hornblende (Laird & Albee, 1981). Fmther 

chloritisation, saussuritisation and uralitisation probably accompanied the overprinting 

metamorphism. A slight increase in metamorphic biotite (and strain) is observed towards the 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

eastern margin of Upper Duncan Lens where it is in fault-contact with the quartzofeldspathic 

mylonites of Category II (Figure 4.3). 

Summary of the Lithologies in the Upper Duncan Lens 

The rocks in the Upper Duncan Lens essentially consist of a sequence of mylonites derived 

from (a) mafic to dacitic volcanics and subordinate volcaniclastic (including pyroclastics and 

volcanogenic conglomerates) which are host rocks to (b) plutonic rocks which range in 

composition from quartz-gabbros to ultramafics. 

The intrusive rocks are similar in composition to the dyke set and layered mafic-ultramafic 

sequences of the Alpine Fault Lens and have been metamorphosed to the same grade. 

Therefore, the plutonic rocks may correlate with the same episodes of igneous activity and, 

although the Upper Duncan Lens is separated by recent faulting from the Alpine Fault Lens, 

the igneous lithologies contained within the lenses are inferred to have been in close 

proximity during their formation. It has been demonstrated that the granitic-dioritic plutonic 

rocks postdate the gabbroic and ultramafic rocks in the Alpine Fault Lens, indicating that they 

also postdate the extensive intrusion of gabbroic to ultramafic rocks into the volcanic

volcaniclastic rocks of Upper Duncan Lens. 

The pre-mylonitic metamorphic reconstitution (upper greenschist to amphibolite facies) of the 

rocks which host the granitic-dioritic plutonic rocks is more pervasive in the gabbroic to 

ultramafic rocks in the western lying Alpine Fault Lens than in the Upper Duncan Lens. 

4.1.1.1. Relationship of the Mylonites in the Duncan River Lozenge with the Recent 
Fault Traces 

The Alpine Fault Lens abruptly grades west towards the Alpine fault from a ~ 50 m wide 

protomylonite zone, to a ~ 100-200 m wide ultramylonite zone. Although Recent faulting 

locally disrupts the sequence, the isotects defined by the protomylonite and ultramylonite 

zones subparallel the strike of the Alpine fault for at least 5 km (Figure 4.13). 

Faulting affects the distribution and thickness of individual lithologies and the many Recent 

fault traces within the Alpine Fault Lens coincide with brittle crush zones formed at sites of 

marked rheological contrast (Figures 4.2 & 4.3). Examples include: 

(a) The contacts between different lithologies. For instance, the western margin of the 

quartz-gabbro mylonite is separated from the biotite schist ultramylonite by a crush 

breccia zone and a brittle shear zone separates the quartz-gabbro from the diorite to its 

east. Similarly, the epidote amphibolite ultramylonite is separated from the mafic

ultramafic ultramylonite by a crush breccia zone. 

(b) The contact between high strain and low strain fault rocks. This is evident at the 

eastern margin of the strained quartz-diorite where a thick (7 m) gouge zone separates 

it from the protomylonitic quartz-diorite. 

Many smaller faults occur as layer parallel-slip. 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

The distribution of strain in the Upper Duncan Lens is microscopically (Appendix A3.1.4-

3.1.5) and mesoscopically (Figure 4.3) less uniform when compared to the strain distribution 

in the Alpine Fault Lens. Macroscopically, ultramylonites and protomylonites are not end 

members in a progressive west to east sequence but instead moderate to high strain rocks are 

heterogeneously interlayered throughout the mylonites (Figure 4.3 & 4.13) derived from the 

volcanic-volcaniclastic rocks while protomylonites are restricted to bodies and horizons of 

intrusive material. 

A slight increase in strain (and synmylonitic biotite) is observed towards the eastern fault 

margin of the Upper Duncan Lens (Figure 4.3). For instance, hornblende forms resistant 

porphyroclasts in the mylonites throughout the lens but is slightly dynamically recrystallised 

in the rocks near the fault-contact with the quartzofeldspathic mylonites of Category II (e.g. in 

the gabbro mylonite (OU73578) in the Upper Duncan River and in the volcanic-derived 

mylonite in Twin Creek (OU73570)). 

Faulting occurs as layer parallel-slip, particularly at sites of marked rheological contrast 

between the plutonic and the volcanic-volcaniclastic (Figure 4.3) mylonites but, in contrast to 

the Alpine Fault Lens, many of the second order recent fault traces crosscut the contacts 

between the different mylonite lithologies. 

4.1.2. KINV AID LOZENGE 
Internal lithological differences within the Category I mylonites contained in the Kinvaid 

Lozenge define five fault-bounded lenses (Figure 4.14). The lenses can, however, be collated 

into two main lithological types: metabasic mylonites and granitoid mylonites. The spatial 

distribution of the lithologies (Figures 4.15 & 4.16) along with compositional disparities, 

allow for differentiation from the Category I mylonites in the Duncan River Lozenge. 

METABASIC MYLONITES 
The metabasic mylonites are located within three active lensoidal fault-bounded sequences 

(Figures 4.14-4.16): a 400-500 m wide fault-bounded lens (Shee Lens), a 100-300 m wide 

fault-bounded lens (Ard Lens) which is abutted to the west by a 100-150 m wide fault

bounded lens (Linn Lens). 

SheeLens 

Lithology and Petrology 

The Shee Lens is characterised by an interlayered sequence of laminated dark green and pale 

green mylonites derived from basic and intermediate protoliths, respectively (Figure 4.15). 

Dark mylonites dominate over pale mylonites (the contacts between the two are observed to 

be sharp to mildly gradational) and the pale green mylonites become subordinate westwards. 

The Shee Lens can be split into two independent~ 200m wide mylonite zones (separated by 

a recently active fault) both of which grade, west to east, from protomylonites to 

ultramylonites (Figure 4.15). Strain is relatively lower in the eastern lying mylonite zone. 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

Key: 
Recent fault traces: 

First order fault 

---- Second order fault 
F Fault 

Lithology: 
Epidote Mylonite Mylonite 

Mafic Protolith Type 
OU73499 Sample number 

NE No exposure 

" .$' 
{(.~ 

#' 
~~ 

~ 

Ey 
Lens 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

Saddle Creek 

Quartzofeldspathic Ultramylonite 
Mesocratic Granite 
Layered plagioclase/quartz-rich mylonite 
(0073638-39). 

Quartz-Feldspar-Epidote Ultramylonite 
Mesocralic Granite~granodiori'te 
Layered mylonite fabric (0073640-42). 

Quartz-Feldspar-Epidote Ultramylonite 
Mesocratic Granite-granodiorite 
(0U73643). 

Homblende-rkh intrusives 

Protomylonite Melano-granUe 
(0073594). 

.,; Key: 
/~'\. 
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Strain: Scale: /~~ 
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Quartz/plagioclase laminae with 
thin amphibole-rich layers 
(0073652). 

Ard 
Lens 

Hornblende-Opaque-Epidote Ultramylonite 
Mafic Very fine grained, I em interlayered 
green and black (OU73653). 
Epidote Porphyroclastic Mylonite 
Dolerite Abundant epidote 
porphyroclasts (OU7J654) 

Hornblende~ Epidote Mylonite 
Nematoblastic Epidiorite 
Abundant hornblende .fish. in an 
epidote-rich matrix. Epidote fluxion 
foliation (OU73655). 
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Figure 4.15: Horizontal transects through Category I mylonite in the Kinvaid Lozenge showing along
strike variations in mylonite lithologies, fault locations, metamorphic grade and strain distribution in 
each of the fault-bounded lenses (creek sections located on Figure 4.14). 
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Epidote~ Plagioclase Ultramylonite 
Anortlwsitc 
Fine-grained (I mm) crystalline light 
bluish grey to light greenish grey 
mylonite. Foliation is defined 
by l-3 mm wispy to 2 mm thick epidote 
layers (OU73585). 

Pale blue plagioclase horizons (10 em thick) every 15 em 
over a 3 m interval 
Epidote Ultramylonite Metabasite 
Massive, very fine-grained, dark greenish grey mylonite 
with a fluxion foliation as defined by 1-2 em spaced, 

w 

Ard Lens 

2-4 mm thick epidote layers. Abundant porphyroclasts D F It 
<• I mm), ribbons of plagioclase and epidote wisps _ _.. _....!11!.,.. a,ll_ - - - - - - - - - - - -
{0U73586, OU73587). _.. ...- -

Hornblende Mylonite ___... .... _.. 
Pyroxenite ...- _... 
Thickly intcrlayercd (l-2 m) green to dark greyish green 
densely hornblcndic (<1-2 mm) mylonite with spomdic 

F-~~~~~~~r·~~~ white horizons. Hornblende is densely intercalated epidote wisps and a fine grained (<I mm), greyish 
blue green (5BG 5/2) matrix mottled with epidote 
(OU73588-90) 

Plagioelase Ultramylonite 
Lcucogranodiorite (OU73603) 

Plagioclase Mylonite Leucogranite 
(OU73597) 

Plagioclase Mylonite Leucogranite 
Heterogeneous strain with 10 mm diffuse 
bands. Green matrix. (OU7J598). 

Hornblende· Epidote-Plagioclase Mylonitie-UUramylonite 
Granodiorite 
lntcrlaycred mylonitic & ultramylonitic layers (OU73599.73600) 

Plagioclase-Epidote Mylonite Volcanic/Tuff 
....,r:~ ~n mylonite with epidote horizons (OU73601) 

,. Proto.mylonim' ._ _,-. ._ 
1",:...,;;.;.:;...::.~..:.....:...= Gabb~ (9U73102)i',, ",'" ''' '< :-:-.'-- --
-:- · .. Massive.,p::,sistantgreenwith,wenkmylonitic>~-.-. ._ 

' . 
~a~ocla.;s~l':fyl~ni~e ~:llkf!ll,osi~~ 
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foliated mvlonites as deft~ by ,white 
laminae (0U73764)" ' ' 
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fluxion· foliati0n'·(OUJ36~5):. Chloritiscd 
ami epidotiscd quartz~plagiocla'Se layer, (6 em 
thick) .. 

Tr~·mOute~EpidOte: &.· EpidOte·PiaiioelasC 
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boudinage4 epidot11 interla~inati?f!S ,(OU73607). 
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Figure 4.16: Horizontal transects through Category I in the Kinvaid Lozenge showing along strike 
variations in mylonite lithologies, fault locations, metamorphic grade and strain distribution in each of 
the fault-bounded lenses (creek sections located on Figure 4.14). This is the western continuation of 
Figure 4.15. 
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------------------------

Dun Lens 

Biotite-Plagioclase Mylonite Melanogranife 
Porphyrolclastic plagioclase in a biotite-rich 
matrix (OU73612) 
Quartz-Plagioclase Ultramylonite Granite 
Mottled &>recn layered mylonite 
(Oln3613) 
..... ..... ..... s '..j;ee!C 

'"lift 
Phigioclase-~pid. ?1<. 11. ~yl.~nf'·te· .~ ~ :"'t. 
Gabbro . · < · · · ··• .'-
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----· 
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Hornblende-Epidote-Plagioclase Ultramylonite 
Leucogranodiorite Epidote-rich matrix {OU73630). 

Ultramylonite Granodiorite-diorite 
Stripy green and white mylonite ((f. OU7J634) 
Biotite-Plagioclase Ultramylonite Biotite-gra11ite 
Mottled dark green mylonite with plagioclase 

Qu~frnc~~~~~~J.~6~~ parallel foliation 

W~dt6t~:_~lagioclasc Ultramylonite 
Granodiorite-diorite 
Porphyroclastic stripy green and white layered 
mylonite with 0.5~1 m thick quartz-plagioclase 

:a:Jn~J~~~~~~~i::~~ ft~~~Iour;,, / , , > , :' 
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Petrography 
Two different plutonic lithologies (Table 4.8) can be identified from the protomylonite zones 

of the Shee Lens: 

1. The protomylonite zone of the western-lying mylonite zone is determined from modal 

mineralogy to be derived from gabbro (Figure 4.17: A). The protomylonites grade 

eastwards into mylonitic gabbro with a segregated assemblage (Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.6: 

E). 

2. The protomylonite zone of the eastern-lying mylonite zone is derived from anorthosite 

intrusives composed almost entirely of altered equant to sub-equant zoned grains of 

andesine (Figure 4.17: B). Higher strained varieties (Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.6: H) occur 

adjacent to the margin of the western mylonite zone (Figure 4.15). 

Lithology 
Gabbro Anorthosite 

Medium grained (0.6-1.5 mm) (OU73602) Medium grained (0.6-1.7 mm) (OU73636) 
Epidote-clinozoisie-plagioclase-

Andesine-epidote-tremolite-chlorite-
Assemblage hornblende-tremolite-sericite-zircon-

allanite±quartz 
titanite 

Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => epidote 
Metamorphic duteric brown hornblende replaced by Pseudomorphs: Plagioclase => epidote 

Alteration blue-green metamorphic hornblende Plagioclase is also partially sericitised 
which is fringed in tremolite 
Recrystallised epidote matrix 

Strain induced Corroded plagioclase porphyroclasts Prismatic plagioclase is partially 
features A strong tectonic fabric defined by aligned disseminated 

hornblende 

Table 4.8: Petrography of the protomylonite intrusives in the Shee Lens (=> indicates the 
pseudomorph replacement of the original mineral). Saussuritisation is widespread. Grain-sizes 
represent a minimum original value. 

Figure 4.17: A: Protomylonitic gabbro is characterised by heavily saussuritised plagioclase ( ~0.6 mm 
in grain-size), and strong blue/green hornblende (~20%), altered to tremolite in a recrystallised matrix 
of epidote and clinozoisite ( ~60% ). (OU73602). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal 
to the foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. PPL. B: Protomylonitic anorthosite is dominated by lath
prismatic zoned andesine (0.6-1. 7 mm in grain-size) partly altered to epidote. The interstitial matrix is 
composed of tremolite and chlorite with abundant rigid (0.1 mm) grains of epidote. (OU73636). 
Section randomly cut. Width ofview 3.2 mm. XPL. 

Petrographical analysis (Table 4.9) determines that the two individual mylonite zones in the 

Shee Lens (Figure 4.15) consist of gabbro thickly (0.25 m) to thinly (0.1 m) interlayered with 

dark green mafic rocks derived from two types of basic to intermediate plutonic rocks: 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

I. A widely distributed interlayered dark grey and green ultramylonite (Figure 4.15) has a 

segregated opaque mineral-epidote-plagioclase assemblage (20-30%, J 5% and 30-40% 

modes respectively) (Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.6: A). Darker members are prolific, related 

to the abundance of ubiquitous opaque horizons and the deficiency of pale green 

plagioclase horizons. Other members contain subordinate plagioclase but numerous 

opaque trails, subhedral tremolite grains (altering from hornblende/clinopyroxene) and 

scattered olivine pseudomorphs (chlorite and epidote aggregates) in a segregated matrix 

dominated by epidote and tremolite (Appendix 3: Plate A3.16: B). The ultramylonites are 

thought to be derived from a mafic to ultramafic rock and represent a variety of the 

opaque-rich ultramylonite found in the Alpine Fault Lens (e.g. OU73562). 

2. Mylonites characterised by uniformly fine-grained (:::;: 1 mm) prismatic plagioclase are 

derived from doleritic-andesitic rocks. Dolerites in the western mylonite zone are more 

deformed and slightly less evolved in composition (Table '4.9 & Figure 4.18: A & B). 

Figure 4.18: A: A doleritic-andesitic mylonite is characterised by marginally altered twinned
untwinned rounded porphyroclasts and prismatic laths(:-::; 1 mm) of plagioclase (pi) (andesine) aligned 
by their c-axis, equal amounts of altered hornblende (hb) (0.2 mm) and spaced fibrous tremolite 
horizons (tr). (OU73635). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width 
of view 3.2 mm. XPL. B: A highly strained dolerite mylonite is mineralogically distinguished by 
plentiful winged plagioclase, epidote and amphibole porphyroclasts. Plagioclase pseudomorphs (0.8-
1.3 mm in grain-size) may represent the original crystal size, now smeared out to porphyroclasts). 
(OU73605). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view 1.25 
mm.XPL. 

Figure 4.19: A plagioclase-tremolite ribbon ultramylonite (OU73637) is derived from anorthositic 
interlayers in the mafic to ultramafic sequence. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal 
to the foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. 
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Finely interbanded dusky green 
(5G 3/2) and greyish green (lOG 

5/2) 

Finely laminated pale green (1 OG 
6/2) 

Very fine grained greyish blue 
green (5BG 5/2) with planar 

laminae defined by light green 
(5GY 8/1) epidote-rich horizons (1-
3 mm thick) which are concentrated 

1 em. 

Plagioclase -homblende
tremolite-epidote-chlorite 

Tremolite-zoisite-epidote
muscovite-plagioclase

chlorite-titanite 

Epidote-muscovite
tremolite-plagioclase 

90% epidote with minor 
plagioclase and layers 

of muscovite and 
tremolite 

Table 4.9: Mylonites to ultramylonites in the eastern-lying mylonite zone of the Shee Lens. 

Fine-grained (<1 mm) with 
30% opaques, 35% 

interbanded and interlaminated (in 
varying degrees) dark grey and Plagioclase-epidote-

epidote, 30-40%, 

greyish green (lOG 5/2) layers. opaques-
plagioclase. Horizons 

of either 
Frequent epidote-rich laminae chlorite±sericite±rutile or 

80 % opaques; 50 % 
(ranging from <1 mm to commonly Opaque-plagioclase 
4 mm thickness), with copious low 

epidote; 60 % 

strain lenses 
plagioclase 

Massive pale yellowish green 
Muscovite-plagioclase-

(1 OGY 7 /2), very finely laminated, 
epidote-chlorite-

Interbanded 
biotite±rutile or 

mylonite or strongly laminated to 
Tremolite-zoisite-epidote-

plagioclase and 
weakly laminated pale green (lOG 

plagioclase-chlorite-
muscovite 

6/2) mylonite 
muscovite-titanite 

Finely interbanded dusky blue 
Subhedral tremolite 
prisms. Scattered 

green (5BG 5/2) and greyish green Epidote-plagioclase-
chlorite, calcite and 

(lOG 5/2) layers with frequent tremolite-chlorite-opaques-
epidote aggregates: 

epidote augen forming a millimetre titanite-calcite-rutile-
thick fluxion foliation 

pseudomorphs of 
or olivine 

Twinned - untwinned 

Epidote-plagioclase-
prismatic plagioclase 

Incipiently laminated (<1 mm) tremolite-homblende-
(0.13-0.8 mm), 

greyish blue-green (5 BY 5/2) chlorite-titanite 
epidote & hornblende 

mylonite ±orthopyroxene 
porphyroclasts (0.15-

0.8 mm). 
±clinopyroxene 

Pseudomorphs of 
olivine? 

Massive greenish grey (10 GY 5/2) 
60 % plagioclase/ 

plagioclase 
mylonite with a foliation defined by Epidote-plagioclase-

pseudomorphs 
aligned hornblende. Transits from a hornblende-tremolite 

(epidote) and 20% 
protomylonite 

hornblende 

Table 4.10: Mylonites to ultramylonites in the western lying mylonite zone ofthe Shee Lens. 
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The mafic mylonites are rhythmically interlayered (every 0.5-0.75 m) with pale green 

my lonites-ultramy lonites rich in segregated plagioclase (Figure 4.15) derived from 

anorthositic horizons (Table 4.9; Figure 4.19 & Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.6: C). 

Therefore, the layered dark green mylonites correspond to a sequence of layered mafic to 

ultramafic rocks which included occasional doleritic and gabbroic intrusions. The pale green 

mylonites represent anorthositic horizons within the layered mafic sequence which are more 

prominent to the eastern side of the lens. The western mylonite zone in the Shee Lens is a 

higher strain less evolved continuation of the eastern mylonite zone. 

ArdLens 
Lithology and Petrology 

The fault-bounded Ard Lens (Figure 4.14) is divided into two main mylonite zones (separated 

by the Ard Fault) which both macroscopically grade westwards from interlayered 

protomylonites and mylonites to ultramylonites. The lithologies of the eastern mylonite zone 

are comparable to the mafic to ultramafic protoliths of the Shee Lens although the rock types 

are not interlayered (Figures 4.15 & 4.16). Instead the eastern mylonite zone, from east to 

west, consists of macroscopically segregated (a) thickly interlayered (1-2m), heterogeneously 

deformed mylonites originating from dominantly metapyroxenites along with gabbros, which 

are separated by a 5 m wide brittle fault zone from (b) a thick unit of layered mafic 
ultramylonites (Figure 4.20). Minor anorthositic interlayers are restricted to the western 

margin where it abruptly grades to (c) a thick exposure (50 m plus) of ultramylonitic 

anorthosite (Figure 4.15). The anorthosite ultramylonite is exploited by an extensive (>50 m 

wide) recent fault zone (the Ard Fault) which separates the mylonites from the western 

mylonite zone ofthe Ard Lens (e.g. Figure 4.16). 

The western mylonite zone of the Ard Lens (Figure 4.16) is dominated by heterogeneously 

deformed hornblende-rich lithologies within a >60 m thick layered sequence (Figure 4.20) of 

fine to coarse-grained gabbroic to ultramafic mylonites. Occasional thin (1 0 mm thick) 

aphanitic white horizons parallel the mylonitic foliation. The sequence resembles mylonitised 

plutonic bodies in the Upper Duncan Lens of the Duncan River Lozenge. 

Petrography 

Analysis (Table 4.11 & 4.12 & Appendix A3.1.7) demonstrates that the petrography and 

planar shape fabrics of the mylonites in the eastern and western mylonite zones of the Ard 

Lens are comparable to the mylonites of the Shee Lens and the Upper Duncan Lens, 

respectively. The metapyroxenites in the eastern mylonite zone of the Ard Lens differ, 

however, as they were originally blastoporphyritic (Figure 4.21) and their response to strain 

and metamorphism has been very heterogeneous (Figure 4.15 & Appendix A3 .17) 

Additionally, opaque minerals are absent in the mafic mylonites in the eastern mylonite zone 

(Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.7: C) suggesting the compositions are more evolved. 
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Figure 4.20: A: Outcrop of ultramylonitic layered mafic-ultramafic and anorthositic cumulates (Gr: 
21424, 56552). B: Outcrop of layered hornblende-rich mylonites with aphanitic white horizons in 
Sutherland Creek (Gr: 21422, 56556 & Figure 4.16) (outcrop is 15 m in height). 

Figure 4.21: The metapyroxenite protomylonite is composed of ~70% closely spaced, stubby, fawn 
hornblendes (0.2-1.2 mm in grain-size) which are reconstituted uralititised pyroxenes (ur). The 
crystals are strung out into chains and have altered to tremolite and in places are completely replaced. 
A darker brown core still prevails in places. Blue-green hornblende is present in lesser amounts but of 
similar size and again is fringed or replaced by tremolite and wrapped in ribbons of titanite (Ti). All 
occur in a matrix of dominantly epidote, acicular tremolite and heavily reconstituted recrystallised 
plagioclase (pi) (pseudomorphed to epidote). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to 
the foliation. (OU73588). Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL 
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70% reconstituted 
Greyish green (1 OG 4/2) to dark 

Fawn hornblende-blue-
pyroxenes ( < 1 -4 

greenish grey (50 4/1) with a green hornblende-
mm). Intermittent 

foliation defined by strongly 
pyroxene-tremolite-

prismatic, square 
orientated pyroxene and hornblende epidote-titanite-

simple twinned to 
(<1-4 mm) grains densely 

plagioclase 
multiple twinned 

intercalated with epidote wisps plagioclase (0.2-1.2 

Thickly interlayered (1-2m) 
Tremolite-hornblende-

Uralitised pyroxenes 
pyroxene-titanite-

greyish green (50 5/2) to dark 
epidote-biotite-

and untwinned 
greenish grey (50 4/1) 

muscovite-calcite 
plagioclase 

Massive, very fine-grained, dark 
greenish grey (50 411) with a Epidote-plagioclase-

spaced (every 1-2 em) epidote or tremolite-chlorite-
2:: 90% epidote 

plagioclase fluxion laminae. hornblende-biotite-
Abundant porphyroclasts ( <1 mm) muscovite 

of 
Fine grained (lmm) light bluish 

Relict square 
grey (5B 7 II) to light greenish grey Plagioclase-epidote-

prismatic plagioclase 
with foliation defined by 1-3 mm apatite±rutile 

(2 mm), coarse apatite 
WI to 2 mm thick 

Table 4.11: Characteristics and likely protoliths of the mesoscopically segregated metabasic mylonites 
in the eastern mylonite zone of the Ard Lens (e.g. Figure 4.3). Planar shape fabrics are illustrated in 
Appendix 3: Plate A3.17. 

Very fine, pyritic, bluish grey to 
greenish black (5B 5/1-50 2/1) 

Very fine-grained(~ 1 mm) 
greyish blue green (5BG 5/2) with 
weak dusky blue green (5BG 3/2) 

laminae (1mm) and 2-3 mm epidote 
porphyroclasts. 

Very fine-grained(~ 1 mm) 
interbanded (1 em) greyish green 
(lOGY 5/2) and dark grey (N3) < 

1mm 

String-bead porphyroclasts of 
epidote and hornblende in a greyish 

green (lOGY 5/2) epidote-rich 
matrix. Frequent 1 em thick 

epidote augen 

plagioclase-pyrite 

Epidote- zoisite
plagioclase

hornblende-chlorite
sericite-

Epidote-hornblende
plagioclase-actinolite

magnetite-titanite
chlorite 

Epidote-blue-green
hornblende

plagioclase-tremolite
Mg-chlorite-Mg-Fe

chlorite-titanite
ilmenite-rutile 

altered from 
hornblende. Mg

chlorite 
Porphyroclasts of 
epidote (0.3 mm), 
zoisite (1.5 mm) 

(pseudomorphs of 
plagioclase), chlorite, 

zoisite & sericite
pseudomorphs of 

Hornblende (1-3 
mm), epidote (2-4 

mm) 

Table 4.12: Characteristics and likely protoliths of the interlayered metabasic mylonites in the western 
mylonite zone of the Ard Lens (e.g. Figure 4.15). 
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Linn Lens 

Lithology, Petrology and Petrography 

Two lithologies occur in the fault-bounded Linn Lens (Figure 4.14 & 4.16): (a) very fine 

grained, greyish green (5G 5/2) ultramylonites which are either homogeneous or have dark 

hornblende-rich horizons (hornblende crystals are ::s; 1 mm) (e.g. OU73646). The 

ultramylonites may represent altered mafic rocks; (b) uniform, fine-grained ( ::s; 1 mm) 

greenish-blue-green mylonites with common flinty epidote horizons (1-5 em thick) are 

interpreted to represent tuffs and volcanogenic sandstones (the plagioclase porphyroclasts in 

the latter (which have a sharp boundary with the dynamically recrystallised matrix) are of 

uneven grain-size, non-prismatic and originally were broken or rounded fragments (e.g. 

OU73621)). The tuffs and volcanogenic sandstones may represent host rocks to the mafic 

intrusives. 

Evidence of Deformation in the Metabasic Mylonites 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics Predating Mylonitisation 

Evidence of a pre-mylonitic metamorphic signature is apparent in the lower strained 

mylonites and is also partially preserved in the higher strained varieties: 

• The tremolite porphyroclasts in the metapyroxenite mylonites (in the Ard Lens) have 

rare olive-brown hornblende or pyroxene cores (Table 4.11, Figure 4.21 & Appendix 

A3.1.7). The hornblende is interpreted to be a replacement of the pyroxene and may 

be a deuteric alteration but the pyroxene has also been uralitised to fawn amphiboles 

by metamorphic processes and blue-green hornblende is also present. 

• Deuteric brown hornblende is replaced by blue-green metamorphic hornblende in the 

protomylonitic gabbro (Figure 4.17) in the Shee Lens. 

• Blue-green metamorphic hornblende is common in the western half of the Ard Lens 

and throughout the mafic lithologies of the Shee lens with scarce relicts preserved in 

the finer, higher strained lithologies. 

The data confirm that an amphibolite facies metamorphism predated mylonitisation. 

Metamorphic Conditions of Mylonitisation 

The pre-mylonitic metamorphic assemblage is out of equilibrium with the synmylonitic 

metamorphic conditions as indicated by the fact that hornblende is partially to fully replaced 

by tremolite. Biotite has also formed during the mylonitisation. Tremolite and biotite are 

both index minerals of the upper greenschist facies in metabasic rocks (Yardley, 1989). 

Therefore, high-grade metamorphic assemblages in the mafic lithologies have been 

retrogressed to a lower-grade upper greenschist faces assemblage by metamorphism 

accompanying the mylonitisation. Synmylonitic recrystallisation of hornblendes, evident in 

the metapyroxenite bodies, is slight, suggesting metamorphic conditions are verging on 

amphibolite conditions (Passchier & Trouw, 1996). 
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Summary of the Metabasic Lithologies in the Kinvaid Lozenge 

The mylonites in the Shee Lens are thought to be derived from a sequence of layered mafic

ultramafic and anorthositic rocks which are locally intruded by gabbros, anorthosites and 

dolerites. The mylonites in the eastern Ard Lens are of similar composition but 

metapyroxenites and hornblende-rich protoliths dominate and the plagioclase-dominated 

mylonites are restricted to the zone of the Ard Fault. The metapyroxenites in the eastern edge 

of the Ard Lens are locally interlayered with the layered mafic to ultramafic mylonites in the 

western edge of the Shee Lens. Therefore, the Ard Lens is interpreted to be the less evolved 

correlative of the Shee Lens separated from it by faulting and the lithologies of the granitoid 

mylonites in the Dun Lens. 

The lithologies of the metabasic mylonites in the Kinvaid Lozenge along with the 

metamorphic and tectonic history are the same as the metabasic mylonites in the Duncan 

River Lozenge. In particular, the lithologies of the Shee Lens and the eastern Ard Lens 

correlate with the layered mafic to ultramafic mylonites of the Alpine Fault Lens. The 

lithologies of the mylonites in the western Ard Lens and the Linn Lens correlate with the 

mafic to ultramafic plutonic rocks and volcaniclastic rocks of the Upper Duncan Lens, 

respectively 

GRANITOID MYLONITES 

Granitoid mylonites outcrop m the 200-300 m wide fault-bounded lens (Dun Lens), 

sandwiched between the metabasic mylonites of the Shee Lens and Ard Lens (Figures 4.14 & 

4.15) and additionally, in a 400 m wide lens (Ey Lens) against the Alpine fault (Figures 4.14 

& 4.16). 

Dun Lens 

Lithology and petrology 

At outcrop the granitoids mylonites in the Dun Lens can be separated into melanocratic and 

leucocratic varieties. The melanocratic types are found in the northeastern end of the lens 

(e. g. Basecamp Creek; Figure 4 .15) and the leucocratic types mostly outcrop in the 

southwestern end (e.g. Maple Creek and Catanine Creek; Figure 4.15). Deformation within 

the lens is very heterogeneous, and low-strain and high-strain mylonites are interlayered 

(Figure 4.22), although a decrease in grain-size and a corresponding increase in strain is 

observed towards the eastern fault-bounded edge in the melanocratic mylonites and towards 

the western fault-bounded margin in the leucocratic mylonites (Figure 4.15). 

Rare outcrops along the western and eastern margins of the Dun Lens represent the correlative 

of the metabasic mylonites in the Linn and Shee Lenses. The metabasic mylonites are in 

planar continuous contact with the granitoid mylonites and may represent the original 

intrusive contacts between the granitoid and mafic protoliths prior to faulting or alternatively, 

the contacts may have been created in the final stages of mylonitisation as a result of high 

finite strain. 
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Figure 4.22: A: A hornblende-epidote-plagioclase mylonite derived from a leucocratic granodiorite 
(0073600) has a mylonitic fabric defined by boudinaged hornblende, sporadic string-bead 
porphyroclasts of plagioclase and discontinuous strung out lenses of plagioclase/quartz. The green 
tinge relates to the abundance of epidote in the matrix. The mylonites are interlayered at outcrop with: 
B: A highly strained epidote-rich leucocratic granodiorite ultramylonite (0073599) which has a 
segregated assemblage and has a strong planar mylonitic fabric. C: A biotite-rich granite mylonite 
(0073526) exemplifing heterogeneous deformation in the melanocratic granitoids which is mimicked 
mesoscopically. Porphyroclasts (3 mm in grain-size) of feldspar form a bead-fabric in a matrix of 
predominantly recrystallised biotite. Finer (feldspar are 1.7-3 mm in grain-size), more mylonitic 
horizons express a string-bead fabric and ultramylonitic horizons have a planar fabric with a ribbon 
fabric in thin section (e.g. Appendix 3: Plate A3 .19). D: Heterogeneity of strain also exists in 
mylonites derived from leucocratic granite (0073597). 

String-bead to 
layered fabric 

String-bead to 
layered fabric 

Plagioclase-hornblende-quartz
actinolite-muscovite-epidote 

ilmenite-titanite± biotite +calcite 
±allanite± 

Plagioclase-quartz-mica-epidote
hornblende-tremolite-titanite 

Hornblende (1.5 mm); 
Plagioclase (3 mm), ilmenite

titanite (1.2 mm) 

Plagioclase, epidote scattered
hornblende, porphyroclasts 

Table 4.13: Characteristics and likely protoliths of the interlayered mylonites derived from the 
leucocratic granitoid mylonites in the Dun Lens (e.g. Figure 4.3). Planar shape fabrics are illustrated 
on Figure 4.22 & 4.23. 
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Bead to string-bead 
K-feldpsar-albite-biotite-quartz- K-feldspar, perthites & albite 

fabric 
muscovite-actinolite- porphyroclasts (3 mm in grain-
ch Biotite matrix 

K-feldspar-plagioclase-biotite-
K-feldspar, zoned plagioclase & 

String-bead fabric muscovite-titanite-hornblende-
albite porphyroclasts 

actino I ite-ep idote 

Protomylonitic to 
Quartz-albite-epidote (allanite 

Quartz & albite dominates (1-
bead fabric 

cores )-titanite-biotite-green biotite 
1.2 mm) abundant allanite 

-muscovite 

Ultramylonite 
Epidote- plagioclase- hornblende-
actinolite- titanite-sericite-chlorite-

layered fabric 
muscovite-quartz±apatite+allanite 

Mylonite 
K-feldspar-microcline-albite-
biotite-hornblende-actinolite-

String-bead to 
sericite-quartz-titanite-epidote-

Layered Fabric 
tourmaline 

Segregated 
Plagioclase-muscovite-epidote-

biotite-chlorite 

Table 4.14: Characteristics and likely protoliths of the interlayered mylonites derived from the 
melanocratic granitoid mylonites in the Dun Lens (e.g. Figure 4.3). Planar shape fabrics are illustrated 
on Figures 4.22 & 4.23. 

Petrography 

Mineral assemblages and remnant igneous crystalline textures within the lower strained 

members indicate that the mylonites are derived from leucocratic granodiorites (Table 4.13) 

and melanocratic diorites to melanocratic granites (Table 4.14). The variation in the 

characteristics of the mylonites is extensive (Figure 4.15) and differences arise as a result of 

heterogeneous strain, as manifested by variable grain-size and foliation development (Figure 

4.15). The melanocratic mylonites range from beaded to layered mylonitic textures (Table 

4.13, Figures 4.22-23 & Appendix A3.1.8) and the leucocratic range from string-bead to 

ribbon mylonitic texture (Table 4.14, Figures 4.22-23 & Appendix A3.1.9). 

Figure 4.23: A: A string-bead to ribbon fabric in a mylonite derived from a melanocratic biotite
granodiorite defined by K-feldspar and albite (white areas), plentiful red-brown biotite (bi), 
hornblende (hb) and ribbon titanite (ti) (OU73628). Width of view 3.2 mm. X PL. B: A ribbon fabric 
of plagioclase, quartz and epidote (ep) in an ultramylonite derived from a leucocratic granodiorite. 
(OU73591 ). Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. Sections parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to 
the foliation. 
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Homogenisation of the mineralogy accompanies an increase in strain and a synchronous 

change in the planar shape fabric of the mylonites. For instance, the melanocratic mylonites 

progress towards a layered ultramylonitic fabric dominant in biotite, whereas mylonitisation is 

accompanied by a transition to a ribbon texture and a notable diminution in hornblende in the 

leucocratic ultran1ylonites (e.g. Appendix 3: Plate A3.1.8 & 3.1.9 respectively). 

Ey Lens 

Lithology, petrology and petrography 

The Ey lensoidal fault-bounded unit (Figures 4.14 & 4.16) is dominated by ultramylonites 

derived from mesocratic granites to granodiorites (assemblages: quartz-plagioclase-muscovite 

±biotite± epidote± calcite ±titanite). A transition to protomylonites occurs towards the 

eastern margin of the lens (OU73594). This lens is separated from the other units of the 

Kinvaid Lozenge by a >50 m wide fault zone. 

Evidence of Deformation in the Granitoid Mylonites 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics Predating Mylonitisation 

Rare protomylonitic granitoids possess a single tectonic fabric which overprints an igneous 

crystalline texture: the fabric does not crosscut an earlier tectonic fabric. The tectonic fabric 

subparallels the foliation in the mylonites and is contemporaneous with the formation of the 

ductile fault rocks. Additionally, there is no record of relict mineral phases from a pre

mylonitic metamorphic event in the granitoid mylonites. Therefore, the original rocks were 

low strain and were of a metamorphic grade lower than or equivalent to the grade of the 

mylonite assemblage. 

Metamorphic Conditions of Mylonitisation 

Index minerals (tremolite and biotite) in each of the granitoid mylonite lithologies, from low

strain to high-strain mylonites, are indicative of upper greenschist facies conditions for 

mylonitisation. Synmylonitic recrystallisation of hornblendes is slight, suggesting 

metamorphic conditions are verging on amphibolite facies (Passchier & Trouw, 1996). 

Therefore, as was also concluded for the mylonites in the Alpine Fault Lens, the higher grade 

(upper greenschist to amphibolite facies) pre-mylonitic sequence of the mafic to ultramafic 

mylonites are the host rocks for the granitoid intrusions. The granitoids may or may not have 

acquired a low grade (greenschist or subgreenschist facies) metamorphic assemblage after 

their intrusion and prior to upper greenschist facies mylonitisation, but any such over print 

was not accompanied by a penetrative fabric. 

4.1.2.1. Relationship of the Mylonites in the Kinvaid Lozenge with the Recent Fault 
Traces 

Strain is not uniformly distributed in the Kinvaid Lozenge (Figure 4.24) and the extent of 

inhomogeneous strain varies for each of the individual lenses. For instance, in the Shee Lens, 

the ultramylonites and protomylonites in the two mylonite zones are end members in a 

progressive sequence whereas, in the lower strained parts of the two mylonite zones in the 
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Ard Lens (i.e. in the hornblende-rich lithologies and the metapyroxenites), low strain and high 

strain mylonites are interlayered. Heterogeneity of strain is most pronounced in the granitoid 

lithologies of the Dun Lens where protomylonites, mylonites and ultramylonites are 

interlayered mesoscopically and microscopically throughout. In contrast, the mylonite zone 

within - 200-300 m of the Alpine Fault (i.e. in the Ey lens and the southwestern end of the 

Linn Lens) is dominated by very high-strain ultramylonitic rocks. 

Nonetheless, in each of the lenses of the metabasic and granitoid mylonites, a progressive or 

heterogeneous increase in strain is observed towards one or both of the fault margins (Figure 

4.24). The isotects defined by the protomylonite and ultramylonite zones subparallel the trend 

of the recent traces of the second order faults. 

The most apparent basement control on the geometry of the recent fault system comes from 

the fact that the second order faults are principally the bounding faults which separate the 

individual lenses. The recently active fault traces coincide with (a) the location of the highest 

strained region (i.e. the ultramylonites) of the ductile fault zones and (b) the locations of 

marked rheological contrast such as the contact between different fault rocks and contrasting 

lithologies along the boundaries between metabasic mylonites and granitoid mylonites or 

contrasting lithologies within the lenses (Figure 4.15 & 4.16). 

4.1.3. Summary of the Protoliths of the Mylonites of Category I 

The combination of the protolith types, metamorphic grades and field relations from the 

lenses of the Duncan River Lozenge and the Kinvaid Lozenge indicate that the pre-mylonitic 

sequence of the Category I mylonites consists of: 

• Texturally reconstituted upper greenschist to amphibolite facies biotite-schists, 

metabasic to feldspathic psammites and a mafic igneous body (the epidote

amphibolite). 

• Upper greenschist to amphibolite facies, layered mafic to ultramafic rocks (locally 

with cumulate textures and anorthositic horizons) which had varying degrees of 

mineralogical reconstitution prior to mylonitisation. The unit includes bodies of 

quartz-gabbro, gabbros (locally phenocrystic), anorthosites and dykes/sills ranging 

from gabbros to dolerites. The sequence is only - 100m wide in the Duncan River 

Lozenge; however, the fault-bounded lenses in the Kinvaid Lozenge are not faulted 

repetitions but represent different parts of a progressive sequence which was as at least 

- 1 km in width. 

• Numerous coarse-grained doleritic to gabbroic rocks associated with the previous 

lithologies are intrusive into upper greenschist to amphibolite facies mafic to dacitic 

volcanics and subordinate volcaniclastics (including pyroclastics and volcanogenic 

conglomerates). 

• The above lithologies are the country rocks to granitoid intrusives which were of low 

strain and metamorphic grade (subgreenschist-greenschist facies) prior to 
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mylonitisation. Three main granitoid sets are documented: (1) in the Duncan River Lozenge, 

quartz- diorite and diorite mylonites (minor granodioritic fractionations and a local granite) 

delineate the western margin of the metabasic rocks; (2) in the Kinvaid Lozenge leucocratic 

granodiorite to melanocratic granodiorite-granite are emplaced amidst the metabasic rocks; 

(3) a fault-bounded lens of mesocratic granodiorite to granite mylonite forms the western 

margin of the Kinvaid Lozenge. 

The strain distribution in the lithologies of the individual lenses is very different (Figures 4.3 

& 4.15-16) and several discrete mylonite zones have formed (e.g. Figures 4.13 & 4.24). 

Evidence suggests that individual mylonite zones have formed at relatively the same time; 

after the intrusion of the granitoid rocks and at P-T conditions of the upper greenschist facies. 

4.2. Category II Mylonites 
The quartzofeldspathic-feldspathic mylonites of Category II outcrop as fault-bounded units 

juxtaposed to the east of Category I in four locations; extensively along the western margin of 

the Gorge Plateau Lozenge (Figure 4.2), as isolated slivers in the Duncan River Lozenge, as 

an isolated lens (Lens I) within the Kinvaid Lozenge sequence (Figure 4.14) and along the 

eastern margin of the Kinvaid Lozenge (Lens II). 

Lithology and Petrology 

The sequence of mylonites belonging to Category II, in contrast to Category I, is relatively 

uncomplicated (Figure 4.25). Original lithological units can be identified in the field, 

although the stratigraphic thickness has been greatly altered. For instance, basal and upper 

contacts are faulted, internal shearing, shattering and veining are widespread, foliation-plane 

slip movement is extensive and discontinuous foliation is frequently encountered. 

The sequence (Figure 4.25) broadly consists of mylonites which are thought to be derived 

from an original sequence of thin to thickly interbedded pale quartzofeldspathic greywackes 

and dark lithic greywackes (the latter are noticeably stained with limonite), with numerous 

finely laminated shales (Figure 4.26 :A). Pre-mylonitic grain-sizes within the greywackes 

range from sand to coarse pebbles. 

In addition, thin sequences of laminated mudstones and very fine sandstones/siltstones are 

also recognised and abruptly grade into the greywackes. Conglomerate horizons (Figure 4.26: 

B) form a conspicuous though minor component (Figure 4.25). 

Variations to the sequence against the Duncan River Lozenge (Figure 4.25) are slight, 

depending on the extent to which the mudstone was originally interlayered; mudstone 

horizons range from single laminae (less than 1 mm) to laminated sequences as much as 2 m 

thick. The sequence in Lens I of the Kinvaid Lozenge compares with the eastern extent of the 

mylonite zone against the Duncan River Lozenge (Figure 4.25). However, Lens II in the 

Kinvaid Lozenge represents a separate sequence which was principally made up of shales. 
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Figure 4.25: Horizontal transects through the mylonitic lenses of Category II in the Kinvaid Lozenge 
and the Gorge Plateau Lozenge showing along strike and cross-strike variations in lithologies, fault 
locations, metamorphic grade and strain distribution (creek sections located on Figure 4.14). 
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thick) are common at the base of this unit 

Interbedded grey, coarse ( 1-2 mm) greywacke 
(0U73686), darker grey and brown interlaminated 
sihstones (OU73688) and medium bluish-grey coarse 
(1-2 mm) greywacke. 

Interbedded dark grey, coarse (1-2 mm) greywacke, 
interlamin:lled siltstones, medium bluish grey 
greywacke, feldspathic sandstone and dark grey 
mudstone. 

NE 

NE 

NE 

NE 
400m 

Volcanogenic Lithic-Plagioclase-Epidote 
String~Bead to Layered Mylonite 
Interbedded Black Shales & Gmntllar 
Volcanogenic Greywacke (0U73689) 

Strained Conglomerate 
(OU7369 1} 

Quartzofeldspathic String~Beaded Mylonite 
Grant~lar, Very Coo.rse Greytt'tlcke 
Rattened pebbles and rotated plagioclase 
porphyrocla.sts (OU73692) 

Graphite-Mylonite & Quartzofeldspathic 
String-Beaded Mylonite 
Black Shales Interbedded with Coarse Sandstone 

Pale Grey Siltstone (0U73693) 

FB 

Phyllite 
Shale 
Thinly interbedded to interlaminated brown and black shales 
(laminated within <1 mm). interbedded with 5-6 em b'Tey beds 
Original sedimemmy layering in stiU preserved, therefore, they 
are low strain rocks (OU73694) 

Phyllite 
Grey shale 

Phyllite 
Well fo liated slaty <I mm finely laminated grey shale 
(0U7369S). Typicai\y weathers to a pale grey. 

Dark blue grey micaceous shale (OU73696) 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology ofthe Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 
Figure 4.26: (opposite page): A: Weakly foliated pale grey mylonites with interlayered dark grey, 
massive to fissile mylonites form continuous outcrops. (Gr: 21435, 56553). Width of view = 20m. B: 
Strained conglomerates (with pebbles up to 10 em in dimension) are typically resistant to faulting and 
shearing. Fractures are spaced every 3-20 em. (Gr: 21395, 56524). C: Interlayered quartzofeldspathic 
to graphite-rich mylonites are intensely fractured but foliation is preserved. Foliation planes are gouge
covered and slip is parallel to the foliation surfaces. (Gr: 21395, 56524). D: Graphite-rich mylonites 
are fissile and commonly exploited by gouge-rich shear zones. (Gr: 21396, 56524). 

Mylonites derived from the greywackes, sandstones and siltstones are intensely indurated, 

weakly foliated and commonly veined (Figure 4.26: A). In contrast, mylonites derived from 

the shale horizons are very fissile and frequently the sites of shearing (Figure 4.26: C & D). 

A strong lineation is defined, particularly in the coarse to granular greywackes, by rotated 

porphyroclasts of plagioclase and pebbles along with an incipient interlamination of finer ( ~ 1 

mm) strained lithic grains and clay smears. Conglomerates form massive unfaulted outcrops 

(Figure 4.26: B) and the strained clasts have a monoclinic shape symmetry (Figure 4.27). 

Figure 4.27: Strained conglomerate (0073680) with rotated and smeared out porphyroclasts of 
pebbles (composed of granite, trachyte, andesite, basalt, dolerite, and micro-diorite) which have 
my lonitised textures in thin section (e.g. Appendix 3: Plate A3 .2.1: G & H). 

In each of the lenses, strain is heterogeneous at outcrop but progressively increases east to 

west from protomylonites through to ultramylonites. In the lens against the eastern margin of 

the Duncan River Lozenge, the mylonites change abruptly eastwards to textural zone IIA-B 

schists (Figure 4.25). 

Petrography 

Petrography reveals that the dark lithic greywackes can be subdivided into (Table 4.15): (a) 

mylonites dominated by plagioclase clasts (Appendix 3: Plate A3 .2.1: B) with epidote 

restricted to the matrix; and (b) more argillaceous mylonites rich in porphyroclasts of epidote 

and volcanogenic lithic fragments (Appendix 3: Plate A3.2.1: A & C). The latter are 

restricted to the western part of the sequence in the Gorge Plateau Lozenge (Figure 4.25). 

The pale quartzofeldspathic greywackes differ primarily from the dark lithic greywackes in 

that porphyroclasts are restricted to plagioclase/quartz compositions. Epidote only occurs 

occasionally as rigid clasts and is absent from the matrix (Table 4.11 & Appendix 3: Plate 

A3.2.1 : D). 
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Bead to String
bead Fabric 

Bead Fabric 

String-bead to 
Layered Fabric 

Bead Fabric 

String-bead 
Fabric 

String-bead to 
Ribbon Fabric 

String-bead 
Fabric 

Plagioclase-epidote
chlorite-mucovite

titanite±rutile±hornblende 
also lithics 

Plagioclase-quartz-epidote
chlorite-muscovite-biotite

ilmenite-titanite±rutile 

Biotite-muscovite-epidote
plagioclase-titanite

sericite-actinolite 
±hornblende 

±clinopyroxene also 
lithics 

Plagioclase-sericite
muscovite-biotite-epidote 

( 1) Plagioclase-graphite
muscovite-epidote-quartz
ilmenite-titanite-chlorite. 

(2) Quartz-feldspar
idote 

Graphite-plagioclase
quartz-muscovite-biotite

actinolite-chlorite-epidote
opaques±calcite±pyrite 

Quartz-plagioclase
epidote-muscovite-biotite

chlorite-actinolite
hornblende-titanite-apatite

ilmenite 

Porphyroclasts (1-8 mm in grain
size) of plagioclase, volcanogenic 

lithics and epidote fragments. 
matrix 

Porphyroclasts (1.2-3 mm in 
grain-size) of plagioclase and 

quartz. Epidote matrix 

Porphyroclasts (2-4 mm in grain
size) of pyroxene and sericite; 
albite; epidote-lithics. Detrital 

hornblende. Biotite and 
muscovite-rich matrix. 

Porphyroclasts (1-2 mm in grain
size) of sub-equant to rounded 

lithics, plagioclase, epidote. 
Plagioclase matrix. 

Porphyroclasts (~ 1mm in grain
size) of quartz and plagioclase. 

Quartz-plagioclase matrix. 
Graphite-rich layers 

Graphite-rich 

Porphyroclasts (~1-2mm) of 
quartz, plagioclase, epidote, 
titanite and detrital, biotite, 

hornblende, apatite, ilmenite 

Table 4.15: Characteristics and likely protoliths of the interlayered mylonites within Category II (e.g. 
Figure 4.25). Planar shape fabrics are illustrated on Figure 4.22 & Appendix A3.2.1. Grain-size 
represents a minimal original value. 

The interlayered siltstones and shales take on their darker colouration due to the abundance of 

carbonaceous material (Table 4.11 & Figure 4.28). Rare horizons of mylonites rich in 

porphyroclasts of biotite and hornblende occur within the sequence (e.g. OU73660). 

In the conglomerates, pebble clasts are composed of granite, trachyte, andesite, basalt, 

dolerite, and micro-diorite. Pebble clasts are typically up to 10 em in length (Figure 4.27), 

highly strained and extensive recrystallisation is observed in thin section in both the matrix 

and the clast it anatomoses around (Appendix 3: Plate A3.12: G & H). 

A strong mylonitic fabric is developed in the lithologies of Category II as defined by beaded, 

string-beaded or layered fabrics depending on the amount of strain distributed between the 

constituent mineralogy (Figure 4.28 & Appendix A3.2.1). Thin section analysis reveals that 

grain-size variations are not just controlled by original lithology but are also in response to the 

extent of mylonitisation. Additionally, at higher strains, an increase in the component of 

metamorphic biotite accompanies a reduction in grain-size (Appendix 3: Plate A3.2.1: C). 
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Figure 4.28: A volcanogenic argillite (0073689) has a layered mylonitic fabric defined by biotite (bi) 
ribbons, very thin layers dominated by epidote ( ep) and layers dominated by recrystallised plagioclase 
(pl) ribbons. A string-bead fabric is defined by winged porphyroclasts of plagioclase, epidote and 
igneous lithics. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view 
3.2 mm. XPL. B: String-bead fabrics in mylonites derived from interlayered siltstones rich in graphite 
(bottom) and coarse quartzofeldspathic sandstone (top). (0073677) Section parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL 

Evidence of Deformation 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics Predating Mylonitisation 

The strain is very low in the rocks immediately to the east of the mylonite zones in the Gorge 

Plateau Lozenge. Sandstone-siltstones have preserved bedding planes 400 m east of the 

mylonite zone in the Twin Creek. Textural zone IIA-IIB phyllites slightly west of the 

sandstone-siltstone outcrops have a cleavage parallel to the foliation in the mylonites, 

suggesting it was imposed during the same deformation event, all be it at much lower strains. 

Therefore, the quartzofeldspathic lithologies did not have a tectonic fabric prior to 

my lonitisation 

The pre-mylonitic metamorphic assemblage is preserved in the textural zone IIA-IIB phyllites 

and is upper greenschist facies (metamorphic biotite is present) but the sandstone-siltstones 

directly to the east have a prehnite-pumpellyite facies assemblage. The latter precede 

greenschist facies rocks in the progressive metamorphic zonal scheme of metabasic rocks 

(Yardley, 1989), therefore, suggesting an abrupt increase in exhumation westwards. 

Metamorphic Conditions of Mylonitisation 

Mineralogy of the mylonitic samples indicates metamorphism has occurred under upper 

greenschist facies conditions revealed by the presence of biotite, epidote and actinolite. The 

abundance of each, particularly the biotite, increases in the higher strained mylonites. It is 

concluded that the exhumation of the nearby upper greenschists facies phyllites is concurrent 

with the exposure of the mylonite zones. 

4.2.1. Relationship of the Mylonites with the Recent Faults 

The strain is heterogeneous at outcrop and in thin section in the lithologies of Category II, but 

the strain increases macroscopically westwards in each of the lenses towards the recent 

second order faults which separate Category II from Category I mylonites (Figure 4.13 & 
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Epidote Mylonite l'olcanogenic f-'i!ry Coarw Sandstone A pale green (lOG 6>'2), mottled with )Cilow green and darker 
green, homogeneous, fine grained (<I mm) mylonite. The preferred orientation of opaques defines a weak foliation 
along with infrequent 1 mm plagiocla~c laminae. Additionally, noticeable weathered pyrite cubes ( 1 mm in grnin--;ize) 
arc dispersed rhroughouuOC7370l ). 
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Penetrative 
Strain: 

Ultramylonite 

Mylonite 

Protomylonite 

Fabric: 

Lithology: 
Tremolite ;vtylonitc 

J{Jicmwgeuic Stmtlstone 

NE 

DMOB 

lnterlaminated < 1 mm 

Well foliated, attenuated laminae 
of plagioclase with sheath folds 

Massive, very fine-grained 
homogeneous 

Mylonite 
Protolith Type 

Sample number 

No exposure 

Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt 

Scale: 

100m 

Nan·ow columns represent the 
metamorphic grade (colour fill) 

& the penetrative strain 
(pattern fill) 

Recent Fault Traces: 

111111111111111111111111111111111 First order fault 
F Fault 

Second order fault 

Figure 4.29: Horizontal transect indicating the mylonite lithologies through the sequence of Category 

III against the DMOB at Granite Creek (Gr: 21435, 56528). 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

4.24). The eastern margin of the mylonite zone sharply tmncates the host rocks which were 

low strain phy Hites and had only been slightly texturally reconstituted by burial 

metamorphism prior to faulting. Signs of an overprinting dynamic metamorphism indicate it 
was concomitant with the mylonitisation event. The isotects defined by the zones of 

protomylonites, mylonites and ultramylonites in each of the lenses follows the trend of the 

bounding faults and the mylonite zones of Category I (Figures 4.13 & 4.24). 

4.3. Category III Mylonites 
The mylonites of Category III outcrop along the eastern margin of the Gorge Plateau Lozenge 

in fault contact with the DMOB (Figure 4.1) and extend at least 1.5 km to the west. 

Lithology and Petrology 

The Category III mylonites form resistant exposures which produce waterfalls. The 

lithologies immediately west of the DMOB consist ofthickly interlayered green volcanogenic 

schistose mylonites (Figure 4.29), distinguishable on the basis of their relative uniformity in 

outcrop, and the presence of prominent mylonitic white, plagioclase laminae (Figure 4.30: A). 

The laminae are commonly attenuated, sheath folded, crenulated and sheared, and form a 

strong rodding lineation on schistose foliation s~rfaces. Variability occurs in the degree of 

development of the mylonitic foliation and in the intensity and regularity of the white laminae 

(Figure 4.31 ). 

The lithologies 1.5 km to the west of the DMOB (at Gr: 214401, 565400) are markedly 

different as they are characterised by highly strained epidote clasts (2-3 em in grain-size) 

(Figure 4.30: B). 

Figure 4.30: A: Abundant plagioclase laminae, rootless folds and sheath folds in a hand specimen. 
(OU73699). B: Hand specimen of a strongly foliated epidote mylonite (OU73702). Attenuated epidote 
intraclasts define rotated porphyroclasts and a mylonitic foliation. 

Petrography 

The mylonites extending 500 m west of the DMOB have basic mineral assemblages 

predominantly of epidote and plagioclase ± tremolite (Table 4.16). Mineral reconstitution is 

virtually complete but the frequency of varyingly sized, rounded epidote porphyroclasts 

(Figure 4.31: A), and the lack of relict igneous textures or individual prismatic crystals, along 

with the occasionally highly-strained devitrified clast (Figure 4.32: B), suggests these were 

derived from basic to andesitic volcanogenic sandstones/siltstones rather than volcanic or 

plutonic rocks. 
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Mylonitic Fabric Assemblage Diagnostic Petrography Protolith 

Well-foliated mylonite, of aligned 
Tremolite-

Frequent porphyroclasts 
acicular tremolite intercalated with 

plagioclase-
of plagioclase (0.3 mm) 

ribbon plagioclase crystals, which and scattered epidote 
deflect around interspersed winged 

epidote-
(0.1 mm) 

recrystallised plagioclase 
muscovite 

Rod-shaped muscovite 

E Colour banded mylonite, strongly 
Vl segregated as reflected by ·~ Frequent porphyroclasts 
E alternating recrystallised to 

Plagioclase- of plagioclase (0.7 mm) 0 granoblastic plagioclase laminae Vl 

chlorite-tremolite- and epidote (0.3 mm) «! - (abundant in sheath folds and <l.l 

::B strung-out lenses), chlorite horizons, 
epidote- Relict stretched 

I devitrified tuff clasts 0/} tremolite needles and horizons ::B 
dominated by epidote 

Featureless mylonites. 
Epidote-

Epidote-rich, numerous 
Non-segregated, mottled in epidote 

plagioclase-
euhedral to rounded 

but opaque minerals are weakly 
tremolite-titanite-

epidote porphyroclasts 
orientated 

opaques-
(1.38-2 mm) 

Poorly foliated mylonite. Detrital hornblende, 
<l.l Weakly segregated domains of scattered porphyroclasts 0/} 

Plagioclase-Fe-«! 
::;:; recrystallised plagioclase, chlorite, 

chlorite-epidote-
of epidote (0.17 mm) 

E fuchsite and epidote and contains (pseudomorphs of <l.l ferroactino I ite Vl 

boudinaged ferro-actinolite and a volcanic grains and Vl 

<t: 
. S! few porphyroclasts of hornblende . plagioclase (0.3 mm) 
..<:: 
e- Strongly foliated with attenuated or 

Epidote-
0 plagioclase-Fe-§ rotated porphyroclasts of epidote Abundant epidote - chlorite-<l.l and segregated plagioclase and intraclasts ( <2 em) ::B actinolite-

epidote laminae 
muscovite-calcite 

Table 4.16: Characteristics and likely protoliths of the mylonites derived from the Category III (e.g. 
Figure 4.30). Planar shape fabrics are illustrated on Figures 4.29-4.31 & Appendix 3: Plate A3.3.1. 
Grain-size represents a minimal original value. 

Figure 4.31: A: Non-segregated epidote-rich mylonite with numerous rounded epidote 
porphyroclasts. Opaque (o) minerals and pyrite cubes (not shown) are numerous (OU73701). Section 
randomly cut. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: Strongly segregated with alternating subgrain to 
granoblastic plagioclase laminae; chlorite (ch) horizons containing epidote fragments, tremolite (tr) 
needles and recrystallised porphyroclasts of plagioclase (pi) (0. 7 mm) and epidote ( ep) (0.3 mm). Dark 
layers equal highly strained relict devitrified tuff (t) clasts. (OU73700). Section parallel to the 
stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

At a distance of 1 km from the margin of the DMOB the mylonite lithologies are equivalent 

but tremolite is less extensive in the matrix (Appendix 3: Plate A3.3.1: E & F). Epidote forms 

continuous but folded laminae in addition to scattered porphyroclasts (Appendix 3: Plate 

A3.3.1: D). 

The mylonites 1.5 km to the west are strongly foliated (Figure 4.30: B) and composed of 

segregated granoblastic plagioclase and epidote (Appendix 3: Plate A.3.3.1: G). Epidote is far 

more extensive than in the mylonites at the DMOB margin and this is interpreted to indicate a 

different protolith type i.e. it was originally rich in epidote clasts or material which readily 

altered to monomineralic epidote. The highly strained epidote clasts evident at hand 

specimen scale (Figure 4.30: B) may represent what were once coarse pebbles. 

Evidence of Deformation 

Metamorphic and Tectonic Fabrics Predating Mylonitisation 

Rare porphyroclasts exist which have not been subjected to internal dynamic recrystallisation. 

For example, euhedral-shaped porphyroclasts contain coarse-grained rosettes of epidote. The 

epidote is thought to represent a metamorphic reconstitution of sand grains or detrital mafic 

minerals prior to mylonitisation (in contrast to epidote formed during mylonitisation which is 

typically anhedral and fine-grained). Epidote is stable over a wide range of temperatures 

(Yardley, 1989) but there is no record of relict index minerals suggestive of high metamorphic 

grades (e.g. amphibolite facies) and hence the reconstitution probably occurred under 

greenschist facies conditions. 

Metamorphic Conditions of Mylonitisation 

Tremolite in metabasic rocks is an index mineral of the upper greenschist facies (Yardley, 

1989), indicative of the conditions for mylonitisation. Therefore, the non-mylonitic rocks 

were of a metamorphic grade lower than or equivalent to the grade of the mylonite 

assemblage. 

The abundance of Mg-tremolite increases eastwards towards the fault margin with the 

DMOB. The samples at a distance from the fault contain Fe-rich actinolite (which is an 

expected greenschist facies alteration of metabasic rocks of mafic to andesitic composition). 

It is interpreted that the tremolite is a result of Mg-metasomatism and fault-related fluid flow. 

Mg-metasomatism related to Cenozoic deformation was recorded along the eastern edge of 

the fault zone separating the DMOB and the Cascade Wedge (e.g. Chapter 3). 

4.3.1. Relationship of the Mylonites with the Recent Faults 

Strain is relatively homogeneously distributed throughout the Category III mylonites. The 

northeasterly strike of the recent faults parallels the strike of the mylonitic foliation. Second 

order faults (Figures 4.1: A & 4.29) generally occur at the contacts between massive poorly 

foliated mylonites and strongly foliated mylonites rich in laminae of plagioclase (Figure 

4.30). 
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4.4. The Mylonites of the Jackson River Wedge 
The Jackson River Wedge is much narrower than the Cascade Wedge (Chapter 2: Figures 2.1 

& 2.2) but contains numerous fault-bounded lenses and is highly dissected by recent fault 

traces (Figure 4.33). The Jackson River Wedge is dominated by very high-strain 

ultramylonitic rocks but the strain is slightly lower along the eastern (-200m wide) margin. 

Lithology, Petrology and Petrography 

In contrast to the heterogeneous deformation throughout the Kinvaid and Duncan River 

Lozenges, the lithologies of the Jackson River Wedge (particularly in the northern end at the 

"Ailsa Falls" region) (Figure 4.32) are thoroughly homogenised by extensive mylonitisation. 

The mylonites exhibit very planar fabrics and the modal mineralogy is greatly modified by 

what were once crosscutting veins (which have subsequently been recrystallised subparallel to 

the overall mylonitic fabric) (Figure 4.33: A). Consequently, protolith determination is very 

difficult but petrographical studies indicate that correlatives of the Cascade Wedge are present 

(e.g. Appendix A3.4.1). 

Very basic protoliths are consistent with mafic intrusives, layered mafic sequences and basic 

to andesitic volcanics and the mylonite sequences (Figure 4.34) from the southern end of the 

Jackson River Wedge correlate well with the metabasic lithologies in the Kinvaid Lozenge 

(Appendix A3.4.1). However, additional metabasic lithologies which were not recorded in 

the Cascade Wedge are present along the eastern edge of the Jackson River Wedge (Figure 

4.32). These include basic sandstones and siltstones (e.g. OU73730), and olivine gabbros 

(Figure 4.33: A & B). Mylonites with intermediate composition (e.g. OU73743) correlate 

with the diorites in Alpine Fault Lens of the Duncan River Lozenge. 

In addition, correlatives of the quartzofeldspathic mylonites of Category II (Figure 4.33: C) 

occur within isolated fault slivers (Figure 4.32). Conglomerate horizons occur sporadically 

and are strained to the extent that clasts are almost indistinguishable from the matrix 

mineralogy (Figure 4.33: D). 

The distinctive brown amphibolite facies lithologies of the Alpine Fault Lens (the epidote

amphibolite and biotite-schist ultramylonites) of the Duncan River Lozenge, however, along 

with the melanocratic to leucocratic granodiorites and granites of the Dun Lens in the Kinvaid 

Lozenge, are absent. Moreover, the Jackson River area is devoid of the mylonites of 

Category III. It is probable that recent faulting in the Cascade Region has resulted in the 

omission of these lithologies. 

Metamorphism 

The metamorphic histories of the mylonites are the same as recorded in the lithologies in the 

Cascade Wedge, although, the upper greenschist facies metamorphism accompanying the 

mylonitisation is far more extensive and hornblende is rarely preserved. 
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Figure 4.32: Distribution of Category I and II mylonites in the "Ailsa Falls" region of the Jackson River Wedge and possible proto lith types. (Inset shows the location 
of the "Ailsa Falls" region relative to the the Cascade Wedge and the Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt (DMOB)). 
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Figure 4.33 A: Folded mylonitic calc-silicate veins within a very fine-grained epidote-rich mylonite 
derived from a volcanogenic sandstone/siltstone. (0073719). Randomly cut section. Width of view= 
3.2 mm. XPL. B: Epidote-rich mylonite derived from an olivine gabbro. Euhedral epidote 
pseudomorphs of olivine form numerous porphyroclasts characterised by rosette texture in-fills. 
(0073732). Randomly cut section. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. C: A shear-folded 
quartzofeldspathic ultramylonite (0073733) of Category II derived from interbedded sandstone and 
siltstones (dark layers). The mylonite is a high-strain equivalent of 0073689 from Lens II of the 
Kinvaid Lozenge. Width of view = 15 em. D: An ultramylonite derived from a conglomerate. The 
plagioclase-dominated horizon (centre of the sample) is a relic strained pebble. Dark layers were once 
siltstone clasts which have been strained to produce a planar fabric. (0073734). Width ofview=S em. 

4.5. Geochemistry of the Mylonites of the Cascade Wedge and Jackson 
River Wedge 

In the previous sections, the interpretations of the mylonite protoliths in the Cascade Wedge 

and Jackson River Wedge have been based on detailed petrographical analysis. Bulk rock 

geochemistry was acquired to add weight to the author' s conclusions on likely protolith types 

but it is not intended to present an in-depth analysis of the mylonite geochemistry. 

It is important to keep in mind the potential for the disruption of chemical signatures by 

metasomatism and element mobility (particularly alkali elements) during metamorphism and 

mylonitisation (e.g. Beach, 1976; Simpson & Wintsch, 1989; Dipple et al., 1990). A detailed 

investigation would be required to determine the extent of element mobility but the validity 

of such a study requires first the geochemical knowledge of the unaltered protolith. The 

purpose of this study was to correlate the mylonites with an unaltered protolith which can 

then be used in future studies to analyse the geochemical evolution involved in the 

progression from host rocks to fault rocks. 
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Figure 4.34: Horizontal transects through the mylonite sequence at the southern end of the Jackson 
River Wedge (the creeks are located at Gr: 21517, 56634) indicating the similarity in the mylonite 
lithologies and possible protolith types with Category 1 mylonites in the Cascade Wedge. 
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Figure 4.35: Total alkalis-silica diagram (Cox et a!., 1979; Wilson, 1989) displaying the Category I 
mylonites with inferred igneous parentage from the Cascade Wedge. 
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Figure 4.36: Total alkalis-silica diagram (Cox et a!., 1979; Wilson, 1989) displaying the Category I 
mylonites with inferred igneous parentage from the Jackson River Wedge. Potential volcanogenic 
sedimentary derivatives from the Jackson River Wedge are plotted for comparison and are relatively 
enriched in silica and mostly of andesitic signature. 
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Representative lithologies from each of the categories were analysed geochemically using X

Ray fluorescence analysis and data are presented in Appendix 4. Suitable samples were 

limited due to the extent of fault brecciation and veining. Sampling was additionally focused 

on those mylonites with more an1biguous protolith types. Immobile trace elements (Pearce, 

1983) were used, where possible, to compare with major element data. A summary of the 

data gathered from the bulk rock geochemistry is presented below and demonstrates broad 

agreement with the protolith types deciphered petrographically. 

Mylonites Determined Petrographically to be Derived from Igneous Protoliths 

Petrographical analysis suggests that the majority of the mylonites contained within Category 

I have an igneous affinity. The total alkalis-silica diagram (Cox et al., 1979; Le Maitre et al., 

1989) was used to classifY the potential volcanic and plutonic rocks (after the adaptation of 

Wilson, 1989). Results for the mylonites in the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

are presented on Figure 4.35 & 4.35, respectively. 

The mylonites of inferred igneous parentage in the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River 

Wedge display a similar geochemical pattern (Figures 4.35 & 4.36). The ultran1ylonites 

infen-ed to be derived from basic plutonic rocks plot within the gabbro/basalt field and two 

samples fall into the ultrabasic segment of the diagran1. Slightly more evolved basic rocks, 

plotting in the basaltic-andesites field, are only recorded geochemically in the Jackson River 

Wedge but their restriction is most likely a sampling bias as they were petrographically 

determined to be present in the Kinvaid Lozenge of the Cascade Wedge (e.g. Table 4.9). The 

mylonites reasoned (e.g. from field relations) to have intruded the basic rocks are more 

intermediate in signature and plot in the dioritic field. A representative of a mylonite with an 

infen-ed volcanic derivation (OU73566), from the Upper Duncan Lens in the Duncan River 

Lozenge, has a comparatively silica-rich signature and plots in the dacite field. In both the 

Cascade and the Jackson River Wedge, Category I mylonites lie in the sub-alkaline field. 

Only one sample (OU73746) from the Jackson River Wedge (petrographically determined to 

be an olivine gabbro) falls into the alkaline field . 

. Trace elements can be used to discriminate between volcanic-arc tholeiites, MORB and alkali 

basalts. Variations in the concentrations ofV, relative to Ti, act as a measure of crystallisation 

process and oxygen activity in magma which can be linked to the environment of eruption 

(Shervais, 1982). Ti and V are very immobile under conditions of hydrothermal alteration and 

at intermediate-to-high grades of metamorphism (Rollinson, 1993) and, therefore, are 

appropriate to analyse the basic mylonites of Category I. Data mainly plot in the calc-alkaline 

and the MORBI back-arc basin basalt fields (Figure 4.37) although two samples plot 

exclusively in the arc tholeiite field. On the Ti-V discrimination diagram the olivine gabbro 

plots exclusively in the MORBI back-arc field. Element mobility and alkalis enrichment has 

probably occurred in the mylonite derived from the olivine gabbro (e.g. Figure 4.36) which 

has been recorded by the major element analysis. 
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Figure 4.37: Projection ofthe mafic mylonites of Category I onto the Ti-V discrimination diagram for 
basalts (compiled from Shervais, 1982). Data are confined to Ti/V ratios < 50 and plot mostly in the 
MORB (mid-oceanic ridge basalt) and BAB (back-arc basin basalt) and calc-alkaline basalt fields. 
Two data points plot near a chondritic trend (Ti/V = 10) falling exclusively into the arc tholeiite field 
(Open squares= mylonites interpreted to be derived from diorites). 
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Mylonites Determined Petrographically to be Derived from Sedimentary Protoliths 

A tectonic provenance discrimination diagram (Roser & Korsch, 1986) is compiled to 

discriminate geochemically between the mylonites in Categories I, II and III, petrographically 

determined to be derived from sedimentary rocks (Figure 4.38). Mylonites with potential 

igneous parentage are also included on the plots for comparison. The chemistry reflected by 

the discriminant fields on the classification plot indicates that the mylonites in Category I plot 

mostly in the mafic field, with some straddling the intermediate field, and have a basaltic to 

andesitic volcanogenic signature (also noted on Figure 4.36). Category III plot within the 
mafic igneous field, whereas Category II mylonites plot within the intermediate igneous 

provenance field. The exceptions in Category II are two samples (OU73669 & OU73661) 

which plot within the mafic igneous field; the samples were petrographically determined to be 

rich in volcanogenic lithic fragments. 

The log K20/Naz0 versus Si02 (%)discrimination diagram of Roser & Korsch (1986) can be 
used to determine tectonic settings for sandstone-mudstone suites (Figure 4.39). All data are 

plotted and suggest that presumed sedimentary protoliths were formed in an island-arc 

tectonic setting. Category II mylonite data plot closer to the divide separating the Active 

Continental Margin field. 
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Figure 4.39: An island-arc signature is indicated for the Category I-III mylonites on a logK20/Na20 
versus Si02 (%)tectonic discrimination plot for sandstones mudstone suites. Analysis recalculated to 
100% volatile free. Fields after Roser and Korsch ( 1986). 
Figure 4.38 (opposite page): Tectonic provenance discriminant function plot. The mylonites infened 
to be derived from layered mafic to ultramafic rocks and gabbroic bodies or dykes/sills of Category I 
and the volcanogenic sediments of Category III have a basic signature. The chemical signature of the 
two samples of Category III within the lower half of the quartzose mature continental field has been 
disrupted by metasomatism; these samples correspond to the Mg-enriched tremolite metasomites (e.g. 
OU73699 & 73703). The mylonites derived from the diorites and granodiorites and Category II 
greywacke-siltstones plot in the intermediate igneous field. Fields after Roser and Korsch (1988). 
Sample scores are calculated from anhydrous normalised data. Discriminant function coefficients: F1 
= -1.773 Ti02 +0.607 Ah03 + 0.76 Fe20 3T -1.5 MgO + 0.616 CaO + 0.509 Na20 -1.224 K20- 9.090. 
F2 = 0.445 ThO +0.070 Ah03- 0.250 Fe20 3 T- 1.142 MgO + 0.438 CaO + 1.4 75 Na20 + 1.426 K20 -
6.681. Letters B, A, D, R, RH and G mark the average compositions of basalt, andesite, dacite, 
rhyodacite, rhyolite and granite respectively (from Le Maitre, 1976). Dashed line represents the 
normal cut off point of the discriminant function plot. 
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Trace elements can also be used to discriminate between the tectonic settings of sedimentary 

rocks. The immobile element (Pearce, 1983) Sc is more abundant in basic rocks but the 

opposite is true for Th (Cullers el al. , 1988) which therefore, allows for a distinction to be 

made between a felsic and mafic source (Figure 4.40). The data largely agree with the major 

element data in Figure 4.39 but they classify Category II mylonites into a continental island

arc field. 

Th 

~ Category I diorite-granodiorite plutonics 

~ Category I volcanogenic metasediments 

• Category I mafic plutonics 

~ Category II greywackes 

• Category Ill volcanogenic metasediments 

Figure 4.40: Sedimentary protoliths from Category I, II and III are projected on to Th-Sc-Zr/10 
tectonic discrimination diagram for greywackes (after Bhatia & Crook, 1986). Plutonic derivatives are 
plotted for comparison. The fields are: A = oceanic island-arc; B = continental island-arc; C = active 
continental margin; D =passive margin. 

Therefore, the mylonites derived from volcanogenic sandstone/siltstone belonging to 

Category I and III have a basaltic signature but are not geochemically distinguishable whereas 

the mylonites derived from greywackes in Category II have a strong andesitic signature. 

4.6. Terrane Correlation 
Distinctive sets of rock types are contained within the different mylonite categories of the 

Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge (Table 4.17). The objective of determining the 

protoliths of the mylonites was to establish if they were allochthonous masses (related to far

travelled terranes of the South Island of New Zealand (e.g. Chapter 1: Figure 1.3) or 

potentially terranes exotic to the established geology of the South Island ofNew Zealand), or 

if there was a correlation between the mylonites and the lithologies of the terranes which 

locally converge onto the Alpine fault (e.g. Chapter 1: Figure 1.4). The latter is the logical 

place to look for correlation and the formations of the Brook Street Terrane, Murihiku Terrane 

and the Maitai Group crop out on the Gorge Plateau, just to the south of the Cascade Wedge 

(Figure 4.41 & Table 4.18-4.20). 
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CATEGORY I 

Biotite-schists, metabasic to feldspathic 
Upper Greenschist Texturally Upper Greenschist 

to Amphibolite 
psammites and an epidote-amphibolite Facies 

Reconstituted Facies 

Quartz-diorites, diorite, granodiorite, 
Equal to or Lower Absent. Igneous Upper Greenschist 

granite 
than Upper Crystalline 

Facies 
Greenschist Facies Texture 

Layered mafic to ultramafic rocks, bodies Upper Greenschist Absent. Igneous 
Upper Greenschist 

of gabbros and anorthosites and dykes/sills to Amphibolite Crystalline 
Facies 

from to dolerites Facies Texture 

Mafic to dacitic volcanics and 
Upper Greenschist No Evidence 

Upper Greenschist 
subordinate volcaniclastic rocks. 

to Amphibolite Sedimentary Facies 
Facies /Volcanic Texture 

Leucocratic granodiorite to melanocratic 
Equal to or Lower Absent. Igneous 

Upper Greenschist 
than Upper Crystalline 

granodiorite-granite 
Greenschist Facies Texture 

Facies 

Equal to or Lower 
Upper Greenschist 

Mesocratic granodiorites to granites than Upper No Evidence 
Facies 

Greenschist Facies 
Basaltic to andesitic Upper Greenschist Upper Greenschist 

sediments. Oli · Facies 
No evidence 

Facies 

CATEGORY II 

Interbedded quartzofeldspathic 
Sub greenschist Absent. Burial 

mylonites derived from pebbly 
to Upper Metamorphism- Upper Greenschist sandstone, siltstone and shales with 

minor conglomerates and subordinate 
Greenschist Textural zone Facies 

volcanogenic horizons 
Facies* llA-llB 

CATEGORY III 

Uniform set of basic to intermediate Lower Greenschist Upper Greenschist 
mylonites derived from volcanogenic to Upper No Evidence Facies. 

sandstones and siltstones Greenschist Facies Mg-Metasomatism 

Table 4.17: The protoliths and the pre-mylonitic metamorphic and tectonic history for the three 
categories of mylonites within Cascade Wedge and Jackson River Wedge. (*Depending on the relative 
position vertically within the crust prior to exhumation) (jlntrusive =rocks at the tail of the arrow are 
intrusive into the rocks at the head of the arrow). 
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! 
I 

Geology of Gorge Plateau: 

Plato Terrane 
MacKay Intrusives 
(Mid Permian) 

Largs Terrane 
(Jurassic-Cretaceous) 

Barrier Formation 
(Jurassic) 

Little Ben Sandstone (Lb) 
Greville Formation (G) 
Waiuai Formation (W) 
Stephens Formation (S) 
(Permian) 

-volcanogenic marine,conglomerate, sandstones,siltstones, 
volcanics and diorite 

Basaltic-Andesitic Provenance 

-rhyodacitic flow or tuff 
Andesitic-Dacitic Provenance 

-feldspathic lithic arenites, carbonaceous siltstones and 

conglomerate Andesitic-Felsic Provenance 

-volcanogenic greywackes,slates,conglomerate,argillite 

Basaltic-Andesitic Provenance 

Mylonite, cataclasite and gouge etc. Lithological contact 

Fault contact u Recent Fault U = relative side up 
D = relative side down 

Figure 4.41: The established geology of the Gorge Plateau as mapped prior to this thesis (compiled 
after Landis, (1969), MacDonell (1982) and Sutherland (1995a)). It indicates the fault-bounded 
location of the Brook Street Tenane, Murihiku Tenane, Maitai Group, Livingstone Group and Dun 
Mountain Ophiolite. The Alpine fault was proposed to truncate the tenanes. Several faults cut the 
Maitai Group subparallel to the trend of the Alpine fault. The location of the faults coincides with the 
boundaries of the Maitai Group formations (Landis, 1969). Sutherland (1995a) established that some 
of these faults had been recently active. MacDonell (1982) established recently active faults in the 
Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt. Mylonites had not previously been documented, other than in a nanow 
zone along the Alpine fault. 
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Greville Waiuai Stephens Little Ben Sandstone Howden 
Formation Formation Formation Formation 

Fine green sandstone, Red purple Finely interbedded Massive unfossiliferous Limestone 
siltstone and argillite. laminated red and green green sandstones 

Laminated grey argillite, red and sandstones and rich in detrital hornblende. 
siltstones and green green laminated purple and grey Rare conglomerate and 

siltstones with siltstone and laminated siltstones tuff. Clasts in pebbly 
epidote interclasts. sandstones sandstone are flattened and 

rocks strongly foliated to 
the west. 

Table 4.18: Rocks of the Maitai Group which crop out on Gorge Plateau (after Landis, 1975; 
MacDonell, 1982 and Sutherland, 1995a) 

Abundant moderately coarse sandstone 
and greywacke. Silty lignitic, mudstone 
and conglomerate beds not uncommon. 

Heavy mineral suite dominated by biotite 
and hornblende. 

Table 4.19: Rocks of the Murihiku Terrane which crop out on Gorge Plateau (after Landis, 1975; 
MacDonell, 1982 and Sutherland, 1995a) 

rhyodacitic body; 
possibly a flow or 

tuff 

Fine-grained acidic and basic 
volcanics and porphyritic, 

amygdaloidal flows. Basaltic 
intrusives. Volcanogenic 

coarse sandstones, siltstones, 
tuffs and breccias. Rare 

marble. 

coarse-grained diorite 

Table 4.20: Rocks of the Brook Street Terrane which crop out on Gorge Plateau (after MacDonell, 
1982) 

The geochemical provenance signatures of the Brook Street Terrane, Murihiku Terrane and 

the Maitai Group are illustrated on the discriminant function plot (Figure 4.42) of Roser & 

Korsch (1988). Bulk rock geochemistry for the mylonites from each of the categories within 

the Jackson River and Cascade Wedges (e.g. Figure 4.38) are projected onto the plot for 

comparison. Element mobility during deformation makes geochemical comparisons 

ambiguous and the use of trace elements would be preferable over major elements but 

unfortunately there is not an adequate database of the former to utilise for comparative 

analysis. 

4.6.1. Correlation with the Rocks on the Gorge Plateau 

The combination of rock types (Table 4.17 c.f Tables 4.18-20) and the geochemistry of the 

lithologies (Figure 4.42) in the Cascade and Jackson River wedges allows comparison to be 

readily made between the mylonites and the rocks types on the Gorge Plateau. 
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Figure 4.42: Tectonic provenance discriminant function plot distinguishes the affinities of sandstone
mudstone suites within the terranes of New Zealand. Projection of major element data gathered by 
various authors from the sandstones of the lower Maitai Group (Owen, 1995), the volcanic rocks of 
Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt (Davis et al., 1980; Sinton, 1975), the volcanics of the Brook Street 
Terrane including the Takitimu Group (Houghton, 1985), Plato Terrane and the Brook Street 
Volcanics (Sivell & Rankin, 1983), and the data gathered during this project. The inset figure outlines 
the fields calculated by Roser & Korsch, ( 1988) for the sandstone-mudstone suites of the Maitai, 
Group, Caples Group, Torlesse Terrane and Greenland Group. The fields of the Murihiku Terrane 
(crosses) are after Roser et al. (2002). Discriminant function coefficients: F1 = -1.773 Ti02 +0.607 
A)z03 + 0.76 Fe20 3T -1.5 MgO + 0.616 CaO + 0.509 Na20 -1.224 K20- 9.090. F2 = 0.445 Ti20 
+0.070 A)z03 - 0.250 Fe20 3T- 1.142 MgO + 0.438 CaO + 1.475 Na20 + 1.425 K20 -6.681. Letters B, 
A, D, R, RH and G mark the average compositions of basalt, andesite, dacite, rhyodacite, rhyolite and 
gyanite respectively (from Le Maitre, 1976). Dashed line represents the normal cut off point of the 
discriminant function plot. 
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Category III 

Category III mylonites geochemically correlate with the Brook Street Terrane and the Maitai 

Group (e.g. Figure 4.42) but the petrographical interpretations (e.g. Table 4.16) of the 

mylonite rock types (i.e. they are derived exclusively from basaltic to andesitic volcanogenic 

metasedimentary rocks) suggest greater affinity to the Maitai Group. The Little Ben 

Sandstone of the Maitai Group (Table 4.18) on Gorge Plateau can be extrapolated into the 

location of the mylonites which crop out against the DMOB (Figure 4.1 c.f Figure 4.41 ). The 

petrography of the Little Ben Sandstone correlates with that of the mylonites. Landis (1980) 

states the monomineralic replacement of volcanogenic clasts with chlorite or Ca-Al silicate 

minerals is common in the Little Ben Sandstone Formation and metasomatic modification of 

the bulk rocks can be significant resulting in epidote group minerals comprising most of the 

rock. Epidote and actinolite are widespread in the higher grade Little Ben Sandstone 

derivatives on the northern end of Gorge Plateau (Landis, 1969, 1980). The abundance of 

strained epidote intraclasts (Figure 4.30: B) and the location of the mylonites 1.5 km west of 

the DMOB allows for correlation with the Greville Formation (Table 4.18 & Figure 4.41) of 

the Maitai Group. 

Category II 

Category II mylonites correlate geochemically with the Murihiku Terrane (Figure 4.42). 

Roser et al. (2002) demonstrated that a change in the source-rock composition in the arc

flanked volcaniclastic sedimentation in the Murihiku Terrane transpired between the Late 

Permian and the Jurassic. The sediments changed from an immature (basaltic andesitic to 

andesitic) oceanic Aleutian-type arc margin to a more evolved felsic continental island-arc 

character. The geochemical signature (Figure 4.40) of the Category II mylonites indicates a 

continental island-arc source for the sediments. Additionally, it has been established (Roser et 

al. 2002 and reference therein) that granitoid cobbles are a conspicuous component of 

conglomerates younger than Middle Triassic. The strained conglomerate horizons (e.g. 

Figure 4.27) contain such clasts. The previous facts and the presence of quartzofeldspathic 

and graphite-rich mylonites (Table 4.17) specifically correlate Category II mylonites with the 

Jurassic Barrier Formation (Table 4.19 & Figure 4.42) on the Gorge Plateau. 

Category I 

While the metabasic mylonites of Category I geochemically match the Maitai Group (Figure 

4.42), the diverse sequence of lithologies (Table 4.17), determined from petrographical 

analysis, does not. However, the lithologies do not match the rock types of the Brook Street 

Terrane on the Gorge Plateau. Numerous amygdaloidal basalt flows and coarse volcanogenic 

sandstone and breccias (Table 4.20) crop out on Gorge Plateau (MacDonell, 1982) and fine 

porphyritic augite basalts, pebbly volcanogenic sandstone, siltstones and tuff are exposed in 

the Jerry River. MacDonell (1982) correlated the lithologies of the Gorge Plateau area to the 

Plato Terrane of the Brook Street Terrane (Table 4.21). I correlate the lithologies of the Gorge 

Plateau area more specifically with the Mantle Volcanics Formation (as named in the 

Skippers Range by Nauman (1971) and established by Ballard (1989) to be the same as the 
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Figure 4.43: Whole rock major element vanatwn diagrams comparing data collected by Ballard 
(1989) for volcanic rocks and volcanogenic sediments of the Mantle Volcanics Formation (a.k.a. the 
Gondor Formation) with the metabasic mylonites of Category I and III. The ratio of MgO in Category 
III increases towards the faulted-margin with the DMOB. 
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Gondor Formation of Williams (1975)). The Mantle Volcanics Formation is characterised by 

the prolific (up to 30% of the formation) clinopyroxene-rich olivine basalts and thick 

continuous sequences of very coarse breccias and tuffaceous sandstones. Petrographical 

analysis deciphered that the sequence of Category I mylonites (e.g. Table 4.17) did not 

include the distinguishable lithologies of the Mantle Volcanics Formation. 

Whole rock major element variation diagrams (Figure 4.43) demonstrate the comparison 

between the data acquired during this thesis and the fields defined by Ballard (1989) for the 

intrusive and sedimentary rocks of the Mantle Volcanics Formation. The diagrams illustrate 

that, although most of the mylonites from Category I, intrusives and sediment derivatives 

alike, overlap considerably with the pre-defined fields, the percentage of MgO is significantly 

less ( < 7% MgO). This could imply that the magmas or the sedimentary source have a more 

evolved signature. The low MgO value for the Category I mylonites also fits in well with the 

observation that derivatives of olivine-bearing ankaramite lithologies are absent. Category III 

mylonites in contrast broadly correlate with the volcanogenic sediments of the Mantle 

Volcanics Formation (see also Figure 4.46) and indeed the Maitai Group volcanogenic 

sediments are thought to be derived from erosion of the Brook Street Terrane (e.g. Landis, 

1974). Additionally, the variation diagram records an increase in the percentage of MgO 

towards the interpreted region of metasomatic alteration (the actinolite on Gorge Plateau 

(Landis, 1969, 1980) is replaced by tremolite) along the faulted-margin with the DMOB. 

In addition, the mylonites are plotted on a Si02: K20 diagram to compare with Ballard's 

(1989) data for the intrusive rocks from the Mantle Volcanics Formation (Figure 4.44). The 

mylonites plot transitional to the low-K-calc-alkaline suite (low-K tholeiite field) and the 

calc-alkaline suite (basalts to basaltic andesite fields) in comparison to the Mantle Volcanics 

Series which plot between the low-K-calc-alkaline and shoshonitic series (Ballard, 1989). 

However, K is fairly mobile during metamorphism (e.g. Dipple et al., 1990) and the relative 

depletion in the mylonites may represent a deformation-driven metamorphic differentiation 

rather than an actual depletion in the original magma source. 

The Largs Terrane of the Brook Street Terrane also occurs, as a fault-bounded sliver (70 m 

wide), on Gorge Plateau (Figure 4.42) and consists of a rhyodacitic body (MacDonell, 1982). 

Volcanic rocks were deciphered as protolith types for some (mostly in the Upper Duncan 

Lens of the Duncan River Lozenge) of the mylonites of Category I (Table 4.17) but their 

compositions were not as evolved as rhyodacite (e.g. Table 4.6 & Figure 4.35). The Largs 

Terrane to the south of Gorge Plateau (Nauman, 1971 & William, 1975) contains four main 

formations (Table 4.21), the rhyodacitic body correlating with the Nurse Formation of 

Williams (1975). Most of the Largs Terrane is composed predominantly of andesitic-dacitic 

pyroclastic volcanogenic rocks and fine-grained andesitic volcanics are also present. 

However, the former are subordinate in the mylonites of Category I and the numerous 

gabbroic plutonic rocks which intrude the lithologies of Category I, do not occur in the Largs 

Terrane. 
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Figure 4.44: Si02:K20 projection and island-arc classification scheme (shaded areas delineating the 
classification scheme for island arc rocks (after Runcorn, 1981)) comparing the intrusive rocks of the 
Mantle Volcanic Formation with the igneous-derived mylonites of Category I. Mylonites interpreted 
to be derived from tuffs and granitoid lithologies are plotted for comparison. 

Geochemical and petrographical analysis along with the sequence of the protolith rock types 

for Category I strongly indicate that the mylonites are not derived from formations belonging 

to the Plato Terrane or the Largs Terrane on Gorge Plateau or correlatives of these terranes to 

the south. Collectively, the formations of the Plato Terrane and the Largs TetTane form the 

Eglington Subgroup of the Brook Street Terrane, but to the south (Figure 4.45) the terrane 

also consists of rocks belonging to the Skippers Subgroup (named by Nauman, 1971) (Table 

4.21). 

4.6.2. Correlation of Category I with the Skippers Subgroup 

Mapping of the Skippers Subgroup has previously been confined to an area 50 km to the 

south, just north of Lake McKerrow (Figure 4.45). Nauman (1971) mapped lensoidal fault

bounded shear blocks of the formations which to the north, beyond Hokuri Creek, are absent 

or highly tectonised and only local correlation can be made with the southern members 

(Ballard, 1989). Indeed, in depth mapping only extends 2 km north of Hokuri Creek and, prior 

to this study, nmthern extremities of the Skippers Subgroup had not been found. 

The Skippers Subgroup is separated in the east from the Plato Terrane, and infaulted Largs 

Terrane, by a linear faulted belt (Wilmot Fault) of the MacKay Intmsive. To the west the 

Skippers Subgroup is bound, by a fault contact (Skippers Fault), to the linear belt of Slip Hill 

Intmsives (Figure 4.45 & Table 4.21). The Skippers Subgroup consists of a 2 km wide 

sequence of ultramafic to mafic, volcaniclastic and hypabyssal rocks which are readily 
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amygdaloidal flow rocks, volcanic breccias and meta-dolerites, 
1-----------e:--~~"':~ and andesite dykes* ankaramites and basic volcaniclastics 

conglomerate at the depositional contact with the Murihiku Terrane. 

Gondar F onnation 
1-----------~ 

Dull green pyroclastic breccia, conglomerate, volcanic sandstone and minor 
calcareous sediment, locally hematitic 

J__.!~:!!!~~~~~-~Pinkish brown to grey limestone 
Pale grey to grey lithic and feldspathic sandstones and siltstones. Uniform but 

1-----------lwell-bedded. Very minor clinopyroxene and hornblende 

Dark grey siltstone 
1-----------IMedium to dark green volcanogenic sandstone, breccia and tuffs. Massive 

bedded. Maximum grain-size = 2 em. Cut by small gabbroic bodies 

green to grey feldspathic sandstone 

and sills abundant but flows are absent 

1-...:.:.::.:..:::.:.::.::..:.::===--11\llas:sJve feldsparphyric and fine-grained andesites 

L~~~~~~~!!£:~it~::~g~:r~~e;y1~to~:b~lack feldsparphyric andesites, minor augite 
I unit which makes up half the terrane. Andesitic-dactitic 

vot.cru10g:emtc rocks-clasts mainly pyroclastic. Non-fragmental andesites 
1-----------t:: .. "'"ul';"v''" but flows, pillows,ankaramites and microdiorites are absent. 

pyroclastic and flow rocks ranging from rhyodacite to andesitic in 

Waterfall Tuff and Breccias 

Nurse Formation 

Mistake Diorite 

Gunn Dolerite 
Hollyford Gabbroic Suite 

Nurse Plutonic Suite 

Glade Plutonic Suite 

Hut Plutonic Suite 

Slabby Peak Schist 

Lone Stag Layered complex 

Hokuri Dykes 

Granotoids & Intrusives 

Slip Hill Intrusives 

· Dacitic tuffs are common 

Quartz-bearing diorite (range-two pyroxene diorite to granite) 
Quartz-bearing dolerite 

Gabbronorites,microdiorites,granotoids (ranging from dunite to trondhjemite) 

Granodiorite (ranging from diorite to leuco-granite) 

Diorite (ranging from olivine bearing gabbronorite to granotoids) 

~<mt>-or:lllnf'£1 phyllitic greenschist-interbedded metasedimentary and 
canic rocks, magnesian schists, subordinate lapilli tuff, and rare 

pods 

.oru·se-grameo, metamorphosed basic and ultrabasic rocks-peridotite, 
epidiorite, gabbros. Small green meta-andesitic dykes ubiquitous 

Coarse to medium metabasic and meta-andesitic, aphyric dykes with """"""J""' 
xenoliths 

Diorites, quartz-diorite, trondhjemite and granite often containing hornblende 
and biotite 

Table 4.21: Lithologies of the Brook Street Terrane (after Nauman, 1971, 1973; Williams, 1975; 
Landis et al., 1999*). 

distinguishable from the Plato Terrane as outlined on Table 4.21. The Skippers Subgroup is 

metamorphosed to upper greenschist facies and becomes amphibolite facies westwards within 

~250 m of the Skippers Fault (Nauman, 1973) (in comparisson the entire extent of the 

Eglington Subgroup is of subgreenschist facies except for very local higher grade (upper 

greenschist facies) homfelsed rocks at the contacts with the MacKay Intrusives (Nauman, 

1971; Landis, 1975; Williams, 1975; MacDonell, 1982; Ballard, 1989; Mortimer, 2000)). 
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Figure 4.45: Regional distribution of the lithologies of the Brook Street Terrane: Eglington Subgroup, 
Skippers Subgroup, Slip Hill Intrusives and MacKay Intrusives (after Johnston, 1973; Sinton I 975; 
Ransley, 1983; Ballard, 1989; Bradshaw, 1990; Blattner, 1991; Bishop eta!., 1990, 1994; Mortimer, 
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study. 
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Predominantly metasedimentary sequence with 
metavolcanic and associated intrusives 

Predominantly metavolcanic sequence 

Medium and coarse grained mafic and ultramafic Medium grained acidic intrusives 

Fine grained intermediate to basic intermediate dykes 

Fine grained rocks are well foliated- tending phyllitic Mesoscopically massive and microscopically granular 
rocks · 

Table 4.22: The main differences between the lithologies of the Skippers Subgroup and the Eglington 
Subgroup (after Nauman, 1971). 

4.6.2.1. Lithological and Petrological Correlation 

The Skippers Subgroup comprises three formations (Nauman, 1971; Ballard, 1989): the 

Slabby Peak Schist, the Lone Stag Layered Complex and the Hokuri Dykes (Table 4.23). 

Particular cotTelation of these formations can be made with the more deformed northern 

members (the Skippers Formation of Ballard (1989)). 

Lithology 

Description 

Protolith 

Lithologies 

Description 

Medium to 
fine- Actinolite 

grained blastoporphyritic 
foliated semischist 
schist 

Quartz 
banding Fine-grained 

muscovite poorly banded 
and chlorite 5-50 em thick 
lepidoblasts layers and 

common boudinaged 
pyrite cubes lenses 

Derived from a 
clinopyroxene 

Schist phenocrystic 
dyke, sill, flow 
or tuff. 

Coarse grained, 
blastoporphyritic (1-2 em 

actinolite after pyroxene) or 
massive fine-grained aphyric 
dykes and sills. Intruded into 

basic tuff host rocks 
Chilled margins, < 20 mm to 
2 m wide intrusions. Some 
injections are megacrystic 

with xenoliths choking 
conduits. Intrusion breccias 
in places. Includes xenoliths 
of the Slabby Peak Schist. 

Very fine-
grained 

Very fine- Non-

slab by 
grained porphyroblastic 

schist 
green rock greenschist 

No layering, 
Woody I 0 m thick grey 

appearance Banded schist horizon 
-resistant with small within with 
quartz/ ptygmatic interlayered grey 
feldspar folds pelitic and 
bands coarser green 

Quartzofeldspathic 
pelite, basic 
psammite 

small separate bodies of megacrystic 
metapyroxenite, coarse grained meta
pyroxenite, metagabbro, serpentinised 

dunite, olivine pyroxenite, bounded by 
shear zones 

Actinolite Granitoid 
granoblastic ultra-

rock mylonite 

Very fine-

Knobby rock, grained 
and highly 

massive, locally 
deformed. 

grained 
Resistant 

porphyroblastic 
quartz 

lenses 
bands are 
folded. 

An original 
variolitic or 

amygdaloidal 
Granitoid 

texture 

Original layering and stratification 
defined by alternated concentrations of 

what used to be plagioclase (now sericite, 
albite and epidote) and "knobby" 

actinolite (after pyroxene). Crosscutting 
(or residual liquids) dykes (20 mm-

1 m in width): very fine green grey and 
massive; an albitite (may be a late stage 

Semi-schist is massive, strongly 
crystalloblastic. Clastic and 

textures remain in places. 
Tremolite-actinolite common on 

foliation planes. Amphibolite pods 
lensoidal ranging from I 0-65 em 
in length and 14 em in width. 

Contain 1 em crystals. Unsheared 
contact with the schist. 

Table 4.23: Formations of the Skippers Subgroup in the n01thern Skippers Range (after Ballard, 
1989). The northern members are thought to be correlatives of the southern members but severe 
tectonism does not allow for a direct correlation to be made. 
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In pmticular, the metabasic lenses in the Jackson River Wedge, Kinvaid Lozenge and the 

~100m thick metabasic sequence in the Duncan River Lozenge (i.e. Alpine Fault Lens) are 

best correlated with the layered mafics and anorthosites of the Lone Stag Layered Complex 

and Ballard's m5 member. The small dyke exposure (Figure 4.4) in the protomylonite zone 

of Alpine Fault Lens may represent a section of the Hokuri Dykes. 

The Slabby Peak Schist Formation of Nauman (1971) (and the northern derivatives) consists 

of interbedded metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks which are comparable with the 

protoliths determined for the mylonites of Upper Duncan River Lens in the Duncan River 

Lozenge and volcanogenic sediments in the Jackson River Wedge. In the Skippers Range the 

Lone Stag Layered Complex intrudes the Slabby Peak Formation. The same relationship, 

respectively, was determined between the mylonites of the Alpine Fault Lens and the 

mylonites in the Upper Duncan River Lens (e.g. Table 4.17). 

4.6.2.2. Geochemical Correlation 

Whole rock geochemical data of the metabasic mylonites of Category I (Figure 4.46) are 

compared with whole rock analyses for intrusive and sedimentary rocks of the Skippers 

Subgroup (Ballard, 1989). It should be noted that the rocks analysed by Ballard (1989), 

although non-mylonitic, are of similar metamorphic grade and therefore the degree of element 

mobility during metamorphism is likely to be similar although the process of mylonitisation 

itself may increase element mobility within the mylonites. Data are projected into the Ah03: 

CaO: MgO triangular variation diagram (Figure 4.46: A) and compared with the geochemical 

data of the other Pre-Cretaceous arc-volcanics in the South Island of New Zealand (Figure 

4.46: D). 

The ACM composition plots indicate a similarity of all the mylonites in terms of composition 

within the Mantle Volcanics Formation and the compositions of Category 1 mylonites are 

reasonably comparable (Figure 4.46) to the lithologies of the Lone Stag Ultramafic Complex, 

the Hokuri Dykes and the Skippers Formation (Ballard, 1989). The diagrams demonstrate 

that the members of the Skippers Subgroup and the Category I mylonites are generally less 

evolved than most of the other rock suites of New Zealand (Figure 4.46: D). 

Biotite Semi-Schist 

Weak foliation. 
Quartz <1-3 mm in 

grain-size and1-2 mm 
biotite plates. Thin 
bands of biotite ( 1 
mm) and quartz

feldspar (:'::1- 2 mm) 
Porphyroclasts of 

quartz-feldspar up to 1 
em in dimension 

Muscovite-Biotite
Schist 

Well developed 
foliation. Quartz

feldspar :':: 0.5 mm in 
grain-size and 1 mm 

mica plates. Thin 
bands of biotite (0.5 

mm) and quartz
feldspar (1- 2 mm 

thick). Tightly folded 
(1-2 em wavelength 

and 

Hornblende lineation 
(0.5-1 em crystals) 
and deep red brown 
pleochroic biotite 

plates which define a 
weak foliation 

Table 4.24: Lithologies of the Webb Gneiss (after Ballard, 1989). 
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Biotite Schist 

Well foliated and 
segregated into coarse 
and fine layers (0.15-1 
mm grain-size). Minor 

chlorite interleaves. 
Elongated and 

comminuted K
feldspar grains. Small 

(2-3 em) amplitude 
folds 
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Figure 4.46: ACM plots relative to Skippers Subgroup data of Ballard (1989). A: Category I 
approximate with the data of the Skipper Subgroup. B: Category II overlaps with the field for 
Takitimu Group volcanics. C: Category III overlies the field of the Mantle Volcanic Formation. As 
the metabasic sediments of the Maitai Group are thought to be derived from the eroding arcs of the 
Brook Street Terrane (Landis, 1973) the above data further strengthen the argument for the mylonites 
of Category III being derived from the sediments of the Maitai Group. D: Pre-Cretaceous arc 
volcanics of the South Island (data from Smith, 1979; Houghton, 1985; Sivell & Rankin, 1983; 
Ballard, 1989). (MVF =Mantle Volcanics Formation). 

Therefore the lithologies, pre-mylonitic metamorphic grade and geochemical signature of the 

metabasic mylonites of Category I correlate well with the lithologies of the Skippers 

Subgroup. Additionally, Ballard (1989) reports amphibolite facies assemblages west of the 

Skippers Subgroup which belong to the formations of the Mt. Webb Gneiss (Table 4.24). The 

description of the rocks and mineral assemblages (Table 4.24) within these bears considerable 

resemblance to the amphibolite facies biotite mylonites in direct contact with Alpine fault 

along the Duncan River. 
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4.6.3. Correlation of the Granitoid Mylonites of Category I 

In the Skippers Range (Nauman, 1971; Ballard, 1989), granitoid rocks bound the Skippers 

Subgroup to the east (MacKay Intrusives) and west (Slip Hill Intrusives) (Figure 4.45). The 

latter are also intrusive into the Web Gneiss (Ballard, 1989). The granitoids are genetically 

related (Ballard, 1989) but are distinguished primarily by their spatial distribution and 

association with other rock types. The MacKay Intrusives can additionally be differentiated 

from the Slip Hill intrusives by their modal mineralogy (Nauman, 1971), in particular the 

abundance of leucocratic to melanocratic granites to granodiorites. 

The above information indicates that the diorites in the Alpine Fault Lens, which were 

intrusive into the westward lying mylonitic derivatives of the Webb Gneiss and the eastward 

lying mylonitic derivatives of the Lone Stage Ultramafic Complex, are derivatives of the Slip 

Hill intrusives. The leucocratic to melanocratic granite to granodiorite intrusive bodies of the 

Kinvaid Lozenge are con-elated with the MacKay Intrusives and although faulting has 

probably reorganised the sequence of the rocks, they occur in a relatively westward location 

within the sequence of Category I mylonites. 

4.7. Extrapolation of the Terranes into the Jackson River Area 
Extrapolation of the Lithologies 

It is concluded from petrography (with which geochemistry is consistent) that in the Cascade 

Wedge and Jackson River Wedge the mylonites are not exotic masses but correlate with the 

lithologies of the Skippers Subgroup (of the Brook Street Terrane), the Barrier Formation (of 

the Murihiku Terrane) and the Little Ben Sandstone and Greville Formation (of the Maitai 

Group). Previously the lithologies of the respective terranes were mapped as being truncated 

by the Alpine fault (e.g. Figure 4.41) near the Gorge Plateau area (Mutch, 1964; Landis, 1969; 

MacDonell, 1982; Sutherland, 1995). An exception was the Skippers Subgroup of the Brook 

Street Terrane which was mapped as being truncated by the Alpine fault 25 km to the south 

around Lake Wilmot (Figure 4.45). However, as shown by this study, the terranes exist 

further to the north (Figure 4.47). 

For example, the Skippers Subgroup can be extrapolated from Lake Wilmot through the 

distributed zones of faulting into the Jackson River area. The Barrier F01mation, likewise, can 

be extrapolated from Gorge Plateau into the Jackson River area. North of Jerry River the 

lithologies of the Plato Terrane are absent and have been pinched-out by a recent fault which 

separates the terrane from the Skippers Subgroup (Figure 4.47). The formations of the Maitai 

Group (Table 4.18) on Gorge Plateau have very distinctive lithologies: red purple argillite 

(Waiuai Formation) and finely interlayered red and green sandstones and purple laminated 

siltstones (Stephens Formation) (Landis, 1975; Sutherland, 1995). Although these formations 

are inferred to exist just northeast of the Gorge Plateau, towards Theta Tarn (e.g. Figure 4.47) 

the absences of mylonites potentially derived from these distinctive lithologies, along with the 

mylonites derived from the Little Ben Sandstone and the Greville Formation, in the Jackson 

River area, leads to the conclusions that the Maitai Group has been faulted out to the northeast 

near Woodhen Creek (Figure 4.47). 
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Figure 4.47: Extrapolation of the Maitai Group, Brook Street Terrane, Murihiku Terrane, DMOB and their Mesozoic structures into the Alpine fault zone 
(the geometry and distribution of Recent faults are overlain). The location of the 2 km offset in the DMOB, the biotite isograd and post-Oligocene 
folds in the Caples Group, and the mylonite zone in the Greenland Group coincides with the offset of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge. 
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Extrapolation of the Structure 

Each terrane, south of Gorge Plateau, is separated by a major fault of the Hollyford Fault 

System (Figure 4.45). The Hollyford Fault System refers collectively to the Glade-Darren 

fault, the Wilmot fault, the Skippers fault, Red Pyke fault, Stethoscope fault (a bifurcation of 

the Red Pyke fault (MacDonell, 1982)), the West Hollyford fault and the East Hollyford fault. 

All of these faults originated in the Mesozoic (Coombs et al., 1976; Bishop et al., 1985; 

Mortimer et al., 1999b ). They form a broad deformation zone in the Te Anau basin and 

Eastern Fiordland (Williams, 1978; Turnbull & Uruski, 1993) but coalesce into a narrow zone 

through the Hollyford and Eglington Valleys. Previously the faults have been mapped 

(Grindley, 1958; Wood, 1962; Landis, 1969) as diverging northwards from this point to 

eventually meet with the Alpine Fault (e.g. Figure 4.45) between Lake Wilmot and Gorge 

Plateau. However, the correlation of the mylonites with the lithologies of the terranes also 

allows for the extrapolation to the north of the terrane-bounding faults (Figure 4.47). 

The location of the extrapolated individual faults of the Hollyford Faults System link with the 

location of the Recent fault traces. It can be established that the Recent fault in the Cascade 

Wedge separating the Brook Street Terrane mylonites from the Murihiku Terrane mylonites is 

the West Hollyford fault and the Recent trace of the East Hollyford fault separates the 

Murihiku Terrane mylonites from the Maitai Group mylonites. The Recent first order fault 

which bounds the Cascade Wedge to the east and separates the Category III mylonites (the 

Maitai Group) from the Livingstone Group is the Stethoscope fault. The Recent fault which 

pinches out the Plato Terrane may be the inter-terrane, Wilmot fault. The Mesozoic 

Hollyford Fault System has been rotated from a northerly trend (e.g. Figure 4.45) into 

subparallelism with the Alpine fault (Figure 4.47) and has been incorporated into the plate 

boundary zone where the faults have been seismically reactivated, at least in Recent times 

(e.g. Chapter 2). 

4.8. Relative Timing of Deformation 
4.8.1. The Structure of the Cascade and Jackson River Wedges 
Analysis of the tectonic geomorphology (Appendix 1: Geomorphology Map 1 and 2) 

indicates that most of the structural complexity within the distributed fault zone is contained 

within the Cascade and Jackson River wedges (e.g. Chapter 2: Figure 2.5). It has been 

demonstrated in this chapter that the complexity and geometry of the Recent fault system in 

the wedges is controlled by the lithological and tectonic infrastructure of the basement rocks 

belonging to the incorporated terranes. The evidence presented below leads to the conclusion 

that the reactivated West Hollyford and East Hollyford terrane boundary faults also form first 

order framework faults which, in the Cascade Wedge, control the irregularities within the 

fault system. 

In the Duncan River and Kinvaid lozenges of the Cascade Wedge, the fault-bounded lenses 

have been jostled by faulting, resulting in the repetition, omission or out-of-sequence 

distribution of the mylonites derived from the formations of the individual terranes (Figures 
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4.48 & 4.14-4.16). The resultant lithological patterns may be used to establish three main 

stages of reorganisation by faulting (Figure 4.49: A-D): 

1. Lithological patterns imply that the Kinvaid Lozenge and Duncan River Lozenge were 

once adjoined and the Kinvaid Lozenge originally lay 800 m to the east of its present 

location (Figure 4.49: A) but has since been relocated to the northwest by Neogene fault 

movement. The evidence is: 

a. The layered ultramafic and mafic mylonites of the Skipper Subgroup are common to 

both lozenges (Figure 4.49) and those in the Kinvaid Lozenge are the eastern 

continuation of those in the Duncan River Lozenge. This is evident because: 

o The lenses of layered ultramafic and mafic mylonites in the.Kinvaid Lozenge are 

not a faulted repetition of the layered ultramafic and mafic mylonites in the 

Duncan River Lozenge. In the eastern Kinvaid Lozenge there is a west to east 

progression towards more evolved compositions in the protolith lithologies. The 

less evolved western rocks COITelate with lithologies in the Duncan River 

Lozenge; and 

o In the Kinvaid Lozenge ultramafic to mafic rocks are intruded by correlatives of 

the MacKay Intrusives which are typically located along the eastern margin of the 

Skippers Subgroup (e.g. Figure 4.46. c.f the Slip Hill Intrusives which intrude the 

Skippers Subgroup and line the western margin of the Duncan River Lozenge). 

b. The West Hollyford fault is present as three splays in the Cascade Wedge (Figure 

4.48). The first order fault strand of the West Hollyford fault which bounds the eastern 

margin of the Duncan River Lozenge (referred to as the Twin Creek fault) is offset 

westwards by 800 m (Figure 4.49: B) to form a fault in the Kinvaid Lozenge (referred 

to as the Smirr fault). I conclude that the Twin Creek fault and Smirr fault were 

originally continuous because: 

o The lithological sequence derived from the Barrier Formation in the Kinvaid 

Lozenge, against the Smirr fault (i.e. Lens I in the Kinvaid Lozenge), is the same 

as that against the Twin Creek fault in the Duncan River Lozenge (Figure 4.48). 

c. The distribution of basement rocks indicates the Alpine fault is also offset westwards 

by 800 m (Figure 4.49: B) coinciding with the offset in the two lozenges. 

2. In the Kinvaid Lozenge the Skippers Subgroup also occurs in a lens (the Shee Lens) east 

of the Smirr Creek splay of the West Hollyford fault and the Barrier Formation in Lens I 

(Figure 4.48), and in turn is succeeded to the east by another lens of the Barrier Formation 
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Chapter 4: Basement Geology of the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge 

Duncan River Lozenge Kinvaid Lozenge 

Figure 4.49: Schematic representation of the relative order of fault redistribution of the Duncan River 
Lozenge and Kinvaid Lozenge. The outlines of the internal structures within the lozenges, as defined 
by the fault-bounded lenses, are shown for reference only. The pattern of redistribution is irrespective 
of the level of the lozenges in the crust. A: The lozenges were originally connected. B: The lozenges 
and the Alpine fault were offset northwestwards by 800 m. The bend in the Alpine fault in the 
Kinvaid Lozenge extends into the ductile regime (Chapter 5). It is hypothesised that an area of "soft 
linkage" involving distributed deformation and warping developed in the linkage area between the two 
lozenges similar to that which occurs in the present setting (Chapter 5) C: The Shee Lens and the Lens 
II were put into place. D: The Duncan River Lozenge has been offset alongside the Kinvaid Lozenge. 
The relative timing of the events in 'C' and "D' is unclear. An alternative could be the Lens II and the 
Shee Lens have been put in place after or during the overlapping of the Duncan River Lozenge and the 
Kinvaid Lozenge. 
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(i.e. Lens II). At some point in the structural history of the Duncan River and Kinvaid 

lozenges, during or after the 800 m offset, the Skippers Subgroup (in the Shee Lens) and 

Lens II of the Banier Formation were emplaced (Figure 4.49:C) (the motions which 

emplaced them are discussed in Chapter 6). This is evident from: 

a. The fact that the Smirr Creek fault strand of the West Hollyford fault is truncated by 

the lens of the Skippers Subgroup (the Shee Lens) and the Skippers Subgroup does 

not occur east of the West Hollyford fault in the Duncan River Lozenge. 

b. In the Kinvaid Lozenge, the Banier Formation in Lens II, which has been put into 

place along a splay of the West Hollyford fault (called the Theta Tarn fault) against 

the Shee Lens of the Skippers Subgroup, is markedly different to that in Lens I and in 

the Duncan River Lozenge (Figure 4.48 & Figure 4.25). 

3. The mylonites of the Greenland Group and the northeastern edge of the Duncan River 

Lozenge overlap the southwestern end of the Kinvaid Lozenge (Figure 4.49: D) 

suggesting the Western Province and the Duncan River Lozenge are migrating northeast 

over the Kinvaid Lozenge. 

A further stage of fault disruption is indicated by the conclusion that the Cascade Wedge and 

Jackson River Wedge were once adjoined in the Neogene. This conclusion is reached because 

the lithologies of the Skippers Subgroup and the Barrier Formation in the Cascade Wedge and 

the Jackson River Wedge are closely related. The wedges have been separated by faulting at 

Woodhen Creek (e.g. Figure 4.47) and the offset is a Neogene to Recent feature. For example, 

the offset of the wedges at Woodhen Creek coincides with the offset of the Neogene Alpine 

fault and the post-Oligocene offset of the antiforms and Neogene-emplaced biotite (Chapter 

3) isograd in the Caples Schists (e.g. Chapter 3: Figure 3.26). The DMOB and the mylonite 

zone in the Greenland Group are also offset in a similar fashion (Chapter 3). 

The reorganisation of the basement rocks through faulting is substantial. The first order fault 

traces therefore have a long history linked with the redistribution of the lithologies and have 

probably been active during the Neogene to Recent (discussed further in Chapter 9). Chapters 

5 and 6 analyse the kinematics of the fault zone to address the patterns of displacements that 

rearranged the lithologies. Chapter 9 evaluates the implications of the rearrangement of the 

lithological units for the evolution of the fault system. 

4.8.2. Relative Timing of the Mylonite Formation 

Extrapolation of the Mylonites Zones to the South 

Mylonite zones are present subparallel to the trend of each of the Recent traces of the first 

order faults and the second order faults (e.g. Figures 4.14 & 4.24). Four discrete mylonite 

zones emerge from the Cascade Wedge to the southwest (Figure 4.50): 
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1. An Alpine fault mylonite zone composed of two 50 m wide mylonite zones within 

300 m of the main fault as observed at Jeny River (Gr:2110,6220; 2085, 6225) by 

MacDonell (1989). The mylonite zone continues for an unknown distance to the 

south. 

2. A nanow (50 m) wide mylonite zone against the West Hollyford fault at Jeny River 

but mylonites are not recorded any further south (e.g. Landis, 1969, MacDonell, 

1989). 

3. A naiTow mylonite zone along the East Hollyford fault on Gorge Plateau but it peters 

out quickly to the southwest (e.g. Landis, 1969, MacDonell, 1989). 

4. The broad, 1.5 km wide, mylonite zone against the western boundary of the 

Stethoscope fault near White Slip extends a further 0.5 km west into the Maitai Group 

on the Gorge Plateau with a progression to protomylonites (based on the interpretation 

of samples collected by Landis (1969) and Sutherland (1995a) from Gorge Plateau). 

The 2 km wide mylonite zone also extends approximately 70 m to the east into the 

Livingstone Group lithologies (e.g. Chapter 3). Field work to the south of this locality 

(Mutch, 1964; Landis, 1969; MacDonell, 1982; Sutherland, 1995a) indicates that the 

eastern and western boundaries of this mylonite zone continue at least 6 km to the 

southwest along the strike of the fault. 

Therefore, with the exception of the Alpine fault mylonite zone and possible the Stethoscope 

fault, the mylonite zones disappear just south of the Gorge Plateau. However, mylonite zones 

also crop out further to the south along the faults of the Hollyford Fault System in the 

Skippers Range and the Hollyford Valley (e.g. Ballard, 1989; Sutherland, 1995a). 

Information on the metamorphic and tectonic history of the rocks from these southern areas 

and the information presented in this chapter (e.g. Table 4.17), gives an indication on the 

relative timing of the mylonite zone formation. 

For instance, Ballard (1989) described amphibolite facies gneisses and mylonites (Webb 

Gneiss) adjacent to the Alpine fault in the Skippers Range (just north of Lake McKenow). 

The Triassic (226 Ma) Slip Hill diorite (Ballard, 1989 and references therein) has an intrusive 

contact with the eastern margin of the Web Gneiss, therefore, the mylonitisation took place 

before 226 Ma but Ballard (1989) speculated the deformation took place in the early 

Mesozoic. No Alpine fault related (Cenozoic) deformation was noted by Ballard along the 

western margin of the Webb Gneiss, but this may be because it could not be distinguished 

from Mesozoic deformation. In the Skippers Range, ultramylonites occur along the western 

margin of the MacKay Intrusives (Figure 4.45), along the Wilmot fault, and along the eastern 

margin of the Slip Hill granodiorites, along the Skippers fault (Ballard, 1989). Both mylonite 

zones must post-date the intrusion of the plutonic rocks in the Triassic to Early Cretaceous 

(e.g. Ballard, 1989; Kimbrough et al., 1994; Mortimer et al., 1999a,b; Blattner & Graham, 

2000) but there is no upper age limit on the timing of their formation. The Skippers fault 

mylonite zone is associated with a 300m wide fault zone and a recent trace (Ballard, 1989). 
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Cascade River 

o Sample localities in this project 
o Sample localities from orevious aeoloaists 

(Mutch, 1964; Landis, 1969; MacDone11, 1989; Sutherland, 199'5'a) 

k>l Protomylonites 

mmm Ultramylonites to mylonites 

First Order Faults 
- Second Order Faults 

Figure 4.50: Extrapolation of the mylonite zones south of Gorge Plateau indicating that ductile 
deformation becomes constrained to a narrow zone against the Alpine fault. The very narrow 
mylonite zone against the West Hollyford fault was interpreted by this author using samples OU40411 
& OU40412 (at Gr: 225,619; 226,619, respectively) collected by MacDonell (1989). The narrow zone 
along the East Hollyford fault was interpreted by this author through the analysis of samples OU23914 
and OU23915 (at Gr: 275, 658; 281,664, respectively) collected by Landis (1969); and a slightly 
strained sample (OU65661 at Gr: 253,639) collected by Sutherland (1995a). 

Mylonites are documented along the Hollyford Fault System, further south, in the Hollyford 

Valley (Sutherland, 1995) and are capped by undeformed Tertiary rocks (e.g. Figure 4.45). 

Therefore, the mylonite formation along that particular stretch of the Hollyford Fault System 

is no younger than the Mesozoic and probably otiginated as a ductile fault zone during terrane 

accretion in the Mesozoic (e.g. Mortimer & Adams, 1994). 
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In the Cascade and Jackson River areas the mylonitisation event in each of the lithologies, 

including the Web Gneiss (i.e. a separate mylonitisation event from that recorded in the 

Skippers Range) post-dates the intrusion of the Mackay Intrusives and the Slip Hill Intrusives. 

The mylonite zones subparallel each other and were formed under the same P-T conditions. In 

each of the mylonite zones, with the exception of the Webb Gneiss-derivatives, the rocks 

were low strain prior to mylonitisation (e.g. Table 4.17) which was the first pervasive 

dynamic metamorphism to affect them. If it can be reasoned that all the mylonite zones are 

related, they also post-date the Jurassic depositional age of the Barrier Formation, giving a 

maximum age to their formation. Therefore, the mylonites in the distributed zones of faulting 

are at least Jurassic-Early Cretaceous in age and may have formed during or after tectonism 

related to terrane accretion in the Mesozoic Rangitata Orogeny. 

Metamorphic History 

Changes in the metamorphism and defonnation in the basement rocks spatially associated 

with the zone of distributed faulting in the Cascade River area (Figure 4.51) further constrain 

the timing of the mylonite formation, aiding the separation of pre- syn- and post-terrane 

accretion metan1orphic and tectonic events. 

On the southern end of Gorge Plateau region metasedimentary rocks (the Barrier Formation 

and the Maitai Group) are relatively undeformed and were only subjected to low grade 

metamorphism (subgreenschist facies) during the Paleozoic-Mesozoic (Landis, 1969). This 

was mostly through tectonic burial (Coombs et al., 1976) and a lawsonite and pumpellyite 

zone, coincident with high textural grades, marks the high pressure low temperature axes of 

the Key Summit Regional Syncline (Landis, 1969, MacDonell, 1982) formed during the 

Rangitata Orogeny (Figure 4.51 ). However, the rocks show a change in structure and 

metamorphism as the Alpine fault is approached. 

The Key Summit Syncline has been rotated from a northerly to northeasterly orientation into 

the field area (Figure 4.51 ). The limbs of the fold, which have a well developed axial planar 

cleavage close to the axis, are transposed by a weakly developed, northeasterly striking 

cleavage (Landis, 1969; MacDonell, 1982) in the rotated section on Gorge Plateau. The 

cleavage development and deformation increase towards the Alpine fault (Landis, 1969; 

MacDonell, 1982; Sutherland, 1995). For instance, in the Maitai Group, bent lawsonite prisms 

and late generation folding occurs in the transitional zone (Landis, 1969), northeast of which, 

lawsonite, pumpellyite and epidote are replaced by epidote and actinolite. Late generation 

folding is penetrative at the northern end of Gorge Plateau. 

A cleavage was noted by this author in the Barrier Formation along the western edge of the 

Gorge Plateau Lozenge. The fold-related cleavage transposes bedding planes in low strain, 

low grade (prehnite-pumpellyite facies) rocks but is penetrative down to the depths of the 

upper greenschist facies (i.e. 15-20 km) where it transposes textural zone IIA-IIB phyllites, as 

a northeasterly-striking precursor to the foliation in the mylonite zone. The margin of the 
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mylonite zone sharply truncates the phyllite (a product of burial metamorphism) host rocks 

suggesting that it too is transposing the Mesozoic structure of the area. The cleavage is 

parallel to the strike of the Alpine fault and the numerous recent fault scarps on Gorge 

Plateau. The overprinting cleavage on Gorge Plateau has previously been interpreted (Landis, 

1969; MacDonell, 1982) to be simultaneous with the Cenozoic Alpine fault deformation. The 

mylonite zones are interpreted to be a ductile progression in the penetrative strain. 

DMOB 

Index Minerals 

• Actinol iteffremolite and Biotite 

Actinolite 

• Pumpellyi te and Actinolite 

Pumpellyite 

D Prchnite and Pumpellyite 

• Lawsonite and Pumpellyite 

2FI 0 Zeol ite 

Figure 4.51: Metamorphic zonation map compiled through the analysis and integration of old data 
collected by Mutch (1964), Landis (1969), MacDonell (1982), Sutherland (1995a) and author's data. 
The metamorphic zones related to the mylonitisation events transpose a regional Mesozoic 
metamorphic fabric which was formed during terrane accretion in the Jurassic-early Cretaceous 
Rangitata Orogeny (Coombs et al. , 1976; Bishop et al., 1985). For instance, the metamorphic zonation 
pattern related to the Key Summit fold formation (i.e. moving away from the lawsonite-pumpellyite 
axial region, either side of the syncline pumpellyite facies metamorphism is encountered) is 
overprinted by actinolite and actinolite-biotite zone (i.e. greenschist facies to upper greenschist facies). 
The axis of the Key Summit Syncl ine is indicated by the dotted line. 

The Mesozoic metamorphic and tectonic fabrics still prevail to the south and the changes in 

the fabrics are localised and spatially related to the Alpine fault and to the distributed zones of 

faulting. The metamorphic zones related to the mylonitisation crosscut the Mesozoic 

metamorphic fabric in the Gorge Plateau (Figure 4.51), the exception being the mylonite zone 

along the Stethoscope fault which does not crosscut the Mesozoic fabric. 
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It can be argued that the fact that the isotects and isograds crosscut the Mesozoic structure, 

and that the mylonitisation has occurred synchronously with the overprinting metamorphism, 

all of the previous are spatially associated with the Alpine fault, the upper greenschist facies 

mylonitisation is very likely Cenozoic (the mylonites along the Stethoscope fault may be 

Cenozoic or Mesozoic). The author strongly favours this conclusion rather than the alternative 

that the mylonites in the Cascade Wedge and Jackson River Wedge represent an exhumed 

root of an older fault system, related to the Hollyford Fault System. It is recognised, however, 

that some of the mylonite zones may be reactivated ductile fault zones which originated 

during terrane accretion in the Mesozoic. 

4.9. Metamorphic Zones and Exhumation Patterns 
It is possible that the mylonites in the Cascade Wedge and Jackson River Wedge represent an 

exhumed root of a fault system arising from regional uplift in the hanging wall of the Alpine 

fault (a possible hypothesis which was discussed in Chapter 3). However, the metamorphic 

zonation map (Figure 4.51), illustrates that differential uplift has occurred within the Cascade 

Wedge. For instance, over and above the pronounced increase in metamorphic grade, to 

upper greenschist facies (locally verging on amphibolite facies), towards the Alpine fault, an 

additional increase is observed, from prehnite-pumpellyite facies to upper greenschist facies, 

eastwards towards the Stethoscope fault (Figure 4.24). 

South of the Gorge Plateau area the upper greenschist facies rocks are restricted to a narrow 

zone less than 500 m against the Alpine fault. Upper greenschist facies rocks against the 

Stethoscope fault peter out at 6 km distance south of Gorge Plateau along the strike of the 

fault. 

The degree of differential uplift is reflected in the different depths that the P-T conditions of 

metamorphism represent. For instance, Mg-rich pumpellyites are stable to temperatures 

between 350-400°C (the upper boundary of the prehnite-pumpellyite facies) and its 

disappearance in the mylonitic rocks marks the transition to greenschist facies which has a 

lower limit around 400°C (Schiffman & Liou, 1980, 1983) and upper limit of 500°C (Laird & 

Albee, 1981). There is also a sharp disappearance of lawsonite (a high P low T mineral 

(Yardley, 1989)) on Gorge Plateau (Figure 4.51) which alters to plagioclase or can be 

replaced by pumpellyite at high temperatures. The change in the metamorphic minerals, for a 

normal geothermal gradient, therefore indicates a change in the depth from which the rocks 

have been exhumed (Yardley, 1989). These depths increase from <10 km, at the Gorge 

Plateau, to no more that 20 km at the eastern and western boundaries of the wedge (local 

lower grade, low strain lenses occur and are thought to be down-faulted blocks). 
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A dramatic increase in metamorphic grade occurs from the southern end of Gorge Plateau to 

the northern end; from zeolite facies to upper greenschist facies. Zeolite facies is typical of 

burial metamorphism at depths of around 5 km and temperature up to 250° (Coombs, 1954; 

Yardley, 1989) but can occur at depths of 12 km depending on the geothermal gradient (e.g. 

Boles & Coombs, 1977). Thus substantial exhumation (10-15 km) has occurred in the 

Cascade Wedge over a relatively short distance. In addition, a general increase in exhumation 

occurs from southwest to northeast through the Cascade Wedge towards the Jackson River 

area. This is determined on the basis of a gradual increase in the pervasiveness of the upper 

greenschist facies metamorphism (and a sympathetic increase in the pervasiveness and degree 

of mylonitisation) to the northeast, as exemplified by the thorough replacement of 

premylonitic hornblende with actinolite or tremolite. 

4.9.1. Exhumation Relative to the Surrounding Lithological Units 

Figure 4.52 summarises the findings (from Chapters 3 and 4) on the metamorphic grade of the 

basement rocks. In the light of Vry et al. (2004), the region of the biotite zone may be related 

to polyphase metamorphism but the biotite zone within the area of the distributed faulting is 

related to the formation of the mylonites. The diagram demonstrates that an abrupt increase in 

metamorphic grade and exhumation (from 5-10 km to 15-20 km) towards the zones of 

distributed faulting was recorded in the DMOB between Red Mountain and White Slip (e.g. 

Chapter 2). The areas defined by the distributed recent fault traces have overall undergone 

increased exhumation relative to the rocks east and west of the fault system. 

4.10. The Tectonic Implication of Terrane Rotation 

The extrapolation of the terranes in the Cascade River and Jackson River areas has important 

structural implications. Contrary to the previous interpretation in which the ten-anes and 

structures of the Hollyford Fault System maintain an acute angle to the Alpine fault at its 

intersection (Figure 4.45), these structures lie subparallel to the plate boundary in the 

proximity of the Alpine fault (Figure 4.53). This characteristic has important implications for 

the style and distribution of finite crustal deformation of the plate boundary zone during its c. 

45 Ma history (which is also discussed in Chapter 9). 

During the early phase of the plate boundary deformation, shear was distributed across a zone 

100 km wide (e.g. Molnar et al., 1975; Carter & Non-is, 1976; Walcott, 1978; Norris et al., 

1990; White, 1998b; Sutherland, 1999) and the basement terranes of the South Island have 

undergone oroclinal bending (Figure 4.53: A). The deflection of the basement terranes 

(which are offset by c.480 km of dextral-slip) records crustal strains. Previous models (e.g. 

Little & Roberts, 1997; Little & Mortimer, 2001) have proposed that the terranes rotated as in 

a "pinned slat model" (e.g. Jackson & Molnar, 1990) in which the narrow fault-bounded 

basement terranes behave as rigid bodies (e.g. Ron et al.,1986) during clockwise block 

rotation about a vertical axes (Little & Mortimer, 2001). 
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strain rotation and integration of the basement terranes. 

The conclusions of this chapter indicate a region of high-strain in which the terranes and their 

inherent structures are rotated, over a distance roughly 70 km long (Figure 4.53), and 

incorporated into the Alpine Fault System (as represented by the distributed zones of faulting 

in the Cascade and Jackson River areas). The nature of the rotation of the terranes into 

subparallism with the plate boundary implies that large finite strains, over a localised area, 

have also been involved in bending after the Alpine fault became a through-going structure (c. 

25 Ma). For example, the Skippers Subgroup has been rotated from its northerly trending 

(Figure 4.45) position in the Hollyford Valley to a north-northeasterly trend (over a 20 km 

distance) to intersect the Alpine fault. At the point around Lake Wilmot (e.g. Figure 4.53) the 

Skippers Subgroup is rotated and is strung-out 50 km along the strike of the high-strain 

Alpine fault zone. 

It was concluded in Chapter 3 that the Livingstone fault and Peanut fault have also been 

reactivated and incorporate the distributed zones of Recent faulting. South of the field area, 

and north of Bald Hill (Chapter 1: Figure 1.3), the Livingstone fault and Peanut fault form 
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part of an array of subparallel faults and splay structures (Borns, 1975; Sinton, 1975) within 

the DMOB collectively referred to as the Livingstone Fault System. The Livingstone fault 

System has also rotated into the Alpine fault zone but, in contrast to the terranes and 

structures of the Hollyford Fault System, the fault-bounded massif of the DMOB maintains an 

acute angle with the Alpine fault (the significance of which is discussed in Chapters 9 & 10). 

4.11. Conclusions on the Relationship between the Basement Geology and the Recently 
Active Fault System 

Most of the complexity represented by the Recent fault ruptures in the two distributed fault 

zones is contained within the Cascade Wedge and Jackson River Wedge. There is a strong 

influence from inherent heterogeneities within the converging terranes on the characteristics 

of the plate boundary. 

• The basement rocks east of the plate boundary show that the pre-existing fault 

structures, lithological contacts and rheological heterogeneities in the merging terranes 

have introduced mechanical anisotropies which have fundamentally controlled the 

location and distribution of late Pleistocene to Holocene seismically active faults. 

• The first order faults correspond to the reactivated Hollyford Fault System and 

Livingstone Fault System. The Hollyford Fault System has been rotated into 

subparallelism with the Alpine fault zone, whereas the faults of the Livingstone Fault 

System bounding the DMOB maintain an acute angle at the intersection with the 

Alpine fault. The geometry of the reactivated fault systems is responsible for the first 

order irregularities within the fault zone. 

• The reactivated faults have been involved in the Neogene redistribution of the 

basement rocks in the Cascade and Jackson River wedges and the lithological units 

surrounding them (e.g. Chapter 3). 

• With the exception of the homogeneous distribution of ductile strain in the Maitai 

Group, the strain is heterogeneous in the exhumed ductile fault zones. The mylonite 

zones form discrete zones particularly within the Kinvaid Lozenge, which are 

subparallel to each other, the northeasterly trend of the distributed zones of recent 

faulting and the Alpine fault. Many of the Recent faults coincide with the location of 

highest strain (i.e. the ultramylonites) in the basement rocks. In the Duncan River 

Lozenge, however, many of the recent fault traces crosscut the mylonitic fabric. 

• The mylonite zones have been exhumed from depths of 15-20 km which is the same 

depth from which the mylonite zones in Caples Group, DMOB and Greenland Group 

have been exhumed. However, the exhumation is not entirely a regional phenomena as 

differential uplift has occurred within the Cascade Wedge. There is also a gradual 

increase in the amount of exhumation towards the Jackson River area along with an 

increase in the pervasiveness of ductile strain. 

• Combined observed changes in the metamorphic and the tectonic fabrics of Skippers 

Subgroup, Barrier Formation and Maitai Group rocks as the Alpine fault is approached 

suggest the deformation and mylonitisation is Alpine fault related (Neogene). The 

Cenozoic mylonite zones along the terrane boundary faults may represent the 
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reactivation of Mesozoic structures in the ductile regime which was also the case for 

the Neogene mylonite zone along the Livingstone fault (Chapter 3). As for the 

mylonite zone at the Peanut fault, the age of the mylonite zone against the Stethoscope 

fault can not be determined and it may be Mesozoic or Cenozoic. 

• The high-strain stringing-out of the Skippers Subgroup along the plate boundary zone 

has occurred over a time period in the last 25 m.y., after the localisation of the 

Australian-Pacific plate boundary strain onto the Alpine fault zone. Previously only 

local areas of upper crustal Tertiary to Recent movement related to the oroclinal 

rotation of the basement terranes has been reported on the Hollyford Fault System and 

Livingstone Fault System 

Cenozoic mylonite zones are developed subparallel to the framework of Recent faults in the 

distributed fault zones. Mylonites occur in the Greenland Group and intrusive suites, the 

DMOB (along the Western margin and in the Jackson River area), along the Livingstone fault 

in the Caples Schist, along the reactivated structures of the Hollyford Fault System and as 

numerous discrete zones along the second order faults. The second part of the thesis addresses 

the kinematics of the Recent faults in the brittle regime and the kinematics of the mylonite 

zones. Comparison of the kinematics of the faults in the present tectonic regime with those in 

the exhumed ductile fault zones will help to elucidate further the ages of the individual 

mylonite zones. 
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properties on the location of strain 
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Chapter 5: First Order Faults 

5. FIRSTORDERFAULTS 

It has been concluded from Chapters 3 and 4 that the geomorphological expression of the 

recent fault system is fundamentally controlled by the reactivation of pre-existing fault 

structures and discontinuities within the converging terranes. The second part of the thesis 

goes on to explore the nature of this reactivation to help claiify the extent to which the 

converging fault systems have been reactivated and incorporated with the plate boundary. 

This chapter deals with the analysis of the first order faults (the Alpine fault and the 

reactivated structures of the Livingstone Fault System and the Hollyford Fault System) which 

separate the main lithological units (Figures 2.5 & 4.47) and define the framework to the 

structure of the area (Figure 5.1). 

It is important to establish the role of the first order structures in the accommodation of the 

plate boundary deformation, particularly the method and extent to which they take up 

deformation. What is the mechanical/rheological behaviour of the fault zone (e.g. Bruhn et al., 

1994)? A detailed breakdown of the distribution, density and oiientation of structures 

associated with each of the first order faults is required to attain an accurate analysis of the 

fault zone morphology and kinematics. Particular questions approached are: 

• What is the attitude and kinematics of the first order faults in the biittle regime i.e. 

what is the geometry of the structures and what pattern of motions and displacements 

produced the structures? 

• What amount of deformation is accommodated by each of the first order faults? What 

is the efficiency of the Alpine fault in taking up strain i.e. what percent of the 

inte1-plate motion (e.g. Chapter 1) is it accommodating? 

• What controls do the major crustal inhomogeneities in the basement rock have on the 

on the location of strain accumulation within the deformation zone? How are the 

geometiical irregulaiities in the first order faults affecting the local kinematics of the 

fault zone and rupture patterns of seismic events? 

• What component of stiike-slip and convergence is each of the recent first order faults 

accommodating? Is the defmmation partitioned along stiike or across the subparallel 

structures? 

• How is the movement on the Recent faults accommodated as the faults extend from 

the Quaternary overburden into the basement rocks? What is the effect of lithology 

and rheological properties on the vaiious processes involved in, and extent of, fault 

rock development in the brittle regime? 

• What is the geometry and degree of development of the subsidiary shears in the fault 

zones as these have been suggested to be related to the sliding behaviour of the fault 

zone (Logan et al., 1979; Moore & Byerlee, 1991a; Chester, 1993). 
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Such information is crucial to decipher the response of the distributed zone of faulting to the 

imposed strain and the effects this may have on earthquake nucleation and propagation in the 

local vicinity (e.g. Sibson, 1989; Li et al., 1998) and the influence it has on the plate boundary 

to the north and south of the studied region. 

5.1. Kinematic Indicators 
Slip equals the relative displacement of formerly adjacent points on opposite sides of a fault, 

measured in the fault surface. Determination of a fault displacement requires the knowledge 

of the direction of its displacement and if possible the magnitude. If the information on the 

slip or displacement cannot be determined and the only information available is the offset of 

parallel planar features, we speak instead of separation. Separation is the size of apparent 

offset of a planar marker (Hobbs et al., 1976) and the sense of separation refers to the relative 

direction of this offset (i.e. sinistral, dextral, normal or reverse) but the observed sense of 

separation may not represent the actual fault displacement (Lisle et al., 2001). 

The most useful way of determining the direction and sense of movement on a fault is from 

the direct observation of fault surfaces which show shear plane-controlled lineations and 

minor structures indicating the relative sense of displacement. Some kinematic indicators 

allow the direction of slip to be determined, whereas others record both the direction and 

sense of slip. Several methods were used to interpret the kinematics; flanking structures 

(Passchier, 2001), debris streaks in gouge or corrugation/groove/striation/wear lineations 

(Dzulinski & Kotlarcyzk, 1965; Tjia, 1971; Engelder, 1974; Hancock & Barka, 1987; Means, 

1987; Power & Tullis, 1989), slickenlines (Fleuty, 1975), slickenfibres (e.g. Dumey & 

Ramsay, 1973; Marshak & Mitra, 1988; Petit, 1987), rotated objects (Simpson, 1986; Van de 

Driessche & Brun, 1987a), extensional shear bands (Platt, 1984), offset markers (Hancock, 

1985), S-C fabrics (Berthe et al., 1979b) or S-C-like structures which occur in foliated 

cataclasite rocks (Chester et al., 1985; Chester & Logan, 1987; Lin, 2001), and secondary 

fractures (Petit, 1987). In addition, information on the wrench component of the shear sense 

(sinistral or dextral) was acquired from the offset sense of Quatemary features along 

individual fault sections. 

Subsidiary Structures 

Subsidiary structures developed in simple shear zones can also be useful tools for evaluating 

the kinematics and the nature of deformation in the system. Subsidiary structures within a 

simple shear zone have a unique geometric distribution (Figure 5.2: A) which distinguishes 

the structures from shear fractures produced under pure shear (Figure 5.2: B). 

For example, pure shear (a type of irrotational strain) is a coaxial deformation (i.e. the 

principal axes of total and incremental strain are parallel at all times). Pure shear (Anderson, 

1905) predicts that a conjugate set of sinistral and dextral strike-slip faults form 30° either 

side of the maximum principal compressive stress (Figure 5.2: B). The strike of normal faults 
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will form perpendicular to the minimum principal compressive stress and the strike of thrust 

fault will form perpendicular to the maximum principal compressive stress. Diagrams of 

conjugate shears assume homogeneity and infinitesimal strain in the deforming medium and 

therefore, that the principal compressive stress axis is parallel to the principal contractional 

strain axis. However, this is rarely adhered to in nature where deformation is prolonged and 

the medium deformed is heterogeneous. 

Simple Shear 

PDZ= Principal Deformation Zone 
P, R, R' ,Y =Riedel Shears 

Pure Shear 

s 

F<?---

S= Conjugate Shears 
T= Tension Fractures T= Tension Fractures T 
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Figure 5.2: The distribution of subsidiary brittle structures (a) formed during simple shear; (b) formed 
during pure shear; (c) orientation of main subsidiary structures formed during strike-slip faulting; (d) 
kinematic explanation for the structures formed during strike-slip faulting indicating the fields of 
shortening and extension. 

Simple shear (a type of constant volume plane strain) on the other hand, is a non-coaxial 

deformation (i.e. the principal axes of total and incremental strain are not parallel at all times). 

During simple shearing of a frictional plastic material, cr1 attains an orientation at 45° to the 

imposed shear direction (Mandl et al., 1977) but shears in frictional plastic material tend to 

form at 45°- <!>12 to cr1 (<!>equals the angle of internal friction) in accordance with Coulomb

Mohr faults (e.g. Jaeger & Cook 1976). Riedel shears (Riedel, 1929) are Coulomb-Mohr 

faults at the surface (Mandl et al., 1977). A monoclinic symmetry of strain results from the 

rotational factor in simple shear zones and six possible types of structures (Figure 5.2: A & C) 

are formed as exemplified for a dextral strike-slip fault zone (Tchalenko, 1970): 1) synthetic 

R-Riedel shears (Tchalenko, 1970) (10-15° clockwise); 2) high angle antithetic conjugate R'-
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Riedel shears (Tchalenko, 1970) (70° to 80° clockwise); 3) secondary synthetic P-shears 

(Skempton, 1966; Tchalenko, 1970; Tchalenko & Ambraseys, 1970; Naylor et al., 1986) (10-

200 anticlockwise) symmetric to the R-shears; 4) extension T-fractures (Tchalenko & 

Ambraseys, 1970) or normal faults (45° clockwise); 5) faults parallel to the principal 

deformation zone Y-shears (Morgenstern & Tchalenko, 1967); 6) thmst faults or folds (45° or 

less, anticlockwise). 

The development of subsidiary shears in simple shear zones changes with time and strain. 

Modelling (Tchalenko & Ambraseys, 1970; Wilcox et al., 1973; Lowell, 1972; Logan et al., 

1979) demonstrates a sequential development of subsidiary shears: R- and R'- Riedel shears 

developed first, followed by P-shears and finally Y-shears. Additionally, distinct localisation 

of defmmation onto discrete sliding surfaces and large angles between R- and Y -shears, has 

been quoted to be characteristically associated with frictional (stick-slip) fault sliding 

behaviour (Moore & Byerlee, 1991a; Logan et al., 1992). 

The terms for the stmctures produced under simple shear are used in the text only to describe 

the comparable geometrical position of observed subsidiary stmctures in a shear context but I 

do not imply that all the stmctures can be explained mechanically by the Riedel type 

experiments of Tchalenko & Ambraseys ( 1970) or Wilcox et al. ( 1973). 

Shear sense can be established from the subsidiary stmctures in simple shear zones (e.g. the 

acute angle formed by the trace of the R-shear and the main fault points in the relative 

movement of the block contain the R-shear as indicated in Figure 5.2: A). However, it was 

not adopted as a field technique because (a) not all the subsidiary shears are necessarily 

Riedel or related shears. Additionally, pre-existing mechanical anisotropies may influence the 

orientation of stmctures leading to orientations different from those predicted by Coulomb 

fracture criterion and (b) the polydeformational nature of the fault zone leads to ambiguity 

whilst determining which shears are related to which. 

Induced Stress System 

Stress field orientations are defined by the three orthogonal principal stress axes, cr1> cr2 >cr3 

(analysis of the stress field in the thesis uses the convention that the compressive stresses are 

positive). Anderson's theory predicts that for a normal fault, cr1 will be vertical; for a thmst 

fault cr3 will be vertical; and a strike-slip fault cr2 will be vertical. As Riedel shears are 

conjugate fractures (Mandl et al., 1977), linked geometrically to the orientation and shear 

direction of the main shear zone, the 3D orientation of the principal stress axes in place at the 

time of their formation can be inferred. The intersection line ( cr2) of the R- and R' -shears will 

be perpendicular to the slip vector on the fault plane (Gephart, 1990). 

All subsidiary shears related to the Riedel shears (e.g. T-, P-, Y-shears) will intersect along 

the same line if the faults have formed synchronously or sequentially under the same stress 
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regime. Care, however, has to be taken whilst analysing subsidiary shears because the 

evolving fault zones have experienced multiple slip events. Interpretation of the origin of 

structures on the basis of their relative orientations is unjustified without independent 

evidence of the nature of the structures and their relative times of formation. The structures 

may have patterns expected of conjugate shears and related shears but may have developed at 

different times and under the influence of different orientations of stress; shears predating or 

post-dating an adjacent fault may be totally unrelated to it. Shears, therefore, were only 

analysed in this manner away from the complex core of the fault where a clear relationship 

was established. These were then compared with possible shear sets, with similar geometrical 

configurations and kinematics, in the fault cores. 

5.1.1. Mesozoic Kinematics of the Livingstone Fault System and the 
Hollyford Fault System 

As many of the first order faults are reactivated structures formed during terrane accretion in 

the Mesozoic, it is important to be aware of the older kinematic history of the faults. 

The Hollyford Fault System 

Basement outcrop of the Hollyford Fault System is elusive in the south of the South Island 

and, therefore, little is known about the Mesozoic kinematics of the individual faults. 

Mortimer (1994), however, cautiously interprets mylonite zones along the eastern edge of the 

Median Tectonic Zone in the north of the South Island, at Buller (e.g. Chapter 1: Figure 1.3) 

to be related to dextral movement (lineations plunge 49/229° on vertical plane striking NE 

and shear criteria indicate the sense of ductile shear is dextral and NW -up) during the 

juxtaposition of the Brook Street Terrane in the Early Mesozoic. 

The Livingstone Fault System 

The Peanut fault and the Livingstone fault are the only faults of the Livingstone Fault System 

in the field area of this project. Information gathered on the Livingstone Fault System prior to 

this project is inconclusive for the kinematics of these faults during the Mesozoic or the extent 

of Cenozoic reactivation. The Livingstone fault has been interpreted as potentially having 

been a strike-slip fault in the early Jurassic (Ellis & Watkinson, 1987a; Mortimer, 1992, 

1993a) and it has previously been suggested it was sinistral in sense (Cawood, 1986). 

Stenhouse (2003), documents an absence of recent activity on the Livingstone fault in the 

Blue Mountains in Southland (Chapter 1: Figure 1.3) but relict shear sense indicators show 

past movement was sinistral reverse-slip. The timing of the initiation of this movement is not 

known although it had ceased by the end of the Oligocene (Stenhouse, 2003). 

As far as the author is aware there is no previous information on the pre-Cenozoic kinematics 

of the Peanut fault. 
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5.2. The Alpine Fault 
Traditionally the Alpine fault is defined as the main active manifestation of the plate 

boundary deformation. However, within the field area of this particular project, numerous 

recently active traces are simultaneously accommodating plate boundary deformation; 

therefore, for the purpose of the following section, the Alpine fault is defined as the fault 

which separates the Western Province Greenland Group and associated intrusives from those 

of the Eastern Province Brook Street Terrane. 

The Alpine fault plane crops out in the bedrock at four localities within the field area: Fault 

Creek (a tributary of the Martyr River), Saddle Creek, Sutherland Creek and Duncan River 

(Figure 5.1: figure inset localities 5.3, 5.17, 5.21 & 5.29, respectively). The Alpine fault 

outcrop at Fault Creek is the first main exposure of the fault zone encountered for 60 km 

southwest of exposures along the Haast-Paringa cattle track at the base of the Mataketake 

Range (Cooper & Norris, 1994b, 1995) and 60 km northeast of the exposures at Hokuri Creek 

(Wellman, 1964; Berryman et al., 1992; Sutherland & Non·is, 1995) (both locations are 

indicated in Figure 1.5 in Chapter 1). The Alpine fault plane is also exposed at several 

localities within the Quaternary overburden (e.g. Appendix 1: Geomorphology Maps 1 and 2). 

5.2.1. Recent Geomorphological Expression of the Alpine Fault 
The Alpine fault forms a striking lineament within the two zones of distributed faulting (e.g. 

Chapter 2: Figures 2.2 & 2.3). The trace is overall a linear feature in the Jackson River area 

(Figure 5.1), although subparallel en echelon structures define small-scale right and left-steps 

(Appendix 1: Geomorphology Map 1). In contrast, within the areas of the Cascade River 

catchment and the Duncan River catchment, the geometry of the Alpine fault trace becomes 

highly irregular (Figure 5.1 and Appendix 1: Geomorphology Map 2). 

5.2.2. Geometry, Anatomy and Kinematics of The Alpine Fault Zone 
The style of the lateral offset varies at each of the main Alpine fault outcrops which are 

documented in more detail, along with different aspects of fault zone characteristics, at the 

individual localities within the context of the fault zone kinematics. 

Fault Creek and Martyr River 

The Alpine fault trace at these particular outcrops steps leftwards by 250 m and then 

rightwards by 200 m, forming small-scale jogs on the 055° orientated Alpine fault trace 

(Figure 5.3). The fault outcrop at Martyr River (locality 2 on Figure 5.3) is west of the Alpine 

fault and forms part of the left-stepping jog infrastructure and the Alpine fault outcrop in Fault 

Creek (locality 1 on Figure 5.3) represents the fault zone at the edge of the left-stepping jog 

and at the transition to the right-stepping jog. 
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Figure 5.3: Geometry of small scale left-stepping and right-stepping jogs on the main Alpine fault 
(AF) trace (refer to Figure 5.1 for the location). The Alpine fault plane outcrops in the bedrock at Fault 
Creek (locality 1). A splay fault outcrops on the true right bank of the Martyr River (locality 2). A 
brief description of the Martyr River exposure has been given previously by Sutherland (1995a) but 
not in the context of the jog structure which was revealed from field work during this project. 

Anatomy o(the Fauzil,one in Fault Creek 
The anatomy of the fault zone at the margin of the jog area is summarised on Figure 5.4. The 

main zone of slip is marked by a ~2 m wide clay-rich gouge (Figure 5.5). An asymmetrical 

fault zone has developed and the principal displacement zone of the core (containing 

extensively brecciated and shattered rocks) extends ~ 80 m west into mylonites derived from 

I-type granite and Greenland Group rocks but the damage only appears to extend a few metres 

into the metabasic mylonites of the Skippers Subgroup of the Brook Street Terrane. Faults 

related to the infrastructure of the left-stepping jog (e.g. Figure 5.3) form sizeable shear zones 

within the brecciated zone. For example, 1 m wide gouge zones subparallel the main Alpine 

fault trace and have individual damage zones extending 2m in width. 

There is a gradational transition from the damage zone to the wall rock on the western side of 

the fault zone. However, the lack of fault breccias and cataclasites to the east, and the 

occurrence of coherent unfractured mylonites at a distance of only 50 m from the fault plane, 

imply an abrupt transition to the wall rocks of the Skippers Subgroup. 

Anatomy o(the Fault Zone at the Martyr River Outcrop 

The outcrop on the Martyr River illustrates the Alpine fault zone in the left-stepping jog 

(locality 2 in Figure 5.3) and also illustrates the anatomy of the fault zone where it propagates 

through the Quaternary overburden (Figure 5.6: A & B). 

A crush zone derived from Greenland Group mylonites has been displaced over a >15m thick 
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Figure 5.5 The clay-rich gouge extends 1.5 m into the mylonites derived from the metabasic 
mylonites of the Skippers Subgroup of the Brook Street Terrane and 0.5 m westwards grading into a 5 
m wide incohesive crush breccia zone in the mylonitised granite which originally intruded the 
Greenland Group (now also mylonitsed) (outcrop is from locality 1, Figure 5.3). The gouge derived 
from the granite mylonite is highly foliated with remnant quartz material thoroughly comminuted 
forming white augen which are dextrally rotated by movement parallel to the fault-strike. The gouge 
derived from the metabasic rocks is non-foliated 

unit of subhorizontal, unconsolidated, crudely bedded gravels. The Recent fluvial gravels are 

separated from the crushed Greenland Group by a fault plane sharply defined by a 10 mm 

thick clay-gouge zone. The fault core east of the fault plane, in the hard rock, is -16 m in 

width. Unfractured mylonites, of the Skippers Subgroup, outcrop 50 m east of the jog 

structure (Figure 5.3). The fault zone east of the fault plane, additionally, contains 

unconsolidated gravels separated from the crush rocks by a 0.5 m thick shear zone of 

subplanar gouge-lined shears (Figure 5.6: B). A unit of glacial rhythmites (5 m thick) occurs 

within the sequence of gravels. The glacial rhythmites and gravels are cut by numerous 

shallow dipping fault planes (Figures 5.6: B & 5.7: A). Local convoluted folding is evident in 

the rhythmites along with high-angle faults (Figure 5.7: B & C). 

The gravels underlying the main fault plane are unconsolidated but have on average a 20 em 

thick, pale coloured, altered and cohesive zone in direct contact with the gouge zone (Figure 

5.8). The width of the cohesive zone is typical of an Alpine fault splay when it penetrates the 

overburden (e.g. Appendix 5: Plate A5.1.1). The basement rocks approximately 40-200 m to 

the west of the splay fault zone, are typically unfractured but, immediately adjacent to the 

fault zone, they are altered, strongly foliated and intensely veined (2-6 mm calcite veins and 2 

mm chlorite veins). 
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Figure: 5.6: A: Alpine fault outcrop on the true right bank of the Martyr River (locality 2 on Figure 
5.3) within the left-step. B: Schematic diagram showing the anatomy and kinematics of the fault 
outcrop at Martyr River viewed to the east (circled numbers refer to the localities of the photos in 
Figures 5.7, 5.8 & 5.11). The eastern fault core is composed of a 6 m thick zone of incohesive crush 
breccia and cataclasite derived from Greenland Group mylonites. The crush breccia grades eastwards 
into a - 10 m thick zone of fault breccia which in turn grades into a damage zone which contains more 
coherent mylonites with a remnant foliation (orientated 308/21 o NE) which act as shear planes. 
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Figure: 5.7: A-C illustrate the deformation in the Quaternary sediments in the eastern side of the fault 
zone (localities 1-3 on Figure 5.6: B, respectively). A: A flame structure developed above a shallow 
dipping thrust plane (040/09° SE). Shear gradient folds, created by a reverse sense of movement, have 
formed at the low lying fault contact between rhythmites and gravels. A clast in the gravels forms a 
rotated object which indicates top to the NW movement. B: Convoluted folds within a glacial 
rhythmite horizon which occurs below a thrust plane. The fold axial plane = I 00/22° S and fold hinge 
line = 09/100°. C: High angle NW-striking (e.g. 120/80° SW) fault planes cutting the rhythmite 
sequence (foliation= 042/18° SE and striation lineation on the foliation plane =12/220°) with~ 2 em 

• of reverse separation. D: Example of a high-angle NW-striking fault plane (120/79° SW) cutting 
interbedded silts and sandstone from within an area of up-lift (pop-up structure) at a left-stepping jog 
on the Alpine fault 2 km to the northeast of the Martyr River at the Jackson River (Gr: 21568, 56672). 
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Figure 5.8: The contact zone of the gravels with the pale-grey clay-gouge zone of the main fault. The 
cohesive zone grades into the crush rocks derived from the Greenland Group mylonites through a 16 
em wide zone which contains pebbles (10-30 mm in size) ripped from the gravel contact. A network of 
anastomosing shears (6-20 em thick) occurs immediately adjacent to, and subparallel to, the fault 
plane. The shear zone is separated from the crush rocks to the east by a gouge zone which reaches 5 
em in thickness. "A" is a close up the inset in "B". B: Asymptotic rotation of older shears by newer 
shears immediately adjacent to the main fault plane suggests the eastern side of the fault zone has 
moved up. Location 4 on Figure 5.6: B 

Fault Attitude 

The main Alpine fault plane strikes NE and dips moderately to the SE (e.g. 056/57° SE) at the 

northeastern margin of the left-stepping jog structure. Faulted gravels at several localities 

along the trace of the Alpine fault to the northeast of Martyr River (Appendix 1: 
Geomorphology Map 1) have a similar attitude and such orientations are thought to be 

representative of the average orientation of the Alpine fault in the Jackson River area (Figure 

5.9: A). 

At the right-step (Figure 5.3), an E-striking (e.g. 090/70° S) fault strand occurs which 

connects to a local steeply-dipping NNE-striking fault strand (e.g. 010/79° SE) just to the 

north. The NNE- and E-striking structures link the NE-striking (e.g. 060170° SE) strands 

either side of the right-step (Figure 5.9: B). 

At the left-step (Figure 5.3) the fault plane strike at the surface fluctuates between 020° and 

060° throughout the exposure (Figure 5.6: B) although the average strike is 055° (Figure 5.9: 

C & D). The dip of the fault plane notably becomes progressively shallower from its steepest 

extent: 70° to a dip of 21 o along the outcrop to the south and accompanies a switch to a 
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dominant 020° strike (Figure 5.6 B). The local flattening out of the fault plane and the change 

in strike corresponds to the transition to a NNE-striking structure which links the left-stepped 

strands (Figure 5.9: D). The link fault at the left-step is shallow in contrast to the near vertical 

link faults at the right-step (Figure 5.9: B c.f D). 
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Figure 5.9: Equal area lower hemisphere stereonet displaying: A: the average orientation of the 
Alpine fault plane (AF) in the Jackson River area; B: fault planes at the right-step in Fault Creek; C: 
fault plane measurements and slip lineation directions at the Martyr River outcrop; D: average fault 
planes and slip lineations at the junction between the NNE-striking link fault and the main NE-striking 
fault strand at the left-step at Martyr River. Kinematic data for the principal slip zones are explained in 
the main text. 

Kinematics 

At Fault Creek, the highly foliated clay-rich gouge, which forms in the fault core and marks 

the concentrated slip zone of the Alpine fault, contains dextrally rotated augen of comminuted 
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quartz and more resistant porphyroclasts (e.g. Figure 5.5). These are also seen in the Martyr 

River outcrop. Additionally, all offset geomorphological features record a dextral sense of 

slip. 

On the NE-striking fault plane at the northeastern edge of the left-step, well-developed 

conugations have fmmed at the gouge/gravel interface and probably represent the orientation 

of the slip vector averaged over multiple displacements. The lineation pitches 67° to the 

northeast on 055/72° SE fault surface which, coupled with the rotated objects in the gouge 

and the dextral offset of Quaternary features, indicates dextral reverse-slip (Figure 5.9: A). 

The reorientation of the long axes of gravel clasts in the various faulted gravel outcrops in the 

overburden to the northeast defines a lineation with a comparable pitch. The plunge azimuth 

of the lineations is c.090° which is taken to represent the average slip vector for the Alpine 

fault in the Jackson River area. 

Kinematics of the Left-Step 

In addition to the conugated lineation, several sets of slip lineations were found at the gouge 

interface of the main fault plane (Figure 5.9: C) which fluctuate throughout the exposure. 

• At the mid point of the length of the outcrop (Figure 5.6: B), the lineation is defined 

by a ill-defined, worn (suggesting they are old features) conugated lineation pitching 

7-28° to the northeast on a fault surface with the attitude 058/52° SE (i.e. the 

lineations trend ~060-090°). 

• On the shallow-dipping NNE-striking link fault, a gouge lineation (defined by debris 

streaks) is subhorizontal and pitches to the NE (i.e. plunges 4/060° on a 028/21° SE 

fault plane) (Figure 5.9: C). 

• Fine ( <1 mm wide) striation lineations on the gouge interface plunge SSE and 

overprint (as a thin film of gouge) the worn corrugated lineations and NE-pitching 

gouge lineations described above. These younger fine striations occur on all the 

different orientations of the fault plane. Gouge lineations also have the same 

orientation in places. 

Deflection patterns of subsidiary shears (Figure 5.8), reverse separation of flat lying marker 

layers (Figure 5.7: C) and shear gradient folds (Figure 5.7: A) indicate that the displacements 

in the fault zone represented by each slip lineation are associated with components of reverse

slip and dextral strike-slip. 

At the left-step, in addition to the dextral reverse-slip recorded throughout the Jackson River 

area, there are separate movements of near dextral strike-slip and of near reverse-slip. The 

slip vector of the latter is the most recent, representing the last displacement. 
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The reverse separation of at least ~ 15 m of the marker defined by the contact between the 

Quaternary gravels and the Greenland Group mylonites in the fault zone, from its location 

east of the fault plane to the creek level position of the same contact west of the fault plane 

(Figure 5.6 A & B) has likely occurred, therefore, as a result of differing combinations of 

dextral strike-slip and reverse-slip. 

Subsidiary Shears 
N 

~ 

Subsidiary Shears 

111 Groove lineation on shear surface 

A. Gouge lineation on shear surface 

Jt.. Striation lineation on shear surface 

• - - - Rotated shear surface 

Figure 5.10: Lower hemisphere, equal area projection stereonets showing: A: the slip lineations 
measured on shears and striated foliation planes; B: the attitude of gouge-filled subsidiary shears. 

Subsidiary Shears in the Fault Core and Damage Zone of the Left-Step 

Subsidiary shears throughout the fault core and damage zone are developed structures with 

sizeable gouge zones (Figure 5.4) and, therefore, play an important role in the accommodation 

of deformation. Slip lineations on the shear planes are few and far between but those which 

were measured indicate two main bearings of slip which are the same as measured on the 

main fault planes: to the NW/SE and NE/SW (Figure 5.10: A). However, it is unclear which 

slip bearing may be connected with the initial formation of the shear set as the continued 

evolution of the fault zone means many surfaces could be reactivated during different slip 

events. A pattern is, however, recognisable in the geometrical configuration of the shears. 

Several of the shears with strikes subparallel to the main NE-striking fault plane, particularly 

notable in the hanging wall sequence at the Martyr River outcrop (Figure 5.11: A & B) dip 

either to theSE or the NW (e.g. Figure 5.10: B) and intersect along a subhorizontallineation 

which approximately parallels the NE-strike of the main fault zone (Figures 5.10: B & 5.11: 

B). The intersection of these shears is perpendicular to the SE-trending lineation set (with 

reverse shear sense) and thus these may have formed in response to fault-perpendicular 

shortening. 
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Figure 5.11: A: At the main left-step, anastomosing shear zones (3 em wide), composed of <1 mm 
individual cataclasite-filled shears, crosscut the crush zone and strike subparallel to the main fault 
(location 5 on Figure 5.6: B). Shears (spaced every 10 em) are also subparallel to the main fault but 
the dip angle is either steep (e.g. 67° SE) or shallow (e.g. 5°-15° SE). B: Lower hemisphere equal area 
sterenonet of subsidiary shears in the hanging wall at Martyr River. 

At the Martyr River outcrop these shear zones are thought to have formed to accommodate 

the upward rotation of the hanging wall during thrusting. Additionally, near-vertical 

slickensided fractures (2-1 0 em spaced) cut the ~ 16 m fault core at Martyr River but the 

structures either have a NE-strike (subparallel to the Alpine fault plane) or NW-strike. 

High-angle faults/shears (NW-striking) are widespread (Figures 5.10: B & 5.12) throughout the 

damage zone east and west of the main fault plane at the Martyr River jog and commonly 

form substantial (10-100 mm) gouge-filled features or brecciated fault zones in the fault core 

along Fault Creek. Therefore, the NW-striking shears are accommodating significant 

deformation. The NW -striking shears are commonly rotated in a clockwise sense in response 

to further dextral movement on the main Alpine fault (e.g. Figure 5.10: A). However, the 

NW-striking shears in the hanging wall of the Martyr River outcrop are relatively immature 

features in that gouge has not developed. NW-striking shears of similar attitude and 

orientation have also formed in the rhythmites sequence (Figure 5.7: C) and the reverse 

separation evident on these structures has probably occurred on the slickensided fractures in 

the main crush zone. The relative immaturity of the shear zones developed in the rhythmites 

means their strike and dip is more reliable as a representation of the orientation in which the 
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shear sets originally formed. Such structures are frequent throughout the Quaternary 

sediments in the Jackson River area (e.g. Figure 5.7: D). 

Equal Area 

N=28 

Subsidiary Shears 
N 

Figure 5.12: Rose diagram showing the dominantly NE- and NW -trending azimuths of subsidiary 
shears in the damage zone of the left-stepping region west of the Alpine fault. 

While reverse separation is observed on many of the NW-striking structures (Figure 5.7: D), 

the intersection lineation (Figure 5.13: A) of the NW-striking shear set with the main fault 

plane is steeply inclined (e.g. 681148°) in contrast to many of the NE-striking shears (e.g. 

Figure 5.11: B). Likewise, a set of NNE, NE and NW-striking shears recorded in the main 

fault core at Martyr River (Figure 5.13: B) have a similar intersect, which is roughly 

perpendicular to the shallowly plunging set of NE-trending lineations. The NNE-, NE- and 

NW-striking shears may represent a set (P, Y and R'-shears, respectively) which have formed 

in response to a dominantly wrench component of the plate boundary slip but have been 

reactivated to accommodate reverse-slip. 

Shears or fault planes with strikes -20 o anticlockwise (occasionally clockwise) of the main 

displacement zone are common throughout the damage zone but with increased proximity to 

the main Alpine fault core the shears have either formed or subsequently been rotated into 

subparallelism with the main displacement zone of the Alpine fault. 

Kinematics of the Right-Step 

Kinematic data are limited at the location of the right-step but it is known that the NE-striking 

strands either-side of the jog have a dextral slip (i.e. from gouge fabrics and Quaternary 

offsets). Frictional-wear striated foliation and fracture surfaces in the fault core around theE

striking strand indicate slip on an E-W bearing, parallel to the average slip vector on the 

Alpine fault surface in the Jackson River region. 
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Figure 5.13: Lower hemisphere, equal area stereonets displaying the intersection lineation and 
estimated stress axes for: A: NW-striking shear in the rhythmites; and B: shear sets in the eastern 
crush zone of the Martyr River outcrop 
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Figure 5.14: Lower hemisphere stereonets displaying A: the subsidiary shears at the right step-over B: 
the kinematics of the main faults . The faults may not all be coeval but they all intersect a steeply 
plunging lineation which is taken to represent cr2 which suggests the fault were formed during strike
slip. 
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Subsidiary Shears in the Fault Core and Damage Zone of the Right-Step 

Subsidiary shears subparallel the orientation of the NE-, NNE- and E-striking fault strands of 

the right-step (Figure 5.14: A). NW-striking shears have also formed which have a striation 

lineation pitching 76 NW on a SW-dipping surface. The NE- NNE- and E-striking fault 

strands of the right-stepping jog and the NW-striking shears intersect along a steeply inclined 

lineation suggesting they have formed under a dominantly dextral strike-slip regime (the 

estimated orientation of the principal stress axes is the same as for the strike-slip shear set at 

the left -step e. g. Figure 5.13: B) and the NW -striking shears equal the geometrical orientation 

of R' shears (Figure 5.14: B). The often steeply inclined (trending- E-W) slip vectors (fine 

striations) on the subsidiary shears and surrounding fracture and foliation surfaces is not 

perpendicular to the intersection lineation. This would imply the faults/shears have formed a 

geometrical configuration during strike-slip but have been reactivated during the latest 

displacements. 

Summary o(the Alpine Fault Zone at Fault Creek and Martyr River 

• The Alpine fault in the Jackson River area is a dextral reverse structure with an 

average attitude of 056/67° SE on which slip lineations pitch steeply to the NE (i.e. a 

plunge azimuth c.090°). 

• The Alpine fault zone at Fault Creek is asymmetrical. The fault core extends west of 

the principal slip zone (a 2 rn thick foliated clay-rich gouge containing multiple slip 

planes) and defines a concentrated area between the two left-stepped strands which 

represents the main zone of slip accommodation (Figure 5.15). 

• The stream at the centre of the left-jog indicates that at least 250 rn of horizontal 

dextral movement has taken place representing the cumulative offsets of many 

earthquakes. 

• The kinematics change through the structures in the jogs and in addition to dextral 

reverse-slip, both strike-slip and reverse-slip occurs but the overprinting relationship 

of slip vectors suggests temporal partitioning of the strike-slip and reverse-slip. 

• Subsidiary shears also record a deviation in the local stress regime. In the main area 

of the left-step, shears have mostly formed to accommodate the thrust related 

displacement but have also formed in response to strike-slip. Shears with a 

geometrical configuration for strike-slip have been reactivated during reverse 

movements. 

• NW -striking shears are important for accommodating deformation within the jog and 

have the geometrical configuration of R' -Riedel shears. 

• Steeply pitching slip lineations and reverse shear sense on the NE-, NNE-, NW

striking shears record internal upward rotation within the left-stepping region. 

• Easterly trending slip vectors indicate E-W shortening on the main fault planes 

subparallel to the azimuth of the inferred induced principal maximum compressional 

stress axis during the formation of the strike-slip structures. 
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concentrated 
deformation zone 

Martyr River 

KEY: Recent Fault Traces: 
2 observed fault trace (±5 m) (scarp height in 

metres marked on the down thrown side) 
intermittently observed fault trace (±25m) 

inferred fault trace location (±50 m) 

fault trace interpreted from aerial photographs 

slip lineation on foliation plane 

AF 

CB/FB crush breccia/fault breccia 

42 m dog 

= 
dog leg in creek indicating the accumulated 
amount of strike-slip displacement 

sag pond 

swamp/boggy ground 

outcrop 

slip lineation on fault plane 

Figure 5.15: Outline of the asymmetrical zone of maximum deformation and uplift with in the left
steppingjog and a summary of the changing kinematics through the deformation zone (cj Figure 
5.16). 

Interpretation 

The deformation zone at Martyr River is within a left-stepping en echelon segment of the fault 

zone which inhibits the overall motion on the main stmctures (Woodcock & Fischer, 1986) 

leading to sites of secondary deformation (e.g. Mann et al., 1983). The step-over is within a 

dextral fault system and therefore, contractional accommodation stmctures are expected (e.g. 

Crowell, 1974; Rodgers, 1980; Segall & Pollard, 1980) which explains the shortening 

component evident at the Martyr River section. The link fault which propagates to connect up 

the left-stepped segments is typically orientated at angles of 45° with respect to the main fault 

strand (Woodcock & Fischer, 1986) and, therefore, provides a satisfactory explanation for the 

formation of the NNE-trending segment (e.g. Figure 5.3). 

Secondary stmctures expected at jog sites (Segall & Pollard, 1980; Gamond, 1987) form a set 

30° either side of the principal maximum contractional stress/strain axis which may explain 

the distribution of NW -striking subsidiary shears within the fault zone. Additionally, 

analogue models for pure-strike-slip fault zones (e.g. Dooley et al., 1999) have demonstrated 

the development of high-angle, antithetic shears as well as synthetic shears, that accommodate 

the high-level, internal rotation in the uplifted block within a restraining step-over zone. 

However, in pure strike-slip analogue models, the internal architecture consists of numerous 

arcuate and upwardly flattening oblique-slip reverse segments (Figure 5.16: A) which are 

absent in the geometry of the Martyr River step-over. The fundamental geometry of the 

Martyr River restraining step-over (e.g. Figure 5.3) resembles in more ways the architecture 

produced under dextral transpression (Figure 5.16 B) (c.f Keller et al., 1997), although the 

uplift at the Martyr Jog is dominant on one side. In dextral transpression, P andY shears are 

important in the accommodation of deformation. 

It appears that even though the geometry resembles a restraining step-over developed under 
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transpression, high-angle shears/faults (NW -striking) still play an important role in the 

accommodation of the deformation. 

A 

R -shears ___.... 
regior:t of J, >. , , _ ....--
uplift~ _ _ ___ ----- _ 

~ ---L-1 ~ --- ' 
__ : : :-: ;'-//-(- : : - - - Y -shears 

P -shears 

B 

Figure 5.16: Geometry of the near symmetrical left-stepping jogs from analogue models; A: pure 
dextral strike-slip (after Dooley et al., 1999); B: dextral transpression (after Keller et al., 1997). 

Saddle Creek 

The NE trend of the Alpine fault trace switches to an ENE trend just south of Woodhen Creek 

(Figure 5.17) and forms part of an en echelon array which continues for 5 km. The outcrop of 

the Alpine fault in Saddle Creek, a tributary to the Cascade River, illustrates the fault zone 

within the basement rocks along a strand striking 070°. 

KEY: Recent Fault Traces (bold =first order; faint= second order): 

2 

G/CB/FB 

observed fault trace ( ±5 m) (scarp height in 
metres marked on the down thrown side) 
intermittently observed fault trace (±25 m) 

inferred fault trace location (±50 m) 

fault trace interpreted from aerial photographs 

gouge/crush breccia/fault breccia 

500 m dog dog leg in creek indicating the accumulated 
amount of strike-slip displacement 

sag pond 

swamp/boggy ground 

Alpine fault zone outcrop 
fault gully/trench (arrows point down slope) 

Figure 5.17: The geometry and outcrop location of the Alpine fault (AF) at Saddle Creek (refer to 
Figure 5.1 for the location). The fault has an en echelon arrangement south of Woodhen Creek and is 
surrounded by numerous second order faults (EHF = East Hollyford fault; WHF = West Hollyford 
fault; SF= Stethoscope fault). 
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Chapter 5: First Order Fault 

Figure 5.18 (opposite page): A composite section perpendicular to an ENE-striking strand of the 
Alpine fault at Saddle Creek (location 5.18 on Figure 5.1) illustrating the anatomy of the fault zone. 
The anatomy is like this for at least 1 km along strike. Inset A: An E-striking S-dipping 15 em wide 
gouge zone indicating down-to-the ESE dextralnonnal displacement; B: A fine foliation is developed 
through the semi-consolidated ultracataclasite in response to hairline-thin ENE-striking shears spaced 
every 1-2 mm. The shears have been asymptotically deflected (top down-to-the east) by later formed 
SE-dipping NE-striking gouge-filled shears (up to 50 mm in width) which fmm sets with NNE
striking NW-dipping shears spaced every 10-30 mm. The shallower dipping NNE-NE-striking shears 
are pervasive through the bottom section of Saddle Creek: C: ENE- and NNW-striking shears cut the 
fault breccia zone. D: Normal displacement on NNE-striking NW-dipping shears in the Greenland 
Group. Stereonets indicate the decrease in angle between the subsidiary shears and the Alpine fault 
plane (AF) towards the principal slip zone (PSZ). 

Anatomy o(the Fault Zone 

The anatomy of the fault zone is represented schematically in Figure 5.18. In contrast to the 

fault zone at Fault Creek, the fault zone is roughly symmetrical and the fault core is ~ 150 m 

wide (cf ~50 mat Fault Creek). The principal slip zone is markedly thicker as the centre of 

the fault core is marked by a 25m thick zone of strongly foliated clay-rich gouge (as defined 

by white augen and dark green banding). To the west the gouge is succeeded by a zone of 

semi-consolidated ultracataclasite > 10 m in thickness. An additional difference from the fault 

zone at Fault Creek is that the fault core extends east into the rocks of the Brook Street 

Terrane where it is composed of a 50 m thick sequence of hydrothermally altered crush 

breccia and cataclasite d~tived from granodiorite mylonites. The principal displacement zone 

of the fault core transits either side into a damage zone and coherent mylonite with a 

recognisable foliation. 

Fault Attitude 

The fault zone, as a whole, strikes 070° and the pervasive hairline-thin foliation developed 

within the semi-consolidated ultracataclasite zone (e.g. Figure 5.18: B) is interpreted as 

representing the fault plane attitude 070/79° SE (Figure 5.19: A). The foliated gouge strikes 

subparallel to this but towards the southwestern end of the creek (Figure 5 .17) the gouge zone 

is orientated 048/82° SE over small sections. The localised changes in the fault zone 

orientation may be an adjustment related to the switch in the strike of the fault zone to a NE 

azimuth south of Saddle Creek (Figure 5 .17) 

Kinematics 

The fault trace dextrally offsets Quaternmy features (Figure 5.17). The monoclinic symmetry 

of augen within the foliated gouge indicates dextral shear sense and lineations on the main 

gouge zone (Figure 5.19 A), and through the crush zone, consistently plunge steeply to the 

SW; therefore indicating the ENE-striking, SSE-dipping fault is dextral normal. 

Subsidiary Shears 
Subsidimy shears (Figure 5.18: B) are spaced every 20-30 mm in the semi-cohesive 

ultracataclasite. The shears strike either roughly subparallel to the main foliated gouge zone 

(striking E-ENE) or strike NE. Lineations on shear fractures dipping S-SSE and SE, pitch 
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steeply to the W-SW (Figures 5.19: B). The bearing ofthe lineations is subparallel to the slip 

vector in the principal slip zone. Shear deflection patterns indicate southeast-side-down 

normal movement with a component of dextral strike-slip (Figure 5.18: A-C). However, dip

slip gouge lineations (plunging to the NW or SE) with normal shear sense are also recorded 

on the NE-striking shear fractures (e.g. Figures 5.18: D & 5.19: B). 

Alpine Fault Planes 
N 

Subsidiary Shears 

N 

A 8 

Figure 5.19: Lower hemisphere, equal area projection stereo nets 
displaying: A: the attitude and dextral normal kinematics of the main Alpine 
fault planes measured in Saddle Creek; B: the orientation and shear-sense 
slip lineations for subsidiary shear planes within the fault core and damage 
zone of the Alpine fault. Data indicates dextral normal and normal slip. 

-- Subsidiary shears 
- Alpine fault plane 

- Striated foliation plane 
.1. Gouge lineation 

A Striation lineation 

--+ Slip vector 

The above shears are locally overprinted by an S-C-like fabric composed of NE-striking C

shears which dip either to theSE or NW (Figure 5.18: B). The C-shears intersect each other 

and the Alpine fault plane along a line which has a shallow plunge to the SW (Figure 5.20: A). 

Many of the NE-striking shears which dominate the main fault core and the immediate 

damage zone intersect along a similar line. The intersection lineation is approximately 

subparallel to the main SW plunge direction of the slip lineations but is approximately 

perpendicular to the normal sense dip-slip lineations on many of the NW- and SE-dipping 

NE-striking shears. The shears may have formed during an event, separate from the dextral 

normal-slip, in response to NW/SE directed slip during normal faulting. 

In the damage zone the slickensided fractures (dominantly NE-striking and occasional E-ESE

striking east of the Alpine fault) form a set with a steeply inclined (to the NE/SW) intersection 

lineation (Figure 5.20: B & C) implying they are related to strike-slip displacement. The 

estimated orientation of the stress axes would suggest the strike-slip displacement was 

subparallel to the main NE-strike ofthe distributed fault zone (e.g. Figure 5.1). Subhorizontal 
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intersection lineation = 9/22?0 
(intermediate compressional stress axis) 

intersection lineation =74/149° 
{intermediate compressional stress axis} 

intersection lineation =79/001 ° 
(intermediate compressional stress axis) 

Figure 5.20: Lower hemisphere, equal area sterenonets showing estimated principal stress 
orientations for subsidiary shear sets. A: Bold planes represent synchronous shear sets observed in the 
field . Fine planes are possible similar sets. B: Inferred strike-slip shear set in the fault core. C: 
Possible strike-slip related shear set in the damage zone. The northerly intersect may reflect dextral 
rotation of the stress/strain axis during formation or subsequent rotation. The main collinear 
intersection for the coeval array of structures is taken to be cr2 . The chosen principal extensional and 
contractional directions are estimates based on the compatibility of the shear sense of the fault array. 
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slip lineations are not measured and it may be that the shears were earlier formed features and 

evidence of the strike-slip displacement has been obliterated during normal fault reactivation. 

The shears and slickensided fractures are at 10-20° clockwise and anticlockwise of the 

principal slip zone but away from this zone the angle increase to 30-35° (Figure 5.18). In 

contrast to the Martyr River fault zone, NW-NNW-striking shears are infrequent, only 

recorded within the cataclasite zone ~20m west of the main gouge zone as thin (1 mm) gouge 

zones (Figure 5.18: C). 

Summary oftlte Alpine Fault Zone at Saddle Creek 
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• The principal slip zone of the ENE-striking section of the Alpine fault zone is a 

steeply-dipping dextral normal fault. 

• A 25 m wide gouge zone and a ~ 150 m wide fault core have developed. 

• The fault rocks are hydrothermally altered on the eastern side over a 50 m wide zone. 

• As the lithologies either side of the Alpine fault are the same as at Fault Creek, 

rheological properties do not explain the increase in width of the fault core. It may 

reflect an increase in slip, slip rate or long-term strain (for instance, 500 m of 

accumulated horizontal offset is evident on the Saddle Creek strand of the Alpine 

fault), or it may be a product ofn01mal faulting as these have been attributed to thicker 

damage zones (e.g. Hancock & Barka, 1987; Vita-Finzi & King, 1985). 

• Subsidiary shears within the central fault core zone reflect the dextral normal and 

normal dip-slip. 

• Subsidiary shears through the outer region of the damage zone are more typical of 

dextral strike-slip. 

• NW -striking shears are subordinate and, when present, are over rotated by continued 

dextral rotation suggesting they were early formed features. 

• The estimated orientation of cr1 from the strike-slip shear set trends ESE/WNW which 

is comparable to that estimated for the strike-slip shear set at Fault Creek. The 

inferred NW -SE orientation of cr3 for the subsidiary shears formed during n01mal 

faulting approximates the orientation of cr1 for the reverse faulting at Martyr River. 

The pattern suggests the secondary stress field responsible for the extension and 

thickening may be the same but the principal stress axes have interchanged during 

deformation. 
• The ENE-strike of the Alpine fault south of Woodhen Creek complies with typical en 

echelon arrangements in which fault/shears form 10-15° clockwise of the principal 

deformation zone (Tchalenko, 1970). The origin of the normal faulting is explored in 

Chapter 6 in the context of the behaviour of the entire distributed fault zone. 
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Sutherland Creek 

The next outcrop of the Alpine fault is situated 2 km along strike (050°), from Saddle Creek at 

Sutherland Creek (Figure 5.21). The trace left-steps by 300 m and the outcrop of the Alpine 

fault is located on a 1 km long fault strand which strikes 040° and links to the southwest with 

a fault striking 060°. 

KEY: Recent Fault Traces: 
2 observed fault trace ( ±5 m) (scarp height in 42 m dog 

metres marked on the down thrown side) 
intermittently observed fault trace (±25m) a 
inferred fault trace location (±50 m) y'l 

fault trace interpreted from aerial photographs c::::::::> 
C/l!FB/0 m crush breccia or cataclasite/fault breccia (j) 

width of zone in metres 

dog leg in creek indicating the cumulated 
amount of strike-slip displacement 

sag pond 

swamp/boggy ground 

outcrop 

outcrop locality number 

Figure 5.21: Geometry of a left-stepping jog on the main Alpine fault (AF) trace at Sutherland Creek 
(location given on Figure 5.1) indicating the outcrop location and the infrastructure of the jog area. 
Several, 2-4m high (east-side-up), closely spaced subparallel fault scarps define the Alpine fault trace. 

Fault Zone Anatomy 

The extent of the fault zone at Sutherland Creek (Appendix 5.1.2) is comparable to that at 

Saddle Creek (Figure 5.22) but the morphology of the fault zone west of the principal slip 

zone is markedly different. The fault core derived from the Western Province contains 

strongly colour banded and brittle-ductile shear-crenulated (Figure 5.23: A) mylonites 

(derived from Greenland Group) which extend at least 20 m west of the gouge-rich zone 

against the Alpine fault. The western fault core grades into the damage zones of faults which 

form part of the jog structure (Figure 5.21). Crush brecciated to fault brecciated S-type 

granite mylonites make up the damage zones which are foliated by an incohesive S-C-like 

fabric (with chloritised slickensided surfaces). For example, the fault at locality 2 (Figure 

5.21) has a symmetrical damage zone(- 40 m wide) and a 10m wide fault core, derived from 

an 1-type granodiorite. The fault core is characterised by a fabric comparable to the shear 

crenulated rocks in the western core of the Alpine fault except, they are solely brittle 

structures (Figure 5.23: B). In contrast, the fault core east of the Alpine fault plane, derived 

from granitoid of the Brook Street Terrane, is similar to that at Saddle Creek but it abruptly 

transits eastwards into relatively intact wall rock composed of metabasic mylonites of the 

Skippers Subgroup. 
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Figure 5.22: Schematic diagram representing the cross-sectional anatomy of the Alpine fault zone at Sutherland Creek perpendicular to the strike 
of the Alpine fault at locality 1 on Figure 5 .21. 
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B IL_.......!::::==:::~~:...,.

Figure 5.23: Deformation in the fault core indicates a component of shortening. A: In the western 
fault core of the Alpine fault, gouge-filled shear zones parallel the axial plane of buckle folds which 
are in differing stages of developing an axial planar crenulation cleavage. Ductile shear zones (filled 
with dynamically recrystallised calcite) and microscopically detected pressure dissolution seams, have 
fonned parallel to the cleavage. Around the ductile shears, the folds are Ramsay Class 1 C and 3 folds. 
Brittle calcite-filled shears have also fonned parallel to the cleavage and offset (by 1-8 mm with a 
reverse sense of separation) and truncate fold limbs. B: In the core of a fault which fonns part of the 
jog infrastructure, brittle box folds and buckle to chevron folds have formed between NNE-striking 
shears. The latter two have axial planes and hinges subparallel to the strike of the Alpine fault plane. 
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Fault Attitude 

The attitude of the Alpine fault plane (e.g. 040/34° SE) is shallow in comparison with its 

orientation at Saddle Creek and Fault Creek (Figure 5.24: A & B). 

Subsidiary shears in the eastern fault core 
N 

8 

Key: 

Alpine Fault Plane 
N 

• Pole to Alpine Fault plane (red great circles) 

• Pole to shears (black great circles) 

.&. Gouge lineation on shear surface 

• Intersection lineation for NE-striking shears 

• Fold axis 

- __ - crenulation fold axial planes 

Shears and folds in the western fault core 
N 

Figure 5.24: A: The Alpine fault plane. Subsidiary shears in the overlying cataclasite do not continue 
into the foliated gouge. Lower hemisphere, equal area projection stereonets showing: B: the attitude 
and dextral reverse kinematics of the Alpine fault plane; and C: the orientation and shear-sense slip 
lineations for subsidiary shears measured in the Alpine fault zone. Many shears are measured at direct 
contact with the principal slip zone (Appendix 5: Plate AS .1.2); D: the orientation of ductile and brittle 
shears in the crenulated fault core west of the Alpine fault plane. Fold axis subparallel to the strike of 
the Alpine fault plane. 
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Kinematics 

Dextral augen are observed in the gouge of the principal slip zone of the Alpine fault (Figure 

5.24: A) and the lineation at the gouge-cataclasite interface plunges moderately to the east 

(e.g. 31/092°), indicative of dextral reverse-slip (Figure 5.24: B). 

N 

A 

Figure 5.25 A: Rose diagram showing the azimuth of subsidiary shears in the overlapping damage 
zone of Alpine fault and the fault at locality 2. B: Lower hemisphere, equal area projection stereonets 
showing near vertical shear and chlorite slickenfibre lineations (arrows) which cut the damage zone. 

Subsidiary Shears 

Geometrical Corifiguration of Subsidiary Shears in the Alpine Fault Core 

In the crush rocks east of the Alpine fault (Figure 5.22), there are two main sets of 

independent shears which mutually crosscut and offset each other (Appendix 5: Plate 5.1.2): 

(1) closely spaced (5-30 em) NE-ENE-striking shears (subparallel to and 20-30° clockwise of 

the strike of the Alpine fault plane) have a moderate dip to theSE and NW; (2) near-vertical, 

10-40 em spaced shears striking NW and dipping SW (Figure 5.24: C). 

West of the Alpine fault plane, brittle shears subparallel to the Alpine fault plane cut the 

crenulated fault core. The brittle shears subparallel ductile shears in the mylonites (Figure 

5.23: A). Buckle folds formed between the shear sets have axes and axial planes subparallel 

to the strike of the shears and the Alpine fault plane (Figure 5.24: D). 

Geometrical Configuration of Subsidiary Shears in the Fault Zone at Locality 2 

NW- NE- and NNE-striking shears (Figure 5.25: A) are common in the overlapping damage 

zone (Figure 5.22) of the Alpine fault and the secondary fault zone to its west. Occasional 

near-vertical NE-striking slickensided shears cut the western damage zone, derived from S

type granite, of the secondary fault (Figure 5.25: B plot). However, subsidiary shears, which 

have led to the development of an incohesive S-C-like fabric in the fault breccia, are 

pervasive spaced every 30-60 mm (Figure 5.26: A). The shears are NW-striking planes which 

occasionally dip to the NE but mostly to the SW (Figure 5.26: B). 
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N 

A B 

Figure 5.26: A: Schematic block diagram of the S-C like fabric in NW-striking shear sets. B: Lower 
hemisphere equal area stereonet indicating the attitude and kinematics of the S-C fabric (the arrows are 
slickenfibre lineations). 

The S-C-like fabric does not extend into the core of the fault which is derived from I-type 

granitoid. In the fault core at locality 2 (Figure 5.21), two main sets of shears bound the 

domains of crush breccia and brittle shear-crenulated folds (Figure 5.27): (1) NW-striking 

moderately SW-dipping shears and, (2) NNE-striking steeply SE-dipping shears. The 

geometry of the folds (Figure 5.23: B) between these shears is comparable to that observed in 

the ductile folds in the western core of the Alpine fault zone (Figure 5.23: A) and again the 

fold axes have a shallow plunge to the NE. 

N 

measured subsidiary sl ip planes 11.!.6. gouge/striation lineation 

constructed tt-circle • intersection lineation (intermediate compressive stress axes) 

Alpine fau lt plane • estimated maximum & minimum principal compressive stress axes 

second order fault plane • fold axis (blue great circle; fold axial plane) 

striated foliation plane - slip vector 

• poles to shears ~ chlorite and quartz slickenfibres 

• pole to Alpine fault plane 0 estimated slip lineation 
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Lineations are not recorded on all the NE-ENE-striking shears but the shears offset the steeply 

dipping NW-striking shears with a component of dextral strike-slip. Lineations pitch steeply 

(68°) to the east on occasional S-dipping shears (i.e. plunges 66/113°) and the mode of slip is 

assumed to be dextral-reverse, equivalent to that occurring in the principal slip zone (Figure 

5.24: C). 

The intersection lineations between the NE- and ENE-striking shears and the main Alpine 

fault plane are subhorizontal and trend 040° and 060°, respectively (Figure 5.24: C). The fold 

axes in the brittle and ductile crenulated shear zones coincide with the 040° intersect (Figure 

5.24: D) and it is interpreted that the folds and shears have formed in response to shortening 

across the fault zone. 

The Damage Zone of the Alpine Fault and the Fault at Locality 2 

The NE-striking near-vertical shears which cut the western damage zone (Figure 5.25: B) 

have chlorite slickenside lineations which pitch 69° to the NE (i.e. plunge 69/068°). Chlorite 

slickenfibres on the NE-dipping shears in the S-C-like fabric of the incohesive breccia record 

a slip vector (e.g. 79/093°) with an azimuth subparallel to the slip vector on the Alpine fault 

plane (Figure 5.26:B). Both of the latter shears are high-angle reverse faults, whereas the SW

dipping S-C fabric packages in the domains between them have undergone a normal sense of 

movement. The fabric is thought to be analogous to C' -type shear bands (Figure 5.28) in 

mylonites (Berthe et al, 1979a,b) where the shears are C' -shears (Figure 5.28: C) to the NE

striking principal fault zone. 

C'- type shear bands develop at a late stage in the activity of a shear zone after a foliation is 

well established and are commonly connected to stretching shear zones (Passchier, 1991b). In 

a stretching shear zone, the shortening direction is at a high angle to the shear zone boundaries 

(Figure 5.28). Therefore, the NW-striking fabric in the slickensided fault breccia, west of the 

Alpine fault, is consistent with up-dip extension in response to E-directed shortening. C' -type 

shear bands have previously been documented at shallow depth in fault gouge and fault 

breccia in Holocene fault zones (e.g. Lin, 2001). 

Figure 5.27 (opposite page): Lower hemisphere equal area stereonet. The colinear intersection of the 
coeval aiTay of shears is taken to represent cr2 and the extensional and contraction directions are 
estimated based on the compatibility of the shear sense of the fault aiTay. The induced stress axes 
resulting from the movement on the main planes has a maximum principal compressional axis which 
trends WNW/WSE. Principal stress orientations are induced by slip on an underlying fault plane 
leading to the introduction of elastic strain into the overlying elastic-frictional layer and the production 
of subsidiary shears. Therefore, the shears are linked with the movement on the main shear zone. The 
estimated slip direction (open circle) on the Alpine fault (e.g. 19/074°) is subparallel to the calculated 
plate vector for the area (see Chapter 1). Overprinting ESE-plunging slickenfibre lineations have 
formed during reactivation of the shears in response to E-directed shortening which is also 
accommodated on the suiTounding shears (e.g. Figures 5.24, 5.25 & 5.26). 
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Figure 5.28: Schematic diagram illustrating the difference between A: simple shear and B: a 
stretching shear zone which can lead to the development of C'-type shear bands (after Passchier & 
Trouw, 1996). (ISA = minimum instantaneous stretching axis the shortening direction). C: XZ
section through Figure 5.26: A. Mechanical anisotropies may govern the preferred development and 
orientation of the dominant C' -plane. 

The Fault Core of the Fault at Locality 2 

In the fault core at locality 2, the NW -striking SW -dipping shears display normal separation 

(3-30 em) (the NW -striking shears in eastern core of the Alpine fault zone also have a normal 

sense of separation offsetting the NE-ENE-striking shears), whereas deflection patterns show 

that the NNE-striking shears have undergone reverse-slip (Figure 5.23: B & 5.27). Chlorite 

and quartz slickenfibre lineations on the NNE-striking shears record two slip vectors: (1) an 

earlier lineation, which has a shallow to moderate pitch to the NNE, records dextral wrench 

dominated reverse-slip; and (2) an overprinting lineation which pitches 83-90° NNE which 

has formed during reverse-slip with only a small component of dextral slip. The plunge 

azimuth of the later slip vector (e.g. 34/095°) is the same as the slip on the main Alpine fault 

plane and the other subsidiary shears in the area. 

The shears and fold axial planes in the fault core all intersect on a common line suppo1ting the 

field observation of synchronous formation (Figure 5.27). The geometrical configuration of 

the shears and the slip vector of the earliest slickenfibre lineation is that as would be expected 

of Riedel shears and related shears which have formed within the zone of distributed shear 

strain above a moving shear plane (i.e. the Alpine fault or the secondary fault orientated 

042/34° or 055/77°, respectively) with a dextral-reverse shear direction estimated to be 

19/074° (Figure 5.27). The NW-striking shears would have been antithetic R'-Riedel shears. 

The NNE-striking and the NW-striking shears have undergone high-angle reactivation which 

is interpreted to have happened to accommodate shortening directed parallel to the c.090° 

azimuth of the latest slip direction (Figure 5.27). The NNE-striking shears have undergone 

high-angle reverse-slip reactivation and the NW-striking shears are now reactivated antithetic 
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normal faults to these and are facilitating the movement of rock in the western Alpine fault 

zone out of the land smface. 

The chlorite and quartz fibre lineations (which form parallel to the local displacement 

direction across slowly dilating fault surfaces (Durney & Ramsay, 1973)) would have formed 

during the precipitation of chlorite/quartz below the near-surface and at ::S 300 o C. 

Therefore the fibres reflect aseismic movement on the fault zone at <10 km. The slip 

lineations related to the c. 090° directed shortening occur both as wear striations and 

slickenfibres; the reactivation, therefore, is not just a surface occurrence. 

Summary of the Alpine Fault Zone at Sutherland Creek 

• The Alpine fault is a shallow-dipping, dextral reverse structure and the slip vector (e.g. 

31/090°) is the same as recorded on the Alpine fault in the Jackson River area. 

• The size of the fault zone at Sutherland Creek is comparable to that of the dextral 

normal fault zone at Saddle Creek which implies that the fault zone width is not just 

related to the mode of faulting currently in place at both localities. 

• The abrupt transition to wall rock east of the fault core may be a function of the 

rheology of the metabasic rocks as the same relationship between lithology and fault 

zone morphology was observed at Fault Creek. 

• In the western fault core brittle near-surface deformation is analogous to deformation 

in the ductile regime (e.g. Figure S.23) close to the brittle-ductile transition (see 

Chapter 2: Figure 2.6), as shear-induced fabrics at depths of 10-15 km have the same 

orientation and mode of formation as those formed in the upper crustal fault zone. 

• The latest slip vectors on the subsidiary structures, near the surface and in the upper 

crustal fault zone at depths <10 km are subparallel to the slip vector of the main slip 

zone of the Alpine fault. 

• High-angle NNE-striking reverse faults and NW -striking faults in the damage zone 

accommodate the movement of the rocks out of the land surface at the western margin 

of the jog region. 

• In contrast to the left-step at Martyr River, strike-slip is not evident. 

• The shear band cleavage which has led to the development of foliated incohesive fault 

breccias appears to be favoured by the S-type granites and may be related to the high 

content of sheet-silicate minerals (c.f C' -type shear band fabric in mylonites 

(Passchier & Trouw, 1996)). 

• The geometric configuration of the NW- and NNE-striking shears is as expected for 

structures produced by 074° directed slip on a main shear zone striking ossa to induce 

a maximum principal compressional stress axis WNW /ESE. If the shear fabrics have 

been imposed near the brittle ductile transition, the predicted 074° slip direction could 

represent ductile creep at depth on the Alpine fault which happens to be subparallel to 

the regional plate vector azimuth (ductile fault rocks are discussed in Chapter 7). 
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• The ESE-trend of the estimated maximum principal compressional stress axis (Figure 

5.27) is perpendicular to the strike of the link fault of the Alpine fault and parallel to 

the inferred direction of the maximum principal compressional stress axis estimated 

for subsidiary strike-slip structures along the Alpine fault at Martyr River and Saddle 

Creek (e.g. Figure 5.14). 

The comparable anatomy of the Alpine fault zone at Sutherland Creek with that at Saddle 

Creek would suggest it is a continuation of the same fault zone which has changed in strike 

from 070° through 050° to 040°. The analogous geometric configuration and kinematics of 

the brittle and ductile produced structures (e.g. Figure 5.23), due to shortening about an 040° 

striking Alpine fault zone, suggests that the bend was in place near the brittle-ductile 

transition zone. The Alpine fault at depth either (a) rotated to the 040° strike and counter 

clockwise domino rotation of principal shear zones in dextral fault systems has been modelled 

during analogue experiments as a function of fault perpendicular shortening (Cobbold et al., 

1991) during transpression; or (b) propagated as a hard link fault under dextral shear (e.g. 

Gamond, 1987), although the link fault is not at an angle of 45° to the strike of faults either 

side of the jog (c.f the NNE-striking strand at the left-jog on the Martyr River). 
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Figure 5.29: Geometry of the left-stepping jog on the Alpine fault trace at Duncan River indicating 
the location of fault outcrops. The crenulated mylonites observed at Sutherland Creek outcrop as a 
horizon - 70 m structurally underlying the main fault zone and are again succeeded to the west by S
C-like foliated fault breccias derived from S-type granites. AF =Alpine fault. WHF (TT) = West 
Hollyford Fault, Theta Tarn strand. WHF (S) =West Hollyford Fault, Smirr strand. (Location is given 
on Figure 5.1). 
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Duncan River 

The continuation of the Alpine fault southwest of Sutherland Creek takes a further ~300 m 

left-step 1.5 km along its strike (Figure 5.29) at the point where the Kinvaid Lozenge and 

Duncan River Lozenge meet (e.g. Chapter 4). There is an intricate 300 m overlap with 

numerous subparallel 060° trending strands but a linkage structure was not observed in the 

dense bush. The southward trace has 5-6 m down-to-the-west scarps and a curvilinear azimuth; 

it trends 040° through to 060° and a sizeable outcrop is located on the Duncan River (locality 

1 on Figure 5.29). 

Fault Zone Anatomy 

The fault zone east and west of the mam Alpine fault plane is similar in extent and 

morphology to that at Sutherland Creek (Figure 5.30) but the foliated gouge derived from the 

Greenland Group, which represents the zone of most recent principal slip, is only 1.5 m thick 

(c.f 25 m at Sutherland Creek). The infrastructure of the fault zone east of the Alpine fault 

plane is particularly detailed at the Duncan River outcrop (Figure 5.30). 

Figure 5.30: A: Exposure of the Alpine fault zone in the Duncan River (locality 1 on Figure 5.29). B: 
Close-up view of the fault contact between Western and Eastern Province lithologies. Dark brown, 
semi-cohesive, ultracataclasite is overlain by brown cataclasite succeeded by thick pale brown semi
indurated cataclasite. This sequence is overlain by, and in sharp contact with, hydrothermally altered 
green crush breccia which grades into cataclasite derived from the mafic to ultramafic ultramylonites. 
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Fault Attitude 

The Alpine fault dips moderately ( 40°) SE and the fault plane undulates in strike between 

056° and 065° (Figure 5.31: A). A fault plane outcrop 400 m to the northeast (at locality 2 on 

Figure 5.29) lies on an 040° azimuth and has a measurement of 040/42° SE corresponding to 

the swing in the strike of the fault leading into the step-over region. 

A 

Alpine Fault Plane 

e Pole to average Alpine fault plane 

A Gouge lineation L 1 
A Fine striation lineation L2 

B 

Figure 5.31: A: Lower hemisphere, equal area stereonets showing the Alpine fault plane and gouge 
lineations (at locality 1 & 2 on Figure 5.29). B: Foliated gouge with dextrally rotated porphyroclasts of 
cataclasite fragments (from locality 2 on Figure 5.29) which has likely accommodated shear strain by 
overall bulk ductile flow (e.g. Wibberley & Shimamoto, 2003). At locality 1 on Figure 5.29, rotated 
objects mostly recorded east-side-up movement but some are east-side down in sense (not shown). 

Kinematics 

Rotated winged objects in the foliated gouge of the principal slip zone indicate dextral and 

east-side-up slip (Figure 5.31: B). The main set of lineations on the Alpine fault plane plunge 

moderately to the E (Figure 5.31: A) which, coupled with the shear sense criteria, indicates 

dextral reverse-slip. A second set of faint striations on a thin layer of more recent gouge on 

top of the gouge lineations, record dip-slip (to theSE) but also plunge to the S. 

Subsidiary Shears 

The Eastern Fault Core 

In the eastern fault core, directly overlying the Alpine fault plane, closely spaced shears 

(Figure 5.32: A) cut the brown ultracataclasite and form low-angle abrupt intersections with 

the main slip planes. The shears do not continue into the foliated gouge. In the overlying 

brown cataclasite, S-C-like packages (composed of synchronous shallow dipping NE- NNE

and rare NW-striking C-planes) express a strain gradient in which the angle between the shear 

foliation and the slip plane gradually reduces towards the contact with the slip zone of the 

ultracataclasite (Figure 5.32: B). In isolated areas of the cataclasite, NW-striking NE-dipping 

shears, spaced every 10 mm, dominate. 
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c 
Figure 5.32: A: The strike of shears in the ultracataclasite in the eastern fault core is 20-30° clockwise 
of the Alpine fault plane. B: Isolated ultracataclasite package shunted along Alpine fault plane. Low 
angle shears (P) anti clockwise of the main Alpine fault plane define a shear fabric (1 0-15 em thick S-C 
packages) in the foliated gouge and cataclasite, as is also evident in 'A'. C: Gouge-rich shear packages 
(80 mm thick) dissect the western fault core and S-C fabrics indicate reverse movement. (Circled 
numbers refer to localities 1-3 on Figure 5.30). 

•- The semi-cohesive ultracataclasite (derived from the Eastern Province) overlying the fault 

gouge is thought to represent an older principal slip zone in which compaction has taken place. 

Low-angle to high-angle shears, resembling Riedel shears from experiments (e.g. Tchalenko, 

1968; Rutter et al., 1986; Logan et al., 1992), have developed which can be interpreted 

mechanically to represent strain hardening and later stick-slip sliding (Logan et al., 1992). 

The Riedel-type shears are also present within the incohesive cataclasite overlying the 

principal slip zone of the Alpine fault but, because they express a strain gradient with the 

main fault planes, they are interpreted to represent long established features which have 

accommodated higher shear-strain and considerable displacement during progressive dextral 

shearing. 
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Figure 5.33: Lower hemisphere stereonets of: A: shallow dipping S-C fabrics in the foliated 
cataclasite overlying the Alpine fault plane; B: an example of a high-angle reverse S-C set in the 
western damage zone; C: sinistral reverse thrust fault; D: late-stage high-angle sinistral reverse shears. 

The S-C-like fabrics in ultracataclasite-cataclasite, deflection structures, offset markers and 

the slip vector associated with the structures (Figures 5.32: A & B; 5.33: A) record dextral 

reverse or reverse-slip consistent with the shear sense on the main Alpine fault plane. Most of 

the secondary shears intersect the Alpine fault on a shallow-moderately plunging E-ESE 

trending intersect (Figure 5.33: A) and have probably formed to accommodate the thrusting 

component of deformation with a lesser component of dextral slip. 
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A 8 cross-sectional view 

Figure 5.34: A: In the fault core underlying the Alpine fault plane (locality 1 on Figure 5.30) 
deflection patterns in the incohesive cataclasite around NNE-striking steeply-dipping ultracataclasite 
bands (10-30 mm in width) record dextral movement. Millimetre-spaced gouge-filled shears are 
subparallel to the ultracataclasite band. B: Steeply-dipping reverse sense S-C-like packages with 
gouge-coated surfaces (in places 20-30 mm thick) (locality 2 on Figure 5.29). 

The Western Fault Core 

Shallow dipping dextral reverse S-C fabrics (slip lineations plunge 31/093 °) have formed 

within the fault core underlying the Alpine fault plane (Figure 5.32:C) but steeply dipping 

NNE-striking ultracataclasite-filled or gouge-filled shears are more frequent (e.g. Figure 5.34: 

A). Steeply dipping NNE-striking shears are also recorded in the western damage zone 

forming S-C-like packages (Figure 5.34: B) within foliated fault breccia derived from 

mylonitic S-type granitoid. Mesoscopic chlorite-covered S-C-like fabrics with sets of 

synchronous NW- E- NNE- NE-striking shears have also developed through the I-type 

granitoid of the western damage zone (Figure 5.33: B). 

In contrast to the shallow-dipping S-C-like fabrics, the striation, chlorite and gouge lineations 

on the steeply-dipping S-C packages, when combined with deflection and S-C fabrics (Figure 

5.33: B), indicate they have accommodated high-angle dextral reverse-slip. The movement on 

the shears assists the movement of the rocks west of the Alpine fault out of the horizontal 

plane. Intersection lineations and the estimated orientation of the principal stress axes (Figure 

5.33: B) would suggests this has been in response to WNW-ESE directed shortening induced 

by westerly directed slip on the average Alpine fault plane. 

Opposing shear-sense is recorded on some of the subsidiary stmctures in the fault zones. For 

example, sinistral reverse displacement, on a shallow-dipping NNE-striking thmst fault 

offsets mylonitic foliation in the semi-coherent fault breccia zone of the eastern fault core 

(Figures 5.33: C & 5.35). The southerly bearing of the lineation is the same as the most 

recent slip recorded on the main Alpine fault plane, and therefore, (a) it is not thought to be a 

rotated stmcture and slip vector, and (b) the southerly plunging overprinting lineation on the 

Alpine fault plane could also represent sinistral reverse-slip. 
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Figure 5.35: NNE-striking sinistral thrust fault in the brecciated mylonite sequence east of the Alpine 
fault (locality 4 on Figure 5.30) has lineations which plunge to the SSE and S on the gouge surface. 
Mylonite foliation markers either side of the fault record 80 mm of reverse separation. 

Additionally, high-angle sinistral reverse movement is recorded in the western fault core 

where 0.5 m spaced ENE-striking N-dipping gouge-covered shear planes (lineations pitch 68° 

to the E) offset shallow-dipping NNE-striking ultracataclasite bands formed during dextral 

reverse-slip (Figure 5.33:D plot & Appendix 5: Plate A5.1.3) (20 mm of reverse separation is 

evident on each shear). 

A localised zone of dextral normal to normal faulting (mostly NE-striking) crosscuts the shear 

fabric produced from high-angle reverse faulting at the margin of the complex step-over 

region (locality 3 and 4 on Figure 5.29). The faults are gouge-filled and propagate through 

Recent gravels. The normal faulting is probably a result of a late stage or intermittent 

transferral of slip eastwards. 

Summary of the Alpine Fault at Duncan River 
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• The Alpine fault has an average attitude of 056/42° SE on which slip lineations pitch 

moderately to the NE (i.e. plunge to 090°) and it is a dextral reverse structure. 

MacDonell (1982) documented the Alpine fault 6 km to the south of the Duncan River 

outcrop as a shallow-dipping dextral-reverse fault plane (048/35° SE) at Jerry River. 

• The principal slip zone is much narrower than at Sutherland Creek or Saddle Creek. 
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• Although the mode of faulting is similar to Sutherland Creek, slip vectors are more 

variable. The interaction of the overlapping Kinvaid and Duncan River Lozenge may 

be responsible for reverse and sinistral reverse movement which overprints dextral 

reverse-slip. Strike-slip is not recorded. 

• S-C-like shears in the fault core are related to dextral reverse stick-slip movement in 

the top 0-5 km of the crust. 

• NW -directed shortening occurs as aseismic slip on some of the subsidiary structures 

(e.g. Figure 5.33:B). 

• The style of deformation in the western Alpine fault zone at Sutherland Creek and 

Duncan River is comparable, where fault perpendicular shortening is 'accommodated 

by local crenulation (in the banded lithology of the Greenland Group) and high-angle 

reverse movement out of the free topographic surface. Again this occurs along a deep

seated 060°-040° bend in the Alpine fault but it may also feature along the at least 3 

km long stretch at the western edge of the Cascade Wedge. 

Summary of the Alpine Fault Zone 
• The principal slip zone of the Neogene Alpine fault zone records dextral reverse-slip 

on 040-060° striking sections. The main slip vector trends c. 090° in all the exposures. 

Dextral normal displacement, however, occurs on an 070° striking section (e.g. at 

Saddle Creek). 

• The principal slip zone of the Alpine fault is 2 to 25 m wide and contains multiple slip 

horizons and although deformation mechanisms in the Western Province-derived 

foliated gouge are likely to be by cataclastic grain-size refinement (e.g. Snoke et al., 

1998), cataclastic flow fabrics suggest the gouge has accommodated shear strain by 

overall bulk ductile flow (e.g. Wibberley & Shimamoto, 2003). 

• On the whole, the fault zone is symmetrical and cataclasite rocks are developed on 

both sides of the Alpine fault. Although variations occur in the thickness of the fault 

zone, the fault core (the principal displacement zone) in the basement rock of the 

Alpine fault in the Cascade Wedge is 100-150 min width, whereas at Fault Creek, in 

the Jackson River Wedge, the fault core is only 80 m wide. 

• The contact between the core and damage zone or wall rock is always abrupt when the 

wall rock/damage zone is composed of metabasic rocks of the Skippers Subgroup but 

it is more transitional if the rocks are granitoids. 

• The fault core and damage zone contain multiple episodes of slip and the overprinting 

of successive deformational events. There is a relative consistency in the kinematics of 

many of the subsidiary structures along the strike of the Alpine fault zone with the 

regional dextral reverse-slip. Between the Jackson River area and Saddle Creek many 

of the subsidiary structures are compatible with the dextral strike-slip and south of 

this, dextral reverse-slip. Many incompatible subsidiary structures are also present in 

the fault zones and complexity occurs at the jogs in the Alpine fault trace. For instance, 

there is temporal partitioning of reverse-slip from the dextral reverse-slip (c. 090° 
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shear direction) at the left-jog at Martyr River. Dip-slip structures have formed at 

Sutherland Creek and sinistral reverse-slip occurs in addition to dextral reverse-slip on 

the Alpine fault at Duncan River near the overlapping zone of the Kinvaid and Duncan 

River Lozenges. Dip-slip records the movement of blocks out of the free topographic 

surface. 

• The jog at Martyr River is a soft linkage formed at the surface, whereas the bends in 

the Alpine fault along the Cascade Wedge are deep-seated hard links and 

accommodation structures have formed in the wall rock. 

Figure 5.36: The first order faults of the Hollyford Fault System form recent geomorphic features in 
the Cascade Wedge. The recent trace of the Theta Tarn strand (TTF) of the West Hollyford fault runs 
directly through the centre of Theta Tam. The East Hollyford fault (EHF) converges with the 
Stethoscope fault (SF) which arches around the base of Richards Spur curving round to the south-west 
towards the Cascade Gorge. (AF = Alpine fault). 

5.3. THE WEST HOLLYFORD FAULT 
The individual faults of Hollyford Fault System are readily located in the structure of the 

Cascade Wedge (Figure 5.36). However, their position becomes elusive in the complex dense 

network of faults which anastomose around isolated lenses of mylonite derived from the 

various terranes in the Jackson River Wedge, particularly in the "Ailsa Falls" region (Figure 

5.1). It is impossible, therefore, to distinguish reactivated structures from newly formed faults 

in the northern end of the mapped area. 

The West Hollyford fault enters the field area at the southern end of the Cascade Wedge 

swinging round from a NNE- to a NE-trend (Figure 5.37). 
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5.3.1. Recent Geomorphological Expression of the West Hollyford Fault 
The West Hollyford fault has a strong geomorphological expression in the mapped region. 

Basement rocks (e.g. Chapter 4) indicated that the West Hollyford fault is present as three 

splays in the Cascade Wedge (Figure 5.37): 

1. The trace which continues from the main West Hollyford fault south of the field area (e.g. 

Chapter 4: Figure 4.45) forms a NE-striking first order fault which bounds the eastern 

margin of the Duncan River Lozenge (referred to as the Twin Creek fault). The trace has a 

moderate fault scarp cutting already very steep topography and crops out in the basement 

rock at two localities (Figure 5.37) .. 

2. The Twin Creek fault has been offset westwards by 800 m (Chapter 4) to form a fault in 

the Kinvaid Lozenge (Figure 5.37) referred to as the Smirr fault. The trace cuts Smirr 

Creek where it is marked by a prominent NE-trending gully and east-side-up, 6-9 m 

vertical scarps. 

3. The West Hollyford fault also forms a first order fault in the Kinvaid Lozenge which is 

called the Theta Tam fault to the east of the trace of the Smirr fault. The trace of the 

Theta Tam fault is a slightly curvilinear feature running from Woodhen Creek (Figure 

5.37) through to the Duncan River catchment area and is distinguished either by an 8 m 

deep narrow crevasse or a 10 m east-side up fault scarp. The Theta Tam fault plane 

outcrops at three localities in the Kinvaid Lozenge (Figure 5.44). 

Figure 5.38: Outcrop of the asymmetrical West Hollyford fault zone at Uisge-beatha Creek (consult 
Figure 5.37 for outcrop location). The fault has a shallow dip to theSE (viewed to the NE). 
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5.3.2. Anatomy of the West Hollyford Fault 
The West Hollyford fault zone in the Duncan River Lozenge is asymmetrical extending~ 20 

minto the Brook Street Terrane and ~ 5 minto the Murihiku Terrane (Figure 5.38). 

A detailed breakdown of the fault zone is obtained at Twin Creek (Figure 5.39) where the 

principal slip zone is marked by a ~0.5 m thick gouge (Figure 5.40). The fault zone west of 

the fault plane is composed of a ~ 20 m thick fault core which abruptly changes to wall rock 

of the mafic mylonites of the Skippers Subgroup whereas the fault core is absent to the east 

and instead a damage zone grades to the dominantly quartzofeldspathic mylonite wall rocks of 

the Barrier Formation. 

In the Kinvaid Lozenge, there is no outcrop of the Smirr Creek fault zone but the fault zone 

exposed along on the Theta Tam trace (Appendix 5.1.4) differs from that in the Duncan River 

Lozenge as it is symmetrical and wider with damage extending 50 m east and west of the 

main slip zone (which is ~ 0.5 m wide). The host rock in the eastern damage zone is 

dominantly graphite-rich mylonite (fissile with foliation-parallel shears) which in comparison, 

is subordinate in the wall rock of the Twin Creek fault zone. 

Figure 5.39: Detailed anatomical break down of the West Hollyford fault plane at Twin Creek 
(consult Figure 5.37 for outcrop location). The orientation of the West Hollyford fault plane changes 
throughout the outcrop. (Circled number is the location of Figure 5.42). 

5.3.3. Geometry and Kinematics of the West Hollyford Fault 
The geometry and kinematics of the individual strands of the West Hollyford fault are 

discussed in the following section but their structural context with respect to the architecture 

of the Kinvaid and Duncan River Lozenges is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Twin Creek Fault 

Fault Attitude 

The fault plane has a listric cross-sectional profile becoming shallower down-dip which 

accompanies a rotation in strike from 060° to 070° (Figure 5.40 & Figure 5.41: A). The 

westernmost end of the fault plane has an attitude 328/48° NE which may be in response to 

surface rotation by subsequent Recent second order faults in the area (discussed in Chapter 6). 

Kinematics 

Gouge lineations on the West Hollyford fault plane, coupled with shear sense criteria from 

within the gouge (e.g., Figure 5.40: A-B), record normal down-to-the-southeast near dip-slip 

movement (Figure 5.41). 

NW 

25cm 

10-30 
em 

A 

NW 

B 

C'-shear fabric SE 

15 em 

Figure 5.40: Down-to the-SE shear sense criteria in the gouge of the principal slip zone of the West 
Hollyford fault which contains fragments of both the Murihiku and Brook Street Terrane. A: S-C-like 
fabrics and B: winged rotated quartz porphyroclasts and C' -shear fabrics. 

Subsidiary Shears 

Two different sets of kinematic data are recorded in the principal displacement zone of the 

fault core: 

1. In the fault core immediately west of the West Hollyford fault plane, deflection patterns, 

and resulting shear gradient folds, around NNE-striking subsidiary shears (Figure 5.42) 

indicate reverse-slip and a component of shortening perpendicular to the fault plane. The 

fold hinge plunges to the NE (e.g. 20/060°) which is subparallel to the intersection 

lineation of the shears (e.g. 13/056°) (Figure 5.41). The reverse-shears are truncated by 

the normal-sense slip zone of the Twin Creek fault indicating the shears have fmmed 

before the normal faulting. 

2. ESE-striking shears (spaced every 50-60 mm) in the eastern damage zone are dip-slip 

normal shears (Figure 5.41: C) and have probably formed, or become reactivated, during 

normal faulting. 
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Figure 5.41: Lower hemisphere stereonets displaying: A: the fault attitude and slip data gathered 
within the gouge zone ofthe West Hollyford fault (WHF). Dashed great circle represents the folded 
fault plane at the western most extent of the outcrop; B: estimated stress axes for subsidiary shears and 
shear-related fold patterns in the western fault core related to reverse movement; C: ESE-striking 
shears in the eastern damage zone related to normal movement on the West Hollyford fault. 

Summary 

• The Twin Creek fault has an asymmetrical fault zone in which the area of concentrated 

deformation (i.e. the fault core) is greater in the mafic lithologies of the Skippers 

Subgroup. 

• The fault zone is narrow in comparison to the Alpine fault zone but offset creeks show it 

has accommodated at least 250m of dextral slip (e.g. Figure 5.37). 

• Two kinematic modes of faulting are evident in the fault core: a reverse signature 1s 

overprinted by normal faulting. The reactivation during normal faulting has probably 

reoriented the fault plane giving it a listric profile. 
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Figure 5.42: Subsidiary shears and shear-related fold patterns in the western fault core related to 
reverse movement. (S= shears) (consult Figure 5.37 for the location). 

• The orientation of the stress axes for the reverse faulting is the same as estimated for the 

normal faulting on subsidiary shears in the ENE-striking Alpine fault zone at Saddle 

Creek (e.g. Figure 5.20) but cr1, cr2 and cr3 have swapped positions during normal-slip and 

reverse-slip. 

• The normal fault reactivation and rotation of the West Hollyford fault is hypothesised to 

be related to the deformation on nearby second order faults which is discussed further in 

Chapter 6. 

• NW-striking shears are not recorded but ESE-striking shears appear to be important in 

accommodating slip related to the normal displacement. 

Smirr Fault 

Basement within the main fault core of the Smirr fault is not exposed but mesoscopic to 

macroscopic shear patterns in the area east of the fault trace are analysed to interpret the likely 

pattern of movements on the main fault zone (Figure 5.43). 
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Kinematics 

Faults strike subparallel to the trace of the West Hollyford fault. The cores of the faults are up 

to 5 m in width and many subsidiary shears have formed about them creating overlapping 

damage zones (Figure 5.43). The deformation on these structures is thought to be analogous 

with the deformation on the West Hollyford fault trace. For instance, a 1.5 m thick fault zone 

(locality 1 on Figure 5.43) striking NE, subparallel to the recent trace of the Smirr fault, is 

composed of crush rocks and a central 0.5 m wide gouge zone which dips 20° W. Folds have 

developed underneath the fault zone. The folds have axial planes subparallel to the strike of 

the fault zone, verge west, have hinges which plunge shallowly to the NE and limbs which 

have been offset by 8-16 em of reverse separation by NE-striking subsidiary shears. Gouge 

lineations on shear surfaces are dip-slip whereas groove lineations on foliation surfaces of the 

wall rocks have a shallow NE plunge. This pattern of slip vectors is repeated for the 

individual faults at least 100m east of the Smirr fault. 

The folds and the shears suggest a component of normal shortening and reverse-slip but 

wrench dominated slip occurs in the wall rocks. Around 100 m east of the SmiiT fault trace, 

foliations and shear planes change from a SE dip to dip NW (Figure 5.43) and the change to 

NW -dipping planes near the fault may be related to a reverse shear gradient at the fault 

interface. 

NW-striking shears, with opposing dips are abundant (Figure 5.43) in the domains between 

the main shears and have a similar geometrical and kinematical configuration to those 

observed in the damage zone of the Alpine fault at Sutherland Creek (e.g. Figure 5.26). The 

slip vector and shear sense of quartz slickenfibre lineations and wear lineations are the same 

suggesting relative uniformity in the role of these structures in accommodating movement 

during their exhumation to the surface. 

Summary 

• The principal displacement zones of the mesoscopic faults/shears record reverse-slip, 

whereas the wall rock zones between them record strike-slip to dextral-reverse-slip. 

• Combined, this information points towards the Smirr fault being a dextral-reverse 

fault. 

• Opposite dipping NW -striking shears are important in accommodating the WSW

ENE-directed movement of the main fault planes. 

• The formation of numerous faults which assist the accommodation of slip on the Smirr 

fault imply that this strand of the West Hollyford fault is the site of more distributed 

strain. 
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Figure 5.43: The pattern of mesoscopic faults and shear zones east of the Smirr strand of the West 
Hollyford fault. Mesoscopic/macroscopic shears form a pattern typically subparallel or ±20° to the 
main fault strand. High-angle, NW-striking shears are present as 20-100 mm gouge-filled shears and 
slickensided fractures about the main shear sets. (Circled number annotates the location referred to in 
the main text). The equal area lower hemisphere stereonets show A: subsidiary shears which are 
interpreted to be related to fault-perpendicular shortening and B: subsidiary shears dominated by fault 
movement towards the WSW-SW (location given on Figure 5.37). 
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Theta Tarn Fault 

Fault Attitude 

The gouge zones (Appendix 5.1.4), lying in direct line with the trace of the Theta Tarn fault, 

are interpreted to represent the main fault planes (Figure 5.45: A). The 050° strike of the 

outcrop at locality 1 (Figure 5.44) represent the average strike of the Theta Tam fault; which 

at that location has a shallow 35° dip to theSE. The fault plane changes in attitude 1 km to the 

northeast (locality 2 on Figure 5.44) to a steeply dipping (e.g. 75° E) strand striking 020° 

which is thought to represent a small-step. The Theta Tam trace takes a 100 m left-step 

southwest of locality 1 (Figure 5.44) and the NE-striking linkage structure (which is 400 m 

long) outcrops at locality 3 and has the attitude 044/22° SE. 
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Figure 5.45: Lower hemisphere stereonets show A: the orientation and shear sense of the main fault 
strands; B: dextral reverse and sinistral reverse-slip vectors on subparallel, non-rotated foliation planes 
in a coherent block; C: the subsidiary shear planes and slip lineation data. 
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Chapter 5: First Order Fault 

Kinematics 

Dog legs and offset Quaternary features (Figure 5.44) indicate the Theta Tam fault has 

undergone dextral slip and is east-side-up. Slip lineations on the main fault surface were only 

recorded at locality 2 (Figure 5.44) where they plunge moderately ESE on a fault plane which 

dips 75° to theSE. The data indicates the Theta Tarn fault is accommodating reverse-slip with 

a component of dextral strike-slip. 

Chlorite slickenfibre and groove lineations on more coherent blocks in the damage zone to the 

faults recorded reverse dip-slip (trending SE) but the lineations also trend SSW and aseismic 

and seismic sinistral reverse-slip also exists in the fault zone (Figure 5.45: B). 

Subsidiary Shears 

Shears almost entirely consist of established, 3 em thick, NW -striking gouge zones which dip 

to the NE and SW (Figure 5.45: C & 5.46). The SW-dipping shears are newer and displace 

the older NE-dipping shears to give 8 em of apparent sinistral separation on each shear. 

Gouge lineations on the SW-dipping surface of the structures plunge to the SSW-SW; 

therefore, the later-formed shears are sinistral-normal and antithetic to the reverse-slip on the 

main fault plane . 

Figure 5.46 A: Outcrop of the crush zone to the Theta Tarn fault strand of the West Hollyford fault 
(Figure 5.44: locality 1 ). Fracturing is extensive (1 em spaced increasing to 5-l 0 em in more massive 
blocks to the west) and within these areas, a wavy shear foliation is developed which is truncated by 3 
em thick, NW-striking gouge-rich shears every 3m. 

Summary 

• From the above kinematic data it can be concluded that the Theta Tam fault at this 

particular location is a shallow dipping, NE-striking dextral reverse structure 

dominated by fault perpendicular shortening. As for the Alpine fault at Duncan River, 

sinistral reverse-slip is also recorded in the damage zone. 

• The emplacement of Lens II of the Murihiku Terrane (e.g. Chapter 4) within the 

Kinvaid Lozenge along the Theta Tarn fault has been the result of thrusting. 
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• The sinistral normal-slip on the latest formed NW-striking shears has probably formed 

to assist the upward movement of blocks during the reverse-slip on the main fault 

plane (as seen at Sutherland Creek). The evidence in the Theta Tarn fault zone 

suggests the NW-striking, NE-dipping and SW-dipping shears formed at different 

times during the evolution of the fault zone which may also apply to the other first 

order fault zones. 

• Dextral offset at the Cascade River,~ 500 m horizontally, gives an indication of the 

long-term horizontal displacement accommodated by the fault but it may be 

appreciably more. 

• The fault zone (which is~ 100m wide) is half the size of that recorded on the Alpine 

fault. The width of the fault zone may be a function of the nature of the strain, the ratio 

of vertical to horizontal strain (i.e. in the Holocene at least 6 m of vertical 

displacement has occurred indicated by offset horizontal bedded sands and gravels 

which overlie a fanglomerate derived from a fault scarp at the Cascade River) or the 

lithological control on the rheology of the fault zone. 

Summary of the West Hollyford Fault 

240 

• The West Hollyford fault has undergone substantial reactivation within the Cascade 

Wedge indicated by at least 500 m of horizontal displacement and a fault zone, 

containing multiple slip surfaces, which is between 30-100 m in width. 

• The main core and damage zone of the West Hollyford fault zone combined are 

smaller than the deformation zone of the Alpine fault (e.g. > 200 m). In addition to 

the controls which may arise from slip rates, amount of slip, the magnitude of long 

term strain and modes of faulting, the reduction in fault zone width may be controlled 

by the rheology of the host rocks either side ofthe slip plane. For instance, mylonitic 

metabasic lithologies make up the western part of the fault zone which, as in the 

eastern part of the Alpine fault zone, appear to restrict the spread of the deformation 

into the wall rock. The quartzofeldspathic mylonites in the eastern side of the West 

Hollyford fault zone also appear to restrict the distribution of strain contrary to that of 

the graphite-rich mylonites. 

• The Theta Tarn fault and the Smirr fault in the Kinvaid Lozenge are reverse structures 

with a component of dextral slip but the kinematics of the West Hollyford fault varies 

along strike and the fault is subject to rotation and reactivation as demonstrated by 

normal faulting along the Twin Creek fault in the Duncan River Lozenge. 

• The slip vector in the principal slip zones dominantly trends SE in comparison to E on 

the principal slip zones of the Alpine fault. The dominance of fault perpendicular 

deformation may reflect its more central position within the Cascade Wedge 

(discussed in Chapter 6). 

• NW-striking shears play a crucial role in accommodating strain in the fault zones of 

the West Hollyford fault in the Kinvaid Lozenge and, as for the Alpine fault zones, are 

thought to assist the movement of rock out of the free surface. 
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• The geometrical and kinematical pattern of the subsidiary shears are the same as for 

the Alpine fault in the Cascade Wedge. Therefore, the structures and movements seen 

in the West Hollyford fault zone, below the near surface and possibly down to depths 

of 10 km, are Neogene features related to the present regime. 

5.4. THE EASTHOLLYFORDFAULT 
The East Hollyford fault was outside the field areas mapped in the Cascade region although 

its scarp trace was viewed from the topographic high (at Gr: 21383, 56511). It was mapped on 

Gorge Plateau by Landis (1969), MacDonell (1982) and Sutherland (1995a) as having an 

active down-to-the-east scarp. 

5.5. THE STETHOSCOPE FAULT 
5.5.1. Recent Geomorphological Expression of the Stethoscope Fault 
The Stethoscope fault diverges from the Woodhen Creek linkage structure and runs along the 

foothills of Richards Spur (Figure 5.36). The trace gently arcs to a SSW azimuth to link to a 

NNE-striking structure which runs directly through the Cascade Gorge and connects to a 3 km 

long ENE-trending segment which transects Granite Creek (Figure 5.47). A sharply defined 

west-side-up scarp, ranging from 4-8 min height, marks the recent trace of the Stethoscope 

fault and numerous subparallel fault scarps systematically dissect the bush creating a stepped 

topography. 
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Figure 5.47: Geometry of the Stethoscope fault and Peanut fault & outcrop localities at Granite Creek. 
An outcrop of the Stethoscope fault on an en echelon, east-side-down, strand (striking 070-082°) 1.5 
km to the southwest has a narrow fault zone (Sutherland, 1995a). MacDonell (1982) repmted a similar 
sized fault zone a further 2 km along strike to the south (location given on Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.48: Stethoscope fault (SF) in the Jackson River area (Gr: 2156, 5666) marking the contact 
between the DMOB and the mylonite lithologies of the Brook Street Terrane. 

The linear fault which separates the DMOB from the Brook Street Terrane mylonites in the 

Jackson River (Figure 5.1) area can tentatively be referred to as a continuation of the 

Stethoscope fault. The location of the scarp is obvious as the vegetation markedly changes 

from bush to scrub eastwards across the contact (Figure 5.48). Waterfalls (30m high) mark 

the location of the fault zone. 
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Figure 5.49: Anatomy of the Stethoscope fault. (* = MacDonell, 1982; 0 = Sutherland, 1995a) 
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5.5.2. Anatomy of the Stethoscope Fault 
The Stethoscope fault plane is not exposed although its location can be pinned down at 

Granite Creek (locality 1 on Figure 5.47) to a 15 m zone from the outcrop positions of 

Livingstone Group-derived mylonites and Maitai Group-derived mylonites. Outcrops of the 

Stethoscope fault plane to the south (Figure 5.47) observed by MacDonell (1982) and 

Sutherland (1995), imply it has a thin principal slip zone. A narrow asymmetrical fault zone 

has formed with brittle deformation extending eastwards into the gabbroic rocks of the 

Livingstone Group rather than westwards into the Maitai Group (Figure 5.49). 

5.5.3. Geometry and Kinematics of the Stethoscope Fault 
Fault Attitude 

As outcrop of the fault zone is absent, the attitude of the fault can only be inferred (Figure 

5.50: A). A tributary which meets Granite Creek abruptly switches to 060° azimuth in the 

direct line of the Stethoscope fault scarp in the bush and is infetred to represent the overall 

trend of the fault. The foliation in the outcrops either side of the fault zone dip 50-70° SE. A 

pervasive shear induced foliation to the east, likewise dips 70° SE and strikes 060°. The 

Stethoscope fault 2 km to the southwest (Figure 5.47) dips 50-60° SE as measured from a 

Quaternary fault plane by Sutherland (1995). 

The Stethoscope fault curves into the Cascade Gorge fault zone where it strikes 030°. The 

change in mientation is picked up in the fracture pattern (Figure 5.50: B) in Door Step Creek 

which rotates progressively from the top to the base of the creek. The straightness of the 

Cascade Gorge may imply that this strand is very steep in attitude. 

N N 

Figure 5.50: Lower hemisphere stereonets of: A: groove lineations (triangles) on mylonitic foliation 
planes (solid great circles). The dashed great circle equals the attitude of the approximate Stethoscope 
fault plane; B: poles to fracture planes in Door Step Creek. 

Kinematics 

Slip-related lineations were only recorded on the foliation surfaces of the Matai Group

derived mylonites, occmring as corrugated groove lineations (Figure 5.50: A). These all 
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plunge moderately SW and are representative of either down to the SW or up to the NE 

movement of the block SE of fault plane. The fault scarps, however are east-side down 

suggesting the movement is dextral-normal. 

Summary on the Stethoscope Fault 
• The kinematics, and the east-side-down fault scarps, suggest that dextral-normal 

displacement has occurred on the strand which transects Granite Creek. A switch to a 

near vertical NNE-striking fault plane is inferred towards the Cascade Gorge. 

• Movement on the Stethoscope fault has developed an asymmetrical fault zone and 

brittle deformation is focused in the mylonitic hyaloclastite schist and protomylonitic 

gabbros of the Livingstone Group. 

• The Stethoscope fault has a relatively narrow deformation zone in comparison to the 

Alpine fault and West Hollyford fault. This may indicate that most of the slip is 

accommodated on the -20 m wide fault core or that the magnitude of deformation 

occurring on the Stethoscope fault is less. The former is more likely as the size and 

prominence of the recent Stethoscope fault scarp indicates that significant Quaternary 

displacement has occmred. 

5.6. THEPEANUTFAULT 
5.6.1. Recent Geomorphological Expression of the Peanut Fault 
The Peanut fault follows the arcuate trend of the Stethoscope fault and runs along the true 

right of the Cascade Gorge (Figure 5.47). The Recent trace emerges from the Cascade Gorge 

(Figure 5.51) continuing on the NNE-trend to cut the debris pile of the White Slip and forms a 

pronounced scar on the eastern edge of the slip (Figure 5.52). 

5.6.2. Anatomy of the Peanut Fault 
A narrow fault core (1-2 m) is observed at Durwards Falls (Figure 5.51) and MacDonell 

(1982) reports a 20 em thick gouge zone along the fault to the south (Figure 5.47). A core is 

absent in the eastern fault zone but a damage zone extends at least 150 m east and entails a 

cohesive shear-foliated microbreccia (Figure 5.53) detived from ultramylonitic antigorite and 

nephrite. A direct observation of the anatomy of the western part of the fault zone is not 

achievable because it has been eroded out by the Durwards Falls and the outcrop at White 

Slip was not negotiable. However, at White Slip the fault core and damage zone is estimated 

to extend at least 200 m westward (Figure 5.52) into the gabbroic rocks of the Livingstone 

Group and therefore, the fault zone is roughly symmetrical. 

5.6.3. Geometry and Kinematics of the Peanut Fault 

Fault Attitude 

The Peanut fault strikes 030° and dips steeply to the west as it emerges out of Cascade Gorge 

but switches to an easterly strike (e.g. 260/70° N) to the south at White Slip (Figure 5.54). 
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Kinematics at Durwards Falls 

The principal slip zone is not accessible although a graben structure in the bush may imply 

extension and normal faulting (Figure 5.51) . 

Figure 5.51: A: The 50 m high Durwards Falls are a manifestation of the Peanut fault formed at the 
intersection of the lineament in the bush with the Cascade River; B: A shear gradient in the western 
fault zone at the contact with the Peanut fault has formed mesoscopic-scale folds. The fact that strike
slip and dip-slip displacement may occur makes determination of the sense of shear movement from 
the fold geometry ambiguous (e.g. Passchier, 2001). A distinctive graben trench structure 15m deep 
and up to 50 m wide has formed just to the northeast of the Durwards Falls (locality 2 on Figure 5.47). 
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E w 
200m+ 

Figure 5.52: Fault scar of the Peanut fault at White Slip (locality 3 on Figure 5.47) indicating the 
western extent of the fault zone. 

Subsidiary Shears 

In the damage zone a cohesive interconnected fabric of serpentinised (antigorite) shear planes 

define sets of S-C packages which are spaced every 0.5-1 m. Shear sense criteria on the 

subsidiary shears indicate dextral slip (Figures 5.53 & 5.55: A). Serpentine slickenfibre and 

groove lineations mainly plunge gently to moderately SW on east-facing structures or to the 

NE on west-facing structures (Figure 5.55: A), implying dextral strike-slip and dextral 

normal-slip. A dextral-reverse component, however, is recorded on discrete shear planes at 

the Durwards Falls. Slip vectors (serpentine slickenfibre, striation and groove lineations) in 

the Livingstone Group wall rock at the head of the NNE-striking Cascade Gorge fault zone 

(Figure 5.4 7) consistently record dextral reverse-slip, and therefore, the intermittent change in 

the kinematics at Durwards Falls may reflect the evolution of the fault zone at the transition to 

a possibly steeply-dipping, NNE-striking dextral-reverse structure. 

Figure 5.53 (opposite page): A: In the damage zone discrete interconnected serpentinised shear 
planes define sets of S-C packages which are spaced every 0.5-1 m, within a foliated cohesive 
microbreccia, and have a dextral shear fabric . B & C: Sigmoidal en echelon gashes are rotated by 
shears in a dextral sense. D: En echelon arranged, left-stepping, E-W -striking shear sets dextrally 
offset a NE-striking serpentinised shear zone. 
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N 

Figure 5.54: Great circles of the fault planes for the Peanut fault at Durwards Falls and White Slip. 

A 

Durvard Falls 
Subsidiary Shears 

N 

~ 

• 
• 

poles to Peanut fau lt plane 
(&red great circles) 
poles to shears 
(black great circles) 

gouge/striation lineation 

serpentine slickenfibres 

White Sip 
Subsidiary Shears 

N 

Figure 5.55: Lower hemisphere stereonets of: A: Dextral S-C packages at Durwards Falls intersect on 
a steeply plunging line and display dextral normal displacement. Data indicate partitioning of dextral 
strike-slip and dextral normal-slip across closely spaced structures. Slickenfibre lineations plunging 
moderately to the SW on some NW-dipping shear surfaces are due to dextral reverse-slip. B: At 
White Slip the lineations on the shear surfaces indicate normal to dextral-normal displacement. A 
minor set of steeply inclined shears are also present and may be related to strike-slip displacement. 
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Kinematics at White Slip 

The Recent trace of the Peanut fault switches to a more easterly azimuth south of White Slip 

and therefore, a change in the kinematic characteristics of the fault is expected. In the damage 

zone subsidiary shears and secondary faults record normal to dextral-normal slip and some 

strike-slip (Figure 5.55: B & Appendix 5: Plate A5.1.4). Most of the shears are shallow to 

moderate structures dipping to the S. 

Summary 

• The W-dipping Peanut fault is an 030°-striking dextral strike-slip fault (with a small 

component of normal-slip) which abruptly swings round to an 080° striking normal 

fault (with a small component of dextral-slip). Episodes of dextral reverse-slip at the 

Durwards Falls are likely to be an effect of the change in the local dynamics related to 

the change in strike of the Peanut fault (and the Stethoscope fault) into the dextral

reverse NNE-striking structures along the Cascade Gorge. 

• The fault rock of the antigorite-nephrite ultramylonite is competent and the strain near 

the surface is mostly accommodated by discrete slip along C-planes within the C-type 

shear band cleavage, with limited cataclasis. Local frictional wear striations are 

present but most lineations are aseismically produced serpentine slickenfibres which 

can be formed at greenschist facies to near-surface conditions (e.g. Chapter 3). 

However, a zone of antigorite alteration around the shear planes suggests they were 

originally formed at depths (- 10-15 km) within the greenschist facies (e.g. Chapter 

3). Furthermore, the foliation in the upper-crustal cohesive fault breccia subparallels 

the foliation in the lower-crustal antigorite ultramylonite. Therefore, the exposed fault 

rocks represent a depth profile of the Peanut fault and the shear extends into the 

ductile regime. 

5.7. THE LIVINGSTONE FAULT 

5.7.1. Recent Geomorphological Expression of the Livingstone Fault 

The Recent trace of the Livingstone fault is sharply defined and forms a single continuous set 

of NE-striking strands linked by NNE-striking traces from the Jackson River area to the 

Cascade area (Figure 5.56), but south of the White Slip (Figure 5.47) it veers to a N-S 

orientation. 

5. 7 .2. Anatomy of the Livingstone Fault 
Exposure of the Livingstone fault is very poor along its strike (Figure 5.56) although its 

location can be generally restricted to a 5-10 m wide zone by the outcrops of serpentinite and 

Caples Group-derived mylonitic schist which occur either side of this zone. Direct contact 

between the two or an intervening gouge zone is not evident although sizeable gouge-rich 

shears (30 em in width) in the surrounding damage zone are abundant. The fault zone is 

highly asymmetrical (Figure 5.57). In the Jackson River area, the fault core only exists in the 
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Chapter 5: First Order Faults 

DMOB and is expressed by fissile, shear-foliated serpentinite (Figure 5.58: A) which varies in 

width along strike from < 5 rn to > 20 rn (Figure 5.56). Ransley (1983) also documents a 

melange zone on the eastern boundary of the DMOB (outcropping at Gr: 21563, 56637; 

21569, 56642; 21572, 56652) containing inclusions of exotic blocks (4 rn in length) of 

strongly mylonitic Cenozoic rocks. The rocks range from graphite-rich slates, marls, 

sandstone and conglomerates, and plagiogranites at Ida Falls Creek (locality 1 on Figure 5.56). 

The latter outcrop was revisited but exposure was no longer visible. 

A 

,. 070/20°S lin 191171° 

c~UH/:f 
140;;;SW lin liil'72° 220130"Nw 
8 

300/24°NE 

NNE & ENE 
-striking 

shear sets 

Figure 5.58: A: Fissile serpentinite in the fault core to the Livingstone fault at Ida Falls (at locality 1 
on Figure 5.56). The shear fabric domain in the fault core has a closely spaced (10-20 mm), brittle 
mesoscopic S-C-Iike fabric B: Schematic representation of the two main shear fabrics at Ida Falls. 
Antithetic shears bound synthetic shears packages which have formed due to E-W directed dextral 
reverse-slip (top) and an extensional C'-shear band cleavage due to N-S shortening (bottom). C: 
Schematic representation of the shear fabric at John Creek accommodating slip parallel to the wrench 
component on the Livingstone fault (locality 2 on Figure 5.56). 
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An intensely fractured zone to the west of the shear fabric domain (Figure 5.57) marks the 

damage zone in the DMOB which is 50-100 m in width. Extensive carbonate veining exists in 

places adjacent to the fault core (Figure 5.59: A) and hydrothermal alteration is also apparent 

in diffuse regions in the damage zone close to the fault core (Figure 5.59: B). Fresh, 

crystalline mineral deposits (Figure 5.59: C) are commonplace along fracture surfaces within 

the brecciated damage zone suggesting fluid activity is still prevalent. 

Figure 5.59: A: Carbonate veins 5 m from the fault plane at Another Creek (locality 3 on Figure 5.56); 
B: A hand specimen from John·Creek (locality 2 on Figure 5.56) exemplifies extensive hydrothermal 
alteration of the serpentinite to a bright green picrolite-rich rock. C: Calcite deposits on surfaces 
(viewed from above). 
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In comparison, the extent of the damage zone into the Caples Group-derived mylonites is 

slight (Figure 5.57) and the mylonites are relatively coherent 3m to the east of the fault core. 

5.7.3. Geometry and Kinematics of the Livingstone Fault 
Fault Attitude 

The closest approximation to the fault plane attitude is attained from Another Creek (Figure 

5.56: locality 1) where the principal slip zone is narrowed down to a 1 m zone. The foliation 

in the mylonites either side of the fault zone strikes 040° and dips around 20- 35° E (Figure 

5.60). An outcrop of the Livingstone fault plane at Cozy Gully (locality 4 on Figure 5.56) 

was inaccessible (due to the inexperience of this author as a rock-climber) but was measured 

by Ransley (1983) to be 040/22° SE (Figure 5.60). 

Equal Area 

A 

Livingstone Fault. Planes 
N 

Key: 

measured Livingstone fau lt plane 

estimated fau lt plane 

sheared foliation plane 

• pole to Livingstone fau lt plane 

8 

@ 
Jr../ A. -~ 

Sheared Foliation Planes 

N 

pronounced groove lineation 

gouge/striation lineation 

slip vector 

chlorite and quartz slickenfibres 

Figure 5.60: A: Attitude and slip vectors of the Livingstone fault estimated from mylonitic foliation 
planes and the measurement of Ransley (1983). B: Sheared foliation planes immediately east of the 
Livingstone fault record fault perpendicular shortening and sinistral reverse-slip as well as dextral 
reverse-slip. Strike-slip is recorded on some surfaces suggesting the component is temporally or 
spatially partitioned. 

Kinematics 

In general the east-side-up scarps which cut the bush range in vertical height from 1 - 9 m, are 

aligned with dog legs in creeks, and numerous abandoned beheaded channels are translated 

along it by dextral displacement (Figure 5.56). Groove and gouge lineation data (Figure 5.60: 

A) on sheared foliation surfaces adjacent to the principal slip zone of the Livingstone fault 

plunge moderately to the east (e.g. 37/074°). The 040° striking fault is a dextral reverse 

structure. Sheared foliation planes in the damage zone of the Caples Group-derived mylonites, 
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however, indicated variability in slip direction with reverse-slip, dextral reverse-slip, sinistral 

reverse-slip and strike-slip (Figure 5.60: B). 

N 
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_ Lvingstone fault plane 
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intersection lineation (intermediate compressive stress axes) 

estimated maximum & minimum principal compressive stress axes 

average slip lineation adjacent to the principal slip zone of the 
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Figure 5.61: A: Simple shear S-C-like fabric set due to 074° slip (open circle) on the Livingstone fault 
plane B: C' -type shear band cleavage due to SSE shortening. C:NW -striking, NE-dipping S-C fabric 
shears have formed to accommodate the 074° slip in the fault core and rigidly deflect 040° S-C-like 
shear packages (refer to Figure 5.58). 

Subsidiary Shears 

Subsidiary shears in the fault core have formed as (a) S-C packages due to dextral-reverse 

shear on the Livingstone fault plane (Figures 5.58: B & 5.61: A) (b) as C'-type shear bands 

(e.g. Figure 5.26) accommodating N-S shortening and (c) as shears at a high-angle to the 

Livingstone fault which accommodate shortening in response to the easterly shear direction 

on the principal slip zone (Figures 5.58: C & 5.61: A). 

Summary 

• The Livingstone fault is a shallow dipping dextral-reverse structure with NE- and 

NNE-striking strands. The slip vector is the same as on the shallow-dipping Alpine 

fault in the Duncan River area and overall the Livingstone fault is behaving as a left

stepping ramp in the vicinity of the Jackson River Wedge. 
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• The subsidiary structures within the fault zone have the same geometry and patterns of 

movements as those in the Alpine fault zone and many are compatible for dextral

reverse movement. The estimated orientations of the induced stress axes due to 

dextral-reverse shear on the Livingstone fault plane in the Jackson River Wedge are 

the same as estimated for the Alpine fault zone along the edge of the Cascade Wedge. 

• Fault perpendicular shortening is also apparent in the fault zone (e.g. Figures 5.60: B 

& 5.61:B). 

• The fault rock classification scheme (Chapter 2: Table 2.1) could be modified for 

serpentinite rocks to include foliated fault breccias 

• The Livingstone fault structures and movements within the upper crustal Livingstone 

fault zone are concurrent with the Neogene strain along the Alpine fault zone and 

there is no detectable evidence of relict Mesozoic kinematics. The ductile extent of 

the Neogene reactivation (e.g. Chapter 3) is explored in Chapter 7. 

5.8. SUMMARY OF THE FIRST ORDER FAULTS 
The morphological analysis (Table 5.1) of the Alpine fault and reactivated faults of the 

Hollyford Fault System and Livingstone Fault System, along with the Recent tectonic 

geomorphology of each fault, indicates that considerable deformation is taken up on the 

individual structures and that a fraction of the plate boundary slip is accommodated on each 

fault. The geometry defined by the reactivated first order structures along with the kinematic 

data is contrary to the previous simple strike-slip signature assigned to the region (e.g. 

Berryman et al., 1992). 

The principal slip zones (Figure 5.62) of the Alpine fault and Livingstone fault are dextral 

reverse structures with similar net shear directions (c. 090°), whereas the West Hollyford fault 

strands in the Kinvaid Lozenge are dominated by reverse-slip (c.120°). The ENE-E-striking 

Stethoscope fault and Peanut fault at the eastern margin of the Cascade Wedge accommodate 

dextral-normal and normal-slip and are linked by a steeply-dipping, NNE-striking dextral 

reverse fault. An ENE-striking strand on the Alpine fault also exhibits dextral normal-slip and 

the West Hollyford fault has been rotated and reactivated to accommodate normal-slip in the 

Duncan River Lozenge. 

The structures formed and the patterns of motion within each of the first order faults are 

contemporary with the present tectonic environment (as exemplified by the Alpine fault zone) 

and there is no demonstrable evidence of Mesozoic deformation. 

Figure 5.62 (opposite page): Summary of the main attitude and kinematics of the first order faults and 
average slip vectors outside the complexities which occur at the sites of offsets. Kinematic 
interpretations of the principal slip zones suggest a transpressive motion (c.f Harland, 1971) is 
primarily accommodated by these structures. Oblique/dip-slip deformation will occur on strands 
oblique to the motion of the plate boundary but kinematic analysis indicates that, in addition to 
transcurrent-dominated deformation, a proportion of sh01tening perpendicular to the first order faults 
is also occuning. 
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'~P:s~: Fault Core Components Damage Zone Components Wall Rock 
Total 

First Order ..... ... 
-"0 :~t1Y Width (m) Width (m) Contact 

Fault 
Fault :::: 0 

Zone ~:::t 
\; 

':riCh: E w E w E w (m) 

Fault Ck. DR I. 2 .•. · Absent 50 -3 35 Abrupt Grades 90+ ..... 

= "' 1•:. ':1 ~ Saddle Ck. ON 50 60+ 50+ 50 Grades Grades 235+ ... 
= I. :., :· ·a Sutherland Ck. DR 100 20+ Absent 50+ Abrupt Grades 200+ 
:;: 

Duncan River DR I xt~{ 50 50 Absent 100 Grades Grades 200+ 
Theta Tarn R I o:si; n/a 3+ 50 50 Grades Abrupt 100+ ~ Fault ::t: 

[~?~~~~~ ::: Twin Creek 
R/Nr Absent 20 5 Absent Grades Abrupt 25+ Fault 

Stethoscope Fault ON /O.S .. i 20 Absent 40 Absent Grades Abrupt 60 

Livingstone Fault DR i.;.\~-:~-··. Absent 5-25 3 50 Abrupt Grades 80+ 

Peanut Faul( N+D ;•o.n£ Absent 20 150 200 n/a Grades 350+ 

First Order ........ .... . :; Fault Core Components Damage Zone Components 
Wall Rock Type -"0 

Y· < Rock type Rock type Fault :::: 0 

~:::t .. { ..... ·. E w E w E w 

Fault Ck. 'r;v' !-type Granite Mafic !-type Granite Mafic Greenland 
DR Absent Group 

I Ultramylonite Ultramylonite Ultramylonite Ultramylonite 
Mylonite 

..... Granodiorite 
Greenland 

Granodiorite 
Greenland 

Granodiorite 
Greenland 

= Saddle Ck. ON Group Group Group 
"' Ultramylonite Ultramylonite Ultramylonite 
~ Ultramylonite Mylonite Mylonite ... 
= 

I 
; Greenland S- & !-type ·a Granodiorite Mafic S-type Granite 

:;: Sutherland Ck. DR Group Absent Granite 
I ••• 

Ultramylonite 
Ultramylonite Ultramylonite 

Ultramylonite Ultramylonite 

. ·.·· Biotite & 
1-type Granite 

S- & !-type 
Granodiorite 

Greenland 
Duncan River DR I 

••••• 
Mafic 

Ultramylonite 
Absent Granite 

Ultramylonite 
Group 

Ultramylonite Ultram_ylonite Mylonite 
Theta Tarn R 1,0~:.···. n/a n/a 

Graphite Mafic Graphite- Mafic 
~ Fault Mylonite Ultramylonite mylonite Mylonite ::t: ::: Twin Creek 

R/N, !v,;j;.} Absent 
Mafic Feldspathic 

Absent 
Feldspathic Mafic 

Fault •' Ultramylonite Ultramylonite Mylonite Mylonite 

<~;~,;; 
Gabbro Pods Gabbro Pods 

Mafic 
Stethoscope Fault ON & Tremolite Absent & Tremolite Absent Gabbro 

Mylonite 
Mylonite Mylonite 

~~.·l,r~1 Antigorite Greenschist Antigorite 
Quartzo-

Antigorite 
Livingstone Fault DR Absent 

Ultramylonite Ultramylonite Ultramylonite 
feldspathic 

Mylonite 
Ultramylonite 

Peanut Fault 
N+ ~.,. ·:·· j Absent 

Gabbros & Antigorite Gabbros & Antigorite 
Gabbros D Pyroxenites Ultramylonite Pyroxenites Ultramylonite 

Table 5.1: The morphology of the first order fault zones varies considerably throughout the distributed 
fault zone. The top table gives a summary of the varying components and widths of the fault zones 
(supplemented by the data of *MacDonell (1982); •sinton (1975) and Ll.Ransley (1983)). The bottom 
table indicates the lithological variations which in part control the rheology and width of the fault zone 
(WHF =West Hollyford fault; DR= dextral reverse; DN =dextral nom1al; R =reverse; D =dextral 
strike-slip; N = normal; D = Dextral strike-slip; R/Nr = reverse reactivated to normal; n/a = 
information not available). 

The depth profile of the fault rocks within the fault zone of the Alpine fault imply the 

movement and irregular geometry on the structure is deep-seated extending at least down to 

the brittle-ductile transition zone. The movement is also deep seated on the Peanut fault and 

Neogene mylonites formed along the Livingstone fault (Chapter 3) strongly imply the same is 

the case for this structure. Quartz and chlorite slickenfibre lineations within the fault zones of 

the West Hollyford fault strands indicate movement on the structures is continuing below the 

near-surface although, ambiguity in the geothermal gradient of the area (e.g. the potential for 
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elevated geothennal gradients along the Alpine fault zone (e.g. Koons et al., 2003) and 

presence of hot springs in the area (Aitchison, 1985)) makes it difficult to predict the depth at 

which the slickenfibres are forming. 

Along the strike of the first order faults and across the distributed fault zone there is a relative 

consistency in the kinematics of many subsidiary structures within the fault zones with 

regional dextral reverse-slip. However, slip lineations record complex movements on small 

scale faults within the damage zone of the first order faults, particularly at the sites of jogs, 

which are not compatible in terms of the stress system on the main faults. No simple single set 

of kinematics fits all the secondary structures and subsidiary fault/shear array patterns for 

each of the main fault zones also demonstrate inhomogeneities in strain field and varying 

components of fault-perpendicular shortening and extension. There is, however, a degree of 

consistency, within and along the stiike of each individual first order fault zone, in the pattern 

ofthese inhomogeneities. 

The array of slip vectors, including sinistral reverse-slip, is related to jostling of blocks within 

the fault zones and dip-slip allows the blocks to move out of the fault plane. These processes 

are occurring both seismically and aseismically. Opposing dipping, NW-striking shears are 

pmiicularly impmiant in facilitating this process along the irregular geometry of the first order 

dextral-reverse faults. The faults are pinned with a finite length and the NW-striking faults 

independently accommodate the resultant along-strike shortening as well as the fault

perpendicular shortening. 

In the neighbourhood of a plate boundary, rapid short-tenn changes in the local stress field 

may occur which may, for instance, be related to fore-shocks and after-shocks of major slip 

events (e.g. Oppenheimer et al., 1998; Maerten et al., 2001). In saying that, it is important to 

reiterate that the first order faults are not independent structures and form pati of a complex 

fault system made up of numerous second order faults. The dynamic interaction of the various 

fault strands whilst accommodating the defonnation will strongly influence the kinematics 

throughout the system and the subsidiary structures which may form. Irregularities in fault 

geometry due to the interaction of the various strands can occur at many length scales, give 

rise to significant local stresses and therefore may be important in creating and maintaining 

heterogeneous stresses on the faults (e.g. Segall & Pollard, 1980; Sibson, 1989). Therefore, to 

get a fuller understanding of the behaviour of the distributed fault zone it is essential to 

decipher the role of the second order fault structures and this is covered in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6: Second Order Faults 

6. SECOND ORDER FAULTS 

The first order terrane boundary faults outline the main structural framework of the area but 

the pervasive systematic distribution of second order faults (Figure 6.1) define the internal 

anatomy of the distributed fault zones in the Jackson River and Cascade River areas. These 

secondary structures geometrically resemble the first order faults (Figure 6.1) and are 

interlinked with them to form a complex but ordered internal architecture. It has been 

demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4 that the distribution of the second order faults is 

fundamentally controlled by the lithological and tectonic infrastructure of the basement 

terranes. It is hypothesised that the geometry of the second order faults and their patterns of 

motion are fundamentally controlled by the behaviour of the first order structures and form to 

facilitate the continued strain resulting from the movement (e.g. Chapter 5: Figure 5.62) on 

the first order faults. 

The Alpine fault and first order reactivated structures are undergoing dextral transpression 

and it is important to establish if the style of deformation is related to oblique convergence at 

the plate boundary (e.g. Tikoff & Teyssier, 1994), which is the scenario for the central section 

of the Alpine fault (e.g. Nonis et al., 1990). If this is case, the convergent component of the 

interplate motion partitioned eastwards and westwards of the Alpine fault may be appreciably 

less than originally envisaged for South Westland (e.g. Chapter 1). Alternatively, the onset of 

transpression may be a local phenomenon which could be (a) related to particular boundary 

conditions at the regional scale, such as the obliquity between the imposed shear motion and 

the pre-existing major faults and/or (b) an affect of the first order geometrical irregularities 

within the fault system which could plausibly create sites of compression (e.g. Sanderson & 

Marchini, 1984; Davison, 1994; Keller et al., 1997). 

To understand the control the geometrical inegularities have on the structural process of 

earthquake faulting (outlined in Chapter 2) and the mechanics of the distributed zones of 

faulting, it is essential to decipher the kinematics of the second order faults around them. It is 

also important to evaluate the differing responses of the diverse set of rocks in the basement 

(Chapters 3 &" 4) to the deformation and the effect this may have on the distribution and the 

nature of the strain. 

Therefore, the style of the deformation accommodated on the second order structures and the 

implications which can be drawn from the spatial distribution of strain within the system are 

reviewed. 

6.1. Morphology and Kinematics of the Second Order Faults 
The analysis of the second order faults is broadly subdivided spatially into the three main 

areas of the Cascade Wedge (e.g. the Kinvaid Lozenge, the Duncan River Lozenge and the 
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Chapter 6: Second Order Faults 

Gorge Plateau Lozenge) and the Jackson River Wedge (Figure 6.1). The kinematics of the 

second order faults were analysed by the same methods applied to the first order faults 

(Chapter 5) and the main features of the four areas are outlined below. 

6.1.1. Kinvaid Lozenge 
Geometry 

The Kinvaid Lozenge (Figures 6.2 & 6.3) is approximately 10 km in length and 2 km in width 

at its broadest extent. The Alpine fault and the Theta Tarn strand of the West Hollyford fault 

are the first order framework faults to the Kinvaid Lozenge, although secondary faults extend 

west and east of these structures, respectively (Figure 6.3). The Theta Tarn fault strand is 

weakly segmented but overall planar in orientation, whereas the Alpine fault is strongly 

segmented and curviplanar in geometry. The second order faults in the Kinvaid Lozenge are 

dominated by a series of fault strands which are essentially subparallel to the long axis of the 

northeasterly orientated lozenge (Figure 6.3: insets A & B) and most of the second order 

faults only meet with the boundaries of the Kinvaid Lozenge at the northeastern and 

southwestern ends (Figure 6.3). However, segmentation of the second order faults is 

pronounced in the strands which have formed through the mylonites in the Brook Street 

Terrane domain (E- and NNE-trending faults "hard link" (Gibbs, 1984) left-steps in the main 

subparallel NE-trending faults) and the pattern mimics the segmentation apparent on the 

Alpine fault. In the domain of the Brook Street Terrane and the area to its west, the nature of 

the segmentation switches at the northeastern end of the lozenge where the faults are 

dominated by ENE-striking strands in an en echelon arrangement hard-linked by NNE

striking strands (Figure 6.3). The second order structures cutting the mylonites of the 

Murihiku Terrane, in contrast to the segmented pattern in the Brook Street Terrane domain, 

are planar structures subparallel to the Theta Tarn trace of the West Hollyford fault; reflecting 

a simpler style to the deformation on the eastern margin of the Kinvaid Lozenge (Figure 6.3). 

Morphology 

The fault architecture of the Kinvaid Lozenge in the domain of the Brook Street Terrane is 

controlled by the structural grain of the mylonite zones and sites of marked rheological 

contrasts (e.g. Chapter 4). The foliation-parallel contacts between contrasting lithologies (e.g. 

between mylonites derived from shales and greywackes) are the preferential localities for 

secondary slip in the Murihiku Terrane domain. 

The main NE-striking, second order faults generally dip moderately to steeply SE (Figures 

6.2, 6.3 & 6.4), although some faults are helicoidal (e.g. the Ey fault and the Shee fault) at the 

point where their strike changes (Figure 6.3). The secondary faults east of the Theta Tarn 

fault are an exception because they consistently dip steeply W (Figures 6.2 & 6.3). 

The secondary faults exhibit varying combinations, distributions and widths of the 

components of a typical upper-crustal fault zone (e.g. Chapter 5). For example, fault zones 

(Figure 6.3 & Chapter4: Figures 4.15, 4.16 & 4.25) range from 30-50 em thick clay-rich 
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Figure 6.4: Equal area lower hemisphere stereonets displaying poles to first and second order faults in 
the Kinvaid Lozenge. 

gouge zones which act as efficient slip zones (i.e. have limited damage zones), to gouge zones 

which are 1-2m in width and have extensive fault core and damage zones (>50 min width) 

(Figure 6.5). Areas of localised intense fault brecciation, 0.1 m to - 5 m in width, delineate 

subparallel subsidiary fault zones to the second order structures. The principal slip zones and 

damage zones to the secondary faults record multiple slip events resultant from progressive 

deformation, which is also observable from cumulated Quaternary offsets on the Recent fault 

traces (e.g. Appendix 1: Geomorphology Map 2). Therefore, the deformation accommodated 

on the secondary structures is considerable. 

Kinematics 

Principal Slip Zones of the Second Order Faults 

Faulting has reorganised the distribution of the fault-bounded lenses (e.g. the inset map on 

Figure 6.3) in the Kinvaid Lozenge (Chapter 4). For example, the Murihiku Terrane along the 

Theta Tarn fault has been emplaced by thrusting (Chapter 5). Kinematic analysis indicates 

that dextral-reverse slip along the Shee fault (Figure 6.2 & 6.3) has emplaced the Shee Lens 

of the Brook Street Terrane. The splay faults have accommodated shortening resulting in 

imbrication and terrane repetition. 

Analysis indicates that the strands are not only accommodating considerable deformation but 

kinematic interpretation also indicates that the faults are spatially partitioning different 

components of the slip; strike-slip, dextral reverse-slip, reverse-slip and normal-slip are 

partitioned onto the different fault strands (Figure 6.2, 6.3 & 6.6). It is also evident from the 

slip directions that the azimuth of the fault plane does not exclusively control the kinematics 

of the individual secondary structures; faults striking approximately NE, NNE and E each 

have subhorizontal slip lineations (only rarely on the NE-striking strands), oblique lineations 

and dip-slip lineations (Figure 6.6). Easterly trending faults, however, typically record 

normal to dextral-normal (occasionally sinistral-normal) movement. The structures in the 

domain of the mylonites derived from the Brook Street Terrane partition dominantly fault-
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Figure 6.5: A: The fault core is > 50 m wide in the Ard fault zone and is derived from plagioclase 
ultramylonites. Down-faulted gravels outcrop at the fault contact on an £-striking strand of the fault 
(see Figure 6.3 for location). The equal-area lower hemisphere stereonet shows the Ard fault plane and 
the subsidiary shear planes recorded in the crush zone. The main slip lineation plunges to the SE on 
the fault plane overprinting £-trending lineations. The fault has been rotated from a NE-strike. 

parallel and dominantly fault-perpendicular deformation onto different subparallel structures, 

whereas, in the Murihiku Terrane domain east of the Theta Tarn trace, the deformation 

remains oblique on the secondary fault strands rather than partitioning the strike-slip and 

convergent deformation onto separate structures (Figures 6.2 & 6.3). 

The Damage Zones of the Second Order Faults 

Variability in slip direction is also recorded in the damage zones of the second order faults 

(Figures 6.2 & 6. 7). The transpressive deformation is also separated out into different 

components where slip (identified by slickenfibre, gouge, striations and groove lineations) 

occurs as fault-parallel strike-slip, E-W-directed oblique-slip and slip approximately 

perpendicular to the main NE-striking fault set (i.e. dip-slip) on different foliation and fracture 

surfaces (Figure 6.7). While many of the lineations reflect the same slip direction as that of 

the main fault plane; others record different slip directions. There is no evidence to suggest 

there is a relationship between the direction of slip and the orientation of foliation/fracture 
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surface. The slip directions are similar to those recorded in the fault zones of the first order 

faults (Chapter 5). 
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Figure 6.6: Lower hemisphere stereonets displaying the attitude and shear-sense slip lineations for A: 
the first order faults in the Kinvaid Lozenge; B-D: the second order faults. The slip vectors within the 
Kinvaid Lozenge record varying degrees of oblique slip on each of the NNE-, NE-, E-striking fault 
strands. A significant proportion of the slip data indicates high-angle reverse-slip and slip 
perpendicular to the overall trend of the lozenge. (AF =Alpine fault; WHFS = West Hollyford fault
Smirr strand; WHFTT =West Hollyford fault-Theta Tarn strand). 

Subsidiary shear patterns 

Subsidiary shears commonly range between 2-15 em in width and gouge is developed along 

their surfaces. Subsidiary shears have formed principally to facilitate the deformation created 

by the slip on the second and first order faults and, therefore, the subsidiary shear patterns for 

the individual secondary faults are comparable in arrangement to those of the first and second 

order structures (Figures 6.8 & 6.9). 
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Figure 6.7: Lower hemisphere stereonets of shears within the damage zone of the second order faults. 
Slip vectors are parallel to the dominant slip direction ( c.90°) on the Alpine fault, at an angle 
approximately 20° clockwise of the plate vector motion, parallel to the strike of the faults or parallel to 
the direction of fault perpendicular shortening. The slip direction recorded in the damage zone 
frequently appears to take up the component of the transpressive deformation which is not 
accommodated on the main fault core: if the main fault plane is dip-slip the damage zone records 
strike-slip/oblique strike-slip deformation or vice versa. 
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Figure 6.9: Poles to the first order, second order and subsidiary fault/shear planes in the Kinvaid 
Lozenge. Many of the shears are subparallel to the strike of the first order and second order faults but a 
strong set of NW -striking, NE-dipping and SW -dipping shears has also developed. 

Many of the shears are subparallel to the NNE-, NE- and ENE-striking fault sections but may 

form as splay faults/shears. In the latter case, imbrication leads to variation in dip attitude 

(Figure 6.9). In addition, NW -trending shears (Figure 6.8: C & 6.9) are widespread through 

the Kinvaid Lozenge. These are sizeable features with 0.1-0.25 m wide clay-gouge-rich crush 

zones which pervade the damage zone and extend into overlying Quaternary deposits. The 

NW -striking shears generally form a set 60-80° clockwise of the NE-striking fault planes and 

the long axis of the Kinvaid Lozenge, although the exact relationship of the shears to the 

differing mechanics of the various segments within the lozenge is unclear. Nevertheless, 

NW-striking shears are frequently observed as a systematically spaced(:::::;; 1 m) shear fabric in 

the crush breccia along the second order faults (e.g. Figure 6.5) and, as noted in the fault 

zones of the first order faults, the NE-dipping and SW -dipping structures are commonly 

facilitating movement out of the free topographic surface. 

The Domains between the Second Order Faults 

Lineations in the more coherent rocks between the fault zones also record variations in slip 

direction (Figure 6.10). SW- and ESE-ENE-plunging (Figure 6.11) groove and chlorite 

slickenfibre lineations, measured on SE-dipping fracture and foliation smfaces, alternate 

every few centimetres on coherent blocks in the regions bounded by reverse-slip dominated 

faults (Figures 6.2 & 6.3). Groove lineations sometimes overprint slickenfibre lineations but 

lineations of the same type are not observed to crosscut. 
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Figure 6.10: Lower hemisphere stereonet displaying the slip-related lineations on foliation and 
fracture planes in the wall rock zones to the second order faults. The -040° striking Shee fault has 
moved by high-angle dextral-reverse slip whereas the wall rock zone records mostly dextral strike-slip 
and sinistral strike-slip. The slip in the wall rock zone of the -060° Shee and Smirr faults takes up the 
wrench component of the movement whilst the fault planes accommodate dominantly reverse-slip. 
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The two sets of lineations are not a result of folding or rotation, such as during porpoising of 

blocks (e.g. Crowell, 1974) because (a) the relationship is observed at hand specimen scale on 

upper and basal non-folded foliation planes which could not have rotated independently of 

each other and (b) the SW-plunging slickenfibre lineations frequently record up-to the NE 

slip, whereas the ESE-ENE plunging lineations record up-to-the NW slip. Therefore, the 

lineations may indicate a component of up-to-the-NE lateral spread, as well as up-to-the NW 

movement, which has occmTed during frictional and aseismic slip during the exhumation of 

the rocks. 

N 

Key: 

-- sheared foliation plane 

A groove/striation lineation 

~ chlorite and quartz slickenlibres 

Figure 6.11: Lower hemisphere stereonet exemplifying the region of slip lineations with opposing 
plunge and shear sense on closely spaced predominantly NE-striking foliation planes in the coherent 
domains between the second order faults (in this example, the region bound by the Theta Tarn fault 
and the Dun fault e.g. Figure 6.3). SW-plunging lineations are also recorded on shear surfaces within 
faulted Quaternary silts, implying their formation is concunent with the present regime. 
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Figure 6.12: Equal-area lower hemisphere stereonet of the faults in the Ey Lens strike-slip duplex. At 
the localised high-strain junction of the NW-dipping, NNE- and ENE-striking faults, the fault-parallel 
component of the shear synchronously rotates the NNE-striking faults into the second order fault about 
a moderately inclined, NW-plunging axis. 
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The domain between the E-striking dextral normal fault strand of the Alpine fault at Saddle 

Creek and the normal fault strand of the Ey fault immediately to its east (Figure 6.3) is cut by 

third order NNE-striking fault zones ( -500 m in length). The high-angle NNE-striking 

structures assist the transfer of slip between the ENE-striking structures (Figure 6.12). The 

geometry defines a strike-slip duplex (Woodcock & Fischer, 1986) which extends - 1 km 

along the strike of the Alpine fault. A similar pattern is noted to the northeastern end of the 

Kinvaid Lozenge on the ENE-striking Woodhen Pond fault strand (Figure 6.3 & Appendix 5: 

Plate 5.2.1). 

Summary of the Kinvaid Lozenge 

e The structure of the Kinvaid lozenge consists of subparallel thrust, strike-slip, dextral

reverse, dextral-normal (occasional sinistral-normal) and normal faults which are 

acting simultaneous! y. 

• Partitioning of slip is more pronounced in the domain of the mylonites derived from 

the Brook Street Terrane. 

• Although strike-slip and reverse-slip components are partially partitioned, the faults 

are principally facilitating dextral reverse-slip on the steeply-dipping fault planes 

indicating considerable movement out of the land surface. The rocks in the domains 

between the main faults are also moving up-to-the NE. Therefore, the Kinvaid 

Lozenge is designated as an area of contraction and overall uplift. 

• The orientation and movements on subsidiary shears is the same as recorded in the 

fault zones of the first order faults at the site of left-stepping jogs. 

• The horizontal, ve1tical and oblique-slip lineations may relate to the extrusional 

shuffling of the fault-bounded lenses within the Kinvaid Lozenge in response to the 

contraction. 

6.1.2. Duncan River Lozenge 
Geometry 
The Duncan River Lozenge is geomettically defined by the Alpine fault and the Twin Creek 

strand of the West Hollyford fault (Figure 6.13). The arrangement of the Recent first order 

faults (Geomorphology Map 2 in Appendix 1) and numerous secondary faults into a set of 

NE-trending faults connected byE- and NNE-trending faults (Figure 6.13 A & B), roughly 

outlines a skewed hexagonal-shape central to the approximately 6 km long lozenge. The 

hexagonal-shape is approximately 2 km in width and 3 km in length. Subparallel NE

otientated faults extend from the northern and southern edges of the hexagonal-shape. The 

West Hollyford fault, however, veers to a N-S orientation as it emerges from the southwestern 

comer of the hexagonal-shaped area. 

Morphology 

Secondary faults in the Duncan River Lozenge can be grouped into two types: 

1. Secondary faults which separate the main lithological units or occur at sites of marked 
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Figure 6.13 B: View from Gorge Plateau of the central rhomb-shaped area (e.g. Figure 6.13: A) within the Duncan River Lozenge. Inset photo of the Tarn is viewed to 
the southwest. (x to y = location of section line for Figure 6.13:A). 
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Chapter 6: Second Order Faults 

rheological contrast within the mylonite zones (e.g. Figure 4.3 in Chapter 4). Faults 

developed at such contacts are prominent in the zones north and south of the 

hexagonal-shaped area (Figure 6.13: A). 

2. Secondary faults which typically cut the structure/fabric of the area at high-angles: the 

faults cut the mylonitic foliation (Chapter 4), the secondary faults of the first group 

and in places the first order faults. These faults are numerous and their arrangement 

defines the architecture of the hexagonal-shaped region (e.g. the rose diagram in 

Figure 6.13). 

The secondary faults of the first type have substantial displacement histories as evident from 

sizeable ( ~ 4 m in width) clay-rich gouge zones or zones similar in width composed of 

densely spaced anastomosing gouge-filled shears which extend into ~ 6 m thick crush breccia 

zones which in turn grade into fault breccia. The faults which crosscut the fabric of the area 

are typically zones of enhanced brittle deformation (Figure 6.14) and the fault plane, if 

discrete, may or may not be marked by clay-rich gouge. 

Figure 6.14: Normal fault cuts Quaternary gravels and truncates the mylonite foliation (location 
marked on Figure 6.13: A). 
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Gouge zones range from a few millimetres to 2-3 em in thickness. Such discrete fault planes 

are commonly spaced approximately every 2 m over ~ 60 m wide brecciated zones (Figure 

6.15). Anastomosing networks of narrow 2-3 em gouge zones within intensely brecciated 

areas (~0.25 min width) are common where the fault plane is less defined. 

• poles to fault/shears 

.o. gouge lineations 

Figure 6.15: Spaced dextral normal 
faults offset mylonitic foliation by 
0.2- 1 m ofnonnal separation. Lower 
hemisphere stereonet displays the 
attitude and slip vectors for the 
dextral normal faults ( Forfoughen 
Creek Outcrop location given on 
Figure 6.13:A). 

The azimuths of the secondary faults, within both of the above groups, are comparable 

(Figure 6.13, 6.16). However, the attitude of the NE- and E-trending faults alternates between 

east and west dipping planes in the area of the hexagonal-shape (Figure 6.16: B). 

Kinematics 

Dextral-reverse deformation dominates the first order and second order faults either side of 

the hexagonal area (Figure 6.13); in the Kinvaid Lozenge and to the north and south on the 

Alpine fault (Chapter 5). However, in the central hexagonal-shaped area and the ·zones 

marginal to it, the NE-, E- and NNE-striking faults, E- and W-dipping alike, are mostly 

normal to dextral normal in sense (Figures 6.13-6.15). In fact some of the NNE-striking faults 

are listric-shaped (Appendix 5.2.2) with dip-slip gouge lineations. Sinistral-normal slip also 

occurs on some NE-E-striking faults (Figure 6.23) at the northeastern margin of the area. 
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Figure 6.16: Lower hemisphere stereonets indicating poles to fault planes A: The first order faults 
mostly dip to theSE. B: The Second order faults dip both to theSE and NW. 

Displacements on the normal faults vary in magnitude depending on the scale and event 

history of the fault (Figure 6.13). The minimum separation recorded occurs at the edge of the 

northeastem comer of the hexagon (Figure 6.13). Recent normal faulting on a single structure 

has produced 0.25 m of displacement (e.g. Appendix 5: Plate A5.2.2). About halfway along 

the westem edge of the hexagonal-shaped area, 2.5 m of down-to-the-east normal separation 

is recorded on a single fault (e.g. Appendix 5: Plate A5.2.3). Along the eastem edge of the 

hexagonal-shaped area, the West Hollyford fault is truncated by several W-dipping faults 

(Figure 6.17) with down-to-the-west separation of 1-8 m on individual structures. Faults with 

1-1.5 m of separation offset gravels close to the West Hollyford fault at Uisge-beatha Creek 

(Figure 6.13: A). Indeed separation of 1 m increments is common and may be representative 

of a typical incremental earthquake movement (Figure 6.13). 

Cumulatively, the normal faults result in~ 100m down to the west displacement of the West 

Hollyford fault over a horizontal distance of 250 m (Figure 6.18). Folding is apparent on the 

westward edge of the eastemmost exposure of the West Hollyford fault plane and is thought 

to be a result of a shear strain gradient into the normal fault zones. Furthermore, the West 

Hollyford fault plane at Twin Creek One is locally twisted from a NE-strike to a E-strike and 

is reactivated by normal faulting (Chapter 5). The location of the latter fault section is 

marginal to the main hexagonal-shaped area (Figure 6.13) and may be an adjustment related 

to the down-faulted area to its south. In comparison, although normal faulting extends up to 

the Alpine fault (which forms the strongly segmented western margin of the hexagonal

shaped area), there is no direct field evidence to suggest it has been truncated by nmmal 

faulting. Active defmmation is still occurring on the Alpine fault strand apparent from the 

propagation of the fault plane through recent fluvial gravels (Appendix 5: Plate A5.1.1). 
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Fault/Shear Zones 
N 

• poles to shear/fault planes 

Figure 6.17: NW-dipping normal faults 
truncate and displace the West Hollyford 
fault plane. Individual fault separations are 
typically 3 or 6 m. Subsidiary shears strike 
W-NW and dip NE or SW. Lower hemisphere 
stereonet of the faults (bold lines) and shear 
planes (faint lines) (location given on Figure 
6.13:A). 

In contrast to the contractional structure of the Kinvaid Lozenge, most of the faults contained 

within the hexagonal-shaped area are non-pervasive surface features which either die out 

downwards (evident in the field) or converge at shallow depths with the main fault planes of 

the first order structures (Figure 6.18). 

Subsidiary shears 

The distribution of the subsidiary shears within the area (Figure 6.19) indicate many are 

subparallel to the main secondary faults throughout the deformation zone ( cf the Kinvaid 

Lozenge); however a strong set of shears is again evident which is at a high-angle to the main 

fault orientations. NW-striking, gouge-filled shear zones (0.1 0-0.25 m thick), are widespread 

through out the brecciated fault zones (Appendix 5: Plate A5.2.3). NW-striking shears are 

offset by NE-striking dextral-normal shears but have a mutual offsetting relationship withE

striking shears and offset Quaternary gravels indicating they still play an important role in the 

fault zone. 
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Figure 6.18: Schematic cross-section through the hexagonal-shaped region of the Duncan River 
Lozenge (line of section marked on Figure 6.13: B). Lower hemisphere stereonet displays the main 
shear-related lineations related to a component of normal slip, indicating both NW/SE extension and 
NE/SW -extension. 

Normal separation occurs on the NW-striking shears and ranges from 0.25 m at the 

northeastern edge of the hexagonal-shaped area (similar to the displacement on the second 

order faults), 0.4 m central to the western edge and 1.5 mat the eastern edge. 

The NW-stiiking shears dip NE and SW (Figures 6.19 & 6.20) and the dip attitude (as in the 

other shears) varies depending on the attitude of the main fault plane but also as a result of 

subsequent rotation by newer sets of shears. The SW -dipping shears are dextral-normal 

(Figure 6.21) in localities where the NW-dipping shears are sinistral-normal. Shears at high 

angles to the main fault zone which have a shear sense opposing that of the overall 

displacement direction resemble antithetic conjugate riedel shears (Tchalenko, 1970). 
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N 

Subsidiary Fault & Shear Azimuths 
N 

Figure 6.19: Rose diagrams indicating the azimuth of the subsidiary structures with respect to the first 
and second order faults. 
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Figure 6.20: Lower hemisphere stereonets of poles to first order, second order and subsidiary 
fault/shear planes. The distribution of the subsidiary shears defines two girdles which approximately 
define a cross. The angle between the two sets is approximately 60-80°, similar to the Kinvaid 
Lozenge. 
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N 

N 

Figure 6.21: A: Offset relationships in subsidiary shear sets (location given on Figure 6.13). B: 
Lower hemisphere stereonet indicates the orientation of three separate shear sets. Dextral-normal, 
NW -striking shears are antithetic to sinistral-normal-slip on NE-E-striking shears. The slip vectors 
parallel the slip direction on a nearby NNE-striking dip-slip normal fault (C) and combined, represent 
NW/SE-extension at the northeastern edge of the hexagonal shape. Separations of ~ 0.25 m are 
evident on each shear (Appendix 5: Plate A5.2.2 & A5.2.3). 

Synthesis 

Normal fault separation occurs systematically across the hexagonal-shaped area. The 

cumulative effect of these normal separations is the formation of a graben structure (Figure 

6.13: B & 6.19) which is at least 250m in depth. A tarn and swamp (bound to the west by a 

17 m down-to the-east fault scarp) have formed in the region of maximum subsidence (Figure 

6.13: B). The depth of the tarn is not known so the nature of the basement of the graben 

cannot be determined. However, auger work at the edge of the swamp which has formed 

no1iheast of the tarn indicates that at least a 10 m thick accumulation of peat overlies a gravel 

base. The swamp increases in size southwestwards and merges with the tarn. The tarn itself is 

deep and murky, and therefore, it is expected that the basin is considerably deeper at its 

southern end. 

Accordingly, the hexagonal-shape represents an area of significant extension and subsidence. 

This structure resembles a pull-apmi basin which can form in strike-slip fault zones (Becker, 

1934; Lotze, 1936a,b) as large and complex basins (Sengor et al., 1985). As previously 

stated, in a dextral fault system areas of extension can occur at the location of right-stepping 
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jogs and the resultant pull-apart basins are typically rhomb-shaped (Cromwell, 1974; 

Garfunkel, 1981) and propagate in the direction of slip (e.g. Mann et al., 1983). The 

distributed fault zone does take a rightward step of ~ 500 m (the Alpine fault and West 

Hollyford fault bend by this amount) at the northern end of the pull-apart. The Alpine fault 

northeast and southwest of the pull-apart, however, maintains a similar alignment, and 

therefore, the east side of the structure left-steps to the southwest of the basin and the east side 

right-steps at the northeastern end (importantly, compression is not apparent on the left

stepping structures but instead normal faulting prevails). Therefore, the rightward shift in the 

location of the Alpine fault is purely a product of the basin formation rather than the cause of 

the structure. Additionally, the small step is not adequate to explain the size of the pull-apart 

basin although gravitational collapse of the surrounding region into the basin has been 

proposed by Gamond (1987) as an explanation for pull-apart basins wider (e.g. Glynnwye 

depression on the Hope Fault (Clayton, 1966)) than theoretically envisaged for the separation 

between the strike-slip en-echelon faults. In this instance, however, the additional component 

of NW /SE extension (e.g. Figures 6.18) might explain the width of the zone. 

In the Duncan Lozenge, the movements tangential and perpendicular to the lozenge are both 

extensional ( c.f the Kinvaid Lozenge where a component of shortening occurred in both of 

these directions). This implies a sudden reversal in the mode of deformation and the basin has 

formed under dextral transtension (c.f Allen et al., 1998). The area of extension may in part 

be a response to the abrupt change in the orientation of the West Hollyford fault south of the 

Duncan River Lozenge, an adjustment within the fault zone related to the area of uplift in the 

Kinvaid Lozenge, or it may be controlled by the behaviour of the fault system as a whole 

through the region. These possibilities are discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. 

6.1.3. Gorge Plateau Lozenge 
Geometry 

Ground investigations undertaken on the Gorge Plateau by Landis (1969), MacDonell (1982) 

and Sutherland (1995a) indicated several active fault scarps subparallel to the NE-strike of the 

West Hollyford fault and the East Hollyford fault (Figure 6.1 ). Dextral offsets of Quaternary 

features were evident and the faults commonly occurred at the boundaries between the 

different formations of the Maitai Group (Chapter 4). Detailed interpretations of high-angle 

and oblique low-angle aerial photographs (Appendix 1: Geomorphology Map 2), locally 

supported by ground investigations, depict several subparallel Recent fault traces extending 

northeast of the Gorge Plateau. Interpretation suggests that the second order faults developed 

as branches from the Stethoscope fault around Theta Tarn (Figure 6.1 ). 

The Gorge Plateau Lozenge was mapped in detail by this author adjacent to the Stethoscope 

fault (Figure 6.1) at Granite Creek and along the Cascade Gorge (Figure 6.22). The active 

traces of second order faults are subparallel to the NE-striking Stethoscope fault to the west of 

Granite Creek and follow the segmented transition into the NNE-striking strand of the 

Cascade Gorge. LocalE-trending scarps (10-50 min length) occur. 
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Figure 6.22: (reverse page): Structural map of the Gorge Plateau Lozenge. The widths of the fault 
rocks which make up the different components within the individual fault zones (e.g. Chapter 5) are 
annotated. Vertical and horizontal offset on Quaternary features related to the movement on the faults 
is given on Geomorphology Map 2 in Appendix 1. Inset A: The distribution of the basement 
lithologies in and around the Gorge Plateau Lozenge. B: The second order faults have an azimuth 
overall subparallel to the trend of the Kinvaid Lozenge (e.g. Figure 6.3). Dotted box indicates the 
locality of Figures 6.23 & 6.24. 

Figure 6.23: A & B: Second order faults adjacent to the Stethoscope fault at Granite Creek. (Location 
is given on Figure 6.22). C: Quartz slickenfibered fracture surface. D: The principal slip zone and 
surrounding damage zone of the fault at locality 1 
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Figure 6.24: A: C' -type mesoscopic shear fabric within the second order fault zone at locality 2 on 
Figure 6.23. B: The moderately S-dipping, E-striking C'-planes have formed at a late stage in the 
development of the shear zone after the original near-vertical NE-striking S-plane fabric had 
developed (e.g. Platt & Visser, 1980; Passchier, 199 la). The rigid deflection of the earlier formed 
slickensided S- planes by the C' -planes is indicative of the shear sense within an upper crustal fault 
zone (e.g. Lin, 2001) which is dextral reverse. The shear surfaces are chloritised suggesting the 
movement occurred below the surface. 

Morphology 

The faults are commonly located at the contacts between massive featureless mylonites and 

well foliated mylonites (Chapter 4) and are typically zones of confined multiple slip surfaces 

beyond which there is little to no brittle deformation (Figure 6.23: A & B). The principal slip 

planes are marked by 2-3 em gouge-cataclasite-filled shears around which there is enhanced 
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deformation (Figure 6.23: C). The damage zone which suiTounds the fault plane extends 

between 3-5m (Figures 6.23: B & 6.24: A) and has a sharp planar contact with the wall rock. 

The slip surfaces within the damage zones express a well developed mesoscopic fabric 

resembling a C'-type shear fabric (Berthe et al., 1979 a, b; Lin, 2001) (Figure 6.24). 

c 

Sheared Foliation Surfaces 
N 

C'-type Fabric 
N 

D 

Slickensided Shears & Fractures 
N 

Splay Faults 
N 

measured subsidiary slip planes /:::,. groove/striation lineation 
/sheared foliation planes 

estimated Stethoscope fault plane - slip vector 

o poles to second order fault ~ chlorite and quartz slickenfibres 

o poles to subsidary shears 

e pole to Stethoscope fault plane 

Figure 6.25: Lower hemisphere stereonets of A: Gouge, groove and slickenfibre/line lineations on 
foliation surfaces and the inferred orientation of the Stethoscope fault. B: Subsidiary shear planes and 
C: C'-type fabric. D: Splay faults parallel to the Cascade Gorge strand ofthe Stethoscope faults. 
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Kinematics 

Secondary faults with dextral reverse kinematic signatures occur at a distance of 200 m west 

of the main Stethoscope Fault plane. For instance, within the C' -type shear fabric within the 

damage zones of the secondary strands, the C' -planes rigidly deflect the earlier fabric (Figure 

6.24) which, along with the inclination of the C' -type fabric it defines (e.g. Malavielle & 

Cobb, 1986; Davis et al., 1987; Saltzer & Hodges, 1988), indicate top-to-the-NW slip. 

Moderately eastward plunging gouge, quartz slickenfibre (Figure 6.25) and striation lineations 

support dextral reverse displacement on the SE-dipping structures (Figure 6.25). Shear sense 

criteria along qumiz/chlorite slickenfibre lineations which plunge towards the SSE record 

reverse-slip. This suggests, in addition, intermittent periods of shortening perpendicular to the 

NE-striking Stethoscope fault zone. 

Shear sense criteria (including reverse dip-slip to near dip-slip lineations and local imbricate 

splays) indicate meso scopic imbricate NW -dipping splays have developed proximal to the 

030° orientated Cascade Gorge section of the Stethoscope fault (Figures 6.22 & 6.25:D). 

Consequently, shortening must also be occurring across the Cascade Gorge section. 

Subsidiary Shears 

Subsidim·y shears are present as slickensided fracture surfaces along the Granite Creek section 

of the Stethoscope fault. These mostly have NW -NNW -strikes and are lined with quartz 

fibres (Figure 6.23) precipitated during aseismic slip. NE-dipping shears are high-angle 

reverse faults and the slip vector (e.g. 51/094°) has an azimuth subparallel to dextral reverse 

slip on the main secondary fault zones, whereas the SW -dipping shears are high-angle 

sinistral normal faults (e.g. lineations plunge 781148°). NW-striking subsidiary fractures in 

the NNE-trending Cascade Gorge section are spaced every 4 em and are frequently quartz

filled (0.5 em in width). These may represent extension fractures (Hancock, 1995) formed 

below the smface (at temperatures - 300°C) which have opened pm·allel to the shortening 

component that is occurring across the Cascade Gorge section (Figure 6.26). 

Figure 6.26: Schematic representation of extension and contraction structures adjacent to the Cascade 
Gorge section of the Stethoscope fault. 
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Summary 

• The rocks immediately west of the NE-striking segment of the Stethoscope fault are 

moving up-to-the NE (Chapter 5), whereas in the region 200 m to the west, dextral 

reverse-slip or reverse-slip up-to-the NW is recorded (Figure 6.27). Shortening has 

also occuned perpendicular to the NNE-trending Cascade Gorge section. 

• Lineation directions are consistent with those recorded in the Kinvaid Lozenge in that 

they range in plunge direction from E to SE to SW (Figure 6.27). The pattern and 

kinematics of NW -striking shears is typical of those found within the areas of 

contractional jogs (e.g. Chapter 5) and have formed to accommodate movement of 

blocks out of the free surface. 

• The boundary condition enforced by the geometry of the Stethoscope fault (it has a 

sharp bend) and movement on the main faults results in a contractional jog. This is 

partly accommodated by shear but also results in shortening perpendicular to the main 

faults and explains the up-to-the NW and up-to-the NE movement of the rocks 

immediately west of the Stethoscope fault. 

0 

I 

\~ 
I 

) 

_. Averaged slip lineations 

~ Transcurrent slip 

....ar... Shortening induced by 

......,. confinment 

Figure 6.27: Map indicating the main slip directions in response to the regional dextral wrench 
component and a component of fault perpendicular shortening at the bend on the Stethoscope fault. 

6.1.4. Jackson River Wedge 
The Jackson River Wedge was previously (Chapter 4) defined as the nanow 1 km wide belt 

of mylonites derived from the Brook Street Tenane and minor slivers of the Murihiku 

Tenane. The mylonites and serpentinites of the DMOB east of the Jackson River Wedge 

(Chapter 3) also have numerous active secondary fault strands and therefore, are included 

with the Jackson River Wedge for the purpose of structural description. 
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Figure 6.28: Structural map ofthe Jackson River Wedge including the width of fault rock within individual 
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Chapter 6: Second Order Faults 

Figure 6.29 ·(reverse page): Schematic cross-section through the Jackson River Wedge based on 
surface data (line of section marked on Figure 6.28) and the information available on the fault zones in 
the lower upper crust indicating the main slip directions of the second order faults . The Alpine fault 
and Livingstone fault are continuous down to the ductile regime (Chapters 3 & 5) as is the case for 
many ofthe second order faults within the DMOB domain (Chapter 3). The faults in the domain of the 
Brook Street Terrane are discrete continuous faults at least down to depths of 5-l 0 km (see main text 
for discussion). 

Geometry 

First order faults define a northeasterly orientated wedge shape which is tapered to the 

northeastern end at the point where the Livingstone fault and Stethoscope fault converge onto 

the Alpine fault (Figure 6.28 & 6.29). 
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Figure 6.30 A: Poles to the first and second order fault planes in the domain of the Brook Street 
Terrane. The segmented pattern of the second order faults is comparable to that of the faults ·n 
Kinvaid Lozenge B: Kinematics of the NNE-striking second order faults. C: Kinematics of the N"11-
striking second order faults. D: Kinematics of the E-striking second order faults. (Triangles =\ 
frictional wear lineations; arrows= slip vectors). 
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Brook Street Terrane domain 

In the domain of the Brook Street Terrane, the second order structures form a dense array of 

strongly segmented (Figure 6.28) faults which have a systematic order of alternating strands 

(300-500 m in length) which maintain three main orientations (Figure 6.30). The relatively 

unsegmented, planar Alpine fault bounds this domain to the west whereas several subparallel 

structures through the DMOB domain form the eastern boundary. 

DMOBdomain 

The western margin of the DMOB domain is marked by linked NNE-, NE- and ENE-striking 

fault strands (Figure 6.31: A & C) which mimic the fault pattern evident in the Brook Street 

Terrane sequence (Figure 6.30). 
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Figure 6.31 : Equal area lower hemisphere stereonets. A: Poles to first and second order faults 
in the western side of the DMOB domain; B: Poles to second order faults in the S-C domain; 
C & D: kinematics of the second order faults in the two areas, respectively. 
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The majority ofthe faults in DMOB domain, however, strike NE (Figure 6.31). NNE-striking 

fault sections (~100-200 m long) connect up subparallel NE-striking faults and defme a 

macroscopic S-C- like fabric (Figure 6.29; 6.31 : B & D). 

Morphology 

In the Brook Street Terrane domain, second order structures are typically brittle fault 

brecciated zones (0.5-1 m wide) or clay-rich cataclasite zones (0.3 m plus) which separate 

lithological units. Many secondary fault structures also form within the lithological units and 

commonly truncate mylonitic foliation (Figure 6.32). 

A 8 

c 
<1 Figure 6.32: A: Example of cohesive cataclasite zone truncating mylonitic foliation. B: Foliated 

cohesive cataclasite zone which ~extral shear sense. C: Subrounded fragments in cohesive 
cataclasite. Fragments range from chippy 2 mm to 20 mm angular fragments (which comprise I 0% of 
the cataclasite ), to poorly sorted 2 mm to 50 mm angular to subrounded fragments in which the matrix 
is approximately 40 % of the cataclasite. Partial rounding in the latter indicates substantial movement 
on the fault zone. 

Valley fill and glacial moraine is frequently faulted against or incorporated into the fault 

zones and some of the recently reactivated cataclasite zones grade into valley fill. The valley 
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fill and the cataclasite are both partially cemented by fault-related fluids. In addition, second 

order faults marked by moderately cohesive cataclasite zones 0.3 m to 7 min thickness, are 

restricted to the "Ailsa Falls" area. In contrast to the cohesive cataclasites which incorporate 

valley fill, most of the cohesive fault zones which exclusively contain basement wall rock 

material, are contained within relatively intact domains between the main active fault traces 

and display no evidence of recent movement. The network of the latter cohesive fault rocks is 

comparable to that expressed by the active fault traces (Figure 6.33). 

Equal Area 

N = 17 

Cohesive Cataclasite Fault Zones 
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($> 
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o o 0 
0 0 

0 

0 

+ 

Figure 6.33: Lower hemisphere stereonet of poles to cohesive cataclasite zones. 

In places the cohesive fault rocks are imbricated and repeated along with their mylonitic wall 

rocks by similarly orientated gouge zones. Thus, the cohesive fault rocks are interpreted as 

reflecting the second order fault system at depth (cohesive fault rocks fmm at depths of 5-l 0 

km (Sibson, 1983) (Chapter 2: Figure 2.6)). The fact that they fom1 an arrangement 

comparable to the gouge-filled fault zones (Figure 6.31) indicates the segmented pattern is not 

just a near surface feature. The cohesive cataclasite zones also indicate that the secondary 

fault zones were localised fault zones at least down to depths of 5-l 0 km. 

DMOBdomain 

A shallow dipping, NNE-striking, cataclasite-bearing fault zone, which is several metres 

thick, marks the active contact between the domain of the Brook Street Terrane and DMOB 

domain. Many of the fault zones within the domain occur along the contacts of dykes (Figure 

6.34) and may either form slickensided surfaces or zones of significant fault brecciation and 

cataclasis (Figure 6.34 B). Frequently the fault zones merge with surrounding valley fill and 

morainic material. Others faults are manifested as several metre thick zones of cohesive 

microbreccia (Figure 6.34: C) or fissile fault zones (Figure 6.34: D). Cohesive cataclasite with 

well rounded 2- 200 mm fragments of serpentinite also occur throughout the area. 
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Figure 6.34: (opposite page) A: Ultramafic dyke bounded either side by brecciated fault zones (field 
assistant for scale). B: Shear foliated and brecciated serpentinite (field assistant at the cave for scale). 
C: Cohesive micro-breccia. D: Fissile gouge-covered serpentinite within a shear zone. E: Contact 
between the DMOB and the Brook Street Terrane domain exposed at John Creek (Gr: 21602, 56696). 
The contact with overlying gravels is hydrothermally altered and hardened. Pebbles from the gravel 
are incorporated into the cataclasite, composed of 1-20 mm angular serpentine fragments in a 
phyllosilicate-rich clay matrix, indicating displacement has also occurred after the gravel deposition. 

Comparable surface to lower crustal fabrics in the fault rocks (Chapter 3) of many of the 

pervasive second order fault zones suggest the faults extend into the ductile regime. 

The attitude of the fault planes is comparable within the Brook Street Terrane and DMOB 

domains (Figure 6.28, 6.29 & 6.31) and the even spread between steep and shallow dips in 

both domains (Figure 6.32 ) reflects the large scale imbrication. 

Kinematics 

Imbrication is persistent macroscopically and mesoscopically in the Jackson River Wedge 

resulting in the repetition of lithological units, particularly obvious where Brook Street 

Terrane mylonites are evident as fault-bounded lenses within the serpentinite mylonites 

(Figure 6.35). Likewise, imbrication has resulted in the exposure and repetition of the down 

depth profile of many secondary faults, suggesting a strong convergent component across the 

Jackson River Wedge. 

Kinematic analysis of the faults with the Jackson River Wedge (Figures 6.28 & 6.31) 

indicates a deformational regime comparable to the faults within the Kinvaid Lozenge. 

Strike-slip, oblique-slip and dip-slip deformation is partitioned across the second order faults 

(Figures 6.30 & 6.31 ). Lineation directions on the fault zones and the surrounding damage 

zones exhibit a similar pattern to the brittle slip directions as observed at the other localities in 

the distributed fault zone (Figure 6.36) and although the incremental slip vectors are varied, 

three main groups are again distinguishable: subhorizontal lineations are recorded on each of 

the main NE-, NNE-, and E-striking fault zones, along with oblique-slip and dip-slip 

lineations (Figures 6.31 & 6.32). Lineations with a NW-SE direction become more prominent 

towards the eastern side (~040° trending) of the Jackson River Wedge (Figure 6.30) which 

correlates with the dominance of thrust displacement at this edge ( c.f the analogue models of 

Cobbold et al., 1991). 

The second order faults through the DMOB domain similarly partition strike-slip and oblique

slip preferentially between different subparallel NE-striking structures (Figure 6.32: C & D). 

The change in strike of the faults at the point of convergence with the Alpine fault 

correspondingly results in a stronger reverse component, although dip-slip lineations do occur 

on the NE-striking structures in the domain of the mesoscopic S-C-like fabric (Figure 6.32: 

D). 
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Figure 6.36: Slip lineations recorded on fault, shear, slickensided foliation and fracture surfaces. 

In the S-C-like fabric domain of the DMOB (e.g. Figure 6.35) the area between the main NE

striking second order faults is cut by NNE-striking faults (e.g. striking 010°-030°) (Figure 

6.29 & 6.31 :D). The NNE-striking faults (the S-like planes) curve into the NE-striking fault 

zones (the C-like planes) and have developed to transfer displacement between the abutting 

fault zones ( c.f the fabric formed between the ENE-striking normal faults in the Kinvaid 

Lozenge). The intersection of the S-like and C-like planes implies these have formed in 

response to (a) wrench dominated strain (Figure 6.37: A) and (b) thrust dominated strain 

(Figure 6.37: B). The areas of thrust dominated and wrench dominated strain are separated 

into distinct subparallel domains (e.g. Figure 6.35). Therefore partitioning of the deformation 

is also occurring across the main faults in the DMOB domain. 
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Figure 6.37: Representative examples of S-C-like shear fabric sets demonstrating the difference 
between shear sets formed under: A: Wrench dominated (intersection lineation is steeply inclined e.g. 
61/088°) deformation; and B: Thrust dominated deformation (shallow inclination to the intersection 
lineation e.g. 18/203°). 
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Domains between the Mesoscopic S-C-like Fabric 

In the domains between the NNE-striking faults, slickensided fracture surfaces facilitate the 

uncoordinated jostling of coherent competent blocks (typically 16 x 6 x 6 em in dimension) of 

antigorite ultramylonites (Figure 6.38: A & B). 
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subsidiary slip planes ~ slip vector 

second order fault plane ~ serpentine slickenfibres 

earlier shear sense slip lineation shear sense not 
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Figure 6.38: Slip vectors on the different sides of blocks which accommodate A: fault-parallel 
shortening in the wrench dominated S-C-like domain. Strike-slip is occutTing on the NNE-striking 
fault and high-angle NW -striking shears take up reverse-slip. Periods of reverse-slip on the NE
striking shears overprint strike-slip B: Shortening on the NNE-striking shears within the dextral
reverse dominated S-C domains is facilitated by sinistral reverse-slip on NW-striking, SW-dipping 
shears and dextral-reverse slip on NE-dipping shears 

Subsidiary Shears 

Subsidiary faults to the second order faults in the Jackson River Wedge are subparallel to the 

NE-, NNE- and E-striking main fault zones (Figures 6.39 & 6.40) and the close proximity of 

these to each other makes it difficult to decipher which principal defmmation zone they are 

associated with; the damage zones are considerable and frequently overlap. As observed in 

the other areas of the fault system, many of the shears which are subparallel to the azimuth of 

the main fault sets, vary in dip attitude in response to imbrication and accommodate the 

shortening component of the deformation. 

Subsidiary shears in the DMOB pa:tiicularly display imbricate splay patterns but the 

subsidiary shears in the macroscopic S-C-like domain curve into the main fault planes (Figure 

6.41) and conical folds form. 

NW-striking shears occur throughout the DMOB and Brook Street Terrane domain. The 

polydeformational history of the area means NW-striking shears are susceptible to rotation 
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Chapter 6: Second Order Faults 

and folding by subsequent shearing during the continued evolution of the area. Slip directions 

on the other subsidiary shears and the fault zones vary from locality to locality reflecting the 

composite kinematic imprint to the area. Nevertheless, at localities of more recent faulting, 

sets of NW -striking, NE-striking and infrequent, ENE-striking shears intersect on a common 

lineation which has a shallow plunge to the SW (Figure 6.42: A) and are interpreted to be 

synchronous shears formed as a result of reverse-slip on the main NE-striking fault. 

Equal Area 

N= 79 Cirde= 24% 

Figure 6.39: Rose diagrams indicating the azimuth of the subsidiary structures with respect to 
the second order faults. 
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shears planes in the Brook Street domain of the Jackson River Wedge. 
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Figure 6.41: A: Equal area lower hemisphere stereonet of second order and subsidiary shears 
developed within in the DMOB domain. B: Equal area lower hemisphere stereonet displaying poles to 
the second order faults and subsidiary shears developed within the S-C fabric domain of the DMOB. 
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Figure 6.42: Equal area lower hemisphere stereonet displaying shear patterns evident in the damage 
zone to recent faulting. NW-striking shears typically form 2 em spaced sets either side of the main 
fault zones (although they are more frequent and established within the DMOB domain and typically 
20 em in width). S-C-like fabrics within the NW-striking gouge zones at some localities indicate a 
sinistral shear sense opposing that of the main fault zone. The rare slip lineations recorded on the 
shears plunge to the SE and lie on the best-fit girdle for the poles to the shear planes. Thus it is 
concluded that the shears have formed in response to a similar strain and are probably Riedel shears 
(the NW-striking shears = R' and the ENE-striking shear = R) in which the estimated direction of 
principal maximum shortening has a shallow plunge to theSE (191136°). 
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Synthesis 
• Preferential partitioning of dextral strike-slip, dextral reverse-slip, and reverse-slip is 

occurring across the structures independently of their orientation (e.g. Figure 6.33: B). 

and areas of dextral normal-slip and normal-slip occur. 

• The area is overall a region of uplift in which dextral reverse and tluust faults 

dominate (Figure 6.35) similar to the Kinvaid Lozenge but differs in that it is only 

tapered at the northeastern end and imbrication is strongly developed. 

• The serpentinites/mylonites in the domain of the DMOB are contemporaneously 

partitioning the wrench and the shortening components into separate closely spaced 

strike-parallel domains which are either characterised by dextral wrench dominated S

C fabrics or strongly imbricated thrust segments primarily controlled by the shortening 

component. 

• The Brook Street Terrane is accommodating the bulk of the deformation normal to the 

fault zone. 

• The faults in the domains of the Brook Street Terrane extended into the lower crust 

and the fact that they form an arrangement comparable to the brittle fault zones 

indicates the segmented pattern is not just a near surface feature. The cohesive 

cataclasite zones also indicate that the secondary fault zones were localised fault zones 

at least down to depths of 5-10 km. The second order faults in the DMOB extend into 
,, the lower crust. 

~) 

6.2. Synthesis for the Architecture and Kinematics of the Second Order 
Faults 

The participation of the Hollyford Fault System and Livingstone Fault System in the 

facilitation of plate boundary deformation is considerable (Chapter 5). The geometry of the 

reactivated structures has led to the transfer of slip eastwards away from the Alpine fault and 

thus is equivalent to creating a regional scale bend in the plate boundary deformation zone. 

An approximately 60 km long and at least 7 km wide zone of transpression is evident. There 

are two possible factors to the transpression of the area: (a) there may be transpression from 

the plate boundary motion (e.g. Norris et al., 1990) and (b) the transpression could be the 

result of the de facto regional bend. 

It is difficult to evaluate the transpression resulting from the plate boundary motion; however, 

I consider that the formation of an area of contraction and overall uplift in the Kinvaid 

Lozenge, the Gorge Plateau Lozenge and the Jackson River Wedge is related to the 

curvilinear and segmented nature of the first order fault structures. The geometrical 

irregularities have created bends and step-over regions within the fault system at the several 

metres to kilometres scale inhibiting the overall dextral transpressive motion (e.g. Woodcock 

& Fischer, 1986). For instance, the Alpine fault left-steps by ~1 km at the Woodhen Creek 

linkage area and leftwards by a further 800 m between Saddle Creek and Duncan River 

(Chapter 5 & Figure 6.3). Furthermore, the Stethoscope fault forms a 4-5 km left-stepping, 
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curving bend segment between Woodhen Creek and Granite Creek (Chapter 5). An obvious 

bend or step is not apparent in the system in the Jackson River area; however, the partitioning 

of deformation onto the Stethoscope fault and the Livingstone fault (Chapter 5) effectively 

transfers motion eastward away from the Alpine fault and hence creates a de facto left-step. 

The second order faults in the Kinvaid Lozenge, Gorge Plateau Lozenge and Jackson River 

Wedge define the internal anatomy of the distributed tranpressional system, the geometry and 

architecture of which in plan view and cross-sectional view (Figures 6.2, 6.3 & 6.43), 

resembles in some ways the architecture of a transpressional positive flower structure (Wilcox 

et al., 1973; Sylvester & Smith, 1976; Harding et al., 1983, Harding, 1985; Sylvester, 1988) 

or strike-slip duplex (Woodcock & Fischer, 1986). Transpressional flower structures or 

strike-slip duplexes are common features of strike-slip fault systems (e.g. Tchalenko & 

Ambraseys, 1970; Freund 1971, 1974; Aydin & Page, 1984) and transpressional plate 

boundaries (e.g. Erbert & Hasui, 1998, Cobbold et al., 1991). 

Figure 6.43: The area of contraction and uplift in the Cascade Wedge is similar to that formed in a 
flower structure. Note the numerous NE-striking Recent fault traces dissecting Gorge Plateau. 

Flower structures are possible extensional or contractional accommodation structures which 

may form at the localities of the lateral offsets. The name refers to the shape of the fault in 

the vertical plane: positive flower structures form in areas of contraction and the faults are 

convex up whereas a negative flower forms in an extensional region and the faults are 
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concave up (Sylvester & Smith, 1976). The flower structure is a set of horizontally stacked 

horses bounded on both sides by segments of the main fault. The horses cannot move 

horizontally because of the constraints imposed by the rest of the crust (Woodcock & Fischer, 

1985) particularly the inhibition of movement created by the bend. The inability to move 

horizontally may impose lateral pressure on the internal rocks to the flower structure and 

within a non-plane strain strike-slip fault zone the horses accommodate the 

thickening/thinning processes by moving in the vertical plane (into the free topographic 

smface) (Woodcock & Fischer, 1985). 

Experimental models indicate that parallel thrust faults and strike-slip faults acting 

simultaneously, as evident in these areas, are characteristic of positive flower structures 

(Emmons, 1969; Naylor et al., 1986; Richard & Cobbold, 1989; Cobbold et al., 1991). 

Cobbold et al. (1991) demonstrated by modelling in uniform sandpacks, that normal, reverse, 

strike-slip and oblique-slip faults appeared under conditions of wrench dominated 

transpression. 

The geometry of the faults within the Kinvaid, Gorge Plateau and Jackson River Flower 

structures differs from model (e.g. Woodcock & Fischer, 1985; Naylor et al., 1986; Cobbold 

et al., 1991) and natural examples (e.g. Laney & Gates, 1996) of positive flower structures. In 

a typical strike-slip fault systems the duplex packages form at 45 ° to the main fault boundary 

(Woodcock & Fischer, 1985) or may form an anastomosing network of faults through the 

sequential development of R-shears and P-shears (e.g. Tchalenko, 1970; Cobbold et al., 

1992). In fact R-shears are generally the precursor and controlling structure in the overall 

geometry (Naylor et al., 1986). The only location where this pattern may hold true is the 

region which connects up the Jackson River Wedge and Cascade Wedge, around Woodhen 

Creek. Transpression can modify the geometry of the system and it is argued that P-shears 

will dominate the resultant structure (e.g. Kellar et al., 1997). However, in this instance, if the 

local segmentation which is a result of the subsequent deformation is put to the side, the faults 

which make up the internal framework of the flower structures trend subparallel to the main 

boundary faults and the primary architecture is controlled by NE-striking faults. It is proposed 

that the geometry of the lozenge is strongly controlled by the lithological contacts and pre

existing mechanical anisotropies within the deformed terranes. The possible control of pre

existing fractures on the geometry and evolution of structures formed at bends was pointed 

out by Crowell (1974). Although the distiibuted transpressional fault zones fits the flower 

structure model in concept, the fundamental difference with the flower structures in the region 

and the model examples is that they do not occur in the sedimentary overburden but are 

embedded in the basement rocks themselves. New faults are not forming as high-level 

structures in the cover but the fault geometry is pre-controlled by penetrating deep-seated 

structures. 
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6.2.1. Strain Patterns 
The individual fault strands of the distributed fault zone partition the different components of 

the distributed dextral-reverse motion of the first order faults and the combination of 

wrenching and thrusting structures throughout the field area is typical of a tranpressional 

regime (e.g. Harland, 1971; Sanderson & Marchni, 1984; Woodcock & Schubert, 1994; 

Dewey et al., 1998). There are two main definitions of transpression: 

1. Transpression as first defined by Harland (1971) to describe oblique convergent 

motion which may or may not be partitioned into convergence and strike-slip motion 

between folds and faults (type 1 transpression). 

2. Transpression was later modified (Sanderson & Marchini, 1984) to include strike-slip 

deformations that deviate from simple shear because of a component of co-axial 

shortening orthogonal to the deformation zone (Tikoff & Teyssier, 1994). 

Transpression of this type forms a spectrum of deformational regimes (e.g. Fossen & 

Tikoff, 1998; Jiang & Williams, 1999; Jiang et al., 2001) (type 2 transpression). 

It is proposed that the distlibuted fault zone is similar to a flower structure which has led to a 

considerable shortening component parallel to and perpendicular to the fault zone. The 

shortening component means deformation deviates from simple shear (i.e. type 2 

transpression) and deformation paths under transpression are much more complex than for 

simple shear zones (Fossen & Tikoff, 1998). The simultaneous existence of the two 

components of shear results in the complex spectrum of deformation patterns and strains (e.g. 

Robin & Cruden, 1994; Kirkwood et al., 1995; Tikoff & Greene, 1997). 

For instance, it is interpreted that the sinistral reverse shear within the dextral fault system 

under convergence, is the result of simultaneous coaxial shortening. Movement directions 

opposite to the overall wrench component in transpression have been modelled under 

homogeneous deformation by Fossen & Tikoff (1998) as a function of coaxial deformation. 

Moreover, the predominance of SW -trending lineations in the complex fault domains between 

the main shear zones also suggest the coaxial component is separated from the main 

transcurrent deformation occumng on the first and second order structures. 

The strain patterns are further complicated by the role of the DMOB in the fault zone. The 

DMOB for the most part is behaving as a component body in the blittle regime (Chapter 3). 

Boundary conditions enforced by the angle of the plate vector motion, coupled with the 

oblique margin related to the converging DMOB, inhibit the holizontal lengthening of the 

deformation zone further resulting in the extension in the vertical plane and contraction in the 

holizontal planes. Towards the NE, the Iigid buttress of the DMOB fmms an acute angle with 

the Alpine fault leading to increased confinement. The exposure of Western Province 

mylonites to the west of the Alpine fault (Chapter 3) may be related to a spilling out of the 

flower structure. 
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The formation of the Duncan River pull-apart basin reflects a change in the deformational 

behaviour of the transpressional fault zone (to trantension) to the south which is discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 9 along with the regional extent and significance of the disttibuted 

tranpressional fault zone on the behaviour of the plate boundary. 

6.2.2. Slip Directions and the Role of the Second Order Faults 
The pattern of the second order structures varies depending on the dominant lithology within 

the diffuse zone even when the overall strain regime is comparable. Segmentation is more 

pronounced in the second order structures in the westernmost mylonitic domain of the 

lithologically diverse Brook Street Terrane in the Cascade and Jackson River Wedges. This is 

in contrast to the dominantly subplanar structures apparent in the mylonitic domains 

containing the lithologies of the Murihiku Tenane, Maitai Group and DMOB. 

The second order faults are accommodating the regional strain resulting from the movement 

on the first order faults and many are complementary structures. However, the blocks between 

the faults need to strain and as the strain is not 2D, for volume-conserving deformation, the 

shortening component must be accommodated by vertical and/or horizontal extension or 

contraction. The hmizontal, vertical and oblique-slip lineations recorded in the Cascade 

Wedge and Jackson River Wedge relate to the extrusional shuffling of the blocks out of the 

plain in response to fault parallel and perpendicular shortening. 

The vertical and horizontal displacements, reflecting the accommodation of the shear strain 

and shortening strain, are widely varying in dip and are often partitioned into dip-slip or 

strike-slip zones. The general strain in the distributed fault zone results in a whole 

anangement of movements analogous to after shock studies. 

For instance, the varying slip directions may be a record of multiple displacement events in 

the damage zone and a change in the nature of the deformation with time and space within the 

distributed fault zone. Fault/shears and fractures with different kinematics from the main set 

may be a result of significant rotation of the structures after deformation (e.g. Chester et al, 

1993; Ito et al., 1998). Alternatively, the mutually cross-cutting lineations could represent 

slip directions during different parts of a seismic cycle (e.g. Power & Tullis, 1989). The 

lineations may relate to the component of strain which was not effectively relieved during the 

,, main event and the residual strain may be released in an aftershock or pre-shocks. For 

instance, the inhibition of movement in the horizontal plane and the strike-slip movement may 

result in a build-up in the lateral pressure which is intermittently released. However, an early 

and complete mechanical separation can occur between the slip in the damage zone and the 

core (e.g. Chester et al, 1993; Ito et al., 1998). Aftershock analysis from other fault zones has 

displayed a dichotomy between the kinematics of the main fault plane and the kinematics of 

slip in the rocks adjacent to the fault zone (Oppenheimer et al., 1998). It is possible for 

multiple slip directions to be produced during a single event due to the complex interaction of 

the various strands to distribute the strain energy (e.g. Maerten et al., 2001). In such instances 
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the coeval slip may be spatially partitioned out onto different planes and the partitioning of 

slip evident on the main second order fault planes may be a common phenomenon at all scales 

throughout the lozenge. The pattern of instantaneous reorganisation will vary during each 

event depending on which faults are reactivating and interacting during the slip and a fault 

which partitioned strike-slip during an earlier event may partition reverse-slip during an 

overprinting event. 

6.2.3. Conclusions 
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• Overall the Cascade Wedge and Jackson River Wedge form effective left-steps in the 

Alpine fault zone. 

• The curved margin geometry of the distributed fault system and eastwards transferral 

-of plate boundary motion has lead to transpression and has invoked shortening both 

perpendicular to and along the strike of the deformation zone. 

• The second order motions are chaotic but in agreement with the role in 

accommodating defo1mation on the first order faults and are often complementary 

• The geometry and motion in the distributed fault zone broadly resembles a flower 

structure but there are significant differences between it and the classic models of 

flower structures. The next chapter therefore explores in more depth the control of the 

basement geology on the geometry of the distributed transpressional fault zone. 



Chapter 7: Kinematics and Structure of the Mylonite Zones 

7. KINEMATICS AND STRUCTURE OF THE MYLONITE ZONES 

Regional and differential uplift associated with dextral transpression have exposed mylonite 

zones from depths of 15-20 km (Chapters 3 & 4). The structural grain of the Recent fault 

system is mirrored by the penetrative tectonic fabric represented by the mylonite zones 

(Chapters 3 & 4). From the discussions in Chapters 5 and 6 it is evident that the movement at 

the surface extended down into the mid-crustal fault rocks on all the first and second order 

faults and down into the lower crust at least along the Alpine fault, Livingstone fault and 

Peanut fault. Furthermore, the metamorphic and tectonic histories of the basement rocks 

(Chapters 3 & 4) strongly imply that many of the mylonite zones were formed and exhumed 

during the Neogene. I hypothesise that the deformation in the Recent upper-crustal fault 

system is concurrent with that in the lower-crustal fault rocks. 

The mylonite zones along some of the first order faults may represent ductile reactivated 

Mesozoic shear zones (Chapters 3 & 4). For instance, mylonite zones are also widespread to 

the south of the field area of this project (Nauman, 1973; Ballard, 1989; Mmiimer, 2000) and 

deformation processes active during terrane amalgamation in the early to late Mesozoic 

(Coombs et al., 1976; Bishop et al., 1985; Mmiimer et al., 1999a) may have been linked to the 

initial mylonite formation. Analysis of the kinematic imprint in the ductile fault rocks would 

help ascertain if (a) the deformation in the mylonites is related to the Mesozoic Livingstone 

Fault System and Hollyford Fault System fault zones, now exposed at the surface, or (b) the 

Mesozoic ductile fault zones have been reactivated in the Cenozoic and if so, then (c) how 

they relate to the deformation and the kinematics of the overall distributed fault zone. 

Strain partitioning can occur at different levels in the lithosphere and ductile deformation can 

be partitioned (Lister & Williams, 1983; Girard, 1993) but partitioning in the upper crust need 

not necessarily imply significant structural weaknesses at depth (e.g. Molnar, 1992; Cobbold 

et al., 1991). For instance, if the mylonite zones represent relict fault zones unrelated to the 

Neogene to Recent deformation, the heterogeneous deformation may pass downwards into a 

homogenous ductile lower crustal shear zone where the partitioning in the anisotropic 

fractured upper crust no longer exists. Alternatively, if the mylonite zones are concurrent 

with Neogene to Recent deformation, they may represent the downward continuation into the 

ductile regime of the heterogeneities and structural weaknesses responsible for the 

pruiitioning of deformation evident in the brittle fault systems in the upper crust. In this case, 

the mylonite zones may represent an analogous partitioning within the ductile shear zone at 

lower crustal levels controlled by the persistence of mechanical and rheological anisotropies 

to depth. 

For these reasons, it is important to establish the kinematics of the mylonite zones and their 

relationship to the faults in the uppermost prui of the crust within the brittle regime. The 
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present brittle-ductile transition is taken to approximate the - 10 km position at which micro

earthquakes bottom out in the southern section of the Alpine fault in the South Island 

(Eberhart-Phillips & Bannister, 1999; Leitner et al., 2001) (c.f the 8-10 km position for the 

central section of the Alpine fault determined from seismicity (Eberhart-Phillips, 1995) or the 

5-8 km position for the central section estimated by Koons, 1987b and Holm et al., 1989). 

7.1. Mylonite Zones 
The distribution of the mylonites in the field area is summarised on Figure 7 .1. A mylonite is 

a rock of a shear zone formed at depth (Chapter 2: Table 2.1) where dominantly ductile 

mineral deformation processes (Bell & Etheridge, 1973; Lister et al. 1977) allow the shear 

zone to accommodate the imposed strain. The strain budget of the deformation and 

rheological controls (e.g. Handy, 1988) govern whether the mylonites form as broad zones of 

lower-crustal ductile flow or as braided systems (e.g. Sibson, 1977a). 

7.1.1. Kinematic Signature of the Mylonite Zones 

Mineral Stretching Lineation 

Fundamental to the kinematics of the mylonites is the orientation of the mineral stretching 

lineation which lies subparallel to the principal direction of movement of the shear zone after 

significant amounts of shear strain if deformation is by simple shear. If a pure shear or 

flattening component is present, the stretching lineation may not be parallel to the principal 

direction of movement of the shear zone. Additionally, the lineation may suddenly flip in 

direction if the X-direction in the pure shear is perpendicular to the simple shear (Fossen & 

Tikoff, 1998). 

Mineral stretching lineations observed in hand specimen consist of aligned individual mineral 

crystals, stretched grains, rodding and mineral streaks. In the case of the conglomerates in the 

Murihiku Terrane and Brook Street Terrane, a discrete lineation is defined by clasts which are 

elongated and rotated under non-coaxial strain as indicated by clear monoclinic shape fabrics 

(Chapter 4). Mineral stretching lineations through the Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt (DMOB) 

mylonites are virtually impossible to detect due to the monomineralic dark nature of the 

serpentine mylonites but they are recorded in mylonitised mafic dykes. 

The effects of surface rotation (which are minimal as discussed later in the chapter) are 

removed from the data set and the mineral stretching lineations (Figure 7.1) indicate that: 
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• In the main areas of the Jackson River and Cascade Wedges (stereonets B, C, D & Fin 

Figure 7.1), despite some scatter, the bulk flow of the shear zones recorded by the 

mineral stretching lineation (which plunge E-ENE/W-WSW) is broadly consistent for 

each mylonite zone and, importantly, with the main transport direction represented by 

the surface kinematic data (Chapter 5: Figure 5.62 & stereonet Lon Figure 7.1). 
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• At the eastern and western margins of both the Jackson River and Cascade Wedges 

(stereoplots E, I & J in Figure 7.1) SE-SSE-trending stretching lineations are more 

prominent. 

• The apparent scatter in the data represents genuine finite slip directions rather than 

lines reoriented during subsequent deformation. The lines actually agree with the 

gouge, groove and slickenfibre lineations evident in the brittle regime (Chapters 5 & 6 

and stereonets A, G, K & Lin Figure 7.1). However, the scatter is less pronounced in 

the ductile regime and steeply plunging lineations (i.e. implying near vertical stretch) 

are less frequent. 

Although the fault motions appear slightly simpler at depth but more complex and partitioned 

at upper crustal levels, there is a comparable pattern in the orientation of the stretching 

lineations with the slip lineations in the brittle regime (Figure 7.1 ). The comparable patterns 

between the brittle and ductile rocks imply that the mylonites are either ancient shear zones 

(possibly Mesozoic in age) which form weak areas that are preferentially exploited and reset 

by the cunent strain regime or/and the mylonites represent new shear zones formed by strain 

softening processes as a direct result of the imposed Cenozoic regime. Either process is 

consistent with deformation under Cenozoic plate boundary conditions as expressed in the 

brittle upper crust and indicates that considerable macroscopic heterogeneity in the strain 

distribution across the fault system also occurs within the ductile regime of the lower crust. 

Additionally, the deviation of the stretching lineations from the principal ENE-directed strain 

may well imply that a cross-shortening component is also present within the ductile regime, a 

concept which is explored more fully below. 

Shear Sense Indicators 

Detailed kinematic evaluation of each of the mylonite zones may shed further light on the 

kinematics of the distributed fault system and of strain partitioning within the ductile regime. 

Determination of the shear sense will indicate whether or not the main ENE/WSW -trending 

stretching lineations (Figure 7.1) represent sinistral or dextral displacement and similarly, if 

the obliquity indicated by the plunge represents normal or reverse displacement. Thus it may 

be possible to compare ductile deformation patterns with the brittle patterns and if the two are 

indeed linked, potentially further elucidate the nature of the upper crustal kinematics. Shear 

sense can be determined by means of a number of indicators at both mesoscopic and 

microscopic scales as summarised on Figure 7 .2. 

However, to understand the shear sense information it is necessary to put the data into context 

with the structures developed in the mylonite zones. The structures and the kinematic 

processes associated with the mylonite formation are systematically described in the next 

section. 
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Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram of common types of shear sense indicators (exemplified for dextral 
shear) in mylonites evident in thin sections cut parallel to the stretching lineation (after Passchier & 
Trouw, 1996). 

7 .2. Structure of the Mylonite Zones 
The mylonites in the domains between the first and second order faults are almost completely 

lacking in microscopic brittle deformation features such as cataclastic fabrics which 

commonly overprint mylonite zones (e.g. Snoke et al., 1998) as they are brought to the 

surface (Appendices 2, 3, 6 & Chapter 8). Such an overprint is only present macroscopically, 

confined to the fault zones of the first order and second order faults. This implies that the 

exhumation to the surface has been entirely by shear on discrete fault zones (Chapters 5 & 6). 

Narrow bands of ultramylonite (with mostly ENE-trending stretching lineations) coincide 

with the fault-bounded margins of the domains (Chapter 4) and represent the ductile shear 

zone counterparts of the brittle fault zones of the first and second order structures (Figures 7.3 

& 7 .16). Thus the architecture of the distributed fault zone extends down into the ductile 

regime. Analysis indicates that a complex ductile fold pattern (folding mylonitic foliation) 

prevails in the mylonitic domains between the major first order and second order fault zones 

within the Jackson River and Cascade Wedges (Figures 7.3 & 7.16). The fold limbs 

commonly grade or sharply deflect into the planar ultramylonite zones (maintaining an ENE

trending mineral lineation) and the ductile fold patterns formed at the fringes of the fold 

domains (Figures 7.4) resemble flanking fold structures (Passchier, 2001). 

The folds therefore appear related to the deformation within the distributed fault zone and are 

not an old fold fabric caught up and sheared along the ductile faults zones. Conversely the 

information presented in this thesis on the metamorphic and tectonic history of the basement 

rocks along with the evidence put forward in this chapter, strongly implies that most of the 
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fold patterns are synmylonitic (e.g. Platt & Behrmann, 1986) rather than post mylonitic or as a 

result of near surface rotation. The key facts used to reach this conclusion include: 

• The mylonite zones and their tectonic fabric overprint all the pre-Neogene structures 

in the area (Chapters 3 & 4) and therefore the folding must be a Neogene feature. 

• The pattern of the folding is only evident within the confined region of the distributed 

fault zone which regionally crosscuts Mesozoic and post-Oligocene folds (Chapters 3 

&4). 

• Comparable folds patterns have developed within each terrane between the first and 

second order faults (e.g. Figure 7.3). 

• The fold domains are clearly separated from each other by faults and there is no 

interfolding of either the protomylonite or ultramylonite zones, or the different 

lithologies in each lens on a macroscopic scale (Chapter 4). 

• The pattern of the mylonitic stretching lineations is consistent throughout the variously 

orientated mylonitic foliation planes and hinge zones, including those at a high-angle 

to the shear direction, and ductile shear sense indictors are also uniform across fold 

limbs (discussed in the up-coming sections). 

• Minimal near-surface rigid vertical and horizontal axis rotation has affected the 

coherent domains of mylonite between the main faults. In the brittle regime, the slip 

vectors and pattern of shears in the domains between the first order and second order 

faults indicate the strain is mostly accommodated by near dip-slip jostling of blocks 

rather than by folding (Chapter 6). Coherent block rotation of the domains is minimal; 

the fault-bounded lenses are favourable in orientation for brittle oblique-slip/strike-slip 

displacement parallel to the overall boundaries of the system. Similarly, the 

confinement within the boundaries of the distributed fault zones limits the amount of 

rotation that can take place about a vertical axis during extrusional shuffling of the 

fault-bounded lenses. Surficial rotation is limited, only occurring at the margins of the 

domains at the proximity to the upper crustal faults zones. 

Clearly, since the folds fold a mylonitic foliation, some mylonitisation occurred prior to 

folding. The argument above, however, evidently suggests that folding formed during a 

continuation of deformation associated with mylonitisation at depths within the fault system. 

Development of folds in rocks within transpressive zones can occur either before the onset of 

faulting (e.g. Lafrance, 1989) or simultaneously with the faulting (Richard et al., 1991). It is 

envisaged that, although a narrow mylonite zone (- 500 m) probably existed on the Alpine 
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Figure 7.4: Example of the open fold pattern from the Jackson River Wedge. A: A broad hinge has 
formed and the foliation curves into a ductile fault zone which has undergone brittle reactivation at the 
surface. B: Brittle fault zone exploiting a ductile shear zone. The mylonitic foliation abruptly curves 
into the fault zone. 
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fault zone to the south and possibly on the reactivated Mesozoic structures (Chapters 3 & 4), 

the mylonite zones along the secondary faults have formed purely to accommodate the strain 

in the distributed fault zone resulting from the ductile movement on the first order faults. The 

development and folding of mylonitic foliation within the domains between the ductile faults 

has occurred during progressive strain (e.g. Bell, 1998; Bons & Jessell, 1998). 

Field analysis indicates that the particular fold patterns in the domains between the main fault 

zones vary with the spatial distribution of the mylonites within the framework of the 

distributed fault system. The rheologies of the different terranes and the extent of strain 

heterogeneity within the mylonite zones also have an effect on the fold pattern. It is 

hypothesised that the folds formed in response to complex strain patterns analogous to those 

evident in the brittle regime and may suggest that similar kinematics prevail in the ductile 

regime. If this is indeed the case it is also important to establish whether or not the 

transpressive deformation associated with the plate motion or the transpression produced 

regionally within the realm of the distributed fault zone are likewise partitioned within the 

ductile regime. Arguments for the latter are approached along with documentation of the 

variations in fold geometry, kinematic indicators and the spatial patterns of these with respect 

to the individual faults and the behaviour of the system. 

7.3. Cascade Wedge Fold Patterns 
7.3.1. Brook Street Terrane Mylonites 
Strain is very heterogeneous in the Kinvaid Lozenge and the Duncan River Lozenge (Chapter 

4) as evident from the macroscopic distribution of the mylonites and ultramylonites which 

form narrow discrete to anastomosing zones repeated throughout all rock types (Figure 7.5 & 

7.6). Heterogeneity of the strain is also present mesoscopically at outcrop to hand specimen 

scale (Chapter 4). A high level of strain partitioning is therefore maintained between the 

discrete ultramylonite zones. The interaction of the principal ductile shear zones and the 

apparent inhibition of homogeneous deformation in the mylonitic domains between the 

strands have resulted in the formation of a complex fold pattern. 

Open Fold Domains with dominantly NE-trending Hinge Lines 

In the Kinvaid Lozenge (Figure 7.5), in the areas where the strain is very heterogeneous (e.g. 

in the granitoid mylonites of the Dun Lens and the mafic mylonites of the Shee Lens (Chapter 

4), an asymmetric fold pattern is developed at the mesoscopic scale as small to large 

wavelength (0.5-25 m) open structures (Figure 7.7), although small (0.2-1 m amplitude) tight 

to isoclinal folds subparallel to the fault strikes are not uncommon. As previously mentioned, 

Figure 7.5 (reverse page): Structure and kinematics of the ductile fault zones in the Kinvaid Lozenge. 
Fault zones exhibiting a brittle-ductile relationship are highlighted. Frictional wear striations are 
shown for comparison. The alternating ENE- and WSW-plunging stretching lineations are particularly 
well developed within the heterogeneous domains. Shear sense of the stretching lineations are 
indicated (DR= dextral-reverse; DN =dextral-normal; SR =sinistral-reverse; SN =sinistral normal). 
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Figure 7.6 (reverse page): Structure and kinematics of the ductile fault zones in the Duncan River 
Lozenge. The mylonites within the Brook Street Terrane in the Duncan River Lozenge can be split 
into the Alpine Fault Lens and the Upper Duncan River Lens. As noted in the Kinvaid Lozenge, many 
of the brittle fault zones in the Duncan River Lozenge have counterparts in the ductile regime and the 
distribution of strain between these is ultimately responsible for the creation of the fold patterns. (DR 
=dextral-reverse; DN = dextral-normal; SR =sinistral-reverse; SN =sinistral normal). 

the fold shape has only seen slight modifications due to near-surface rotation, although their 

form is further enhanced by late stage flexural-slip. Shortening perpendicular to the fault 

zones has resulted in slickenside surfaces with a down-dip lineation (Chapter 6). The 

predominant folds to develop are open, cylindrical, disharmonic, asymmetric structures and 

the best-fit girdles which represent the poles to the mylonitic foliation indicate that the fold 

hinges are subhorizontal and their bearing is mostly subparallel to the NE-striking fault 

azimuths (Figure 7.5: stereonets D, F & G & Figure 7.7). The fold limbs have moderate to 

steep dips and the axial planes approximate the dip attitude of the second order fault zones 

(e.g. 060/75°SE). 
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D Fold axis- fault parallel rotation 

Figure 7.7: A: Geometry of the fold structures in the heterogeneously strained Dun and Shee Lenses. 
B: Lower hemisphere stereonet displaying a best-fit girdle to the poles of mylonitic foliation along 
with stretching lineations which maintain an W-WSW or E-ENE-plunge-direction. The NW-plunging 
lineation is recorded on a NE-striking fold limb. 

The limb of the fold in 50 m wide zones either side of the faults which bound the fold 

domains becomes shallow in dip and the flat limbs switch to a NW/SE-strike but a fault

parallel fold axis is maintained. However, internally within the fold domains, the fold hinges 

vary slightly as evident from scatter within the best-fit girdles; isolated NW/SE-bearing fold 

hinges are evident within the fold domains and have a shallow SE-plunge. The NW /SE

orientated hinge lines relate to mesoscopic folds (extending over 1-5 m). 

The fold pattern is similar in the heterogeneously strained mylonites (derived from gabbroic, 

volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks) of the Upper Duncan River Lens in the Duncan River 
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Lozenge (Figure 7 .6), although the are only weakly cylindrical, open, disharmonic, 

asymmetric structures with wavelengths of 20-300 m (in contrast with 5-25 min the Dun and 

Shee Lenses), particularly for individual folds characterised by NW/SE-trending hinge lines. 

Areas occur where folds with shallow plunging fault-parallel hinge lines are clearly separated 

from folds with subhmizontal NW/SE-trending hinge lines. For example, folds with NW/SE

trending hinge lines become prominent towards some bounding fault/shear zones (Figure 7 .6) 

and in places, folds with NW/SE-trending hinges are developed over-300m wide areas. In 

contrast, the folds flanking the 200m wide zone west of the West Hollyford fault have 20m 

wavelengths, are ESE-verging (the axial planes have shallow to moderate dips) and have 

NNE/SSW-trending hinge lines (Figure 7.6: stereonet G). More localised folds, with easterly 

trending fold hinges (7/089°) occur over c. 10m wide areas in the Upper Duncan Lens. 
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Figure 7.8: A: Schematic diagram of the open fold geometry in the ultramylonite zone of the Alpine 
Fault Lens. B: Lower hemisphere stereonet displaying a best-fit girdle to the poles to mylonitic 
foliation along with stretching lineations. 

Open folds characterised by SE-trending hinge lines (Figure 7.6: D) are apparent in the 

protomylonitic portion of the Alpine Fault Lens. The high-strain lithologically diverse 

(Chapter 4) ultramylonitic portion of the same mylonite zone, however, developed against the 

Alpine fault, is folded into open, SE-facing structures with -25 m wavelengths (Figure 7.8). 

In contrast to the folds developed in the heterogeneously strained domains, the hinge lines 

have a general easterly trend. The plunge of the hinge line in the ultramylonite zone is 

moderate towards the east (42/083°). 

Folds Domains with Dominantly SE!NW-trending Hinge Lines 

In the Ard Lens (Figure 7 .5) the bulk of the rocks are ultramylonites suggesting that 

macroscopically the strain is high and evenly distributed. In contrast to the fold pattern of the 

heterogeneously defo1med mylonite zones, the fold pattern (Figure 7.5: stereonets A & B) is 

dominated by NW /SE-trending fold hinges which have a shallow plunge to the SE (Figure 

7.9). Such folds are locally evident at the mesoscopic scale over 1-25m distances where the 

fold limbs are oveiiurned to recumbent but typically the foliation at outcrop is only gently 
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curved. The reorientation of the foliation towards the bounding faults has resulted m 

macroscopic folding over 200-700 m wide areas (Figure 7.9: A). 
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Figure 7.9: Geometry of the fold structures in the Ard Lens. A: Schematic plan view of the fold 
pattern between the Dun fault and the Alpine fault (e.g. Figure 7.5). B: Schematic representation ofthe 
fold geometry between the Dun fault and the Ard fault. C: Lower hemisphere stereonet displaying a 
best-fit girdle to the poles to mylonitic foliation along with stretching lineations in the domain between 
the Ard fault and the Alpine fault. To theSE edge of the domain, SE-plunging lineations occur on NE
striking foliation planes and have not been reorientated during near surface faulting. The SE-plunging 
lineations are top down-to-the-SE in shear sense. (DN = dextral-normal; DR = dextral-reverse; SR = 
sinistral-reverse). 

Domains ofConical Folds 

A macroscopic dextral S-C-like fabric (e.g. Hippertt, 1999) has developed (Figure 7.3 & 7.10) 

in a broad, relatively homogeneous ultramylonite zone (200-300 m in width) derived from 

mesocratic granitoids (in the Ey Lens e.g. Figure 7.5). 
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Figure 7.10: A: Plan view geometry and location of the fold structures m Ey Lens. B: Lower 
hemisphere stereonet of poles to mylonitic foliation and mineral lineations. 

The ductile fault zones of the Alpine fault and the Ey fault define the high-strain C-planes and 

the NNE-striking foliation planes define S-planes in the domains of relatively low bulk shear 
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strain. Deflection of the S-planes by the C-planes produced conical folds, with SE/NW

trending hinge lines (Figure 7.10: A & B). 

Shear Sense Indicators 

Shear Sense Indicators within Domains of Open Folds dominated by NE-trending hinge lines 

The stretching lineations throughout the heterogeneously deformed domains maintain their 

dominant ENE/WSW -azimuth through the NE/SW- and NW /SE-trending hinge lines. The 

shear sense indicators, however, are greatly varied (at macroscopic to microscopic scales) 

particularly in the area of the fold hinge. The shallow to moderate plunge (occasionally steep) 

of the stretching lineations alternates between ENE- and WSW -azimuths on closely spaced 

foliation planes within the same fold limb (i.e. the switch in plunge azimuth is not in itself the 

result of folding) . Shear sense indicators within the mylonites indicate that slip direction is 

both sinistral-reverse and dextral-normal on the WSW-plunging stretching lineations and 

dextral-reverse and sinistral-normal on the ENE-plunging stretching lineations (Appendix 6). 

The mylonitic foliation in the area of the hinge lines has a NW-strike and frequently the shear 

sense in the near dip-slip stretching lineations suggest movement is reverse, or sinistral

reverse for the more oblique lineations. In the limbs towards the main planar ductile shear 

zones the shear sense indicators are more consistent and dextral-reverse. Rare SE- or NW

plunging lineations have top-to-the-SE or top-to-the-NW shear sense, respectively. 

Figure 7.11: Layered ultramylonitic plagioclase laminae and layers rich in porphyroclasts of 
amphibole. Shear sense indicator (e.g. cr - objects, antithetic and synthetic microfaults, fish) in the 
amphibole layers record up-to-the-NE shear, whilst a shaped-preferred orientation in the plagioclase 
layers indicates top down-to-the-SW shear. Section cut parallel to the stretching lineation: 25/210°. 
XPL. (0073593). 

Additionally, rhythmical layered laminae of contrasting rheology (e.g. amphibole cj 

plagioclase) in the mylonites at the thin section scale commonly alternate in shear sense (e.g. 

Figure 7.11). 
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Shear Sense within the High Strain Alpine Fault Lens 

A single stretching direction is recorded through the fold limbs in the ultramylonite zone. The 

plunge of the stretching lineation is moderate towards the east (the same as the fold hinge 

line), and implies the bulk flow direction is oblique with respect to the shear boundaries. 

The stretching lineation throughout the ultramylonite zone has a well-defined dextral-reverse 

shear sense fabric (as exemplified by shear step textures in hornblende (Appendix 6)). The 

stretching lineation within the high-strain zone is unaffected by the different fold limbs, in 

contrast to the heterogeneously strained fold domains where much greater inhomogeneity was 

recorded. 

Shear Sense Indicators within Domains of Folds Dominated by NWISE-trending Hinge Lines 

Again the pattern of the mineral stretching lineations remains broadly the same through the 

fold limbs. Shear sense indicators are consistent in sense on a mesoscopic scale, but on a 

larger scale, zones of opposing vorticity are apparent (Figure 7.5 & Figure 7.1: E). The 

mylonites are dextral-reverse in signature along the western edge of the Ard Lens (dominated 

by epidote-rich ultramylonites) but sinistral-reverse along the eastern fault boundary of the 

lens (dominated by porphyroclastic, amphibole-rich mylonites). The mylonites along the 

ductile fault zone of the Ard fault are dextral-normal in sense (Figure 7 .5). 

Shear Sense Indicators within the S-C-like Fabric Domain 

Shear sense data are sparse within the mylonite zone of the Ey Lens but the data available 

suggests movement was reverse to dextral-reverse (Figure 7 .5). 

Implications of the Fold Patterns and Shear Sense Indicators 

Opposing shear sense indicators could be explained by separate phases of deformation with 

differing kinematics. All evidence, however, suggests that macroscopic-microscopic 

structures are contemporaneous. Reverse (opposing) shearing is a common observation in 

simple shear zones and two models have previously explained these (Hippertt & Tohver, 1999 

and references therein): 

1. Viscosity contrasts between adjacent layers involves partitiOning of strain and 

vorticity between the different rheologically distinct layers. 

2. A component of pure shear is accommodated by the shear zones which leads to the 

development of stretching faults (Means 1989, 1990) and can result in lateral gradients 

in the slip-rate within the main slip planes. 

No matter how much you change the rheology, if the strain is solely simple shear you cannot 

get vorticity reversal and therefore the first model is rejected. However, a component of 

coaxial shear is very probable as an explanation for the variation in shear sense ( c.f Platt & 

Behrmann, 1986) as indicated diagrammatically on Figure 7.12. 
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A B 

Figure 7.12: A planar fault zone subjected to a component of coaxial deformation as well as simple 
shear can result in opposing vorticity (B) in contrast to uniform shear sense indicators within a simple 
shear fault zone (A) (e.g. Passchier & Trouw, 1996). 

The folding observed in the mylonite zones has a buckling component, which occurs when 

shortening/compression is parallel to competent layers (e.g. Twiss & Moores, 1992). 

Buckling is caused by rheologically contrasted layering and can happen in co-axial or non

coaxial strain conditions depending on the orientation of the layer. For folding of the 

mylonitic layering, continuing deformation has to rotate the layering with respect to the 

incremental strain axes. 

Mechanism of the Fault-Parallel Open Fold Pattern 

In the planar mylonite zones, the stretching lineations are fairly uniform in both sense and 

orientation. In the folded zones, they are still relatively constant in orientation, but not in 

sense. Shear sense reversal seems related to both fold limbs and lithology change on both 

mesoscopic and macroscopic scales. Folding which has a component of buckling will develop 

opposite shear sense on opposing limbs (Ramsay, 1967; Ramsay & Rubber, 1987; Tanner, 

1986; Becker et al., 1995; Grosset al., 1997). More competent lithologies will accommodate 

a component of co-axial strain (Lister & Williams, 1983; Treagus, 1983) and partition shear 

strain and therefore, could explain the apparent viscosity controls on the distribution of 

opposing shear sense indicators. 

In addition to mechanical properties of layering, variations in strain due to geometry and 

irregular boundary conditions can lead to folding and influence the kinematics of defmmation 

in folds (e.g. Raleigh & Griggs, 1963; Elliot, 1976; Wiltschko, 1979; Berger & Johnson, 

1980; Kilsdonk & Fletcher, 1989; Erickson & Jamison, 1995; Jamison, 1996; Chester & 

Fletcher, 1997; Strayer & Hudelston, 1997b; Erickson et al., 2001; Chester, 2003), and can 

also control the fold shape. The kinematics within the framework of the fold geometry (cf. 

Erickson & Jamison, 1995; Bastida et al., 2003) may also account for the variations in shear 

sense indicators. Spatial contrasts in strain and flow rate will have a direct consequence on 

the evolution of deformation and strain (e.g. Biot, 1961; 1965; Ramberg, 1961a,b; 1964; 
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Currie et al, 1961, 1962; Ramsay, 1967; Hudleston, 1973 Hudleston & Stephansson, 1973; 

Chapple & Spang, 1974; Hudleston & Holst, 1984; Tanner, 1989; Hudleston & Lan, 1994; 

Fischer & Jackson, 1999). The impedance of the main flow direction will lead to the 

development of local zones of enhanced shortening which may lead to opposing shear sense 

indicators. In fact flow instabilities in highly anisotropic material can lead to the nucleation 

of folds (Platt, 1983; Bons & Jessell, 1998). 

The geometry of the folds with respect to the fault zones also argues for their formation being 

related to a strong component of fault-perpendicular shortening. During dextral strike-slip 

faulting, the folds generally form 45° anticlockwise or less to the principal shear direction 

(e.g. Chapter 5, Figure 5.2: C) and rotate progressively to lower angles. Folds formed under 

transpression, envisaged as the deformational environment for this region, are orientated at 

lower angles with respect to the shear/fault zone (e.g. Keller et al., 1997). Continuing 

deformation could rotate, amplify and flatten the folds (Carreras et al., 1977; Bell, 1978; 

Quinquis et al., 1978) and result in the hinge lines eventually subparalleling the fault planes. 

However, the folds developed here have open geometries suggesting that fault-parallel strain 

has not attenuated the limbs. Therefore, the inhomogeneities seen imply a rheological control 

on fold development and the orientation of the folds suggest a component of shortening 

perpendicular to bounding faults. 

It is envisaged that as strain progressed, initially distributed dextral transpression has become 

localised into intensely deformed mylonite zones dominated by simple shear wheras 

shortening is distributed over a wide zone in the domains between. Shortening will also occur 

in the high-strain ultramylonite zones but narrow zones of ultramylonite below brittle faults 

must be dominated by simple shear. The folding in the domains between the faults forms 

when the mylonitic layering is rotated either (a) by complex strain patterns within the 

deforming lozenge or (b) by rheologically controlled flow perturbations within the layer. A 

combination of (a) and (b) may also occur. 

Mechanism in the Domain of Dominantly NW/SE-trending Hinge Lines 

Mesoscopically-microscopically, the shear sense is more consistent than in the 

heterogeneously deformed domains and it is likely that simple shear (dextral strike-slip to 

reverse displacement on the Alpine fault and Dun fault) dominates the internal deformation of 

the lens and the development of the fold pattern. The even distribution of the transpressive 

deformation may be largely attlibutable to the relative homogeneity of the mylonitic 

lithologies. Fault-perpendicular shortening could explain the sinistral-reverse shear sense 

along the eastern margin of the lens in contrast to the dextral-reverse shear on the western 

margin. The ductile Ard fault has probably formed to accommodate the shear between the 

eastern and western block of the lens either side of the fault. 
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Mechanism in the domain of the S-C fabric 

S-C patterns are suggestive of non-coaxial deformation (Berthe et al., 1979b) as are S-C-like 

patterns (Hippertt, 1999). The shear sense indicators suggest a component of dextral-reverse 

and reverse displacement in the ductile fault zone at the Ey Lens. Therefore the ductile fault 

rocks in the Ey Lens are responding to the transpressive deformation without any apparent 

factorisation into separate components. 

Conclusion on the Fold Patterns in the Brook Street Terrane 

To conclude, it is thought that a component of coaxial as well as simple shear is present in the 

ductile fault zone and both components control the fold pattern. Fold domains characterised 

by fault-parallel hinge lines and prevalent opposing shear sense indicators are interpreted as 

areas subject to considerable coaxial shortening. Fold domains dominated by NW /SE-trending 

hinge lines are interpreted as controlled dominantly by fault-parallel shear. The geometry of 

the fold depends on whether the fault-perpendicular sh01iening, transcurrent or dextral-reverse 

component is more dominant. 

The fold domains formed dominantly by shortening correlate with the areas of maximum 

strain heterogeneity and may imply that strain partitioning into discrete high-strain zones also 

has a control on the resultant fold geometry. The mylonite domains with differing rheological 

prope1iies may result in a mesoscopic-macroscopic scale pruiitioning of the coaxial and non

coaxial deformation: the planar shear zones accommodate simple shear and the folds 

represent bulk pure shear (c.f Teyssier et al., 1995). The high-strain ultramylonite zones are 

more likely sites for simple shear (e.g. Lister & Williams, 1983; Treagus, 1983; Erickson et 

al., 2001). The diverse sequence of lithologies present within the mylonite zones may 

accentuate this process and result in partitioning of the shortening component into the more 

competent lithologies (c.f Ridley, 1986). Furthermore, the mesoscopically interlayered 

lithologies and the macroscopic interlayering of the metabasic- and granitoid-derived 

mylonites are likely to respond (e.g. Chester, 2003; and references therein) differently during 

the transpressional shortening. The mechanical anisotropies between the layers produce 

geometrical anomalies which influence the evolution of the fold domains and the fold shape 

(cf Coke et al., 2003). 

7.3.2. Murihiku Terrane Mylonites 
West Hollyford Fault Theta Tarn Strand 

The quartzofeldspathic mylonite zone against the Theta Tarn strand of the West Hollyford 

Fault, in the Kinvaid Lozenge, is ~ 700 m wide. The strain is macroscopically and 

mesoscopically homogeneous except that it grades eastwards into protomylonites (Figure 

7 .5). The fold pattern developed macroscopically across the width of the mylonite zone 

conesponds to a convex flanking fold structure (Passchier, 2001). The 500 m wide section of 

the mylonite zone against the West Hollyford fault con-elates with theW-dipping limb of this 

structure which is distOiied by a combination of fault-parallel and reverse shear as it becomes 
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overturned within -100 m of the main fault plane. For the most pmt, therefore, the mylonites 

dip to the west and are dominated by close to tight folds at the mesoscopic scale (with 1-5m 

wavelengths) which have axial planes and hinge lines subparallel to the NE-striking Theta 

Tarn fault (Figure 7.5: E). The hinge lines plunge moderately to steeply SW in theW-dipping 

part of the sequence. NW/SE-trending hinge lines are locally evident adjacent to internal 

ductile fault zones within the domain and at its fault-bounded margins (Figure 7.5). 

Figure 7.13: A winged rotated zoisite vein (OU73608) within a graphite-rich mylonite sequence (Gr: 
21435, 56554) indicates top-to-the-SE shear. 

Shear Sense 

On the NW -dipping limb of the fold, stretching lineations plunge moderately to steeply W

NW and shear sense indicators at the outcrop scale (Figure 7 .13) and at thin section scale 

(Appendix 6) indicate top-to-the-SE shear. Lineations plunge moderately to steeply to the 

ENE or ESE on SE-dipping foliation planes and indicate top-to-the-WSW or -WNW shear. 

Hence the folding could not have taken place after mylonite deformation ceased as the ENE

plunging dextral-reverse shear sense indicators on the SE-dipping planes would appear 

sinistral-normal if folded into a NW-dipping limb. The fold geometry is consistent with 

formation during dextral-reverse movement with a component of fault-perpendicular 

shortening. Fault-parallel rotation of fold limbs is more pronounced at the faulted margins. 

Smirr!Twin Creek Strands of the West Hollyford Fault 

Macroscopically, the foliation of quartzofeldspathic mylonites of the Murihiku Terrane, 

against the Smirr strand of the West Hollyford fault (Figure 7.5), rotates across a 100m wide 

area proximal to the Smirr fault forming an asymmetric convex flanking fold structure (Figure 

7.14). 

Smaller scale (0.2- 0.5 m amplitude and 0.2- 1 m wavelength) west-verging (e.g. axial plane 

236172 NW) open to tight folds are present in the W -dipping limb in the mylonites adjacent to 

the main fault plane. East of the folds immediately adjacent to the fault plane, the folds have 

close geometries in which the limbs are spaced every 10-20 m and typically have shallow 

NNE-dipping axial planes. All macroscopic and mesoscopic folds are characterised by hinge 

lines which plunge 5-30° to the east, trending subparallel to the ENE plunge-azimuth of 
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mylonite stretching lineation (Figure 7.5: H & I). The fold pattern in the broad mylonite zone 

against the Twin Creek strand of the West Hollyford fault in the Duncan River Lozenge is the 

same (Figure 7.6: H) except the fold hinges have a moderate plunge (e.g. 34/099°). 
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Figure 7.14: A: Convex flanking fold with E-verging parasitic folds. B: Lower hemisphere stereonet 
displaying a best-fit girdle to the poles to mylonitic foliation along with stretching lineations. 

Shear Sense 

The shear sense within the fold pattern is comparable to that in the heterogeneously strained 

Brook Street Terrane except the ENE-ESE trending stretching lineations are mostly up-to the 

WSW-WNW in shear sense. Many of the W -plunging lineations are on NW -dipping surfaces 

and are up-to-the-E in shear sense. Back-rotated porphyroclasts (e.g. Simpson, 1998), rotated 

in a sense opposite to that of the bulk flow regime, exist implying a component of pure shear 

in the shear zone (Simpson & De Paor, 1993). 

Mechanism of the fold formation 

Dextral-reverse fault-related folds have formed in the Murihiku Terrane-derived mylonites 

with a component of shortening. Fold geometry and distribution of strain in addition to 

structural position and magnitude of tectonic shortening, are strongly dependant upon 

mechanical stratigraphy (c.f Gutierez & Gross, 1999). The fold hinge lines are aligned 

subparallel to the main ENE-trending finite stretching direction (c.f the fault-parallel and 

NW/SE-trending hinge lines in the heterogeneously deformed Brook Street Tenane). It is 

hypothesised that the development of the fold axis subparallel to the overall flow direction in 

the Murihiku Terrane is a result of the relatively homogeneous distribution of strain through 

the broad quartzofeldspathic mylonite zone. The macroscopic homogeneity allows for the 

progressive orientation of the linear elements towards the extension direction (e.g. Berthe & 

Brun, 1980). However, mesoscopic flow perturbations in part due to rheological contrasts 

(minor contrasts remain between the mylonitic shales and the greywackes) and fold geometry 

are not fully overcome. 
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Therefore, by comparing the fold pattern in the Murihiku Terrane-derived mylonites and the 

Brook Street Tenane-derived mylonites, it is also apparent that there is a feedback 

relationship between the rheologies present, the contrasts in the deformational behaviour of 

these, the fold patterns developed and the kinematics of the mylonite zones. 

Ductile Deformation at a Fault-bend 

At a local 040° trending fault strand of the West Hollyford fault (Gr: 21385, 56517) the folds 

have hinge lines which have azimuths subparallel to the strike of the fault plane (Figure 7.6: I) 

and the mylonitic foliation fluctuates in strike between 050° and 030° suggesting they are 

ramp-related folds. The bend is oblique to the transpressive ENE-directed shear displacement 

and accordingly records dextral-reverse shear. 

Comparison with the Upper-Crustal Strain Pattern 

The fault system in the ductile regime is interpreted to be similar to the upper-crnstal fault 

system but the detailed strain patterns are different. The complex strain between the faults is 

accommodated by distributed folding deformation whereas in the brittle system it is 

accommodated by localised slip on fault anays. In the heterogeneously deformed areas, the 

main NE-striking ductile shear zones are dextral-reverse, whereas the folded domains 

between the major shear zones accommodate the majority of the shortening component (cf at 

the surface, the components of transcunent shear and fault-perpendicular shortening are 

partitioned between the first and second order strnctures and regions with slip lineations of 

opposing plunge and shear sense are developed in the domains between). 

The Theta Tarn strand of the West Hollyford fault is a thrnst and the second order faults in the 

Murihiku Tenane to its east are high-angle dextral-reverse faults. The kinematics of the 

ductile regime indicates this mode of deformation prevails at depth. This is also the case for 

the dextral-reverse Smirr fault and the Twin Creek fault, although the latter is reactivated in 

the brittle regime by normal faulting towards the Duncan pull-apart strncture. The mylonites 

along the ductile fault zone of the Ard fault are dextral-normal in sense as is the Ard fault at 

the surface. The ductile S-C-like shear fabric of the Ey Lens is analogous to the brittle S-C

like fabric in the Ey Lens (Chapter 6) and indicates that the interacting Alpine fault and the Ey 

fault extend into the ductile region. 

Impmtantly the area of maximum shortening in the ductile part of the Kinvaid Lozenge 

coincides with the area of maximum uplift evident in the brittle fault system (Chapter 6: 

Figure 6.2). The fact that NW/SE-trending hinge lines are more prominent in the Duncan 

River Lozenge suggests that the shortening component has lessened and fault-parallel shear 

has an important control on the fold geometry. The brittle fault system in the Duncan River 

Lozenge is controlled dominantly by the kinematics of the pull-apart strncture (Chapter 6) but 

the kinematics of tqe ductile fault system is transpressive in signature. This suggests the pull

apart is a superficial strncture. 
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As for the hard link faults along the Alpine fault, the 040° striking link faults in the West 

Hollyford fault are also deep-seated structures and accommodation structures have formed in 

the mylonites around them. 

7.3.3. Stethoscope Fault Mylonites 
The mylonite zone against the Stethoscope fault forms a continuous homogeneous broad 

shear zone. The extent (2 km in width) of this mylonite zone implies that considerable ductile 

strain is accommodated which is supported (e.g. Cobbold & Quinquis, 1980) by the 

abundance of microscopic sheath folds along with the existence of mesoscopic sheath folds 

(Appendix 6). 

Within a 200-400 m wide zone directly east of the Stethoscope fault at Granite Creek, the 

mylonite zone is subplanar (the poles to the foliation in the mylonites (Figure 7.15: A) form a 

single cluster) to the 065°-strike ofthe fault. However, macroscopic rotation of the mylonitic 

foliation (Chapter 5) is apparent at the bend into the Cascade Gorge as the foliation switches 

from an ENE-strike to a NNE-strike (Figure 7.15: A & B). 

Shear Sense 

Shear sense indicators (Appendix 6) within the Maitai Group-derived mylonites vary spatially 

within the mylonite zone. The sheath folds in the mylonites away from the bend in the 

Stethoscope fault have hinge lines which plunge 30° ENE and have formed during dextral 

transpression. 

A strongly developed microscopic C' -type shear band cleavage as defined by aligned 

tremolite needles (Appendix 6) (Berthe et al., 1979a, b), which is commonly connected to 

stretching shear zones (Passchier, 1991a), has developed in the mylonites along the Granite 

Creek section of the fault. The shear sense of the SW -plunging (e.g. 44/220°) stretching 

lineations immediately west of the Stethoscope fault indicates top down-to-the-SW (dextral 

normal-slip) whereas, the shear sense ofthe lineation (e.g. 62/252°) 200m west ofthe main 

fault plane indicates top up-to-the-NE shear (sinistral reverse-slip). SE-plunging and ENE

plunging lineations are also recorded and are reverse or dextral-reverse in shear sense, 

respectively. These observations suggest the mylonites are being squeezed up the western 

side of the Stethoscope fault (Figure 7.3), accounting for the opposing vorticity in the fault 

rocks along the eastern and western margins of the deformation zone. 

The mylonitic fabric is transposed as it abruptly changes orientation into the Cascade Gorge 

section of the fault zone. A rodding lineation is rotated to form folds with axes subparallel to 

a NW-plunging stretching lineation. Down-dip mineral lineations (e.g. 43/320°) and 

numerous sheath folds (which range from 1 em to 6 em in length) on NW-dipping foliation 

(Figure 7.15: C) planes have an up-to-the-SE shear sense. Therefore, shortening and reverse 

shear is occurring at the NNE-striking bend. 
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Figure 7.15: Structure and kinematics of the ductile fault zone adjacent to the Stethoscope fault in the 
Gorge Plateau Lozenge. (DR = dextral reverse; ON = dextral normal; SR = sinistral reverse; SN = 

sinistral normal). 

Comparison witll tlze Upper-Crustal Strain Pattern 

The bend of the Stethoscope fault exists in the ductile regime. The expected kinematics of a 

left-step/bend in the fault zone is coherent, and observed in both the brittle (Chapters 5 & 6) 

and ductile regimes. 
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Figure 7.16: Structure of the ductile fault zone in the Jackson River Wedge, the DMOB, the 
Livingstone fault zone and the Tromie fault zone. First and second order faults in the brittle regime 
coincide with main shear zones in the ductile regime. The domains between the faults are 
characterised by open folds with NE-striking hinge lines in the Brook Street Terrane within the 
Jackson River Wedge, by a mesoscopic scale S-C-Iike fabric in the DMOB and by ramp-related folds 
in the Livingstone and Tromie mylonite zones. 
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7.4. Jackson River Wedge Fold Pattern 
The active fault-bounded fold domains are narrow (25-50 m in width) and although the 

Jackson River Wedge is highly dissected by imbricate and strike-slip splay faults, as observed 

in the Cascade Wedge, many of the discrete shear zones originated in the ductile regime 

(Figures 7.16-7.18). The folds typically curve into the ductile fault zones which have been 

reactivated by brittle faulting at the surface (Figure 7.4). 

The fold pattern developed in the 1 km wide mylonite sequence of Jackson River Wedge (in 

which the protoliths are as diverse as their correlatives in the Cascade Wedge) is dominated 

by open, asymmetric folds (5-25 m wavelengths). The fold axial planes are subparallel to the 

fault planes and the hinge lines parallel to fault-plane azimuths (Figure 7.17: Band 7.18: A, B 

& C) as demonstrated by the best-fit girdles to the poles of the mylonitic foliation. The 

plunge of the hinge lines is moderate ( cf the horizontal orientation in the Kinvaid Lozenge). 

The mylonitic stretching lineation remains relatively constant (trending ENE/WSW) through 

the variously orientated foliation planes implying synmylonitic fold formation. 

At outcrop the fold limb to the west is steep, the hinge area is commonly flat, varying in 

breadth, and the southeastern limb has a shallower dip. The geometry of the folds is mimicked 

by buckle folds developed at the centimetre to millimetre scale (Figure 7.19: A & B) which 

overprint a planar mylonitic foliation as a result of progressive synmylonitic deformation (e.g. 

Bons & Jessell, 1998). 

Some buckle folds are flattened and the geometry approaches a similar style (Figure 7.19: C). 

The axial plane is coincident with the dip of the main fault planes and the asymmetry of the 

folds indicates a NW-vergence. A crenulation lineation has developed in association with the 

buckle folds which plunges moderately NE, subparallel to the fault zones (Figures 7.16-7.18). 

The hinge lines of the mesoscopic folds also plunge moderately NE. Areas are locally 

developed around the "Ailsa Falls" region where the fold hinge has been rotated into 

subparallelism with the mineral stretching lineation direction (Figure 7.18: E). In the areas 

flanking the NNE-striking linkage faults evident at the surface, the folds hinge azimuths are 

subparallel to the NNE-strike of the fault plane (Figure 7.18: D). 

Shear Sense 

The mylonites of the Brook Street Terrane-derived lithologies are characterised 

mesoscopically by dominantly dextral-reverse shear sense with interspersed discrete sinistral 

sense fabrics (Figure 7.18) (Sinistral-reverse slip occurs on discrete second order faults in the 

upper crust Chapter 6: Figures 6.28 & 6.29). However, discrete opposing shear sense 

Figure 7.17: Structure and kinematics ofthe ductile fault zone in the Jackson River Wedge (located 
on the inset map), the DMOB, the Greenland Group and the mylonite zones of the Livingstone fault 
and the Tromie fault. (Dotted box indicates the area covered on Figure 7.18). (DR= dextral reverse; 
DN =dextral normal; SR = sinistral reverse; SN = sinistral normal). 
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horizons alternate in a rhythmic fashion at the microscopic scale and are most likely related to 

preferential accommodation of the coaxial component in the more competent layers. The 

plunge of the mineral stretching lineations for the mylonites in the Jackson River Wedge are 

moderate to steep and indicate a stronger component of convergence and near vertical stretch 

(c.f the Cascade Wedge) again as observed in the surface kinematic data. 

The dextral-reverse ENE-trending mineral stretching lineation is maintained through the folds 

adjacent to the NNE-striking link structures. The consistency of the lineation supports the 

theory that the left-steps/bends form in the ductile regime and are not just surficial features. 

The fold geometry and shear sense are consistent with fault -perpendicular shortening across 

these oblique sections. 

A 
Fold axial plane dips SE 

and folds verge to the 
Buckle folds formed during 

progressive strain 

Figure 7.19: A: Buckle folds in a hand specimen of a Murihiku Terrane-derived mylonite. The 
buckle folds are geometrically linked to the orientation and shear sense of the main fault zones. An 
associated incipient crenulation cleavage is developed. Crenulation lineations trend subparallel to fold 
hinges (c. 060°). Mesoscopic folds have a corresponding geometry. B: Example of buckle folds 
developed in Brook Street-derived mylonites. C: Photomicrograph of a Ramsay Class IC fold 
geometry which develops with continuing strain. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. 

Mechanism of the fold formation 

The fold geometry and shear sense indicators within the NE-trending fold domains suggest 

the fold development is dominated by shortening perpendicular to the fault zones. Fold 
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hinges trending NW/SE are lacking and therefore a component of fault-parallel shear is likely 

to be minimal; the bounding faults in the ductile regime are dominantly dextral-reverse shear 

zones. Development of the centimetre scale buckle folds, after the development of a well 

established mylonitic foliation, suggests layer-parallel shortening is much more dominant and 

has a continual role in the deformation of the area. 

The rheologically diverse set of mylonites derived from the Brook Street Terrane is 

comparable to those within the Cascade Wedge and discrete principal shear zones have 

interacted to form the fold patterns. Mylonitisation is, nevertheless, pervasive through each of 

the folded domains in the Jackson River Wedge. Therefore, the rheological contrasts invoked 

as a possible reason for the partial partitioning of the transpressive deformation and the 

geometry of the folds within the Cascade Wedge have mostly been removed within the high

strain mylonites of the Jackson River Wedge. However, in contrast to the pervasive 

quartzofeldspathic mylonite zone and the high-strain zone against the Alpine fault in the 

Duncan River Lozenge where the hinge lines subparallel the ENE-trending stretching mineral 

lineations, the open fold pattern in the Jackson River Wedge is characterised by fold hinge 

lines subparallel to the fault planes. 

An explanation for the fold pattern in the Jackson River Wedge is that the folds may have 

formed under transpressive strain having a significant coaxial shortening component (i.e. the 

kinematic votiicity number will be <1). This coiTelates with the surface kinematics of the 

Jackson River Wedge and is probably related to the increased confinement between the 

funnel-shaped northeastward narrowing boundaries of the distributed fault zone (e.g. Figure 

7 .17). Shortening within the wedge, as for the Cascade Wedge, is due both to the obliquity of 

the overall displacement to the fault zones and also to convergent flow within the wedge due 

to the boundary geometry (cf transpression of Sanderson & Marchini, 1984). 

7.5. The Mylonitic Structure of the DMOB 
A low strain macroscopic S-C-like fabric has developed in the mylonitic domain of the 

DMOB (Figure 7.16) which is comparable to the upper crustal shear fabric (Chapter 6). 

Conical folds with SE/NW -trending fold axes (Figure 7.17: E) are a product of the deflection 

of the NNE-striking foliation planes and dykes into the confined high strain NE-striking 

faults, a pattern akin to that formed in the Ey Lens of the Kinvaid Lozenge. 

Shear Sense 
Although mineral lineations are difficult to detect, microscopic and mesoscopic S-C fabrics in 

the antigorite mylonites indicate dextral/dextral-reverse slip (Appendix 6). In the rodingite 

dykes ENE-plunging stretching lineations are recorded and rotated porphyroclasts indicate 

top-to-the-WSW shear (Appendix 6). Rodingite dykes also form mesoscopic scale augen 

which indicate dextral-reverse deformation in NNE-striking mylonite zones (Figure 7.20). 
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Figure 7.20: Shear sense indicators in the DMOB at outcrop scale (hammer for scale). A rodingite 
dyke has been deformed by ductile strain to produce an augen which indicates up-to-the NW shear. An 
underlying S-C-like fabric, with gouge-coated shear surfaces, has the same shear sense. 

The accommodation of strain within the monomineralic mylonites of the DMOB is 

fundamentally different from the uptake within the polymineralic mylonites of the other 

lithologies. Strain is concentrated onto weak subparallel planar zones which effectively 

partition the fault-parallel and fault-perpendicular movement without the necessity of further 

partitioning within the domains between. The DMOB mylonites also preferentially take up 

dominantly transcurrent displacement in comparison to the fault-perpendicular displacement 

taken up predominantly within the Brook Street Terrane mylonites of the Jackson River 

Wedge. The rheological behaviour of the serpentine within the mylonites fundamentally 

controls this (Chapter 8). Therefore, the plate boundary strain is partly partitioned into a 

fault-parallel and fault-perpendicular component in the ductile regime and not just locally 

along discrete fault zones. 

7 .6. Livingstone Fault Mylonite Zone 
The Livingstone fault mylonite zones also exhibit folding (Figure 7 .16) but it differs in 

geometry from the folds contained in the fault-bounded wedges. The mylonitic foliation 

defines an undulating terraced structure in which the longer limbs strike 060° and the shorter 

limbs strike 040°. The hinge lines plunge moderately to the NE. The folds are interpreted to 

have formed in response to shortening across the lateral ramp formed by the Livingstone fault 
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(Figure 7.17: F). Flexural-slip shear is evident on the fold limbs at the surface. Synmylonitic 

reorientation of the foliation by dextral shear is confined to a -10 m wide belt against the 

Livingstone fault (Figure 7.16: G). 

Shear Sense 

In the Jackson River area, kinematic indicators (Appendix 6) within the -200 m wide 

mylonite zone of the Livingstone fault indicate top-to-the-SW slip on the moderately ENE

NE plunging mineral stretching lineations i.e. dextral-reverse-slip. SE-plunging lineations are 

also common (Figure 7.17: G) and record top-to-the-NW shear. However, an opposing normal 

displacement is evident towards the southeastern edge of the mylonite zone as it transits to the 

textural IV grade schist host rocks. The protomylonites and the host schist to the east of the 

NNE-striking fault zone have a mineral lineation (defined by aligned biotite) and a rodding 

lineation which plunge S/SSE (Figure 7.17: F). Shear sense indicators (Appendix 6) suggest 

top-to-the S/SSE shear. 

The Livingstone fault mylonite zone decreases in width and abruptly terminates just south of 

the White Slip region (Chapter 3). The mylonites are macroscopically rotated from a NE

strike to a N-strike (Figure 7.15: D) at White Slip which has also rotated the mineral 

stretching lineation (the lineation has a shallow plunge to the NNE but unrotated it would 

plunge E). Petrographically, a weakly developed S-C fabric is overprinted by an incipiently 

formed C' -type shear fabric (Chapter 3) which indicates dextral-reverse shear (Appendix 6). 

7. 7. Tromie Fault Mylonite Zone 
The Caples Schist mylonite zone, adjacent to the Tromie fault, has an open fold structure. The 

mylonites in the Tromie fault zone are comparable with the fold geometry in the Livingstone 

fault zone. The pole to the girdle of poles to mylonitic foliation trends NNE (Figure 7.17: H) 

and hinge lines measured at outcrop similarly have a shallow NNE-NE plunge. Locally, 

crenulation folds (Appendix 6) are developed. 

Shear Sense 

Mineral lineations are again constant in orientation with a moderate E-plunge. Dextral stair

stepped winged objects and complex shear sense indicators (Appendix 6) suggest dextral

reverse movement. 

7 .8. Western Province Mylonite Fold Pattern 
A buckle fold pattern has formed in the mylonite zones as a result of sh01tening across the 

Alpine fault (Chapter 5). West of the immediate zone of the Alpine fault, the mylonites are 

more openly folded but again the azimuth of the fold axis is subparallel to the strike-azimuth 

of the fault plane (Figure 7.6: F) and the stretching lineation plunges moderately to steeply 

SE. 
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Shear Sense 

Fabrics and kinematic indicators in the Greenland Group-derived mylonites are different 

along the Cascade Wedge and the Jackson River Wedge. In the Jackson River Wedge, S-C 

fabrics indicate the near dip-slip SE-plunging stretching lineation is reverse in shear sense. In 

the Cascade Wedge the stretching lineation also plunges SE but shear sense indicators are 

bimodal with both reverse and normal sense of shear. A C' -type shear fabric has developed at 

the microscopic scale and suggests a stretching shear zone in which the shortening direction is 

at a high-angle to the shear zone boundary. 

Comparison with the Upper-Crustal Strain Pattern 

The deformation in the mylonites indicates transpression involving strike-slip shear 

accompanying horizontal shortening and vertical lengthening within the shear planes (as for 

example, previously modelled and applied to nature by Sanderson & Marchini, 1984; Tikoff 

& Teyssier, 1994; Dewey et al., 1998). This pattern was also recorded in the upper-crustal 

fault rocks along the western margin of the Cascade Wedge (Chapter 5). The opposing shear 

sense along the western and eastern margins of the zone of distributed faulting (e.g. in the 

Livingstone fault mylonites and in the mylonites along the Stethoscope fault at White Slip) 

may also be related to shortening across the distributed fault zone in the ductile regime. 

7.9. Summary of the Kinematics and Structure of the Mylonite Zone 
The extensive partitioning of transpressive deformation across first order fault structures in 

the upper crust is also evident in the ductile regime of the mid to lower crust. The strain is 

distributed into discrete mylonite zones which are thought to be controlled macroscopically 

by the location of the inherent fault zones of the Livingstone Fault System and Hollyford 

Fault System. The individual fault zones do not lose their identity at depth in a zone of 

ductile deformation; therefore, the geometry of the distributed fault zone at the surface is 

fundamentally derived from the ductile regime. The reactivation and strain partitioning is not 

just in response to rotation in the uppermost crust. 

The NNE-striking linkage faults/bends observed along each of the upper-crustal first order 

faults are also present in the ductile regime. This suppmts the formation of "fault-stepped" 

partitioning (Harland, 1971) on the individual structures and partitioning between the discrete 

fault zones in the ductile regime. However, there is no evidence to indicate the presence of 

normal sense ENE-striking linkage faults in the ductile regime. The ENE-striking faults have 

formed to accommodate the continued regional strain in the brittle crust (Chapter 6) and 

localised adjustments related to the interaction of the structures. 

The bulk flow direction along each of the first and second order mylonite zones is broadly 

constant and importantly consistent with the main dextral transpressive transpmt direction 

represented by the principal slip zones of the upper-crustal fault zones. There is no detectable 

evidence of a Mesozoic imprint in the first order mylonite zones. The shear sense indicators 
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and the kinematic data obtained from the mylonite zones reveals that the kinematics of the 

mylonite zones are intimately related to the kinematics of the first and second order fault 

structures in the brittle regime. The diversity in the shear sense can be attributed to complex 

strain and fold patterns within the distributed fault zone which result from dextral-reverse 

shear and components of fault-parallel and fault-perpendicular shortening. Up-dip extension, 

in contrast to the brittle regime, is mostly restricted to the eastern and western margins of the 

distributed fault zone in the ductile regime. However, vertical lengthening in the shear planes 

is more prominent in the Jackson River Wedge where the ductile fault zones are confined and 

shortening is pronounced. 

Rheological properties (controlled by the original lithology) accentuate the process of strain 

partitioning, notably in the Kinvaid and Duncan River Lozenges, where the rheological 

prope1ties inhibit the development of a broad mylonite zone. All of the discrete ductile shear 

zones act simultaneously whilst partitioning differing components of the transpressive 

deformation. However, the simple shear and/or pure shear components of the transpressional 

strain are not fully accommodated by shear along the pre-existing discontinuities and are still 

evident in the domains between as expressed by the complex fold patterns. The fold patterns 

particularly accommodate the contractional deformation not efficiently taken up on the 

principal shear zones. Deformation patterns are characteristically heterogeneous as a result of 

fault-fold interaction (e.g. Wilkerson et. al., 1991) at a variety of scales. Each terrane 

responds to the transpressional deformation in a different manner which is governed by the 

internal structure of the terranes and the rheological behaviour of the lithologies within them. 

This results in a degree of partitioning/compartmentalisation of the coaxial and non-coaxial 

deformation into domains (c.f fully pmtitioned coaxial and non-coaxial deformation 

controlled by rock type; Mohajjel & Fergusson, 2000) 

It is evident that the location of principal shear zones and the kinematics of the system in the 

ductile regime are mimicked by the upper-crustal faults. It could be argued that the upper

crustal faults are controlled initially by the movement in the mylonite zones which implies 

that the mylonites are pre-existing and represent "weak" ductile zones. The Mesozoic 

structures of Livingstone Fault System and Hollyford Fault System are likely to have had 

developed ductile fault zones. The rheological properties within the ductile regime could 

control the location, and therefore, the architecture of the fault zones which in turn controls 

the kinematics of the system as a whole. Alternatively, the initial deformation may have 

been due to reactivation of brittle structures on upper crustal weaknesses of the Livingstone 

Fault System and Hollyford Fault System and this reactivated the mylonites which, as they 

weakened, fed back into the upper crustal faults. This sort of feedback would explain why the 

brittle and ductile fault zones mimic each other. The behaviour of the system as a whole is 

controlled by the reactivation and partitioning of strain onto the first order fault structures. 

Resulting straining of the blocks between the first order faults in turn dictates the kinematics 

of second order structures. 
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8. RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE MYLONITE ZONES 

The architecture of the distributed fault system and partitioning of the plate boundary 

deformation within it is fundamentally controlled by the reactivation of inherent fault 

structures. I implied earlier that the contrasting rheologies of the fault rocks derived from 

different lithologies (Chapter 7) have a direct impact on the heterogeneous strain observed in 

the ductile regime: there is an intimate relationship between the lithology of the mylonite and 

the extent and nature of strain partitioning and the formation of folds. However, the boundary 

conditions imposed by the architecture of the first order faults will also have a control on the 

partitioning. The first order faults are located along lithological boundaries in the basement, 

therefore, the control on the partitioning which stems from the constitutive or material 

behaviour of the rocks in the fault zone is intenelated with the controls that result from the 

overall system behaviour. It is important to establish the degree of control that stems from 

both these factors. 

The relative movement on the shear zone and, therefore, the distribution of movement at the 

surface, reflects the ease with which the rocks can accommodate ductile strain. The capability 

of a rock to take up strain is principally governed by its rheological behaviour (e.g. Handy, 

1989). The different rock types between and within each of the terranes, under the given set of 

environmental conditions, may respond in very different ways to the imposed deformation 

(e.g. Handy, 1990). 

The metamorphic assemblages (Chapters 3 and 4) indicate that the ductile fabrics within the 

mylonites formed at temperatures between 450°-500° C. The upper temperature limit of 

SOOOC on the conditions of mylonite formation is determined from the absence of 

metamorphic hornblende (i.e. the boundary between upper greenschist and amphibolite facies, 

which is indicated by the change in continuous amphibole chemistry from actinolite to blue

green hornblende (Laird & Albee, 1981)) and the lack of evidence of deserpentinisation along 

with the absence of peridotite mylonites (i.e. the upper stability limit of antigorite is - 500°C 

(O'Hanley et al., 1989)). Varyingly developed metamorphic biotite (which is stable at -

450°C (Yardley, 1989)) in certain lithologies within each mylonite zone constrains the lower 

temperature limit. The mechanical behaviour (grain-scale mechanisms) of the individual 

minerals at these temperatures governs the rheological behaviour of the mylonites and hence 

the location of the most effective strain accommodation. 

Metamorphic processes, along with the interaction of active fluids, can greatly modify the 

rheological and mechanical behaviour of rocks (e.g. Schmid & Handy 1991; Rutter & Brodie, 

1995) and therefore the rheological evolution of the shear zone (Handy, 1988). Furthermore, 

the rheology of the material changes with strain/stress rates (e.g. White, 1976, Handy, 1990). 

Grain-size reduction in the highly strained mylonites has been argued to lead to a change to 
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grain-size sensitive deformation mechanisms. Such a change may result in relative 

weakening, accounting for the localisation of deformation into discrete zones and the repeated 

reactivation of displacements along existing faults (e.g. Rutter, 1998). 

Thus the composition and microstructure of the mylonites can be used to gain insight into the 

deformation mechanisms and the rheology of fault zones with changing finite strain. This 

chapter, therefore, analyses deformation processes and considers rheological contrast arising 

from the original lithological differences in each of the terranes as well as strain-induced 

contrasts (e.g. difference between protomylonites through to ultramylonites; the processes of 

strain hardening and weakening; and the process of syntectonic metamorphism). 

8.1. Microstructures 
Grain-scale mechanisms allow the process of ductile deformation to proceed and the grain

scale mechanism favoured depends on the conditions (e.g. temperature, confining pressure 

and differential stress) (e.g. White & White, 1983; Scholz, 1990b). Thus, the structures 

produced in mylonite zones can be used to infer the conditions of deformation (e.g. Berthe et 

al., 1979a,b; White et al., 1980; Lister & Snoke 1984; Knipe, 1989; Michibayashi 1993; Pauli 

et al., 1996). However, it is important to remember that the mylonite rocks provide a frozen 

snapshot of a long process which would have involved cyclic grain-scale processes. In saying 

that, the mylonites may, to a varying extent, have a memory and they could represent 

microstructures developed over a long period. 

Grain-scale mechanisms 

Crystals contain imperfections called point defects (missing or extra lattice points i.e. atoms 

or molecules) and line defects (extra half lattice planes in a crystal). The accommodation of 

deformation arises by the adjustment of crystal imperfections but the adjustment in the lattice 

defects only becomes permanent when the atoms and molecules change in relative position to 

each other. This process is known as intracrystalline deformation and involves the movement 

of the lattice defects through the crystal system. 

At the microscopic scale, deformation can be accommodated initially by the migration of 

linear crystal defects (dislocations). Dislocations have specific orientations with respect to the 

crystal lattice, and can only move in specific directions. These slip systems vary throughout 

different crystal systems from mineral to mineral. A slip system is defined by a slip plane (as 

indicated by Miller indices) and a Burgers Vector which defines the direction and amount of 

slip increment. The slip systems active in a mineral depend on the orientation and magnitude 

of the stress field and importantly on the necessity that the critical resolved shear stress for a 

particular slip system is exceeded. It can be influenced to an extent by temperature, strain rate 

and the influence of fluids on the strength of chemical bonds within a crystal. Therefore, the 

active slip system may change with metamorphic and deformation conditions and thus be a 

useful means of determining the conditions of deformation prevalent within a mylonite. 
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Several processes are possible for the propagation of dislocations through a lattice. The 

different processes affect the rate of dislocation motion and therefore, result in different rates 

of deformation in response to the same applied stress. These processes are mostly 

temperature dependent and account for differences in the rheology of the mylonites under 

different conditions. At low metamorphic grades in rocks, dislocation glide is the initial 

intracrystalline deformation process. Dislocation glide involves the migration of dislocations 

through the crystal lattice. This initial ductile deformation process occurs without fracturing 

or the loss of the crystal structures and optically, in minerals which exhibit extinction, results 

in the formation of undulose extinction. However, several slip systems can operate at the 

same time and these commonly become entangled when they intersect. This results in 

blockage of the process of dislocation glide. As strain progresses, a build-up of the 

dislocations occurs at these sites, further impeding the rate of deformation and creating strain 

hardening (impurities can additionally create obstacles). Kink bands commonly form at sites 

where dislocations build up and with continued deformation may fail by cataclastic failure 

(e.g. Tullis & Yund, 1987). At higher temperatures dislocation creep becomes possible and 

this can overcome the process of strain hardening and allow ductile deformation to continue. 

Dislocation creep involves the migration of interstitial vacancies to the sites of dislocation 

lines which effectively raises the dislocation over the blocked site. Therefore, the absence of 

entangled dislocations is an indication of intracrystalline deformation at higher temperatures. 

Recovery (Carter et al., 1964; Smith, 1964; Honeycombe, 1968; Honeycombe & Dethan, 

1972; McQueen & Bergerson, 1972) accommodated dislocation glide involves the ordering of 

dislocations to decrease the internal strain energy within a crystal. The recovery process also 

rearranges dislocations, un-tangling blockages. The occurrence of areas of crystals bounded 

by low angle boundaries (subgrains) is an indication of the recovery process. There is no 

grain-size dependence on the strength. Dislocation climb, controlled by diffusion, is the 

slowest process which enables ductile deformation to continue and therefore is rate-limiting. 

Dynamic recrystallisation is a thermally activated process that can also reduce the internal 

free energy of a crystal and forms new grains from the old grain during the deformation 

process. Two processes of dynamic recrystallisation exist: grain boundary migration (GMB) 

and sub grain rotation (SR). Grain boundary migration recrystallisation (or recrystallisation 

accommodated dislocation creep) (Tullis & Yund, 1985b) contributes towards the reduction 

in dislocation densities. Atoms along the grain boundary in a crystal with low dislocation 

density bulge into the grain boundary of a grain with high density. The less deformed mineral 

grows at the expense of the more deformed crystal and can form new independent crystals. 

This process results in the presence of highly irregular (lobate or serrated) grain boundaries. 

Grain boundary migration can maintain a steady-state deformation at stresses much lower 

than those required for recovery processes. The newly formed grains are strain free and thus 

weaker and can deform incrementally by dislocation glide (Tullis & Yund, 1985b,d). 

Additionally, the highly serrated grain boundaries are very mobile and can rapidly respond to 

strain, leading therefore, to strain softening. Subgrain rotation recrystallisation (Guillope & 
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Poirier, 1979) occurs when dislocations are added to subgrain boundaries to form a 

dislocation wall and, therefore, is a form of recovery that requires the free climb of 

dislocations (recovery-accommodated dislocation creep). The sub grain boundary is 

continuously rotated until the misorientation is at a high enough angle to class it as a separate 

new grain. This process is characterised by a gradual transition of aggregates of subgrains by 

progressive reorientation to aggregates of new grains which may have originally derived from 

a single original crystal. Subgrain boundaries are relatively immobile because they can only 

move by the coordinated glide of the dislocations in the subgrain wall whereas high angle 

boundaries are very mobile because it is easy for atoms to transfer one at a time in a form of 

diffusion creep. Grain-size reduction resultant from the above processes, therefore, may 

favour a switch to a grain-size sensitive diffusion-dominated process (Sibson, 1977a; Tullis & 

Yund, 1977b; Schmid & Handy, 1991) pmticularly if a hydrous phase is present (e.g. Brodie 

& Rutter, 1987b; Hoogerduijin Strating & Visser, 1991). Diffusion creep involves the transfer 

of material from m·eas of high compressive stress to areas of low compressive stress. Solid 

state diffusive mass transfer (DMT), a type of diffusion creep, involves the diffusion of point 

defects (interstitials and vacancies) through a crystal lattice (this is a volume diffusion called 

Nabarro-Herring creep (e.g. Nicolas & Poirier, 1976) and is an effective deformation 

mechanisms at higher temperatures and low stresses), or the diffusion of atoms or ions along 

the grain boundary (called Coble creep which is effective at lower temperature than NabmTo

Herring creep). Fluid assisted DMT (or Solution creep) is a type of diffusion creep common 

in low-grade metamorphic rocks and involves the diffusion of a dissolved component in a 

fluid along the grain boundm-y. These processes have a linear stress-strain-rate relationship. 

An increase in grain-size increases the length of the diffusive path and therefore, decreases the 

efficiency of the deformation process and strain rates decrease. Grain-shape changes with 

deformation and the length parallel to the minimum compressive stress lengthens, which has 

an effect similar to an overall increase in grain-size. However, in mylonites, grain boundary 

migration maintains a roughly equant grain-shape which is smaller than the undeformed 

shape, and allows for a steady-state process of diffusion creep. Superplasticity (Langdon, 

1982; Schimid, 1982; Poirier, 1985; Rutter at al, 1994) is a further deformation mechanism 

consisting of coherent grain boundary sliding (without the opening of gaps between adjacent 

crystal grains) accommodated by solid state DMT around the grain boundaries and/or 

intracrystalline plasticity (which relieve any incompatibilities between grains). It is favoured 

by very small (1-10 urn) grain-size (e.g. Schimid et al, 1977; Behrmann, 1983) as diffusion 

paths are short. This mechanism allows rocks to be deformed to very high strains without 

taking on a strong shape fabric. 

The above processes cause grain-size refinement and may result in weakening (Walker et al., 

1990; Rutter, 1998) aiding the ability of a mylonite to accommodate strain. Similarly, in 

mylonites, intracrystalline plastic flow generally leads to the formation of strong preferred 

crystallographic orientation in which slip directions become aligned, allowing for easier slip 

and thereby creating a relative weakness (Schmid et al., 1987). Geometric softening of this 
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form leads to stable flow localisation (Poi1ier, 1980). 

Full petrographical descriptions for the mylonites evaluated in the up-coming sections are 

presented in Chapters 3 and 4 and in Appendices 2 and 3. The following analysis is based 

solely on optical microstructural studies. 

8.2. Rheology of the Brook Street Terrane 
Heterogeneous strain within the Brook Street Tenane-derived mylonites is evident at the 

macroscopic scale by the discrete mylonite zones developed along the first and second order 

structures (Chapter 7: Figures 7.5 & 7.6). The heterogeneous deformation is also apparent at 

the mesoscopic (Chapter 4: Figures 4.3, 4.15 & 4.16) and microscopic scale. This 

heterogeniety is likely to be attributable ultimately to the diversity of the lithologies contained 

in the mylonites zones (Chapter 4) and their contrasting rheological behaviour (e.g. Handy, 

1990; Handy et al., 1998). The rheological properties may consequently be the driving force 

for strain partitioning. Therefore, the next section compares the rheological behaviour of the 

interlayered mylonite sequence and the effect this has on the strain distribution. 

The domain of the Brook Street Tenane-derived mylonites can be very broadly divided 

rheologically into three types based on their parent lithologies: granitoid bodies, layered mafic 

to ultramafic rocks and basic intrusives, and mafic to dacitic volcanics and volcanogenic 

sediments. The disttibution of these rock types relative to each other vertically and 

hotizontally in the crust ptior to the development of the shear zones determines the initial 

rheological infrastructure of the fault zone .. Subsequent deformation and shearing may greatly 

alter the otiginal disttibution of the rock types but nonetheless, the main lithological units 

remain ptincipally the same. The pattern of mylonite lithologies, as mapped at the surface, 

reflects the internal make-up of the ductile shear zone and gives a hotizontal transect through 

the shear zone at depth. The latter can only hold true in sections where brittle faulting has not 

resulted in the significant reanangement of the rock units. For instance, in the Jackson River 

Wedge, the otiginal disttibution of the different lithologies in the mylonite zone cannot be 

confidently established due to the intensity of the btittle imbtication. The location of 

mylonites exhibiting contrasting strain may just be a product of the imblication of what was 

otiginally a broader deformation zone. Therefore, it is difficult to dete1mine the likely 

rheological controls on strain localisation. However, in the Duncan River and Kinvaid 

Lozenges, the relationship between the different lithological units can clearly be recognised 

and an intact continuous transect (i.e. the abutting mylonites are known to have been in direct 

contact in the ductile regime (Chapter 4)) between the contrasting lithologies can be studied to 

evaluate the rheological control on strain localisation. 
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8.2.1. Kinvaid Lozenge 
8.2.1.1. Rheology of the Granitoids 
Adjacent rock units in the Kinvaid Lozenge are diverse in their mineral constituents and 

therefore, may be responding in very different ways to the imposed conditions of deformation. 

The granitoid mylonites (of the Dun Lens) can be split into three types on the basis of their 

assemblages, each of which is thought to 01iginate from coarse equigranular lithologies: 

melanocratic granite-granodiorites, leucocratic granite-granodiorites and mesocratic granite

granodiorites. The different types of the granitoid mylonites are broadly segregated within 

the fault-bounded lens but are also locally interlayered (Chapter 4). The mesoscopic 

heterogeneities are pronounced in the granitoid rocks (Chapter 4: Figure 4.16). 

Rheology of the Melanocratic Granite-Granodiorite Mylonite 
Melanocratic Granite Mylonites 
Least Strained 

The least strained melanocratic granite is represented by OU73645. The granite is rich in 

p1imary biotite along with additional biotite formed by the metamorphic alteration of the 

feldspars. The deformation of biotite becomes ductile above temperatures of 250°C (Stesky 

et al. 1974; Stesky, 1978) and is easily orientated into a favourable flow direction. Therefore, 

most of the strain was preferentially concentrated in the weak biotite matrix and laminae of 

biotite deflect around the more resistant feldspar porphyroclasts (Figure 8.1: A & B). 

Occasional biotite grains are still apparent which have deformed by layer parallel-slip on their 

basal planes leading to the formation of mica-fish. A bead-fabric is defined by predominantly 

K-feldspar porphyroclasts. Porphyroclasts encompassed by biotite are mostly separable from 

the matrix and devoid of internal deformation (Figure 8.1: A) other than patchy undulose 

extinction, twin glide (twin gliding is a process which accommodates strain with relative ease 

along twin planes produced by a simple shear parallel to original crystallographic twin planes 

(Passchier & Trouw, 1996) and occasional bent twins (in the albite porphyroclasts) (Figure 

8.1: A & B). Subgrains are only rarely developed in the K-feldspar porphyroclasts but 

alteration to fine-grained white mica (the composition is not known but herein the mica is 

referred to as muscovite) is widespread in these porphyroclasts (e.g. Figure 8.1: A). However, 

mylonitisation is uneven through the sample and where the feldspar grains are not surrounded 

by biotite, they are disseminated into smaller fragments which float in a finer-grained 

dynamically recrystallised mantle (Figure 8.1: C). In the biotite deficient areas, the 

porphyroclasts are progressively transformed into fine aggregates partly via microfracturing 

but dominantly by internal deformation within the grains. The feldspar mantle material has a 

strong lattice-preferred orientation and is the result of dynamic recrystallisation at the rims of 

the grains. Higher strained horizons commonly contain recrystallised (dominantly by grain 

boundary migration evident from interlobate textures) laminae of feldspar connecting up the 

porphyroclasts (e.g. the bottom right of Figure 8.1: D), demonstrating the weakness of the 

strain-produced groundmass (c.f Tullis & Yund, 1985b,d). Within these horizons a lot of the 

feldspar augen additionally display tapering mechanical twins, more extensive subgrain 

development and broad kink bands (with unsharp boundaries). Subgrain rotation 
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recrystallisation is evident along subgrain boundaries within larger grains and internal micro

shear zones of recrystallised grains locally occur. Subgrain rotation recrystallisation is also 

apparent in the porphyroclasts but grain boundary migration recrystallisation takes over as the 

grains merge with the matrix. ilmenite is abundant as brittle disseminated particles but is 

partially altered to titanite which forms small rotated porphyroclasts or strings deflected 

around the larger feldspar porphyroclasts. 

Summary and Interpretation 

Although many of the feldspar porphyroclasts were sheltered from deformation by the biotite 

matrix and the phyllosilicate reaction products which also sometimes surround them, the 

process of dynamic recrystallisation was widespread. The optical data documented above 

suggests both grain boundary migration and subgrain rotation are important processes m 

feldspar at the upper greenschist facies conditions in these particular mylonites. 

More Strongly Strained Melanocratic Granite 

Grain size reduction varies but increases progressively in degree with increase in strain. At 

slightly higher strains in the melanocratic granitic mylonites (e.g.OU73626), porphyroclasts 

(3-5 mm) of mostly K-feldspar, perthites, albite and quartz also form a bead (e.g. Chapter 4: 

Figure 4.22: C) mylonite fabric (Figure 8.1: E). It differs from OU73645 in that, although in 

OU73626 the proportion of biotite is slightly less, the higher strain resulted in the 

recrystallisation of feldspar and quartz as the dominant strain accommodating process. The 

remaining more resistant porphyroclasts mostly still maintain a sharp boundary with the 

mantle crystals (microprobe work would be required to establish if the mantle material is of 

similar composition and stmcture to the core), internal deformation is widespread within the 

porphyroclasts ranging from bent or broadly kinked crystals (e.g. the grain centre view of 

Figure 8.1: E & F), deformation bands, undulose extinction (e.g. the grain to the right in 

Figure 8.1: E), tapering deformation twins, and bulging twin and kink boundaries. The 

margins of the larger strained grains are typically recrystallised. Additionally, the 

porphyroclasts are reduced in size by the formation of internal ductile shear zones within the 

grains (e.g. Figure 8.1: E). Kink bands are commonly evident as the precursor to shear band 

development. Shear band boundaries are commonly the site of dynamic recrystallisation and 

new grain growth (Figure 8.1: G). Small strain-free grains formed by sub grain rotation 

recrystallisation are common within the larger strained porphyroclasts (e.g. bottom right of 

Figure 8.1: F & G). Growth of muscovite occurs along twin and cleavage planes. The grains 

typically fragment and separate along the muscovite-filled planes suggesting they were 

relatively weak and therefore, the reaction to muscovite facilitated the reduction in grain-size. 

Elliptical and flame stmctures are recurrent throughout the feldspar porphyroclasts (Figure 

8.1: H) and the exsolution responsible for these stmctures preferentially proceeds at sites of 

intracrystalline deformation (e.g. Passchier, 1982; Pryer & Robin, 1991; Pryer, 1993). Strain 

again is heterogeneous throughout the sample and finer, higher strained horizons are 

expressed by a string-bead fabric (1.7-3 mm feldspar porphyroclasts) in which the extensive 
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recrystallised products of the porphyroclasts are drawn out. Feldspars are subject to more 

ductile processes of deformation in comparison to the lower strain horizons and the grain 

boundaries become vague as the recrystallised mantles around them extend into the 

recrystallised matrix. 

Summary and Interpretation 

At higher strain, the deformation was principally facilitated by the grain-size reduction 

through dynamic recrystallisation of the original equant feldspar and quartz grains to produce 

a fine-grained matrix with a strong crystallographic preferred orientation. The fine-grained 

matrix of recrystallised feldspar, quartz and biotite forms a weak matrix which was a focus for 

most of the strain. Feldspar grains are reduced in size by recrystallisation along their rims, 

although the larger porphyroclasts are also reduced in size by internal deformation processes. 

Broad kink zones (experimentally shown to be related to the reorganisation of dislocations 

(Pryer, 1993)), the formation of subgrains and the process of subgrain rotation 

recrystallisation indicate that work hardening processes were overcome and dislocation climb 

was possible. The metamorphic alteration to muscovite at kink bands and micro-shear 

localities also aids the splitting of grains into finer fragments. The optical observations 

suggest the mechanism of subgrain rotation recrystallisation is primarily responsible for the 

grain-size reduction in the porphyroclasts but grain boundary migration recrystallisation is the 

dominant mechanism in the fine-grained matrix. The geometric softening of the feldspar 

grains has been suggested to allow the ease of dislocation glide in the new smaller grains 

(Tullis & Yund, '1995) and accordingly may result in the weakening of the mylonite and the 

increase in its efficiency at taking up the strain. 

Figure 8.1 (opposite page): Mylonites derived from Melanocratic Granites. 
Least Strained (OU73645) X-Z sections 
A: A resistant porphyroclast of feldspar deflecting biotite (bi) laminae and ultramylonitic (urn) 
quartz/feldspar ribbons (bottom left). Micro-fractures filled with limonite (li) cut the centre of the 
grain which is also subject to muscovite (mv)/biotite alteration. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: 
Twin glide (tg) deformation in a feldspar porphyroclast which deflects biotite (bi) laminae. The twins 
are almost equally illuminated except for one twin (tw). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. C: Undulose 
extinction and a sharp kink (k) within a partially recrystallised feldspar porphyroclast mantled in a 
fine-grained dynamically recrystallised mantle (m). A ductile internal shear zone (s) separates the right 
side of the grain from the rest. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. D: High-strain horizon in which most 
feldspar porphyroclasts are dynamically recrystallised and attenuated to form laminae (l). Twin glide 
(tg) has occurred in a remaining plagioclase porphyroclast. A small biotite-fish (bf) occurs within a 
biotite (bi) lamina. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

More Strongly Strained (OU73626) X-Z sections 
E: A matrix of dynamic recrystallised feldspar with remnant porphyroclast that exhibits internal 
ductile deformation. In the feldspar porphyroclasts broad kink bands (k), undulose extinction (ex), SR 
recrystallisation (sr) and internal ductile shear bands (s) are evident. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. F: 
Mechanical twinning (t) and broad kink bands (k) within a feldspar grain. SR recrystallisation (sr) has 
produced strain free grains. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. G: An internal ductile shear band (s) 
within a feldspar porphyroclast. Bulging (b) and subgrain rotation (sr) has produced new grains. 
Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. H: Flame structures (f) within a feldspar grain. Width of view = 1.25 
mm.XPL 
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Melanocratic Granodiorite Mylonites 
Moderately Strained 

The granodiorites which are interlayered with melanocratic granites differ primarily in that 

epidote is a major constituent resulting from the alteration of plagioclase. OU736249 provides 

an example of a moderately strained granodiorite mylonite. Plagioclase porphyroclasts in the 

granites display internal deformation and were recrystallised by ductile deformation 

mechanisms to form the matrix (Figure 8.2: A). However, in the granodiorites, epidote 

pseudomorphs commonly form a core to the plagioclases (Figure 8.2: B) and the epidote cores 

are typically more resistant to deformation; undulose extinction is the only evidence of 

internal deformation. However, this reaction hardening process was effective only at low 

strains. The remnant plagioclase rims to the porphyroclasts recrystallise and become matrix 

with continued strain and the epidote is then subject to dynamic recrystallisation. 

Epidote is commonly observed as mantled porphyroclasts which are stmng out into ribbons 

(Figure 8.2: C). K-feldspar has broken down to muscovite (Figure 8.2: D) and results in a 

well defined foliation. 

More Strongly Strained 

The highest strained melanocratic granodiorite variety is represented by the ultramylonitic 

granodiorite OU73632 in which the process of dynamic recrystallisation is the dominant 

mode of deformation. The granodiorite has mostly been dynamically recrystallised to a fine 

(:::::;; 0.03 mm) mosaic of feldspar (Figure 8.2: E) as evident from highly serrated grain

boundaries (Figure 8.2: F). Very few porphyroclasts (0.3-0.7 mm) remain and when they are 

present they are mostly partially recrystallised to a fine product which merges with the matrix 

(Figure 8.2: G). The ultramylonites show the extensive replacement of feldspar grains with 

phyllosilicates; many porphyroclasts are reduced to a fine mesh of muscovite which merges 

with the matrix (Figure 8.2: H). Actinolite is also widespread as a reaction product. 

Figure 8.2 (opposite page): Mylonites derived from Melanocratic Granodiorites. 
Moderately Strained (OU73629) X-Z sections 
A: Deformation twinning (t), internal shear bands (s) and subgrain (sb) development within a 
deformed plagioclase grain. The grain is mantled (m) in very fine-grained dynamically recrystallised 
plagioclase which has an interlobate texture. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: A resistant plagioclase 
porphyroclast with an epidote core. The epidote core displays minor undulose extinction (ex). Width 
of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. C: Interlayered dynamically recrystallised laminae of plagioclase (pl) and 
epidote (ep). Mantled epidote (epm) porphyroclasts exist in the epidote laminae. GBM is pronounced 
in the plagioclase. Width of view = 1.25 mm. XPL. D: Epidote (ep) laminae are interlayered with 
feldspar altered to muscovite (mv). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL 
More Strongly Strained (OU73632) X-Z sections 
E: A highly strained mylonite. Nearly all the porphyroclast of plagioclase (pl) have been dynamically 
recrystallised and attenuated to form a planar fabric. The matrix is rich in aligned micas (mv). Width 
of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. F: A crystallographic preferred orientation developed within plagioclase 
recrystallised by GMB. Epidote (ep) is of an equal recrystallised grain-size. Width of view= 1.25 mm. 
XPL G: Internal ductile deformation within a mantled porphyroclasts of plagioclase which is also 
breaking down chemically to muscovite (mv). H: Feldspar is dynamically recrystallised and 
chemically disintegrated to form a layered fabric of ribbon plagioclase (with subgrains (sg)), with 
muscovite (mv), epidote (ep) and actinolite (a). 
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Figure 8.3: Mylonites derived from Leucocratic Granite- Granodiorite 
Least Strained (OU73600) X-Z sections 
A: Feldspar altered to muscovite (mv) which facilitates the grain-size reduction process. Epidote (ep) 
forms porphyroclasts and ribbons (epr). Hornblende has undulose extinction (ex). Width of view= 3.2 
mm. XPL. B: Ultramylonitic plagioclase (pl) and quartz (q) layers with a strong crystallographic 
preferred orientation are interlayered with more resistant micro-faulted hornblende which also form 
fish structures (hbf). A microfault (mf) offsets mechanical twins in a plagioclase porphyroclast. Width 
of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. C: Micro-kinked (k) hornblende. Actinolite (a) forms at edges of segmented 
hornblende grains . Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. D: A hornblende grain which has separated 
parallel to a kink band boundary. Actinolite (a) occurs at the edges of the grains and in the matrix. 
Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. 
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Summary and Interpretation 

The reaction softening process producing tabular/acicular muscovite/actinolite has facilitated 

the accommodation of strain. Additionally, new smaller grains of feldspar may grow as 

chemical products of the metamorphic reactions. The matrix was still undergoing strain 

following recrystallisation as expressed by undulose extinction, but grain boundary migration 

was the dominant mechanism which allowed steady state flow to proceed. Epidote occurs 

throughout the matrix and is a result of the metamorphic alteration of plagioclase. The 

correlation of abundant epidote with the highest strained mylonites in the melanocratic suite 

suggests that (a) rheologically it may play an important part in the localisation of strain or 

else, (b) strain plays an important role in metamorphic alteration. 

Rheology of the Leucocratic Granite - Granodiorite Mylonite 

Least Strained 

The leucocratic mylonites differ primarily from the melanocratic mylonites by the absence of 

biotite and the addition of abundant epidote which gives the mylonites a green tinge. At 

lower strains (e.g. OU73600), feldspars and quartz accommodate the bulk of the strain and 

form layers of dynamically recrystallised material (Figure 8.3: A & B). In low strain 

horizons, albite has twin offset along shear planes (e.g. Figure 8.3: B), brittle faults and some 

mechanical twins. Epidote also forms thin ribbons which are deflected around intact 

porphyroclasts. K-feldspar is intact as porphyroclasts but muscovite alteration within is 

widespread. Hornblende is abundant and undulose extinction is widespread (Figure 8.3: A). 

Hornblende grains which have their c-axis parallel to the extension direction are elongated 

and form large fish stmctures (Figure 8.3: B). However, grains which were mis-orientated 

were unfavourable for slip. Sharp kinks are common (Figure 8.3: C) and continued 

deformation led to the brittle segmentation of the larger grains as fragments separated parallel 

to the bulk flow direction (Figure 8.3: D). Actinolite alteration occurred at these localities. 

The resultant smaller grains were consequently easily reorientated and form fish. 

More Strongly Strained 

The geometric organization becomes more advanced with an increase in strain to produce 

layered ultramylonites. Layering generally results from the smearing out of compositional 

differences, the coalition of ribbon grains and the alignment of reaction products. In higher 

strained leucocratic granodiorites (e.g. OU73596), K-feldspars lose their clast shape through 

extensive seritisation which controls recrystallisation (Figure 8.3: E). Similarly plagioclase 

and quartz grains > 1 mm are rare and are mostly recrystallised into the matrix. Flame 

stmctures and broad kink bands are partially preserved but most have dynamically 

Figure 8.3 (opposite page continued): More Strongly Strained (OU73596) X-Z sections 
E: Ultramylonite in which grain-size reduction is extensive in plagioclase (pi) aided by alteration to 
muscovite (mv). Only scattered fragments of hornblende (hb) remain. Epidote (ep) porphyroclast 
remain. Width of view = 4.3 mm. XPL. F: Micro-boudinaged hornblende (hb). Actinolite (a) has 
grown between the boudins (i.e. indicating solution transfer processes occmTed). Layers of epidote 
(ep) occur. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. 
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recrystallised to small grains absent of internal deformation which merge with the matrix. A 

layered matrix is defined by segregations of fine (0.005 mm) recrystallised plagioclase/quartz, 

and recrystallised mica layers (Figure 8.3: E). Epidote occurs as rigid porphyroclasts and 

displays broad undulose extinction or more distinct subgrains. However, many grains are 

mantled in fine (0.02 mm) recrystallisation products and form continuous laminae. Interlobate 

texture implies that grain boundary migration again dominates once the fine matrix has been 

established. 

Fine segregations of recrystallised material or ribbons of epidote are widespread within the 

layered fabric, and epidote is intergrown with recrystallised feldspar (Figure 8.3: F). 

Prismatic epidote is abundant within the muscovite laminae as blades orientated with the b

axis parallel to the lineation. Hornblende remains but only as small grains (Figure 8.3: E). 

Microfaulting along the cleavage planes of the hornblende facilitated (Figure 8.3: F) the 

break-down to small segments. Undulose extinction is the only internal deformation apparent 

within these smaller segments. Most hornblende grains have altered to actinolite needles 

which are orientated parallel to the foliation. 

Summary and Interpretation 

In comparison with the melanocratic lithologies, reaction softening of K-feldspar was a 

dominant process early in the deformation history of the leucocratic lithologies. The K

feldspar altered to muscovite, and quartz and muscovite in particular formed a weak matrix 

which easily took up the shear strain. Feldspars and quartz took up a lot of the deformation in 

mylonites which contain lesser amounts of biotite and thus layers dominated by recrystallised 

quartz and plagioclase developed a very strong crystallographic preferred orientation, perhaps 

indicating that geometric softening played an important role. Quartz is low in abundance 

compared with plagioclase in the granodiorite, although the plagioclase has been extensively 

altered to epidote. However, optical observation reveals that epidote has similar mechanical 

properties to the plagioclase and neither hindered nor facilitated deformation. 

Rheology of the Mesocratic Granite - Granodiorite Mylonite 

Mesocratic granite-granodiorite mylonites (of the Ey Lens) outcrop adjacent to the Alpine 

fault. The mylonites are very highly strained and most of the granitic materiarwas reduced by 

dynamic recrystallisation to a very fine mesh of interlobate quartz/plagioclase and muscovite 

(Figure 8.4: A). Rare porphyroclasts remain and are mostly composed of mechanically 

twinned plagioclase (Figure 8.4: B). The boundaries between most porphyroclasts and their 

mantles is blurred suggesting the process of dynamic recrystallisation was advanced 

(dislocation creep is dominant in quartz between 400-700° (Linker & Kirby, 1981; Linker et. 

al., 1984; Hobbs, 1985)). In contrast, in slightly lower strained mesocratic granodiorite, K

feldspar formed rigid porphyroclasts and quartz was elongated into subgrains or reduced in 

size by subgrain rotation recrystallisation (Figure 8.4: C). Dislocation climb is harder in 

feldspar than it is in quartz (Tullis & Yund, 1985b). 
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Figure 8.4: Mylonites derived from Mesocratic Granite-Granodiorite 
Very Highly Strained X-Z sections 
A: A fine mesh of dynamically recrystallised plagioclase and muscovite (OU73639). Width of view = 
4.3 mm. XPL. B: Deformation twins (t) in plagioclase. (OU73639). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. 
C: A resistant K-feldspar porphyroclast (K) relative to weaker quartz horizons where subgrains (sg) 
and subgrain rotation have occurred (OU73642). Epidote (ep) occurs in the matrix. Width of view = 
1.7 mm. XPL. 

Synthesis of the Deformation Processes in the Granitoids 

The mesoscopic heterogeneity in the granitoid mylonites extends through to the microscopic 

scale. The ability of the granitoid rocks to take up strain was controlled in part by 

syndeformational reaction softening processes which were strongly dependent on the 

pervasiveness of metamorphism. The pervasiveness of the metamorphism may in part be 

controlled by strain, as reduced grain-size would increase surface area thus enhancing 

chemical reactivity. Feldspar was partially replaced by mica and hornblende by mica or 

actinolite and all of these products were efficient at taking up the strain preferentially. The 

leucocratic granodiorites accommodated a greater amount of deformation in comparison with 

the melanocratic lithologies, although in the latter the accommodation of deformation was 

strongly favoured by the presence of abundant biotite. The preferential strain accommodation 

in the leucocratic granodiorites may be due to the fact that work hardening processes in the 

feldspar porphyroclasts did not need to be overcome since the plagioclase has altered to 

epidote which optically appears to be readily recrystallised by the process of grain boundary 

migration. 
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Feldspars formed resistant porphyroclasts and although the metamorphic alteration of K

feldspar to muscovite developed as a pronounced softening process at higher strains, internal 

deformation processes, particularly dynamic recrystallisation, were dominant. 

Core and mantle stmctures (White, 1976) and recrystallised micro-shears develop at low to 

medium grades (400-500 °C) in feldspars (Passchier, 1982). Dislocation climb becomes 

possible in feldspars between 400-500°C (Passchier & Trouw, 1996) but recovery is generally 

rare in feldspars at greenschist to lower amphibolite conditions (e.g. White, 1975). 

Furthermore, experimental data (e.g. Vidal et al., 1980; Olsen & Kohlstedt, 1985; Pryer, 

1993) suggests dynamic recrystallisation does not normally take place until amphibolite 

grades (above 500° C). It is often stated that dynamic recrystallisation is typically favoured by 

recrystallisation-accommodated dislocation creep (grain boundary migration) at lower 

temperatures (e.g. Sellars, 1978; Tullis & Yund, 1985b,d; Tullis & Yund, 1991; FitzGerald & 

Stiinitz, 1993) and recovery-accommodated dislocation creep (subgrain rotation) is favoured 

at higher temperatures of deformation (Vidal et al., 1980; Olsen & Kohlstedt, 1985; Pryer, 

1993). Below amphibolite grade, recrystallisation is mostly by chemical composition-driven 

grain nucleation (e.g. Borges & White, 1980; Gapais, 1989; Gates & Glover, 1989; Tullis & 

Yund, 1991). However, the optical data documented above suggest dynamic recrystallisation 

(both grain boundary migration and subgrain rotation) is also an important process in the 

upper greenschist facies (the lower temperature limit of the experimental studies) conditions 

in these particular mylonites. 

The granitoid mylonites indicate the deformation mechanisms active within the crystal 

systems of feldspars were those that would be expected for temperatures in excess of 550° C 

(e.g. Pryer, 1993). However, the mineral assemblage indicates that a maximum of upper 

greenschist facies conditions prevailed, suggesting controls other than temperature must have 

activated the deformation mechanisms. There are many factors which may have induced 

intracrystalline deformation expected for higher-grade rocks (> 500°C) at the lower 

temperatures ( < 500° C). The reasons are not clear but one possibility is that fluids may have 

been present. For instance, De Roo & Williams (1990) and van Staal et al. (2001) documented 

the reduction in grain-size of feldspar at low grade conditions ( < 400° C) by a combination of 

solution transfer and intracrystalline deformation. Similarly, dynamic recrystallisation under 

· low grade conditions (330-400°C) of albite was proposed to be enhanced by the presence of 

an aqueous fluid (Fitz Gerald & Stiinitz, 1993). Tullis & Yund (1980,1991) indicated that 

trace amounts of water can have a significant effect on the strength of feldspars and Tullis et 

al. (1996), showed that dynamic interpenetration of water into the grain boundaries of fine

grained alkali feldspars could result in dramatic weakening. The evidence of hydration 

alteration (e.g. to epidote and mica) indicates some degree of fluid penetration. Further 

research, including analysis of submicroscopic stmctures with a transmission electron 

microscope (e.g. Tullis & Yund, 1991), would be required to establish the role of water in the 

deformation process. 
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8.2.1.2. Rheology of the layered mafic rocks and basic intrusives 

The granitoid mylonites are macroscopically interleaved (Chapter 4: Figure 4.16) with 

metabasic mylonites of the Skippers Subgroup (the Spee Lens and Ard Lens). In contrast to 

the granitoid mylonites, macroscopically to mesoscopically, strain is more evenly distributed 

in the metabasic mylonites and is split into two shear zones (Chapter 4: Figure 4.16 & 4.24). 

The strain in both gradually drops off westward. In contrast with the granitoid rocks, 

extensive chloritisation and saussuritisation of the metabasic lithologies was probably in place 

prior to the onset of mylonitisation. This is due to that fact that the lithologies of the Skippers 

Subgroup were subject to regional upper greenschist to amphibolite metamorphism during the 

Mesozoic (Nauman, 1971; Ballard, 1989). The fact that the deformation of the inidividual 

minerals in polymineralic tectonites collectively determines the rheology of the aggregate 

(e.g. White et al., 1980) means the reduction in the number of minerals of contrasting 

rheology, by the process of metamorphic reaction, can result in a more uniform response to 

the deformation. 

Another important distinction between the metabasic mylonites and the granitoid mylonites is 

,, that they have very low percentages of quartz (quartz is a relatively weak mineral which 

begins to behave plastically between 300-400° C (Passchier and Trouw (1996)). K-feldspar is 

also absent and plagioclase is the feldspar mineral present. The slip systems are essentially the 

same for alkali and plagioclase feldspars (Gandais & Willaime, 1983; Tullis, 1983); the (010) 

[001] system. The products of reaction softening processes in the upper greenschist facies, 

however, are different for the two feldspars; alkali feldspar generally alters to mica and 

plagioclase to epidote. Furthermore, modal plagioclase is disproportionately low with respect 

to mafic minerals (Chapter 4). Therefore, the metabasic mylonites have the potential for 

behaving very differently during deformation. In fact metabasic rocks readily develop shear 

zones (Brodie & Rutter, 1987a) and often have sharp shear zone boundaries which may imply 

rapid strain weakening. 

The mafic mylonites can be split into two main types: those rich in epidote and those rich in 

hornblende. Additionally, plagioclase-rich mylonitic horizons occur throughout the mafic 

mylonite sequence. Microstructures, in each, are described. 

Epidote-rich mylonites 

The epidote-rich mylonites are characterised by an abundance of epidote which ranges from 

50-80 % of the modal mineralogy. All of the epidote mylonites are very highly strained rocks 

with a thoroughly recrystallised fabric. A brief review on the microstructures related to the 

relative proportions of epidote is given. 

Epidote is 50% of the mineralogy 

Mylonites in which the modal amounts of epidote and plagioclase are approximately equal, 

are strongly segregated and thoroughly recrystallised to a fine intergrown recrystallised 
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product (Figure 8.5: A). Plagioclase is completely dynamically recrystallised and ribbon 

formation is widespread. The interlayered epidote behaved in a similar manner and shows a 

relatively small contrast in strength with respect to the plagioclase: both epidote and 

plagioclase form occasional rigid remnant fragments (0.3-1.2 mm) but both are recrystallised 

by equal amounts (extensively) to form the matrix. Very fine-grained, preferentially 

orientated acicular tremolite and chlorite occur throughout the matrix. Opaque grains, in 

contrast, form dispersed fragments throughout and are thought to be remnants produced by 

the brittle break down of large porphyroclasts (Figure 8.5: B). The mylonite displays a fairly 

uniform grain-size and such a fabric can be used to suggest that the process of dynamic 

recrystallisation was nearly complete. 

Epidote is >50-80% of the mineralogy 

Epidote mylonites with a very high proportion of epidote are likewise thoroughly 

recrystallised (e.g. OU73607) and again are typically layered illustrating advanced geomettic 

organisation (Figure 8.5: C). Fluxion banding is composed of stretched and fragmented 

epidote trails (Figure 8.5: D) but many of the epidote porphyroclasts are mantled in 

recrystallised epidote products and in places the porphyroclasts are completely recrystallised 

(Figure 8.5: E & F). It is thought that grain boundary migration is the principal method of 

dynamic recrystallisation as precursory subgrains are not evident. The mechanism of grain 

boundary migration recrystallisation in epidote is well demonstrated by boundary-bulging in 

epidote veins within OU73572 (Figure 8.5: G). Metamorphic tremolite is also present as 

fibrous to acicular layers of crystals which shows little evidence for strong ductility contrasts. 

Figure 8.5 (opposite page): Metabasic Mylonites 
Epidote is 50% of the mineralogy (OU73619) X-Z sections 
A: Uniform grain size in a strongly layered extensively dynamically recrystallised epidote (ep) -
plagioclase (pl) mylonite. A rare epidote porphyroclast deflects the foliation at the bottom left of the 
slide. Acicular tremolite (tr) in the matrix, and muscovite (mv) horizons are preferentially orientated 
for flow. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. B: Disseminated opaque fragments. Width of view= 3.2 
mm. PPL. 

Epidote is 50-80% of the mineralogy (OU73607) X-Z sections 
C: A strongly layered extensively dynamically recrystallised epidote mylonite. Epidote fluxion 
banding is spaced through out the sample (e.g. top of view). Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. D: Rigid 
epidote porphyroclast (top left) and partially recrystallised and mantled (m) epidote (c = core) 
porphyroclast (bottom right). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. E: Dynamically recrystallised epidote at 
the rim of an epidote porphyroclast displaying a core (c) and mantle (m) structure. Width of view= 
1.25 mm. XPL. F: 'E' in plane polarised light. Width of view = 1.25 mm. G: Grain boundary bulging 
(b) within dynamically recrystallised epidote horizons. Width of view = 1.25 mm. XPL. 

Plagioclase-rich horizons (OU73637) X-Z sections 
H: A geometrically organised ultramylonite which has abundant tremolite (tr) and muscovite (mv) 
aligned preferentially for easy slip. Plagioclase (p) is dynamically recrystallised forming ribbons and 
laminae. Rigid epidote clasts (ep) are scattered throughout. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL 
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Plagioclase-rich mylonites 

The plagioclase-rich mylonites interlayered with the epidote-rich lithologies are similarly 

thoroughly dynamically recrystallised to a fine matrix (Figure 8.5: H). Muscovite and 

tremolite layers occur throughout these mylonites and are preferentially orientated parallel to 

the mineral stretching lineation. In contrast with the metabasic samples, epidote is only a 

minor component in these layers where it is evident as rigid porphyroclasts. 

Summary and Interpretation 

Dynamic recryst~lllisation has occurred through the mechanisms of subgrain rotation and grain 

boundary migration recrystallisation in both the plagioclase and the epidote in the mafic 

mylonites, and in the plagioclase within the interlayered plagioclase-rich layers. Ribbons of 

epidote and plagioclase are widespread. Experimental data indicates plagioclase ribbons 

typical fom1 at medium to high metamorphic grades (>500° C) and that grains in the ribbons 

are favourably orientated for slip on (010) [001] slip systems (e.g. Ji & Mainprice, 1994). 

However, metamorphic assemblages indicate the deformation has prevailed at temperatures 

below 500°C. Therefore, at high-strains and at medium grade conditions, epidote is taking up 

the same amount of strain as plagioclase which shows similar deformation intensities to those 

expected in higher grade rocks. Many of the epidote mylonites, additionally, have a fairly 

uniform recrystallised grain-size diagnostic of the fact that recrystallisation is near complete. 

This contrasts with the presence of a bimodal grain-size distribution in many of the strained 

granitoids resulting from partially recrystallised fabrics. 

It is possible that, although not optically detectable, the fine recrystallised grains favoured a 

switch to a steady-state grain-size sensitive diffusion-dominated process or underwent a 

component of grain boundary sliding resulting in an even greater weakening. 

The degrees of stress and strain partitioning in a deforming rock depend strongly on the 

propmiions, shape and distribution of the minerals, as well as on the temperature, strain rate 

and grain-size dependencies of creep in these phases (Handy, 1990). Thorough 

saussuritization and chloritisation in the mafic mylonites has reduced the mineral constituents 

to a near even grain-size and similar shape. The more competent minerals can generally 

control the rheology of the mylonite and the varying proportions of such a mineral may affect 

its rheological behaviour. However, the main variation in the mineral make-up in the mafic 

mylonites is due to the percentage of epidote with respect to plagioclase and the above 

observations indicate that these minerals have similar mechanical properties under the given 

conditions. Therefore, the near even and fine-grain-size and homogeneous strength of the 

mineral constituents of these mylonites is probably responsible for the even distribution and 

efficiency of strain accommodation in the mafic mylonite sequences. The typical banding as a 

result of the advanced geometric organisation of the plagioclase and epidote reflects this. 
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Hornblende Mylonite 

The epidote-rich mylonites are also interlayered with assemblages in which amphibole 

becomes an important constituent. Again the proportion of the amphibole varies. Examples of 

mylonites with different relative proportions of amphibole, from low strain through to 

ultramylonite, are described to illustrate the different behaviour of the mineralogy involved. 

Hornblende < 50 % of the mineralogy 

Least Strained 

At the lower end of the strain spectrum, as represented by OU73636, deformation was 

primarily accommodated in the fine matrix of principally epidote and plagioclase but also 

chlorite and tremolite (Figure 8.6: A). The chlorite and tremolite are aligned within an 

otherwise thoroughly recrystallised matrix. Consequently, the plagioclase and hornblende 

porphyroclasts which float in the matrix are generally devoid of internal deformation and only 

display marginal strain. Plagioclase typically occurs as laths (:S 1 mm) which have been 

orientated along their c-axis parallel to the foliation and there is no evidence that the grains 

have strained (Figure 8.6: B). 

Hornblende was subject to brittle deformation and boudinaged along micro-faults into chained 

fish-shaped clasts. Hornblende, as observed in the granitoid rocks, has also undergone 

geometric and reaction softening through alteration to strongly orientated tremolite. Epidote 

porphyroclasts within these lithologies are weak relative to the plagioclase in that many are 

mantled in recrystallisation products. 

More Strongly Strained 

At higher strains, deformation produces a strongly differentiated mylonitic foliation, 

consisting of well-defined layers rich in amphiboles alternating with layers of dynamically 

recrystallised plagioclase (Figure 8.6: C). The plagioclase-rich layers are the products of 

plastic deformation by dislocation creep and dynamic recrystallisation by grain boundary 

migration. In contrast, the hornblende-rich layers are strongly affected by microfracturing. 

Rounding of the hornblende porphyroclasts by marginal recrystallisation occurred at slighter 

higher strains as ductile processes became active in the grains. 

Hornblende ?: 50% of the mineralogy 

Least Strained 

In the lowest strained hornblende-rich mylonite, hornblende is dominant over plagioclase in 

some horizons (Figure 8.6: D). There is evidence of progressive alteration of the hornblende 

to an acicular to fibrous mesh of actinolite in these horizons. Epidote forms the main matrix 

material and is thoroughly recrystallised to a fine material. Plagioclase, intergrown with the 

epidote is likewise recrystallised. Blebs of weakly strained plagioclase are generally all that 

are left of what were once larger grains and in contrast to the granitoid rocks, micro-kinks are 

absent. The strain free blebs are thought to have been unfavourably orientated for the 
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Figure 8.6 (opposite page): Hornblende mylonites 
Hornblende< 50% of the mineralogy X-Z sections 
Least Strained A: Strain was dominantly facilitated in the fine-grained epidote-plagioclase-rich 
matrix. Aligned tremolite (tr) defines a foliation. Plagioclase (pl) and hornblende (hb) porphyroclasts 
are rigid but epidote (ep) porphyroclasts are surrounded in recrystallised mantle (epm). (OU73636). 
Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. B: A close-up up of 'A" showing plagioclase (pl) aligned by their c
axis. Width of view = 1.25 mm. XPL. 
More Strongly Strained C: Layers of dynamically recrystallised plagioclase (pi) and micro-faulted 
(mf) hornblende which also forms fish structures (hbf). (OU73635). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

Hornblende> 50% of the mineralogy X-Z sections 
Least Strained D: A matrix of dominantly recrystallised epidote (ep) and plagioclase (pl) deflect 
around resistant hornblende (hb) porphyroclasts. The hornblende is varyingly altered to a mesh of 
actinolite (a). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73588) 
More Strongly Strained E: Hornblende reduced in size by separation along micro-kinks (k) and 
micro-faults (mf). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73590) F: Highly strained porphyroclast of 
hornblende shows subgrains (sb) and subgrain rotation recrystallisation (sr). Rare kinks (k) occur. 
Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. G: Dynamic recrystallisation internally within a hornblende (hb) 
porphyroclast varyingly altered to acicular amphibole (a). Subgrain rotation recrystallisation (sr) and 
subgrains (sb) are evident. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73590) H: Dynamic recrystallised 
(subgrain rotation recrystallisation (sr) and interlobate textures (lb) suggest grain boundary migration 
processes) winged porphyroclast of hornblende. Titanite grains (ti) have been smeared out. Epidote 
(ep) forms a fine-grained matrix. Width of view= 1.7 mm. XPL. (OU73590) 

activation of slip systems (e.g. Ullemeyer et al., 1994). Occasional plagioclase grains which 

are strained (i.e. undulating extinction is evident) are surrounded by similar sized grains with 

interlobate boundaries suggesting they were relieved by grain boundary migration 

recrystallisation. Aggregates of lower strained epidote and plagioclase are scattered 

throughout. 

Moderately Strained 

At higher strains, amphibole forms prominent porphyroclasts in the mylonite and although the 

spaces between the hornblende grains are filled with the weaker plagioclase/epidote minerals, 

the porphyroclasts are considerably strained. Kinks are sometimes evident (e.g. Figure 8.6: E) 

(which are experimentally determined to form by slip on (100) [001] (Biermann & Van 

Roermund, 1983)). Brittle bookshelf type faulting is rarely evident (Figure 8.6: E). Undulose 

extinction, however, is pervasive and subgrain development was widespread suggesting active 

recovery processes (Figure 8.6: F) (Experimental data indicates that subgrain boundaries 

typically consist of simple arrays of [001], [100] 04 <110> dislocations and are parallel to 

{ 110}, (110) or (010) (Biermann & Van Roermund, 1983; Reynard et al., 1989). Subgrains 

are elongated parallel to the c-axis and in places deformation has advanced to allow subgrain 

rotation recrystallisation (Figure 8.6: G). Grain boundary migration was commonplace in 

higher strained horizons and local horizons of dynamically recrystallised amphibole are 

apparent (Figure 8.6: H). Titanite also forms smeared out trails. 

Very Highly Strained 

High-strain hornblendic mylonites do occasionally occur as 5-10 em thick horizons. At these 

higher strains (e.g. OU73589), recrystallisation processes were more complete resulting in a 
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fine-grained rock with an organised layered fabric (Figure 8.7: A). Only small globular blebs 

of hornblende grains remain. Amphibole was predominantly reduced in grain-size by 

separation along micro-shear/kinks which are frequently marked by recrystallisation textures 

(Figure 8.7: B). Hornblende was also altered to a fibrous mesh of actinolite which 

subsequently led to a drop in relative strength: the porphyroclasts become weaker and were 

elongated to form boudins. Plagioclase is fully recrystallised to strain-free blebs surrounded 

by a recrystallised epidote matrix. Locally layers of grain boundary migration recrystallised 

plagioclase occur. 

Figure 8.7: Very Highly Strained Hornblende mylonites: X-Z sections 
A: Hornblende is reduced to small globular grain at high strains which are strung-out to form a 
foliation . (OU73589) . Width of view = 4.3 mm. XPL. B: A close-up of 'A" showing dynamic 
recrystallisation within attenuated hornblende grains (hb) and strain-free blebs of plagioclase (pl) 
Width of view= 1.7 mm. XPL. 

Summary and Interpretation 

When hornblende is < 50% of the mineralogy, plagioclase and epidote take up most of the 

strain through crystal-plastic processes and form a dynamically recrystallised matrix. The 

hornblende deforms by a brittle mechanism and by reaction softening processes except for at 

high strain where there is some evidence of crystal plasticity. Reaction softening was also 

fundamental to enhance the ductility of the hornblende-rich lithologies when hornblende is 

>50% of the mineralogy. However, brittle deformation is limited in the hornblende and at 

higher strain, recovery and dynamic recrystallisation become important. 

Hornblende is normally resistant to ductile deformation up to temperatures of 500° C (e.g. 

Biermann, 1981 ; Biermann & van Roermund, 1983) and therefore, hornblende should form a 

load-bearing framework within the mylonite when it is modally high. Indeed the fact that 

many amphiboles remain as porphyroclasts in comparison to the plagioclase and epidote 

(which are dynamically recrystallised into the matrix), indicates the relative strength of these 

grains. However, although the mylonites are below amphibolite facies conditions, ductile 

processes dominate over brittle in all the minerals present at high-strains. 

The evidence suggests that slip systems were active in the hornblendes. At low temperatures 
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and/or high-strain rate, amphiboles deform by twinning on (101) or (100) and slip on (100) 

[001] (Biermann, 1981). Twinning is not seen in these samples but instead the amphiboles 

exhibit undulose extinction and subgrain have developed suggesting they were deforming to 

an extent by dislocation glide. The operation of slip systems within amphiboles has previously 

only been apparent at higher temperatures and/or low strain rates when several slip systems 

can operate, (mainly (hko)[001], and { 110} 1/2, and (010)[100] (Biermann & Van Roermund 

1983; Cumbest et al., 1989; Skrotzki, 1992)). 

The evidence documented above indicates that, in these examples, the onset of crystal plastic 

behaviour in the hornblende is a function of increased strain, and not necessarily an increase 

in temperature. 

Grain boundary migration recrystallisation occurred in the hornblende but recrystallisation 

was mostly by recovery and dislocation climb accommodated processes which are rate 

inhibiting. Furthermore, work hardening still occurred (e.g. kink formation). The relative 

strength of the hornblende grains means, therefore, that the hornblende-rich varieties probably 

inhibited efficient strain accommodation relative to epidote and plagioclase-rich varieties and 

may have promoted strain localisation within the layered mafic sequence. 

The influence of the hornblendic mylonites on the rheological behaviour and infrastructure of 

the ductile shear zone is obvious around the Ard fault zone (Chapter 7). The Ard fault zone 

remains as a discrete ductile fault zone in that strain is localised into the plagioclase-rich and 

epidote-rich lithologies as the spread of strain into the surrounding hornblendic units is 

restricted. 

8.2.2. Duncan River Lozenge 

The distribution of the rocks in the Duncan River Lozenge are relatively unaffected by brittle 

faulting in the northern end of the lozenge and, therefore, represent the rheological 

infrastructure of the fault zone. The macroscopic distribution of rock types makes for a 

different rheological infrastructure to that in the Kinvaid Lozenge and furthermore, in contrast 

to the heterogeneous distribution of strain in the Kinvaid Lozenge, the mylonites of the 

Duncan River Lozenge broadly form only two main zones (Chapter 4, Figure 4.2): 

1. Mesoscopically and microscopically, strain is fairly uniform in distribution in the 

-250 m wide lens adjacent to the Alpine fault (the Alpine Fault Lens) but abruptly 

grades eastward from ultramylonites into protomylonites. The mylonites are derived 

from interlayered granite, biotite schists, pelites and psammites and epidote

amphibolite; quartz-diorite-diorite-granodiorite; layered mafic to ultramafic intrusives 

and bodies of olivine gabbro-gabbro. 

2. The 300-500 m wide Upper Duncan Lens is east of the Alpine Fault Lens. 

Macroscopically, ultramylonites to protomylonites are not end members in a 

progressive west to east sequence but moderately to highly strained rocks are 
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heterogeneously interlayered throughout mylonites derived dominantly from volcanic 

rocks (volcanogenic rocks are subordinate) while protomylonites are restricted to 

horizons of gabbroic material. 

8.2.2.1. Rheology of the Alpine Fault Lens 

All rocks within the 100 m wide western extent of the Alpine Fault Lens are extensively 

dynamically recrystallised and a relatively stable-state microstrncture is present in the 

ultramylonites (Figure 8.8: A-D). Dynamic recrystallisation of the constituent phases 

produces monophase layers which extend from porphyroclasts. The deformation mechanisms 

which were active in the minerals in each of the lithologies are described in Figure 8.8 and are 

comparable to the mechanisms evident in the same minerals within the equivalently strained 

mylonites in the Kinvaid Lozenge. 

Mylonites derived from layered mafic rocks and basic intrnsives make up most of the 

mylonite sequence east of the -100 m wide ultramylonite zone. The rocks exhibit the same 

rheological properties as observed within the Kinvaid Lozenge and therefore, are not 

described again but once more, discrete hornblende-rich horizons were more resistant to strain 

than the dominant epidote-rich lithologies. 

A dramatic contrast in the rheological behaviour is observed along the eastern margin of the 

mylonite zone which is marked by bodies of quartz-diorite and gabbroic rocks (Appendix 3). 

It coincides with an abrnpt transition to a protomylonitic zone. Hornblende is a main mineral 

constituent in both rock types and was relatively resistant to deformation. For example, large 

ill-defined kinks and sharp kinks (Figure 8.8: E) in the hornblende suggest dislocation creep 

was limited, the grains work hardened and responded to the strain by brittle deformation (i.e. 

experimental work suggests dislocation tangles at kink localities cataclastically fail (e.g. 

Tullis & Yund, 1987). Lobate textures indicate a degree of grain boundary migration was 

active, although minor. Quartz, on the other hand, responded to the deformation in a more 

ductile manner as subgrain boundaries are widespread (Figure 8.8: F) and thus is weaker, but 

it is minor in modal percentage compared to the hornblende. Muscovite is abundant in the 

matrix and has been produced by reaction within the feldspars. Interconnected layers of weak 

minerals, which contain strong porphyroclasts normally control the rheology of a mylonite 

Figure 8.8 (opposite page): Ultramylonites of the Alpine Fault Lens Z-X sections 
A: Layered ultramylonitised diorite. (OU73679). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: Layered 
ultramylonitic granodiorite in which microfaulted (mf) and recrystallised hornblende (hb) 
porphyroclasts define a foliation. (OU73556). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. Optically the 
microstructures in A & B resemble the epidote-rich leucocratic granodiorite ultramylonites (e.g. 
OU73596) in the Kinvaid Lozenge and only differ in that horizons abundant in microfaulted to 
recrystallised hornblende are more prominent. C: Layered biotite ultramylonite. A biotite-rich (bi) 
matrix accommodates the bulk of the strain to fmm a strongly layered fabric. The mechanism of 
recrystallisation is not optically detectable but subgrain rotation recrystallisation in biotite has been 
described at amphibolite conditions by Bell (1979). Feldspar grains are scattered throughout and form 
resistant porphyroclasts which are attenuated by microfaulting (mf). 
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Figure 8.8 (continued): The book shelf faulting indicates they are subject to brittle deformation. 
Quartz (q) grains are weak (OU73552) and porphyroclasts have been deformed to form intrafolial 
folds. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. D: In the epidote-amphibolite slaty blue/grey epidote-group (ep) 
minerals are boudinaged. Hornblende (hb) grains form fish structures which are chain-linked by 
actinolite needles (i.e. indicating DMT). Plagioclase (pi) forms dynamically recrystallised layers. 
(OU73560), Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. The deformation is comparable to the hornblende-rich 
lithologies in the Kinvaid Lozenge (e.g. OU73605) . 

Protomylonites of the Alpine Fault Lens: 
E: Micro-kinked (k) hornblende (hb) grains. Interlobate (lb) textures are occasionally evident. Quartz 
(q) is a minor constituent. Width view = 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73558) F: Interlobate (lb) and subgrain 
(sg) boundaries between strained quartz grains in a rock dominated by hornblende (hb). Sericite (sr) is 
present in the matrix. Width view = 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73559) . 
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(Handy et al., 1999) but in these mylonites, weak minerals do not form interconnected layers, 

hornblende is dominant and optically appears to control the strength of the rock. 

Summary and Interpretation 

The relative uniformity of strain within the -100 m wide ultramylonite zone, throughout the 

diverse lithological sequence, demonstrates that stress was sufficiently high enough to 

activate necessary deformation mechanisms to overcome most rheological contrasts (i.e. 

biotite-rich lithologies and hornblende-rich lithologies are equally strained). The fact that 

epidote-rich lithologies dominate the mylonites to the east means strain distribution continues 

to be macroscopically homogeneous apart from the local heterogeniety brought about by 

minor hornblende-rich horizons. However, more prominent bodies of hornblende-rich 

material (quartz-diorite and gabbro bodies) sharply curtail the eastwards distribution of the 

strain, demonstrating again the influence of hornblende-rich lithologies on the rheology and 

the distribution of deformation. 

8.2.2.2. Rheology of Upper Duncan Lens 

Mylonites derived from volcanics 

The mylonites are derived from porphyritic volcanics and thus have a high matrix to 

porphyroclast ratio. Few intracrystalline strain features occur in the porphyroclasts other than 

ubiquitous undulatory extinction and the majority of the strain occurs within the recrystallised 

epidote and chlorite-rich fine-grained matrix (Figure 8.9: A). Additionally, zoned prismatic 

crystals of plagioclase are orientated by their c-axis (OU73573) although some are winged 

and mantled. The plagioclase typically forms chains linked by chlorite fibres (i.e. indicating 

DMT). 

Mylonites that have a lower matrix percentage (e.g. < 50%), however, display mechanical 

twins, flame twins and internal shears in unfavourably orientated grains. This suggests the 

Figure 8.9 (opposite page): Mylonites of the Upper Duncan Lens: 
A: A weak fine-grained matrix accommodated the strain. Mis-orientated plagioclase grains are 
partially recrystallised exhibiting new grains (ng) and ductile shears (s) while clasts orientated parallel 
to the flow direction are devoid of internal deformation but have chlorite ( ch) pressure shadows. Width 
view = 3.2 mm. XPL (OU73574). B: Muscovite-rich (mv) and epidote-rich (ep) horizons and 
dynamically recrystallised quartz/plagioclase ribbons define a layered fabric in a highly strained 
mylonite. A low strain layer, with numerous plagioclase porphyroclasts, is evident on the right of the 
photomicrograph. Width of view = 1.7 mm. XPL. (OU73567). C: Attenuated porphyroclasts of 
hornblende (hb) altering to actinolite (a) define a strong foliation in a volcanic rock which was rich in 
mafic minerals. Width view = 1.7 mm. XPL (OU73574). D: Dynamically recrystallised muscovite 
(mv) porphyroclasts have wings which have been subject to intrafolial folding. Plagioclase (pl) forms 
resistant porphyroclasts and epidote (ep) occurs in the matrix. A layered mylonitic fabric has 
developed. Width view= 1.7 mm. XPL (OU73568). E: Plagioclase (pi) grains are aligned by their c
axis in epidote-rich (ep) layers but form ribbons in plagioclase dominant layers. Width view= 1.7 mm. 
XPL (OU73575). F: Subgrains (sg) within a mantled plagioclase porphyroclast. Cryptocrystalline 
epidote forms layers (ep). Width view = 1.7 mm. XPL. (OU73570). G: All grains are reduced by 
dynamic recrystallisation to produce layers as exemplified here by plagioclase and epidote. Width 
view= 1.7 mm. XPL. (OU73569). H: A resistant framework of hornblende (hb) grains with scattered 
weaker quartz (q) grains in a mylonite derived from a quartz-gabbro. Width view = 3.2 mm. XPL. 
(OU73573). 
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matrix alone was not sufficient in the accommodation of the strain. 

Layered fabrics were produced as ductile deformation advanced (Figure 8.9: B-E). For 

example, plagioclase ribbons form planar laminae, titanite forms strings, actinolite is aligned 

by c-axis and hornblende porphyroclasts (0.1-0.2 mm in grain-size) form chains. Muscovite, 

quartz and chlorite aggregates were weak and wings were folded to sheaths (Figure 8.9: D). 

Similarly, in highly-strained feldspar-rich volcanics, plagioclase porphyroclasts underwent 

crystal plastic deformation. Gradational core and mantle structures are developed: subgrains 

developed within the main core and dynamically recrystallised grains are present at the rims 

grading into the matrix (Figure 8.9: F). In the highest strained varieties (Figure 8.9: G) the 

porphyroclasts are recrystallised and form smeared out lenses and laminae. 

Gabbroic Mylonites 

The gabbroic intrusives in the Upper Duncan Lens are rich in hornblende and form less 

strained pods. Hornblende displays a resistance to strain (Figure 8.9: H) and only modally 

low qumiz shows evidence of dynamic recrystallisation. 

Summary and interpretation 

The gabbroic intrusives in the second mylonite zone are rich in hornblende and form less 

strained pods. Therefore, they display a similar resistance to strain (Figure 8.9: G) as the 

hornblende-rich lithologies of the protomylonite zone of Alpine Fault Lens and within the 

Kinvaid Lozenge. The strain was principally focussed in mylonites derived from finer-grained 

volcanics which have a high matrix-to-porphyroclast ratio and therefore are intrinsically 

weaker (i.e. grain boundary migration is grain-size sensitive). The initial grain-size of the 

volcanic rock, and the proportion of mafic minerals to non-mafic minerals (in rocks of mafic 

to dacitic composition), probably controls the mesoscopic inhomogeneities in the strain. The 

development of discrete very fine-grained horizons formed by grain boundary migration 

recrystallisation have been experimentally determined to easily and rapidly relieve strain, thus 

keeping strain pmiitioned. Solution assisted DMT has also occun-ed. Deformation 

mechanisms in the plagioclase and hornblende m·e again those expected at amphibolite facies 

grade even though the highest grade mineral assemblage in the rocks is of upper greenschist 

facies. 

8.3. Rheology of the Murihiku Terrane 

The mylonite zone of the Murihiku TeiTane is macroscopically homogeneous but analysis 

indicates deformation is heterogeneous at the microscopic scale. Protoliths vary from 

qumizofeldspathic, feldspathic, volcanogenic, argillaceous to graphite-rich lithologies and 

original grain-size ranged from silts to conglomerates. The Murihiku Ten-ane-derived 

mylonites principally differ from the mylonites derived from igneous bodies because their 

sedimentary origin means many started out with fine-grained matrix material (comparable 

with the mylonites derived from the volcanics in the Brook Street Terrane) which has the 

potential for easier strain accommodation (Schmid & Handy, 1991). 
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Figure 8.10 (reverse page): 
Quartzofeldspatllic mylonites derived from a coarse sandstone/pebbly conglomerate. Z-X sections 
A: Ductile microfaulted (mf) plagioclase porphyroclasts float in a dynamically recrystallised matrix of 
plagioclase (0073684) and form fish-like structures (plf) or are microfaulted along ductile shears 
(mf). Width view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: Bent, microfaulted ultramylonitic plagioclase porphyroclasts 
which afso display internal ductile shear (s) zones (0073681 ). Chlorite ( cl) forms strain shadows to 
the plagioclase porphyroclasts. Epidote (ep) forms a matrix. Width view = 3.2 mm. XPL. C: 
Dynamically recrystallised wings (w) of plagioclase link up deformed plagioclase porphyroclasts 
which are also separating at sites of microshears. (0073684). Width view = 3.2 mm. XPL; D: 
Myrmekitic (mr) growth. (0073684). Width view= 3.2 mm. XPL. E: A core and mantle (m) structure 
in a plagioclase porphyroclast which displays bulging (bl) and subgrains (sg). (0073689). Width view 
= 1.7 mm. XPL. 
Volcanogenic quartzofeldspathic mylonites Z-X sections 
F: Remnant plagioclase (pl) porphyroclasts and resistant hornblende (hb) porphyroclasts. Epidote (ep) 
and actinolite (a) form layers (0073690). Width view = 3.2 mm. XPL. G: Porphyroclasts are 
progressively recrystallised into the matrix with higher strains and form strung out dynamically 
recrystallised lenses. (0073685). Width view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
Graphite-rich Mylonite Z-X sections 
H: The graphite (gr) matrix took up most of the strain. Plagioclase (pi) forms attenuated 
porphyroclasts and dynamically recrystallised ribbons (plr). (0073768). Width view= 3.2 mm. XPL 

Quartzofeldspathic Mylonite 

A quartzofeldspathic mylonite is exemplified by a mylonite (OU73684) derived from a coarse 

sandstone/pebbly conglomerate. The fine-grained matrix of dynamically recrystallised 

aggregates of quartz/plagioclase and laminae of mica (Figure 8.10: A) accommodated most of 

the strain. The rock is dominated by feldspar and quartz but the latter is indistinguishable due 

to dynamic recrystallisation to fine aggregates and is only very rarely found as recrystallised 

porphyroclasts. Such porphyroclasts demonstrate undulose extinction, subgrain development 

and minor bulging. Recrystallisation is also evident along the grain botmdaries of the feldspar 

crystals, which float in the matrix, and fine-grained mantles, with sharp boundaries, have 

developed around cores of older grains (Figure 8.10: A). Many core and mantle structures 

have vague boundaries and indeed a lot are completely recrystallised merging with the matrix. 

This process was partially accompanied by reaction softening which produces fine muscovite. 

Although fracturing of porphyroclast grains is evident (Figure 8.10: B), many fractures were 

sites of new grain growth. Microfractures opened up due to separation parallel to the slip 

direction (Figure 8.10: C) filled up with the fine-grained reaction products from the chemical 

decomposition of the feldspars (i.e. quartz and muscovite) suggesting DMT. Additionally, 

microshear zones of recrystallised feldspar are frequent inside the feldspar cores. Myrmekitic 

growth is apparent in some partially recrystallised K-feldspar porphyroclasts (which can 

occur along crystal faces parallel to the foliation at medium grade conditions (Simpson, 1985; 

Simpson & Wintsch, 1989)) along with flame-perthite textures (Figure 8.10: D). Undulose 

extinction in the porphyroclasts, along with subgrains and internal new grains, suggest 

subgrain rotation recrystallisation occurred. Titanite is mechanically broken down by the 

process of boudinage and milling but mainly form elongated trails. Epidote is scattered as 

rigid porphyroclasts but is also in the matrix. The dynamic recrystallised grain-size is 

between 0.02 and 0.03 mm for the feldspar. In higher strained rocks, as in most of the 
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lithologies, the porphyroclasts in the quartzofeldspathic mylonites (e.g. OU73685) were 

progressively recrystallised to equate with the grain-size ofthe matrix and form ultramylonitic 

layered to string-bead fabrics. 

Volcanogenic quartzofeldspathic mylonites 

In a mylonite derived from a volcanogenic dark lithic greywacke (e.g. OU73690), the 

deformation was primarily taken up in the fine-grained matrix rich in micaceous material 

(Figure 8.10: F) produced during progressive metamorphic alteration accompanying the 

mylonitisation. Plagioclase ribbons and very thin layers rich in epidote also define a layered 

mylonitic fabric. Aggregates of epidote and pyroxene/muscovite which form mantled 

porphyroclasts are present but porphyroclasts of feldspar are numerous and have sharp 

boundaries between the core and mantles. Chlorite strain shadows fringe most porphyroclasts 

indicating DMT. Undulose extinction and subgrains are widespread. Flame stmctures and 

mechanical twinning are also evident along with occasional bulging. In slightly higher 

strained rocks, transitional zones between subgrain stmctures in the core and mantle exist 

(Figure 8.10: G) and only occasional sharply defined core and mantle stmctures remain; most 

are vague and evidence suggests dynamic recrystallisation (grain boundary migration and 

subgrain rotation) was widespread. Microshear zones of recrystallised feldspar are frequent 

inside the feldspar cores. Flame-perthite textures are evident. 

Graphite-rich mylonites 

Mylonites rich in graphite in many ways resemble biotite-rich lithologies as the strain was 

principally focused into the graphite layers. Graphite-rich mylonites are typically derived 

from very fine-grained rocks and thus may be intrinsically weak. Only occasional blebs of 

plagioclase remain (Figure 8.10 H). 

Summary and Interpretation 

A vague boundary between core and mantle stmctures is indicative of deformation close to 

temperatures of 500° (e.g. Pryer, 1993). This along with the presence of internal microshears 

(indicative of 400-500°C conditions of deformation (Passchier, 1982), flame-perthites 

(generally abundant in K-feldspars towards higher, 500°C temperatures (Pryer, 1993)) 

myrmekite growth (formed under medium grade (>500°C) conditions (Simpson, 1985; 

Simpson & Wintsch, 1989)) and widespread dynamic recrystallisation textures 

(experimentally determined to be typical behaviour for feldspars at medium to high grades 

(above 500°C) indicate the upper greenschist facies mylonitisation has resulted from 

deformation mechanisms previously associated with slightly higher grades. The chlorite strain 

shadows imply solution transfer occurred and the circulation of intergranular fluids (i.e. fluid 

assisted DMT). Therefore, the deformation processes active in the quartzofeldspathic 

mylonites in the Murihiku Terrane sequence compares with the processes active in the 

granitic lithologies of the Kinvaid Lozenge but the pre-existing fine matrix means they could 

respond easily to the imposed strain, assisted by solution creep. 
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8.4. Rheology of the Maitai Group 

The mylonite zone against the western edge of the Stethoscope fault forms a broad ~ 2 km 

wide, macroscopically homogeneous zone (Chapter 4) which is thought to be attributable to 

the somewhat homogenous rheological nature of the Little Ben Sandstone Fmmation. The 

mylonites are modally dominated by plagioclase. The assemblage remains simple in that the 

only significant variations are related to the percentage of epidote and the tremolite 

(dependent on the protolith type) (Chapter 4 & Appendix 3). 

Deformation Mechanisms in Plagioclase 

The intracrystalline deformation structures within the plagioclase are only slightly modified 

through the strain regime and seem unaffected by the other minerals present. In the least 

strained rocks the recovery of dislocations to form subgrain boundaries is pronounced but 

grain boundary migration is also evident (Figure 8.11: A) and to a slightly lesser extent, 

subgrain rotation recrystallisation. In higher strained rocks, although it is evident that bulging 

recrystallisation processes occurred (Figure 8.11: B), sub grain boundaries exist and sub grain 

rotation optically appears to have been the dominant mode of crystal plastic recrystallisation 

forming a mosaic of crystals with an average grain size of 0.2-0.3 mm. Relict larger crystals 

are sparse and display tapering mechanical twins (Figure 8.11: C). Plagioclase ribbons are 

common (Figure 8.11: D). In the highest strained mylonites, subgrain rotation recrystallisation 

dominated and although strained crystals remained, many were dynamically recrystallised to 

new smaller grains lacking evidence of subsequent strain (Figure 8.11: E). Mylonites rich in 

plagioclase exhibit a polycrystalline fabric formed principally by subgrain rotation 

recrystallisation but also by grain boundary migration as apparent from interlobate textures. 

Deformation Mechanisms in Epidote 

Epidote deformation varies depending on its modal percentage. For instance, modally low 

epidote remains as rigid porphyroclasts (Figure 8.11: F) but may display undulose extinction. 

In higher strained rocks, minor subgrain development is evident within the clasts. Epidote 

grains surrounded by chlorite laminae are disseminated into small particles by mechanical 

disintegration. At slightly higher concentrations, epidote forms bands with fine mosaics. 

Textures of dynamic recrystallisation are more obvious in epidote when it is almost equivalent 

Figure 8.11 (opposite page): Volcanogenic Sandstones oftlte Maitai Group Z-X sections 
A: Dynamically recrystallised plagioclase (pl) is partially developed (by grain boundary migration 
(GBM) and subgrain rotation (SR) recrystallisation). Tremolite (tr) defines a foliation. Width of view 
= 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73703) B: Bulging (b) is evident in plagioclase (pl) grains. Epidote (ep) is of a 
similar grain-size. Width of view= 1.25 mm. XPL. (OU73728) C: Mechanical twins (t) in plagioclase 
which has mostly undergone SR recyrystallisation. Tremolite (tr) needles define a fabric. Width of 
view = 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73704) D: Aligned tremolite needles and plagioclase ribbons (plr). Width 
of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73706) E: Segregated plagioclase (pl) and aligned tremolite (tr). 
Subgrain rotation (SR) recrystallisation in plagioclase. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XP. (OU73700) F: 
Kink (k) in hornblende (centre of view) and tremolite fish (trf). Plagioclase from ribbons (plr) and 
epidote (ep) form rigid porphyroclasts. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. G: Intergrown ribbons of 
epidote (ep) and plagioclase. Tremolite (tr) forms layers. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73704). 
H: Photomicrograph 'G" in plane polarised light. Width of view= 3.2 mm. 
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in modal percentage to the plagioclase. Subgrain rotation recrystallisation is locally evident 

and porphyroclasts frequently have rims of finer-grained recrystallised grains. lntergrown 

mosaics of epidote and plagioclase display bulging grain boundaries (Figure 8.10: G & 

H).Larger grains within these layers exhibit subgrains. When the two mineral are segregated, 

epidote may form continuous bands or ribbons (Figure 8.10: B & H) with a crystallographic 

preferred orientation (indicated with a sensitive tint plate). 

Deformation Mechanisms in Tremolite 

Tremolite has been produced as a result of solution and deposition during metasomatism in 

the mylonite zone implying, therefore, that fluid assisted DMT must be occurring. Tremolite 

needles throughout the mylonites lie with their c-axis parallel to the foliation (Figure 8.10: D

H) and were preferably orientated by brittle sliding or dislocation slip planes which are 

parallel to the ( 1 00) miller index. Larger tremolite crystals at the lower end of the strain 

spectrum exhibit undulose extinction and at the higher end display subgrain development and 

local sharp kinks (Figure 8.10: F). 

Summary and Interpretation 

Crystal plastic deformation processes mostly form intracrystalline deformation structures and 

dynamic recrystallisation textures are widespread in the plagioclase grains. In contrast to the 

mylonites of the Brook Street Terrane where, on the basis of optical microstructures, grain 

boundary migration was inferred to be dominant, recovery-accommodated dislocation creep 

appears to have served as the main recovery process in the Maitai Group mylonites. The ease 

of dislocation climb allows homogeneous strain of the original grains and the formation of 

coarser grains (Tullis & Yund, 1998a). Dislocation climb has experimentally been associated 

with higher temperatures (Tullis & Yund, 1998b) but is rate limiting and therefore, a larger 

volume of rock would be required to accommodate and maintain steady-state strain. The lack 

of discrete very fine-grained, strain weakened horizons produced by grain boundary 

migration, prevented the partitioning of strain (i.e. the mylonites are of even grain-size 0.2-0.3 

mm c.f frequent discrete ultramylonitic horizons -0.005 mm in grain-size along the fault zone 

in the Brook Street Terrane). For instance, such horizons theoretically would have been able 

to maintain weakness by continual episodes of grain boundary migration sweeping through 

the rocks and removing accumulated high dislocation densities (Tullis & Yund, 1998b). All 

evidence suggests epidote responded to the strain in a manner very similar to feldspar. The 

accommodation of strain within the Maitai Group mylonites was not apparently influenced by 

mineralogical variations, which along with the nature of the intracrystalline deformation, 

results in the even distribution of strain throughout the mylonite zone. 

8.5. Rheology of the Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt (DMOB) 
Serpentinisation plays a very important role in the accommodation of strain within the 

DMOB. The majority of the DMOB in the region is relatively undeformed and consists of 

only partially serpentinised peridotites which are absent of mylonitic fabrics (Chapter 3). 

Ductile deformation is restricted to the serpentinised margins of the belt and the serpentinised 
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region at the junction with the Alpine fault in the Jackson River area. Rodingitised plutonic 

rocks (metagabbros, dolerites and clinopyroxenites) of the Livingstone Group have been 

incorporated into the ductile shear zones in the Jackson River Wedge and therefore, the fault 

zone along the western margin of the DMOB may have a rheological stratigraphy. 

8.5.1. Rheology of the Serpentinite Mylonites 
Mylonitic serpentinites are derived from macroscopic to mesoscopic interlayered wehrlites 

and clinopyroxenites. Therefore, in addition to antigorite mylonites, augite (titanium)

antigorite mylonites, amphibole-antigorite mylonites or epidote-antigorite mylonites have also 

developed. Layered fabrics (Chapter 3: Figure 3.17: D & Appendix 2: Plate A2.6) exist 

demonstrating rheological contrasts. The rheology depends on the extent of the 

serpentinisation and the original proportion of pyroxene relative to olivine. as enstatite, for 

example, generally resists serpentinisation to a greater extent than olivine (e.g. Coleman & 

Keith, 1971; Dungan, 1979). 

Pyroxene-antigorite! amphibole-antigorite/epidote-antigorite Mylonites 

Serpentinite mylonites derived from wehrlites and pyroxenites have resisted serpentinisation 

and retain resistant horizons of pyroxenes and amphiboles (Figure 8.12: A). Progressive 

hydration is associated with strain localisation and strain is partitioned into discrete 

serpentine-rich layers (Figure 8.12: B). Ribbon grains of pyroxene and magnetite are 

observed in the highly strained serpentine layers. Partially serpentinised layers contain relict 

minerals (olivine and clinopyroxene) which act as rigid porphyroclasts within a network of 

dynamically recrystallised serpentine (Figure 8.12: B & C). Serpentine can also act as 

porphyroclasts as exhibited by rotated porphyroclasts of tabular serpentine aggregates 

surrounded by a layered fabric of ribbon serpentine (Figure 8.12: D). 

In highly strained horizons, relict pyroxenes are dynamically recrystallised to fine-grained 

aggregates (Figure 8.12: D). In certain horizons the alteration of relict pyroxene to epidote is 

favoured over alteration to serpentine (which may be related to the availability of fluids or 

changes in the P-T conditions). The fine-grained epidote forms dynamically recrystallised 

lensoidal aggregates with antigorite, which in places still preserves mesh cell textures 

although both the rim and the mesh centre are dynamically recrystallised (Figure 8.12: E). 

Magnetite-antigorite/ Antigorite Mylonites 

The highest strained mylonites are derived from fully serpentinised ultramafics and consist of 

felted masses of strongly orientated antigorite grains. The serpentinite has a low relative 

strength and controls the bulk rheology of the mylonite (Figure 8.12: F). A mylonitic fabric is 

defined by zones of lower birefringence serpentine (Figure 8.12: G) around which higher 

birefringent serpentine (indicative of greenschist facies alteration (e.g. Williams, 1979; 

Wicks, 1984; Ofler & Williams, 1987; Norrell et al., 1989)) and disseminated trails of 

opaques anastomose. Magnetite can form resistant winged rotated porphyroclasts (Figure 

8.12: H). 
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Figure 8.12 (opposite page): Serpentinites X-Z sections 
A: Pyroxene-rich layers are resistant (top left) and serpentine-rich layers are weak (bottom right). 
Magnetite grains are strongly strained in the serpentine horizons and form ribbons (mr). (OU7380) 
Width of view = 4.3 mm. XPL. B: Rigid porphyroclasts of olivine ( ol) and occasionally serpentine 
porphyroclasts (p) within serpentine-rich layers. Serpentine forms ribbons (rs) as do pyroxenes (pr). 
Clinopyroxene (cpx) is varyingly recrystallised. (OU7380). Width of view = 3.2 mm. PPL. C: 
Interlobate (lb) texture within dynamically recrystallised serpentine porphyroclasts (p). (OU73479). 
Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. D: Dynamically recrystallised epidote (ep) forms a mosaic with 
serpentine. Rare relict clinopyroxene (cpx) occurs. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73476). E: 
Low relief serpentinite anastomose around high relief serpentine (actinolite (at)) porphyroclasts. 
Epidote forms dark drown rims around the porphyroclasts. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. (OU73475) 
F: Felted mass of aligned antigorite. Width of view= 1.7 mm. XPL. (OU73483). G: Trails of opaque 
mineral outline antigorite (at) porphyroclasts and define a foliation and S-C fabric in fully 
serpentinised mylonites. Width of view = 4.3 mm. XPL. (OU73479). H: Rotated porphyroclast of 
magnetite within an actinolite (at) mylonite. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL (OU73483) 

8.5.2. Rheology of the Rodingite Mylonites 

Most of the strain is partitioned into the serpentinite lithologies of the DMOB. Relative to the 

serpentinite, the rodingites mostly form resistant pods and horizons within the mylonite zone 

in the Jackson River area but they do record varying degrees of ductile strain. 

The rheological behaviour of the ultramafic-mafic dykes is determined to a great extent by 

their mineralogical make-up which is controlled by the original composition, the degree of 

chemical alteration (rodingitisation) which has occurred prior to the onset of deformation and 

the pervasiveness of syndeformational alteration. 

Rocks with the least extensive metasomatic alteration 

A rock which was originally rich in pyroxene has been chemically broken down to chlorite 

during deformation. The strain is preferentially focused into the resultant chlorite matrix 

which is recrystallised and a strong S-C fabric developed (Figure 8.13: A). The chlorite 

anastomoses around sphemlitic clinopyroxene clusters which form resistant porphyroclasts 

although many clusters have been disarticulated, and altered clinopyroxene is scattered 

through the matrix. Chlorite commonly undergoes slip on (001) at temperatures as low as 

250-350°C (Bons, 1988) but interlobate textures suggest grain boundary migration has taken 

place. 

In a rodingite dolerite dynamic recrystallisation has taken place in the interstitial plagioclase 

and interlobate textures indicate grain boundary migration processes. Pyroxene grains form 

resistant porphyroclasts and have undulose extinction but new grain growth is evident along 

the grain boundaries (Figure 8.13: B & C). 

In a pegmatite rodingite, new grain development exists within plagioclase crystals. 

Clinopyroxene crystals are bent displaying mechanical twinning, deformation laminae, 

undulose extinction and sharp kink deformation bands (Figure 8.13: D & E). Rotation of the 

partially recrystallised clinopyroxene porphyroclasts is accommodated by slip along the 
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Figure 8.13 (opposite page): Rodingites 
A: The syndeformational growth and rotation of sheet silicates has resulted in the formation of a very 
strong S-C shear fabric as defined by felted chlorite. Clinopyroxene ( cpx) is more resistant but has 
altered in places to tremolite (tr). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. (OU73488). B: Undulose extinction, 
micro-kinks in clinopyroxene within a dolerite mylonite. The edges of the clinopyroxene grain have 
undergone dynamic recrystallisation. (OU73487). Width of view = 1.25 mm. XPL. C: Dynamic 
recrystallisation (subgrain rotation recrystallisation (sr) and bulging (b) on the left side of the grain) 
and micro-faulting with exsolution lamellae of quartz (q) (right side of grain) in a clinopyroxene 
porphyroclast. Chlorite (ch) forms a felted strain shadow to the pyroxene porphyroclast. (OU73487). 
Width of view = 1.25 mm. XPL. D & E: Micro-kinks in clinopyroxene. (OU73488) Width of view = 
3.2 mm. XPL. F: Resistant aggregates of garnet (gr) and zoisite (z) are interleaved with dynamically 
recrystallised chlorite (cl). Chromite (ch) occurs as scattered grains. (OU73488). Width of view= 3.2 
mm. XPL. G & H: Microfaults (mf), twin slip (t) and cleavage slip (c) offsetting exsolution lamellae 
(exs) in clinopyroxene. Tremolite surrounds the clinopyroxene grains and strained or aligned zoisite 
(zo) forms layers. (OU73470). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. Micro-faulting (mf) in clinopyroxene 
with slip along the (100) plane offsetting exsolution lamellae (exs) which are parallel to (001)). The 
porphyroclast is encompassed by finely recrystallised tremolite (tr) riddled with relict stubby (0.1-0.3 
mm) clinopyroxene. Preferentially aligned zoisite (zo) is apparent in the top right. (OU73471Width of 
view= 3.2 mm. XPL.). 

{ 110} cleavages and the (100), (001) and (010) partings (experimentally determined to be 

indicative of temperature 2:: 500°C and/or low strain rates e.g. Boland & Tullis, 1986; Ingrin et 

al., 1992). Exsolution of qurutz and plagioclase form lamellae along the (100) and (001) 

planes (Figure 8.13: F). At temperatures> 500°C multiple slip occurs mainly on { 110} and 

( 1 00) and rarely on the (0 1 0) (Van Roermund & Boland, 1981; Boland & Van Roermund, 

1983; Van Roermund, 1983; Phillipot & Van Roermund, 1992). At lower temperatures 

and/or high-strain rates deformation occurs by (100) and (001) twinning and (100) slip (e.g. 

Hoogerduijn Strating & Vissers, 1998). 

Rocks with extensive metasomatic alteration 

A gabbro exemplifies the affect of extensive rodingitisation prior to mylonitisation. The 

modal percent of plagioclase excluded from rodingitisation is low and the rock is full of 

zoisite and grossular. Euhedral zoisite and grossular are disseminated in elongated lozenges of 

small granular blebs which were resistant to ductile deformation process. Again, pyroxenes 

have been extensively altered to chlorite and the strain was principally accommodated in the 

matrix (Figure 8.13: F). 

Rheological stratigraphy is demonstrated well in the layered serpentinite, alkali-hornblende 

and mafic rodingite sequence of the Livingstone Group at The Bend, Cascade River (e.g. 

Chapter 3: Figure 3.11). The mechanical weakness of the serpentinites is clearly evident as 

most of the strain is localised into the serpentine horizons. The layered hornblende-rich 

lithologies in contrast are competent as demonstrated by boudinage parallel to the extension 

direction and the fact they are devoid of ductile fabrics in thin section (Appendix 2). 

Rodingite pyroxenite layers, however, macroscopically and microscopically form augen 

fabrics (Chapter 3: Figure 3.11). Plagioclase has been completely replaced by the epidote 

group mineral, zoisite, during rodingitisation. During mylonitisation the zoisite grains were 
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aligned by their b-axis or were strained to produce ribbon grains (Figure 8.13: G). The 

mechanical and synmylonitic chemical disintegration of pyroxene (to tremolite) has strongly 

favoured strain weakening and promoted strain pmtitioning into the rock. Relict pyroxene 

grains were resistant and the porphyroclasts deformed by sliding along the (100) plane (Figure 

8.13: G & H). 

Summary 

In both the ultramafics and the rodingites, mylonitisation is accompanied by homogenisation, 

as any relict mineralogy is progressively broken down to chlorite or serpentine. Metamorphic 

alteration and hydration accompanying deformation leads to strain softening as the platy 

minerals m·e effortlessly orientated for slip easing the accommodation of strain. However, 

interlobate textures are prevalent in the chlorite and the antigorite indicating dynamic 

recrystallisation was also a main deformation mechanism. 

The weak matrix in the serpentinites means they are efficient rheologically in accommodating 

strain and the ultramafic rocks exhibit the effects of strain variation based on the extent to 

which fine-grained, orientated antigorite has developed. Less altered ultramafics are more 

resistant to deformation because olivine, hornblende, clinopyroxene are relatively strong and 

their abundance means they control the rheology of the rock. The proportion of mafic 

minerals, or resistant minerals produced during pre-mylonitic metasomatism, similarly 

determines the rheological efficiency of the rock to accommodate strain. The hydration of 

mafic minerals to chlorite is heterogeneously distributed (which may be related to 

permeability controls on the influx of fluids) further promoting strain partitioning. Thus there 

is a direct correlation between the extent of rodingitisation, serpentinisation and chloritisation 

and the ability to accommodate the strain. Mesoscopic strain heterogeneity therefore results. 

The limitation of serpentinisation and therefore, mylonitisation, to the faulted mm·gin of the 

DMOB results in the dominantly rigid behaviour of the DMOB. This is explained by the 

presence of fluid activity along the western margin of the DMOB (as documented in Chapter 

4). The influence of fluid channelling along the shear zone results in the metasomatic 

weakening of the main peridotite rock in the DMOB (i.e. serpentinites are produced) leading 

to strain localisation. 

8.6. Conclusion on the Rheological Behaviour of the Mylonite Zones 

There are several interrelated factors which determine the rheological efficiency of the rock in 

accommodating strain and the level of strain partitioning which can occur. 

1) The parent rock controls the extent of rheological heterogeneities resulting from 

compositional heterogeneities which is dependant on the modal ratio of competent to less 

competent minerals. The abundance of competent hornblende as a constituent in certain 
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mylonites exemplifies this as it plays an important part in the mesoscopic heterogeneity of 

strain distribution. 

2) Variations in the grain-size which can be related to (a) the original grain-size ofthe parent 

rock i.e. equigranular plutonic bodies in contrast to fine-grained sediments/volcanics with 

varying matrix to porphyroclast ratios and/or (b) strain-induced grain-size variation i.e. 

bimodal grain-size distribution in the granitoids in contrast to homogeneous grain-size 

distribution in the uniformly fine-grained mafic rocks. 

The focus of strain in the finer-grained material may be related to a combination of the 

geometric softening process in this material and possibly the mechanical weakening 

which results from grain-size sensitive flow processes (either cyclic dynamic 

recrystallisation or diffusion dominated processes) or a component of grain boundary 

sliding. It is widely recognised that fine-grained rocks can be weaker that their coarse

grained counterparts (e.g. Walker et al., 1990). 

3) Metamorphic reactions (a) prior to mylonitisation and (b) during mylonitisation greatly 

influence the preferential location of strain as metamorphism controls grain-size variations 

and typically smears out, or in certain pre-mylonitic cases, heightens compositional 

contrasts. 

The distribution and pervasiveness of the pre-mylonitic metamorphism is controlled by 

the deformation history and tectonic infrastructure of the terranes incorporated in the fault 

zone. This has had a profound affect on the strain localisation when the product of the pre

mylonitic metamorphic reaction was weaker or finer-grained (i.e. neocrystallisation of 

transiently fine-grained products) than the original mineral, resulting in the focus of strain 

preferentially into the more extensively metamorphosed rocks. Strain distribution in these 

rocks is also more homogeneous than rocks with only incipient metamorphic alteration. 

Syndeformational reaction softening has been a very important mechanism within the 

mylonites and appears to have accelerated strain localisation. The mineral products of the 

metamorphic reactions are typically finer-grained and either intrinsically plastically or 

geometrically weaker (particularly, phyllosilicates and acicular minerals) than the host 

assemblage, ultimately weakening the rocks sufficiently for subsequent increments of 

deformation to become further localised within the altered rock (Cobbold, 1977, White 

1979). 

The reaction softening may have involved fluid infiltration and replacement reactions 

facilitated by ionic transfer along chemical potential gradients. For instance, differentiated 

layers and strain shadows imply that solution transfer creep was an important deformation 

mechanism within some mylonites. Fluid involvement, in addition to the possibility of 
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very high strain levels, may explain the fact that feldspar and hornblende have 

dynamically recrystallised at temperatures lower than experimentally determined. 

4) Strain localisation may also have been enhanced by the introduction of water into the 

shear zones, particularly along the western edge ofthe DMOB. Strain localisation by this 

method would have been strongly dependent on the availability and permeability of the 

fluids. Fluid influx may have occurred at an intergranular level but the lack of veins 

suggests fluid channelling did not occur. 

Future work could combine microchemical studies (e.g. microprobe work) with the 

microstructural studies (which could be aided by scanning electron microscope work) to 

determine whether diffusion mass transfer or fluid infiltration mass transfer were 

important during deformation (e.g. McCaig & Knipe, 1990) (lack of veining, however, 

suggests the latter is unlikely). Such studies would also help determine if bulk 

composition changed, in part related to fluid loss or addition, during the metamorphic 

reactions. 

5) It has also been theorised that shear heating could lead to strain localization in deeper 

parts of fault zones (e.g. Leloup et al., 1999). Shear heating is the increase in temperature 

that can accompany deformation in concentrated narrow zones (e.g. Brun & Cobbold, 

1980). Sibson, (1980) suggested that the interior of a fault zone may provide elevated 

temperatures, which may in turn lead to the thermal dehydration of clays and other 

hydrous phases but the depth to which these can be extrapolated is controversial. Leloup 

et al (1999) suggest that shear heating could lead to small temperature increases 

explaining high-grade metamorphic rocks at moderate depths in strike-slip fault zones. 

Shear heating results from high stresses and fast strain rates but it is unlikely that high 

stresses are maintained after softening occurs (because of the buffering process of the 

temperature increase). It is unlikely as a major softening process in most shear zones and I 

do not regard it as a significant strain partitioning process during shearing in the 

distributed fault zone. There is no mineralogical evidence for high temperatures within 

the more highly strained mylonites. 

The mylonites have been exposed at the surface with minimal cataclastic overprint (Chapter 

7), other than in discrete fault zones. It is also apparent at the microscopic scale that lower 

temperature deformation mechanisms (or those of higher strain rates) have not occurred 

intermittently or along the exhumation path of the mylonites. Additionally the microstructural 

characteristics of the fault rocks indicate most of the syndeformational reaction softening 

occurred within the original deformational enviro1m1ent (i.e. at upper greenschist facies). 

The combined affects of the above factors on the relative strength of the different rocks 

(Table 8.1), and the role of different weakening mechanisms on the evolution of the rock 
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strength, results in variations in the strain distribution across the terranes. In the lithologically 

diverse Brook Street Terrane, the diverse and contrasting rheological properties of the rocks 

promoted strain partitioning and the heterogeneity of the ductile shear zone is due to the 

preferential location of strain softening inc ertain lithologies. Partial compartmentalisation 

results as strain is preferentially localised into one rock type over another and rheological 

controls inhibit the development of a broad deformation zone. The Murihiku Terrane has 

fewer contrasting rock types and even these have a relative homogeneity in the strength of the 

mineral constituents. Therefore, the diversity in rheological properties arising from the 

lithology-induced contrasts is less (mostly being controlled by grain-size variations) and 

subsequently a broad mylonite zone has developed. The Maitai Group-derived mylonites are 

similarly homogeneous in lithology and also grain-size and therefore, the rheological 

properties are uniform and a broad mylonite zone developed. In the DMOB a striking strength 

contrast results from fluid-driven serpentinisation which has led to extreme localisation of 

flow with no spread into the peridotite protolith. 

Although the evaluation of grain-scale processes of ductile deformation indicates that the 

diversity and contrast in lithologies and the material behaviour of the rocks are directly 

responsible for the complex array of high-strain ductile shear zones, the pre-existing faults 

and mechanical anisotropies in the terranes form the first order control on the location of the 

fault zones. 

Macroscopic-scale strain partitioning is created by the reactivation of pre-existing terrane 

boundary fault zones. The persistent weakness of mature crustal fault zones (e.g. Rutter et al., 

2001; Holdsworth e t a I., 2 001) i s in part b elieved to I ie in microstructural changes during 

shear leading to strain weakening (Etheridge & Wilkie, 1979; White et al., 1980). Pre-existing 

ductile shear zones are widely thought to be mechanically weaker than the surrounding rocks 

because of the fine grain-size which allows for an easier response to stress (Tullis et al., 

1998), along with the possibility of a switch to more effective grain-scale sensitive 

deformation processes (Rutter & Brodie, 1988) such as DMT to proceed. The feasibility of 

major weakening by the latter, however, has been questioned (e.g. De Bresser et al., 1998) 

and numerical modelling suggests that permanent localisation of deformation by this 

mechanism is only possible for very specific strain and cooling rates (Braun et al., 1999). The 

fault rocks of the pre-existing structures have not been preserved but have been wholly 

overprinted by the Cenozoic deformation (Chapters 5, 6 & 7). The latter, combined with the 

lack of geological data on the characteristics of the Mesozoic structures south of the 

distributed fault zone (i.e. the Mesozoic extent of the mylonite zones, the regional stress-field 

they formed under, their textures and strain-induced rheological make-up or whether pest

kinematic annealing had occurred) make it difficult to determine the reason for the 

reactivation of the ductile fault rocks and the control superimposition exerts on localisation 

during Cenozoic strain. Partitioning of strain onto the first order structures bounding the 

DMOB, particularly along the Stethoscope fault, is likely to be a result of Cenozoic fault-
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related fluid channelling along conduits formed by the mechanically and rheologically weak 

margins of the DMOB (Chapter 3). The serpentinisation and pronounced drop in rock density 

and strength resulting from the fluid-rock interaction may have in fact initiated the eastward 

transferral of plate boundary slip instigating the formation of the regional transpressional 

bend. 

The strengthening or weakening behaviour, particularly along the secondary fault zones, may 

stem from a system behaviour as well as a material behaviour. The local zones of focused 

high shear-strain in the ductile regime may have nucleated initially by geometric 

heterogeneities imposed by the architecture, and the interaction, of the fault strands within the 

overlying upper-crustal framework of the distributed fault zone. Inherent anisotropies such as 

faults and contacts between rheologically contrasting lithologies provide the primary location 

of faulting (Chapters 3 & 4). Shear displacement along faults in the overlying system may 

impose transient stress concentrations within the lower crust to be accommodated by local 

ductile yield. The resulting ductile shear zones remain as stable planar zones of intense 

shearing partially due to the strain-weakened properties of the mylonite rocks that favour 

preferential strain localisation. However, the ductile deformation processes active within the 

mylonite rocks occurred at temperatures lower than experimentally and naturally documented 

for other shear zones. The concentration of stress into the local zones may be responsible for 

this phenomenon (i.e. the stresses in the fault zones are high enough to overcome work 

hardening processes) but, importantly, the relatively low temperature of the ductile shear 

zones heightens the contrast in strength between the shear zone and the host rocks either side 

of it. Progressive localisation of strain occurs when strain softening within the zone is greater 

than outside. Therefore, the rheological contrast and the ambient low temperatures of the 

shear zones prevent the rapid spread of strain homogeneously throughout the rock mass, 

promoting strain localisation. Hence the distributed fault zone maintains its distinctive 

geometry in the lower crust. 
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Chapter 9: Regional Synthesis .... 

9. REGIONAL SYNTHESIS AND EVOLUTION OF THE 
TRANSPRESSIVE FLOWER STRUCTURE 

It is important to understand how the geometric and kinematic history of the plate margin has 

evolved as the terranes have been integrated and their faults have been reactivated. 

Understanding the evolution of the system is paramount if the rupture behaviour of the fault 

system is to be evaluated and if predictions are to be extrapolated to infer the likely behaviour 

of similar plate boundary zones worldwide. 

• To what extent are the faults of the Hollyford Fault System and Livingstone Fault 

System reactivated in the Cenozoic south of Gorge Plateau and what degree of 

partitioning of plate boundary slip occurs on these structures? Over what regional 

scale is the flower structure operative? 

• The reactivation of the Mesozoic Hollyford Fault System and the Livingstone Fault 

System has caused major fault irregularities to develop in the plate boundary zone. 

How long lived is the geometrical configuration? 

• What implication does the geometrical control have for the structural process of 

eatihquake faulting? 

9.1. Extent of the Regional Flower Structure 
Eastward Extent 

The Livingstone fault along the eastern margin of the Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt (DMOB) 

is interpreted to represent the eastern extent of the regional flower stmcture (Figure 9.1). In 

the Cascade area, the wilderness area east of the DMOB at Richards Spur (Figure 9.1) has yet 

to be extensively mapped on the ground but interpretations of aerial photographs depict 

numerous fault scarps subparallel to the strike of the Livingstone fault. However, the 

deformation is thought to be confined to a ~ 1 km wide zone as continuity is evident in the 

gently curving foliation planes of the Caples Schist further east. Recent fault strands and 

mylonites zones do occur ~ 1 km east of the Livingstone fault in the Jackson River area (e.g. 

along the Tromie fault) and are thought to be a consequence of the accommodation of 

deformation at the oblique ramp which has formed at the merger of the Livingstone fault and 

the Alpine fault. Even though Recent fault strands exist east of the Tromie fault, the absence 

of further mylonite zones in the Caples Schist (Ransley, 1983) suggests that traces are only 

near surface features and that ductile deformation is minimal beyond this point. 

Westward Extent 

A distinctive sequence of lateral moraines defines a 600 m high ridge (the Cascade Plateau) 

(Figure 9.1) which extends west of the Cascade Valley to the coast-line. Sutherland (1994) 

reported a lack of offset features in the moraine material lying between the Alpine fault and 

the coast-line except for where the moraine ridges cross the Alpine fault plane. This author, 

however, located Recent traces extending 800-1000 m west of the Alpine fault crosscutting 
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the morainic material of the Cascade Plateau just north of "The Bend" on the Cascade River 

(Figure 9.1 ). A complex postglacial compressional and dilatational region marked by thrust 

and normal fault structure is located at the southern end of the Jackson River Wedge. 

However, Sutherland's observations (1994, 1995) would suggest that post-Quaternary 

displacement is not present any further to the west. The westward curtailment of Recent fault 

traces coincides with the western limit of the Neogene mylonites in the Western Province 

(Chapter 3). 
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Figure 9.1: Summary map of the distributed fault zones indicating the brittle and ductile extent of the 
regional flower structure. 

Northward Extent 

The flower structure has formed as a result of the reactivation of the Livingstone Fault System 

and Hollyford Fault System and, therefore, it is interpreted that it does not extend much 

further north of the point at which these structures converge with the Alpine fault (Figure 9.1 ). 

Work by Wright (2001) and Cooper & Norris (1994, 1995) northeast of the Arawata River, 

indicates that the plate boundary zone north of the area, up to Haast River, becomes a single 

structure (the Alpine fault) with a northeast trending fault trace which accommodates strike

slip and a decreasing component of dip-slip (cf the strongly segmented oblique convergent 

signature north of Haast). 
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Southward Extent 

An extensive study of the Livingstone Fault System and Hollyford Fault System southwest of 

the Gorge Plateau region (Figure 9.1) is needed to decipher the extent of strain partitioning 

onto a distributed fault zone. However, snippets of information do occur in the literature (e.g. 

Grindley, 1958; Mutch, 1964; Landis, 1969; Nauman 1971; Williams, 1975, 1976; Sinton, 

1975; MacDonell, 1982; Ballard, 1989; Bishop et al., 1990; Sutherland, 1995) but little 

collation of these data has taken place. The next section ties in some of the previous 

information with the information gathered in this study. 

Hollyford Fault System 

The role of the West Hollyford fault within the flower structure and the plate boundary zone 

appears to become minimal south of the Duncan River pull-apart region where it swings to a 

southerly trend (Figure 9.1). The West Hollyford fault is truncated by numerous Recent 

dextral-normal faults at the Duncan River pull-apart (Chapter 6). Upper greenschist facies 

mylonites become confined to the Alpine fault (Chapters 4 & 6) and only a very narrow zone 

( < 50 m) of greenschist facies mylonites is evident at the West Hollyford fault at Jerry River 

(Chapter 4). The relative inability of the West Hollyford fault to absorb deformation south of 

the Duncan River area is probably related to the change to a N/S trend and has resulted in the 

westward transfer of defmmation back onto the main Alpine fault zone. The westward 

transfer of slip onto the Alpine fault produces an extensional jog/releasing bend and provides 

an explanation for the extensional pull-apart structure observed at this locality (Chapter 6). 

In addition to the West Hollyford fault, the numerous Recent scarps of the Hollyford Fault 

System (including the East Hollyford fault) on Gorge Plateau continue ~6 km to the south to 

Telescope Hill and at least as far as Chtistie Hill (Figure 9.2). Mylonites were only present as 

very thin slivers of lower greenschist facies rocks (Chapter 4) at Telescope Hill and were 

absent at Christie Hill. The Stethoscope fault on the other hand maintains a strong Recent 

trace with a ~20 em thick gouge-rich slip plane at least 6 km southwest of Granite Creek 

(Sinton, 1975; MacDonell, 1982). MacDonell reports a sheared 300m wide mylonite zone (at 

Gr: 21381, 56465) immediately west of a Recent fault scarp of the Stethoscope fault along 

Peridotite Stream (Figure 9.2), a tributary of the Red Pyke River. South of the Red Pyke River 

the trace is no longer active (Turnbull, 2000). 

Livingstone Fault System 

The Recent trace of the Livingstone fault switches from a NE- to aN-strike at Durwards Falls 

but mapping suggests its role in accommodating plate boundary strain, within the context of 

the regional flower structure, becomes minimal south of that point (Figure 9.3). In the Upper 

Cascade River numerous NNE-striking, shallow SE-dipping faults truncate and imbricate the 

Livingstone fault (Figure 9.3). The faults responsible for this have well defined Recent scarps 

and also cut Recent gravel deposits, suggesting the deformation is not a more ancient feature 

of the Livingstone fault zone. Moderately-sized, sharply defined gouge zones (10-50 em in 

width) were recorded for the Livingstone fault 6 km to the south at Simonin Pass by Sinton 
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(1975), a further 7 km south of this at Stag Pass and then 5 km south again at Beresford Pass 

(Figure 9.4). Locally, subsidiary faulting is reported either side of the Livingstone fault. The 

Livingstone fault takes on a sinuous trace with highly variable dip attitudes and although no 

direct evidence of sense of movement was available, Sinton inferred from the juxtaposition of 

low-grade metamorphic schist with the mantle peridotites, that the west-side was up-thrown. 

However, evidence of recent activity was not present and furthermore, around Simonin Pass, 

the Livingstone fault is offset sinistrally (by around 6 m on individual faults) by numerous 

vertical-dipping faults striking ESE/WNW, approximately normal to. the trend of the 

Livingstone fault (Sinton, 1975). 

~L 
-----1:0w Creek 

r~~ 

2 

kilometres 

4 
··- .S 

Figure 9.2: Geographical map displaying the location of reactivated structures (solid and dashed lines) 
on the Hollyford Fault System and the Livingstone Fault System (dotted lines) south of the Gorge 
Plateau. Recent (- 5 m up-to-the east) scarps of the Hollyford Fault System continue at least as far 
south as Christies Hill (Landis, 1969; MacDonell, 1982; and Sutherland, 1995). The Durwards fault 
(named here) was mapped on the basis of aerial photograph interpretations and the- 1.25 km dextral 
displacement of the Plato Terrane, Murihiku Terrane, Maitai Group, the Mesozoic metamorphic 
isograds and the Stethoscope fault (Landis, 1969). 
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The reduction in Recent movement on the Livingstone fault south of Durwards Falls may be 

because it is unfavourably orientated for slip; it has a highly irregular and rapidly alternating 

fault strike and dip to Beresford Pass which leads into a dominantly N/S-striking fault zone. 

Neogene ductile strain along the Livingstone fault abruptly diminishes just north of Arcade 

Creek (Figure 9.2) (Chapter 3). The absence ofNeogene mylonites indicates the partitioning 

of oblique-slip on the Livingstone fault has dramatically diminished and it is probable that a 

proportion of slip on the Livingstone fault has transferred westwards onto the Peanut fault and 

Stethoscope fault (Figure 9.3) and the eastern margin of the Cascade Wedge. The Peanut 

fault maintains a well-developed Recent fault zone southwest of White Slip, as does the 

Stethoscope fault, although the extent of recent movement on the Peanut fault is debatable 

south of the Red Pyke River. For instance, Landis (1969) mapped an ESE/WNW-striking 

fault zone (subparallel to the structural grain which offsets the Livingstone fault south of 

Simonin Pass) which runs between Telescope Hill and Christies Hill (Figure 9.2). Durwards 

Creek follows the lineament of the fault, and the fault was also noted by Sinton (1975). 

Landis implied that the fault (named here as the Durwards fault) formed a splay stemming 

from the Peanut fault just north of Peridotite Stream (Figure 9.2). The Peanut fault merges 

with the Livingstone fault at Serpentine Saddle ( ~ 55 km south of White Slip) and along its 

length, considerable shearing and brecciation (extending ;::: 70 m either side) are apparent 

(Figure 9.4). Slickensides are variable in orientation but indicate some transcurrent 

displacement (Sinton, 1975); crosscutting faults, however, consistently cut and displace it to 

the south of the Durwards Fault and therefore, slip south of the Peridotite Stream is probably 

minimal on the Peanut fault during Recent times. 

It is hypothesised that the Durwards fault may assist t~~!!-'!:ll§.f~g_al}Y~~twardso:(~~!<J~!:nl'!!iQJ1 
from the eastern side of the flower structure back on to the Alpine fault. Patiitioning of 

Cenozoic plate boundary deformation away from the Alpine fault zone diminishes to the 

southwest as the terranes move away from the high strain Alpine fault zone back towards a 

regional north-northeast-south-southwest orientation (e.g. Figure 9.1 ). The return of most slip 

on to Alpine fault would create an extensional regime south of the Durwards fault as the 

change from dissipated slip across numerous structures to focused slip on a single structure 

would cause the section south of the Durwards fault to move relatively faster than the section 

north of the fault. A post-metamorphic normal fault-graben developed on Christies Hill 

(Landis, 1969) may well be a product of such extension. 

Figure 9.4 (opposite page): Summary map indicating the extent of reactivation on the Hollyford Fault 
System and Livingstone Fault System south of the regional flower structure. The Livingstone fault 
(LF) has been documented as being reactivated in the last 23 Ma in the northwestern segment in 
Southland (Inset) (Turnbull, 2001) and an increase in uplift is evident northwestwards from textural 
zone I schists at Blue Mountain (Stenhouse, 2003) to textural zone III-IV schists at the northern end of 
Lake Wakatipu (Bishop, 1994; Turnbull, 2001 ). Evidence of recent faulting has also been documented 
on the Livingstone fault south of Lake Howden (Sutherland, 1995) where scarps are up-thrown to the 
west by several metres with an unquantified strike-slip component. Quaternary displacement on the 
Glade-Darran fault was interpreted from a prominent NW/SE trending lineament, a 10-50 em soft 
clay-gouge subvertical fault zone (at Gr: D40/2071 00) and a ~20 m wide zone of crush rock 
(Sutherland, 1995a). Metasomatised schist and serpentinite (hard flinty albite-rich rock and semi
nephrite, respectively) are present along the Livingstone fault. (AF =Alpine fault). 
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Thus the degree of Recent reactivation of the Hollyford Fault System and Livingstone Fault 

System south of the region outlined in this thesis is thought to be minimal, at least within the 

context of the southern extent of the regional flower structure. At least some of the plate 

boundary deformation is east of the Alpine fault along the whole of the boundary in the South 

Island (Norris et al., 1990; Norris & Cooper, 2001), therefore, reactivation of faults is partly 

responsible for accommodation of the deformation. For instance, recent scarps of the 

Hollyford Fault System and Livingstone Fault System also occur 50 -100 km to the south as 

summarised on Figure 9.4. Most of this reactivation is likely to be related to late Quaternary 

displacement on the Glade-Darran fault (Sutherland, 1995). The fault runs along the base of 

the Darran Mountains and the height of these (2850 mat Mt. Tutoko) is thought to be related 

to uplift on the west side of the west-dipping Glade-Darren fault. Therefore, much of the 

recent activity on the Hollyford Fault System to the south may be related to accommodation 

of the movement on the Darren-Glade fault which is related to the northward migration of the 

Fiordland block coupled with the dextral rotation of the terranes east of the Alpine fault. 

More significant is the reactivation of the Hollyford Fault System around the Skippers Range 

(Nauman 1971; Williams, 1975, 1976; Ballard, 1989; Bishop et al., 1990) although again, the 

extent and nature of this reactivation has never been fully explored. For example, in the 

Skippers Range, the Wilmot fault and the Skippers fault were documented as having Recent 

fault zones (Nauman, 1971, 1973) both with post-glacial offsets (Ballard, 1989). Numerous 

scarps are subparallel to the NE-SW structural grain of the region (Nauman, 1971). Nauman 

(1971) proposed that the majority of the Recent scarps in the southern Skippers Range are 

developed along older fault zones and movement on them is synchronous with readjustment 

on the adjacent Alpine fault. Detailed investigation would be required to analyse the extent of 

the reactivation. Narrow mylonite zones are evident in the Skippers Subgroup (Chapter 4). 

Kinematic interpretations are lacking, however, so it is unclear if the mylonites represent 

ductile fault zones (a) which are purely products of older deformation (b) which have been 

reactivated or (c) formed in the Cenozoic. The pronounced influence on the behaviour of the 

Alpine fault zone by the reactivation of structures adjacent to it as evident in the region 

mapped dming this project makes it essential to establish if reactivated structures or 

heterogeneities present in the Skippers Range close to the Alpine fault zone also impose 

dramatic influences on the strain distribution. 

About 25% of plate movement is accommodated away from the Alpine fault (Norris & 

Cooper, 2001) so reactivation of old faults is not surprising anywhere in the west of the South 

Island. Away from the regional flower structure, reactivation may relate to the distributed 

strain clearly visible by the regional bending of the terranes. The reactivation described in this 

thesis, however, is specifically related to Alpine fault slip and forms a structure integrated 

with the Alpine fault. The southward decrease in slip on the integrated structures and the slip 

estimates on the Alpine fault to the south of the regional flower structure (e.g. Norris & 

Cooper, 2001) suggests that the portion of Alpine fault strain from further north of the region 

is not "permanently" partitioned into bending to the east in the Cascade region, but that it 
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returns back onto the Alpine fault south of Duncan River. 

9.2. Evolution of the Flower Structure 
The complexity of the regional flower structure and the deep-rooted extent of the system 

show that the structure is a well-established feature which has prevailed for some time within 

the fault zone. The timing of the initiation of the flower structure is difficult to constrain as 

the extent to which it has been translated along the plate margin is unclear, but clearly it is 

dependant on the time at which the Livingstone Fault System and Hollyford Fault System 

became significantly reactivated. The basement tetranes have been offset by 480 km 

(Wellman & Willet, 1942) which is thought to be entirely Cenozoic (post 45 Ma) in age 

(Sutherland, 1999; Sutherland et al., 2000). Therefore the initiation of the reactivation of the 

Livingstone Fault System and Hollyford Fault System must have commenced at some point 

since 45 Ma (Figure 9.5). Distributed deformation around the Alpine fault is necessary to 

rotate the terranes and the initial reactivation of the Mesozoic faults is likely to be 

synchronous with the rotation. The initial reactivation would be likely to lead to sinistral 

movement on the faults (Figure 9.5: B). It is more likely that high strain was not 

accommodated on the faults until after 25 Ma when shear strain became progressively 

localised (Sutherland et al., 2000) near the Alpine fault. Therefore, it can be argued that a 

significant amount of strain had probably accumulated on the Alpine fault zone to rotate the 

Livingstone Fault System and Hollyford Fault System into a suitable orientation to be 

activated as synthetic Riedel-type faults before any likely initiation of the flower structure 

(Figure 9.5: B-C) (evidence in the active fault zone today suggests faults orientated N-S 

particularly, are not suitably orientated for slip and the role of the fault systems in defining the 

flower structure diminishes rapidly as they change in mientation away from the high-strain 

zone). The Skippers Subgroup of the Brook Street Terrane provides a useful marker for 

calculating the likely dextral shear strain which has been imposed on the converging terranes 

once they have been caught up in the Alpine fault zone. 

The Skippers Subgroup intersects the Alpine fault zone (Figure 9.1) just north of Milford 

Sound around the Skippers Range where it first becomes subjected to Alpine fault related 

deformation (Nauman, 1971; Ballard, 1989). Work during this thesis has demonstrated that 

the Skippers Subgroup has undergone approximately 70 km of dextral displacement and 

distributed shear (Chapter 4 and Figure 9.5) and it follows that the initiation of the flower 

structure must have occurred at some point during this displacement. The Skippers Subgroup 

incorporated within the main Alpine fault, and its mylonite zone, has been stretched by the 

discrete offset of the Alpine fault. The present average slip rate on the Alpine fault is 27 

mrn!yr ± 6 mm (Norris & Cooper, 2001); therefore, if uniformity in slip rate is assumed, 70 

km of displacement would occur over 2.7 ± 0.6 m.y. within the high-strain zone of the Alpine 

fault. However, the rotation and integration of the terranes east of the Alpine fault has 

occurred as distributed dextral shear. The dextral plate boundary slip rate currently equals 35 

mrn!yr ±1.5 mm and therefore distributed slip on the faults to its east would have a minimum 

value of 8 mrnfyr distributed slip. If we are dealing with the last 5 m.y. (prior to 5 Mathe slip 
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Figure 9.5: Top left inset (after Sutherland, 1999) indicates plate reconstructed position of the Maitai
Dun Mountain Terrane at 45 Ma based on the finite rotation sequence of Sutherland (1995b). Top 
right inset indicates the present location of the Maitai-Dun Mountain Terrane. A- D: Rotation and 
reactivation of the pre-existing structures exemplified by the Hollyford Fault System (HFS). Pinned 
slat rotation of the terranes (E) would lead to sinistral slip on the faults in the early stage of their 
reactivation and may still occur along the N-S trending faults through the Hollyford Valley (e.g. 
Figure 9.4) 

rates on the plate boundary were less, and around 20 Ma the plate motion was only about 

15mrnfyr in total (Sutherland, 1995b)), it would take about 9 m.y. to rotate the Skippers 

Subgroup east of the Alpine fault. Then it could be tentatively suggested following the 

reactivation of the Livingstone Fault System and Hollyford Fault System that the initiation of 

the flower structure in the ductile regime began sometime in the last 9-2.7 m.y .. Relocation of 

Fiordland-derived Pliocene Halfway Formation (Nathan, 1978) ~100 km northeast of its 

source area (just south of the Skippers Range) to the Cascade Valley indicates the average 

displacement rate of the Alpine fault must be > 27 ±4 mrnfyr since the Pliocene (Sutherland, 

1994) and compares well with the estimated time frame for a similar magnitude of horizontal 

displacement of the Skippers Subgroup incorporated within the high-strain Alpine fault zone. 

To exhume mylonitic rocks from depths of 15-20 km within a similar time frame would 

require uplift rates between 5-6.67 mrnfyr (but would range between this value and 1.5-

2mm/yr if the exhumation extended back to 10 Ma). A regional uplift was most likely 

underway prior to the formation of the flower structure (due to the switch to a obliquely 

convergent plate margin (c. 6 Ma, Sutherland 1995b), although the exposure of mostly zeolite 

to prehnite-pumpellyite facies rocks on Christies Hill and Telescope Hill (Mutch, 1964; 

Landis, 1969; MacDonell, 1982; Sutherland, 1995a) only a few kilometres south of the flower 
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stmcture would suggest that uplift and exhumation of the mylonites is confined to the flower 

stmcture and the immediate Alpine fault zone. 

The estimated age of the formation of the flower stmcture is reasonably comparable with the 

estimated age of the Alpine fault mylonites from the central section of t~e South Island; the 

probable age of mylonitisation is 5-6 Ma as the mylonitic fabric and exhumation reflects 

convergence over this time frame (e.g. Chamberlain et al., 1993). The mylonites flanking the 

regional flower stmcture, as well as those within the internal stmcture of the flower stmcture, 

record the convergence (which only became significant in the last 5 m.y. (Sutherland, 1995; 

1996; Walcott, 1998)). 

The isotopic ages of exposed metamorphic rocks relate to cooling at depths within the cmst 

during their exhumation and provide an impmiant window into the past history of the rocks. 

Geochronology can be used to gain an understanding of the plate boundary zone (e.g. Batt et 

al., 2000). In the central section of the plate boundary zone the amphibolite facies mylonites, 

and the schist to their east in the hanging wall of the Alpine fault have been exhumed in the 

past -2-3 m.y. from depths of 20-30 km (Adams, 1979; Tippet & Kamp, 1993; Grapes, 1995; 

Batt et al., 2000). 
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Figure 9.6: Plot of the fission track ages of Batt et al. (2000) against distance along a transect 
southeast of the central section of the Alpine fault (e.g. Figure 9.7:A). The observed age zonation of 
the Southern Alps is likely related to recent deep exhumation close to the Alpine fault (Kamp et al, 
1989; Batt et al., 2000) rather than the result of thermal pluses resetting older ages (as suggested by 
Adams & Gabites, 1985). 

Ar/ Ar studies in hornblende and Kl Ar in biotite and muscovite in the Alpine Schist define a 

decrease in ages across the plate boundary zone towards the Alpine fault which is the same 

pattern (Figure 9.6) as for the lower closure temperature system in zircon and apatite fission

track ages (Tippet & Kamp, 1993; Chamberlain et al., 1995; Batt et al., 2000). The decrease 

in age towards the Alpine fault is related to increased uplift and deeper exhumation at the 

Alpine fault. Total exhumation vmies along the length of the Southern Alps but exhumation rates, in 

contrast, are constant. Fission track data indicates uplift in the Southern Alps began at 8 Ma at the 

southern end and 5 Ma at the northern end and 3 Ma along the southeastern margin of the Southern 
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Alps (Tippet & Kamp (1993)). Apatite and fission track data have been presented along the 

plate boundary zone between Haast and Hokitika and indicate that the total exhumation since 

the initiation of the modern tectonic regime at 5-6 Ma decreases to the south (Batt et al., 

2000). 

The regional exhumation pattern for the field area, based on metamorphic assemblages, was 

summarised in Chapter 4 (e.g. Figure 4.48). K-Ar and Rb-Sr ages of the Matai Group and 

Haast Schist in a section perpendicular to the Alpine fault east of the field area in this project 

increases with distance from the Alpine fault (Harper & Landis, 1967 & references therein). 

The ages decrease from 147 Ma to 53 Ma towards to Alpine fault (Figure 9.7) which, as for 

the central section of the plate boundary zone, is interpreted to represent an increase in uplift 

and deeper exhumation along the Alpine fault zone. Fission track data are sparse for the 

section of the plate boundary zone in South Westland with only one date (Figure 9.7). The 

schist approximately 8 km east of the Alpine fault was exhumed from depths of 9-10 km in 

the last 5.6 m.y (Tippet & Kamp, 1993) which is the same as for the rocks 60 km to the 

northeast, at Haast. The dated sample resides in the area of the non-mylonitic rocks in the 

chlorite zone (Figure 9. 7), whereas the flower structure is within the boundaries of the 

Neogene biotite zone. Mylonitisation within the flower structures has taken place at 

temperatures of ~400-500°C (estimated from metamorphic assemblages e.g. Chapter 3 & 4) 

and inferred depths of 15-20 km from which the exposed basement rocks have cooled during 

the Neogene. The biotite zone of the schist is interpreted to represent a progressive 

metamorphism of the chlorite zone (Chapter 3) therefore, it is argued that the deeper 

exhumation towards and within the flower structure has occurred at some point in the last 5.6 

m.y. 

To the west of the Alpine fault, apatite and fission track data between the Alpine fault and the 

coast at Jackson Bay indicate that the rocks have not been heated above the zircon total 

annealing temperature ( ~265°C; after Tippet & Kamp, 1993) during the Cenozoic and rocks 

have cooled through the apatite total annealing temperature ~ 125 oc (after Tippet & Kamp, 

1993) between ~2-6 Ma. Therefore, the rocks NW of the Alpine fault have cooled during the 

Cenozoic from~ 125-265 oc (c.f 400-500°C on theSE side). If the temperatures conditions 

prior to the Cenozoic cooling on either side of the Alpine fault reflect varying depths of burial 

prior to uplift, then it can be implied that there is a net component of up-to-the-SE Cenozoic 

movement within the region of the flower structure, at least south to the Gorge Plateau (where 

the metamorphic grade abruptly decreases to subgreenschist facies and upper greenschist 

facies rocks are confined to a nan·ow < 500 m zone along the Alpine fault (e.g. Chapter 4)). 

Such a theory assumes a simple geothermal gradient (e.g. if isotherms are horizontal, planar 

and spaced at 30°C/km, then conditions of 300-450°C will exist at a depth of ~ 10-15 km) 

however, caution must be applied whilst converting the temperatures from which the rocks 

have cooled to original burial depths as significant deviations can result from conduction 

across the fault zone (e.g. Koons, 1987) or/and possible shear heating within the fault zone 

(e.g. Sibson 1977; Scholz et al., 1979; Leloup, 1999). 
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Figure 9.7: A: In the Matai Group in West Otago and in the Haast Schist, K-Ar ages (*) vary 
inversely with the metamorphic grade indicative of gradual cooling following metamorphic climax in 
the Cretaceous but ages abruptly decrease north of Key Summit (15 km from the Alpine fault) which 
is interpreted to be related to Eocene tectonic events (Harper & Landis, 1967). The 52 Ma age 36.5 km 
from the Alpine fault just to the south at Key Summit is from a sample within 0.5 km of the 
Livingstone fault, and is possibly associated with activity on the reactivated fault (Harper & Landis, 
1967). B: Radiometrically-dated samples give whole rock 147-68 Ma for K-Ar ages (V) for the 
Mystery Pelite in the Caples Group/Aspiring Lithological Association in the Forgotten River area 
(Bishop 1994 and references therein) 10 km south of the Neogene established biotite isograd (Chapter 
3). Data(+) 8 km east of the Alpine fault indicates that uplift commenced at 5.6 Ma (Tippet & Kamp, 
1993). The shaded area outlines the region of late Cenozoic metamorphism (e.g. Chapters 3 & 4). 
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Figure 9.8: A: Timing and locality at which the lithologies of the Skippers Subgroup first become 
incorporated into the high strain zone of the Alpine fault. B-D: Progressive attenuation of the Skippers 
Subgroup (and the DMOB) with continuing dextral displacement along the plate boundary zone. 
Initiation of substantial brittle and ductile deformation within the fault of the Hollyford Fault System 
is not likely to have commenced before stage B. 
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Figure 9.9: Locality of offsets in the DMOB and the flower structure to its west. 

Evolution within the Present Location 

The majority of the deformational behaviour within the regional flower structure is governed 

by the interaction of the fault strands as determined by the geometry of the first order faults, 

particularly the stepped geometry of the Livingstone fault and the Stethoscope fault. As the 

Livingstone fault and Stethoscope fault form the eastern and western fault-margins, 

respectively, of the DMOB, their geometry is controlled by the mientation and therefore, the 

behaviour of the DMOB within the plate boundary zone. 

The DMOB converges onto the Alpine fault at an acute angle and the reactivation of the 

Stethoscope fault and Livingstone fault is responsible for the onset of a restraining bend and 

the development of the positive flower structure. Another two restraining bends/steps are 

present within the distributed fault zone: the 040° trending Woodhen Creek linkage fault and 

the Richards Spur-Cascade Gorge bend (Figure 9.9). Geometrically these are also 

fundamentally linked to the orientation of the DMOB as described below. 

The overall orientation of the DMOB is a consequence of rotation and bending of the 

basement terranes since 45 Ma (Sutherland, 1995) due to distributed dextral movement along 

the plate boundary zone. The geometry of the belt is accordingly modified by continued 

distributed shear strain east of the Alpine fault zone (Figure 9.8). However, it was 
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demonstrated in Chapter 3 and 6 that the DMOB behaves overall as a relatively rigid body 

within both the brittle and ductile regimes; in the most pati brittle faulting is absent and strain 

weakening is only locally evident along the western serpentinised/mylonitised margin. The 

only exception is the narrow belt of the DMOB immediately at the contact with the Alpine 

fault in the Jackson River area. Therefore, the DMOB behaves in a very different manner to 

the terranes to its west which are riddled with brittle and ductile fault zones: the DMOB 

behaves as a competent body relative to the surrounding rocks (Figure 9.10). 

The DMOB has responded to the distributed shear strain (Figure 9.11) east of the Alpine fault 

by localised brittle failure which allows for attenuation in the form of a macroscopic scale 

boudinaged structure (Figure 9.8-9.11). The disruption of the DMOB at such localities 

coincides with the main left-stepping jog offsets in the regional flower structure (Figure 9.9) 

and, as noted along the Cascade Gorge section, the boundary conditions imposed by the 

geometry of the DMOB at the jogs created additional contractional deformation in the ductile 

and brittle flower structure. Therefore, the behaviour of the DMOB has a very important 

control on the system behaviour, controlling the finite geometry and the structural evolution 

of the area. 

Cascade 
Wedge 

Jackson River 
Wedge 

Figure 9.10: Schematic representation of the deformation in the flower structure relative to the 
internally structureless DMOB. (AF =Alpine fault; SF= Stethoscope fault; LF =Livingstone fault). 

The control on the evolution is clearly demonstrated by the most recent 2 km offset in the 

DMOB which occurs at Woodhen Creek (Figure 9.9). The offset coincides with the narrow 

(< 1 km wide) Woodhen Creek linkage-fault system which adjoins the Cascade Wedge and 

Jackson River Wedge. The linkage area is a region of accumulating deformation and focussed 

strain as highlighted by the growth of post-Quaternary pop-up structures (Geomorphology 
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Map 2 in Appendix 1). The fault system around the linkage area is characterised by an en 

echelon array of hard-linked left-stepping fault strands, the geometry of which resembles R 

fault/shears linked by P fault/shears. This geometry is typical of fault systems above a 

basement fault and is indicative of systems early on in their evolution (c.f Tchalenko, 1970). 

Lithological associations (Chapter 4) indicate that the Cascade Wedge and Jackson River 

Wedge were once adjoined. The- 4 km long active linkage-fault section which separates the 

two wedges exhibits impressive late Quaternary offsets (Figure 9.12). 

c 

19,000- 0 yrs 

B 

> 19,000 yrs 

Figure 9.1l:A-C: Geometric evolution 
of the DMOB with continued distributed 
shear adjacent to the plate boundary 
zone. Ductile fabrics and kinematic 
indicators in the mylonite zone against 
the Richards Spur-Cascade Gorge bend 
indicate the bend a deep-seated structure 
(Chapter 7), therefore, relatively older in 
comparison to the Recent near-surface 
linkage fault at Woodhen Creek (see text 
for discussion). (AF =Alpine fault; SF= 
Stethoscope fault; LF = Livingstone 
fault). 

Post-glacial fans flanking the western edge of the DMOB just south of Woodhen Creek have 

been dextrally offset by about 300m. The post-glacial age of the offset equates to 21 mm/yr 

±3 rnrn. If we assume this rate has been reasonably constant through time across this section 

of the fault system, then the relative simplicity of the linkage fault zone allows us to 

extrapolate backwards to determine the time required to accumulate the 4 km offset between 

the two wedges. This works out at approximately 194 ± 28 ka. I suggest that the splitting up 
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of the flower structure which commenced 194 ± 28 thousand years ago is related to the 

competent behaviour of the DMOB in response to the continuing strain. 

Figure 9.12 : Dextral offset of 300 m on a 
creek along the Woodhen Linkage fault 
(location is give on the inset map). 

9.3. Extent of partitioning of Plate Boundary Slip 
Although it is evident that splitting of the normal and parallel components of slip is occurring 

across each major structure, it is, however, unclear what fraction of interplate slip is being 

accommodated by the different structures. The area is under constant readjustment and it is 

crucial to understand how the strands are interacting with each other to accommodate the 

strain and how this affects the behaviour of the Alpine fault with respect to future rupture 

events. 

The Alpine fault zone accommodates slip on a single structure to the region north and south 

of the flower structure region. Post-glacial offsets of -400 m have been calculated to 

represent 26 mm/yr ± 6mm of dextral slip (Sutherland, 1995) by Milford Sound but were 

recently re-calculated to be around 22 mm/yr (Sutherland, 2002 pers. comm.), dependent on 

the precise age of the offset features. Similar offset features were documented along the 

Alpine fault at Jerry River (Berryman et al., 1992). North of the region, the slip-rate on the 
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Alpine fault was calculated to be a minimum of 23.5 mm/yr (Cooper & Norris, 1995) based 

on an average of all estimates of slip rates on the Alpine fault. 

The geomorphology maps of the area (Maps 1 & 2 in Appendix 1) indicate there is a complex 

interaction of the fault strands. Glacial and post-glacial deposits record fracture and fault sets 

associated with the major faults that depict the same shear pattern as present in the basement 

rocks. Therefore, the simultaneous participation of strands during rupture events is still an 

important factor in the behaviour of the flower structure in more recent times. The 

deformation accommodated by the first order faults basically controls the system behaviour as 

the response of the numerous second order faults depends on the loading onto the system 

which stems from the strain accumulated on the main strands. Therefore, calculations of 

horizontal and vertical slip rates on the main faults would greatly aid the ability to forecast the 

likely rupture possibilities of the area. 

A comprehensive account of the Quaternary offsets within the regional flower structure is 

available on Geomorphology Maps 1 and 2 (Appendix 1) which indicate the range of offsets 

that have occurred on the main fault strands within the Jackson River and Cascade Flower 

structures (as summarised on Figure 9.13). Even though a lot of the features are not datable 

To the south 
of the distributed 

fault zone Extent of Strain Partitioning 
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of the distributed 
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(Sutherland, 1995) 
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Figure 9.13: The top graphs represent the average accumulated offsets related to post-glacial dextral 
slip to the south, towards a strike-slip signature at Milford Sound (Wellman & Willson, 1964; 
Wellman, 1984; Hulland & Berryman, 1986; Sutherland & Norris, 1995) and to the north towards the 
obliquely convergent section, north of Haast (Norris & Cooper, 1995). The bottom two graphs display 
the accumulative offsets evident on the first order and second order fault strands in the flower 
structure. Although each fault has been recently active, offsetting post-glacial deposits, the age of the 
offsets can not be dated with the available data to give an absolute value. 
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and may be pre-glacial to post-glacial, it is apparent that substantial movement has occurred 

on many of the strands. The majority of horizontal fault-parallel displacements appear to be 

focused onto the Alpine fault and West Hollyford fault in the Cascade Wedge. Slip in the 

Jackson River Wedge is more evenly distributed across the main fault structures. Detailed 

geometrical factors make it difficult to determine an accurate estimate of slip-rates e.g. it is 

difficult to determine accurate geomorphic offsets and importantly precise time constraints on 

such offsets. Therefore, it is not possible to rationalise slip-rates on these structures with the 

available data. Extensive, systematic paleoseismic work is required to compliment the 

geomorphological features described in this thesis to try and evaluate the rupture 

characteristics through the diffuse fault zone. 

However, the slip-rate calculated for the Woodhen Linkage fault (21 mm/yr ±3 mm) is 

thought to represent the main budget of slip within the system due to the fact that the diffuse 

structures of both the Cascade Wedge and Jackson Wedge condense to a basically single fault 

zone at the link. The Livingstone fault to the east is, however, taking up an additional 

component of the recent plate boundary slip. The slip rate is less than (but not statistically 

distinguishable from) previous estimates of 27±6 mm/yr (Norris & Cooper 2001; Berryman et 

al., 1992; Sutherland, 1994) for the Alpine fault through the Cascade Valley based on the 

interpretation of a single almost pure strike-slip, steeply dipping plane. 

9.4. Implication for rupture characteristic of the Plate Boundary 
The structure uncovered during this project obviously poses some interesting questions on the 

likely behaviour locally, and regionally, of the Alpine fault. Understanding the dynamics of 

the plate boundary requires comparison of short and long term rates and strain distributions. A 

thorough paleoseismological investigation is warranted throughout the numerous recently 

active strands in the flower structure to determine the relative timing of motion on the strands. 

However, distribution of Recent faults traces suggests that intermittent rupturing must occur 

and the rupture energy is dissipated through the flower structure. How does earthquake wave 

propagation and fault segmentation get influenced by the morphology of the fault zones? A 

few fundamental factors can be described from the work carried out during this project. 

Detailed seismic studies within other fault zones have demonstrated that earthquakes tend to 

cluster near steps and other irregularities along faults (Bakun et al., 1980) and many 

magnitude 5-6 earthquakes have indeed been recorded south of Haast (e.g. Thurber & 

Eberhart-Phillips, 1999, and data of NZNSN as presented by Eales, 2001). Steps and 

iiTegularities along faults can influence the location and rupture propagation pattern of 

foreshock, main shock and aftershock seismic events (e.g. Lindh & Boore, 1974; Bakun & 

McEvilly, 1979). For instance, slip during foreshocks on second order strands of the regional 

flower structure to one side of an epicentre of a subsequent main shock may increase or 

decrease the shear stress acting on the main fault. Additionally, at sites of bends, this could 

also change the component of normal stress acting on the fault. Slip on the secondary faults 
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may destabilise a nearby second order or first order fault reducing the frictional resistance to 

slip and may trigger a main shock event. Alternatively, movement on the secondary faults 

may increase the frictional resistance and similarly if the induced normal stress is 

compressive, this may inhibit slip. In the broad scale of the regional flower structure, the 

latter may cause the whole system to lock up at this locality or it may impede rupture 

propagation on the plate boundary. However, dilatational jogs (releasing bends) have been 

suggested as structures which will more likely impede propagation (Sibson, 1989). From 

another viewpoint, the contractional flower structure may create a site of elastic strain 

accumulation (e.g. Cromwell, 1974; Woodcock & Fischer, 1986; Segall & Pollard, 1980) 

which eventually will need to be released in the form of a large earthquake event (e.g. Sibson, 

1986). Moreover, understanding the process which impede ruptures is important because it 

not only governs the size and characteristics of an earthquake but the deceleration of the 

rupture at the sites of jogs (Sibson, 1985) can lead to the radiation of high-frequency energy 

creating strong ground motion (Madariaga, 1983). Future work could include coulomb stress 

modelling for a rupture propagating towards the area. 

A wealth of paleoseismic work (Wright, 1996; Cooper & Norris, 1990; Wright, 1997; Cooper 

& Norris 1995; Sutherland & Nonis, 1995; Wright, 1997; Yetton & Nobes 1998, Wright, 

1998; Wells et al., 1998; Berryman et al., 1998; Yetton 1998a; Wright, 2001) has been 

undertaken to evaluate length, timing and magnitudes for events on the Alpine fault. Results 

suggest three events have occurred in the last 600 years for the central section (Wells et al., 

1999) and at least seven events in the last 2000 years (Wright, 1998). Work on the southern 

section of the Alpine fault has been limited (Cooper & Norris, 1990; Sutherland & Norris, 

1995; Berryman et al., 1998; Nonis et al., 2000). Berryman et al. (1998) established three 

events in the last 800 years. Rupture events are thought to relate to at least 200-400 km fault

lengths producing M7.8-8 earthquakes. The most recent research (Wright, 2001) added one 

more event at around 900 AD. An additional event in Fiordland was recorded by seamen in 

1826, as discussed by Wright (2001), but the extent of the rupture on land is debatable. 

The regional flower structure has the potential for influencing the strain accumulation on the 

Alpine fault and may reflect an earthquake arresting potential which may inhibit a future full 

length (350-400 km) magnitude 8 rupture extending from Hokitika to Milford Sound. 

However, the paleoseismic data that do exist do not suggest a segmented boundary in the 

Cascade region. For instance, each seismic event, north and south of the regional flower 

structure, is sufficiently similar (events rupture with 8 m of horizontal displacement (Hull & 

Berryman, 1986; Berryman et al, 1998; Nonis et al., 2001)) to suggest a continuous rupture. 

The record to date on the central and southern section of the Alpine fault only extends back 

1200 years, however (Nonis et al., 2001), and there are not enough available data to rule out 

separate events. Moreover, a key question is whether all the faults in the jog rupture 

simultaneously during rupture propagation, or whether the jog may represent a starting point 

of earthquakes on the sections to the south or north ................................................... . 
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10. IMPLICATION FOR PLATE BOUNDARY DEFORMATION 

Transpression is widely recognised as an important kinematic model in many ancient and 

active orogens (e.g. Holdsworth & Strachan, 1991a,b; Cobbold et al., 1991) and the 

compressional orogen of the South Island, New Zealand has become widely compared with 

other zones of deformation (Yeats & Benyman, 1987; Teyssier et al. 1995; Braun & 

Beaumont, 1995; Koons, 1994, 1995; Koons et al., 2003). The region studied during this PhD 

is of importance as it is the point of convergence of several tenanes and pre-existing 

heterogeneities with a plate boundary zone, the Alpine fault being the principal structure 

accommodating the motion between the Pacific and Australian plates in the South Island. 

Specifically, the location provides the oppmiunity to investigate the response of plate 

boundary faults to pre-existing structures, the influence of the reactivation of the structures on 

the accommodation and distribution of strain, the differing response of diverse lithological 

units contained within incorporated terranes to deformation, and rheological controls on the 

distribution of strain. The existence of fragments of tenanes and pre-existing structures in or 

adjacent to the deformation zone of plate boundaries is a common occurrence (Jones & 

Tanner, 1995; Curtis, 1998; Ross, 1983; Holdsworth & Pinheiro, 2000). Accordingly, the aim 

of this investigation was to further the knowledge of the effects of inherent anisotropies in the 

crust on the distribution and accumulation of strain across the major plate boundary and thus 

the mechanisms of similar ancient and currently active transcunent plate boundaries 

worldwide. 

10.1. Controls of Tectonic Heterogeneity on Plate Boundary Conditions 
It is difficult to establish the far-field plate motions in ancient examples of transpression or 

plate boundary zones in general (e.g. Butler et al., 1998) and it may also be difficult to assess 

the larger-scale controls on variations in transpression in time and space along a particular 

transform system. The region studied provides an opportunity to consider the variations 

arising from tectonic and lithological heterogeneities in a situation where the knowledge of 

the far-field plate motion is well constrained (e.g. DeMets et al., 1994; Beavan et al., 1999). 

The behaviour of the plate boundary zone in South Westland is fundamentally controlled by 

reactivation of the Hollyford Fault System and the Livingstone Fault System contained within 

the converging tenanes (Chapter 5). Although the Alpine fault maintains a relatively linear 

trend through South Westland, the eastwards transfer of a percentage of slip away from the 

Alpine fault onto the curved geometry of the converging fault systems, for a limited distance, 

has created a left-stepping contractional zone, the equivalent of a restraining bend in the plate 

boundary zone. Ultimately, this has resulted in the formation of a regional scale structure 

resembling a flower structure (Chapter 6). The implications of such a structure for the rupture 

characteristics of the plate boundary were outlined in the preceding chapter. 
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Figure 10.1 (opposite page): Location map of the Lebanese area of the Dead Sea Transform (after 
Dubertret, 1955; Bartov, 1994; Butler et al., 1998) and the tectonic setting on the transform restraining 
bend (inset). The map shows the array of faults within a rightward restraining step in the Dead Sea 
left-lateral transform and the location of folds. 

Restraining bends and related transpressional structures are common phenomena in transform 

fault zones as exemplified by the well known examples of the Big Bend in the San Andreas 

fault zone and the Lebanese restraining bend of the Dead Sea Transform (e.g. Crowell, 1974; 

Moore & Byrelle, 1991a,b; Rust, 1998 and Butler et al., 1998 and references therein, 

respectively). Restraining bends typically form as a result of irregularities in the geometry of 

the plate margin. For example, the Dead Sea left-lateral transform (Figure 9.1) is represented 

by an array of fault strands (Beydoun, 1977; Arthaud et al., 1978; Walley, 1988) which bound 

the Arabian and African plates. Two of the left-lateral fault segments within the zone bound a 

- 50 km rightward step in the system which occurs in Lebanon (Dubertert, 1955). The 

Y ammouneh Fault forms the obliquely trending internal fault within the stepover and the 

folding in the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon mountains are a result of fault-perpendicular 

shortening within the restraining bend . 
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Figure 10.2: Location map of the large restraining bend ("Big Bend") and the principal faults in the 
San Andreas fault zone in Southern California. A smaller scale bend exists at the San Bernardino 
Mountains (after Sylvester, 1988). 
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The Big Bend (Figure 9.2) in the right-lateral San Andreas fault zone (which takes up the 

majority of the motion between the Pacific and North American plates) is the result of a~ 150 

km constraining bend. Complex reverse and fold structures have formed in the regions either 

side of the bend as a result of shortening. The origin of the Big Bend in the San Andreas fault 

has been attributed to the opening of the Gulf of Mexico associated with the East Pacific Rise 

stepping inboard of the Mexican margin at 4.5 Ma (Crowell, 1974, 1979) although it has also 

debatably been attributed to the interaction between the San Andreas fault and the major left

lateral Garlock and Big Pine faults (Figure 9.2) in the Transverse Ranges (Davis & Burchiel, 

1973; Bohannon & Howell 1982; Asitz & Allen, 1983; May et al., 1993; Westaway, 1995). 

Smaller scale examples of transpressional structures are located adjacent to the San Andreas 

fault (e.g. Namson & Davis, 1990; Biirgmann, 1991, Montgomery, 1993; Jones et al., 1994; 

Unruh & Lettis, 1998; Teyssier & Tikoff, 1998), some of which have basement controls (e.g. 

Sylvester & Smith, 1976). A smaller scale example of an active compressional bend is 

located at the San Bernardino Mountains south of the Big Bend (Figure 9.2). A bulge or step 

in the San Andreas fault has formed at depth at the point of the intersection of the Cucamonga 

and San Jacinto faults (Meisling & Weldon, 1989). Meisling and Weldon speculate that the 

intersection originated, and has since been displaced from, the left-step in the San Andreas 

fault at San Gorgonio Pass (Figure 9.2). 

The development of an equivalent of a restraining bend in the Alpine fault zone in South 

Westland, albeit smaller(~ 7 km in width), introduces a different perspective on the origin of 

a bend. Relative plate motions and the orientation of the plate or its margins are the principal 

boundary conditions during lithospheric deformation (Dewey et al., 1998). The present study 

demonstrates that the reactivation of pre-existing structures can strongly modify such 

boundary conditions. The extensive reactivation of the Livingstone Fault System and the 

Hollyford Fault System has locally changed the margin/boundary to a curvilinear and 

irregular geometry. It is highly possible that controls on the boundary conditions stemming 

from reactivated structures are commonplace in plate boundary zones, especially in the early 

stage of the plate boundary evolution prior to the development of a through-going structure. 

Evidently from the structure developed in South Westland, however, the influence of the 

reactivation can be substantial at later stages. The progressive rotation of pre-existing 

structures by distributed strain adjacent to the main fault not only results in localised slip on 

them, but re-orients them into more favourable attitudes for accommodating some of the plate 

boundary displacement. 

In the Lebanese bend, the activation of new structures and evolution of finite geometry of the 

transpressive region may be attributed to migration of the Euler pole. This has resulted in 

more recent bypassing of the bend (Butler et al., 1998). The local structural evolution of the 

plate boundary zone in South Westland on the other hand is related to the reactivation of pre

existing structures which has led to the formation of a bend and the prutial bypassing of the 

main plate boundary fault as a percentage of slip is rerouted along the reactivated structures. 
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Hence complexities can arise in plate boundary zones without having to invoke any changes 

in plate kinematics. 

Understanding the influence of a competent body such of the Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt 

(DMOB), on the geometry and evolution of the regional flower structure, coupled with the 

controls it has on the characteristics of the plate boundary deformation, is of paramount 

importance towards the knowledge of the structural process of eatihquake faulting. In the 

case study documented in South Westland, the incorporation of the DMOB into the plate 

boundm·y zone has maintained a high angle of obliquity between the converging terranes and 

the Alpine fault. Without the DMOB, the converging terranes would otherwise be expected to 

rotate into subparallelism with the main Alpine fault as they were strung out along the strike 

of the high-strain zone adjacent to the Alpine fault. Reactivation of the pre-existing structures 

would still occur, but the distinctive oblique curved geometry responsible for the formation of 

the restraining bend would not exist. Competent bodies have frequently been documented as 

resistant lenses within fault zones around which shear zones anastomose (Snoke et al., 

1998b ). However, the distinction here is that the DMOB forms a continuous linear belt which 

in the most part is devoid of extensive serpentinisation in the section south of the Alpine fault. 

Here it is dominated by ultramafic harzburgites and dunites which resist ductile flow at mid

crustal temperatures. The significance of this difference is highlighted by compm·ing the 

behaviour of the DMOB with pods of ultramafic bodies intruded as irregular and possibly 

isolated bodies into a pre-existing fault system within a suture zone in Southwest Cyprus 

(Bailey, 1997, 2000; Jones et al., 1997). The ultramafic pods behave very differently to the 

linear ultramafic belt in South Westland as they are strongly serpentinised and form 

rheologically weak bodies which have been redistributed laterally, and to an extent vertically, 

by transpressional deformation. 

The behaviour of the DMOB also has a primary role in controlling the strain patterns within 

the regional flower structure in the brittle and ductile regime. The curved geometry of the 

competent DMOB, in the converging fault systems, impose additional boundary conditions in 

that it forms an indentor strongly oblique to the plate motion which adds to the shmiening 

component evident in the region, altering the nature of transpression locally. The boundm·y 

conditions m·ising from the obliquity of the plate motion obviously have a dominant control 

on the deformation, and transpression in the sense of the Harland ( 1971) exists along the 

whole of the plate boundary zone of the South Island (Norris et al., 1990). However, 

transpression in the sense of Sanderson & Mm·chini, 1984 and Tikoff & Teyssier, 1994 

(which includes transpression where deformations deviate from simple shear because of a 

component of co-axial shortening orthogonal to the deformation zone), additionally exists in 

the area outlined in this thesis and is thought to be a result of the boundm·y conditions 

imposed by the geometry of the DMOB. The curved margin geometry of the DMOB indentor 

impedes the horizontal growth of the positive flower structure both eastwards and to the 

northeast. This, coupled with the continuing ENE-directed plate motion, enforces a strong 

shortening component within the internal deformation zone of the flower structure and 
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imposes additional confinement. The resultant increase in the complexity of the strain 

patterns within the flower structure could lead to erroneous result in calculations of plate 

boundary conditions in ancient deformation zones where independent measures of the plate 

motion are not available. 

10.2. Controls on Strain Partitioning from Reactivated Structures 
Current estimates of slip rates indicate 65-75% of the fault-parallel motion and variable 

amounts of the fault-normal motion are accounted for by slip on the Alpine fault in the South 

Island (Norris & Cooper, 2001). Slip partitioning along plate boundaries has been described 

for years (e.g. Fitch, 1972). Pattitioning may involve accommodation of fractions of total 

interplate slip, each with similar net directions, on a number of different structures, or it may 

involve splitting of the normal and parallel components between different structures (e.g. 

Walcott, 1978; McCaffrey, 1992a,b,c; Molnar, 1992; Platt, 1993; Tikoff & Teyssier, 1994). 

Whether either or both of these styles of slip partitioning are occurring in the South Island, 

however, has been a subject of some speculation (e.g. Koons, 1994; Braun & Beaumont, 

1995; Teyssier et al., 1995; Koons et al, 2003). 

There has been continued debate over the main controls on the initiation of kinematic 

partitioning (Chapter 1). Plastic rheological models have demonstrated a strong dependency 

upon the angle of convergence; at high angles there is little or no partitioning, whereas at low 

angles, there is a strong partitioning into thrust and strike-slip components (Dewey et al., 

1998). The angle of convergence has been cited as one possible explanation for the 

disparities between kinematic partitioning in the San Andreas fault zone and non-partitioned 

deformation in the Sumatra fault zone, where obliquity is respectively low and high (Tikoff & 

Teyssier, 1994). Partitioning in fault zones is suggested to be especially likely where the 

angle of convergence is low (<20°) (Tikoff & Teyssier, 1994). The Alpine fault zone in the 

South Island has been quoted previously as an example of non-partitioned deformation 

(Teyssier et al., 1995; Dewey et al., 1998). However, the angle of convergence of the 071 o 

plate motion in New Zealand and the average 055° strike of the Alpine fault implies it would 

fit into the partitioning theory of Tikoff & Teyssier (1994). A contrast between non

partitioned upper-crustal deformation and kinematically partitioned deformation also occurs 

along the strike of the Alpine fault zone (e.g. the Central Westland section cj the South 

Westland section) in the South Island (Chapter 1). The angle of convergence remains 

essentially the same along the strike of the Alpine fault, only decreasing by one degree in the 

Cascade Valley region of South Westland (Sutherland, 1995a) and, therefore, factors other 

than the angle of convergence must also account for the difference between non-pattitioned 

and partitioned deformation. There are several differences in the nature of the strain in the 

upper and lower crust and the nature of the plate boundary between the two areas which may 

give an explanation for the onset of strain partitioning. 

The transpressive motion resulting from oblique convergence in the Central Westland section 
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of the Alpine fault zone is expressed by a single fault zone in the upper crust where the plate 

motion remains oblique rather than being spatially partitioned into discrete zones of strike-slip 

and convergent deformation (Norris et al., 1990). The ductile portion of the Alpine fault is 

represented by a single broad mylonite zone which extends - 1 km east of the fault. Recently, 

Koons et al. (2003) have postulated that the oblique convergence at the plate boundary zone 

in the South Island is partitioned in the lower crust between a near ve1tical lateral structure 

and a dipping convergent structure (the Alpine fault) but that nearer the surface the lateral and 

convergent motion is combined onto a single non-partitioned structure due to weakening 

related to concentrated orographic erosion in the Southern Alps and the evolution of the 

thermal state during exhumation-driven thermal thinning. 

A change in the plate boundary zone takes place into the South Westland section of the 

Alpine fault just north of the Haast River (Cooper & Norris, 1994b; 1995) (Chapter 1) where 

the Alpine fault is a single NE-striking structure which accommodates strike-slip and a 

decreasing component of dip-slip. Thus the upper-crustal Alpine fault becomes partitioned 

and a degree of the dip-slip component of the plate boundary motion is accommodated away 

from the Alpine fault. The Central Westland section has evolved from partitioned to non

partitioned strain (Koons et al., 2003), while the Southern Westland section has not. The 

extent of exhumation decreases around Haast (e.g. Batt et al., 2000). Thus the advection of 

the isotherms is also less and, therefore, the upper crustal faults are not as "weak" as implied 

for the Central Westland section of the Alpine fault and may explain the switch to partitioned 

deformation around Haast. Another factor which may also control the change in the nature of 

the plate boundary zone south of Haast is a modification in the character of the crust which 

may arise as a result of the switch to an oceanic-continental plate boundary from a 

continental-continental plate boundary around this section (Chapter 1: Figure 1.1 & 1.3). 

The distributed fault zone described in this thesis is -60 km south of Haast. The model of a 

thermally perturbed crust of Koons et al. (2003) is based on the exposure of upper greenschist 

facies rocks at a vertical exhumation rate of 8 mrnfyr. The estimated exhumation rate of rocks 

from a similar depth within the transpressional region of the distributed fault zone is 5-7 

mrnfyr (Chapter 9). Therefore, the amount of thermal exhumation is not much less and is not 

thought to be the main control on the partitioned nature of the deformation in the distributed 

fault zone but it may instead be related to the change in the nature of the crust (as a function 

of the converging terranes) and the character of the deformation within the section of the plate 

boundary zone. 

Fractions of the total interplate slip, overall with a similar net direction (e.g. Chapter 5), are 

partitioned across the upper-crustal reactivated structures of the Livingstone Fault System and 

the Hollyford Fault System. About 60 % of the fault-parallel plate boundary motion is 

estimated to be accommodated between the reactivated Hollyford Fault System and the 

Alpine fault and an additional unquantifiable amount on the Livingstone Fault System 

(Chapter 9). Moreover, the kinematics of the upper-crustal second order structures 
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demonstrate that strike-slip, oblique-slip and dip-slip motion are partitioned onto different 

subparallel reactivated structures at all scales, varying spatially and temporally. Therefore, 

not only is a fraction of the interplate slip redistributed but, in addition, the transpressional 

deformation is also kinematically partitioned into different components across the structures. 

The first order faults are partitioning the total plate boundary slip, whereas many of the 

second order fault are partitioning local convergence caused by the de facto restraining bend. 

Regional flower structures and partitioned transpressive fault zones are widely documented in 

the brittle regime in many currently active plate boundary fault zones (e.g. Cobbold et al, 

1991; Keller et al., 1995; Bayasgalan et al., 1999) but the variation in style and linkage of 

transpressional structures at different depths is poorly understood. Analysis of the structure 

and kinematics of the ductile fault zones indicates that strain partitioning is not restricted to 

the brittle portion of the fault zone and, therefore, the structure unveiled in the study area 

provides a unique opportunity to analyse the variations, with depth, in development of 

transpressional structures resembling classic flower structures. 

Although kinematic partitioning is not just an upper-crustal feature but persists down to at 

least the upper part of the lower crust, the style of partitioning and pattern of deformation in 

the ductile regime is slightly different. Within the ductiley deformed rocks, both the first 

order and second order faults record movement (dextral-reverse but slightly less convergent 

than in the upper-crustal first order faults) in a similar net direction, partitioning fractions of 

the transpressional slip. Fault-normal and fault-parallel components are not partitioned into 

discrete zones across the second order faults, however, but instead are partitioned into 

subparallel domains between the faults. The rheological properties of the different lithologies 

control the extent to which the transpression is fractionised into the domains and internally 

within the domains. In the brittle regime the combination of shear and shortening is 

accommodated by the jostling of blocks out of the topographic free surface and by high-angle 

reverse faulting, whereas in the ductile regime the shortening is accommodated by domains of 

complex folding. The combination of shear and shortening is reflected by variable shear sense 

on overall consistently orientated lineations. Dip-slip movement is mostly spatially restricted 

to the eastern and western margins of the transpressional distributed fault zone. 

The same fraction of the plate motion as accommodated on a single structure in the Central 

Westland section of the Alpine fault, in contrast, is spread across the first order faults and 

strain is partitioned in the upper and lower crust in the distributed fault zone. A very important 

distinction between the Central Westland section and the field area of South Westland, is that, 

in the latter the upper-crustal and mid-lower crustal partitioning is occurring within the realm 

of a restraining bend where the transpression involves both simple shear and pure shear, 

whereas the transpression in the central section is the result of the oblique convergence along 

the plate boundary zone. Transpressive motion resulting from oblique convergence (e.g. 

Harland, 1971) can be expressed by a single fault zone, whereas components of pure and 
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simple shear within the transpression of Sanderson & Marchini (1984) and Tikoff & Teyssier 

(1994) are usually partitioned (Karig et al., 1980; Cobbold et al., 1991; Tikoff & Teyssier, 

1994; Jones & Tanner, 1995). 

The control on the nature and extent of the partitioning within the realm of the restraining 

bend is thought to stem from the diversity of lithologies in the plate boundary zone along with 

contacts between contrasting lithologies and the abundance of pre-existing structures within 

the converging terranes. All of these have resulted in a mechanically layered crust (c.f the 

Central Westland section where the monotonous sequence of Haast Schist rock makes up the 

hanging wall sequence of the Alpine fault). The efficiency of the kinematic partitioning is 

interpreted to be a function of the mechanical anisotropies arising from the inherently weak 

zones within the converging terranes which facilitate the deformation. Kinematic partitioning 

on discrete faults in the upper crust is most pronounced in the regions of maximum 

lithological diversity where lithologically and rheologically contrasting contacts are at their 

greatest. Indeed, alternative arguments suggest that the presence of pre-existing weak fault 

zones (Mount & Suppe, 1987; Zoback & Healy, 1992) or weak lithological and rheological 

boundaries (Jackson, 1980; Jones & Tanner, 1995) are central to the onset of strain 

partitioning. In fact, the model of Koons et al (2003) shows material weakening as an 

alternative to thermal weakening, results in greater separation of lateral and convergent 

components and inhibits the formation of a single oblique structure. 

Each tenane responds to the transpressional deformation in a different manner in the brittle 

and ductile regime and the style of the deformation is in part governed by the varying 

mechanical anisotropical internal make-up of the terranes but also from the differing 

rheological behaviour of the rocks within them in response to the deformation. For instance, 

in the frictional regime the S-type granites in the Western Province more uniformly dissipate 

the strain, and kinematic partitioning between different structures is limited, whereas the 

mafic-derived mylonites in the Brook Street Terrane abruptly curtail the spread of 

deformation (Chapter 5) and kinematic partitioning between discrete structures is marked. In 

the DMOB, fault-parallel domains of strike-slip and thrusting have developed. 

The downward continuation into the ductile regime of the heterogeneities and structural 

weaknesses responsible for the partitioning of deformation evident in the brittle fault systems 

as discrete zones is partly attributable to the rheological constraints on the distribution of 

strain within the mylonite zones. Rheological properties further accentuate the process of 

strain partitioning, notably in the Kinvaid and Duncan River Lozenge where the rheological 

properties inhibit the development of a broad mylonite zone and a strain-softening rheology 

causes strain partitioning in the mid to lower crust. 

Contrasts in rheological behaviour also control the extent and nature of strain partitioning 

within the ductile regime (Chapter 7) and can additionally result in a degree of 
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partitioning/compartmentalisation of the transcurrent and convergent deformation into 

domains. For example, simple shear wrench-dominated deformation is preferentially 

accommodated by the mylonites and serpentinites in the DMOB whereas contraction is 

dominant in the more competent mylonites derived from the Brook Street Terrane. 

10.3. Controls on the Reactivation of the Structures 
The Livingstone Fault System and Hollyford Fault System are inherited features which are 

large enough to form significant regions of mechanical anisotropy in the lithosphere which 

can effectively act as loci for strain during superimposed deformations. Therefore, they have 

been reactivated during successive imposed crustal strains in preference to the formation of 

new zones of displacement. 

Strain localisation mechanisms within the ductile regime have been discussed in Chapter 8. 

In the frictional regime, the long-term changes in the internal mechanical properties of the 

fault zones make them relatively weak compared to the surrounding unfaulted rocks assuring 

the repeated reactivation of the structures and the continued preferential location of strain. For 

example, thick gouge zones have been described in the top few kilometres of the crust and 

substantial zones of cataclastic rocks extend down to the brittle-ductile transition on most 

faults within the area (Chapters 5 & 6). Frictional strength may be appreciably lowered by 

the high phyllosilicate content in the gouge-rich fault zones (e.g. Morrow et al., 1992; Bos et 

al., 2000). The inherent processes in faulting: grain-size reduction, microcrack damage, 

cohesive strength loss, the development of a foliated fabric, would support localisation. 

Cataclasis would promote pervasive fluid influx due to grain-scale dilatancy (e.g. Holdsworth 

et al., 2001) and reaction softening leading to the enhanced production of weak phyllosilicate 

minerals (retrograde metamorphism), fluid assisted DMT or/and the hydrolytic weakening of 

minerals in the deeper part of the frictional regime. In addition to the grain-scale chemical 

weakening of the faults, a reduced grain-size may favour changes to grain-size sensitive 

diffusive mass transfer in the brittle-ductile transitional zone. The lack of a grain-scale 

cataclastic overprint within the mylonites (e.g. Chapters 7 & 8) indicates that the friction

dominated deformation is very localised below the top few kilometres of the crust and is 

restricted to the nanow principal slip zones of the faults. 

The kinematics and strain patterns in the ductile and brittle fault zones are closely related, 

suggesting there is feedback relationship between the two at least to depths of 15-20 km. The 

first order fault zones in the brittle and ductile regimes are related to the rheological breaks 

within the basement lithologies (i.e. old tenane boundaries), which are substantial 

discontinuities in both upper and lower crust. It is not clear, however, whether reactivation in 

the brittle or ductile zone was the controlling factor in the strain localisation. For instance, 

creep within the ductile mylonites is now likely to be an important factor in keeping strain 

localised and partitioned but the question revolves around whether original Mesozoic 

mylonite zones were still able to act as weak zones to concentrate creep and control the initial 
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reactivation in the surface faults. Alternatively, the initial deformation may have been due to 

brittle reactivation of upper crustal weak zones and this reactivated the mylonites which, as 

they weakened, fed back into the upper crustal faults. The feedback would result in the strain 

localisation becoming more enhanced. Such feedback would ensure that strain patterns in 

brittle and ductile zones were closely related. 

The mechanisms of reactivation in the ductile regime are controversial and indeterminate 

(Chapter 8). Speculation over the likely factors is particularly difficult because there is a lack 

of Mesozoic mylonite zones for comparison. Similarly, it is difficult to determine the factors 

behind the initial reactivation of the upper-crustal pre-existing structures. The geometry of the 

Mesozoic faults at the time of their initial reactivation is not known and likewise neither is the 

state of the regional or local stress field. 

The lines of evidence for the present state of regional stress in the central southern South 

Island include: (a) slip on other faults such as the Ostler and Moonlight faults in Otago (e.g. 

Turnbull et al., 1975; Norris et al., 1978; Blick et al., 1989). While these faults are 

predominantly reverse, the slip directions are not very precisely known; (b) long-range 

satellite-based geodetic measurements (Larson & Fraymuller, 1995) and GPS strain field 

measurements (Beaven et al., 1999) (which should match the incremental stress field if it is 

assumed to be elastic strain) and (c) earthquake focal mechanisms (Leitner et al., 2000). All 

these lines of evidence tend to suggest a regional cr1 stress trajectory generally orientated at~ 

100° ±10°. This is in agreement with the principal horizontal shortening axis of around 110° 

(e.g. Walcott, 1978; Wood & Blick, 1986; Pearson, 1991, 1994; Non·is & Cooper, 1995) 

calculated from Australian-Pacific plate boundary motion (DeMets et al., 1990), assuming the 

latter is accommodated by strike-slip parallel to the Alpine Fault and convergence normal to 

it. It is, however, quite probable that the stress field is heterogeneous locally. Moreover, the 

evaluated regional stress field is at a distance from the Alpine fault. The stresses within the 

narrow 7 km wide zone of the flower structure, in which the Mesozoic faults have been 

reactivated and incorporated into the plate boundary zone (Chapter 9), may be oriented 

differently from the regional stresses, due to fault interaction. Furthermore, the hypothesised 

flower structure was located further to the southwest (Chapter 9) in the early stages of its 

formation where the regional stress state may have been different from that of the central 

southern South Island and was possibly influenced by the end effects of the plate boundary 

zone (Chapter 1). 

Nevertheless, if it is assumed that (a) the regional stress field responsible for the reactivation 

of the Mesozoic faults leading to the development of the flower structure is the same as that 

estimated for the current regime in the central southern South Island and (b) for simplicity the 

faults are taken originally to be near-vertical structures which initially reactivated by strike

slip, then they could easily be reactivated after a relatively small amount of rotation (e.g. 

Sibson, 1985). 
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Figure 10.3: Frictional reactivation. Ratio of the greatest to least effective principal stresses ( cr1 '!a3 ') 

required for reshear of a cohesionless fault plotted against the reactivation angle, 8" for the typical 
coefficient of friction (Byerlee, 1978) ~= 0.6 (faint line) and~= 0.85 (bold line) which is largely 
independent of rock type. (after Sibson, 1985). 8r = the optimum angle for reactivation at which the 
stress ratio reaches a positive minimum. The shear stress required to reshear an optimally oriented 
fault is less than that required to form a new fault. Faults optimally orientated for frictional 
reactivation can inhibit the attainment of stress values required to create new brittle structures (Sibson, 
1985, 1998, 2000). The 2-D frictional analysis requires that the existing fault contains the cr2 axis. 
Thrust faults should initiate at dip angles of -30° in a compressional regime, normal faults at dip 
angles of -60° in a tensile regime and in a wrench regime, strike-slip faults should form at angles of 
-±30° to the horizontal cr 1 (assuming the principal stresses are horizontal and vertical). Faults can, 
however, potentially reactivate without the tensile overpressure conditions being met (i.e. Pf > cr3) for 
0 < 8r <60°. Frictional lock-up occurs at 28r . Thus thrust faults could be reactivated with dips in the 
range of 0-60°, normal faults with dips in the range of 30-90° and strike-slip faults orientated at <60° 
to cr1 for 'Byerlee' friction. 

For instance, frictional lock-up is expected to occur on a fault at a critical angle of 60° to cr1 

(Figure 10.3; Sibson, 1985). Therefore, the Mesozoic structures could potentially be reactivated 

as synthetic shears integral to the plate boundary zone once dextral shear strain on the main 

plate boundary zone had rotated them from their northerly strike (Chapter 9) to an angle <60° 

to cr1 i.e. to strike between 030-050°. Depending on the actual value of cohesion and friction 

on these older structures, rotation will eventually result in the stress difference required for 

reactivation becoming less that that required for the generation of new faults. 

The presence of Mesozoic fault rocks along the structures means they are internally weak 

relative to the surrounding unfaulted wall-rocks. For example, the pre-existing cataclastic 
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rocks will be reduced in grain-size relative to the surrounding rock which, along with 

increased permeability (dependant on the extent to which fault healing has occurred by 

hydrothermal cementation e.g. Angevine et al., 1982) to fault-related fluids, would enhance 

the grain-scale mechanisms (as described above) responsible for the onset of mechanical 

weakening. Pre-existing phyllosilicate-rich fault rocks are likely to have a lower coefficient of 

sliding friction, facilitating reactivation. 

Fluid channelling along the western margin of the DMOB may have weakened the pre

existing fault, by allowing reaction to serpentine minerals, initiating reactivation. 

In the reactivated Mesozoic faults' more recent history, kinematic data indicate that they are 

not pure strike-slip structures but accommodate transpressive motion (Chapter 5). In the 

present configuration of the flower structure the reactivated first order faults have a dip angle 

(Chapter 5) mainly less (although greater in some strands) than that at which frictional lock 

up is expected to occur on a fault in a purely compressional thrust regime (Figure 10.3). 

However, most of the faults are not pure dip-slip structures but record oblique-slip, indicating 

that cr2 was probably not contained in the fault plane. Determination of frictional reactivation 

angles for such situations would require tedious 3D frictional reactivation analysis (e.g. 

Ranalli, 1995). Nonetheless, the orientation of the first order faults is not too different from 

that of the Alpine fault (e.g. Chapter 5: Figure 5.62) and, therefore, their continued 

reactivation is not unexpected. 

Reactivation ofthe Secondary Faults 

Movement on the high-angle reverse secondary faults within the present configuration of the 

flower structure is occurring on faults which have a dip above the critical angle (i.e. 60°) at 

which faults are theoretically predicted to lock (Figure 10.3). The shear stress required to 

overcome the shear resistance on the faults is theoretically greater than that required to form a 

new fault. The continued reactivation of the faults can be explained by several factors: 

• A decrease in effective normal stress ( crn) can lead to failure which can be brought 

about by an increase in the fluid pressure (Pf) to supralithostatic levels (e.g. Sibson, 

1990). There is no evidence (i.e. vein-systems in the seismogenic crust), at least 

within the depth of this study, to suggest such elevated fluid pressures exist to explain 

the reactivation of theoretically unfavourably orientated faults. 

• The frictional strength of the faults may be lowered by a reduction in the coefficient of 

friction of the fault rocks. 

• Oblique slip is occurring on the secondary structures and the orientation of the 

principal stress directions may be inclined (e.g. Chapter 6); i.e. stress orientations may 

deviate from the classic Andersonian model of horizontal and vertical principal 

stresses (Anderson, 1951). 
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• Near-surface stress trajectories may be significantly affected by topography in 

mountainous areas and, therefore, the principal stress trajectories may deviate from the 

horizontal and vertical. This effect is unlikely to extend to a depth of more than one or 

two times the height of the mountains (e.g. Savage & Swolfs, 1986). 

• The first order and second order faults have large displacements, extend laterally for 

several kilometres and vertically extend into the ductile regime (Chapters 5-7). 

Therefore, the movement in the seismogenic crust is not independent of the ductile 

shear at depths. The reactivation of the faults may also be a function of enhanced 

creep at depth. Furthermore, at depths in the crust approaching a creeping, ductile, 

mylonite zone, the principal stresses may be rotated into a more oblique orientation 

(Mandl, 1988), especially if the mylonite zone has a much lower effective viscosity 

than the surrounding rocks. 

10.4. Conclusions on the Implications for Plate Boundary Deformation 
The controls on plate boundary conditions and strain partitioning which stem from the 

existence of pre-existing structures and their rheological behaviour clearly demonstrate the 

importance of tectonic heritage in the geometric and kinematic evolution of plate boundary 

zones. Such controls must therefore be considered when analysing other plate boundary 

zones. 

The San Andreas fault is one of the best documented strain partitioning transform fault 

systems (Mount & Suppe, 1987, Sylvester, 1988) (other active systems include the Sumatra 

(McCaffrey, 1992a,b.c; Tikoff & Teyssier, 1994), East Anatolian fault zone (Lyberis et al., 

1992) and North Anatolian fault zone (Jackson, 1992), Turkey or ancient orogenic belts such 

as in Brazil (Ebert & Hasui, 1998)). The complex structural setting of the western margin of 

North America is a result of oblique convergence between the North American and Pacific 

plates which is accommodated by dextral movement along the San Andreas fault and 

shortening east and west of it. According to Zoback et al. (1987), the San Andreas fault is a 

mechanically weak structure and fault properties control the stress field in central California. 

Tikoff & Teyssier (1994) argue that plate boundary conditions from the plate motion 

controlled the lithospheric-scale strain partitioning. Neither considered controls from pre

existing structures. In central-north California, the Salinian Block is a detached continental 

block to the west of the San Andreas fault which separates the two plates. During Paleocene 

to Recent times, the Salinian Block was dominated by strike-slip along the San Andreas fault 

but shmtening occurred perpendicular to it as recorded by thrusts and folds. The Salinian 

Block contains four continental fragments. Ross (1983) and Tavarnelli (1998) who studied the 

Northern Salinian Block (which includes two tectonostratigraphic terranes), pointed out the 

important influence of pre-existing structures within the terranes on strain-partitioning. The 

results from this study strongly suggest the behaviour of the San Andreas fault zone could in 

pmt relate to inhomogeneities within the tectonic fragments. 
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Any transpressive fault zone which has evolved from a previous plate margin will contain 

tectonic heritage, the complexity of which will depend on the extent and diversity of 

continental fragments. Indeed the present day position of the Alpine fault zone is an inherent 

feature of the Eocene passive margin (Sutherland et al., 2000) and prior to the activation of 

the San Andreas fault, the area of California was dominated by Andean-type subduction 

involving the precursor to the San Andreas fault, the Proto-San Andreas fault (Nilsen, 1981; 

Page, 1990). Changes in plate rotations ultimately leads to the evolution of plate boundaries, 

and therefore tectonic heritage is inevitable in transpressive margins. In the study area, the 

Alpine fault is the major fault structure which has accommodated over 400 km of dextral 

displacement yet the reactivated structures still exert a degree of control. Reactivation of pre

existing structures and their associated rheological properties must be considered as first order 

factors in strain partitioning at plate boundary zones. 
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11. CONCLUSION 

• Several terranes converge onto the Alpine fault in South Westland. Seismic activity along 

the plate boundary is spread across a complex fault system between the Arawata River and 

the Jerry River. Earthquakes large enough to produce significant ground rupture (>M5.5) 

occurred in the late Pleistocene to Holocene. 

• High strain along the plate boundary zone has occurred over the last 25 m.y. resulting in 

stringing out of the terranes. Pre-existing faults have been re-orientated and substantially 

reactivated modifying the boundary conditions of the lithospheric deformation. Previously, 

only local areas of upper-cmstal Tertiary to Recent movement related to oroclinal rotation 

have been reported on faults in the basement terranes. 

• The Hollyford Fault System has been rotated into subparallelism with the Alpine fault zone 

but the competent behaviour of the Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt (DMOB) controls the 

finite geometry and stmctural evolution of the system. The faults bounding the belt, those 

of the Livingstone Fault System, maintain an acute angle at the intersection with the 

Alpine fault. 

• The curved margin geometry of the reactivated stmctures has led to the transfer of slip 

eastwards away from the Alpine fault, over a limited distance, thus creating a regional 

scale bend in the plate boundary deformation zone. An approximately 60 km long and at 

least 7 km wide zone of transpression is evident, contrary to the previous simple strike-slip 

signature assigned to the region. 

• The pre-existing fault stmctures, lithological contacts and rheological heterogeneities in 

the merging terranes have introduced mechanical anisotropies, fundamentally controlling 

the location and distribution of the neotectonic faults. 

• The architecture and motions of the fault zone resemble a flower stmcture although new 

faults are not forming as high-level stmctures in sedimentary overburden but the irregular 

fault geometry is pre-controlled by discrete, penetrating deep-seated stmctures embedded 

in the basement rocks at depths of 15-20 km. 

• Upper greenschist facies mylonite zones in each of the terranes have been exhumed by 

regional and differential uplift. There is a gradual increase in the exhumation towards the 

Jackson River area, with an increase in the pervasiveness of ductile strain. 

• Combined observed changes in the metamorphic and tectonic fabrics indicate that the 

brittle and ductile stmctural fabrics were imposed in the late Cenozoic although the lower 

to upper-cmstal faults of the Livingstone Fault System and Hollyford Fault System are 

reactivated Mesozoic structures. 

• Fractions of the total interplate slip ( -60 % of the fault -parallel plate boundary motion 

between the Hollyford Fault System and the Alpine fault and an unquantifiable amount on 

the Livingstone Fault System), with a similar net direction are partitioned across the 

reactivated structures. "Fault-stepped" partitioning occurs along strike. 
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• The transpression results m a considerable shortening component parallel and 

perpendicular to the fault zone. The oblique DMOB indentor imposes additional 

confinement, invoking complex transpressional strain patterns. 

• In the upper crust, transpression and local convergence (caused by the de facto restraining 

bend at all scales) are kinematically partitioned spatially and temporally among the array 

of second-order faults (which is more prominent in regions of maximum lithological 

diversity). The faults are pinned with a finite length and the combination of shear and 

shortening is accommodated by the jostling of blocks out of the topographic free surface, 

aided by opposing dipping NW -striking faults and high-angle reverse faulting. In the 

ductile regime, contractional deformation is mostly accommodated by subparallel domains 

of complex folding and competent lithologies whereas, simple shear is mostly localised 

into principal shear zones. There is a rheologically-driven mesoscopic-macroscopic scale 

partitioning of the coaxial and non-coaxial deformation which also controls the fold 

geometry. Unlike the brittle regime, up-dip extension is mostly restricted to the eastern and 

western margins of the distributed fault zone in the ductile regime but is more prominent in 

the Jackson River Wedge where the ductile fault zones are confined and shortening is 

pronounced. 

• In the ductile regimes, the rheological contrast and the ambient low temperatures of the 

shear zones prevent the rapid spread of strain homogeneously throughout the rock mass, 

promoting strain localisation and hence the distributed fault zone maintains its distinctive 

geometry in the lower crust 

• The brittle and ductile fault zones mimic each other suggesting a feedback relationship 

between the two regimes which was initiated sometime in the last -9-2.7 m.y. The 

rheological properties of pre-existing Mesozoic mylonite zones could control the 

architecture of the upper-crustal fault zones and the kinematics of the whole system. 

Alternatively, the initial deformation may have been due to reactivation of brittle structures 

on upper-crustal weaknesses and this reactivated the mylonites which, as they weakened, 

fed back into the upper-crustal faults. 

• The friction-dominated deformation is very localised below the top few kilometres of the 

crust, being restricted to the narrow principal slip zones of the faults and the mylonites 

have been exposed at the surface with minimal cataclastic overprint. At the microscopic 

scale, lower temperature/higher strain rates deformation mechanisms have not occmTed 

intermittently or along the exhumation path of the mylonites. 

• Each terrane responds to the transpressional defmmation in a different manner with 

variations in strain distribution governed by several different factors. These include: the 

internal structure of the terranes, the framework of the fault system which imposes 

transient stress concentrations, the relative strength of the different rock type, and the role 

of different weakening mechanisms (of which syndeformational reaction softening is very 

important) on the evolution of the rock strength. In the lithologically diverse Brook Street 

Terrane, the diverse and contrasting rheological properties of the rocks promoted strain 

partitioning, inhibiting the development of a broad deformation zone. The lithologically-
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induced and strain-induced contrasts are mostly controlled by grain-size variations in the 

Murihiku Terrane and Maitai Group-derived mylonites which have fewer contrasting rock 

types and subsequently broad mylonite zones have developed. Fault-related fluid 

channelling along conduits formed by the mechanically and rheologically weak margins of 

the DMOB has led to serpentinisation, a pronounced drop in rock density and strength, and 

extreme localisation of stable flow with no spread into the peridotite protolith. The fluid

rock interaction may have in fact initiated the eastward transfenal of plate boundary slip 

instigating the formation of the regional transpressional bend. 

11.1. Future Work 
• Geochronologic techniques may allow more accurate age constraints to be placed on 

deformation and exhumation of the mylonites within the distributed fault zone. Most 
radiometric methods provide a measure of the time at which the sample cooled below 
some critical temperature ("closure temperature") which varies for different systems. In 
most systems, the closure temperature is lower than the crystallisation temperature of the 
mineral although in some instances the reverse may be true. Along the Alpine fault the 
material has only been cool enough to retain the relevant radiogenic product since the 
rocks have been exhumed from below the related closure depth (the depth at which the 
ambient crustal temperature exceeds the respective closure temperature) in the middle 
Miocene to Recent times. These ages are referred to as reset, in the sense of having lost 
associated connections to formation and previous thermal histories, so they only record 
cooling related to a single phase of tectonism. Resetting by Cenozoic deformation will 
limit the applicability of such studies, making it difficult to identify pre-Cenozoic 
deformation. For example: 
o Fission track dating. Fission track dating, particularly of apatite, is generally seen as 

useful for constraining near-smface to shallow crustal exhumation because of the 
relatively low temperatures at which fission tracks anneal (c. l20°C; e.g. Warner, 1968; 
Naeser & Faul, 1969; Briggs et al., 1979; Gleadow & Duddy, 1981; Hurford, 1986; 
Tagami et al., 1996). Fission track dating of zircon (closure temperature c. 250°C) 
records cooling at greater depth. A combination of the two techniques may allow 
determination of average exhumation rates (e.g. Tippett & Kamp, 1993) of the 
mylonites and hangingwall rocks. An advantage of fission track methods is that they 
involve minerals unlikely to be undergoing crystallisation during mylonitisation and 
hence will record cooling rather than deformation. 

o Ar/Ar or K/Ar dating. Kr-Ar systems, for example, have a higher closure temperature 
(e.g. Ar closure temperature in biotite is 340°C) than fission tracks (e.g. -265°C for 
zircon and -125 oc for apatite; after Tippet & Kamp, 1993). However, excess Argon in 
amphibole is common in highly strained samples near fault zones (e.g. Batt et al., 2000). 
Therefore, problems arise when trying to obtain reliable dates with this method. 

• Electron microprobe analysis of minerals within the mylonitic rock would help constrain 
the P-T conditions of their formation. Geobarometry (e.g. in amphiboles) could be 
attempted to place constraints on the pressure at which the mylonites formed. 
Compositional growth patterns, alongside deformational patterns, may reveal 
polymetamorphism which, if datable, could be used to work out P-T-t paths for the rocks. 

• More detailed analysis of microstructure using the scanning electron microscope may be 
used to augment optical study of mineral growth and together with microchemical 
analysis, determine the role of diffusion mass transfer, fluid infiltration mass transfer, 
neomineralisation, intergranular fluids and water in the deformation process. Use of 
electron backscatter diffraction analysis (EBSD) or transmission electron microscopy 
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would provide valuable data on the microstructure and help in determining deformation 
mechanisms operating in the mylonites. 

• Isotope studies would help determine the source of the fluids that have percolated through 
the fault zones. For example, are the fluids low temperature-exchanged meteoric waters or 
alternatively, high temperature rock-exchange fluids? In the latter case the fluids are 
likely to be equilibrated with the wall-rock and therefore not reflect the ultimate source. 
Mass balance calculations and isotope studies of the mylonites would help to determine if 
an open system was present with high-fluid rock ratios. Then there is also the question of 
deeper-sourced fluids. A theoretical possibility is that there is a control on the Alpine 
fault zone from the Puysegur subduction zone (e.g. Chapter 1). Fluids released from the 
northward propagating slab could be hypothesised as an aid to the fault reactivation in the 
crust and may have a recognisable isotopic signature. 

• Vorticity studies. Back-rotated grains (rotated in a direction opposite to the bulk flow 
regime) occur in shear zones where there is a component of simple shear and pure shear. 
Stiff ellipsoidal grains mostly rotate with the simple shear component but grains with their 
axes orientated in the acute angle between the eigenvectors of the flow (i.e. between the 
two directions which do not rotate) will try to rotate forward with the simple shear 
component but are rotated backwards in response to the pure shear component (e.g. 
Simpson & De Paor, 1993; Simpson, 1998). Such grains can be used to determine the 
kinematic vorticity number of the mylonites by plotting their axial ratios and long axis 
orientations on a hyperbolic net (Simpson & De Paor, 1993). 

• Extensive, systematic paleoseismic work is required to complement the geomorphological 
features described in this thesis. The distributed fault zone has the potential for 
influencing the strain accumulation on the Alpine fault. Extensive dating of Quaternary 
deposits affected by or related to faulting may allow more accurate calculations of 
horizontal and vertical slip rates on the main faults and would greatly aid the ability to 
forecast the likely rupture possibilities of the area. 

• It is evident that the simultaneous participation of fault strands during rupture events is an 
important factor in the behaviour of the distributed fault zone in Recent times. A question 
to be asked is: how do the faults of the distributed system act simultaneously? Does the 
distributed fault zone act as a valve that, for instance, inhibits ruptures that propagate from 
the south but allows ruptures propagating from the north to pass through? 
Paleoseismological investigations north and south of the zone would help address these 
questions. Future work could also include coulomb stress modelling for a rupture 
propagating towards the area from the north or south. 

• What is the behaviour of the Hollyford Fault System to the south of Gorge Plateau? How 
much Holocene and late Quaternary slip occurs on the system and how does this slip 
propagate into the distributed fault zone of the field area described in this thesis? This 
represents a potential PhD thesis in its own right! 
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Appendix2 

APPENDIX2 

Appendix 2 relates to the contents of Chapter 3: The Basement Geology of the Established 

Lithological Units. All minerals discussed in the petrographical analysis of the rocks have 

been identified optically (e.g. Gribble & Hall, 1992). 

2.1. Greenland Group and Intrusives 

Field Localities 

• Numerous granitic veins (2-30 em thick) and small (1-2 m diameter) granitic pods 

(e.g. OU73560; OU73650) intrude the host rocks at Gr: 21547, 56658; 21415, 56558; 

21393-21399, 56532- 56539. 

• Gneissic layers are exposed between the Jackson River and the Upper Cascade River 

outcropping at: Gr: 21547, 56658; 21544, 56654; 21463, 56593; 21587, 56692. 

• Biotite hornfels crop out at Gr: 21466, 56612; 21541, 56665; 21535, 56659 

Field localities and descriptions of mylonites in the region derived from granitoids: 

• A mylonitised granite body (Plate A2.1: F), at least 200 m wide, outcrops at 

Sutherland Creek (Gr: 21415, 56558) and again 3 km to the southwest (OU73439) 

however, lack of exposure makes it impossible to determine if it is a continuation of 

the same body. Ultramylonitic granitoids, with strongly colour banded horizons 

outcrop an additional 500 m to the southwest (Gr: 21393-21399, 56532- 56539). 

• An ultramylonitic granodiorite (Plate A2.1: G) occurs as a 10-20 m thick horizon 

within the mylonitic granite body at Sutherland Creek (Gr: 21415, 56558). 

• A mylonite derived from a quartz-granite (Plate A2.1: H) outcrops along the length ( ~ 

800 m in length) of Fault Creek (Gr: 2154, 5665) in the Jackson River area. 

Porphyroclasts suggest it was originally a medium-grained ( ~ 1.4 mm) quartz-granite. 

Hand Specimen and Petrographical Descriptions of Rock Samples 

The following section gives detailed description of the samples collected and the 

accompanying plates demonstrate some but not all the features. Thin section and rock 

samples catalogued in the University of Otago can be consulted for the complete picture. 

Plate A2.1: Lithologies of the Western Province 

Biotite Hornfels 
A: Biotite hornfels (OU73431 ). Composed of partially sericitised feldspar (e.g. at the bottom left of 
the photo), quartz, plagioclase, biotite and muscovite. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
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B: Clinozoisite biotite hornfels (OU73432). Foliation is defined by preferentially orientated biotite 
laths (20% ofthe mineralogy, 0.3-1.5 mm in size and slightly altered to chlorite) and lesser amounts 
of muscovite laths (15%). These are interspersed between quartz and plagioclase grains (0.2-0.7 mm) 
which exhibit undulose extinction and brittle fracturing. Abundant (20% of the mineralogy and 0.2-0.3 
mm) clinozoisite is present in between the plagioclase grains. Apatite is present as inclusions in the 
quartz grains. Lobate boundaries with new grain growth occur along the boundaries of the quartz and 
plagioclase. New grain growth is also concentrated along occasional shear bands. Width of view= 3.2 
mm. PPL. 

Mylonites derived from tlte Greenland Group 

C: An equigranular mineralogy (~0.7 mm) dominated by anhedral quartz grains surrounded by a 
foliated matrix of muscovite, chlorite (20-30%). Chlorite/chloritoid is also present as retrogressed 
lepidoblasts of biotite. Plagioclase is mechanically twinned and strained (with undulose extinction) in 
the direction of foliation. K-feldspar remnants are evident but most have broken down to muscovite to 
merge with the matrix. Likewise, muscovite flakes are mantled in their own recrystallised products. 
Accessory opaques (altering to titanite, as clusters around chlorite) and prismatic apatite (as inclusions 
in quartz) are present. Recrystallised calcite-silicate patches occur as mylonitised veins. Dynamic 
recrystallisation is restricted to the grain boundaries (OU73433). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

D: Undulose strained grains of quartz define a foliation which deflects around almost completely 
seritised porphyroclasts (0.3-1.5 mm) of plagioclase (accessory zeolite as an inclusion) and 
lepidoblasts of chlorite/chloritoid (replacing biotite). Muscovite fish are occasionally present. Matrix 
is made up of recrystallised calcite and quartz and minor metamorphic biotite. Opaques (altering to 
ilmenite) occur as concentrates in post-mylonitic calcite veins (OU73434). Width of view= 3.2 mm. 
XPL. 

Mylonites derived from tlte Intrusive Rocks 

E: A mylonitic foliation is defined by of ribbons of dominantly quartz and plagioclase with undulose 
extinction interspersed with chlorite (altered from biotite), titanite trails and plentiful muscovite. 
Abundant clasts of j3-zoisite are boudinaged. Rare relict microcline and albite (0.2-0.3 mm). 
Plagioclase is sericitised. Phlogopite forms in the matrix along with recrystallised calcite (also as 
cross-cutting recrystallised veins) and accessory tourmaline (OU73435). Width of view = 3.2 mm. 
X PL. 

F: Petrographically the mylonite is composed of elongated, strained quartz grains which have 
undulose extinction and sub-grain boundaries, heavily sericitised plagioclase, smeared high relief 
chlorite (relict cores indicate it is almost fully replacing biotite) and lesser amounts of muscovite 'fish' 
all of which define a mylonitic fabric. Recrystallised patches and ragged blebs of muscovite are also 
abundant in the matrix (OU73436). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

G: Dominated by recrystallised plagioclase ribbons amongst which are epidote pseudomorphs of 
plagioclase, abundant zoisite, lepidoblasts of biotite altering to chlorite and titanite. Recrystallised 
plagioclase, calcite and muscovite comprise the matrix with scattered pyrite and apatite throughout 
(OU73437). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

H: Ultramylonite dominated by quartz with pervasive sub-grain growth and elongation into ribbons. 
Dynamic recrystallisation is prevalent. The matrix is composed of dynamically recrystallised 
plagioclase, quartz and muscovite along with chlorite and minor calcite. Sporadic muscovite fish are 
preserved. Accessories include apatite, zeolite and opaques (disseminated to trails and altering to 
titanite). Chlorite also forms along shear planes. Areas occur where recrystallised calcite dominates in 
association with quartz and represents recrystallised veins. Calcite also forms late stage infill to veins. 
An S-C fabric has developed (OU73438). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
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2.2. Dun Mountain Ophiolite Belt 

Plate A2.2.1: A layered outcrop of extensively metasomatised, felsic pyroxenite and ultramafics (now 
fully serpentinised), located at (Gr: 21519, 56632). Viewed to the southeast. Note the hammer for 
scale. 

s N 

Plate A2.2.2: A: interlayered gabbros, pyroxenite and serpentinite. The outcrop is intensly brecciated 
but the original cumulate texture is preserved. Viewed to the west (Gr: 21418, 56506) B: Hand 
specimen of a rodingite metagabbro (0073455) with a weak metamorphic/tectonic fabric . Width of 
sample = 4 em. The metagabbros overlie the cumulate rocks. 
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Plate A2.2.3: 

Plate A2.2.3: Rocks within the layered 
sequence of the Livingstone Group at The 
Bend, Cascade River (Gr: 21525, 56650) 

A: Hand specimen of the layered pale pink rodingite (OU73470) which forms augen horizons 
at outcrop. 
B: The layered fabric in the pink ultra-mafics (OU73470) is expressed by alternating horizons of: (1) 
preferentially orientated prismatic zoisite intercalated with chlorite and (2) clinopyroxene horizons 
with varying degrees of recrystallisation to tremolite. The mylonitic fabric is expressed by: (1) 
preferentially orientated zoisite; (2) winged, micro-faulted and boudinaged porphyroclasts (1.3-3.5 
mm) of lamellate clinopyroxene (exhibiting undulose extinction and tremolite alteration rims). The 
porphyroclasts are encompassed by finely recrystallised tremolite riddled with remnant stubby (0.1-0.3 
mm), corroded, zoned clinopyroxene. Zoisite ribbons deflect around clinopyroxene porphyroclasts; (3) 
crystalline clinopyroxene (up to 1.4 mm) which is strongly mechanically and chemically altered. 
Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
C: The pods and layers of alkali-amphibole-bearing mafic horizons (OU734 71) have an aligned 
fabric composed of strongly altered augite and oxyhornblende which are out of equilibrium as 
indicated by arcuate boundaries, tremolite overgrowths and tremolite replacements. Both are in an 
interstitial matrix of felted Mg-chlorite, minor serpentine and vivid green mica. Width of view= 3.2 
mm.XPL. 
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D: The meta-rodingite mafic dyke (OU734 72) has the assemblage: hydrogrossular-brown 
hornblende-ferrohornblende-plagioclase-titanite (pleochroic in shades of red)-zoisite/vesuvanite. 
Minerals are all heavily altered; ferro-hornblende has remnant strong brown to pale centres now 
rimmed or completely replaced by blue green fibrous ferro-hornblende. They show a preferred 
orientation and are inter-granulated with garnet. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

Pre-metasomatic metamorphism 
Evidence of a pre-metasomatic, upper greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphism is 

apparent in the rodingite lithologies. For example, hornblende has strong brown to pale 

centres (probably of plutonic origin) in the meta-rodingite mafic dyke (OU73472) in the 

Livingstone Group at The Bend, but the grains are rimmed or completely replaced by deuteric 

and metamorphic blue-green, fibrous ferro-hornblende (e.g. Plate A2.2.4: D). 

2.2.4. Progressive Serpentinisation 
The three different serpentine minerals (as discussed in the main text) are sufficiently coarse 

enough to be identified by optical properties (e.g. Gribble & Hall, 1992 and by the means 

outlined by O'Hanley, 1996). 

The peridotites display pseudomorphic textures: 

o Coronas of antigorite radiate around the edges of individual olivine grains (e.g. Chapter 3: 

Figure 3.10: A) and the pseudomorphs of pyroxene form a mesh cell texture. The olivine 

grains are tectonically deformed. 

o Antigorite also forms ribbons of y-serpentine (length slow apparent-fibres) or blades 

perpendicular to fractures (Chapter 3: Figure 3.10: B) which cut the olivine and the altered 

pyroxene grains. 

o Fine blades of antigorite form internally within the olivine grain either individually or as 

groups, the latter are precursors to an interpenetrating texture. 

o Tremolite needles are common, forming coronas around clinopyroxene, particularly at 

sites where serpentine ribbons cut the host peridotite (Chapter 3: Figure 3.10: A). Needles 

of tremolite also form within clinopyroxene grains. Occasional diamond-shaped grains of 

tremolite occur (possibly a replacement of amphibole formed during the earliest phase of 

deformation). 

There are several stages in the development of the serpentine textures after the olivine (Plate 

A2.2.4: A-F) 

o In the initial stages y-serpentine ribbons (of antigorite) form the dominant serpentinisation 

texture (Plate A2.2.4: A). 

o With increased serpentinisation the olivine is consumed primarily by an increase in the 

width of they -serpentine ribbons (Plate A2.2.4: B). 

o They-serpentine ribbons recrystallise to form interpenetrating textures (Plate A2.2.4:C) 

o Interpenetrating textures of antigorite spread into the olivine grains (Plate A2.2.4: D) 

o Further serpentinisation results in areas where the olivine grains are completely replaced 

by a mosaic of ribbon serpentine and interpenetrating antigorite resulting in non

pseudomorphic textures (Plate A2.2.4: E). 
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Plate A2.2.4: Progressive Serpentinisation A: Antigorite rims andy-antigorite ribbons. B: 
y-antigorite ribbons increase in width. Ribbons are replaced by randomly orientated fine blades of 
antigorite; C: Interpenetrating antigorite is incipiently consuming the y-antigorite ribbons and the 
olivine grains. D: Patches of finer-grained interpenetrating (fl) textures replace the interpenetrating 
antigorite blades in the olivine and the serpentine ribbons. (OU73447); E: Relict ribbon serpentine and 
fine-grained interpenetrating antigorite form a mosaic. Transitional textures prevail in places where 
mesh cells exist with cores (c) and rims (r) of both ribbon and interpenetrating antigorite. The altered 
pyroxene grains (P) are pseudomorphed by antigorite to give a bastite texture (B); F: A pervasive 
interpenetrating texture in the antigorite. Surviving olivine grains are partially to completely 
serpentinised to antigorite (some are pseudomorphed by a single grain). Twinning and undulose 
extinction are still visible in pseudomorphed pyroxene grains even though the pyroxene is no longer 
present. (OU73442). Width of views= 4.3 mm. XPL. 
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o When serpentinisation is substantial, olivine grains are almost completely replaced by 

antigorite. Antigorite pseudomorphs (with a fine-grained interpenetrating texture) make 

up the majority of the rock: only 10% of the relict clinopyroxene and olivine mineralogy 

remains in the ultramafic rock (Plate A2.2.4: F). Antigorite mesh cells are no longer 

identifiable and the texture is strictly non-pseudomorphic, although concentrations of 

opaque minerals defme the original grain shape of the pseudomorphs. The relict olivine 

and clinopyroxene grains exhibit intracrystallisation deformation (e.g. deformation bands 

and subgrains). 

Plate A2.2.5: 

Plate A2.2.5: Mylonitic serpentinites 
A: A fully serpentinised ultramafic mylonite consists of very resistant felted masses of antigorite. 
Opaque fragments and rotated porphyroclasts define foliation planes (0073483). Width of view= 3.2 
mm. XPL. 
B: A mylonitic fabric is defined by zones of lower birefringence serpentine around which higher 
birefringent serpentine and disseminated opaque trails anastomose. The fabric also deflects around 
epidote porphyroclasts which have fully replaced relict minerals. (0073476). Width of view = 3.2 
mm. XPL. 
C: A moderately serpentinised ultramafic mylonite which contains relict clasts of olivine and 
pyroxene. Olivine survives as rigid porphyroclasts, whereas pyroxene has been replaced by epidote. 
More significant in this sample is the layered fabric resulting from ribbon serpentine, often containing 
rotated porphyroclasts of serpentine aggregates. (0073480). Width ofview = 4.3 mm. PPL. 
D: Preferentially aligned antigorite define a mylonitic foliation. Dusty almost opaque alteration 
products of pyroxene are the only remaining minerals and form augen parallel to the foliation. 
(0073444). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 
4.3 mm. PPL. 
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Plate A2.2.6: 

Plate A2.2.6: Mylonitic textures and assemblages in the rodingite lithologies 
A: Rodingitisation is extensive in the metagabbro. Zoisite and euhedral grossular are small granular 
blebs surrounded by felted chlorite. Larger, black blebs are chromite. (OU73455) Section parallel to 
the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 3.2 mm. PPL. 
B: Lobate texture in chlorite within a mylonite derived from a rodingitised gabbro (OU73455). 
Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
C: Subgrain development exists in plagioclase crystals within the plagioclase-pyroxene pegmatite 
(OU73490). Clinopyroxene crystals, with tremolite overgrowths, are bent, displaying mechanical 
twinning, deformation laminae and undulose extinction. Width of view = 3.2 mm. PPL. 
D: A partially recrystallised clinopyroxene porphyroclast in a pegmatite (OU73490). The pyroxene is 
winged by dynamically recrystallised plagioclase. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL 
E: Doleritic rodingites are rich in uralitised clinopyroxene (altering to blue/green or deep brown 
hornblende), although retrogression to tremolite is extensive. Chlorite and minor metamorphic biotite 
are also present. Numerous patches of garnet are indicative of high calcium activity. Tremolite 
exhibits recrystallisation in the cores of prisms and plagioclase, quartz and chlorite are recrystallised in 
the interstices between the granular grossular. The assemblage indicates subgreenschist facies 
rodingitisation. (OU73481). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
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F: White rodingite clinopyroxenite dykes have the assemblage: clinopyroxene (altered to tremolite), 
chlorite, and garnets. Clinopyroxene pseudomorphs are rounded and the tremolite matrix is 
recrystallised. (OU73481). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

Plate A2.2.7: 

Plate A2.2.7: A: Analcime veins truncate the prismatic zoisite (high relief) set in a matrix of analcime 
(colourless). The higher relief patch in the vein at the centre of the view corresponds to prehnite. 
(OU73492). Randomly cut section. Width of view = 3.2 mm. PPL; B: An analcime vein truncates the 
dominantly fawn hornblende assemblage of the mylonitised alkali-hornblende-bearing dyke 
(0074389). Minor traces of analcime are found in the matrix. Xenocrysts of the host are caught up 
within the vein. The vein postdates: the intracrystalline plastic deformation evident from undulose 
extinction and subgrain growth in the hornblendes (which have been syntectonically fringed or partly 
replaced by tremolite ); sub grain growth within interstitial plagioclase; felted interstitial chlorite; 
corrosion of grain boundaries by recrystallised plagioclase; disseminated granular grossular; deformed 
and corroded tremolite prisms (not shown). Randomly cut section. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. 

2.3. Caples Group 
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Plate A2.3.1: Quartzofeldspathic Schists 
A: Textural zone IIIB pelite has laminae defined by quartz, plagioclase and occasional calcite horizons 
alternated with muscovite horizons. The latter contains plentiful chlorite flakes, small porphyroblastic 
epidote and clinozoisite with minor garnet in a matrix of epidote, chlorite, muscovite, biotite, quartz, 
recrystallised calcite and accessory magnetite. Porphyroblasts of aligned rugged biotite are scattered 
throughout. Subgrain growth is extensive (OU73516). Width of view = 5.2 mm. PPL Section is 
parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 
B: Textural zone IIIB brown psammite is dominated by simple twinned to untwinned plagioclase 
interspersed with preferentially orientated deep red ferristilpnomelane which defines a foliation. Minor 
muscovite and pale brown biotite are present along discontinuous high angle shears. Quartz is minor, 
occurring as recrystallised laminae. Chlorite and accessory rutile are also present. Extinction angles for 
the plagioclase are consistent with compositions for albite. Partial recrystallisation with extensive 
subgrain growth locally, has occurred. (OU73509). Width of view = 5.2 mm. XPL Randomly cut 
section. 
C: Textural zone IV quartzofeldspathic schist has an assemblage of quartz, plagioclase, muscovite 
(commonly as fish), epidote/zoisite concentrations, and preferentially orientated laths of biotite 
(commonly as rugged partially chloritised porphyroblasts and frequently forming in pressure shadows 
to the quartz) and plagioclase. Rare garnet also exists. Subgrain growth and brittle deformation of the 
plagioclase is evident. (OU73519). Width of view= 5.2 mm. XPL Section is parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. 
D: A microshear (filled with new grains) offsets mechanical twins within a plagioclase grain in the 
textural zone IV quartzofeldspathic schist. The grain is in the process of being dynamically 
recrystallised into the matrix (top left). (OU73519). Width of view= 1.25 mm. XPL Section is 
parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 

Plate A2.3.2: Mylonites derived from the Mystery Pelite: 
A: A chlorite-epidote greenschist mylonite (OU7370) has mylonitic laminations defined by: 
continuous dynamically recrystallised ribbons of quartz and plagioclase interlaminated with chlorite, 
epidote, zoisite and muscovite laminae. Biotite and muscovite "fish" define a fabric. Garnet 
porphyroclasts are very rare. Width of view = 5.2 mm. XPL Section is parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. 
B: A mylonite derived from a porphyroblastic greenschist (OU73533). Porphyroclasts are boudinaged 
to form continuous laminae with calcite forming in the boudin necks. Brown-green biotites are 
strained into fish structures. All of these occur in a matrix of actinolite, epidote, chlorite, muscovite 
and accessory magnetite. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL Section is parallel to the stretching lineation 
and normal to the foliation. 
C: Actinolite-magnetite greenschist mylonite (OU73531) has a lamination defined by alternations of 
dynamically recrystallised ribbons of quartz and plagioclase; dynamically recrystallised calcite 
ribbons; and lamination defined by muscovite and actinolite "fish". Chlorite and winged plagioclase 
occur between these main lamination sets in a matrix of dynamically recrystallised calcite, plagioclase, 
epidote, muscovite, chlorite and actinolite. Epidote is also scattered throughout as small rigid clasts 
along with accessory magnetite. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. Section is parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. 
D: A mylonite derived from a quartzofeldspathic schist has a mylonitic fabric defined by ribbons of 
plagioclase, quartz and micas. Fine-grained recrystallised shear bands are frequent (centre) which 
deflect the main laminae (OU73530). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL Section is parallel to the 
stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 
E: A ribbon texture in a quartzofeldspathic ultramylonite. Calcite, additionally, forms ribbons and is 
present in granoblastic textured to recrystallised laminae of plagioclase (OU73532) Width of view = 
4.3 mm. PPL. Section is parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 
F: A string-bead texture overprints an almost cryptocrystalline matrix (grain-size = 5-l 0 jllll) in a 
greenschist ultramylonite (OU73537). Strained plagioclase/calcite amalgamations (derived from 
veins) also define a weak foliation (top left). Width of view= 4.3 mm. PPL. Section is parallel to the 
stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 
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Plate A2.3.2: 

Plate A2.3.3: Schists and Mylonite of the Crescent Formation 
A: The metabasic schist (OU73511) contains untwinned plagioclase (0.2-0.7 mm), with minor epidote 
inclusions, which are interspersed with chlorite and epidote. Plagioclase deficient horizons are 
characterised by a matrix dominated in chlorite which contains zoned epidote porphyroblasts. The 
latter occur in segregated areas where porphyroblastic plagioclase is interlaminated within a matrix 
composed of plagioclase, muscovite, green biotite, Fe-rich chlorite and calcite. Calcite is also present 
filling late stage spaces, commonly parallel to foliation or as shadows to porphyroblast and intergrown 
with edges of recrystallised plagioclase grains. Width of view = 5.2 mm. XPL. Section is parallel to 
the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 
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B: In the metabasic mylonite (OU73508) plagioclase is aligned, strung out and ribboned to form a 
mylonitic lamination along with numerous ferro-actinolite prisms. Interspersed are epidote, chlorite, 
preferentially orientated laths of green stilpnomelane and lesser amounts of brown stilpnomelane. 
More sizeable green stilpnomelane form "fish" structures. Recrystallised ( 4 mm) calc-silicate, 
plagioclase horizons contain numerous~ 0.7 mm zoned epidote porphyroclasts. Width of view= 5.2 
mm. XPL. Section is parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 

C: The metabasic ultramylonite (OU73515) contains porphyroclasts (0.2-1.4 mm); clinozoisite, 
epidote (rarely as twinned mantled clasts rimmed in epidote), and plagioclase (almost completely 
saussuritised) although the latter two have undergone thorough recrystallisation. The matrix is 
composed of ferro-actinolite and epidote, along with plagioclase, chlorite and muscovite. Accessory 
magnetite and limonite are also evident. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. Section is parallel to the 
stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 

D: A porphyroblastic greenschist (OU73507) primarily consists of calcite and plagioclase 
porphyroblasts which are interspersed with weakly orientated biotite and stilpnomelane. These are 
wrapped in a matrix of chlorite, plagioclase, zoisite/epidote, muscovite, actinolite and opaques. 
Inclusions of epidote occur in the albite and sub-grain growth is prolific. Width of view = 5.2 mm. 
XPL. Randomly cut section. 

E: A mylonite derived from a porphyroblastic green schist (OU73541). Corroded, rounded 
porphyroblasts (0.2-0.4 mm) of plagioclase (with subgrain growth) make up 80% of the assemblage 
and are smeared out of to form a lamination. The remaining mineralogy, in a supporting framework, 
is anomalous blue birefringent, pleochroic green chlorite (biotite alteration products, some remnant 
biotite is preserved), and epidote dispersed in a grain-size reduced matrix of recrystallised plagioclase. 
Width of view = 5.2 mm. XPL. Section is parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. 

F: In OU73505 layers are defined at the microscopic scale as: 1) winged to beaded fabric of albite 
porphyroclasts (with epidote inclusions) in a matrix of muscovite, chlorite and numerous scattered 
zoisite/epidote; 2) isolated infrequent albite porphyroclasts in a matrix of chlorite and lesser amounts 
of zoisite fragments and minor biotite flecks; 3) string-bead to layered, ribbon plagioclase alternating 
with muscovite horizons. Biotite flakes (altering to chlorite) are common and zoisite/epidote is 
scattered throughout. Calc-silicate laminae are not uncommon. Furthermore, 20 em - 50 em calcite 
augen and 1-2 em quartz augen parallel foliation. Width of view= 5.2 mm. XPL. Section is parallel to 
the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 

G: Porphyroclasts of magnetite, calcite and stilpnomelane sit in a matrix of epidote, magnetite, biotite, 
recrystallised calcite and quartz. Poikiloblastic texture of quartz in calcite grains retains a relict 
foliation OU73513. Width of view = 5.2 mm. XPL. Section is parallel to the mineral lineation and 
normal to the foliation. 

H: A textural zone IV magnetite-bearing metabasic schist (OU73542) contains porphyroclasts of sub
equal amounts (30%); rotated magnetite (0.2-0.7 mm) and poikiloblastic calc-silicate. Occasional 
epidote and plagioclase clusters (1.5 mm) and zoned epidote also form porphyroclasts. These float 
within alternating laminated ribboned plagioclase (simple twinned), green biotite, chlorite and epidote. 
Single, 1.4 mm, non- recrystallised calcic grains recurrently form in the lee of magnetite 
porphyroclasts. Inclusions of epidote, quartz and plagioclase blebs (in the calcite grains) highlight a 
metamorphic fabric. Magnetite grains are winged with recrystallised tails of plagioclase. Magnetite is 
interpreted as a greenschist facies replacement of hematite in the metavolcanic rocks in the Caples 
Group (Bishop et al., 1996). Width of view = 5.2 mm. XPL. Randomly cut section. The schist also 
has more segregated varieties (e.g. OU 73543) in which laminae consist of calc-silicate and 
plagioclase horizons containing minor green biotite; & horizons dominated by green biotite & equal 
amounts of epidote fragments. 
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Plate A2.3.3: 

). 
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Plate: A2.3.4: 

A B 

c D 

Plate: A2.3.4: Mylonites derived from the Harris Saddle Formation 
A: Granular epidote dominates the matrix with lesser amounts of chlorite, muscovite and plagioclase. 
Strained granoblastic quartz-albite lenses, fringed in pleochroic brown-green micas, are dispersed 
throughout. (OU73545). Width of view = 5.2 mm XPL. Randomly cut section. 
B: Aligned ferro-actinolite, intercalated with smeared titanite and small euhedral epidote, define a 
fabric. Granoblastic plagioclase laminae occur frequently as rotated winged lenses and rootless folds. 
Larger tabular actinolite crystals, deformed to fish structures, are also widespread containing minor 
blebs of quartz. Granoblastic plagioclase/quartz laminae are commonly lined by chlorite and 
penetrating epidote saussuritisation products are crudely alternated. The occasional recrystallised 
aggregate of epidote and planed rutile are evident. The matrix is full of dust sized epidote, actinolite 
fibres , chlorite, muscovite, and recrystallised plagioclase. (OU73544). Width of view= 5.2 mm XPL. 
Section is parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 
C: Randomly orientated B-zoisite (0.3-1 mm in grain-size) overprint an original fabric defined by 
granoblastic quartz/plagioclase lenses interlaminated with muscovite, actinolite, chlorite and biotite 
horizons. However, both /3-zoisite and the matrix assemblage are caught up within an overprinting C'
type shear fabric (OU73546). Width of view = 3.2 mm. PPL. Randomly cut section. 

Mylonite possibly derived from an infolded slice of the Mystery Pelite: 
D: Alternating lenses and laminae of granoblastic quartz/plagioclase (with acicular inclusions of 
chlorite) define a fabric. Finer grained lenses, have similar composi!ions, except epidote is abundant 
and chlorite is of platy habit. (OU73548). Width of view = 5.2 mm. XPL. Randomly cut section. 
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APPENDIX3 

Appendix 3 relates to the contents of Chapter 4: The Basement Geology of Cascade Wedge 

and Jackson River Wedge. 

Full petrographical descriptions are proved below for the individual mylonitic lithologies 

contained within the Cascade Wedge. Some of the descriptions are a supplement to the 

photomicrographs and abbreviated figure captions presented in the main body of the thesis. 

Additional photomicrographs and hand specimen photographs are provided for samples which 

are only referred to in the main text but the accompanying plates only demonstrate some of 

the features. Thin section and rock samples catalogued at the University of Otago can be 

consulted. All minerals are identified through the principles of optical mineralogy (e.g. 

Gribble & Hall, 1992). 

3.1. Category I Mylonites in The Cascade Wedge 

DUNCAN RIVER LOZENGE 

3.1.1. Protomylonitic Gabbros in the Alpine Fault Lens 

Plate A3.1.1: 
A: Hand specimen of a porphyritic gabbro (OU73564) with phenocrysts 1-5 mm in grain-size. There 
is no obvious mylonitic fabric. 

B: Mineralogically the gabbro (OU73564) is characterised by 1.6 mm prismatic-shaped epidote and 
zoisite pseudomorphs of plagioclase along with 1.3-3 mm euhedral pseudomorphic aggregates of 
epidote, zoisite and sericite. These are winged and mantled by fully recrystallised plagioclase which 
in tum has epidote inclusions. Hornblende, 1-5 mm, is abundant, being almost completely broken 
down in places, fringed by tremolite, subsequently encompassed by biotite and chlorite alteration 
products. All are in a mosaic matrix of Mg-chlorite, epidote and plagioclase. Accessory rutile, 
magnetite and ilmenite, rimmed by titanite, are present. Amphiboles have a stubby to square habit so it 
may be postulated that they are replacements of original pyroxene. Clinozoisite replacement attests to 
a very calcic nature of the parent plagioclase. Section randomly cut. Width of view= 5.2 mm. XPL. 

C: Hand specimen of a dark green coarse-grained (~3 mm) porphyritic gabbro (OU73563). 

D: The assemblage in the gabbro in 'C' (OU73563) is dominated by heavily altered and zoned 
homblendes illustrating many episodes of recrystallisation. Plagioclase is equally present but is 
completely pseudomorphed by aggregates of clinozoisite, zoisite, chlorite and lesser amounts of 
sericite, although relict often square crystal shapes remain. An eight-sided euhedral shape represents a 
pseudomorph of pyroxene: chlorite and zoisite form its replacement. A relict high birefringent 
exsolution twin/lamella is still evident.' The matrix is composed of a fine-grained amalgamation of 
equivalent assemblages. Ultramylonitic horizons dissect altered hornblende in the centre of the field of 
view. Section randomly cut. Width of view= 5.2 mm. XPL. 
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E: Outcrop of amphibolite horizons (e.g. OU73565) at Twin Creek One (Gr:21393, 56527). In thin 
section (not shown) a layered fabric is evident: coarse clinopyroxene/epidote horizons have been 
subjected to invasive recrystallisation at their crystal edges. Interstitial plagioclase is completely 
recrystallised. Alternating with this is a continuous well-defined layer of red-brown epidote 
pseudomorphing plagioclase and thoroughly recrystallised plagioclase/quartz layers. Non-segregated 
areas occur, dominated by 2-5 mm phenocrysts predominantly of homblendes, breaking down to 
chlorite. Rare clinopyroxene cores are evident and in authigenic homblendes, poikilitic plagioclase 
blebs occur. Phenocrysts are also composed of bundles of euhedral entwines of muscovite, square 
prismatic plagioclase almost completely replaced by mica and epidote/zoisite, and numerous square 
epidote pseudomorphs. These are in a dense matrix of analogous mineralogy along with titanite. 

A B 

D 

c 
E 
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3.1.2. Protomylonitic Diorites in the Alpine Fault Lens 

Plate A3.1.2: 

A: Photomicrograph of the quartz-diorite (OU75558) demonstrating the tectonic fabric as defined by 
strung-out amphiboles. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width 
of view = 5.2 mm. PPL. 

B: Quartz-diorite (OU75558) in ' A' under XPL demonstrating the mineral assemblage and the 
mylonitic texture. Amphibole (0.3-1.4 nun, strongly altered, fringed by actinolite/tremolite) 
dominates and its preferred orientation defines a foliation along with numerous quartz ribbons and 
chlorite lenses. The foliation deflects around 1-1.4 mm epidote pseudomorphs of plagioclase. 
Muscovite, biotite and epidote ribbons also occur. Occasionally epidote is present as high relief brown 
Fe-rich prismatic crystals. The matrix is composed of muscovite, quartz/plagioclase associated with 
epidote {cryptocrystalline). Coarse crystalline apatite is prominent. Section parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 5.2 mm. 

C: Quartz-diorite (OU75559) under XPL. Quartz is deformed with undulose extinction. Subgrain 
growth exists in zoned, simple twinned plagioclase (some albite). Plagioclase is altered; partially 
sericitised but more notably pseudomorphed by epidote. Epidote is profuse in the interstices. Brown 
almost isotropic high relief chlorite pseudomorphs of biotite, themselves rimmed in chlorite, are very 
common. Section randomly cut. Width of view= 5.2 mm . 

D: Sub grain boundary development within the quartz in the quartz-diorite in 'C ' . Note the highly 
serrated grain boundary between two quartz grains, suggesting that the process of dynamic 
recrystallisation has occurred. Section randomly cut. Width ofview = 1.25 nun. XPL. 

Plate A3.1.2: Protomylonitic Diorites 
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3.1.3. Mylonites Derived from the Ultramylonite Zone of the Alpine Fault Lens 

Mylonites derived from Plutonic Rocks 
Supplements to Figure 4.6 (photographic examples may be found on page 96 in main text): 
A: Amphibole-epidote-plagioclase mylonite (OU73679). A layered mylonitic fabric is defined by 
alternating recrystallised plagioclase (commonly with low-strain lenses of brittley deformed and 
partially recrystallised plagioclase), muscovite-, biotite- and epidote-rich layers which are interbanded 
with string-beaded horizons dominated by altered hornblendes (0.7 mm) (rare horizons of less altered 
hornblende are present). Hornblende makes up 15% of the mineralogy in layers which contain 
rounded plagioclase porphyroclasts (0.7 mm) and 25% in plagioclase deficient horizons which 
correspond to black layers at outcrop. Accessory allanite forms cores to epidote. 

B: Epidote-amphibolite-biotite ultramylonite (OU73560). The ultramylonites contains porphyroclasts 
of hornblende (0.7 mm), breaking down to biotite and chlorite, boudinaged into continuous laminae. 
Chlorite frequently forms in-fills to the boudin necks. Additionally, untwinned plagioclase, epidote 
(0.15-0.4 mm), commonly a slaty blue/grey colour, define a bead-fabric in a matrix of principally pale 
brown biotite (phlogopite), ribbons of titanite and recrystallised muscovite. Epidote forms boudins in 
equal amount to the amphiboles. A layered mylonitic fabric is also distinguished by recrystallised 
quartz laminations. Minor amounts of relict biotite are present as inclusions in the hornblende. 

C: Magnetite-epidote-plagioclase ultramylonite (OU75562). Defined colour banding corresponds to ~ 
80% epidote layers and epidote-plagioclase layers with concentrations of minute opaque mineral 
fragments. 

D: Hornblendite/pyroxenite (OU75571). Contains densely spaced hornblende grains and clinozoisite. 
Mylonitisation is not pervasive and dynamic recrystallisation is restricted to the interstitial plagioclase 
(which is also displayed in Plate A3.13: A). Section randomly cut. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. 

E: Quartz-hornblende-plagioclase-epidote mylonite (OU73554) dominated by porphyroclasts of 1.5 
mm hornblende (altering to Mg-rich chlorite and tremolite), strongly sericitised plagioclase along with 
abundant epidote. Quartz, titanite and calcite are present in subordinate amounts. A matrix of Mg-rich 
chlorite anatomises around the porphyroclasts. 

F: Layered ultramylonitic granite (OU73551). Coarse horizons are packed with corroded blebs of 
plagioclase and quartz breaking down from large (3.4 mm grains in coarse horizons) original distorted 
(mechanically twinned) crystals. A matrix of recrystallised plagioclase, quartz, chlorite, calcite and 
muscovite surrounds them; mantled porphyroclasts (1.4 mm) of perthite, microcline, minor 
untwinned-twinned plagioclase, again partially broken down with calcite alteration products; 
micaceous pale brown metamorphic biotite and horizons crowded with cryptocrystalline 
epidote/zoisite intergrown with plagioclase. Disseminated trails of titanite also parallel the layers. 

Plate: A3.1.3: Mylonites derived from the ultramylonite zone of the Alpine Fault Lens 
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Mylonites derived from Sedimentary Rocks 
Supplements to Figure 4.7 (photographic examples may be found on page 104 in main text): 
A: Biotite-plagioclase ultramylonite (OU73552). It has a strongly developed, regular planar foliation 
defined by recrystallised biotite, plagioclase and epidote. The foliation is overprinted by a bead to 
string-bead fabric formed from porphyroclasts of K-feldspar commonly micro-faulted into 1.4 mm 
lenses and recrystallised lenses. Ultramylonitic banding is formed by pure biotite layers. Accessory 
allanite is present. Hand specimen sample of the brown, flinty, layered biotite-plagioclase 
ultramylonite is shown on Plate A3.1.3:B. 

B: Epidote-plagioclase ultramylonite (OU73553). A string-beaded mylonite fabric is defined by 0.7 
mm recrystallised plagioclase mantled in recrystallised calcite. These are in a matrix dominated by 
cryptocrystalline recrystallised plagioclase along with epidote and chlorite. Scattered rigid small 
epidote grains and accessory allanite are also present. Plagioclase-epidote mylonitic layer forms the 
top section of the photograph. 

3.1.4. Mylonites derived from the volcanic rocks of the Upper Duncan Lens 
Plate A3.1.4: Supplements to Table 4.6 (page 102 in main text): 
A: A mylonite derived from an andesite-dacite volcanic rock is layered with alternating ultramylonitic 
layers and winged mantled, zoned to twinned crystals and aggregates of plagioclase (chains linked by 
chlorite fibres). Zoned plagioclase laths, aligned by their c-axis form a fabric. In addition, winged 
sericite, chlorite and quartz aggregates (1.4 mm) are common. Plentiful titanite ribbons delineate a 
fabric along with horizons rich in aligned actinolite fibres and those rich in brown material. Occasional 
brown high relief clasts occur. Minor, 0.1-0.2 mm, hornblende, fringed in actinolite, form 
discontinuous chains. Between these the matrix is composed of mostly epidote and chlorite with 
recrystallised plagioclase and actinolite. Accessory rutile is present (e.g. OU73573, OU73566). 
Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. 

B: A mylonite derived from a trachyandesite-trachydacite. Flinty layers (OU73567) evident at outcrop 
consist of either; dynamically recrystallised plagioclase laminae containing thicker lenses; dust-sized 
epidote-rich horizons, almost cryptocrystalline, with scattered corroded plagioclase crystals amongst 
it; or coarse 0.3 mm thick layers which are less mylonitic and full of prismatic (in places bent) simple 
twinned to multiple twinned laths along with numerous titanite ribbons. These are in a matrix of 
recrystallised plagioclase, epidote and strewn actinolite needles. Furthermore, disarticulated clasts 
(0.1-0.3 mm) of epidote pseudomorphs, some still intact, in a matrix of recrystallised plagioclase form 
banded layers. (c.f OU73575). OU73569 represents a finer-grained equivalent in which concentrated 
amphibole horizons are more noticeable. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

C: A mylonite derived from a coarse-grained andesite volcanic-plutonic. A porphyroclastic banded 
mylonite (OU73570) as defined by alternating: biotite and chlorite layers; dynamically recrystallised 
plagioclase; and tremolite laths which frequently deflect around the porphyroclasts and occur as strain 
shadows. The matrix is composed of primarily chlorite along with very fine-grained recrystallised 
plagioclase, epidote and lesser amounts of mica. This layered fabric is overlain by a string-bead fabric 
of rotated winged objects. Porphyroclasts are of five main types: prismatic zoned plagioclase (0.5 
mm) which has varying degrees of epidote replacement and rare antiperthitic textures; aggregates of 
sericitised plagioclase commonly micro-faulted into boudins connected by recrystallised fibres; 
aggregates of very pale fawn actinolite pseudomorphs of clinopyroxene (1.5 mm) and single grains 
(1.2 mm), commonly with strain shadows oftremolite, and actinolite (replacements of hornblende) up 
to 10 mm in size and repeatedly micro-faulting; rounded 3 mm epidote; 4-3 mm winged aggregate 
fragments of: plagioclase and titanite, pyroxene pseudomorphs and zoned plagioclase, zoned 
plagioclase and titanite. Opaques with quartz overgrowths are sporadic. Section parallel to the 
stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
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Plate: A3.1.4: Mylonites derived from the Volcanic & Volcanogenic Rocks 

Mylonites derived from Volcanogenic Rocks 
Plate A3.1.4: Supplements to Figure 4.11 (page 109 in main text) 
D: Photomicrograph of a mylonitised conglomerate (OU73582) which indicates recrystallised extent 
of the matrix and volcanogenic clasts. Section randomly cut. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. 

3.1.5. Mylonites derived from the Plutonic Intrusive Rocks in the Upper Duncan Lens 
Plate A3.1.5: Supplements to Figure 4.12 & Table 4.7 (page 110 & 111 in main text) 
A: A coarse-grained quartz-gabbro (OU75574) has a weak mylonitic fabric in thin section but 
clinopyroxene are relatively unaltered Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. 

B: Strained and dynamically recrystallised quartz grains in the quartz gabbro in 'A '(the centre of 
view). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 3.2 
mm. XPL. 

C: Strained gabbro (OU73580) in which the clinopyroxenes are uralitised and strung-out to define a 
mylonitic fabric. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view 
= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

D: A fine-grained, hornblende-rich mylonite (OU73583). Aligned hornblende dominates but rare 
cores of pyroxene with high extinction angles are evident. Lesser amounts of disseminated 
recrystallised muscovite occur. Sporadic porphyroclasts of epidote (and calcite in places) 
pseudomorphs of plagioclase, muscovite/zoisite aggregates and pyrite occur. Porphyroclasts of pyrite 
have recrystallised calc-silicate strain shadows. The porphyroclasts are in a matrix of chlorite, 
plagioclase, muscovite, hornblende/actinolite and scattered epidote (0.1 mm) clasts. Section parallel to 
the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2mm. XPL. 

E: A fine-grained, hornblende-rich mylonite (OU73583). Hornblende porphyroclast is in the centre of 
the view. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 3.2 
mm. PPL. 
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Plate: A3.1.5: Mylonites derived from the Plutonic Intrusive Rocks 
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F: In thin section (OU73578) augen layers are defined by: chained recrystallised hornblende, often 
thoroughly replaced by actinolite or chlorite (actinolite overgrowths form tails); red brown 
recrystallised aggregates of titanite, disseminated to wispy trails; and pale brown uralitised 
clinopyroxene chains. Numerous rounded aggregates of epidote form rotated porphyroclasts. 
Colourless actinolite often forms fibrous continuous layers. These are in a layered recrystallised matrix 
of predominantly epidote/zoisite granules with minor plagioclase but also with alternations of 
sericitised plagioclase. Minor fibrous pale brown biotite and recrystallised muscovite parallel the 
foliation. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 5.2 
mm. PPL. 

G: Highly strained gabbroic-mylonite (OU73584). Hornblende is abundant with only 10% modal 
plagioclase which is mostly pseudomorphed by epidote. Section parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. 

Intrusives witlzin Volcanics at Forfouglzen Creek (Gr: 21370, 56512) 

A layered mylonitic sequence ( ~60 m thick) of dark, fine to medium-grained mafic rocks, are 

interpreted to represent intrusives within volcanics at Forfoughen Creek. For instance, 

mylonitic volcanics are interlayered with subparallel mylonitised doleritic horizons (50-100 

em), connected by layers (range from 5-10 em in thickness) of fine (0.2-0.6 mm) gabbroic 

mylonite (interpreted to be original low angle off-shoots). These increase in frequency to the 

east towards the main igneous body represented by a medium to coarse-grained (1.5 mm) 

hornblendic high-strain mylonite interlayered with dark, gabbroic, finer-grained mafic 

mylonites. 

KINV AID LOZENGE 

3.1.6. Mylonites derived from Metabasic Rocks in the Shee Lens 

Plate A3.16: 
A: A mylonite derived from a mafic-ultramafic rock (OU73619). Dark layers have concentrations of 
disseminated opaques accounting for ~30% of the mineralogy. The remaining mineralogy of the dark 
layers consists of 60% recrystallised plagioclase, often formed as ribbons, and 10-20% epidote. Paler 
layers are dominantly composed of recrystallised plagioclase ribbons with only scattered epidote 
clasts. Epidote is concentrated into layers where it accounts for ~50% of the mineralogy with the rest 
corresponding to plagioclase and chlorite. Occasional 0.3-1.2 mm porphyroclasts of plagioclase and 
epidote occur. Accessory rutile is present. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. 

B: A mylonite derived from a mafic-ultramafic (OU73607). A millimetre fluxion banding is composed 
of stretched and fragmented epidote trails with frequent titanite and rutile. Epidote porphyroclasts 
within these layers are mantled with epidote, have chlorite strain shadows and, in places, are 
completely recrystallised to a fine epidote fill. In addition to the epidote laminations the mylonite is 
typically banded: (1) ultra-fine dark bands of meshed epidote, plagioclase and chlorite with 
disseminated opaque trails, (2) preferentially orientated tremolite fibres, minor fine plagioclase ribbons 
and occasional small rigid epidote clasts; (3) slightly coarse and paler bands dominated by slightly 
rounded, commonly zoned, epidote fragments (with tremolite strain shadows) and frequent titanite 
rigid clasts; (4) bands concentrated in a mesh of fibrous to acicular tremolite (0.7 mm) which trail 
between coarser subhedral tremolite prisms. Occasional boudinaged porphyroclastic to ribbon 
laminae of plagioclase are evident. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. 
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C: A mylonite derived from an anorthositic layer (OU73606). The pale colour and laminations are in 
response to banding of: (1) muscovite layers very finely interlaminated with recrystallised plagioclase 
with abundant small rigid porphyroclasts of epidote around which the muscovite deflects; (2) 
recrystallised plagioclase horizons which commonly occur as ribbons or lenses and have rigid epidote 
clasts scattered throughout and (3) concentrations of very small grains of epidote. Type one and two 
occur finely interlaminated over 12 mm horizons. The odd mantled sericitised feldspar porphyroclasts 
along with rutile porphyroclasts, strain shadowed with chlorite (minor biotite), are evident. Epidote 
also forms recrystallised ribbons (c.f OU73620 & OU73608 which have 1-2 mm interlamination of 
above segregations). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of 
view = 3.2 mm. XPL. 

Plate A3.1.6: 

Supplement to Figure 4.17: A (a photographic example may be found on page 120 in main text): 
A metagabbro (OU73602) has a recrystallised matrix of epidote (60%). Heavily saussuritised 
plagioclase ( ~0.6 mm) (less altered plagioclase show sericite inclusions) with highly corroded edges, 
float in the matrix. Strong blue/green (remnant brown in places) hornblende, altered to tremolite and 
with zircon, makes up 20% of the mylonite. Allanite and a brown mineral with very high relief are 
accessory. Quartz is minor to absent. 

Supplement to Figure 4.17: B (a photographic example may be found on page 120 in main text): 
A mylonite derived from an anorthosite (OU73636). It is composed almost entirely of remnant 0.6-1.7 
mm equant to sub-equant grains of andesine. They retain lath and prismatic shapes although they have 
been partially altered resulting in inclusions of epidote and are partially disseminated. The interstitial 
matrix is composed oftremolite and chlorite (anomalous purple birefringence) with abundant rigid 0.1 
mm grains of epidote. Abundant titanite ribbons are present. Higher strained rocks (e.g. OU73767) 
have fine-grained milled epidote horizons with a bead-fabric dominated by rounded to sub-equant 
plagioclase (0.2 mm) of andesine composition. Porphyroclasts often retain square shapes with internal 
zoning although epidote saussuritization is evident. Epidote pseudomorphs (0.3-1.3 mm) also occur 
along with quartz-calcite-epidote 1.7 mm porphyroclasts which may be infills of vesicle cavities. 
Ribbons of titanite define a foliation. 
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Supplement to Figure 4.18: A (a photographic example may be found on page 121 in main text): 
A mylonite derived from a dolerite to andesite (0073635).It primarily consists of twinned and 
untwinned rounded porphyroclasts and plentiful laths (~ 1 mm) of marginally altered plagioclase 
(extinction angle analysis of the plagioclase indicate andesine composition) with equal amounts of 
altered hornblende (0.2 mm), frequently large (0.2-0.3 mm) rotated porphyroclasts of plagioclase 
winged with tremolite, and rounded epidote more commonly as undefined blebs. Occasional mantled 
porphyroclasts of epidote (0.2 mm) also exist and have tremolite-epidote aggregates for tails. These 
are in a recrystallised matrix dominated by plagioclase and epidote but additionally with chlorite and 
tremolite. Lamination is defined by the c-axis orientation of laths, fibrous tremolite horizons and 
occasional recrystallised plagioclase ribbons. Spaced, thin (0.3-0.6 mm) layers dominated by densely 
packed fine grained (<1 mm) epidote and blue/green hornblende laths along with lesser amounts of 
plagioclase and chlorite parallel the foliation. Boudinaged hornblende fish are common in these 
horizons. 

Supplement to Figure 4.18: B (a photographic example may be found on page 121 in main text): 
A mylonite derived from a dolerite (OU73605). Coarse, 3 mm spaced, epidote laminae consist of 
disarticulated aggregates of sub-equant epidote (commonly mantled in recrystallised plagioclase with 
tremolite pressure shadows) in low strain, deformed, lenses. Mylonitic foliation is, additionally, 
defined by a string to beaded-fabric of partially rounded and corroded twinned and untwinned 
plagioclase (0.15-0.8 mm), along with slightly lesser amounts of similar sized epidote and winged 
amphiboles (these very rarely show relict clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene cores). Abundant, 
preferably orientated tremolite needles, likewise, define a foliation commonly connecting up epidote 
porphyroclasts. Smeared out ribbons of titanite are plentiful wrapping round porphyroclasts. The 
matrix is composed of recrystallised plagioclase, dust size particles of epidote and chlorite. Relict 
hornblende is not uncommon, partially altered to tremolite and deformed in to fish structure. 

Supplement to Figure 4.19: (photographic example may be found on page 121 in main text): A 
mylonite derived from an anorthositic layer (OU73637). Segregation banding (~ 1-4 mm) is 
pronounced, apparent from principally tremolite horizons but also with minor muscovite and bands 
with varying degrees of zoisite/ epidote concentrations (up to 80%). The matrix is composed 
predominantly of dynamically recrystallised plagioclase along with fine acicular tremolite, dust-sized 
epidote and chlorite in which abundant fragments ofzoisite/epidote (<0.1-0.3 mm) float. More intact 
epidote porphyroclasts still persist and are commonly mantled by recrystallised plagioclase and, where 
they are winged, plagioclase and chlorite tails are evident. Plagioclase porphyroclasts also exist and, 
more commonly than not, are smeared out to recrystallised lenses. Sporadic clasts of titanite are also 
found. 

3.1.7. Mylonites derived from Metabasic Rocks in the Ard Lens 

Plate A3.1.7: 
A: A mylonite derived from a gabbro (0073589) is distinctive in that it has a string-beaded fabric 
delineated by abundant porphyroclasts (0.2-0.4 mm) of partially to fully reconstituted pyroxenes 
(mostly clinopyroxenes but orthopyroxenes are present too). Theses are frequently flanked by 
tapering grain aggregates of tremolite. Smaller beads (0.1-0.2 mm) of plagioclase (untwinned) also 
occur and frequent strings of titanite. These are in a matrix of very fine grained epidote with varying 
proportions of untwinned plagioclase. Minor muscovite and biotite laminae occur. Coarse low strain 
lenses (1.5 mm) exist which are altered to clusters of epidote, tremolite and calcite. Section parallel to 
the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

B: A mylonite derived from an anorthositic cumulate (0073585) is composed of recrystallised 
plagioclase laminae banded with dusty epidote laminae. Dynamically recrystallised lenses (3 mm) of 
plagioclase/quartz are prominent. Scattered 0.2 mm epidote clasts, prismatic square plagioclase, and 
horizons with 2 mm mantled pseudomorphs of plagioclase take place. Accessory rutile and coarse 
apatite are present (c.f 0073620). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
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C: An epidote ultramylonite is ~ 90 % epidote with fluxion laminae of recrystallised plagioclase. 
Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. 

Plate: A3.1. 7: 
Mylonites from the 
Ard Lens 

Supplement to Figure 4.20: A (a photographic example may be found on page 118 in main text) 
A mylonite derived from a mafic cumulate. At thin section scale (e.g. OU73586) the epidote 
ultramylonite is strongly segregated with alternations of: (1) beaded-fabric of plagioclase (0.1-0.5 mm) 
porphyroclasts (subgrain recrystallisation within and tremolite strain shadows in places) and scattered 
small epidote clasts, in a matrix of recrystallised plagioclase. Ultramylonite plagioclase horizons are 
evident, some with dispersed epidote in the matrix; (2) banded horizons reflecting varying proportions 
of recrystallised plagioclase and epidote in the matrix; (3) horizons with small dispersed acicular 
tremolite; (4) coarser epidote horizons containing reconstituted epidote porphyroclasts (with chlorite 
strain shadows), around which, recrystallised ribbons of plagioclase and epidote deflect. Occasional 
hornblende "fish" are present. Porphyroclasts of epidote commonly have recrystallised centres. The 
matrix is rich in hornblende and epidote with tremolite, plagioclase, chlorite, biotite and minor 
muscovite. Reconstituted porphyroclasts are thought to represent original mafic crystals. 

Supplement to Figure 4.21 (a photographic example may page 118 in main text): A mylonite 
derived from a blastoporphyritic metapyroxenite (OU73588) is composed of 70% closely spaced, 
stubby, fawn hornblende (0.2-1.2 mm) and reconstituted pyroxenes strung-out into chains. The 
crystals are altering to tremolite and in places are completely replaced. A darker brown core still 
prevails in places. Hornblende is present in lesser amounts but of similar size and again is fringed and 
replaced by tremolite. Prismatic porphyroclasts of plagioclase, corroded with epidote, are rounded 
extensively; pseudomorphed plagioclases are intermittent. Titanite ribbons deflect around these. All 
occur in a matrix of heavily reconstituted recrystallised plagioclase (pseudomorphed to epidote) and 

. acicular tremolite. Less altered areas indicate simple twinned to multiple twinned plagioclase laths of 
andesine compositions. 
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3.1.8. Mylonites derived from Melanocratic granitoids in the Dnn Lens 
Plate A3.18: 
A: A String-bead mylonitic granite (OU73526). In thin section mantled, 3 mm, porphyroclasts of 
mostly k..:feldspar, and albite form a bead mylonite fabric in a matrix of predominantly recrystallised 
biotite (also as inclusions in porphyroclasts and themselves, with inclusions of actinolite), feldspar, 
quartz, muscovite, actinolite, chlorite (often as alteration of biotite) and minor zoisite. Finer more 
mylonitic horizons are expressed by a string-bead fabric (1.7-3 mm feldspar). Very fine dust sized 
epidote bands are also present. Very strongly deformed laminae of dynamically recrystallised quartz 
also define a mylonitic fabric. Minor chlorite strain shadows are evident on the larger clasts. Section 
parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 4.3 mm. PPL. 

B: Granite (e.g. OU73625, OU73762) is dominated by (1-1.2 mm) quartz and mantled albite which is 
bent, mechanically twinned and has biotite strain shadows. Titanite anatomises around these. Frequent 
epidote porphyroclasts with allanite cores prevail. These are breaking down into a layered matrix of: 
dynamically recrystallised quartz/plagioclase; and recrystallised green biotite and muscovite horizons 
which include scattered 0.05-0.3 mm epidote clasts. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and 
normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

C: A slightly lower strained version (OU73645) has a string-bead fabric defined predominantly by K
feldspars, along with zoned plagioclase and albite. These are mantled in a layered matrix, consisting of 
recrystallised biotite, muscovite, plagioclase (commonly as ribbons), rare biotite fish and abundant 
strings of titanite. Epidote is rare. Minor hornblende fish with actinolite overgrowths are present. 
Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. 

D: A banded ultramylonitic granite (OU73763) in which the fabric is defined by alternating string
beaded and layered textures. In thin section the string-bead texture is expressed by 0.3-0. 7 mm 
plagioclase porphyroclasts (with sericite inclusions). Coarser horizons have clasts up to 1.4 mm, most 
of which are untwinned but some albite twins are evident. Layered textures are colour banded in 
response to alternating layers: dominantly biotite along with muscovite, epidote, and plagioclase; and 
recrystallised plagioclase and sericite. Muscovite is aligned parallel to the foliation although fish 
structures are also evident. Low strain remnants of granite are in lenses. Section parallel to the 
stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

E: Granodiorite mylonite (OU73629). Biotite is only occurring as scattered rugged chloritised 
porphyroclasts and as hairline-thin, spaced layers. Alternating segregated layers of epidote, 
recrystallised plagioclase and muscovite are also broadly spaced indicating this is a lower strained 
variety. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 
mm. PPL. 

F: Layered ultramylonitic diorite (OU73634) is defined by alternations of: 1) layers of 50-60% 
(intermittently 80%) epidote with titanite, sericite, chlorite and plagioclase; 2) recrystallised 
plagioclase and sericite. Micaceous horizons separate the two frequently. Epidote (0.03 mm), 
actinolite needles and titanite scattered throughout. Within this a string bead fabric is defined by: 
predominately plagioclase, occasional 0.4 mm epidote, 0.3 mm hornblende (commonly fringed by 
actinolite and in some places almost completely replaced by actinolite), titanite (5-1 0% ), quartz and 
plagioclase. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 
mm.XPL. 

Supplement to Figure 4.23: A (a photographic example may be found on page 129 in main text) 
String-beaded to layered biotite-granodiorite mylonite (e.g. OU73628, 73759-61) defined by 0.6 mm 
k-feldspar/microcline (sericite inclusions), albite, plentiful red/brown biotite and 3 mm hornblendes 
fringed by actinolite. These float in a matrix of recrystallised biotite along with recrystallised 
plagioclase (quartz) and lesser amounts of epidote and chlorite. Bands of concentrated titanite, 
commonly as ribbons, occur throughout. Biotite ribbons and feldspar ribbons are also found. 
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Accessory apatite, bright red/brown allanite (also as inclusions to hornblende) and dark brown green 
tourmaline are present. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 
Plate A3.1.8: Mylonites derived from Melanocratic Granitoids 

3.1.9. Mylonites derived from leucocratic granitoids in the Dun Lens 
Plate A3.1.9: 
A: A hornblende-epidote-plagioclase mylonite derived from a leucocratic granodiorite (OU73600). 
Dynamically recrystallised quartz/plagioclase laminae contain sericitised, partially recrystallised and 
mechanically twinned, porphyroclasts (up to 3 mm) of feldspar which define a mylonitic foliation. 
Lenses of augen hornblende (1.5 mm) with recrystallised overgrowths, around which actinolite, mica 
and opaques deflect, also delineate a foliation. Hornblende has undergone mechanical and chemical 
breakdown. The matrix is composed of epidote, biotite, sericite, quartz and calcite. Accessory allanite, 
as cores to epidote, 1.2 mm titanite and rounded apatite grains evident. Hornblende poikilitically 
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encloses quartz. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view 
3.2 mm. XPL. 
Plate A3.1.9: Mylonites derived from leucocratic granitoids 

B: A high-strained epidote-rich leucocratic granodiorite ultramylonite (OU73599).Mineralogy is 
homogenised. A pronounced fine layered fabric has developed consisting of dynamically 
recrystallised plagioclase, disseminated epidote and white mica. Porphyroclasts of hornblende are 
spotted throughout. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of 
view 3.2 mm. XPL. 

C: Hand specimen of a hornblende-plagioclase mylonite derived from a leucocratic granodiorite. A 
strong tectonic fabric is developed (OU73592). 

D: Hand specimen of an ultramylonitic leucocratic granodiorite with a strong planar mylonitic fabric 
(OU73603). 

E: Thin section of the ultramylonitic leucocratic granodiorite in 'D' A mylonitic foliation is defined 
by dynamically recrystallised laminae. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. 
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3.2. Category II Mylonites in The Cascade Wedge 
Plate A3.2.1: 
A: OU73684 represent a mylonite derived from a coarse sandstone-pebbly conglomerate. A bead to 
string-bead-mylonite fabric is defined by porphyroclasts of plagioclase and volcanogenic lithic and 
epidote fragments. All of the porphyroclasts float in a matrix of fully recrystallised dust -sized epidote 
intergrown with plagioclase along with chlorite. Interlayers of micaceous material exist. Titanite is 
abundant. Accessory rutile and hornblende are also present. Section parallel to the stretching lineation 
and normal to the foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. 

B: OU73675 has a bead-mylonitic fabric dominated by plagioclase porphyroclasts with dust-sized 
epidote in the matrix. It is derived from a coarse sandstone comparable in mineralogy to OU73684. 
Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. 

C: OU73690 is a higher strain equivalent to OU73689 with a string-bead mylonitic fabric defined by 
porphyroclasts of albite, lithics and epidote along with thin argillaceous (muscovite and biotite) 
laminae and plentiful smeared out titanite. These are in a matrix of recrystallised epidote and 
plagioclase. Detrital hornblende is present with actinolite overgrowths. Section parallel to the 
stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. 

D: OU73672 is derived from a very coarse sandstone with a beaded mylonitic fabric defined 
predominantly by sub-equant to rounded lithics (sericitised plagioclase) and plagioclase with 
occasional clasts of epidote. These sit in a weakly argillaceous matrix of recrystallised plagioclase. 
Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. 

E: OU73766 is an ultramylonite derived from thinly interbanded siltstones and coarse sandstone. It 
differs from the mylonites types of Plate 'F' not only by the reduction in grain-size but also in the 
increase in micaceous (pale brown) material. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to 
the foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. PPL. 

F: A mylonitised shale/slate has the assemblage: micas, actinolite, chlorite, plagioclase (saussuritised 
to epidote) graphite and opaques. Mylonitic recrystallised tails are present on larger grains. Section 
parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view 1.25 mm. PPL. Shales 
rich in carbonaceous material take on a shiny appearance (e.g. OU73663). 

Photomicrographs of the strained conglomerate (OU73680) in Figure 4.27 (main text p137) 
G: A trachyte fragment cut by an ultramylonitic horizon at the top right. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL; 
Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. 

H: Mantled porphyroclast of plagioclase. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. 

Supplement to Figure 4.28: A (a photographic example may be found on page 139 in main text): 
A volcanogenic argillite (OU73689) has a string-bead to layered mylonitic fabric defined by biotite 
ribbons, very thin layers concentrated in epidote and layers dominated by recrystallised plagioclase 
ribbons which contain winged porphyroclasts of plagioclase, epidote and igneous Iithics (now 
indicated by pyroxenes encompassed by sericitised plagioclase all of which form mantled 
porphyroclasts ). 

Supplement to Figure 4.28: B (a photographic example may be on found page 139 in main text): 
Mylonitised, thinly interlayered siltstones and coarse sandstone are represented by OU73677. A string
beaded fabric, in which the lamination is defined by insolublt( ribbons and muscovite, deflect around 
porphyroclasts of saussuritised plagioclase, quartz, ilmenite (rimed by titanite) and scattered epidote. 
The matrix is composed of recrystallised plagioclase, epidote dusts, metamorphic muscovite and 
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chlorite. Accessory apatite and allanite are evident. Mylonites derived from pale grey sandstone (e.g. 
top section of the photo) consists of porphyroclasts of quartz, feldspar and minor epidote in a 
recrystallised matrix of quartz, feldspar, chlorite and minor muscovite. Greenish grey varieties 
(0073676) have more epidote scattered through the matrix. 

Plate A3.2.1: Mylonites of Category ll 
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3.3. Category III Mylonites in The Cascade Wedge 

Plate A3.3.1: 
A: A homogeneous mylonite at outcrop (e.g.OU73698) is reflected petrographically by poorly 
segregated domains of recrystallised plagioclase, strong-green chlorite and domains where granular 
epidote is concentrated, up to 80%. The matrix throughout is inter-grown, predominantly with epidote, 
plagioclase, acicular ferro-actinolite, chlorite (with an anomalous brown birefringence), accessory 
rutile and magnetite. Titanite ribbons form a foliation along with augen hornblende (rimmed in 
actinolite) crystals. Porphyroclasts of epidote (0.17 mm) and plagioclase (0.3 mm) are scattered 
throughout. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view = 
3.2mm. XPL. 

B: A fissile and well foliated mylonite (OU73699) petrographically is essentially composed of aligned 
acicular tremolite intercalated with ribbon plagioclase crystals, which deflect around interspersed 
winged recrystallised plagioclase. A trait of the latter is cores of epidote. Small 0.1 mm clasts of 
epidote are scattered throughout. Spaced recrystallised plagioclase laminae enclosing winged 
recrystallised plagioclase lenses are frequently sheath folded. An unusual feature is infrequent rod 
shaped recrystallised muscovite (e.g. at right hand side of the photo). Section parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

C: OU73700 in contrast is strongly segregated as reflected by alternating subgrain to granoblastic 
plagioclase laminae (again sheath folded with strung out lenses); chlorite horizons containing epidote 
fragments, tremolite needles and recrystallised porphyroclasts of plagioclase (0.7 mm) and epidote 
(0.3 mm); horizons dominated by epidote and coarser plagioclase horizons with chlorite strain 
shadows. Tremolite deflects into microshears. Dark layers equal highly strained relict vitric tuff clasts. 
Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

D: Sheath folded and segregated epidote and plagioclase laminae. Section parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. (OU73703). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

E: Non-segregated epidote-rich mylonite with numerous rounded epidote porphyroclasts. Opaque 
minerals and pyrite cubes are numerous (OU73701). Section parallel to the stretching lineation and 
normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

F: Rotated epidote porphyroclast. Section parallel to the stretching lineation and normal to the 
foliation. (OU73706). Width of view= 3.2 mm. PPL. 

G: Porphyroclasts and laminae of epidote are thoroughly recrystallised in a mylonite derived from an 
epidote-rich, volcanogenic coarse pebbly conglomerate. (OU73702) Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
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Plate A3.3.1: Mylonites of Category ill 
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3.4. The Jackson River Wedge 

Plate A3.4.1 : 
A: A very fine-grained epidote mylonite derived from a mafic rock. (OU73736). Dynamically 
recrystallised plagioclase laminae define a mylonitic foliation. Section parallel to the stretching 
lineation and normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

B: Hornblende-plagioclase-epidote ultramylonite. Attenuated plagioclase define a foliation along with 
antithetic and synthetic microfaulted hornblende. (OU73743). Section parallel to the stretching 
lineation and norn1al to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

C: Layered hornblende-plagioclase-epidote ultramylonite. Section parallel to the stretching lineation 
and normal to the foliation. (OU73751). Width ofview = 3.2 mm. XPL. 

D: Hornblende-epidote ultramylonite. A strong foliation is defined by attenuated hornblende which 
also forms numerous porphyroclasts (OU73722) . Section parallel to the stretching lineation and 
normal to the foliation. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

Plate A3.4.1: Mylonites in the Jackson River Wedge 
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O.U. Sample No. 

73743 

73746 

73745 

73726 

73749 

73747 

73748 

73737 

73739 

73752 

73750 

73753 

73722 

73742 

73754 

73719 

73733 

73734 

73755 

Sc v Cr 

18 153 32 

29 215 207 

29 276 84 

10 131 88 

33 314 47 

36 298 126 

37 495 39 

14 148 95 

21 188 36 

34 296 182 
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O.U. Sample No. Sc 

73624 7 

73602 27 

73664 21 

73661 15 

73765 12 

73660 30 

73765 12 

73668 10 

73669 6 

73677 16 

73768 14 

73676 10 

73688 13 

73699 32 

73705 28 

73707 26 

73703 26 

73704 31 

73701 35 

v Cr 

93 84 

284 46 

150 26 
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94 48 
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31 3 
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73602 
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73595 
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73566 
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73661 

73660 
73768 

73677 

73664 

73669 

73668 

73669 

73676 

73688 

73765 

73704 

73699 

73703 
73701 

73703 

73705 

73701b 

Si02 

62.7 

52.64 

51.37 

60.6 

48.49 

66.5 
51.21 

48.9 

49.31 

61.14 

54.8 
62.85 

61.00 

50.73 

51.73 

63.94 

51.73 

64.82 

61.07 

59.31 

50.83 

52.22 

48.57 
48.45 

57.23 

55.70 
48.45 

Ti02 AI203 
I 

0.61 16.62 

1.18 18.09 

1.3 15.58 

0.94 16.37 

0.96 18.04 

0.68 13.74 

0.64 17.36 
1.42 14.4 

1.14 17.52 
0.81 17.68 
1.78 13.2 
0.79 17.37 

1.03 16.49 

0.78 13.04 

0.53 22.40 

0.65 16.97 

0.53 22.4 

0.81 15.91 

0.96 16.53 
0.72 18.14 

0.97 15.93 

0.28 12.21 

1.42 15.15 
1.39 16.43 

0.66 15.09 

1.00 15.20 
1.39 16.43 

M' ... -· ·-···-··~-
c -- -- .. -- -

Fe20 3
1 MnO MgO CaO 

5.42 0.1 2.41 4.97 
9.45 0.15 3.58 8.45 

13.41 0.18 5.62 5.57 
6.05 0.09 2.82 4.86 
10.75 0.17 5.83 9.55 
5.82 0.12 2.42 3.36 
11.29 0.16 4.31 8.42 
11.13 0.19 7.73 10.43 
10.8 0.18 5.11 10.21 

6.67 0.07 1.97 2.65 

15.73 0.3 4.81 3.32 
5.45 0.07 1.58 2.88 
7.38 0.11 1.89 3.14 
4.47 0.23 0.96 14.18 
9.47 0.09 2.38 4.24 
4.94 0.07 1.96 2.22 
9.47 0.09 2.38 4.24 

5.54 0.1 2.18 2.38 

7.13 0.12 2.42 3.53 
5.82 0.09 2.66 5.14 

9.09 0.16 7.43 9.2 
7.97 0.16 12.81 7.92 

9.75 0.19 8.99 9.95 
9.3 0.14 7.16 11.37 

8.75 0.13 4.4 7.5 
11.38 0.16 4.11 5.78 

9.3 0.14 7.16 11.37 

Na20 K20 P20s Loi% I Total 

3.58 1.86 0.19 1.87 100.33 

3.06 1.11 0.19 2.14 100.04 

3.05 0.3 0.14 3.14 99.66 

3.72 2.07 0.23 1.7 99.45 

2.14 0.86 0.13 2.92 99.84 

4.86 0.14 0.15 1.6 99.39 

3.27 0.23 0.09 2.65 99.63 
2.91 0.15 0.1 1.7 !" 99.06 

1.98 0.32 0.18 2.42 99.17 

2.65 3.27 0.16 2.7 99.77 
1.71 0.63 0.16 3.54 99.98 

4.54 1.94 0.16 4.27 100.9 

4.27 1.60 0.49 2.31 1.74 

1.1 0.95 0.19 12.7 99.33 

1.23 2.68 0.05 4.82 2.00 

5.01 2.17 0.13 1.74 2.53 

1.23 2.68 0.05 4.82 99.62 

4.6 1.55 0.18 1.85 99.92 

4.16 1.73 0.21 2 99.86 
2.73 2.94 0.16 2.27 99.98 

3.55 0.47 0.09 2.53 100.25 

2.34 0.94 0.04 3.01 99.9 

2.76 0.36 0.14 2.8 100.08 
3.09 0.03 0.15 2.59 100.1 

4.05 0.16 0.07 2.08 100.12 
4.31 0.05 0.10 2.18 2.27 ~ 
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o.u. Sample No. 

73726 

73746 
73749 
73737 
73739 
73752 

73743 
73722 
73719 
73749 
73747 
73748 
73753 
73754 

73750 
73742 

73734 
73755 

Si02 

59.82 

42.08 
50.3 
59.51 
56.12 
52.31 

59.52 
54.59 
62.69 
51.3 
48.56 
40.77 
56.79 
65.74 

59.19 
58.69 

63.1 
60.2 

Maior El ------ ~--- ---

Ti02 AI20a Fe20 3t 

0.89 15.64 6.59 
1.47 14.65 8.58 
0.81 18.37 8.94 
0.78 15.31 7.33 
1.02 17.49 8.14 
1.05 14.8 10.12 

0.96 16.33 7.02 
0.78 14.79 11.16 

0.69 15.96 8.68 
0.67 17.77 10.03 
0.75 17.29 10.49 
0.79 20.97 12.58 
0.44 17.59 6.99 
0.63 13.97 4.88 

0.95 15.01 8.78 
1.04 14.61 10.49 

0.59 14.46 4.38 
0.77 17.76 6.93 

~ 
'"d 
g 
0--· >< 
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ts- Jackson River Wed -
MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 P20s Loi% Total 

0.09 3.6 4.27 3.46 1.83 0.31 3.29 99.79 
0.15 6.17 13.64 3.79 0.56 0.19 8.88 100.16 
0.15 4.28 9.44 2.79 0.75 0.13 4.36 100.32 
0.12 3.65 3.89 3.81 1.26 0.22 3.73 99.61 
0.13 3.34 6.22 3.71 1.21 0.24 2.41 100.03 
0.21 6.51 8.64 2.34 0.04 0.09 3.96 100.07 
0.12 2.74 5.27 4.22 1.27 0.25 2.34 100.04 
0.18 4.48 6.56 3.72 0.28 0.11 18.61 115.26 
0.18 3.68 5.89 4.02 0.33 0.15 3.31 105.58 
0.18 4.24 8.89 3.12 0.12 0.13 3.62 100.07 
0.17 6.19 10.32 2.5 0.51 0.16 3.14 100.08 
0.19 7 11.67 1.43 0.13 0.11 4.56 100.2 
0.14 2.69 10.46 1.56 0.82 0.23 2.52 100.23 
0.07 2.67 2.34 1.94 4.16 0.16 2.85 99.41 
0.17 3.8 5.76 3.83 0.08 0.32 2.53 100.42 
0.16 3.04 5.2 4.14 0.34 0.14 1.86 99.71 
0.09 1.7 4.81 3.15 2.37 0.15 4.81 99.61 
0.09 2.19 2.92 3.73 2.44 0.17 2.62 99.82 
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Appendix 5 

APPENDIXS 

Appendix 5 relates to the contents of Chapter 5 and 6: The First and Second Order faults, 

respectively. The following sections give supplementary outcrop descriptions and structural 

data. 

5.1. First Order Faults 

Alpine Fault 

5.1.1. Alpine fault splay through Quaternary gravels 

Plate AS.l.l: Trace of the Alpine fault cutting fluvial gravels at Low Creek (Gr: 21375, 57524). The 
fault plane is marked by a pale grey cohesive horizon (062/52° SE) in otherwise 
unconsolidated gravels . 

5.1.2. Alpine fault zone at Sutherland Creek 
The damage zone created by the Alpine fault is readily visible from the air because of 

extensive slippage within the crush area in the hanging wall sequence (Plate A5.1.2). A 20 

em thick foliated green and grey gouge zone, containing 2-4 mm chips and communited 

quartz augen, separates a several metre thick Karamea Suite granite-derived gouge-rich 

cataclasite from a 50 m thick sequence of hydrothermally altered crush breccia to cataclasite 

of Brook Street granitoid. This passes into a 50 m thick fault breccia derived from granitoid 

mylonites, full of communited quartz pods. The fault breccia becomes coherent up sequence 

where it is overlain by intact metabasic mylonites. A splay fault in the eastern part of the fault 

zone offsets Quaternary gravels. 
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(viewed to SW) 

512 

Plate A5.1.2: Exposure of the 
Alpine fault zone and the main fault 
core at Sutherland Creek (Gr: 
21420, 56557). 
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5.1.3. Alpine fault zone at Duncan River 

Plate A5.1.3: Ultracataclasite zones cutting the Western Province-derived cataclasite of the Alpine 
fault at Duncan River (Gr: 21396, 56537). Moderately-dipping, 5 mm thick, NNE-striking 
ultracataclasite zones (028/42° SE) in western fault core display 2 em of separation as a result of 
sinistral reverse-slip (e.g. gouge lineations plunge 68/094°) on moderately-dipping ENE-striking 
shears (264/58° N). The NNE-striking shears have lineations which plunge moderately to steeply to 
the east indicating dextral-reverse-slip. 

The Peanut fault 

5.1.4. Faults in the damage zone of the Peanut fault at White Slip. 
Plate A5.1.4: 
A: Faults exploit the contact of a dyke which is rotted by hydrothermal alteration. Slip is partitioned 
across the W-dipping structures bounding the dyke. The western fault has a gouge lineation steeply 
plunging to the NE and the eastern fault has a gouge lineation which plunges shallow to moderately to 
the NE. B: Close-up of the western fault contact of the dyke. A shear gradient created by the fault 
movement folds the subsidiary gouge zones and indicates normal displacement. S-C packages within 
the gouge zone also suggest down to the west movement. C: Mesoscopic shear patterns in the fault
brecciated zone to the west and in the wall rock to the east are dextral-normal in sense as exemplified 
by a I m wide crush zone (20 em long notebook for scale). D: Wall rock cut by serpentinised shear 
zones. Symmetrical antigorite alteration zones extend 5 em either side of slickensided shear zones 
which record strike-slip. 
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A 

Plate A5.14 
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The West Hollyford fault 

5.1.5. Anatomy of the Theta Tarn Fault at "Fault Creek" 
(Gr: 56554, 21434; Chapter 5: Figure 5.44) 

Fracturing is extensive (1 em spaced increasing to 5-10 em in more massive blocks to the 

west) and the foliation is sheared and coated with gritty gouge every 0.5-1 em. In areas of the 

brecciated rock shattering is extensive resulting in an incohesive mesh of slickensided fine 

breccia. Within these sheared areas, a wavy shear foliation is developed which is truncated by 

3 em thick gouge-rich shears every 3 m. A 20 em thick gouge zone is exposed in the creek 

bed (Chapter 5: Figure 5.44: locality 1) 5 m east of the shattered Brook Street Terrane-derived 

mylonite outcrops. It lies in direct line with the trace mapped through the bush and is 

interpreted to represent the main fault plane although gravel deposits cover up any basement 

rocks. A more significant outcrop of gouge-rich cataclasite (2 -20 mm chips) occurs to the 

northeast (Chapter 5: Figure 5.44: locality 3) and to the southwest as 0.5 m gouge-rich crush 

breccia (Chapter 5: Figure 5.44: locality 2) outcrops. The damage zone extends 

approximately 50 m east and west into the wall rocks. 

5.2. Second Order Faults and Subsidiary Faults 

Kinvaid Lozenge 

Plate A5.2.1: An 030° striking fault cuts glacial 
moraine by the Woodhen Pond fault strand 
(Chapter 6: Figure 6.3) and forms part of a 
strike-slip duplex. 
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Duncan River Lozenge 
Subsidiary shears/faults within the area of extension in the Duncan River Lozenge (Plate A5.2.2 & 
Plate A5.2.3) 

NE 
040/46SE 

Mylonite foliation 

Quartz vein 

sw 
y 020/SSSE ' 

17/127 . 
lineation 

Plate A5.2.2: A normal fault offsets mylonitic foliation. 
Equal area lower hemisphere stereonet displaying shears 
in the vicinity ofthe fault (Gr: 21391,56530). 

• Pc:Ms., f&Nit.l!ltf-pe.nes 
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Plate A5.2.3: Brittle, NE-striking faults 
offset shallow-dipping, gouge-rich NW
striking shear zones and gravels at Low 
Creek along the western margin of the 
Duncan River Lozenge. Steeply-dipping, 
NW-striking shears also have a normal 
sense of separation. 

(compass for scale) 
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Appendix 6 

APPENDIX6 

Appendix 6 relates to the contents of Chapter 7: The Kinematics and Structure of the 

Mylonite Zones. The following plates display the shear sense indicators from within each 

mylonite zone. All the photomicrographs shown are X-Z sections . 

6.1. Kinvaid Lozenge-Brook Street Terrane 

Plate A6.1: 

E F 
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Plate A6.1(reverse page): 
SE-dipping foliation with SW-plunging lineations: 
A: a-object indicates top-to-NE shear sense on a SE-dipping plane. The stretching lineation = 
14/250°. (OU73605). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: Top-to-the-SW sense indicated by synthetic 
micro-sheared hornblende. The stretching lineation= 20/228°. (OU73629) Width of view= 3.2 mm. 
PPL. 
SE-dipping foliation with E-ENE-plunging lineations: 
C: A a -object indicates top-to-the-WSW shear sense. The stretching lineation = 39/068° (OU73607). 
Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. D: Synthetic and antithetic micro-faulted hornblende indicate top-to
the-NE-shear. The stretching lineation = 13/060°. (OU73600) Width of view = 4.3 mm. XPL. E: 
Hornblende porphyroclasts are a -objects which indicate top-to-the-NNW shear. Width of view 3.2 
mm. XPL The stretching lineation= 8/164° and in this case the foliation = 352/23NE (OU73589). F: 
A _-type porphyroclast formed out of dynamically recrystallised hornblende indicates top-to-the-NE 
shear. The stretching lineation= 15/082° (OU73588). Width of view = 1.7 mm. XPL. 

6.2. Duncan River Lozenge-Brook Street Terrane 

c D 
Plate A6.2: 
SE-dipping foliation with ENE-ESE plunging lineations: 
A: Fish and shear-step textures formed by antithetic micro-faulting of hornblende indicate top-to-the
WNW shear. The stretching lineation= 18/104°. (OU73560). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. B: 
Dextral deflection of a mylonitised vein. (OU73561). Width of view= 5.2 mm. XPL. The stretching 
lineation= 20/085°. 
SE-dipping foliation with ENE-ESE plunging lineations: 
C: Folded epidote-rich horizon at outcrop at Twin Creek One (Gr: 21393, 56528) displays top-to-the 
SW vergence. 
NE-dipping foliation with E-plunging lineations: 
D: Epidote porphyroclast rotated to form a complex object at hand specimen scale indicating top-to-
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the-W shear. The stretching lineation= 22/089° (0073582). Width ofview = 5 em. 
SE SE 

c IJ 

Plate A6.3: 
NW-dipping foliation with NW- plunging lineations: 
A: a-objects indicate top-to-the NW 46/319° (0073677). B: Dextral reverse shear sense indicators 
provided by plagioclase porphyroclasts and biotite and hornblende "fish". Width of view = 3.2 mm. 
PPL. The stretching lineation= 88/322°. (0073660) 
SE-dipping foliation with ENE-ESE plunging lineations: 
C: Micro-sheared plagioclase porphyroclast indicates reverse shear. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. 
The stretching lineation = 23/078°. (OU73684). D: A micro-faulted hornblende porphyroclast 
provides a top-to-the-WNW shear sense indicator. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. The stretching 
lineation= 50/103°. (0073689). 

Plate A6.4 (reverse page): A: S-C fabric defmed by aligned tremolite needles. Width of view= 3.2 
mm. XPL. The stretching lineation= 44/220°. (0073698). B: Shear rotated epidote lamina. Width of 
view= 3.2 mm. XPL. The stretching lineation= 43/320° (OU73703). C: A sheath fold indicates top
to-the-NE shear as does, D: A C'-type shear fabric in a mylonite in which the stretching lineation= 
62/252°. Width of views= 1.7 mm. 

Plate A6.5 (reverse page): Crenulated mylonitic foliation within the hinge area of mesoscopic-scale 
sheath fold (at Gr: 214401, 565400). The sheath fold limbs strike NE and NNE, dipping 60° SE/ESE 
(i.e. subparallel to the dip of the main faults). The hinge zone is characterised by a crenulated, short 
amplitude and wavelength fold pattern in which the hinge lines plunge 30° ENE. The fold pattern is 
interpreted to result from the transpressive deformation in this part of the mylonite zone and may well 
be connected to movement on nearby second order faults . 
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Plate A6.6: A: A rotated feldspar porphyroclast indicates top-to-the-ENE shear sense. Width of view 
= 3.2 mm. PPL. The stretching lineation= 46/255°. (OU73757). B: Top-to-the-NE shear indicated by 
a winged pyrite porphyroclast. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. The stretching lineation = 32/238°. 
(OU73725). C: Synthetic micro-faults and fish structures in hornblende indicate top-to-the-SW shear 
sense. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. The stretching lineation= 29/069°. (OU73722). D: Winged 
plagioclase porphyroclast within an epidote-rich mylonite indicate top-to-the-SW shear sense. Width 
of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. The stretching lineation= 35/074°. (OU73721). 

ENE WSW 

Plate A6.7: A: sketch of a dextral sense S-C fabric developed at thin-section scale as defined by 
magnetite trails and deflected antigorite. Width of view = 1 mm. (OU73476). 8: Rotated 
porphyroclasts of altered clinopyroxene indicating top-to-the-WSW movement. Width of view = I .4 
mm. XPL. The stretching lineation= 20/085° (OU73476). 
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Plate A6.8 SE-dipping foliation with ENE- or SE-plunging lineations: 
A: Rotated mantled porphyroclast of plagioclase forms a a-object and indicates top-to-the-WSW shear 
sense. (OU73530). The stretching lineation = 32/074°. Width of view = 5.2 mm. XPL. B: S-C fabric 
indicates top-to-the-NW shear sense. (OU73525) The stretching lineation = 39/156°. Width of view = 
3.2 mm. XPL. C: S-C fabric indicates top-to-the-WSW shear sense. (0073503). The stretching 
lineation= 39/078°. Width of view= 5.2 mm. XPL. D: Biotite fish indicate top-to-the-WSW shear 
sense. (OU73504). The stretching lineation= 41/080°. Width ofview = 3.2 mm. XPL. Width of view 
= 3.2 mm. XPL. 
SE-dipping foliation with SW-plunging lineations: 
E: Micro-fault indicates indicate top-to-the-SW shear sense. (OU73519) The stretching lineation = 
20/204°. Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. 

The Livingstone fault mylonite zone at White Slip: WSW-dipping foliation with W-plunging 
lineations 
F: C'-fabric indicates dextral shear sense and top-to-the-ESE shear sense. (OU73547). The stretching 
lineation= 41/283°. Width of view 3.2 mm. XPL. Random section orientation. 
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Plate A6.9: A: Crenulation folding (an example from Gr: 21633, 56699). Width of view = 3.2 mm. 
PPL. (0073506). Random section orientation. 
SE-dipping foliation with ENE- plunging lineations: 
B: The stretching lineation = 40/070°. (0073506). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. C: Syntectonic 
epidote inclusion trail in a plagioclase porphyroclast. Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. Top-to-the WSW 
shear. (0073502). The stretching lineation = 56/080°. D: Inclusion trail in plagioclase porphyroclasts 
which are attenuated in places to define a foliation. The syntectonic plagioclase porphyroclasts with a 
sigmoidal Si pattern and asymmetric strain shadows indicate dextral shear sense which implies the 
plagioclase rotated in a clockwise sense with respect to the kinematic frame. The stretching lineation = 
20/068° . (0073501). Width of view = 3.2 mm. PPL. E: Quartz-winged rotated plagioclase 
porphyroclast. The stretching lineation= 32/074°. (0073505). Width of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. F: 
Close-up ofthe porphyroclast in 'E'. Width of view= 1.25 mm. XPL. 
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Plate A6.10: SE-dipping foliation with SE-plunging lineations: 
A: S-C fabric indicates top-to-the-NW shear. The stretehlng lineation= 62/124°. (OU73434). Width 
of view = 3.2 mm. XPL. B: S-C fabric and rotated porphyroclasts indicate top-to-the-NW shear. The 
stretching lineation= 52/122°. (OU73435). Width of view= 3.2 mm. XPL. C & D: C'-type shear 
band cleavage. Plate ' C' indicates the common dextral shear sense C'-plane and 'D' the rare sinistral 
sense C' -plane. The shear band cleavage indicates top-to-the-NW shear. The stretching lineation = 
441116° (OU73437ofviews = 1.7 mm. 
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